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1 Pilot.
Pilot.
2
2 Draw
Draw Head
Head Attachment.
Attachment.
3 Folding
Folding Draw
Draw Head.
Head.
4
4 Air
Air Signal
Signal Hose.
Hose.
5 Air
Air Brake
Brake Hose.
Hose.
6 Hose
Hose Hangers.
Hangers.
7 Buffer
Buffer Beam.
Beam.
8 Pilot
Pilot Bracket.
Bracket.
9 Flagstaff.
Flagstaff.
10 Arch
Arch Brace.
Brace.
11 Front
Front Frame.
Frame.
12 Cinder
Cinder Chute.
Chute.
13 Cinder Chute
Chute Slide.
Slide.
Extension Front.
14 Extension
Front.
Headlight Step.
15 Headlight
Step.
Signal Lamp.
16 Signal
Lamp.
Number Plate.
17 Number
Plate.
18 Smoke Arch
Arch Door.
Door.
19 Smoke Arch
Arch Front.
Front.
20 Smoke Arch
Arch Ring.
Ring.
21 Headlight Bracket.
Bracket.
22 Headlight
Headlight Case.
Case.
23 Headlight
Headlight Reflector.
Reflector.
24 Headlight
Headlight Burner.
Burner.
25 Cleaning Door.
Door.
Netting.
26 Netting.
27 Deflector Plate.
Plate.
28 Deflector Plate
Plate Adjuster.
Adjuster.
29 Air Pump Exhaust
Exhaust Pipe.
Pipe.
30 Blower.
31 Nozzle Stand.
Stand.
32 Nozzle Tip.
33 Steam Pipe (2).
33
(2).
34 T-Pipe.
34
35 Dry Pipe Joint
35
36 Petticoat or Draft
36
Draft Pipe.
Pipe.
37 Stack Base.
37
38 Smoke Stack.
38
Arch Hand Rail.
39 Arch
39
40 Oil Pipe Plug.
40
41 Cylinder Saddle.
41
Chest Casing Cover.
Steam Chest
42 Steam
42
Steam Chest Cover,
43 Steam
43
Steam Chest.
44 Steam
44
Relief Valve.
45 Relief
45
Balance Plate.
46 Balance
46
Balanced Valve.
47 Balanced
47
Valve Yoke.
48 Valve
48
Valve Stem.
49 Valve
49
Valve Stem Packing.
50 Valve
50
Steam Passages to Chest.
51 Steam
51
Chest.
Seat
Valve Seat
52 Valve
52
Bridges.
53 Bridges.
53
Exhaust Port.
54 Exhaust
54
Steam Ports.
56 Steam
56
Cylinder.
57 Cylinder.
57
Cylinder Head.
Back Cylinder
58 Back
58
Packing.
Piston Packing.
59 Piston
59
Rod.
Piston Rod.
60 Piston
60
Head.
Piston Head.
61 Piston
61
Rings.
Packing Rings.
Piston Packing
62 Piston
62
Center Castings.
Truck Center
63 Truck
63
Cylinder Head.
Front Cylinder
64 Front
64
Casing.
Head Casing.
Cylinder Head
65 Cylinder
65

66
66 Cylinder
Cylinder Lagging.
Lagging.
07
67 Cylinder
Cylinder Casing.
Casing.
68
68 Cylinder
Cylinder Cocks.
Cocks.
69
69 Cylinder
Cylinder Cock
Cock Rigging.
Rigging.
70
70 Engine
Engine Truck.
Truck.
Truck
Engine
71
71 Engine Truck Wheel.
Wheel.
72
72 Engine
Engine Truck
Truck Tire.
Tire.
73
73 Engine
Engine Truck
Truck Axle.
Axle.
74
74 Engine
Engine Truck
Truck Brass.
Brass.
75
75 Engine
Engine Truck
Truck Box.
Box.
76
76 Engine
Engine Truck
Truck Pedestal.
Pedestal.
77
77 Engine
Engine Truck
Truck Frame.
Frame.
78
79 Engine
Engine Truck
Truck Pedestal
Pedestal Brace.
Brace.
Truck
Engine
79
79 Engine Truck Frame
Frame Brace.
Brace.
80 Engine
80
Engine Truck
Truck Equalizer.
Equalizer.
81 Engine
81
Engine Truck
Truck Spring
Spring Hanger.
Hanger.
82 Engine
82
Engine Truck
Truck Spring.
Spring.
Spring
Truck
Engine
83
83 Engine Truck Spring Band.
Band.
84 Engine
84
Engine Truck
Truck Spring
Spring Pocket.
Pocket.
85 Safety
85
Safety Hanger.
Hanger.
86 Truck
86
Truck Brake.
Brake.
Wheel Guard.
87 Wheel
87
Guard.
Signal Pipe.
88 Signal
88
Pipe.
Guides.
89
89 Guides.
Guide Yoke.
90 Guide
90
Yoke.
Guide Block.
91 Guide
91
Block.
Main Rod.
92 Main
92
Rod.
Main Rod
93
93 Main
Rod Front
Front Strap.
Strap.
Key.
94 Key.
94
Head
Cross
95
95 Cross Head Pin.
Pin.
Cross Head.
96 Cross
96
Head.
Main Frame.
97 Main
97
Frame.
Drum Bracket.
Air Drum
98 Air
98
Bracket.
Drum.
Air Drum.
99 Air
99
Connection.
Pump Connection.
100 Pump
100
Connection.
Pipe Connection.
Train Pipe
101 Train
101
Stem Rod.
Valve Stem
102 Valve
102
Rod.
Pipe.
Train
103 Train Pipe.
103
Out Plugs.
Wash Out
104 Wash
104
Plugs.
Link.
105 Link.
105
Suspension Stud.
106 Suspension
106
Stud.
Block Pin.
Link Block
107 Link
107
Pin.
Block.
Link Block.
108 Link
108
Connection. Back
Eccentric Connection.
109 Eccentric
109
Back Up.
Up.
Connection, Go
Eccentric Connection,
110 Eccentric
110
Go Ahead.
Ahead.
Hanger.
Link
111 Link Hanger.
111
Shaft Arm.
Tumbling Shaft
112 Tumbling
112
Arm.
Shaft
Tumbling Shaft.
113 Tumbling
113
Lever.
Shaft Lever.
Tumbling Shaft
114 Tumbling
114
and Rig.
Spring and
Balance Spring
Counter Balance
115 Counter
115
Rig.
Rocker.
11.6 Rocker.
11.6
Box.
Rocker Box.
117 Rocker
117
Rod.
Reach Rod.
118 Reach
118
Pipe.
Branch Pipe.
119 Branch
119
Case.
Valve Case.
Check Valve
120 Check
120
Valve.
Check Valve.
121 Check
121
Flues.
122 Flues.
122
Pipe.
Oil Pipe.
123 Oil
123
Seam:
Boiler Seam:
Horizontal Boiler
124 Horizontal
124
Seam.
Circumferential Seam.
125 Circumferential
125
Lagging.
Boiler Lagging.
126 Boiler
126
Jacket
Boiler Jacket
127 Boiler
127
Bands.
Jacket Bands.
128 Jacket
128
Rail.
Hand Rail.
129 Hand
129
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130 Hand Rail Brackets.
131 Bell Stand.
132 Bell.
123 Steam Bell Ringer.
134 Sand Box.
135 Pneumatic Sander.
136 Sand Pipe.
137 Driving Wheel Tire.
138 Driving Wheel Centers,
129 Ash Pan.
140 Driver Brakes.
141 Driver Springs.
142 Driver Spring Hanger.
143 Driver Spring Equalizers.
144 Driver Spring Hanger Brace.
145 LOwer Rail of Frame.
146 Pedestal Brace.
147 Driving Box Shoe.
148 Driving Box Wedge,
149 Wedge Bolt.
150 Driving Box.
tying Axle.
:21
152 Side or Parallel Rod.
153 Rod Bush.
]54 Main Rod Connection,
155 ?Jain Frame.
156 Frame Brace.
157 Frame Splice.
158 Go Ahead Eccentric.
159 Baek Up Eccentric,
360 Go Ahead Eccentric Rod.
181 Go Ahead Eccentric Strap.
162 Back Up Eccentric Rod.
163 Back Up Eccentric Strap.
164 Grate Shaking Rig.
165 Rocking Grates.
166 Expansion Pad.
167 Expansion Link.
168 Running Board.
169 Air Cylinder Brake Pump.
170 Steam Cylinder Brake Pump.
171 Air Strainer.
172 Delivery to Drum.
173 Drip Cock.
174 Pump Piston Packing.
175 Pump Exhaust Connection.
176 Pump Steam Connection.
177 Governor.
178 Pump Valve Case.
179 Injector.
189 Injector Overflow.
181 Water Pipe.
182 Steam Pipe.
183 Steam Valve.
184 Primer.
185 Water Valve.

186 Fire Box.
187 Tube Sheet.
188 Crown Bars.
189 Sling Stays.
150 Stay Bolts.
191. Dry Pipe.
192 Stand Pipe.
193 Dry Pipe Hangers.
194 Throttle Pipe.
195 Trott's. Valve.
196 Throttle Bell Crank.
197 Throttle Stem_
198 Dome.
199 Dome Cap.
200 Dome Casing.
201 Safety Valves.
202 Chime Whistles.
203 Whistle Rig.
204 Ventilator.
205 Cab.
'06 Air Pump Lubricator,
207 Air Gauge.
208 Steam Gauge.
209 Steam Turret.
210 Injector Throttle"
211 Blower Cock.
212 Gauge Lamp.
213 Signal Whistle.
214 Air Pump Throttle.
21.5 Throttle Lever.
216 Pneumatic Sander.
216a Sand Lever.
217 Reverse Lever.
218 Engineer's Brake Valve,
219 Gauge Cocks.
220 Quadrant.
221 Cut Out Valve.
222 Fire Door.
223 Cylinder Cock Lever.
224 Cylinder Lubrieator.
225 Oil Can Shelf.
226 Hand Hold. ,
227 Shake Lever Stub.
228 Asb Pan Damper Handle.
229 Whistle Signal Valve.
230 Brake Valve Reservoir.
231 Train Pipe.
232 Train Pipe Hose.
233 Signal Pipe.
234 Signal Pipe Hose.
235 Feed Pipe Hanger.
236 Feed Pipe.
237 Feed Pipe Hose.
238 Tail Piece of Frame.
229 Cab Bracket_
240 Counter Balance Weight.
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DEFINITION OF ENGINEERING EXPRESSIONS
ELEMENTARY LESSONS ON FIRST PRINCIPLES.

DIMENSIONS AND APPEARANCE OF
MODERN LOCOMOTIVES

From page 489-667.
SCHMIDT SUPERHEATER

RADIAL SPRING BUFFER

FIRST LESSON.

It is not the purpose of these articles to instruct old students
of steam engineering, but to present in the plainest possible language clear explanations of some of the first principles that are
not understood by the average of young men in our shops or
upon our locomotives.
Most of the books upon these subjects are too deep for
men not well up in the higher mathematics, or the subjects are

VALVE SETTING MODEL

PLATE r.

enveloped in a shroud of mysterious motion curves that frighten
off our too timid students.
Engineers and firemen, as well as the average railroad mechanic, are familiar with many features of the locomotive as a
whole or in detail, know that they must be so and so, but, asked
to give the reason—the why and the what—and they are lost;
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they are like the savage who knows that for a time the sun has
hid her face, but what caused the eclipse is, to him, a mystery.
Suppose we commence lesson number one with the

moment the pin gets past 6 the angularity of the rod commences
to decrease till it reaches .1 again, which it does by the time
the piston is at the end of the cylinder at D.
Now, you see, the pin has to travel from 5 clear around to
3, in order to make the piston go from the center of the cylinder
to the back head and to the center again, while it only has to
go from 3 to 5—a considerably shorter distance—to make the
piston go from the center of the cylinder to the front at C, and
back to the center. Something is working unevenly. What is it?
The fly-wheel, in a stationary, and the moving weight of
engine and train in a locomotive, act as governors that prevent
uneven impulses given to the pistons from affecting the regular
rotary motion of the crank pin, and, as that is coupled to the
piston by the main rod, the result is that the pistons travel unevenly; not only do they stop and start at each end of the stroke,
but they make one-half their journey quicker than they do the
other half_ In a full revolution of the crank the piston will
alw'ays travel the least while the crank is making the half revolution farthest from the piston, and travel the most while making
the half revolution nearest the piston.
In locomotive practice it is customary to place the center
line of cylinders slightly above the center line of the wheels, and
this increases the angularity on the lower half of the crank pin's
path, and decreases it in the upper half; but this change is so
slight that locomotive builders, as a rule, ignore it.
The motion of the valves of a locomotive are derived from
eccentrics fixed upon the axle, and coincide more nearly with the
motion of the main pin than the, piston, so that something must
be done with the valves to equalize the point of cut off for the
uneven motion of the pistons. In the ordinary link motion this
is done by changing the point of suspension, or saddle pin, of
the links, upon which we will now treat.
Let us just go a little out of our way to say that where the
link motion is used on a locomotive without a rocker it is called a

2

ANGULARITY OF THE CONNECTING ROD.

What is known as the angularity of the rod affects the motion of the piston, and makes it necessary to change the motion
of the valve to correspond to the irregular motion of the piston.
Let us look up the why. On page I is an outline sketch of the
crank pin path, main rod and piston. Now it is perfectly plain
that when the crank pin is at I or at 4 the piston will be at D
or C, the extreme end of the cylinder. As the piston and crosshead are keyed solidly together, we will consider only the motion
of one, as in this case their motions are exactly the same. The
angularity of the rod always decreases by increasing the length
of rod; so in this case we show the rod but half the usual length,
as compared to the proportions of other parts; this will serve
to show the effect of angularity more plainly. Now, suppose we
start the pin from I in the direction of the arrow; at 2 the crank
has traveled over one-quarter of its path, or go° of the circle,
but the piston has failed to get to the center of the cylinder, and
is at the point marked A, and not until the pin reaches point
3 does the piston complete half its stroke, and arrive at B—
the pin has made more than half its extreme travel back and
forth, but the piston has got behind.
This is because of the angularity of the rod; if it reached
from the point 2 to the point B, it would have to be longer. Let
us follow it and see what becomes of the uneven motions; from
3 to 4 the crank travels less than a quarter revolution, but the
piston reaches the dead center at C at the very moment the crank
gets to 4—it has caught up.
Let us see why. Remember that when the pin is at I and
4, the rod is in line with the center line of the cylinders, and
not at an angle to them, and that its angularity is constantly
changing in degree, becoming more as it goes away from the
dead points at i and 4, and less as it approaches them.
Let us follow the piston back from C to the center of the
cylinder at B. You will see that the pin has only got to 5;
the constantly increasing angularity has made the piston travel
a full half stroke before the pin has got to the quarter; the piston
reaches A again when the pin gets to 6, the quarter, but the

3

DIRECT-MOTION ENGINE,

and the eccentric that is in gear, for instance the forward eccentric, when engine is running ahead, leads, or is ahead of the
crank pin, while the forward motion eccentric on an indirect engine, or one employing a rocker, follows the crank pin, or is
behind it, when engine is running ahead. Most locomotives run-
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ping in America have rockers, and are therefore indirect motion
engines.
Returning to the subject of the

one-half the stroke than during the other half, and consequently
must move faster during one-half the revolution of the wheel than
during the other half.
The eccentrics are set nearly quartering to the pin, so that
when the pistons are moving the fastest, when sweeping through
the center of the cylinders, the valves are moving the slowest;
while, on the other hand, when the pistons are at the ends of
their travel, and are therefore moving slowest, the eccentrics
are at or near the quarters, and are moving the valves the fastest
and the most, thus giving a quick opening at the beginning of
the stroke. Now we have seen that the piston moves faster when
on the forward half of the stroke, when the pin is nearest the
cylinder, than on the back half, when the pin is away from the
cylinder, and this difference in piston movement is made while
the valve is doing the most work.
In designing valve motion, the position of the link is laid
out as it would stand when cutting steam off at half stroke of
the pistons, regardless of the position of the pins, as in Fig. 2, Plate
2, where the link numbered I shows the position when cutting off
at half stroke for one end, and the link numbered 2, the position
of same link when cutting off at half stroke for the return stroke
of piston. The line D E is the center line of the engine, and
the line B C the center line of the link motion.
If the link hanger was fixed at A, and reached to the center
of the link in either position, as at the points 3 or 4, the cutoff could not be even, as the hanger would not allow the link
to move from 3 to 4.
By selecting a mean point at 5, found at the intersection of
the lines drawn across the center of the link, the motion is so
modified in each case as to cut off steam at exactly half stroke,
regardless of the angularity of the rod. If steam is cut off evenly
at half stroke, it will be cut off very nearly even for other points.
Links are sometimes suspended out of the center, for other reasons, which will be explained.
In Fig. I, Plate 3, will be found the commonest arrangement of
hanging links on our locomotives. As the raising of the link slightly
affects the position of the pin at top of hanger, forward and back,
the best results would be obtained by making the tumbling shaft
arm as long, at least, as the eccentric blade, but this is impractical. To prevent the raising and lowering of the Iink at each
end of its stroke, the hanger should be long. In this form the
arc a b, through which the lower end of the rocker arm and

4

SUSPENSION OF THE. LINK,

you must remember that the angularity of the rod makes the
piston travel unevenly, and that the angularity of the eccentric
rods makes them move their ends of the link unevenly, and that
these motions are tied together by the link, and the combined motion between the two points used to move the valves.
There are a great many other things to take into consideration in designing a link motion, any of which would distort the
motion; but we will not go into these now, as the object is to
explain why the link hanger 'stud is located behind the center
of link, not to teach you how to lay it out.

The ordinary link motion is not the best expansion gear, but
it is the simplest and cheapest reversing gear known, and has
almost superseded all other forms of motion for locomotive work.
It is impractical to set the link motion to cut off exactly
square for all points of cut off in both backward and forward
gear, but it can be set to cut off pretty nearly square where
it is liable to be used the most ; and, to enable it to do this, other
points of cut off are often left a little out.
We have seen that in practice the wheel moved in a steady
and uniform motion, but that the piston moved further during

5
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the link
link block travels, coincides considerably
the
considerably with
with the
the arc
arc cc d,
d,
through which the hanger carries the link;
through
link; the
the difference
difference between
between
these two arcs is provided for by the link sliding
these
sliding up
up and
and down
down
on the
the block, familiarly known as the
on
the
SLIP OF THE BLOCK.
SLIP

This was a great bugbear to early builders, and
and many
many devices
devices
were gotten up to avoid it, the best known device of
of this
this kind
kind
being the one used by Wm. Mason and
and other
other builders
builders of
of his
his time.
time.
This is shown in Fig. 2. He suspended the link from
from
ABOVE THE CENTER,

and fixed
fixed the length of the
and
the hanger
hanger so
so that,
that, when
whenthe
theengine
enginewas
was
working in eight or ten inches
working
inches the
the upper
upper end
end of
of the
the hanger
hanger
would stand on a line with
would
with the
the center
center of
of the
the rocker,
rocker,and
andthe
the

Li110110
Li100110011
011Prier
Prier

Amy
AmycirLIC8
csrLsa

ATE
ATE 3.3.
suspension stud on
on the
the link
link would
would stand
stand on
on aa line
line with
with the
the link
link
block, then
the
link
and
the
lower
end
of
rocker
swing
through
then the link and the lower end of rocker swing through
the same
same arc,
arc, and
and the
the slip
slip of
of the
the block
block was
was reduced
reducedto
toaaminimum.
minimum.
Of course, when
the
link
is
in
full
gear,
or
in
backing,
when the link is in full gear, or in backing,there
there
is a difference
difference in
in the
the slip,
slip, but
but itit was
was reduced
reduced the
the most
mostin
inthe
the
PI,
PI.
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position most used. The object in reducing
reducing the
the slip
slip was
was to
to preprevent wear of the parts, but it was impossible to entirely prevent
prevent
slip,
slip, as
as the
the angle of the link would cause some movement, and
the consequence was that the links were worn more, all
all load
load
coming upon a part of the link little
little larger
larger than
than the
the die
die block,
block,
and
and a shoulder was soon worn.
Again it was found that locomotives with
with links
links hung
hung in
in this
this
manner were not so smart
smart as
as those
those of
of the
the same
same style,
style,but
buthavhaving the then common
UNDERHUNG LINK,

as in Fig. 3, and its value used to
to be
be aa matter
matter of
of considerable
considerablespecuspeculation and dispute among engineers and designers.
designers. Old
Old runners
runners
will, we believe, bear us out
out in
in the
the assertion
assertion that
that these
theseengines
engineswith
with
underhung links were really smarter
smarter than
than those
those with
with overhung
overhung
links.
The cause is plain when we examine
examine the
the arcs
arcs aa b and c d,
in Fig. 3. It will be seen that,
that, when
when the
the link
link swings
swings away
awayfrom
from
the center, carrying the
the block
block with
with it,
it, that
that the
the two
twoarcs
arcsleave
leave
one another, causing excessive
excessive slip.
slip. This
This was
was greater
greater in
in full
full
throw than when hooked
hooked up,
up, as
as the
the center
center of
of the
the link
linktravels
travelsaa
shorter distance back
back and
and forth
forth than
than the
the ends
ends do.
do.With
Withthis
this
delayed at
at the
the ends,
ends, which
which kept
keptthe
theexhaust
exhaust
motion the valve was delayed
longer, as
as well
well as
as the
the steam
steam port
port on
on the
theother
other
port full open longer,
link approached
approached its
its central
central position
positionititwas
washurhurend. When the link
same proportion
proportion that
that itit had
had been
been delayed
delayedin
inits
itsoutoutried in the same
giving aa quick
quick opening
opening of
ofthe
thevalve
valveand
andclosure
closure
ward trip, thus giving
exhaust.
of the exhaust.
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STEAM AND MOTIVE POWER
SINCLAIR. *
BY ANGUS SINCLAIR.*
CAL EQUIVALENT OF HEAT.
MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OFMECHANIHEAT.
Steam, the vapor of water, is the most convenient medium
medium
known for transforming heat,
heat, the
the kinetic
kinetic energy
energy of
of fuel,
fuel, into
into
mechanical work. The operation
operation is
is usually
usually carried
carried on
on by
by means
means
of the steam engine. According to the
the laws
laws of
of thermodynamics,
thermodynamics,
which are accepted as the gospel
gospel of
of steam
steam engineering,
engineering,heat
heatand
and
mechanical energy are mutually
mutually convertible;
convertible; and
and heat
heat requires
requires
for its production and produces by its
its disappearance
disappearance mechanical
mechanical
energy in the proportion of 778.3 foot pounds for each unit of
heat, known also as the
the thermal
thermal unit.
unit. The
The thermal
thermalor
orheat
heatunit
unitisis
the quantity of heat required
required to
to raise
raise the
the temperature
temperature of
of one
onepound
pound
of water one degree Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit at
at aa temperature
temperatureslightly
slightlyabove
abovethe
the
freezing point. As
As water
water increases
increases in
intemperature,
temperature,aaslightly
slightlylarger
larger
quantity of heat
heat is
is required
required to
toraise
raisethe
thetemperature
temperatureone
onedegree,
degree,
owing to the expansion
expansion of
of the
the water:and
water:andconsequent
consequentdisappearance
disappearance
of heat in doing internal
internal and
and external
external work.
work.At
At400°
400°Fahr.
Fahr.the
the
dynamical or work
work value
value of
of one
one degree
degree isis about
about80o
80ofoot
footpounds.
pounds.
This fact should be borne
borne in
in mind
mind by
by engineers
engineers experimenting
experimentingwith
with
high pressures
pressures of
of steam.
steam.
In most calculations
calculations relating
relatingto
toheat,
heat,engineers
engineersand
andscientists
scientists
employ the
the heat
heat unit
unit as
as aa basis
basis of
of measurement.
measurement.In
Inordinary
ordinary
engineering
engineering operations,
operations, the
the heat
heatrequired
requiredtotoraise
raisethe
thetemperature
temperature
of one pound
pound of
of water
water one
one degree
degree at
at any
any temperature
temperatureisiscalculated
calculated
as a heat
heat unit.
unit.
WORK
WORK OF
OF CONVERTING
CONVERTINGWATER
WATERINTO
INTOSTEAM.
STEAM.
As aa convenient
convenient means
means of
ofnoting
notingthe
thephenomena
phenomenaconnected
connected
with
with the
the mechanical
mechanical power
power developed
developedby
bythe
theconversion
conversionofofwater
water
into
into steam, suppose we place
place one
one pound
pound of
of water
water at
atthe
thefreezing
freezing
point
point in
in aa vessel
vessel convenient
convenient for
for measurement,
measurement,and,
and,applying
applyingheat
heat..
•These
articleswere
werewritten
writtenin
in1885,
1885,and
andthe
therailway
railwaypractice
practicedescribed
describedhas
hasbecome
become
•Thesearticles
antiquated;
antiquated; but
but the
theprinciples
principlesdiscussed
discussedare
areeverlasting.
everlasting.
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follow,
follow, observe, and record the events of a cycle similar to that
which
boiler and
and cylinders
cylinders
which steam makes in passing through the boiler
of
temperature of
of
steam engine.
engine. Let
of aa steam
Let us
us place the water at a temperature
32°
32° Fahr.
Fahr. at the bottom of a glass tube of indefinite length, open
open
at
area of
of one
one square
square foot
foot
at the
the top, and having a cross sectional area
—144 square inches. At the freezing point, one pound of water
water
measures 27.7 cubic inches, therefore the volume
volume we
we are
are going
going
to experiment with will cover
cover the
the level
level bottom
bottom of
of the
thetube
tubeto
to
a depth of .1923 inch. If we now apply the
the flame
flame of
of aa spirit
spirit
lamp or other source of regular heat to the
the tube
tube beneath
beneath the
the
water, the temperature will begin steadily to rise
rise until
until 212°
212° Fahr.,
Fahr.,
the boiling point at atmospheric pressure,
pressure, is
is reached.
reached. The
The water
water
will then be gradually evaporated
evaporated into
into steam,
steam, but
but the
thetemperature
temperature
will remain the same until vaporization is completed. If it took
took
ten minutes for the
the heat
heat of
of the
the lamp
lamp flame
flameto
toraise
raisethe
thetemperatemperature of the water from 32° Fahr.,
Fahr., the
the freezing
freezing point,
point, to
to 212°
212°
Fahr., the boiling point,
point, itit would
would take
take nearly
nearlyfifty-five
fifty-fiveminutes
minutes
longer before the whole of the
the water
water would
would be
be converted
converted into
into
steam, and the thermometer would
would indicate
indicate no
no elevation
elevationof
oftemtemperature for the great
great additional
additional amount
amountof
ofheat
heatexpended.
expended.ItIt
takes nearly
nearly 51
times
the
quantity
of
heat
to
evaporate
onepound
pound
51
quantity of heat to evaporate one
of water—or any other
other weight,
weight, for
for that
that matter—that
matter—thatitittakes
takestoto
raise the same quantity from
from the
the freezing
freezing to
to the
the boiling
boiling point,
point,
and the great expenditure
expenditure of
of heat
heat is
isnot
notsensible
sensibleto
tothe
thetherthermometer.
mometer.
HEAT.
LATENT HEAT.
Philosophers
have
been
accustomed
toexplain
explainthe
thedisappeardisappearPhilosophers have been accustomed to
ance of heat by
by saying
saying that
that itit became
became"latent"
"latent"ininthe
thesteam.
steam.The
The
expression is ambiguous,
ambiguous, and
and has
has led
led to
to much
much misapprehension
misapprehension
of what really becomes
becomes of
of the
the heat
heat when
whenwater
waterisisconverted
convertedinto
into
steam. Physicists
Physicists now
now give
give aa more
more detailed
detailedexplanation
explanationof
ofthis
this
phenomenon.
phenomenon.
are certain
certain exceedingly
exceedinglypowerful
powerfulmolecular
molecularforces
forcescalled
called
There are
chemical affinity
affinity and
and cohesion
cohesionexerted
exertedby
bynature
natureupon
uponwater
watertendtendchemical
condensation, attracting
attractingthe
theatoms
atomsinto
intoaaclose
closetenacious
tenacious
ing to condensation,
embrace. The
The application
application of
of sufficient
sufficient heat
heatwill
willhave
havethe
theeffect
effect
embrace.
performing the
the internal
internal work
worknecessary
necessarytotoovercome
overcomethe
theatatof performing
traction of
of the
the atoms,
atoms, aa change
change of
of condition
conditionwill
willbe
beaccomplished,
accomplished,
traction
the water
water will
will be
be expanded
expanded into
into steam.
steam.The
Theheat
heatapplied
applied
and the
will do
do the
the work
work of
of tearing
tearing the
the atoms
atoms apart
apart and
and in
in keeping
keepingthem
them
will
for aa time
time in
in that
that condition.
condition. Still
Still further
furtherapplication
applicationof
ofheat
heat
for
under proper
proper conditions
conditions would
wouldhave
havethe
theeffect
effectof
ofseparating
separatingthe
the
under
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constituent gases
gases of
of water.
water. The
The process
process of
of expansion
expansioninto
intosteam
steam
constituent
is obstructed
obstructed by
by outside
outside resistance,
resistance, principally
principally by
bythat
thatpresented
presented
pressure of
of the
the atmosphere.
atmosphere.The
Thework
workperformed
performedagainst
against
by the pressure
latter influences
influences is
is called
calledexternal
externalwork.
work.
the latter

SUPERHEATED
SUPERHEATED STEAM.
STEAM.

To
To

VAPORIZATION.
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION.

When the
the heat
heat was
was applied
appliedbeneath
beneathour
ourtube
tubethe
thepower
powerofofthe
the
When
flame was first
first devoted
devoted to
to raising
raising the
the temperature
temperatureof
ofthe
thewater,
water,
units were
were expended
expendedin
inthis
thismanner
manneraugmenting
augmentingthe
the
and 18o heat units
temperature from
from 32°
32° to
to 212'
212' Fahr. The heat
heat continues
continues to
to pass
pass
temperature
steam is
is gradually
gradually formed,
formed, boiling
boiling goes
goes on,
on,
into the water and steam
last drop
drop of
of the
the water
water has
hasbeen
beenevaporated,
evaporated,966
966
and when the last
units, besides
besides that
that used
used to
toheat
heatthe
thewater,
water,have
havebeen
beenexexheat units,
total of
of 1,146
1,146 heat
heat units
units which
which is
is known
knownas
as
pended, making aa total
the total heat of vaporization.
vaporization. The
The degree
degree of
of heat
heat that
that has
hasbeen
been
insensible to the thermometer, viz., 966
966 heat
heat units,
units, is
is often
often spoken
spoken
of as the latent
latent heat
heat of
of steam
steamat
atatmospheric
atmosphericpressure.
pressure.

It
It

If we had
had continued
continued the
the heat
heatunder
underour
ourtube
tubeafter
afterall
allthe
the
water was
was evaporated,
evaporated, the
the steam
steamwould
wouldhave
havereceived
receivedmore
moreheat
heat
than what
what was
was necessary
necessary to
to evaporate
evaporateititfrom
fromwater,
water,and
andititwould
would
become superheated.
superheated. Superheated
Superheated steam
steamisisvaluable
valuablewhen
whenititcan
can
be obtained conveniently,
conveniently, because
because it
it contains
contains heat
heat that
that can
can
be parted
parted with
with before
before condensation
condensationensues.
ensues.When
Whensaturated
saturated
steam is expanded without
without meeting
meeting resistance,
resistance, as
asin
inthrottling,
throttling,
it is slightly
slightly superheated.
superheated. That
That is,
is,the
theheat
heatdue
dueto
toaahigh
highprespreseffect
first
The
pressure.
lower
a
at
steam
the,
in
sure remains the, steam at a lower pressure. The first effect
of imparting additional
additional heat
heat to
to saturated
saturatedsteam
steamisisanalagous
analagousto
to
of applying
applying heat
heat to
to water,
water,but
butthe
thework
workisisdone
doneto
to
the effect of
vapor of
of steam
steam into
into aa perfect
perfectgas.
gas.When
Whenthis
thisisis
convert the vapor
the heat
heat goes
goes to
to increase
increase the
thetemperature
temperatureand
andtotoperpercompleted the
the application
application of
of heat
heat is
is continued
continued to
to
form internal work. If the
temperature, the
the gas
gas of
of water
water will
will be
bedisdisthe required rise of temperature,
sociated into the original elements
elements of
of 'oxygen
'oxygen and
and hydrogen.
hydrogen.

SATURATED STEAM.
STEAM.

formed in
in the
the way
way described,
described,where
whereonly
onlysufficient
sufficient
The steam formed
to evaporate
evaporate the
the water,
water,has
hasaacertain
certaindensity
densityand
and
heat is applied to
the temperature.
temperature. In
In such
such condition
condition
pressure corresponding to the
the steam is said to
to be
be saturated,
saturated, being
being incapable
incapableof
ofvaporizing
vaporizing
more water into the
the same
same space
space without
without increase
increaseof
oftemperature.
temperature.
Saturated steam contains just sufficient
sufficient heat
heat to
to maintain
maintain the
the
vaporous condition, and the
the smallest
smallest abstraction
abstraction of
of heat
heat results
results
in a portion of the steam
steam returning
returning into
intothe
thecondition
conditionof
ofwater,
water,
when it loses its capacity for
for doing
doing work.
work. In
In all
all good
good boilers
boilers
where the steam is held
held in
in contact
contact with
with water,
water,ititisisused
usedin
inthe
the
saturated condition. When boilers
boilers are
are of
of defective
defective design,
design,or
or
where rapid forcing is resorted to in generating
generating steam,
steam, water
water in
in
the form of spray passes off along
along with
with the
the steam
steam and
and causes
causes
great loss of heat, besides
besides endangering
endangering the
the machinery
machineryfrom
fromthe
the
pressure of the inelastic water in the cylinders.
cylinders. But
But when
when water
water
is passed out of the boiler in this way, without receiving
receiving the
the
heat required for evaporization, it
it is
is sometimes
sometimes made
made to
to show
show that
the boiler evaporates a large quantity of water to the pound
pound of
of
coal burned. Of course it will be perceived
perceived that
that only
only the
the heat
heat
sensible
the water
water that
that
sensible to the thermometer has been put into the
passes over in the form of spray,
spray, the
the minute
minute particles
particles of
of the
the
water being carried by the lighter steam.
steam. Saturated
Saturated steam
steam is
is
also
known as dry
anhydrous steam,
and anhydrous
dry and
also known

RELATIVE VOLUMES
VOLUMES OF
OF WATER
WATER AND
AND STEAM.
STEAM.

The steam formed
formed by
by our
our process
process of
of evaporation
evaporationoccupies
occupies
1,644 times the space which
which held
held the
the water,
water,that
thatbeing
beingthe
therelative
relative
volumes of water and steam
steam at
at atmospheric
atmospheric pressure.
pressure. AccordAccording to what is known
known as
as Boyle's
Boyle's law,
law, aa perfect
perfectgas,
gas,that
thatisis
a fluid, in which all internal
internal forces
forces have
have been
been overcome,
overcome,expands
expands
so that the volume varies inversely
inversely with
with the
the pressure.
pressure. Steam
Steam is
is
enough
close
to
referred
law
the
follows
it
but
gas,
not a perfect
follows the law referred to close enough
for practical purposes.
purposes. A
A pressure
pressure of
of two
two atmospheres
atmosphereswould
would
therefore reduce the volume
volume of
of our
our steam
steam one-half,
one-half, and
and maintain
maintain
it at double the pressure. But we will
will return
return to
to the
the experiment
experiment
of steam being formed
formed under
under one
one atmosphere.
atmosphere.
Our tube being one foot square in area,
area, 144
144 square
square inches,
inches,
the steam forms a column 26.36 feet high. In taking possession
possession
of this length of tube the
the steam
steam had
had to
to work
work up
up against
againstthe
the
atmospheric pressure of 14.7* pounds to
to the
the square
square inch.
inch. The
The
weight of the atmosphere presses
presses upon
upon the
the surface
surfaceof
ofthe
theboiling
boiling
water like an invisible piston, and the weight had
had to
to be
be lifted
lifted
before the steam could rise. So in rising, the
the steam
steam raises
raises aa
weight equivalent
equivalentto
to14.7
14.7XX 144
144== 2,116.8
2,116.8 pounds.
pounds. Raising
Raising this
through 26.36 feet amounts to 55,798
55,798 foot
foot pounds
pounds of
of external
external
calculations are based on the atmospheric pressure
*Our calculations
*Our
pressure at
at sea
sea level-14.7
level-14.7 lbs.
lbs. As
As this
this
barometric measurements,
bybarometric
measurements,
pressure varies according
according to
to altitude,
altitude, accurately
accuratelyobtained
obtained by
existing local conditions must
existing
must govern
govern in
in all
all cases.
cases.
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work done during the evaporation of one pound of water at atmospheric pressure.
WORK REPRESENTED BY THE HEAT EXPENDED.

We are now in a position to account for all the heat expended and show its equivalent in work or stored energy. In
the first place, 180 heat units were employed in raising the temperature of the water to the boiling point, which amounts to
180X778.3=140,094 foot pounds. The 966 heat units, the so-called
latent heat of steam, were expended before evaporation was completed, making 751,837.8 foot pounds put into the steam and insensible to the thermometer. We have seen that 55,798 foot
pounds of this aggregation were expended overcoming atmospheric resistance—doing external work—leaving 696,139.8 foot
pounds as the mechanical equivalent of the heat used in forcing
the water apart, overcoming the internal forces of attraction, and
holding the atoms of the steam apart. The work done is analagous to the operation of raising the weight of a great hammer
or pile driver, and holding it in position ready for a blow. The
whole of the heat energy put into the water, except what is expended in overcoming external resistance, viz., 891,931.8 foot
pounds represented by the latent heat in the steam, and the
140,094 foot pounds represented by the heat expended in raising
the temperature of the water are available for passing into a
condenser or to perform mechanical work.
Or. if the pound of steam were returned into water at a
temperature of 32°, it would be capable of raising to the boiling
point nearly 51 pounds of water, the only loss of heat being the
quantity used in overcoming the pressure of the atmosphere.
A striking feature perceived in the operation of turning the
steam back into water, is the small loss of heat that occurs. Of
the 1,146 total heat units expended, 1,074 units are available
for returning into the water and heating it—an efficiency of 94
per cent. It may be interesting to ascertain why the column
of steam falls so far short in efficiency for doing work when
applied to the steam engine.
STEAM UNDER HEAVY PRESSURE.

As the low tension of steam employed in our example -would
be useless for any purpose connected with railroad motive power,
we will take up a case of generating steam at a pressure familiar
to those engaged in railroad engineering. Suppose we again
put in our tube a pound of water at a temperature of 32° Fahr.
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and apply heat. Instead of leaving the tube open to the atmosphere, we will put a piston weighing 130.3 pounds to the square
inch on the surface of the water, and we will further suppose
that the piston will be perfectly steam tight and capable of moving upward with no friction. As the atmospheric pressure will
rest upon the upper side of the piston, steam cannot be formed
without raising an absolute load of 145 pounds to the square inch.
BOILING POINT RISES WITH INCREASE OF PRESSURE.

On heat being now applied, the temperature of the water
will keep rising until the thermometer registers 355.6 ° Fahr., at
which point boiling will begin. This fact we may be assured
of, although no thermometer is used, if 'the pressure be maintained. For the knowledge. of this and a great many other
interesting and important particulars about heat and steam, the
engineering world is indebted to Regnault, a distinguished French
physicist. Heat continuing to pass into the water, boiling will
go on, steam will be formed and the piston raised till the last
drop of water is evaporated. When this operation is completed,
it will be found that 866.8 heat units beyond that used to raise
the temperature of the water to the boiling point have been
expended in turning the water into steam. Reckoned from the
freezing point, the total heat of vaporization would in this case
be 1,190.4 heat units, as compared with 1,146 heat units when
evaporation was performed at atmospheric pressure. The volume
now occupied by the steam is 192 times greater than the space
which held the pound of water, and the piston with its total load,
145 pounds X 14.4 square inches = 20.880 pounds, has been raised
3.0777 feet, during external work equal to 64,686 foot pounch,
representing 83.24 heat units.
When the quantity of heat expended in overcoming external
resistance is deducted from the total heat of evaporization, it
will be found that 1,106.16 heat units, or 860,9'24 foot pounds,
have been elevated to an altitude convenient for doing work.
The calculations made in connection with evaporating one
pound of water in a tube, apply to the ordinary process followed
of evaporating water in steam boilers.
We have taken no account of the loss of heat that occurs
in the furnace.
DOING WORK BY EXPANSION OF STEAM.

In ordinary railroad practice the steam would be raised from
water at about 5o ° Fahr. temperature, so that only about 1.172
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heat units would be put into the work of raising steam to 145
pounds absolute pressure. Of this quantity 83.23 heat units are
lost, so far as being returned into work is concerned, since the
heat energy has been used up already in doing the work of overcoming external resistance. The economy of the engine that
is going to use the pound of steam depends upon its capability
to lower the temperature by expansion while doing work against
resistance behind a piston.
In ordinary circumstances, the higher the temperature of
steam admitted to the cylinder of a steam engine, and the lower
the point at which it arrives when the exhaust occurs, the greater
will be the amount of steam converted into work, and consequently the greater will be the economy of the steam engine.
This Iaw is modified by various circumstances which will be dwelt
upon further on.

would be maintained until the point B, at the end of the stroke
was reached, when the steam would instantaneously fall to the
lowest point F, and follow that level during the return stroke
to E. In this case all the heat employed in raising the temperature of our pound of water and evaporating it into steam
would pass out through the exhaust, except the small portion
of heat energy converted into the work of overcoming internal
resistance in the steam generator.
Although it is impracticable to make a cylinder receive and
exhaust steam in the way described, there are many cases where
steam engines are worked in a manner that appioximates the
case given so far as waste of steam is concerned. All engines
working the steam full stroke, and consequently performing no
work by the expansive power of the steam that passes through
the cylinders, do their work at the expense of enormous waste
of heat, and practically pass all the heat transferred from the
fuel to the water out through the exhaust. The economical
thermal efficiency of an engine worked in this way is about as
low as it can be. The steam does its work in the cylinder by
sheer pressure of the densely compressed volume crowding out
of the boiler. Worked in this way, the action of steam on a
piston resembles the action of water on a hydraulic ram where
the water is forced against the ram by the action of the pump
behind it. Or steam passing from without expansion and passing to the exhaust by the way of a cylinder, resembles a stream
of water passing through a turbine, with the exception that in
the latter case work is taken out of the water by reduction of
its velocity, while in the case of the stream its full potentiality for
work is present at the moment of its release.
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USING STEAM WITHOUT EXPANSION.

Suppose that by the aid of other steam in the boiler pushing
it through the intervening pipes and passages, our pound of steam
2""
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HELP THAT SCIENCE HAS GIVEN THE STEAM ENGINEER.
PLAT E 4.

of 145 pounds absolute pressure enters a cylinder 16.8 X 24 inches,
and, without loss of heat or pressure, pushes the piston to the
end of the stroke. The whole volume of steam generated from
one pound of water would just be sufficient to completely fill
the cylinder at the pressure named. If our pound of steam were
admitted to the cylinder under the conditions, without clearance
or back pressure, and at the completion of the stroke exhausted
into a perfect vacuum, a diagram of the action of the steam would
be a complete rectangle as A B E F, Fig. r, Plate 4. The height A
would represent the pressure at the point of admission, which

Numerous insuperable obstacles stand in the way of admitting steam without loss or diminution of pressure into a cylinder
made of conductive materials, or to exhaust it without back pressure; but to render clear certain calculations respecting the manipulation of steam, it is convenient to assume that other impracticable operations are possible. Many valuable and interesting laws, facts and figures relating to the behavior and action
of steam, which the engineering world accepts as being absolutely
correct, could not be demonstrated with any degree of accuracy
in the ordinary practical working of the steam engine. They are
the discoveries and calculations of accomplished physicists and

I6
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mathematicians, who have devoted laborious and skilful special
investigation to the subject aided by ingeniously designed apparatus. In studying out questions relating to heat and steam,
the engineer often has to accept as implicitly as he believes the
multiplication table, formulas and tables of data given in handbooks which he has no means of verifying. Facts, figures and
tables about heat and steam that excite but little attention from
the men daily using them, are in themselves monuments of assiduous and accurate scientific labor, built up by eminent men who
have devoted life-long efforts to the investigating of natures
laws_ Among the physicists and mathematicians whose names
are identified with the investigations bearing directly in steam
engineering, are many whose existence is merely an abstraction
to the ordinary engineer, vet their labors have materially lightened his work, and supplied him with data for calculations that
enable him to measure heat as accurately as the farmer measures
his corn.

range of temperature suitable for the steam engineering practice of that time. The same department of research was afterwards taken up by Regnault, the famous French scientist, already
referred to, and he conducted at the expense of the French government and under the auspices of the French Academy of Sciences a most exhaustive series of experiments with heat, water
and steam. They were wonderfully accurate, and extended
through a wide range of temperatures and pressures. That was
fifty years ago, and the results they ascertained still remain
standard, and are regarded as models of precise physical work.
The experimental inductions of Regnault relating to the densities of, or volumes occupied by, steam under different pressures,
were to a great extent demonstrated mathematically to be correct by Professor Rankine, the celebrated Scotch mathematician
and engineer, who also formulated numerous equations of thermodynamics. Of late years Daniel Kinnear Clark, the celebrated
investigator of locomotive problems, and Chief Engineer Isherwood, of the American Navy, have made many valuable discoveries
respecting the action of steam in the practical operations of the
steam engine, and their demonstrations of the cause and extent of
cylinder condensation entitle them to eminent positions as
physicists.

APOSTLES OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE.

More than two centuries ago, Boyle, an Irish nobleman and
chemist, discovered the law that the pressure of a gas varies
inversely as its volume, and directly as its intensity, and which
is yet often spoken of as Boyle's law. About the same time
Mariotte, a French physicist, was investigating the same subject,
and his discoveries were similar to those of Boyle, but somewhat
fuller, so that the law referred to relating to gases is often called
the Mariotte law. About a century ago Benjamin Thompson,
Count Rumford, an American engineer, discovered and proved
the immateriality of heat, and showed that heat and mechanical
work are mutually convertible. Rumford's work prepared the
way for the labors of Joule, an English scientist, whose ingenious
experiments and investigations resulted in the determining of the
mechanical equivalent of heat.
His experiments made out 772 foot pounds as being the mechanical equivalent of raising the temperature of one pound of
water one degree at its greatest density, but later investigations
have proved the correct equivalent to be 778.3 foot pounds.
Early in this century, Dalton, the famous English chemist,
and Gay-Lus3ac, a noted French chemist, made some very important discoveries as regards the effects of temperature on steam.
A few years later Messrs. Fairbairn and Tate, celebrated British
engineers and physicists, by calculation and experiment established the relative volumes and pressures of steam through a
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CUTTING OFF AT QUARTER STROKE.

The cylinders of a locomotive do not provide the facilities
for working steam expansively that the cylinders of some engines
give, but a material saving of heat and fuel can be effected if
the limited possibilities are properly utilized. We may take a
cylinder of the same dimensions as those given in the previous
example, and work the steam expansively. Suppose we admit
steam for 25 per cent. of the stroke, or 6 ins., an operation very
common with locomotive work. To make the conditions of this
experiment agree with those of the last one, we must ignore the
effects of clearance and other disturbing elements, and assume
that the steam enters the cylinder at boiler pressure, or 145 lbs.
absolute, during 6 ins. of the stroke, and that after being cut
off by the closure of the valve it expands according to the Mariotte law. The ratio of expansion in this case will be 4. That
is, the steam will be expanded until at the finish of the stroke
it will occupy four times the space it did when admission ended.
The ratio of expansion is found by dividing the whole stroke in
inches by the distance in which steam was admitted, thus 24±6=4.
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THE CURVE OF EXPANDING STEAM.

these figures it will be perceived that with an engine working
under exceptionally favorable conditions, an enormous quantity
of heat is necessarily lost by passing out through the exhaust.
Increasing the ratio of expansion increases the direct gain of
heat, but it generally introduces indirect sources of loss that
neutralize the gain, or in many instances involve loss instead of
preservation of heat energy.
The steam engine cylinder, especially that of the ordinary
locomotive, will not produce a diagram of pressure equal in area
to that employed in the illustration with similar boiler pressure,
but a good steam-jacketed condensing engine working with steam
of like pressure in cylinders of the same size will do its work with
nearly an equal amount of economy. In the illustration given only
one-quarter of a pound of steam is supposed to have been used,
but the proportion of economy would be nearly the same as if
a whole pound of steam had been used under enlarged conditions.

As the piston is pushed onward past the point of cut off,
the steam passing into the increased volume will expand according to the ordinates of a hyperbolic curve a c d, Fig. 1, Plate 4.
When the piston reaches the point b, the steam occupies twice its
original volume, and the pressure has fallen to 72.5 lbs. When c
is reached, the steam occupies three times its original volume
and the pressure is 48.33 lbs.; and when the end of the stroke d
and point of release is reached, the steam occupies four times
its original volume, and the pressure is 36.25 lbs. The actual
performance would be a little different from this because there
ould be a fall of pressure due to the steam performing the
work of pushing the piston along and from other causes, but
this calculation is near enough to show the performance of a good
locomotive doing actual service, and to form the basis for estimating the work an engine can do, using steam at certain pressures
and ratios of expansion.
PROPORTION OF HEAT CONVERTED INTO WORK.

In our example of an engine working with steam full stroke,
the steam escaped through the exhaust practically at boiler pressure, and carried away with it nearly all the heat used by the
fire in raising one pound of water to steam at 145 lbs. pressure.
When the steam is worked expansively, as in the last example,
a portion of the heat is converted into work, and the quantity
thus utilized represents the measure of economy in a steam engine. In the engine working with four volumes of expansion.
the steam while doing work falls from 145 Ibs. to 36.25 lbs.
absolute pressure, and as a consequence the temperature of the
steam falls from 355.6° to 260.7° Fahr. According to Regnault's
tables, one pound of steam of 145 lbs. pressure absolute, expanded against resistance down to 32° Fahr, without cylinder
condensation, converts 498 heat units into work. In the case
under consideration, the steam is exhausted at 36.25 lbs., and
according to the same authority still contains 387 heat units that
would be converted into work by expansion to 32° Fahr. This
indicated that 498 — 387 TIT heat units of the steam have been
converted into work by the act of expansion, and therefore that
that quantity is utilized out of the total measure of heat expended.
There were 1,172 heat units expended in converting the pound
of water into steam, so the economical efficiency of the work
done is 1I I / 1172 = .093, or a little under ro per cent. From
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TO ESTIMATE THE MEAN PRESSURE OF EXPANDING STEAM.

The mean pressure of the steam used throughout the stroke,
in the foregoing example, may be found by dividing the diagram
into a number of equal ordinates, one line of which passes
through the point of cut off, and another borders the end of
expansion, and taking the sum of the average pressure. The
more common way is to make the calculation by the aid of hyperbolic logarithms. Find 4, the ratio of expansion on the
number line in a table of hyperbolic logarithms, and take
the number opposite to it, which will be 1.386. Add
to this number and multiply the same by the absolute
steam pressure thus, 2.386 X 145 = 346. Divide this by
4, the ratio of expansion, and the product will be 86.5, the mean
pressure in pounds per square inch of steam of 145 lbs. absolute
pressure cut off at 25 per cent: of the stroke.
To obtain a fairly accurate average pressure the proper allowance must be made for clearance.
To make this calculation apply to a locomotive, 18 lbs. at
least must be deducted for back pressure. This would reduce
the mean effective pressure to 68.5 pounds.
ECONOMY OF USING STEAM EXPANSIVELY.

The economy of heat resulting from using steam expansively
has already been noticed. Another advantage in using steam
expansively is that a greater proportion of work can be obtained
from a given weight of steam. The cylinder of the engine, we
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THOMPSON'S COMPUTATION TABLE.
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cator. This does not give any account of the loss of steam due to
cylinder condensation.

beginning of the stroke to steam-chest pressure it cannot be called
excessive.
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EFFECT OF THROTTLING.
WORK OF A COMMON LINK MOTION LOCOMOTIVE.

That steam distribution shows the work done by a common link
motion engine cutting off at about 71 ins. and running at a fairly
high speed, the piston speed having been 912 ft. per minute. With
a moderate quantity of coal the engine would appear to do the work
with little more than three pounds of coal per horse power per hour.
The diagram looks inferior compared to those ordinarily taken from
automatic engines, and it is small compared to the theoretical diagram, but the absence of a horizontal steam line, or the want of distinctly defined points of cut off, release and the beginning of compression do not always render it certain that the engine is making
inferior use of the steam passed through the cylinders.
This is a fairly representative diagram for an American locomotive working with the throttle full open, the reverse lever well hooked
up; and something exceedingly close to its outlines would be got
from the majority of our passenger engines that can do their work in
the first notch ahead of the center. This engine has a high exhaust
pipe of ample proportions, and a single nozzle which gave free afflux
of steam and kept the counter pressure very low.
Through the action of somewhat high compression, the steam
inside the cylinder is almost equal to boiler pressure when the piston
begins its stroke, but as the piston moves away from the cylinder
head, the flow of steam is not sufficient to keep the increasing volume
of cylinder full, and what Hemenway calls initial expansion is present from the beginning of the stroke. That is, the passages and
valve opening not being large enough to admit sufficient steam to
maintain the initial pressure, the steam expands and the pressure
falls before cut off takes place. This reduces the power of an engine,
but it is doubtful if it detracts much from the economical use of
steam. The link motion closely hooked up, leaves such a limited
valve travel that the events of the stroke are not sharply defined on
the lines of the diagram, the exact points of cut off, release and beginning of compression being hard to identify. A fault that many
engineers would find in the diagram is the great amount of compression, but those who have investigated the subject of cylinder
condensation most thoroughly are disposed to hold that compression,
while kept within fair limits, is no source of heat waste. While compression is merely sufficient to raise the steam in the cylinder at the

The diagram shown in Fig. 3, Plate 5,was taken from the same
locomotive under what would be regarded among railroad men
as merely slightly different conditions from the other one, yet
the slight change in conditions materially affects the economical
operation of the engine. The boiler pressure was 13.5 lbs., the
speed was 132 revolutions per minute or 528 ft. per minute of piston speed, and the reverse lever was in the 9-in. notch, which in
reality permitted the steam to follow the piston ma- ins. of the
stroke. The boiler pressure was the same as when diagram No. 2
was taken, but the initial cylinder pressure in this instance was
only too lbs., as compared with 135 in the other case. There was
less compression in the diagram No. 3, but the principal cause
of the reduced cylinder pressure was that the engine was worked
with the throttle partly closed. At the comparatively slow speed of
the piston there was no reason why the cylinder pressure during
admission should not have been within 8 per cent. of boiler pressure, but in reality it was 26 per cent. below boiler pressure. The
man who handled the throttle was alone to blame for this. It
results from engineers not being properly impressed with the
importance of working their engines so that the full ratio of expansion shall be obtained. The engine is allowed to drag along
with a light throttle and the lever in the 9-in. notch, when it
ought to be hooked up to 6 ins. and the throttle opened wide.
With a full throttle, in the 6-in. notch, at the speed reported,
this engine would have developed as much power as she did
in the 9-in. notch with the throttle partly closed, and the steam
would have been used to greater advantage. The practice of
marking the quadrants different from what the real points of
cut off are, is responsible for much waste of steam, and was so
in this instance. The first two notches were marked 6 and 9
respectively, and the real points of valve closure were 7j and
mt. An engineer gets to think he is working his engine to
good advantage at 6 ins., and 9 ins. does not appear to be letting the steam follow too far. If the man at the throttle understood that, instead of being cut off at 9 ins., the steam was following the piston nearly half stroke when the lever was in the
second notch, he would, in nearly every instance, link up more
promptly.
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It has always been admitted by those best able to judge,
that the safe and economical operation of American railroads
has depended greatly upon the intelligence and care of trainmen. The engineer is one of the most important factors in this
element, and it is right that his natural care and intelligence
should be developed. This cannot be done by ignoring his needs.
The road that permits the locomotives to run with the quadrant
notches wrongly marked is deceiving the engineer, and the mechanical management is to blame for waste of coal that results.
Let us examine the testimony of diagram No. 3 and compare its record with the previous example. The mean effective
pressure is 52.6 lbs. The terminal steam pressure is 45 lbs.
above the vacuum line. In the Thompson table, 45 gives 1500.3.
The total length of the diagram is 3.25 ins.; the distance from
t to c is 2.9375. The computation of the steam used is then
1500.3 ÷ 52.6 = 28.52 X 2.9375 = 83.777 ÷ 3.25 = 25.8 pounds of
steam exhausted per horse power per hour, That is using close.
to one-fifth more steam to do the work, which could be saved
by merely pulling up the reverse lever one notch. A locomotive
doing the kind of work this one was employed upon, uses about
so lbs. of coal per train mile. A change which is calculated to
reduce this coal consumption to 40 lbs. per mile would effect
material reduction in the operating expenses and is worth looking into.

all intelligent engineers may be depended upon to run the engine
in the way that observation has indicated would give the best

EFFECT OF KEEPING THE THROTTLE WIDE OPEN.

That a fairly high mean effective pressure can be maintained
in the cylinders of a good link motion cutting off short is proven
by Fig. 4, which was taken from another engine while running at
192 revolutions per minute, and a piston speed of 768 ft. The
boiler pressure was 140 lbs., and the initial cylinder pressure is
135 lbs. Working with an average cylinder pressure almost
as high as that maintained by the illustration given in Fig. 3, this
engine had a terminal pressure of 39 lbs., yet the work was done
with an expenditure of '21.3 lbs. of steam per horse power per hour.
The axiom of steam engineering, "Get the steam into the cylinder
at high pressure and exhaust it at low pressure," was followed as
closely as possible with the engine.
While the practice of running with the throttle wide open may
be considered good engineering, there are circumstances where
steam is saved by running with the throttle partly closed. It is
unnecessary to discuss the causes that produce this condition, for
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results.
VELOCITY OF STEAM.

The utility of high-pressure steam as a means of transforming heat into mechanical work results in a great measure from
its expansive force, and the velocity and freedom with which
steam passes from one vessel to another or out into the atmosphere. The velocity of the flow of steam depends directly upon
its pressure, and is as the velocity of a body falling freely by
gravity from a height equal to a column of steam represented
by the steam pressure, or to the difference of level between the
height of the column of steam and the height represented by
the pressure of air or other vapor into which the steam is passing. One exception to this is that the velocity of steam flowing
into a. vacuum is constant at all pressures.
To calculate the velocity with which steam of any given
pressure passes into a medium having a pressure equal to the
atmosphere, the following process may be followed: The required
height of the column of steam is estimated by its proportion
to a column of water due to a certain pressure. The square
root of the height multiplied by 8, that well known rule regarding
falling bodies, gives the velocity of steam due to the pressure.
Suppose we wish to find out the velocity of steam of io lbs.
pressure above the atmosphere. It is well known that I lb. of pressure represents a column of water 2.3 ft. high, and io lbs. pressure will represent a column of water 23 ft. high. At that pressure above the atmosphere, I lb. of steam occupies 1,008 times
the volume of a pound of water. So 23 X i,008 = 23,184 the
height of the column of steam. Then V 23,184 X 8 = 1,218, the
velocity in feet per second of steam of the pressure given. A
small fraction is omitted, but the result is nearly correct enough
for practical purposes.
The quantity of steam of any pressure that will pass out
of a safety valve, a whistle slot or other opening can be calculated by this rule; but it is found that when the opening is made
in a thin slot the escaping jet of steam suffers a contraction.
so that its area is reduced from 30 to so per cent.
To calculate the velocity with which steam will pass into
a cylinder or other vessel that is already filled with vapor above
atmospheric pressure, the difference between the two pressures
has to be taken. Suppose we have a steam chest pressure of
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too lbs. above the atmosphere, and at the beginning of the stroke
the cylinder has a pressure of 35 lbs. due to back pressure and
compression. The question is, at what velocity will the steam
begin to pass from the steam chest into the cylinder? Deducting
the lower pressure from the higher one will give a basis for a
column to generate the velocity. The velocity of steam passing
from any higher to a lower level may be found at any point by
this process.

of steam pressure, combined with other mechanical improvements,
has changed all this. The plain slide-valve engines employing
steam of too . lbs. pressure now used in many factories, do their
work with a coal consumption of about 5 lbs. per horse power
per hour. Superior types of engines produce much better results,
and high-class engines now produce a horse power on about 7i
lbs. of fuel. A considerable share of this saving is due to improvement in mechanism, but the greater proportion results from the
use of high pressure steam.
Using steam .of high pressure is economical for several reasons; in the first place. steam of high pressure admits of a wide
range of expansion. Examples have already been given of the
increase of work that may be obtained from a given volume of
steam by using it expansively. Every pound of increased tension
augments the value of the steam as a medium of doing work, and
one of the most urgent themes among officers responsible for the
economical operation of railroads is that of having the potential
power of the high-pressure steam confined by the strong boilers
converted into the work of turning a locomotive's driving wheels,
instead of being reduced and its forces wasted by passing through
a restricted throttle opening. The quantity of heat expended in
raising steam to a tension of 15o pounds is very little more than
that requiied to evaporate the water at atmospheric pressure, yet
the high tension makes a wonderful addition to the capacity of
steam for doing work in an ordinary cylinder. As has already
been explained, it takes 1,146 heat units to convert one pound of
water into steam at atmospheric pressure. The expenditure of
47 more heat units raises the steam to a pressure of 15o pounds.
Heat is the source from which all the power of steam is derived—
and if the steam engine was a perfect means of converting heat
into work, the small quantity of heat employed to raise the tension
of steam from gauge zero to 150 lbs. would be proportionally
of the same value as the heat first applied to the water. But with
the imperfect steam engine at the service of the industrial world,
the first 1,146 heat units would practically he worthless for motive
power purposes, at least with non-condensing engines. The heat
units added to make up a good working pressure of steam constitute the active element in the boiler, and provide the means of
converting heat into work.
A second advantage gained by using steam of high pressure
is, that the proportion of the heat expended in overcoming external
resistance, is small compared to the total heat expended.
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ADVANTAGES OF USING HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM.

The degree of pressure at which steam is admitted into the
cylinder of a steam engine exercises a direct and important bearing upon the economical working of the engine. American engineers have always been noted for employing high tension steam,
and this feature of our engineering practice has done much to
develop the peculiarities of the American type of steam engine.
When Watt and his contemporaries in Britain were operating
their ponderous engines with pressures seldom more than- Do
lbs. above the atmosphere, Oliver Evans and other early American engineers were using steam of too lbs. pressure and upwards to the square inch. As a result the small non-condensing
engines developed certain powers with one-tenth of the weight
of machinery used abroad, and compared favorably in point of
economy with the elaborate and expensive engines that found
favor and patronage in other countries. The force of numbers
in following a bad example led many of our engineers to adopt
the European practice of low steam pressure, but it was a move
in the wrong direction which all those concerned had to pay for.
Those who have been able to note the rise in steam pressures from about two atmospheres or under to twelve or fifteen
atmospheres as common working pressures, are well aware that
the change has effected enormous saving in fuel. When to lbs.
above the atmosphere was the steam pressure ordinarily employed,
each horse power developed by the engine would require the
consumption of 15 lbs. or more of good coal per hour. Work
was done so expensively under these conditions that the use
of steam in transportation was seriously curtailed. Had no material change taken place, millions of acres of land in the states
remote from the seaboard, that are now producing wheat and
corn, and give comfortable homes to prosperous settlers, must
have remained a wilderness, for the cost of transportation_ would
have rendered the produce of no value to the producer. Increase
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A third advantage is that the proportion of back pressure in
the cylinder that uses high-pressure steam is smaller than is
practicable with a cylinder using low-pressure steam. There is
always more or less steam in the cylinder that fails to escape when
the exhaust port is opened and it obstructs the piston during the
return stroke. The amount of hack pressure is not materially
affected by the initial pressure of steam. With high initial pressure the obstruction of back pressure is not likely to seriously
affect the efficiency of an ordinary engine, but with low initial
pressure the case is different, and a large proportion of work done
by the steam on one side of the piston may be expended in expelling the steam on the exhaust side.

not work out in the way popularly expected. As the tension of
steam increased the proportion of saving obtained by higher pressures increases slowly. A perfect steam engine is not found at
work any more than the cylinder we figured on that produced no
condensation or reduction of pressure, but calculations based on
the theoretical performance of a perfect steam engine may put
the case clearly to our readers, and show why the economical limit
of steam pressure may be nearly reached when boilers carry 150
lbs. of pressure per square inch. The following table shctws the
steam per horse power per hour required in a perfect non-condensing engine at certain gauge pressures:
Gauge
pressure.

DISADVANTAGES OF USING HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM.

Although the advantages of using high-pressure steam are
manifold, the practice entails a few drawbacks. The temperature
of the boiler being high corresponding to the steam tension, the
gases of combustion must pass out at a relatively high temperature,
carrying away heat that might be retained in a boiler furnishing
low-pressure steam. The boiler that furnishes steam of high pressure must be stronger and better made than one that is intended
for carrying light pressure. There is considerably more friction
to the rubbing surfaces of an engine operated with high-pressure
steam than that with low pressure. When the steam pressure
carried on British locomotives was under loo lbs., they were
run without any cylinder lubrication, and there was very little
cutting of rubbing surfaces ; but steam of 140 lbs. cannot be
used without the means of oiling valves and pistons. Even with
a good means of supplying lubricants, there appears to be a high
percentage of the power of engines using high-pressure steam absorbed in overcoming internal resistances.
LIMITS TO THE ADVANTAGES OF HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM.

There is probably a limit not beyond the prevailing range of
high boiler pressures, where increase of tension will cease to be
economical. A superficial knowledge of the laws relating to steam
has led some engineers into error respecting the economy that
may be obtained by continuing to increase boiler pressures. They
reason that increase of steam pressure from io to Ioo lbs. having
been productive of the most gratifying results, to raise the working pressures zoo or 200 lbs. more must lead to a proportionate
saving of coal, the only added outlay being for stronger boilers.
Like many other problems in steam engineering, this one would
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I0
20
30
40
50

6o
70
8o

Pounds steam Gauge
per I. H. P. pressure.
per hour.
69
90
Ioo
41
32
125
26
150
23
175
21
19
18

200
250
300

Pounds steam
per I. H. P.
per hour.
17
16.25
14.70
13.60
12.80
12.16
11.20
10.48

A critical examination of the figures given will show that
increasing the pressure from to to 30 lbs. reduced the steam consumption more than one-half, and increasing the pressure from
50 to 100 lbs. reduced the consumption of steam 6.75 lbs. per horse
power per hour. Increasing the pressure from Too to t5o lbs.
did not bring forth such a gratifying result in the way of saving
as the others, still the horse power per hour was obtained with a
reduction of 2.65 lbs. of steam per horse power per hour. The
next increase of 50 lbs. pressure brings only a steam reduction of
1.44 lb., and every succeeding increase of pressure is followed by
items of steam saying that grow beautifully less.
No high-pressure steam engine obtains the work named out
of the quantities of steam mentioned, for no account is there
allowed for losses due to condensation, back pressure and other
causes, but well-designed steam engines properly managed do their
work with a saving that closely corresponds to the figures given
when increase of initial pressure is introduced.
ECONOMICAL LIMIT OF WORKING STEAM EXPANSIVELY.

The table given of steam used per horse power per hour for
various pressures is worked out on the supposition that the steam
is expanded down to atmospheric pressure without loss of energy
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smaller engines. Then a serious proportion of the
the added
added power
power
is lost by friction, and a great portion
portion of
of the
the steam
steam is
is condensed
condensed
19 X 24
by the increase of cylinder
cylinder area.
area. An
An engine
engine with
with cylinders
cylinders 19
ins. has over 300 sq.
sq. ins.,
ins., equal
equal to
to 19
19 per
percent,
cent,more
morerubbing
rubbingsurface
surface
in the cylinders than an engine with cylinders
cylinders 17
17 X
X 24
24 ins.
ins. The
The
increase of area that
that acts
acts the
the part
part of
ofaacondenser
condenserto
tothe
thesteam
steamisis
considerably greater for the larger cylinders.
cylinders. Rubbing
Rubbing surface
surface in
in
a cylinder induces greater friction and
and causes
causes much
much greater
greater internal
internal
resistance than any other
other part
part of
of the
the engine
engine except
except the
theslide
slidevalve,
valve,
consequently every effort should
should be
be made
made to
to reduce
reduce this
thissurface
surfaceto
to
its smallest possible
possible limit.
limit.
Material increase
increase of
of boiler
boiler pressure
pressureshould
shouldbe
beresorted
resorted to
to as a
means of obtaining increase of power without making
making the
the cylinders
cylinders
larger. This convenient means of increasing
increasing power
power is
is seldom
seldom reresorted to, and in most instances where pressures have
have been
been raised
raised
of
done with a view of
been done
above the common practice
practice itit has
has not
not been
A master
keeping down
mechanic has a type of
mastermechanic
keeping
down the
thecylinder
cylinderarea.
area. A
engine with cylinders 17 X 24 ins. and wheels 6o.
6o. ins.
ins. diameter,
diameter, the
the
of
starting
in
steam
engine
boiler carrying
carrying steam of 130
130lbs.
lbs.pressure.
pressure.This
This engine in starting
in full gear develops 13,500 lbs. traction, and
and in
in running
running at
at 26
26 miles
miles
the tractive force is 6,358 lbs. The
ins., the
an hour, cutting off at
at 99 ins.,
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HIGH PRESSURE AND SMALL CYLINDERS.
CYLINDERS.

There is another cause not yet
yet adverted
adverted to
to for
for high-pressure
high-pressure
steam being more economical than steam
steam of
of low
low tension.
tension. HighHighpressure steam performs a given measure of
of work
work with
with much
much less
less
cylinder capacity than what
what is
is practicable
practicable with
with steam
steamof
oflow
lowprespressure. Increasing the diameter of the
the cylinder
cylinder adds
adds rapidly
rapidly to
tothe
the
extent of rubbing surface
surface which
of useful
useful effect
effect by
by
causes loss of
which causes
frictional resistance, and also
also increases
increases the
the area
area that
that produces
produces
condensation of steam. An ordinary
ordinary locomotive
locomotive carrying
carrying too
toolbs.
lbs.
gauge pressure and cutting off at 99 ins.,
ins., will
will have
have an
an average
averagecylcylinder pressure of 40 lbs. while making 15o revolutions
revolutions per
per minute.
minute.
If the driving wheels are 5 feet diameter,
diameter, this
this piston
piston speed
speed will
will
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engines are not handling the trains satisfactorily, and new ones are
ordered with cylinders IS ins. diameter, the other dimensions being
the same except that the boiler is larger. When these engines go
into service they are reputed to be little or no better than the old
ones, and everybody is surprised. Now, if the boiler pressure had
been increased 15 lbs. and the old size of cylinders retained, the
engines would have developed as much power, at the same time
having 152 sq. ins. less cylinder area. By increasing the boiler
tension to 16o lbs., the old size of cylinders would have developed
power equal to that of a pair of cylinders 19 X 24 using the lower
working pressure. The engine with the small cylinders and high
boiler pressure would not indicate so much power when linked
close up, but the internal frictional resistances would be so much
less and other sources of waste would be so much reduced that the
engine could be depended upon to do much more work with less
expenditure of steam.

was a group of passenger engines with cylinders 18 X 24 inches,
which were working a certain run of trains with moderate success.
It was found that when the trains were heavy or the weather unfavorable, the engines had to be worked a great part of the time in the
9-in. notch, and it was all the boilers could do to provide steam.
The master mechanic thought that if the cylinders were made one
inch larger the engineer would seldom need to drop the reverse
lever lower than the 6-in. notch,and that, consequently, the engines
would do the work with greater ease and with a smaller comsumption of fuel. So he had some engines built with the increased size
of cylinders, but they never gave satisfaction. The best engineers
on the road fail to make time with them when the nozzles were the
same size as those of the other engines. When the nozzles were
made smaller the engines burned more coal to do the same work
as that performed by the engines with the smaller cylinders. The
large cylinders had eventually to be bushed. This was a representative case, for many master mechanics have had experience of
a similar kind. although they may not have bushed the cylinders.'
A trouble, too, with large cylinders is that the engine needs
more attention, and what might be called humoring, than the ordinary engineer is liable to bestow. In starting from a station the
lever must be pulled back to the short cut off as quickly as possible, or the steam pressure will begin dropping down. When a hard
part of the road is encountered, there is a great temptation to drop
the links a notch, but with an over-cylindered engine this will lead
to loss of boiler pressure which will not be regained till the steam
is shut off. A man who properly understands the peculiarities of
this kind ol engine. and works her accordingly, will get the best
possible work out of the machine, and in his hands she may prove
economical, but an engine that cannot he successfully operated by
ordinary engineers is not adapted for common train service...
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LARGE CYLINDERS.

Too much cylinder capacity for the boiler and for the weight on
drivers has been the weak feature of American locomotive design,
and the master mechanics now realize the increased expense ol
operating that arises from this cause. With stationary engine and
marine engine work, the practice has been very successfully followed by using large cylinders that would admit of early cut off
and large ratio of expansion while performing the necessary work,
the tendency to loss from condensation being restrained by steam
jacketing and superheating.
Many engineers and inventors have insisted that a practice which
results in valuable saving of fuel in the case of stationary and marine
engines ought to be applicable to locomotives, hence the many efforts
to provide valve motion that would give a prompt opening and closure
of steam ports, and permit steam to be put into the cylinders of locomotives more quickly than is possible with the slow valve movement given by •the link. These men reason that, if the valve movement could be sufficiently accelerated for short points of cut off,
steam would he admitted at much higher average pressure, and
that four or five expansions could be obtained before the steam
was released. Some good, practicable valve motions have been
produced embodying this idea, but there is no evidence that they
effected any economy in the use of steam.
Another practice has been to provide a large cylinder in the expectation that the engine would be worked habitually with the
shortest possible cut-off and steam saved thereby. A case in point
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DIFFICULTY OF IMPROVING STEAM DISTRIBUTION IN LOCOMOTIVE
CYLINDERS.

When the locomotives are designed with a valve motion
specially adapted for cutting off steam earlier than 25 per cent. of the
stroke, the leading obstacle to their success economically appears to
be excessive cylinder condensation. This subject has received surprisingly small attention from railroad mechanical men, and its importance is rarely realized, or there would be more work done to
keep the cylinders protected from cooling influences.
The economy of cutting off steam very early in the stroke is. to
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a great extent, dependent upon the pressure carried. With very high
initial pressure it may be possible to cut off earlier than 25 per cent.
of the stroke and obtain good results without the use of steam
jacketed cylinders, but under ordinary pressure a cut-off much short
of 25 per cent, of the stroke produces the condition that moved W.
K. Clark to his famous saying: "Expansive working that is expensive working."

In the ordinary working of the steam engine, cutting off
at 25 per cent. of the stroke, the steam from the boiler at say
145 lbs. absolute pressure, having therefore a temperature of
356° Fahr., passes into a comparatively cool cylinder and the iron
of the cylinder absorbs heat till its temperature is equal to
that of the steam. The portion of the steam robbed of its heat
becomes spray, and helps to dampen the steam filling the cylinder. When the steam is cut off and expansion goes on, a portion of the heat of the steam is transformed into mechanical
energy, and a proportional amount of condensation takes place.
By the time release is reached the pressure of steam has fallen
to about 4o lbs. absolute, and the temperature to 267° Fahr.
The steam which became water under the heavy pressure at the
beginning of the stroke is now ready, owing to release of pressure, to flash back into steam, and it re-evaporates at the moment
it is passing out of the cylinder, carrying away with it a great
deal of heat extracted from the walls of the cylinder. According to Tyndall, the aqueous vapor of the atmosphere has seventy
times the absorptive power of dry air. This same attribute extends evidently in a like proportion to wet steam, which draws
heat from the metal of the cylinder very freely, and carries it
away to the atmosphere, leaving the metal to be reheated by the
next induction of steam. During the return stroke a portion
of the steam left in the cylinder is compressed after the valve
closes, and the mechanical work done by the piston in squeezing
the steam into contracted space is converted into heat and helps
to raise the temperature of the cylinder to approach that of the
incoming steam. Nearly all the experiments carried out to ascertain the extent of cylinder condensation have shown that compression is not only a convenient means of cushioning the reciprocating parts, but it contributes a very important element to
economy of steam by filling the clearance spaces and helping to
reheat the cylinder. There is good reason for believing that the
men who have labored to increase the capacity of the cylinder
by producing an improved valve motion that would materially
reduce compression, have lost more in steam than they gained
in power by the change.
The serious losses that occur in the steam engine cylinder
through condensation have been well known to scientific men
for years, yet the men who are responsible for leaving the locomotive cylinders badly exposed to refrigerating influences are
very slow to realize the extent of waste caused thereby. Steam
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CYLINDER CONDENSATION.

Saturated steam is constantly on the dew point and on the least
portion of the heat of vaporization being taken away, a corresponding
portion of the steam falls into water just as it acts on a large scale
in a condenser. In fact, all cylinders act as condensers to a greater
or. less extent, and some of them appear to be more efficient as a
means of converting steam into water than as a means of converting
the heat of steam into mechanical energy. When the steam becomes
water it loses its power to perform mechanical work in the cylinder, therefore, the percentage of steam that condenses in the cylinder represents so much loss of power.
In the Newcomen engines, the earliest form of steam engines
used for industrial purposes, the steam was condensed in the cylinder
to create a vacuum, the cooling being done by injection of cold water.
With an engine worked on this system, there were enormous losses
of heat through the cylinder having to be reheated to the temperature
of the steam each stroke. When James Watt first began experimenting with an engine of this type, he found that it took about four
times the quantity of steam for each stroke that was necessary to
fill the cylinder, three volumes having been wasted in heating up the
metal of the cylinders. This led to his invention of the separate condenser, which avoided the necessity for cooling the cylinder to the
temperature of the condensing water.
The Newcomen engine presented an example of extreme waste
from cylinder condensation. The heat losses occurring in cylinders
not cooled down intentionally are much smaller than the waste inseparable from the earliest style of condensing engine, but they are,
nevertheless, still very serious in many modern steam engines. The
leading physicists and engineers who have devoted much attention
to investigating the extent of cylinder condensation have shown that
in engines without steam jacketed cylinders, cutting off steam earlier
than half stroke, the loss from cylinder condensation is seldom less
than 20 per cent. of the whole steam that enters the cylinders and
that it often rises to 50 per cent, and upward.
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jacketing is impracticable for the locomotive, but good lagging
is not, and there are few locomotives that have their cylinders
so well protected by this means as they might be.
IsHEawooD ON CYLINDER CONDENSATION.
Chief Engineer Isherwood is one of the best authorities on
the effect cylinder condensation exerts upon the economical operation of the steam engine, and he writes upon the subject as follows
"The discovery that the cylinder of a steam engine acted
alternately as a condenser and as a boiler condensing a portion
of the entering stea'rn during its admission and revaporizing the
resulting water of condensation during the period of expansion
and during the exhaust stroke, which phenomena were caused
wholly by the interaction of the metal of the cylinder, and would
not have happened had the cylinder been constructed of a material which neither received nor imparted heat. was made a great
many years ago by the writer. The discovery was made and proven in the only way possible, namely, by weighing the water fed
into the boiler, and ascertaining by means of the indicator, the
weight of steam present as such in the cylinder at the point of cutting off and at the end of the stroke of the piston, adding to the last
quantity the weight of steam condensed in the cylinder to furnish
the heat transmitted into the power developed by the expanding
steam, the latter obtained also by means of the indicator. The difference between the weight of water fed into the boiler and the
weight of steam accounted for by the indicator at the above two
points of the stroke of the piston is the weight of steam condensed
in the cylinder at those points by the interaction of the metal of
which it is made.
*
*
*
*
*
"No theory of the steam engine can have any value which
is not based on the great fact of cylinder condensation by the
interaction of the metal, and on the variations in the quantity of
that condensation due to different conditions. Nothing else will
explain the results of steam engineering, and here, as everywhere
in industrial art, the properties of matter must be considered
in connection with abstract laws if practical results are to be
correctly predicted, or even understood."
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82f
824
821
83
83f
834
8 34
84
844
844
841
85
8 54
8 54
85486
861
864
861
87
871
871
87

90

904
904

904
91

914

91 4
9 14
92
92 1
92 4
924
93
931
934
934
94
941
947
944
95
954
954
954,0
964
964
961
97
971
974
971
98
98f
9 84
981
99
994
994
994
100

Area in square
inches.

6082.14
6116.74
6151.45
6186.25
6221.15
6256.15
6291 25
6326.45
6361.74
6397.13
6432.62
6468. 21
6503.90
6539.68

6575.56
6611.55

6647. 63
6683.80
6720.08
6 75 6.45
6792.92
6829.49
6866.'6
6902.93
6939.79
6976.76
7013.42
7050.98
7088.24
7125.59
7163.04
7200.60
7238.25
72 75.99
73 1 3.84
735 1 .79
73 8 9.83
7427.97
7466.21
7504.55
7542 .98
7581.52
7620.15
7658.88
7697.71
7736. 6 3
7775 66
7814.78
7854.00
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TABLE
TABLE 11.-Continued.
IL-Continued.
TABLE
TABLE

Absolute
Absolute
pressure
pressure in
in
pounds
pounds per
per
square
inch.
square inch.

II.
II.

PROPERTIES OF
OF SATURATED
SATURATED STEAM.
STEAM.
PROPERTIES

Weight
Heat-units
[Heat-units
[Heat-unitsper
per Heat-units
Weight in
in
Temperature
Temperature I
of aa
decimals of
per
pound,
pound,
per pound
pound decimals
pound
in
contained
reckoning
in degrees
degrees I reckoning
contained in
in
pound per
per
Fahrenheit.
from
cubic
Fahrenheit.
the
from zero,
zero,
the water.
water.
cubic foot.
foot.

Specific
Specific
volume.
volume.

(Abridgedfrom
fromTablet
Tabletcalculated
calculated
Charles
T. Porter.)
T. Porter.)
Charles
by by
(Abridged
Absolute
Absolute
pyressu rein
in
pressure
per
per
pounds'inch.
square inch.
square
II
22

3
3
4
4
55
6
6
7
7
88
9
9
10
10
II
II
12
12
13
13
14
14
14.7
14.7
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
29
3o
3o
31
31
32
32
33
33

Heat-unitsper
per Heat-units
Weight in
in
Weight
Heat-units
Heat-units
pound
perpound
pound decimals
decimals of aa
per
pound
TirglAteZe
reckoning
contained
in
pound
per
TirglAteZe
per
pound
in
contained
reckoning
Fahrenheit.
water.
the water.
cubic foot.
foot.
from zero.
zero.
Fahrenheit.
cubic
the
from
102
102
126.3
126.3
141.6
141.6
153.1
153.1
162.3
162.3
170.1
170.1
176.9
176.9
182.9
182.9
188.3
188.3
193.2
193.2
197.8
197.8
202
202
205.9
205.9
209.6
209.6
212
212
213.1
213.1
216.3
216.3
219.4
219.4
222.4
222.4
225.2
225.2
227.9
227.9
230.5
230.5
233
233
235.4
235.4
237.7
237.7
24o
24o
242.2
242.2
244.3
244.3
246.3
246.3
248.3
248.3
250.2
250.2
252.1
252.1
254.
2 54.
255.7
255.7

1145
1145
1152.5
1152.5
/157.1
/157.1
116o.6
r160.6
1163.4
1163.4
1165.8
1,65.8
1167.9
1167.9
1169.7
1169.7
1171.4
1171.4
1172.9
1172.9
1 74. 2
//174.2
1175.5
1175.5
1176.7
1176.7
1177.9
11 77.9
1178.6
1178.6
1178.9
1178.9
1179.9
11 79.9
1180.9
1180.9
1181.8
1181.8
1182.6
1182.6
1183.5
1183.5
1184.2
1184.2
11E85
11E85
1185.7
1185.7
1186.5
1186.5
1187.1
1187.1
1187.8
1187.8
1188.5
1188.5
1189
1189
1189.7
1189.7
1190.3
1190.3
1190.8
1190.8
1191.4
1191.4
1191.9
1191.9

102.1
102,1
/26.4
226.4
141.9
1 4 1 .9
153.4
153.4
162.7
162.7
170.6
170.6
177.4
177.4
183.5
183.5
188.9
188.9
193.9
1 93.9
19
8.5
.5
1 98
202.7
202.7
206.7
206.7
210.4
210.4
212.9
212.9
213.9
213.9
217.2
217.2
220.4
220.4
22
3.4
223.4
226.3
226.3
229
229
231.7
231.7
2
2
34.2
234.
236.7
236.7
239
239
241.3
241.3
2
243.5
43.5
2245.7
45.7
2
247.7
47.7
249.8
249.8
251.7
251.7
253.6
253.6
255.5
255.5
257.3
257.3

.0030
.0030
.0058
.0058
.0085
.0085
.0112
.0112
.0137
.0137
.0163
.0163
.0189
.0189
.. 021
0214
4
.0239
.0239
.0
264
.0264
.0289
.0289
.0313
.0313
.0337
.0337
.0362
.0362
.0380
00380
.0387
.0387
.0
413
. 0413
.0437
.0437
.0462
.0462
.0487
.0487
.0511
.0511
.0536
.0536
.056x
.056x
.0585
.0585
.0610
.0610
.0634
. 0634
.0658
.0658
.0683
.0683
.
7
707
070
.0
..0731
0731
.0755
.0755
.0779
.0779
.0803
.0803
.0827
.0827

Specific
Specific
volume.
volume.

20620
20620
10720
10720
7326
7326
560o
560o
4535
4535
3814
3814
3300
3300
2910
2910
2607
2607
236o
2360
2157
2157
1988
1988
184
6
1846
1722
1722
1644
1644
1612
1612
1514
1514
1427
1427
1351
1351
1282.1
1282.1
1220.3
1220.3
1164.4
1164.4
1113.5
1113.5
1066.9
1066.9
1024.1
1024.1
984.8
984.8
948.4
948.4
914.6
914.6
883.2
883.2
854
854
826.8
826.8
801.2
801.2
777.2
777.2
754.7
754.7

34
34
35
35
36
36
37
37
38
38
39
39
40
40
41
41
42
42
43
43
44
44
45
45
46 ..
46
47
47
48
48
49
49
5o
51
51
52
52
53
53
54
54
55
55
56
56
57
57
58
5
8
59
59
6o
6o
61
61
62
62
63
63
64'
64'
65
65
66
66
67
67
68'
68'
69'
69'
70
70
71
71
72
72
73
73
74
74

257.5
257.5
259.2
259.2
260.9
260.9
262.5
262.5
264
264
265.6
265.6
267.1
267.1
268.6
268.6

1192.5
1192.5
1193
1193
1193.5
1193.5
94
11
1194
1r94.5
1r94.5
1195
1195
1195.4
1195.4
11 95.9
1195.9

270.1
270.1
271.5
271.5
272.9
272.9
2 74.3
274.3
275.7
275.7
277
277
278.3
278.3
279.6
279.6
280.9
280.9
282.1
282.1
283.3
283.3
284.5
4.5
28
285.7
285.7
286.9
286.9
288.1
288.1
289.1
289.1
290.3
291.4
291.4
292.5
292.5
293.6
293.6
294.7
2
94.7
295.7
2
95.7
296.8
296.8
297.8
297.8
298.8
298.8
299.8
299.8
300.8
300.8
301.8
301.8
302.7
302.7
303.7
303.7
304.6
304.6
305.6
305.6
306,5
306,5

1196.3
1196.3
1196.7
1196.7
1197.2
1197.2
1197.6
1197.6
1198
1198
1198.4
1198.4
IT98.8
IT98.8
1199.2
1199.2
1199.6
1199.6
1200
1200
1200.4
1200.4
1200.7
1200.7
120/.1
120/.1
1201.4
1201.4
1201.8
1201.8
1202.1
1202.1
1202.5
1202.5
1202.8
1202.8
1203.2
1203.2
1203.5
1203.5
1203.8
1203.8
1204.1
1204.1
1204.5
1204.5
1204.8
1204.8
1205.1
1205.1
1205.4
1205.4
1205.7
1205.7
1206
1206
1206.3
1206.3
1206.6
1206.6
1206.9
1206.9
1207.1
1207.1
1207.4
1207.4

259.1
259.1
260.8
260.8
262.5
262.5
264.2
264.2
265.8
265.8
267.4
267.4
268.9
268.9
270.5
270.5
272
272
273.4
2
73.4
2 74.9
74.9
2
276.3
276.3
2 77.7
277.7
279
279
280.4
280.4
281.7
281.7
283
283
284.2
284.2
285.5
285.5
286.7
286.7
288
288
289.2
289.2
290.3
290.3
291.5
291.5
292.7
292.7
293.8
293.8
294.9
294.9
296
296
297.1
297.1
298.2
298.2
299.2
299.2
300.3
300.3
301.3
301.3
302.4
302.4
303.4
303.4
304.4
304.4
305.4
305.4
306.4
306.4
307.3
307.3
308.3
308.3
309.3
309.3

.0851
.0851
.0875
.0875
.0899
.0899
.0922
.0922
946
0946
.0
.
.0970
.097o
994
0994
.0
.
.1017
.1017
.1041
.1041
.1064
.1064
.1088
.1088
.41.11
.41.11
.1134
.1134
•1158
.1158
.1181
.1181
.1204
.1204
.1227
.1227
.1251
.1251
.1274
.1274
.1297
.1297
..1320
..1320
1 343
. 1343
.
.1366
.1366
.1388
.1388
.1411
.1411
.t434
.t434
.1457
.1457
.1479
.1479
.1502
.1502
.1525
.1525
.1547
.1547
.157o
.157o
.1592
.1592
.16E5
.16E5
.1637
.1637
.1660
.1660
.1682
.1682
.1704
.1704
.1726
.1726
.1748
.1748
.1770
.1770

733.5
733.5
713.4
713.4
694.5
694.5
676.6
676.6
659.7
659.7
643.6
643.6
628.2
628.2
613.4
6
13.4
599.3
599.3
586.1
586.1
573.7
573.7
561.8
561.8
550 .4
550.4
539.5
539.5
529
529
518.6
518.6
5o8.5
5o8.5
499. 1
499.1
490.1
490.1
481.4
4
81.4
472.9
472
.9
464.7
464.7
457
457
449.6
6
449.
44 2 .4
442.4
435.3
435.3
428.5
428.5
422
422
415.6
6
415.
409.4
4
09.4
403.5
403.5
397.7
397.7

392.1
392.1
386.6
386.6
381.3
381.3
376.1
376.1
37t.2
37t.2
366.4
366.4
361.7
361.7
357 1
3571
352.6
352.6
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TABLE IL-Continued.
TABLE II.-Conlinued,
Absolute

pressure in
pounds per
inch.
nch.

Temperature
in degrees,
Fahrenheit.

75

3°7-4

76
77
78
79

So

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
8g
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

102
103
10 4
105
106
107
108
109
1I0
III

112
113
11 4
115
116

308.3
309.2
310
310 q
311.8
312.7
313.5

314.4
315 2
316
316.8
317.6
318.5
3 19 3
320
320.8
321.6
32 2 .4
323.1
323.9
324.6
325.4
326.1
326.8
327.6
328.3
329
329.7
330 4
33 1 . 1
33 1 . 8
33 2.5
333. 2
533-9
334-5
335 2
335 9
336.5
337.2
337. 8
33 8 .5

Heat-units
per pound
contained in
the water.

Heat-units per

pound,

reckoning
from zero.

1207.7
1208
1208.2
1208.5
1208.8
1209
1209 3
1209.6
1209 S
1210
1210.3
'2,0.6
7120.8
1211
12[1.3
1211.6
121/.8
1212
1212.3
1212.5
1212.7
7213
1213.2
7213.4
1213.6
1213.8
1214
1 21 4.3
1214.5
/ 21 4-7
121 4-9
1215.1
1215.3
1215.6
7215.8
1216
1216.2
1216.4
1216.6
1216.8
1217
1217.2

I

310.2
311.1
312
313
313,8
314.7
315 6
316.5
317.3
318.2
319
319.9
320.7
321.5
322 .4
323.2
324
324.8
325.6
326.4
327.1
327.9
328.7
329 4
330.2
33 1
33 1 .7
33 2 .4
333. 1
3 .9
334.6
335.3
336
336.7
337.4
338.1
338.8
339 5
340. 2
340. 8
1 .5 34
342.2

Weight in

decimals of a

pound per
cubic foot.

Specific
volume,

pounds per
inch.
nch.

.1792
_1814
.1836
.1858
.1880
.1901
.1923
.1945

345.3
344.1
340
336
332.1
328.3
324.6
320.9

.1967

317 3

.x989
.201 ❑
.2032
.2053
.2075
.2097
.2118
.2139
.2161

3 1 3.9
310.5
307.2
304
300.8
297.7
294.7
291.8
288.9
286.1
283.3
280.6
278
2 75.4
272. S.
270. 3
267.9
265.5
26 3.2

1 ;3
41!

.]34 793724

.2455
.2475
.2496
.2517
.2538
.2558
.2579
.2599
.Z:
.2661

Absolute
pressure in

256.5
:65 3
2 !
4
252.2
250.1
248
246
244
242
2 4O- 1
238.2
236.3
234.5

Temperature
in degrees,
Fahrenheit.

117
218
119

339. 1
339-7
340.4

120

34 1

121

341.6

122

34 2 . 2

123
124

342.9
343.5
344.1
344.7
345.3
345.9
.5
34 6
347. 1
347.6
348- 2
348.8
349.4
350
350.5
351.1
351.7
352.2
352.8
353.3
353.9
354.4
355
355.5
356
356.6
357.1
357. 6
358.1
358.7
359. 2
359.7
360.2
360.7
361.2
361.8
362.3

125
126
127
128

129
130
131
132
1 33
1 34
135
136
137
138
139
1 40
141
1 42
1 43
1 44
1 45
146
1 47
148
1 49
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
1 57
r58

per Heat-units
pound,
per pound
reckoning
contained in
from zero.
the water.

1217•4
1217.6

1217.8
1217.9
1218.1
1218.3
1218.5
1218.7
1218.9
1219.1
1219.3
1219.4
1219.6
1219.8
1220
1220.2
1220.4

1220.5
1220.7
1220.9
1221
1221.2

1221.4
1221.5

1221.7
1221.9
1222
1222.2

1222.4
1222.5

r222.7

342.8
343.5
344.2
344.5
345.4
346.1
.7
34 6
347.3
348
348.6
349.2
349. 8
350.4
35 1 . 1
351.7
352.3
352.9
353.5
354.1
354. 6
355.2
355. 8
35 6.4
357
357.5
358.1
358.7
359.2
359. 8
360.4
360.9

1222.9

361.5

1223

362
362.6
363.1
363.6
364.2
364.7
365.2
365.8
366.3
366.8

1223.2

1223.3
1223.5
1223.7
1223.9
1224
1224.1

1224.3
1224.4

Weight in
decimals of a
pound per
cubic foot.
.2682
.2702
.2722
- 2743
.2763
.2783
.2803
.2823
.2843
.2862
.2882
.2902
.2922
.2962
,2982

232.7
231
229.3
227.6
226
224.4
222.8
221.2
219.7
218.2
216.7
215.2
213.7
212.3
210.9
209.5

.2942

I

Specific
volume.

.3001

208.1

.3021
.3040

206.7
205.4

.3060

204.1

.3080

202.8

-3099

201.5

.3119
.3139
-3 1 59
-3 1 79
.3 199
.3219
.3 2 39
.3259
.3279

200.2

.3 2 99
.3320
.3340
335 8
.3376
-3394
.3412
-3430
.3448
.3467
.348 5

199
197.8
196.6
195.4
194.2
193
191.9
190.8
189,7
188.6
187 5
186.4
185.3
18 4.3
183,3
182.3
181.3
180.3
179.3
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TABLE II. -Continued.
Absolute
pressure in
pounds per
square inch.
1 59
160
16x
162
163
164
165
166
167
x68
169
170
x71
173
1 73
1 74
1 75
176
177
178
179
18o
181
182
183
184
185
'86
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
1 95
196
197
198
1 99
200

Heat-units per
Temperature
pound,
in degrees,
reckoning
Fahrenheit,
from zero.
362.8
363.3
363.8
364-3
3648
365.2
365.7
366.2
366.7
367,2
367.7
368.2
368.6
369.1
369.6
370
370.5
371
37 1 -4
37 1 .9
372 .4
372.8
373.3
373.7
374. 2
374.6
375.1
375.5
376
376-4
376.9
377.3
377.7
378.2
378.6
379
379.5
380
380.3
380.7
381.1
381.6

12246
1224.8
122 4.9
1225
1225.2
1225,3
1225.5
1225.6
1225.8
1225.9
1226.1
1226.2
1226.4
1226.5
1226.7
1226.8
1226.9
1227.1
1227.2
1227.4
1227.5
1227.7
1227.8
1227.9
1228.1
1228.2
1228.3
1228.5
1228.6
1228.7
1228.9
1229
1229.1
1229.3
1229.4
/229.5
1229.7
1229.8
1229.9
1230.1
1230.2
1230.3

WORKSHOP OPERATIONS.

Heat-units
per pound
contained in
the water.

1

367.3
367.9
368.4
368.9
369.4
369.9
37 0.4
370.9
371.4
37 1 .9
37 2-4
372.9
373.4
373.9
374-4
374.9
375.4
375.9
376.3
376.8
377.3
377. 8
378.3
37 8.7
379.2
379.7
380.1
380.6
381. 1
381.5
382
382.4
382.9
38 3.3
38 3. 8
384.2
3847
385.1
385.6
386
386.5
386.9

Weight in
decimals of a
pound per
cubic foot.

Specific
volume.

.3503
.3521
.3540
.355 8
.3577
.3596
.3615
.3634
.3652
.3671
.3690
.3709
.37 2 7
-3745
.3763
.378x
.3799
.3817
.3 8 35
.3853
.3871
.3589
.3908
.3926

i

.3944
.3962
.3981
.3999
.401 7
.4036
.40 54
.407 2
.40 90
.4108
.4 12 5
.4143
-4 160
.4 1 7 8
.4196
-4 21 4
.423 2
.42 50

1

178.3
1 77.3
176.4
175.5
1 :4.6
173.7
172.8
x71.9
171
170.1
169.2
168.4
167.6
166.8
t66
/65.2
164.4
163.6
162.8
162
161.2
160.4
159.7
159
158.3
157.6
156.9
156.2
155.5
154.8
154.1
1 53.4
152.7
152
251.3
150.7
150.1
749-5
148.9
148.3
1 47.7
147.1

LOCOMOTIVE RUNNING REPAIRS.

By

L. C. HITCHCOCK,
DRIVING ROXESS.

When an engine is undergoing general repairs, special attention
should be given to the driving boxes and driving-box brasses, to see
that they are fitted up in first-class order. If any part of the work is
slighted do not let these parts come in for their share, for nothing
is more discouraging to a good engineer than to have his engine
pound in the driving boxes and brasses, and a renewal is the only
remedy where the brass is too large for the journal, and if the box
closes, or the wedge is not the proper taper, the play of the box between the shoe and wedge cannot be taken up by setting up the
wedge. These evils can be overcome only by removing the box.
which necessitates trouble and expense.
Some engineers, and foremen too, for that matter, in cases of
this kind advocate planing the wedge until it has the proper taper
to overcome the play of the box between the shoe and wedge.
This I consider poor policy, for reasons which I will hereafter give. When an engine comes into the machine shop for general repairs, after having been in service for two or three years, the
driving boxes, shoes and wedges are in a majority of cases very much
in need of repairs; the shoes and wedges need lining and facing, the
boxes will need planing, and the brasses will generally require renewing, or in case they are heavy enough they will be too large for
the journals, or be loose in the box. When there is plenty of material in the brasses, and they are too large for the journals
and loose in the boxes, it sometimes pays (when everything
else is equal) to shim the brasses tight in the boxes, this will also
close them to the journals, but in most cases this shimming does
not pay. I think that the better plan is to put in new brasses while
the opportunity is offered. Where the brasses to be renewed are of
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the solid pattern, in the form of a half circle, the box should first be
planed out to a true circle, leaving the distances from the crown to
the points A A, Fig. I, Plate 6, about T16- in. greater on the side which
is to go next to the hub of the driver; this will prevent the brass from
working out of the box, should it become slightly loose, and this distance should be great enough to allow that part of the brass which
rests in the points AA to be from in. to I in. below the center after
the brass is bored to the required size. The outside of the brass should
now be either planed in the slotter, or turned to the size that the box
was finished, then the brass may be fitted to the box by planing from
the edges which are to hear in the points .4A a sufficient amount to
allow the brass to go into the box the last inch at about twenty tons
pressure; this will generally spread the bottom part of the box about

at the top, provided that the sides of this opening were originally
planed parallel; this makes the removal of the cellar easy after it is
started, even if it is very tight when up to place.
Some builders cast the boxes with a slot across the sides of the
openings which contain the cellars, and in some cases these slots are
also cast in the cellars. When the cellars are in place this leaves
openings from side to side of the boxes, as shown at B, Fig. r, and
a rib at top and bottom of both box and cellars. I do not like this
plan, for in replacing a cellar the top will strike against the bottom
of the top rib on the box, if the cellar tips in the least. A good way
to overcome this evil is to plane out about ri in. wide from each
end of each rib on cellars and boxes, liners can then be riveted on,
of the required thickness to make the cellars tight in the boxes, and
both sides of the cellars and boxes will appear as shown at C, and
the cellars will be sure to go straight to their places, if entered
properly. Now, fit the brasses to the journals, being careful to
make that part which comes below the center of the journal, when
the box is in place, exactly the size that the journal is in diameter.
After the brass has been brought to a general bearing on the
journal, I think it a good practice to file from the crown a place about
in. wide and ,12- in. deep ; this insures a good bearing on the sides to
start with ; after the brasses fit the cellars, and they being - 12- in. taper
will go nearly up to their places before becoming tight, they should
be fitted tight enough so that when they are up to their places the
box cannot close a particle, and still not be tight enough to spread
the box. Now, with the cellars in place, plane the shoe, and wedge
bearing faces of the boxes, leaving each side an equal distance from
the center of the brass, and perfectly parallel with each other.
Now, a word in regard to not being able to take up the lost
motion of boxes between the shoes and wedges by setting the wedges
up. As previously mentioned, the cause of this trouble is that either
the shoes and wedges have not been planed parallel, or that the
shoe and wedge bearing faces of the box are not parallel; the latter
is generally the case. Now, if a brass is pressed into a box at twenty
tons pressure, and the shoe and wedge bearing faces are planed before the brass is bored out, or the cellars fitted, when the brass is
bored out the bottom of the box will close; this throws the planed
faces out of parallel, and the box is in the condition represented in
an exaggerated manner by Fig. 2, and, if the wedge has been planed
square with the top of frame it will stand in the position shown at
A, and any attempt to set it up will cause it to strike between the
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Fig. I.

Fig.

PLATE 6.

in. Now, at about the point represented by the dotted lines, and
centrally between the flanges, bore a one-inch hole through box and
brass on each side, and into these holes put brass plugs, making a
good driving fit. The brasses should now be bored out to fit the
journals before the cellars are fitted into the boxes. Boring the
brasses generally allows the bottom of the boxes to close about in.,
if the brass is put in under the pressure mentioned, and this leaves
the top of box lir in. narrower than the bottom part ; this causes the
part which contains the cellar to be a trifle wider at the bottom than
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box and frame at the top, leaving the bottom loose, and, if the top
is planed off to fit the box, it will be as shown at B, and the box cannot work freely between the shoe and wedge. Should a driving
spring become weak, and let the frame down a little, the box will
pound between the shoe and wedge, and should any unevenness in
the track cause the box to lower, it will stick. But boxes sometimes
get into the condition just described when the shoe and wedge bearing faces were parallel when the engine was firs turned out of the
shop, and this is owing to the cellar not having been fitted in the
proper manner at the start, or having been filed smaller by some
roundhouse man the first time the box was packed after going into
service. I have heard of men reducing the cellars after the engine
came out of the machine shop, so that they would not have so much
trouble while packing them. This I consider very poor policy, for
this reason : As the brass wears, the tendency of the box is to close
in at the bottom, if it has been put in under sufficient pressure to
hold it tight in the box, and when the cellar is loose the box closes to
it, and the evils described are produced.
Allowing a driving brass to run hot is a more serious thing than
some engineers appear to realize, for it is sometimes, and where it
becomes very hot it is in a majority of cases, followed by evils which
can only be remedied by the removal of the box. The trouble referred to is the journal boring out of the brass, and is produced as
follows : The first things to become heated are the journal and
brass. When heated, they expand; the box, being cold, does not expand, and is held tightly between the shoe and wedge, if properly
fitted up, and does not give as the journal expands; the consequence is that the journal cuts its way in the brass until it has become free. Most engineers will remember that in most instances
of hot driving boxes small particles of brass will be seen which
have worked out from between the box and wheel hub. When the
journal cools off it will resume its original size; the brass is then
too large, and the journal will pound from side to side when the
engine is working hard; but some one may say. "When a driving
brass heats and expands, the box will stick between the shoe and
wedge, and a good engineer will at once pull the wedge down a
little, to allow the box to work freely." True, he may do this, but
this does not prevent the journal and brass expanding faster than
the box, in which case the journal is sure to cut its way in the
brass.
in some shops they take up the lateral motion caused by the

faces of the boxes against the wheel hubs by planing from the inside
flange of each shoe and wedge where it bears on the jaw, and putting a liner on the outside flange; this crowds the box towards the
hub face, and takes up the lateral motion, but at the same time the
size of the shoe and wedge has been thrown out of standard, and
the spring saddle will not stand an equal distance from the inside
and outside of the frame. I think that care should at all times be
taken to keep all parts to a standard size, for where this is not done
it causes much trouble where many engines are to be kept in repair. A better way to do in the case cited would be to measure the
distance between the driver hubs, and from outside to outside of
engine frames, and find whether the wear was from the face of the
box or from the driver hubs. The liner should then be put where
needed to keep all parts to standard dimensions. This is best, I
think, even if the face of the box has to be planed off, or that of the
wheel hub turned to allow for a liner of sufficient thickness to
warrant it remaining in place.
While speaking of liners for this purpose, I will say that I have
seen very good results follow facing the hubs of engine truck and
driving wheels, and also the faces of the driving boxes with babbitt
metal, and the difference in labor would make the use of this metal
cheaper than turning and riveting on brass plates.
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LAYING OUT BACK CYLINDER HEAD.

A. MOORE.
How many of the younger machinists and machinists' apprentices have, I wonder, thought how they would proceed, if given a
task of laying out, drilling and putting in place a back cylinder head?
Of course, this would not be so difficult a job to do if jigs were
available, to which the head could be drilled. But all shops do not
have jigs, and a machinist may often be called upon to do work of
this kind when very few tools are provided.
We will assume that we are working in the roundhouse at some
division terminal, where the only machine tools provided are a drill
press, a small lathe and planer, and that an engine comes in with
the right back cylinder head badly broken. One is sent to us from
the main shops, but it is only finished in the lathe and is not drilled
for the studs or guide blocks. How shall we lay it out properly?
Some one may say, "lay it out from the old head," but this is
not possible to do in all cases. The old head may have been broken
By IRA
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too badly; then, too, the old head may not have been properly put
up in the first place. The best way, I think, is to have ideas of our
own relative to these matters ; then we are independent.
Now we know that the joints will have to be ground, so we will
first remove all of the studs which fastened the head to the cylinder,
then with two pieces of wood and two bolts make a clamp, like Fig.
T, Plate 7, and fasten it around the neck of the cylinder head. Then
thread each end of a rod or use a bolt long enough to pass through
the cylinder and head, when the head is in place. After applying oil
and emery to the joints, fasten the head to place by passing the rod
or bolt through a plate of iron long enough to span the front end of

Fr.. I.

egg.

PLATE 7.

the cylinder, then pass the rod through the cylinder and head,
fasten it at the back end by passing it through a plate of iron, of
sufficient length to span the stuffing box in the head. The head can
then be turned and ground by the use of the wooden clamp, previously adjusted. The necessary pressure can be given by tightening
the nut on back end of rod.
After the joint is perfect we can easily determine which part of
the head should go to the top of the cylinder by the position of the
clearance space cast in it, for, with the head in place, this space
should conform with the steam port in the cylinder.
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Now, dampen some lamp black with oil (do not have it too
thin) and apply a very light coat of the mixture all around the inner
edge of the joint on the cylinder, also around each stud hole and
outer edge of the flange, and with the lamp black also make two fine
lines, A B, Fig. 2, across the face of the flange, one at each end of
the steam port. Now, take a piece of stiff wrapping paper large
enough to cover the end of the cylinder, and having the helper hold
it firmly to place, rub the surface of the paper with your hand over
all points where it touches the flange; this will give you on the paper
a clear impression of all stud holes, marks A B, etc.
Remove the paper now and cut out the center and outer circumference, being careful to cut close to the lines, then with a lead
pencil make a dot in the center of each stud hole impression. Now
lay the template on the head, being careful to lay the side with
marks on toward you, and having the lines A B, one at each end of
clearance space; then have the template held firmly to place while
you with a fine center punch, mark over each pencil dot a punch
mark through the template into the head; remove the template and
from the punch marks lay out the stud hole .02 in. larger than the
studs. Now drill them to the marks, replace the studs and you will
find on trial that the head will slip to place nicely.
Fasten it to place with a nut at the top, bottom and each side,
then on a stick or piece of flattened copper wire, driven firmly into
the stuffing box, get the center of same. Now place a straight edge
on top of the frames just back of the cylinder, of sufficient length
to reach from frame to frame, and to this adjust a level ; it does
not matter if the engine is not exactly level, if care is taken to adjust
the level to the straight edge.
Fasten the level now on the top of a shorter straight edge (being
very careful not to reverse the level from its former position when
adjusted to the long straight edge), and place the short straight edge
with the level on it against the face of cylinder head flange to
which the guides are attached ; adjust the straight edge until the
level is correct, and along its top edge, through the center of the
stuffing box, scribe line A B, Fig. 3, and also through the center
scribe line, C D, at right angles to line A B. Those lines now form
the foundation from which we will work, for we know that line A B
is level with the engine and that line C D is plumb with it.
Now, the distance that the guide blocks should be apart on the
head might be determined from the position of those in the guide
yoke, but the yoke might also be broken, and we will consider such
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to be the case in the present instance, and that the entire head has
been renewed, planed up and sent to us without having the holes
drilled for the blocks.
•
We wilt now turn our attention to the cross head and must bear
in mind that when all parts are in place the center of the hole into
which the piston rod fits in the cross head must be exactly in tine
with the center of the stuffing box in cylinder head. So after centering the hole in cross head we will span with our dividers from this
center point to point A, Fig. 4, and from center of stuffing box, Fig.
3, mark this distance to the right of center on line A B; then from
this mark scribe line E F, parallel with line C D; now do likewise
with distance from center point in cross head to point B, Fig. 4, and
scribe line G H, Fig. 3, parallel with line C D; then across the end
of the cross head and just flush with the lower bearing surfaces of
each lug scribe dotted line C, Fig. 4, and from the center of hole
set the dividers in. above line C. This is to allow for a 22 i n. liner
between each bottom guide and block.
Now from points F and H, on line A B, Fig. 3, mark this distance on lines E F, and G H, and from the marks thus made, scribe
lines I J and K L parallel with line A B.
When the blocks are in place their inner edges should be flush
with lines E F and G H, and their lower faces flush with lines I J
and K L. All of the lines should be scribed lightly so they can be
filed out after the holes are drilled.
Now mark the top of the outer block, No. I, and the top of the
inner block, No. 2, and from the inner edge of block, No. 1, space
the distance to the center of the lug by which it was secured to the
head and to the right of line E F, and parallel with it, mark this distance. Now get the distance from the bottom surface of the
block to center of lug and above and parallel with line K L, mark the
latter distance on the head. Proceed in like manner with block No.
2, only scribe to the left of line G H and above line I J. The points
of intersection of the four lines last made are the points for the
center of the holes for the block lugs, and the holes should be drilled
and reamed to warrant a snug driving fit of the block lugs.
The holes over the piston-gland studs can now be located on
line A B or CD,as the case may require, the head will then be ready
to drill; but before removing it we will remove the center stick of
the stuffing box, bolt the yoke to place and run a fine line or wire
through the cylinder and secure it to the yoke by hanging a weight
to it after passing it over the stick A, Fig. 5, driven firmly into the

slot through which the main rod plays; now center the line from
the counter bore in front end of cylinder and stuffing box in back
head ; then with the short straight edge, with level on it, we will
scribe on the forward side of the yoke, line B C, just flush with the
line through the cylinder ; then mark on stick A a point at which the
line through cylinder rests on it; remove the line or wire and proceed
to lay out the holes for the back blocks, in exactly the same manner
as we did those for the forward blocks on the head, after which
both yoke and head can be removed and drilled, and before replacing them, after the drilling is done, each block should be fitted to
place, for when again pat up they should remain in place. When
both are finished and bolted to place we are ready to line up
the guides.
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STANDARD SIZES FOR LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS.

The modern plan of building locomotives and other machinery
on the interchangable system renders it a comparatively easy matter
to maintain standard lengths and sizes in making repairs in the roundhouse and machine shop.
In the olden time, when no two engines were alike, even from
the same builder, and when contracts were given to several different
firms for locomotives, there was some excuse for an irregular system,
or no system, in making repairs, but those days are gone, and roads
now, or at least, new roads, are equipped with engines from one
builder.
It is a bad practice to alter the length of a spring hanger in
order to equalize an engine. The spring is at fault, and not the
hanger. The spring is changeable, its "set" is sometimes more, sometimes less. The hanger is rigid, and does not change. Make up
for the weakness of the spring by putting liners, or "Dutchmen,"
under the gib in hanger, and when you get a spring that has full set,
take liners out. When hangers are repaired, bring them back to
the original length. Find out from a new engine what that length
should be, and make a drawing or templet of the same, and keep it
as a standard for the men to work by. If this plan were adopted
it would save a vast amount of "cutting and trying." As an example, suppose that an engine has one weak spring. The foreman
or machinist gives it a squint, and reasons, very properly, that if
those two hangers were shortened just a little, or that spring saddle
lengthened a trifle, she would sit all right; suiting the action to thu
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word, the work is done. After a few trips that particular spring
breaks, and a new one must take its place. What is the result? Another man puts it in, he sees that something is wrong ; just what, he
does not know; but one thing is quite evident, that spring gear is all
out of whack, and so he tinkers at this or that hanger, puts a different shape to equalizer, saddle or something, he don't care much what
—anything, so as to make her set level.
The standard set of each spring should be known, and the spring
compared with that standard before being put in, and, if weak, pick
out the liners to make it up to "correct pitch" before you put it in.
It will save lots of jacking and sweat this hot weather.
After a few years, if a haphazard style of repairing is carried
on, there will be no standards, and it will be impossible, without a
great amount of study, to tell what the original size was.
The same may be said of the other parts of a locomotive, set
screws, nuts, keys, etc. Keep them to standard. By so doing, a
supply can be kept on hand, and not a great variety, either, always
ready for an emergency, and sure to fit. 'Twill save many extra jobs
at night and on Sunday. The expense of keeping up engines will be
greatly reduced and their life prolonged.
It will save much wear and tear on the foreman. Every repair
shop on the road should be furnished from the general shop with a
complete set of blue prints of all parts of the engines, or at least of
those pieces that will have to be repaired. From these prints patterns or templets can be made for the use of blacksmith or machinist. Jigs can he made for drilling holes, so that the labor of laying
out can in a large measure be done away with.
See that the men are thoroughly informed on these points. The
foreman's labor should be to think them out, and instruct the men in
their use, and see that they are taken care of, and kept to standard.

LINING GUIDES.

A. Moor.
Every apprentice who is learning his trade in a locomotive repair shop, and who is as anxious to advance as he should be, will
embrace the first opportunity to line a set of guides. There are
some things connected with this part of the work that can be
learned only by practice, but we will endeavor to show as plainly
as possible how the work should be done.
By IRA
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The purpose of the guides is to keep the piston in line with the
center of cylinder. Hence to have them fulfil their purpose, they
must be lined parallel with center of cylinder and with each other,
and the right height to bring center of hole in cross head same
height as center of cylinder.
Suppose it is desired to line a set of four-bar guides, that a
new back cylinder head has been put on, also a new guide yoke,
and new guide blocks are necessary. Before putting the guides up
they should he faced to a face-plate and at right angles to the edge.
The ends should be planed slightly below the wearing surface. Steel
guides can usually be made nearly straight by springing them
under a press. after which they can he finished by filing, using a
coarse file first, then finishing by draw-filing with a fine file. It is
not necessary to use a scraper.
The guides are now ready to be put up, but as we are to have a
new back cylinder head and new guide yoke, the holes for the
guide-blocks must first be laid out and drilled. To lay out the holes
in head, fasten it in place, then by means of a straight edge across
the frames scribe the line a b, Fig. 15, Plate 8, then draw cd at right
angles to a b, and through the center a of stuffing box.
It is sometimes inconvenient to use a square for drawing line
c d; hence we will use dividers and small straight edge. Put a
center in stuffing box, being careful to have it just flush with the
head. Then, with the dividers set to any convenient radius, scribe
the arcs i and 2 across the line a b. Make a small center punch
mark at the intersections of the line and arcs; then with these intersections as centers, and a little longer radius than arcs 1 and 2
were drawn with, draw arcs 3 and 4. Call their intersection point
g. With a straight edge draw the line c d through g and the center
of stuffing box, when it will be at right angles to a b. Now draw
e f through the center of stuffing box and parallel with a b. The
width of the guides is 3 ins., and the distance between them 51 ins.
Hence the distance from a to h and i, Fig. 15, is ins., which is
equal to half the distance between the guides plus half the width of
guide. Draw h 1 and i m parallel with c d and 41 ins_ on each side
of it. The centers of the guide-block holes will lie in these lines,
and a certain distance above the line e f, which distance we will now
find. Referring to Fig. 16, which is an end view of the cross head,
it will be seen that the line a b, which passes through the centers
of the wings, is above the center of the piston hole c. It is desired
to have the center of the guide-block holes and the line a b, Fig.
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i6, lie in the same level; and since o, Fig. 15, and c, Fig. i6, must
lie in the same straight line, if h r and i s, Fig. 15, be made equal
to the distance between c and the line a b, Fig. 16, then r and s, Fig.
15, are the centers of guide-block holes, which should be drilled not
less than I 5-32 ins.
To lay out the block holes in guide yoke, put it in place on
engine, then scribe the line a b, Fig. 17, parallel with top of frames.
Run a line 1, Fig. 17, through the center of cylinder, letting it extend a short distance back of guide yoke, then scribe i j, Fig. 17,
at right angles to a b. To draw i f without using a square, make a
small center-punch mark at r on the line a b, Fig. 17, directly over
the inside of the vertical part of the yoke. Then with any convenient radius scribe the arcs s and t, using r as center. With the

intersections of the arcs and line as centers, and any radius, scribe
the arcs v and w.
The line f j through the intersections of these arcs is at right
angles to a b. Now draw the fine a p parallel with a b and the same
height as center of cylinder. Draw c d and e f parallel with i j and
4i ins, on each side of the line through the center of cylinder; the
4 1 ins. being equal to half the width of cross head plus half the
width of the guide. The centers of the guide-block holes will be on
these lines, and a distance above o p equal to the shortest distance
between the line a b and center of piston-rod hole c, Fig. 16.
Drill these holes same size as those in cylinder head. The
guides should be far enough apart to allow the cross head in.
lateral motion.
After the holes are drilled in heads and yoke, put them in
-
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place again and fasten them permanently. The guide blocks can
now be turned up. They should be a tight fit in the holes. Put
washers between the nuts on the back ones and the yoke. This
will allow the length of the body of the shank to equal the thickness
of guide yoke.
While the blocks are in the lathe a circle should be made on
their outer ends, as shown in Fig. 18. This circle will be made use
of in laying out the blocks for planing, which we will now proceed
to do.
Plug the center up with lead, then get the center of circle on the
end of block. Scribe the line a b, Fig. 18, through this center and at
right angles to the sides of the block. The thickness of the wings
of the cross head, or the distance d e, Fig. 16, is 3 inches, and it is
desired to have 4-inch liner between blocks and guides. Hence the
thickness of blocks will be inch less than that of the wings of
cross head, or 2i ins.; or, in other words, the top of the block,
after it is planed, will be at the line e f, Fig. 18, and the bottom at c d,
which lines are parallel with a b and = i ins. above and below
it. Lay out all the blocks in this way, then after having them
planed to these lines, and also parallel with the center of the block,
put them in the holes and lay out the bolt holes, which can be done
in the following manner:
Put the guides in place as shown in Fig. 19, using common
C-clamps, to hold them against the blocks, being careful to place
them where they will not interfere with getting a scratch awl inte•
the bolt holes in guides. Now run a line through center of cylinder
as for laying out guide-block holes, then set the edges of bottom
guides parallel with this line, making the distance between the line
and guides equal to half the distance between the side gibs on
cross head. Then the distance between the guides will be the
diameter of the line more than the width of cross head, or about
A in., which is the amount of side motion the cross head should
have. After getting the bottom guides in the proper position, take
a scratch awl and scribe lines on cylinder head and on guide yoke,
along outside edge of outside guide and inside edge of inside guide.
Then should they move, they can be easily put in place again by
bringing them back to these lines. The top guides must be exactly
above them, and since they are too far above the line through
cylinder to use calipers in setting them, we will have to use some
other plan. Get two parallel pieces of iron of the same dimensions
and place one on engine frame, just back of cylinder head on each
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side of engine. They should be thick enough to hold a straight
edge above the top guides. Put a straight edge on these parallels,
and let one end extend out over the guides. Now put a square on
the straight edge, and let the blade touch the inside edge of tM
outer bottom guide. When the square is in this position, the inside
edge of outside top guide should also touch the blade of the square.
If it does not do so it must be moved out or in until it is in the
proper place. Now move the parallels and straight edge to the
back end of guides and set back end of outside top guide in the
same way. If it is necessary to move it very much, it will throw
the front end slightly out of line; hence it is well to try each end
at least twice.
To set the inner top guide set calipers to the distance between
the bottom guides, then set the top inside guide parallel with outside guide and same distance apart as bottom guides using the
calipers to determine when they are this distance apart.
The guides now have the proper position, which should be
marked on cylinder head and yoke same as bottom guides. Now
the bolt holes in the blocks can be laid out with a scratch awl
through the holes in guides. Before moving the guides, make a
line on both top and bottom of blocks along the edges of guides.
These lines will show how much to plane off the edges of blocks
to have them flush with the guides when the job is finished. Now
take the guides down; take the blocks out and have them planed to
these lines, also the holes drilled. They should be drilled about
half way through the block from each side.
Put the blocks in place again and set their tops parallel with a
straight edge placed across the frames and over the blocks. If the
frame is lower than the blocks, put a parallel piece under the
straight edge on each side to raise it up; then caliper between block
and straight edge to determine when block is in the right position,
or if a straight edge cannot be used, a level may be substituted; but
it should be of the kind commonly known as an adjustable level.
Then should the engine not be setting exactly level, the level can be
adjusted to the incline by putting it on top of the straight edge
across the frames and adjusting it to the incline of the straight edge.
Now put the level on top of one of the blocks, being careful not to
turn it end for end, and it will show which way to turn the block
to give it the right position. Don't forget to put the back cylinder
head casing on (provided it is solid or not in two pieces) before
going any further, otherwise it will be impossible to get it on without either cutting it in two or taking the guides down.
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Loose bolts should be used for lining the guides, but should
nearly fill the holes. Put pieces of pipe as long as the guides are
thick between the heads of bolts and top of blocks. Now put up
the bottom guides and put nuts on the bolts to hold them up to
within in. of blocks (thickness of liners in this case), and stretch
a line through center of cylinder.
We must have some way to know when the guides are the right
height. Fig. zo is a tool generally known as a guide liner or guide
gauge, used for finding height of guides. It is made of fin, square
steel, with a ft-in: screw through its center, as shown. To set the
gauge, set the cross head on its back end and clamp a straight edge
on the bottom of each wing in and Fig. 16; then lay the gauge on
the cross head with the faces a and 1), Fig. zo, against the straight
edges as shown in cut. Now run the screw up or down until the
point is the same height as center of piston-rod hole in cross head,
then fasten it with the Lock-nut, c, Fig. zo. Put the gauge across
the bottom guides, when the point of screw should be same
height as center of line through cylinder to have guides right height.
But it is possible to have the line and point of screw same height,
and yet not have the guides right. Suppose we find on trial that,
according to the gauge, the guides are the right height at the front
end. Now, put a straight edge across the frames just back of front
blocks, then set calipers to the distance between the straight edge
and one of the guides, say, the inside one. Try the calipers between
the straight edge and the outside guide. Suppose it is found to be
in. lower than the other. Since according to the gauge the guides
were the right height, we must make the distance between each
of them and the straight-edge equal, without changing their average
height. This can be done by raising the low guide half the difference of their distances below the straight edge, or, in the present
case, by raising the outside guide 1-16 in. and letting the other down
the same amount. Now put the straight edge across the frames
opposite the back end of guides and set them the right height in the
same way. The front ends should be gone over again, since adjusting the back ends will affect the other end. Now put liners
enough between blocks and guides to hold them in this position
when the nuts are screwed up tight.
It is best to use one liner thick enough to fill space between block
and guide, except about 1-16 in., which can be filled with liners
such as tills and Russia iron. Screwing up the nuts will be liable
to spring the guides up or down in the center of their length. A
straight edge placed on their face will show how much and which
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way they are sprung. Suppose it is found that the outside one is to
be sprung up in the center, or at o, Fig. 19. To straighten it, unscrew the nut on front bolt and put a strip of tin between guide and
block at back end of block. When the nut is screwed up, this strip will
strike the block first, and as the nut is tightened it will spring the
guide down at a. Now try the straight edge again. Possibly the
guide is now low at a; if so, the strip is too thick and must be taken
out and replaced with a thinner one, say, two thicknesses of thick
paper. Tighten the nut and try the straight edge again. Experience will teach the workman more about the use of these strips
for straightening the guides than anything that can be written.
When a strip is placed between the bolt and the center of the
guide's length, a liner of the same thickness should be taken out,
otherwise the guide will be the thickness of the strip too low, supposing it to be a lower guide. But if the strip is on the other side of the
bolt, it will not affect the height of the guide at the end.
Now put the cross head in place and slide it to one end of
guides, when very likely it will be found to have a "rock" in it; that
is, it will not set perfectly solid on both guides. Suppose it to be at
back end of guides, and when it is down on inside guide it is away
from outside guide at back end of cross head. This indicates either
that outside guide is too low, or other one is too high at that end.
Hence, enough liner will have to be put under inside block, or taken
from under outside, to remedy that defect. This will throw the
guides slightly out of line, but not enough to haiYe any harmful
effect. Slide the cross head to the other end, and if a "rock" is
found there, remedy it in the same way_ Care should be taken to
have the guides perfectly parallel with the cross head crosswise, or
the bearing will all be on one side of face of guide, thus increasing
its liability to heat.
Sliding the cross head from end to end a few times after putting
a little oil on guides, will show where the bearing is. If it is found
to be on one edge of face of guide, it can be remedied either by letting the high side down by putting strips of the proper thickness
between blocks and guides on the high side, or removing them from
the low side. Before commencing to put on the top guides, it is
better to trim the bottom liners, especially at the ends of blocks, because after the top guide is in place they are difficult to get at.
Now put a support under the inside bottom guide and take out
the bolts, when the top inside guide can be laid in place and enough
liners put between it and blocks to hold it about 1-64 in. away from
cross head. It can be sprung up or down at the center if necessary,

in the same way as the bottom ones were. Proceed in the same way
with the outside guide, when we will be ready to ream the bolt holes.
Having used loose bolts in lining the guides, no doubt they are now
slightly out of line sidewise ; but lines have been made on cylinder
head and guide yoke to indicate their proper position, hence all that
is necessary now is to set them to these lines, clamp them in that position, ream the bolt holes and put in the bolts.
To enable the roundhouse machinist to keep the guides in line
when closing them, we will give him some points for his guidance.
Scribe the fine a b, Fig. /9, on outside and inside of cross head, and
parallel with faces of guides. Make a center-punch mark a and b on
this line near each end of cross head, and on the guide blocks the
same distance above faces of guides as a and b are, make the center
punch marks c and d. Then, when closing the guides, all that is
necessary to bring the cross head back to the proper height is to
bring these four points into a straight line on both inside and outside of cross head.
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FITTING PEDE,STAL BINDERS AND SETTING FRAMES.

When the back frames have been taken down to allow extensive
boiler repairs, or for other reasons, it is important that when they
are put in place again, that they be properly lined and squared up.
In what follows we will show how this can be accomplished.
The last operation, when taking the frames down, should be to
put them bottom side up on blocks at least a foot high. This will
leave them in a convenient position for fitting the pedestal binders.
We will suppose that new pedestal binders are necessary, and
the first thing to be done in fitting them is to prepare the frame, or
bottom ends of pedestal jaws, for receiving them.
The fit a a', b Fig. I, Plate 9, should be filed at right angles
to the frame's length and all to the same bevel, which should be
about 7 degrees from a right angle to the top of frame. b' and a
should be in. below the face of pedestal jaw, as shown in Fig.
to allow the jaws to he refaced without destroying the fit. Before
the pedestal binder is Laid out it should be planed on one side.
Now bolt two straps of iron, about 8 x I x in. (c c', Fig. 1),
to the frame as shown, and let them extend a fright angles to the
frame. Lay the binder on these strips, planed side down, and against
the side of the pedestal jaw, being careful to have the ends extend
the same distance back and front of the fit. After setting the planed
side of the pedestals at right angles to the side of the pedestal jaw,
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by betiding the straps c c' up or down, clamp it in that position. Now
with a small straight-edge, held against the fit and against the bottom of the binder, scribe a line on binder. Do the same at the
four places. Scribe lines on the edge of binder next to frame to
show the right bevel to plane to.
Make the depth of recess T115- in. more than the distance d e,
Fig. I. After planing off the recess to these lines, if the work has
been accurately done, the binder will drop to within in. of the bottom of frame. It should now be fitted down 1-16,- in. farther by
filing when the holes may be laid out. If possible the bolt holes
should be laid out and drilled, so that no reaming will be necessary,
since reaming the holes weakens the frame. It is important
that the hole for the wedge-adjusting bolt be in the proper position.
If it is too far from the face of pedestal jaw, it will interfere with

the wedge to be It ins., then the center of bolt hole in binder should
be fk in. back of line d, or on the line f. This will allow in.
clearance between the bolt and driving box.
Having finished this part of the work, we will proceed to put
frames in place. But before putting them up, the expansion plate
studs should be examined carefully, and if any of them show signs
of leaking, they should be replaced with new ones.
Any studs that prevent the frame liners from sliding out and
in when the frame is in place should be taken out, and the new ones
not put in until after liners are fitted.. A die nut should be run over
the old studs that are good to straighten up the thread.
Now place some blocks across the pit directly under where the
pedestals will come when frames are in place, to support them while
fitting the liners and buckles. Set the frame on the blocks, and
then raise or lower it to the proper height, which may be determined
by using the buckles as a gauge. When the frame is the right
height the buckle will slide on the studs.
Now put in the splice bolts, then fasten the deck in place. Set
inside calipers to the distance between the frames at the deck. Then
by means of rods and plates of iron like Fig. 4, which should be
made of at least iron, placed one at 1, one at in, and one at n,
Fig. 3, set the frames the same distance apart- at these points that it
is at the deck, using the calipers as a gauge.
Now run lines through the center of cylinders, letting them extend to the back end of frames. Then measure the distance from
the outside of pedestal jaws to the lines. This distance should be
the same at all the pedestals, but very likely will not be.
Suppose the distance from the left front pedestal to the line
to be it ins., and right front 12 ins. This indicates that the
frames are 4 in. too far to the left in front. To draw them over insert an iron wedge between the boiler and frame at d and at e, Fig.
3, on right side and drive them down until the frame has been drawn
over the required distance, which in the present case is -I in. As the
right frame is drawn out, the left will be drawn in by the rods, previously mentioned, which bind the frames together.
Now insert iron wedges between frame and boiler at d and e on
left side of engine, but do not drive them down any, as these are
merely to fill up space between frame and boiler to hold the frames
in place after they have been drawn over.
We will now go to the back pedestals. Suppose the distance
from the left pedestal to the line through cylinders to be III ins.,
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the driving box. If the hole is too far the other way, it will come in
contact with the face of pedestal jaw.
To find its proper position, proceed as follows : Fig. 2 is the
pedestal binder. The line b represents the face of back pedestal jaw,
and c- the face of front of jaw. The line f g, Fig. 1, is parallel with top
of frame and passes through the center of pedestal. If the distance between d and e, Fig. 2, is 121 ins., and the driving box is II ins., it
rt
is evident that the thickness of driving shoe will be
2

ins. Hence scribe the line e, Fig. 2, in. from c. The distance between e and d equals the size of driving box = I it ins. It is now
plain that the space d b represents the thickness of the bottom of
wedge. Suppose the diameter of that part of the bolt that enters
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and from right pedestal to line to be Hi ins.; then
and
then the
the proper
proper disdisHi
Hi
tance from pedestal to Iine on both sides is
=I I t
=
tance
2
2

ins. Hence,
Hence, the frames are in.
ins.
in. too
too far
far to
to the
the right.
right.Draw
Drawthem
themto
to
the left by means of wedges at c and f on left side, then insert wedges
wedges
on right side to hold them firmly
firmly in
in place.
place. Now
Now try
try the
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frontpedespedestals again, as setting the back ones will be liable
liable to
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them
slightly out of line. If such is the case
slightly
case they
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lineagain
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by
that is
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the
first raise
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oppositeside.
side.
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We
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Put
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the straight
straight edge,
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the side of pedestal should
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pose
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from the
the square
square at
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from square
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and
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frames about 1
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andat
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the same time
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in.
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1
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1
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frames square
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andhave
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same manner
manner with
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the back
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pedestals.The
The
line. r :oceed in the same
frames now
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whether they
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theframes
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is to
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use aa tram
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the one
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Do
that these
these arcs
arcs
Do the same on other side of engine. It is plain that
must come to the same position when the
the liners
liners are
are fitted
fitted and
and the
the
buckles on. We are now ready
ready to
to fit
fit the
the liners,
liners, g, h, i, j, Fig. 3.
3.
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are too
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to
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on the
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set the
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thedistance
distance bb d,
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their point
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ofintersection
intersectionin
inline
linewith
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center of stud. Hence this point will be center of hole in expansion
plate.
It is hardly necessary to say that an arc must be scribed on side
of boiler from center of each stud that passes through the plate.

the engine. The main , part of this square is made of steel. The
squares d d slide in the slots a a, and are held in the desired position by thumb nuts at b b. When the square has been secured in
place, slide the squares d d out until they just touch the lines
through the cylinders, as shown at c, Fig. i. Make a mark on
the edge of the squares, as shown at e, the same distance above
the line on each side of engine. With a tram like the one shown
in Fig. 2 get a point on the cylinder saddle casting midway between the centers of cylinders, and as low as possible. The main
part d of this tram is made of Fin. pipe (except the point a, which
is of steel), into which a piece of round steel with a point bent at
right angles to its length is made to slide, and is held in any
desired place by the thumbscrew c.

FITTING UP DRIVING SHOES AND WEDGES.
BY IRA A. MOORE.

The driving shoes and wedges are a very important part of
the locomotive's mechanism, and it is important that they be
properly fitted up. If they are not as they should be, trouble
will be very apt to follow. The faces of the shoe should be exactly
parallel with the axle and at right angles to the top of frame.
If the faces are not parallel with the axle, the journal will be
liable to heat, since the pressure upon it due to the traction of
the engine will not be equally distributed. The main shoes should
be of the proper thickness to bring the center of axle in the
center of the pedestal, or at least in the center of pedestal on
one side of the engine, and on the other side the right thickness
to hold the axle at right angles to the center of cylinders.
The other shoes should be the proper thickness to give the
right distance between the centers of the driving axles. The
wedges should be parallel with the shoes.
How to bring these results about will be made as plain as
possible in what follows. We will assume that we are working
on a four-wheel connected engine, and that the frames are in
line and ready otherwise for laying out, which must be done
before the shoes and wedges can be fitted up, Therefore we
will proceed to get some points on the frames from which to
work in fitting up the shoes and wedges.
It has been said that the driving axles must be at right
angles to the center of the cylinders. Hence a point must be
obtained on each of the back frames and as near the center of
the main pedestal as possible, through which if a line be drawn,
it will be at right angles to the center of cylinders. To get these
points, proceed in the following manner:
First, stretch lines through the center of cylinders and extend
them to 3 ft. back of the back cylinder heads. Put a double
square, similar to the one shown, Fig. i, Plate 1o, across the
frames about 6 ins. back of cylinder heads, and clamp it there. The
distance is immaterial, but must be the same on both sides of
-
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To use this tram, place the point a against the vertical part
of the double square, keeping the body of tram in front of the
square, and the point a on the mark e, Fig. 1, mentioned above.
Then with point b, Fig. 2, scribe an arc on the saddle casting
a= near as possible to the center. Do the same on the other
side of engine, and if the tram is the right length, the arcs will
ictersect near the bottom of saddle casting. Mark the center
ith a center-punch, as we will have occasion to use this point
later on. Call this point a. On the outside, and parallel with
the top of the frame, draw the lines b b, C C, Fig. 3, directly
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above and extending a short distance back.and front of pedestals,
making them all the same distance below the top of frame.
Now on the front jaw of each of the front pedestals draw
the line c c parallel with the line b b and the same distance below
it on each frame. The body of the tram, shown in Fig. 4, is
made of fin. pipe, with the points of steel, one end being made
to slide into the pipe in order to admit of adjustment, and is
held in place by the set-screw t_
With the straight point of this tram in the point a on cylinder
saddle casting, scribe the arc 1, Fig. 3, on the front pedestal jaw
and across the line c c. Mark the point of intersection of line
and arc with a small center punch, then try the tram in it to
prove its correctness. Repeat the operation on opposite side of
the engine. Call these points x.
A little consideration will now show that if a line be drawn
through the points x x it will be at right angles to the center

Now we must find the point h, through which, if a line be
drawn at right angles to the top of frame, it will pass through
the center of pedestal. A very good way to find this point is
to draw a line from the upper end of the face of front pedestal
jaw across and at right angles to b b. Make a center punch
mark where the lines cross and call this point e. Draw a similar
line from f, which is midway between the top and bottom ends
of the back pedestal jaw. Call its point of intersection with C C
point g. The point h is midway between e and g. Set a pair
of large dividers to the points d and h. Then with d on opposite
frame, as a center, scribe an arc across the line C C, and the point
of intersection is the point la on that frame.
Now take the T square and draw a line through h. and across
the pedestal binder on both sides of engine. Make a center punch
mark i on this line and near the center of the edge of pedestal
binder on one side, set a small tram to h and i, then with h on
opposite frame as a center scribe an arc across the line previously
drawn across the edge of pedestal binder. The point of intersection is the point i on that side of engine.
The distance from h to j on the back pedestals is
in. less
than the length of the side rod, which length is the distance from
center to center of rod brasses.
The 22-in. difference is due to the difference in temperatures
of the frame and rod when the engine is in working order.
Therefore, to find the point j, Fig. 3, put centers in the rod
brasses, then set a long tram to a12 in. less than the distance
between these centers. Now with h as a center scribe an arc
across the line b b. The point of intersection is the point j.
Without altering the length of tram, and with i as a center,
scribe an arc across the edge of back pedestal binder. Now take
the small tram, set it to h i and with f as a center scribe an arc
on the back pedestal binder and across the one drawn with the
long tram: The point of intersection is the point k. Get the
corresponding points on the other side in the same manner.
Now get the size of the driving box with calipers and scale,
set a pair of dividers to half the size, and with j and k as centers
scribe the arc l on frame and 4 on pedestal binder. It is easy
to see that the face of the shoe when it is finished must be in a
straight line between these arcs in order to have the center of axle
1 (Fig. 5), Plate IL, in a line between j and k. If the boxes are
not alI the same size, the same operation must be gone through
for all boxes of a different size. E, as is sometimes the case,
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of cylinders. Now take a T square and draw a line through x
and at right angles to the top of frame. Make a center punch
mark where this line crosses the line C C and call this point d.
Do the same on the other frame. A line drawn through d .d
will be parallel to the line through x x, hence will be at right
angles to center of cylinders.
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the brass is bored out of center, or, in other words, the distance
r t is not the same as e t, Fig, 5, a different course must be pursued.
Put a center in the brass, being careful to have it flush with
the side of the box, and with a pair of hermaphrodite calipers
find the center t. Scribe a line on the box at right angles to
ra n and through t, also a line at r at right angles to the line
through the center and exactly opposite the face, or part of
the box that comes in contact with the shoe. Now, if r is the
front of the box set the dividers to r I and scribes the arcs / Z,
as described above.
We are now ready for the shoes and wedges. The length
of the shoes should be 112 in less than the distance from the
top of pedestal to the pedestal binder, and they should be faced
to the pedestal jaw. The wedges should be 2 ins. shorter than
the shoes, and faced to pedestal jaw same as shoes.
Assuming that they have all been treated in the manner described, we will proceed to lay them out for planing. Put each
one in its proper place, and put about Ain. under each wedge,
then they will be that distance away from the pedestal binder
when they are adjusted to the size of the box. This is to allow
them to be pulled down to give the box room to expand if it
should heat. Some plan must be used to hold them firmly against
the pedestal jaws while being laid out, and a very good one is
to use what is termed spreaders, one of which is shown in Fig. 6.
It is made of a short piece of f-in. pipe, which is slipped over
the end of a kin, hexagon headed bolt onto which a nut has
been screwed.
Use two of these in each pedestal, as shown in Fig. 3. Put
one about 2 ins. from the top of pedestal and the other the same
distance from the bottom. Now, secure a straight-edge about
5 ft. long between the pedestal binders and the bottom spreader,
by means of block of wood and a small wooden wedge, as shown
at a, Fig.. 3.
In the same way secure another straight-edge between the
top spreader and top of pedestal also shown in Fig. 3. Now,
with a small straight-edge h, Fig. 3, adjust the others so that their
front edges will lie in a line between j and I?, or 1s and i, as the case
may be.. Of course, this must be done at each end of the long
straight edges in order to have them parallel with the center of
axle.
It is plain that the straight-edges now occupy the same horizontal position that we desire the center of axle to occupy when

we have finished. Now, set an adjustable square to half the size
of the driving-box ± in., or, if the brass is not bored out central,
set the square to the distance r t (Fig. 5) in. Put the square
against the back edge of the short straight-edge, letting the blade
extend forward along the side of the flange of the shoe, being careful
to keep the blade parallel with the frame, as shown in Fig. 3. Then
with a scratch-awl against the end of the blade of the square, scribe
a line on the side or flange of the shoe. Make two lines on the outside
flange and as near the end of shoe as possible, and one on the inside
about midway of the shoe's length. Do the same to the shoe on the
other side, then change the straight-edges to the front pedestal and
repeat the operation, when the shoes will be ready for the planer.
After being planed the face should be exactly in. from the
lines on the flanges. The reason in. is added to half the size of
the box when laying the shoes out is that there may be some way to
prove that they have been planed as laid out, then it is easier to
plane to a certain distance of a line than exactly to it.
When the shoes have been planed, put them in place again and•
put in the spreaders. Now lay out the wedges from the shoes in
the following manner : Set the adjustable square to the size of the
box in., then with the head of the square against the face of
the shoe scribe lines on the flanges of wedges similar to those on the
shoes and in the same relative position. Set them upon the planer
bed by these lines and plane in the same manner as the shoes.
Since it is with the flanges of the shoes and wedges that the
lateral motion of the engine is regulated, the outside flanges must
have a certain thickness which may be found as follows:
On a smooth strip of wood mark off the distance a b, Fig. 7,
which is the distance between the wheel hubs, also the distance a c,
from outside to outside of frames. Draw the line d across the stick,
making the distance between it and b equal to the lateral motion
desired, which should be in. for the front and -A in. for the back
wheels. Now, make the distance from d to e equal to twice the
thickness of the outside flange of the driving box. Then half the
distance e c will be the thickness of the outside flanges of the shoes
and wedges.
Enough should be planed off the inside flanges to make the
width of the shoes and wedges 11.2- in. less than distance between the
flanges of the driving boxes and the corners should be rounded
enough to clear the fillets in the boxes and no more, since that
would weaken the flanges and increase their inability to crack.
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HOW TO
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PUT ON A NEW BOILER, FIT

UP SPRING HANGERS,

DRIVING SADDLES, ETC.
BY IRA A. 3,100RE.

When the necessity arises for changing the boiler on a locomotive, the engine will have to be completely stripped, the wheels and
truck taken out and the back frames taken down. If the shop is
not provided with a crane sufficiently strong to lift the boiler, temporary trucks will have to be put under it, so that it can be run out
of the way.
A truck should be put under the mud ring and another just back
of cylinder saddle.
Before loosening the boiler from cylinder saddle, the distance
between front of water leg and back of cylinder saddle should be
taken on a strip of wood, then by using the strip it is easy to get
the proper distance between these two points when the new boiler
is being put in place.
Possibly the new boiler is not at hand, and in the meantime let
its turn our attention to some other parts of the work. The work
on the driving shoes and wedges can also be done while the frames
are down, if a starting point is obtained before loosening them from
the discarded boiler. Before loosening the frames from boiler the
distance from outside to outside of frames at pedestal jaws should
also be taken on a stick.
After fitting the pedestal binders set the frames on blocks on
the floor in the same position that they occupy when on the engine,
except the distance between them need not be the same, they may
be any convenient distance apart—say, 2 or 21 ft.
If a line had been drawn through the points x, Fig. 3, Plate To,
before frames were taken down, it would have been at right angles
to the center of cylinders, and also at right angles to the frames.
Therefore the frames must be set on the blocks so that a line
through these points will be at right angles to the frames. To determine when they are in this position, put a straight-edge across
the top of frames and set it so that it will coincide with a Line drawn
through x and at right angles to top of frame.
Now, by using a large square, determine whether or not the
straight-edge is at right angles to the frame. If not, one of the
frames can be moved back or forward, as the case may be, being
careful to keep the frames parallel with each other. After they
once have the right position they can be kept from moving by
binding them together with strips of wood.
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Now is a convenient time to "square up" the driving saddles.
The first step is to ascertain whether they are worn enough to make
them too short. The legs of the saddles should be long enough to
reach from top of frame to bottom of pockets in the top of driving
boxes, when the boxes are down on pedestal binders, as shown in
Fig. r, Plate 12. Suppose the distance between the frame x and
pedestal binder y to be 17 ins, and distance through frame 4 ins.,
making 21 ins.; hence the distance between the dotted line b and
top of pedestal binder is 21 inches. Now, if the length of the box
minus the depth of the pockets d d' is 13i ins., then the length of
the legs of saddle should be 2/ — I3i = 7i ins.

,Locomotive Zngineering

Fig, i.

. 2.

PLATE

12 -

While this is the proper length of the saddle legs, yet should
they be found to be not more than in. shorter than this, they may
be used again. The bottom of the pocket in the saddle will generally
be worn more on one side than the other, as shown by the dotted
line a, Fig r. When the bottom of pocket is squared up at right
angles to the side of saddle, if it is deeper than the thickness of
band on the spring minus in., a plate of iron thick enough to
bring it back to its original depth should be fitted into it. Now
put a parallel piece of iron whose thickness is slightly more than the
depth of pocket, and whose other dimensions are nearly equal to
those of the pocket, into it, then turn the saddle upside down on a
face plate. With a surface gauge scribe lines across the legs,
making the distance between them and the line b, Fig. r, equal to
the length of the shortest leg in the set of saddles.
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Proceed in the same manner with the other saddles, then when
the legs are chipped and filed to these lines, they will all be the
same length, and their ends will lie in a plane at right angles to the
saddle and to the bottom of pocket.
The equalizer stands will also need some attention. If the slot
for the gib is not too much worn, the blacksmith can bring it back
to the original size. Sometimes a new top welded on will make them
all right.
Perhaps a new stand is necessary. If so, before laying out the
bolt holes, the face c b should be planed at right angles to the top of
stand, Fig. 2.
Scribe the line d e, Fig. 2, through the center of the slot a and
at right angles to c b; also a line on side of frame, midway between
centers of pedestals and at right angles to top of frame. Then set
the stand on frame so that the line d e and the line on frame will
coincide, then lay out the bolt holes with a stratch-awl through the
holes in frame.
Care should be taken to have the gib slot far enough from the
base of stand to allow enough clearance between bottom of
equalizer and the bolt heads to prevent them coming in contact
when the engine is running over rough track; g in. is usually
enough. The equalizers very likely will be worn where the spring
hanger and the equalizer stand gibs come in contact with them. The
part a, Fig. 3, Plate 13, should be finished at right angles to the slot
through which the stand passes, and then b and c parallel with a.
A plate of steel about in. thick should be put between the equalizer and the stand gib to prevent the gib cutting into the equalizer.
When the plate wears, it is very easy to replace it with a new one_
These plates can be made from broken leaves of driving springs. To
determine when b and c, Fig. 3, are parallel with a, put the equalizer up side down in a vise, then put a straight-edge across it at a
and another at b or c. Then by looking across them they will show
which side of b or c must he filed to make it parallel with a. If it is
b that is finished first, then put a straight-edge across at b and make
c parallel with it, as described above.
The spring gear is now all fitted up, except the hangers. They
should be the right length to hold the springs and also the equalizers
parallel with top of frame when the driving saddles are resting on
frame. Hence before they can be fitted up their proper length must
be found, which can be done in the following manner
Put the driving saddles and springs on the frame in their
proper positions, also the equalizers and stands. Put the stand

gibs in place. Set the equalizeis so that a line through b and c,
Fig. 3, will be parallel with top of frame and as high as the gibs
will allow them to go. Set the springs with the gib bearings on
each one will be the same distance from top of frame. Now the
distance between the gib bearing on equalizer and on the spring,
minus the draw, is the proper length of hanger, which length is the
distance between the gibs. The draw should be from to r. -1- ins.,
depending on the weight to be carried by, and the strength of the
spring. The heavier the spring the less the draw required, and the
heavier the engine the more draw necessary.
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If the hangers as they were taken off the engine are not the right
length, the blacksmith can change them to suit, and also close the
slots if that is necessary.
The front frame fastenings should be carefully examined. We
will now get the cylinder saddle ready for the boiler,
The cylinders should be blocked up perfectly level both ways.
The blocks can be put between the cylinders, letting the bottom
of saddle rest on them. It will be necessary to have some thin strips
of wood at hand to put under wherever required to level them.
Since the front frames have not been taken down, it is well to
support their back ends in some way, preferably with screw jacks.
Remove all scale and dirt from top of saddle.. Now run the new
boiler ahead until the distance between the back of saddle and front
of water leg is the same as with the old boiler, as determined by the

So
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strip of wood mentioned above. The boiler should be blocked on
trucks the same as the old one was for running out of the way. Now
let front end of boiler down nearly to saddle. This can be done by
means of a jack under the front end. Then set front end central
between cylinders in the following manner:

Fig

Fig. 6.
PLATE 14,

Put a line over boiler just back of cylinders, letting the ends
to which small weights have been attached, come below the frames,
as shown at a d, in Fig. 5, Plate 14.
If the boiler is central the distance between line and frame will
be the same on each side. If the boiler needs throwing to one side,
it can be done by setting the jack at a slight angle, letting the top
stand away from the side to which it is desired to throw the boiler;
then when the weight is put on the jack, it will right itself and
throw the boiler over.
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We will next plumb the back end. Put lines over the wagon
top at I and m, Fig. 4, Plate 13, letting them extend below the mud
ring_ When .the boiler is vertical the distance from the lines to the
boiler will be the same at all four corners. If the boiler is not
plumb, the distance between lines and boiler will be greatest on the
low side.
On account of the sides of water leg not being parallel with
each other, or with the center line of boiler, it sometimes happens
that the distance from the lines to boiler cannot be made the same
at the four corners. In such cases the distances should be averaged
up.
The boiler must be level lengthwise. This is sometimes determined by putting a level on top of the dome, but this is not reliable. A better way is to caliper the boiler at a and b, Fig. 4, Plate
13. Suppose the boiler is 50 ins. in diameter at a and 49 ins, at b,
then the distance from center to circumference is in. more at a
than at b. Now, if one end of a long straight-edge be put on the
parallel piece d, and the other end on c, which is 1- in., thicker than d,
the straight-edge will be parallel with center of boiler. Put the
level on top of the straight-edge when leveling the boiler. Set the
boiler level and parallel with the centers of cylinders, and at the
same time have the smoke arch just touch the cylinder saddle.
To get the boiler parallel with cylinders, run lines through
them and extending to the back end of boiler, and set boiler central
between them by measuring from lines to water leg at the four
corners.
If, on account of water leg not being parallel with center line
of boiler, the distance cannot be made the same at the four places,
it should be averaged up.
Since adjusting one end of boiler will throw the other slightly
out of place, each end should be tried two or three times. We now
have the boiler parallel with the cylinders and the smoke arch
touching the cylinder saddle at, it may be, only one corner, as shown
at a, Fig. 5, Plate
Now the arch must be fitted into the saddle, and it is necessary to have a line on the back and one on the front of saddle to
work to. We will now proceed to get these lines.
First, measure the vertical distance between smoke-arch and
saddle at the place where they are farthest apart, either back or
front; then on the vertical lines c c' and d
Fig. 5, lay off this
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distance i at the four corners of the saddle. Raise the front end of
boiler enough to clear the saddle, and run it back out of the way,
being careful to first mark it, so that it can be run ahead to the
same place again.
Make a wooden template, a, Fig. 19, to fit the curve of the
smoke-arch at the front, and one at the back of saddle, and have them
a little longer than the width of saddle. Now, by means of the
templates draw the curved lines m through the points f i' on both
front and back of saddle. Chip the saddle to these lines and make
it straight lengthwise by using a straight-edge. A better fit will be
obtained if another pair of templates like b, Fig. 6, Plate 14, is
made to fit the ones used to lay out the saddle ; the convex edge
being fitted to the concave edge of a. Then by using red lead on
the edge of template the high places on saddle can be at once detected. On account of any irregularity that may be in the curve
of the bottom of smoke arch, it is well to have the templates, Fig. 6,
marked in some way ; then, when using them, be careful not to turn
them end for end. Now run the boiler ahead again, and let the
front end down on the saddle, when it will be as much lower than
the back end as was taken out of the saddle. Hence the back end
will have to be let down enough to level the boiler again.
Lines should again be run through the cylinders, and measurements taken from them to the boiler, as described above, to ascertain whether the work on saddle has been correctly done.
Suppose it is found that the line on left side is in. farther
from the boiler than the other one; then to bring the cylinders in
line with the boiler about alg in. would have to be taken off the
left back and the right front corners of cylinder saddle. The bolt
holes can now be drilled in smoke arch, preferably by using a twist
drill through the holes in saddle, the drill to be same size as holes.
If the holes cannot be drilled in this way, they will have to be laid
out and the boiler run back in order to get at them. After drilling
run the boiler ahead again, ream the holes and put in bolts.
We are now ready to put up and line the frames. Except the
manner of finding the height of frames, this can be done as described
on page i. Since the frames are parallel with the cylinders and the
cylinders Lave been set level, the frames must also be level. A
very good way to level them is to level one of them lengthwise first
—say, the left one—then put straight edges across them at ,z - and y,
Fig. 4, Plate 13, and raise or lower the right one enough to bring
the straight edges level, which will give the frames the same height.

WEAR OF CROSS HEAD.
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An easy method of finding the wear on cross head can be seen
by consulting the annexed cut. As there is constantly a doubt in the
minds of many regarding the wear of gibes and cross head, this
method should make it clear to them which guides should be closed,
the top or the bottom guide. In suburban service where engines are
running for-ward and backward, the heaviest wear comes on the bottom guides.

When engine is in shop, overhauled and cross head planed, a
circle should be described on cross head at both ends, as shown in
sketch at A B. When guides need reducing a compass should be
used in center A B which will indicate which way guides need lining,
up or down.
HOW TO REMOVE A REFRACTORY AXLE.

Occasionally one finds a refractory axle when the ordinary
methods prove inadequate. Fig. I shows the wrong way to accomplish any results. When drilling must be resorted to, the proper
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way to drill is as shown in Fig. 2, and no further trouble will be
experienced when the pressure is applied.

HANDY AIR RAM.

A very handy tool is shown here. It is made out of a piece
of gas pipe, and the size must be determined according to the
kind of work to be done. The bottom end is capped, and acts
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as a pedestal, and the plunger is made three-fourths the length of
the pipe. At an equal distance from the end a Fin hole is drilled
as a vent, and at the bottom a suitable hose connection is made.
An angle cock to this connection completes the outfit. Anyone
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the shaft and the center of the eccentric, then the lower opening at
3 and 4 are guides to scribe the key way by, and the outside of the
template at e f and c d becomes guides to scribe the lines to drill the
set-screw holes by. This plan secures uniformity of the work and
precludes the possibility of mistakes in laying it out. Eccentrics
are kept in stock, and it is a great convenience to be able to put on a
new one without the usual delays in cutting the key way by hand
after finding out where you want it by the cut-and-try plan.
TURNING OFF ECCENTRICS.

HANDY AIR RAM.

who has ever had any trouble in removing rod bolts can see the
value of it. It is less dangerous than the powder gun, and just
as effective.

Turning off an eccentric does not change the throw as some
imagine, the distance from center of axle to center of eccentric determines the throw.
Boring out and closing an eccentric strap affects the travel of
the valve and requires lengthening of the eccentric rod.
DOCTORING A CRACKED HUB.

A HANDY TEMPLATE.

The accompanying cut shows the method adopted by
the Erie people, at Jersey City, in taking care of a clriv-

FOR LAYING OUT ECCENTRICS.

In making new eccentrics the template shown in the engraving
is used to insure uniform work, the pieces are planed at the joint
and bolted together, and the center line laid out at right angles to the
joint, and the hole bored; this template is then Laid on, as shown in

the shaded lines of the cut, the two pins, shown at r and 2, project
through the lower side of the template, and, being at equal distances
from the center line, from a center square, the line from b to a being
the center of the eccentric, or on a line_ drawn through the center of
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REPAIRING A CRACKED HUB.
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ing-wheel hub that was cracked on the outside at the key way;
it represents the job as we saw and sketched it from an engine just
in off the road. The outline immediately above the crack is that of
an opening cut in the hub face about Ti ins. deep, the ends z ins.
diameter and the center If ins, wide, into which was fitted a piece of
steel which was driven in hot, and thus made to draw while cooling.
The recess was slightly undercut, so as to retain the binder after being upset in place.

make our rings standard sizes, we do not need a large number of
plates.
While a common chuck is theoretically true, a machinist who
has run a "packing lathe" knows it is impossible to chuck such work
true, as the tendency is to spring the work out and away at the jaws.
On this mandrel the strain in tightening is towards the plate in all
cases.
The thread on the stud is j V, leaving the top flat, so as not to
wear loose in the follower, which should fit well to hold everything
central.
Make a slot in the face plate to admit of a caliper or template
for gauging the spring rings.
As the expansion plates are made of old follower plates, any
shop can afford one for each sized cylinder in service.
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SPECIAL CHUCK FOR TURNING LOCOMOTIVE PACKING RINGS.

The accompanying cut shows a handy mandrel for facing parallel the "bull" rings and spring rings of locomotive pistons and is
made of old piston spider heads and follower plates.
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SOME HANDY TOOLS FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

The tool shown in Fig. I is for turning lifting shaft bearings in
the ordinary lathe that is too small to allow it to swing on the centers. It was designed by the general foreman of the Grand Crossing,

CHUCK FOR PACKING RINGS.

The range of work being limited to just what it is made for, it
may not seem of great value; but in this respect it is like the pistol
in Texas, it does the work accurately, a proof of the value in all
shop kinks. The work done on this mandrel must be bored in a
common chuck.
In making bull rings they are turned and faced, resting on the
steel pins, Fig. 1, of which there can be as many sets, for different
sizes of cylinders, as may be required.
In facing spring rings use expansion plates, made as shown in
Fig. 2. These are bored to fit the cone of the mandrel near the face
plate, and are brought up square by the follower and nut. The
amount of expansion we find to be not over * in., and if we

Wis., shops, and has many new features about it that seems to the
writer to be an improvement over the old star feed which is usually
used for this purpose.
The main features of this are, as shown, a sliding sleeve on a
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double-threaded screw,
screw, itit is
is best
bestto
tochange
changealteralternately from one thread to the other,
other, if
if convenient,
convenient, especially
especiallywith
withthe
the
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finishing cut. This can be done by opening the nut and moving the
carriage, or turning the lathe so as to bring the point of the tool in
the other thread, provided the pitch of the screw on work in the
lathe is an even number of times greater than the pitch of the lead
screw, as 2, 4, 6, etc., times.
Or it may be accomplished by disconnecting immediately below
the gear on stud, and turning the lathe, together with the stud, onehalf revolution, and placing the gears again in mesh.
It is well to chalk two teeth which bear against each other before disconnecting, and mark a tooth on the stud directly opposite
the first mark, so that there may be no trouble in changing onehalf revolution. Should the stud and spindle not revolve at the
same speed, it is the spindle which must be turned one-half revolution, letting the stud revolve as far as it may.
In cutting a thread on a lathe which is without a reversing belt,
and where the vent will not drop into the lead screw at every point
and correspond with the work, the following is a safe practice:
When the tool has run sufficiently far beyond the end of the
thread for clearance, stop the lathe and make a chalk mark on shears
of lathe opposite a corner projection, or mark on carriage. Make
another lathe somewhat further back than the length of the screw
on work. The distance between the marks must be the shortest distance, or multiple of the same which will contain a whole number of
threads on lead screw and a whole number of the threads on work.
Open the nut and move the carriage back to the latter mark; close
the nut and go ahead, stopping lathe again at former mark, and repeat.
Example.—We have a four-thread lead screw lathe and no backing belt. We want to cut eleven and one-third threads to fit 2-in.
gas pipe. In this case, after stopping the lathe, we move the carriage
back 3 ins., which will contain exactly twelve threads on lead screw
and thirty-four threads on work in the lathe.

piston and front end of main rod; add weight of back end main rod
and front end of side rod; multiply this by half the stroke, and di-
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HOW TO COUNTERBALANCE A DRIVER.

When a bad-riding engine has had her valves altered a few
times, her spring rigging overhauled, and a few other well-known
home remedies applied without result, the following rule will be
found a very good guide to go by:
For Main Wheels.—Take one-third the weight of cross head,
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vide this by the distance from center of axle to point of suspension.
(If tires are on, the point of suspension will be outside of tire.)

WEICALKS

For Back Wheels.—The same as main wheels, but leave off

weight of back end of main rod.
Note.—Pin on opposite wheel from one being weighed must be
exactly plumb. Trestles must be exactly level both ways.
Example.—Weight main rod
351 lbs.
291 lbs.
side rod
piston and crosshead
324 lbs.
996 lbs.
996 ÷ 3 = 322 X 12 = 3864 30 ins. radius of wheel = 129
lbs. — 129 lbs. being the proper weight for counterbalance.

ABOUT SCREW CUTTING.

I have worked in several shops, and I found that most of the
workmen, and even some of the foremen, did not know how to figure out a set of change wheels.
The easiest method I ever saw is to multiply the pitch of the

thread to be cut by the number of threads to the inch on the lead
screw, and then multiply the product by any number to bring it to
the required answer, according to the change wheels.
To find the pitch of any complete screw, take the number of
threads to the inch, and place one above it. For example: The
screw is six threads to the inch; place one above the six equals onesixth the pitch; one thread is one-sixth of an inch.
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Where the screw has a fraction, as 21 threads per inch, reduce
to an improper fraction and invert it. Example: 2; reduced =
inverted, the pitch.
When the thread is one to every one, two, three or four inches,
the exact pitch is given. Then the foregoing rule is just the reverse,
thus, 1, f, , or t.
And if there is a fraction annexed, reduce to an improper fracy , 2+ pitch = 1, etc.
tion, thus, 34- pitch =
Find the number of threads per inch to be cut and then find the
number of threads on the lead screw per inch, and multiply the pitch
of the screw to be cut by the number of threads per inch on the lead
screw.
Example r.—Find the change wheels to cut five threads to inch
with a lead screw four to the inch.
X4
The pitch is
24 on spindle, and 30 on lead
=sX 6=
5
screw.
Example 2.—Required the change wheels to cut six threads to
inch, with lead screw two to inch.
X 2
The pitch is
=f X ro = if, 20 on spindle, and 6o on lead
6
screw.
Example 3.—Find the change wheels to cut 2 threads to the
inch, with lead screw six to inch.
2 X 6
The pitch is
= 152 X 5 = -H, 6o on spindle, and 25 on lead
5
screw.
Example 4.--Required to cut a thread to every one inch, with
lead screw two threads to the inch.
X2
The pitch is
= i X 20 =
40 on spindle, and 20 on lead

TO CENTER DRIVING BOXES.
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Figs. I, 2 and 3, Plate A, show views of a very handy tool for
centering driving boxes and laying out the chucking line T, Fig. 3.
The fitting of a stick in a box and placing on it a strip of tin and
locating on that, in turn, an accurate pricked center, is a job requiring
skill, patience and considerable time. This little tool enables a box
to be centered quickly and accurately, with no bother with the carpenters or trips to the tin shop. It is clamped, as shown, by the

g

Pk. 2

Fig. 1
PLATE B.

I

screw.
Example 5.—Required to cut a thread to every 21 ins., with a
lead screw two to the inch.
5 X2
The pitch here is
1.29 X io = w , roo on spindle, and
2

20 on lead screw.

thumb screwPand the studi.set at a short distance below the probable location of the center, and clamped by the thumb nut Q. The
piece M is held by the friction of a short coil spring under the nut N,
or it can be solidly clamped by the same. It has a number of prick
marks for the divider points, so that with the available side motion of
this piece, and the judicious use of the adjusting screw 0, the center
can be quickly found and the chucking line drawn.
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Another good device for centering driving boxes is illustrated
here also. The steel points A and B, Fig. 3, Plate B, are firmly set
against one side of the bore of the box by screwing the set screw C
against the opposite side. This gives a bearing at three points, and
holds the body of the tool very firmly in its place.
A fine center D is made on the flat head of the steel bolt E. The
hole through the body F is one-half an inch larger than the stem of
the flat-headed bolt, so as to allow a lateral adjustment of the same.
It is held fast by the milled thumb nut G. By loosening the grip of
this nut, a very little, the tension of the spring H will maintain sufficient friction on the head of bolt so that it will not slip of itself, but
will allow the center mark to be adjusted by a slight touch of the
finger. When the adjustment is complete the nut is screwed tight.
In connection with this I have found that a rigid tram made of
fin, round steel and six inches between points, to be very handy to
transfer the center to face of box as at A, Fig. T.
This tram has the advantage of being a known distance; is always the same; does not have to be set, and will not change as will
a pair of dividers. When the point A is established, it may be used
thereafter and measurements taken from it when center is removed
from the box.

centers as shown at A, Fig. I, or better, use a tool made as shown
at Fig. 3—as all sizes are given it can be easily made.
Take a straight edge, put one edge against collar on crank pin,
or hole for crank pin, at B, Fig. 1, and the other end of the straight
edge of hole where axle fits at C, draw a straight line from B to C;
put straight edge at P and E and draw another straight line, where
these fines bisect at F make a small center-punch mark; then put one
point of a pair of dividers at F, and the other point a little distance
below points C and E, and make the lines G and H; make small center punch marks at the points where the lines G and H bisect the
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QUARTERING DRIVING WHEELS.

In a shop without a quartering machine for quartering driving
wheels, the following instructions are excellent:
Take any pair of driving wheels that require a new axle or a
driving axle that requires new wheel centers. The keyway in axle
or wheels is already cut; if new wheel centers, the hole for the crank
pin has been bored out; after axle and wheel center have been fitted,
place axle on two wood V-blocks, high enough so wheels will be
clear from floor; then- put each wheel on axle about in., or just
enough so keyway can be marked on axle, or if it is a new wheel
center, keyway can be marked from axle onto wheel.
When putting wheel centers on axle put them on so crank pins
will be as near right angle to each other as can be done with the eye :
be sure the leading crank pin is put on the proper side; on all locomotive engines that I have seen, the crank pin on the right side was
the leading one, when running forward. After the wheels are on
axle get the centers of the wheel fit on a small piece of tin, fastened
to a small piece of wood that is tight in hole where axle fits in wheel
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Fig.2

QUARTERING DRIrLNG

lines D E and B C, then with dividers from the points G and
make the two lines at I, make a small center punch mark at this
point; draw a straight line from F to A and to /—this line could be
got without the point I by drawing the straight line from F to A
and continuing it to the point /—when the point I is got
from the points G and H and coincides with the points F and
A, it proves that the points F, A and I are correct. From the center of wheel A, with a radius A to I, draw the arc of a circle M;
where this line bisects the line F A make a small center punch mark,

g6
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draw a line at A right angle to the line F I by using the points I and
M and drawing the arc of a circle at K and L, make a small center
punch mark at these points K and L, draw a straight line from K
to A and L; this line should be at right angles to line F A I. From
the center A draw a circle with a diameter equal the diameter of
collar on crank pin next to wheel, as shown at 0 and P; get all
these lines on both wheels.
With a square made as shown at Fig. 2; the small holes at C C
are for a plumb line to be put in—draw a line on square from C to
E and C to A, have these lines parallel with the edge so when using
this tool you can see if plumb line hangs parallel to edge and line;
place the edge A B of the square on the collar of crank pin at D and
edge of circle of same diameter as crank pin collar P, Fig. t, on left
side ; put a plumb line in small hole C, Fig. 2, then move this wheel
until plumb line hangs true with square; then place the edge E
of the square on the collar of crank pin at B and edge of circle of
same diameter as crank pin collar at 0, Fig. 1, on right side, then
move the wheel on axle until plumb line hangs true with square.
Be careful that in moving one wheel on axle the other doesn't
move. It is best to try the first wheel again after the second wheel
is in place to be sure that it has not moved. The first wheel, or the
one on left side, can be proved by placing plumb line over collar on
crank pin next to wheel, and having lines coincide with circle same
diameter as collar on crank pin, as shown at 0 P, Fig. I.
After both wheels are true with the square and plumb lines, then
keyways in wheels can be marked off from keyway on axle, or, if
new axle, mark off keyways on axle from wheels; then wheels can
be taken off and keyways marked off on axle with a keyseat rule,
or keyway in wheel fit with a T-square, then keyways can be cut
in axle or wheel centers. Before wheels are pressed on axle, have
false keys fitted to keyways in axle and wheels, have them a good fit
sidewise so wheel cannot move on axle. When putting the wheels
on axle to mark off keyways, have them go on axle same distance
all around, have them stand parallel with each other; they can be
held together, and on axle, by three I-in. rods and clamps bolting
the two wheels together.
After the driving wheels are pressed on the driving axle they
can be tried to see if they are correct by scribing from center of axle
with a ball center on one point of a pair of dividers, a circle on each
end of axle, of same diameter as collar on crank pin next to wheel;
then place the wheels with one crank pin on the top, so when plumb
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lines are placed over collar on crank, pin will coincide with circle
on end of axle of same diameter as collar on crank pin; then place
square, shown in Fig. 2, on crank pin collar of wheel on opposite
side, and edge of circle on end of axle of same diameter as collar
on crank pin ; if plumb line hangs true with square, then wheels are
correct; if not true, press one wheel nearly off and take false key
out and file enough off from false key on side that fits next to wheel,
so wheel can be moved around on axle so crank pins will stand at
right angles to each other; then put false key back in keyway and
press wheel on axle a little so pressure will hold it, then set a jack
under one spoke of the wheel on the side so wheel can be moved
around on axle; set another jack under one spoke of the wheel on
opposite side; have the two jacks set so they will be on opposite
sides of each wheel, so the jacks will "lift" against each other when
screwed up tight; then press the wheel on axle and the wheel will
turn around on the axle until it comes against the false key, then the
jacks can be taken away and the wheel pressed on as far as needed.
A handy and useful tool for getting the center of hole in wheel
where axle fits, is shown in Fig. 3; it is made of I-in. square steel;
in one end is a Fin. screw with a square head, turned to a sharp
point so it can be screwed into hole in wheel to hold it rigid. The
piece B is fastened to the i-in. square piece by the screw D so it can
be set at edge of circle of same diameter as collar on crank pin, and
edge of square can be set against it and collar on crank pin. This
little tool makes the work much easier than when a piece of wood
is used for a center. A piece of brass can be fitted in slot C for a
center, and as center punch marks for a center get worn large the
piece of brass can be removed and a new piece fitted in.
I am opposed to using a spirit level on a locomotive engine
whenever a plumb Iine or square can be used instead. In this way
of quartering wheels no spirit level is used; all that is necessary is
that the two sides A B and E F of the tool shown in Fig. 2 are on
an angle of 90 degrees, and be careful about drawing the lines and
making center punch marks.
A CRANE PIN TEST GAUGE.
-

Mr. Allen McDuff, general foreman of the Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern Railway shops at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, describes
and illustrates a very useful device of his invention, as follows ;
I find by practical experience that crank pins in locomotive
driving wheels frequently get twisted in the pin hub from severe
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service, and
and also
also that
thatthe
thepin
pinhub
hubitself
itselfsometimes
sometimesbebestrains of service,
twisted from
from the
the same
same cause.
cause.Shrinking
Shrinkingvery
veryheavy
heavytires
tires
comes twisted
tight on
on driving
driving wheels,
wheels, sometimes
sometimesdistorts
distortsthe
thecrank-pin
crank-pinhub.
hub.
very tight
of this
this character
character are
are nearly
nearlyalways
alwaysmistaken
mistakenfor
foraabent
bent
Defects of
pin, the
the result
result being
being that
that the
thepin
pinisisdriven
drivenout,
out,and
andaanew
new
crank pin,
without producing
producing any
any improvement.
improvement. Sometimes
Sometimes
crank pin put in without
the lathe
lathe and
and found
found true
true ;; .then
.then the
the machinist
machinist
the old pin is put in the
pin bent
bent is
is blamed
blamed for
for careless
careless measuring.
measuring.The
The
who judged the pin
generally to
to blame.
blame. The
The mistake
mistake made
made resulted
resulted from
from
man is not generally
measuring tools.
tools. My
My experience
experience is
is that
that the
theexexwant of proper measuring
pense and delays
delays resulting
resulting from
from misunderstandings
misunderstandingsabout
aboutthe
thereal
real
condition of crank
crank pins
pins can
can be
be avoided
avoided by
bythe
theuse
useof
ofthis
thissimple
simple
crank-pin testing
testing apparatus.
apparatus.
form of crank-pin

two marking
marking points,
points, which
which describe
describeaacircle
circleon
onthe
thecrank-pin
crank-pinhub,
hub,
and on the end
end of
of the
the crank
crank pin,
pin, these
these circles
circlessupplying
supplyingthe
themeans
means
of showing whether
whether or
or not
not the
the crank
crank pin
pin is
is parallel
parallelwith
withthe
theaxle,
axle,
and how it stands in
in relation
relation to
to its
its original
original center.
center. Referring
Referringto
tothe
the
engraving, Fig. 1,
1, shows
shows aa side
side elevation
elevation of
of the
the device
deviceas
asititappears
appears
when set on a crank
crank pin,
pin, and
and Fig.
Fig. 22 is
is aa transverse
transverse section
sectionof
ofthe
the
A,
gauge. The foundation
foundation of
of the
the device
device is
isaaright-angle
right-angleiron
ironplate
plate A,
which presses on the
the crank
crank pin,
pin, and
and carries
carries the
the marking
marking connections.
connections.
the crank
crank pin
pin by
by suitable
suitable
The marking rod BB is held parallel with the
the angle
angle plate
plate close
close to
to the
the
attachments. The
The tension
tension rod
rod D
D pushes the
strap which
which encircles
encircles the
the
hub of the crank
crank pin,
pin, and
and E is a flexible strap
crank pin and holds
holds the
the angle
angle plate
plate secure
securein
inits
itsplace.
place.This
Thisgauge
gauge
can be applied in a few minutes,
minutes, and
and one
one revolution
revolution round
round the
thecrank
crank
pin accurately
accurately detects
detects any
any defects
defectsof
ofcrank
crankpin.
pin.
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QUARTERING TEST
TEST GAUGE.
GAUGE.

The gauge shown herewith
herewith for
for testing
testing driving
drivingwheels
wheelsand
andcrank
crank
the
whether
or
pins to determine
determine the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of quartering,
quartering, or whether thepins
pinsare
are
sprung, was designed by Mr. D. J. Limlin
Limlin.

The tendency of locomotives
locomotives is
is to
to wear
wear the
the crank
crankpins
pinseccentric
eccentric
with the original center of the pin. This
This causes
causes aa very
very dangerous
dangerous
defect, yet it is very difficult to identify
identify by
by the
the ordinary
ordinary methods
methods of
of
testing crank pins. I have found crank
crank pins
pins from
from i36- to / in. eccentric
from the true center of the pin, yet they
they were
were declared
declared by
by skilful
skilful
machinists to be all right. The journal was
was smooth
smooth and
and truly
truly cylincylindrical, as found by calipering. In ordinary practice, pins
pins in
in this
this concondition are sent out with connections
connections nicely
nicely fitted
fittedup,
up,and
andthose
thosein
in
charge cannot understand why the shearing of rod bolts
bolts follows,
follows, and
and
keys enough are lost to pay for new crank pins in six months. If
an engine in this condition does not break
break aa crank
crank pin
pin or
or aa side
side rod,
rod,
it is more by good luck than
than good
good management.
management.
The crank-pin gauge hereby illustrated
illustrated was
was designed
designed to
to detect
detect
defects of crank pins, and it performs
performs the
the duty
duty very
very successfully.
successfully.The
The
principle of the device is the making the crank pin carry
carry and
and control
control

GAUGE.
QUARTERING TEST GAUGE.
QUARTERING

This tool is made of steel, in. wide
wide and
and in.
in. thick,
thick, with
with an
an
arm at 45 degrees with the square
square at
at lower
lower end.
end. This
Thisarm
armisisbeveled
beveled
on the outer face to a sharp
sharp edge
edge at
at the
the inside,
inside,as
asseen
seenin
insection,
section,and
and
its upper end is fitted with a spirit
spirit level
level that
that is
is true
true with
withthe
thelower
lower
edge of the upper limb of the
the square.
square.
In use the tool is applied as shown, with the pins on the lower
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eighths, the square against the collar on the pin, the beveled edge
passing through the center of the axle, and the bubble in the spirit
level in the middle of its travel. With this side for a base of comparison the tool is placed on the opposite pin, showing at once how
near the wheels are in quarter. We are indebted to Mr. Ralph E.
State for the particulars of this useful device.

is an enlarged view of the crank pin, quartering spindle and foot
slide, with a cut in progress on the pin.
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FORGING A FRAME.

The Southern Pacific at their Sacramento shops have a very
successful method of forging a locomotive frame. They forge the
upper and lower rail separately, welding on or drawing out parts
of the pedestals on each piece as shown in Sketch i. These pieces
are placed together and held by clamps while being welded together.
The ends of the jaws and braces are scarfed sideways on each side,
so that they meet only at the points. Triangular pieces are then laid
into the depressions on each side, a welding heat taken, and the whole
frame welded up entirely by side blows from a steam hammer. This
Fig. T.
Thr vr.rxrf
klickenirkey r

•

done, the frame is relieved of the clamps, and can then be finished
and straightened by lighter work. This form of weld is said to be
much stronger and easier to make than plain side scarfs, while all
frame makers of experience condemn the "jump" weld.
A DEVICE FOR TURNING WORN CRANK PENS.

This device has been in successful operation on the Boston &
Albany for some time and is an auxiliary to the quartering attachment of a driving-wheel lathe, by which to true up worn crank pins
while the latter are in the wheels.
Fig. I of our illustrations of the device shows the application
of it to the work in hand, with all the parts necessary to its operation, and showing their relation to each other. Fig. a is an end view,
with the pin in section, looking toward the face plate, and Fig. 3

Fig.

2.

The device is simply a casting clamped to and revolving witn
the quartering spindle. It is planed dovetail to receive the tool slide
which carries a nut and is actuated by a screw turned by means of a
star wheel on the end, making the feed wholly automatic after the
cut is started.
Main rod bearings trued up by this device will not have the
excuse for a pound, that they could fall back on after the roundhouse doctor had tried to get them into a circular. section with the
file and other working tools of his profession. This kind of a tool
should receive a wider recognition from shop managers, and be
classed with the actual necessaries of. a plant.
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A PISTON-ROD
PISTON-ROD REMOVER.
A

The tool illustrated can be applied to all classes of locomotives
and this print will give any practical mechanic
and
mechanic aa clear
clear idea
idea of
of its
its
use.
use.
The front end of main rod is to be disconnected, remove plugs
and C from device, take the tool in one hand
B and
hand and
and put
put itit between
between

IN THE BOILER SHOP.
SHOP.

LOCOMOTIVE
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER CONSTRUCTION.

By
By W.
W.F.
F.DIXON.
DIXON.
The chief requirements of a boiler are
are (t)
(t) that
that it
it should
should be
be
amply strong in all its parts
parts to
to withstand
withstand the
the pressure
pressureto
towhich
whichitit
will be subjected; (2) that it
it should
should provide
provide an
an abundant
abundant supply
supply
of steam for the cylinders
cylinders of
of the
the engine
engine itit is
is attached
attachedto;
to;(3)
(3)that
that
it should do this with
with the
the least
least possible
possible expenditure
expenditureof
offuel;
fuel;(4)
(4)
that it should be of such design as to admit
admit of
of repairing
repairing cheaply
cheaply
and readily; (5) and that it should
should be
be easily
easily kept
kept clear
clear of
of scale
scale and
and
sediment.
sediment.
reasonable limit
limit is
is aa minor
minor consideration
consideration that
that
First cost within reasonable
should not be allowed to have any weight,
weight, for
for broadly
broadly speaking
speaking aa
locomotive boiler
boiler cannot
cannot be
be too
too good.
good.
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STRENGTH
WEAKNESS.
STRENGTH AND
AND WEAKNESS.
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cross
cross head
head sides,
sides, so
so D
D will point
point to
to center
center of
of piston
piston rod,
rod, screw
screw BB
from the
the outside
outside of
of wrist
wrist pin
pin hole,
hole, C
C from
from the
the inside
inside of
of the
the same,
same,
and apply
apply the
the power
power as
as indicated
indicatedby
by H
H and G.
G. The
The large
large piston
piston to
to
move
move up
up quickly,
quickly, the
the smaller
smallerone
onefor
forpower.
power.

waist, of
of the
the boiler
boiler can
can readily
readily be
be
The cylindrical part, or waist,
the maximum
maximum strain
strain coming
coming upon
uponititwith
withaa
constructed to stand the
safety ;; five
five is
is good
good practice.
practice. It
It is
is only
only aa question
question
fair factor of safety
suitable thickness,
thickness, aa strong
strong seam
seam and
and honest
honestworkworkof good plate of suitable
As soon
soon as
as the
the boiler
boiler is
is put
put in
in service,
service,however,
however,dedemanship. As
terioration begins,
begins, and
and itit is
is the
the retarding
retardingof
ofthis
thisas
asmuch
muchas
aspossible
possible
terioration
considered in
in the
the design.
design. There
There is
is no
no doubt
doubtwhatwhatthat should be considered
when the
the butt
butt joint
joint is
is used,
used,corrosion
corrosionalong
alongthe
theseam
seamisis
ever that when
less than
than with
with the
the lap
lap joint.
joint. Why
Why this
this should
shouldbe
beisisnot
not
much less
altogether clear.
clear. The
The most
most plausible
plausiblehypothesis
hypothesisisisthat
thatwith
withthe
the
altogether
joint the
the strain
strain due
due to
to the
the steam
steam pressure
pressureis
isuniformly
uniformlydisdisbutt joint
over the
the whole
whole circle,
circle, while
while with
with the
the lap
lap joint
jointwhen
whenthe
the
turbed over
boiler is
is under
under steam
steam there
there is
is aa tendency
tendencyfor
forthe
theplates
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rowing or corrosion. Another theory is that chemical action takes
place more rapidly when the plate is subjected to a high tensile
strain, and if this is really so, and there is much ground to show
that it is, then it is easier to understand why corrosion would be
most active when the bending strain is greatest, viz., at the laps;
and although a lap joint can be made that will give as high a percentage of strength as the butt joints, yet the established fact that
the butt joint lessens corrosion warrants its adoption in most cases,
especially with large boilers carrying high pressures.
The fire-box end of the boiler is where the greatest danger lies,
and it is this that claims the major share of attention of boiler designers.
Sheets that require severe flanging, such as the throat and top
connection on flat-sided wagon-top boilers, should always be made
Ile- inch or in. thicker than the others so zs to make up for the
thinning out arising from the operation of flanging.

fracture. Wide water spaces are also advantageous, as they make
- long stay bolt necessary, and the longer the stay bolt the less will
its angle of deflection be as the fire box expands and the longer it
will last.
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BREAKAGE OF STAY BOLTS.

The most troublesome things about a locomotive boiler are the
stay bolts, broken stay bolts, after low water and hot crowns, being
the most prolific cause of explosion that there is. When fire boxes
were small, broken stay bolts were not such a pest as they are at
this day of large boilers and high pressures. As is well known,
stay bolts usually break dose to the outer sheet, and may generally
be found broken in the two or three upper rows along the sides
except toward the ends of the box where they extend down as far
as the sixth or eighth row from the crown. They are very rarely
found broken near the mud ring. The cause of their breaking is
generally understood to be due to the constant bending backwards
and forwards they undergo due to the difference in expansion between the fire box and shell sheets. The outer or shell sheet being
thicker than the inner is more rigid and consequently the stay bolt
naturally breaks there. How to remedy this trouble is one of the
most perplexing problems that confronts the boiler maker of to-day ;
indeed, it seems improbable that we shall ever be free from broken
stay bolts. Various ball-and-socket joints for the ends of the stay
bolts have been tried, and all have so far either failed in their mission
or proved themselves such unmitigated nuisances in the way of leaking that they were discarded. A step in the right direction seems to
be increasing the diameter of those bolts which are most liable to
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SUPPORTING CROWN SHEETS.

There are three systems in common use for staying the crown
sheet, (i) the crown bar, (2) the radial stay, and (3) the Belpaire.
The crown-bar boiler has long and deservedly enjoyed a wide
popularity, and when a boiler is small, the pressure comparatively
low, say 140 lbs. per square inch, and the water tolerably good, there
is probably no better method of staying a crown sheet extant.
When bad water has to be used—water that is loaded with impurities that are precipitated freely—then the difficulty experienced
in keeping the crown free from sediment is much increased by the obstruction that the crown bars offer. This trouble is appreciated in
regions where bad water prevails, and on that account alone many
roads have abandoned the crown bar in favor of the radial stay.
When we come to large boilers having wide crown sheets and carrying high pressures, then the crown bar is insufficient to carry the
load without the assistance of a large number of sling stays. When
putting in the slings it is well nigh, or I may even say quite, impossible to so hang them that each individual one shall have its own
proper quota of load, no more and no fess. When the boiler is
under steam some will get an excessive strain while others will be
almost inoperative, and the trouble of it is that you cannot tell anything definite about it; there is nothing positive except the continual
presence of the unpleasant element of uncertainty, and if the crown
sheet should even start to come down, all the sling stays that could
be got into a boiler will not hold it—down it will come. For this
reason I consider crown staying the most unsafe of any when, as I
have just stated, the boiler is large and the pressure high.
The radial stay system has come into quite general use of late,
more especially since the advent of the extended wagon-top boiler,
and it has much to recommend it; at first there was, and still is for
that matter, considerable apprehension felt as to its security owing
to the angle at which many of the stays must necessarily pass
through the sheets, some stays being so pitched that but one full
thread could be obtained in the sheet, and although on the face of it
this certainly looks like a weak point, yet when the work is carefully
and honestly done there appears to be no ground for alarm on this
score, as many boilers so built have been in successful operation
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for years; in fact, I have yet to hear of a single instance of this style
of staying giving out under ordinarily fair conditions. The general
construction of this type of boiler is so well known as to require no
special attention, except that I may say in passing that the center
six or more rows of stays down the length of the fire box should
be fitted with button heads under the crown sheet, so that in the
event of low water and a hot sheet the stays will prevent the crown
from dropping as readily as it would were there nothing but the
screw threads and riveted over heads to hold it.
SELF. RE BOH-ERS.

Within the last fifteen years the Be'mire type of boiler, first
introduced by and taking the name of M. Belpaire, at one time at
the head of the motive-power department of the Belgian state railways, has come into extended use in this country. When properly
designed and well constructed this style probably presents the best
solution of the problem of crown staying yet brought forward. The
crown sheet is comparatively unobstructed, and may readily be kept
clear of sediment. The staying is positive, all the stays having good
bearings in and on the sheets. All the strains may be accurately
calculated and provided for, and all the stays may if desired be made
of one length, an advantage that is appreciable. The two main
objections that have been raised against it are the difficulty of keeping the crown stays tight in the neighborhood of the ends of the
braces running from the back head to the top of the fire-box shell
owing to the constant downward pull of these braces. This trouble
may be overcome in several ways: (I) By dispensing with the
round back-head braces and substituting in their places gussets or
plate braces attached to the roof sheet by long angle irons, thus
distributing the strain over a large area and preventing its localization; (a) by running the braces forward to the waist of the boiler,
a plan which is in many cases impossible owing to their number;
(3) by running the braces clear forward and attaching them to the
front flue sheet, a plan I would not recommend owing to the difficulty in keeping the ends tight, the incessant vibration tending to
cause leaks; (4) by riveting heavy angle irons crosswise of the
roof sheet as close as possible to where the brace ends take hold,
thereby stiffening the sheet and preventing it "giving."
The second objection to this type of boiler is the difficulty
experienced in some quarters of keeping the top corners of the
throat of Belpaire sheet tight where they join the shell. These
corners have been a thorn in the side of the mechanical department
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of more than one road. The trouble in the majority of cases appears to be caused by not allowing the flue sheet sufficient room
in which to expand vertically. After a boiler is fired up, the fire
box, being at a higher temperature than the shell surrounding it,
expands more. The two are rigidly connected together at the bottom by the mud ring, so that the only direction in which the firebox sheets can expand is upwards, the result being that the crown
sheet is slightly higher above the center line of the boiler when it is
hot than when it is cold. As the flue sheet is more rigid in an
up and down direction, owing to its flat shape, than the side sheets,
which are more or Iess arched or curved, it seems plausible to suppose that a greater strain is brought to bear on the crown stays in
closest proximity to it than on those further back.
If the first row of crown stays is close up, the flange uniting
the flue and crown sheets, say if or 2 ins. from the edge of the
flange to the center of the stays, the crown is hardly able to give
at all, and the stays are carried up the amount the flue sheet expands. This, of course, tends to distort the top of the shell at a
point close to where it is riveted to the waist of the boiler. The
constant moving up and down which takes place every time the
boiler is cooled off, and, indeed, whenever the fire door is opened,
permitting a current of cold air to strike the flue sheet, causes the
seam to work or loosen and allow more or less serious leakage to
occur. If, however, the first row of crown stays is kept well back
from the flue sheet, say 5 ins. from the edge of the flange to the
center of the stays, the intervening portion of the crown, while
amply strong to withstand the steam pressure, has a chance to bend
or give slightly, with the result that the upward thrust on the stays
and the consequent distortion of the shell are lessened. If in addition to throwing the centers of the stays back, a heavy bar-iron
brace running crosswise of the shell top and well down the sides is
riveted on just back of the throat or Belpaire sheet seam, the
trouble with leaky top corners can be reduced to practically nothing. There is another advantage in throwing the first row of
crown stays back from the flue sheet as far as is consistent with
absolute safety, which is that the expansion strains in the flue sheet
itself are lessened, and the chance of cracking the sheet between
the flue holes is reduced.
There is one objection to the Belpaire boiler, and indeed any
straight boiler, apart from any question of boiler making, to be
found more especially in the case of eight- and ten-wheel engines,
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and that is the unduly large percentage of the total weight of the
whole machine that is thrown on the leading truck.
With the ordinary wagon top, crown bar, or radial stay boiler
with the fire box down between the main and back axles, the drivers
of an eight-wheeler get on an average about 64 per cent., and of a
ten-wheeler about 74 per cent. of the total weight, but if the Belpaire boiler is used this percentage in the case of the former sinks
to about 61 and in the latter about 68. The reason of this is that
with the wagon-top boiler a sufficiently large space can be obtained for steam room over the crown sheet, while keeping the
waist of the boiler tolerably small in diameter, but the Belpaire,
being straight on top in the great majority of cases, that is to say,
without any rise at the back end, the waist must be increased at
least four inches in diameter in order to obtain the necessary steam
room. The larger the waist the larger the smoke box and front
must be; the branch and exhaust pipes must be longer and heavier,
and altogether the weight of the front part of the boiler, which
comes directly on the truck, is materialy increased. Whether the
Belpaire presents advantages sufficient to offset this disadvantage
is a moot question.
The amount of grate area required is the factor that, more
than any other influences, the main design of a boiler, and this
factor is dependent upon the nature and the quality of the fuel that
is to be used. Wood, for example, requires for its proper combustion a deep fire box, and as the requisite depth cannot be obtained
except by placing the fire box down between the axles, the size of a
wood-burning box is practically limited to the distance between
centers that it is considered expedient to place the coupled wheels.
Hard coal, on the other hand, requires a large shallow fire box in
which to burn to advantage, consequently the fire box has to be
extended over one or more axles according to the type of the engine. Thus we find we require for each of these two fuels a particular kind of fire box; for wood, a deep one, and for hard coal, a
shallow one. We know that these are essentials, and that we cannot successfully deviate from them. But when we come to soft
coal the case is different; it can be burned in either a deep or a
comparatively shallow fire box, and it is generally the size of grate
needed that determines which it shall be. We know that we can
burn with a fair degree of economy about 120 pounds of coal per
square foot of grate area per hour, although, when occasion requires, as high as 200 pounds can be consumed, but not economic-

ally. Knowing the service the engine is to be employed in, it is
possible, by estimating the amount of steam required per hour, to
calculate the quantity of coal that should be consumed and so, get
at the size of the grate. A safer, if less scientific way, is to base
your calculations on what existing engines are already doing and
be governed accordingly.
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PROPORTION'S OF CYLINDERS, GRATE AREA AND HEATING SURFACE.

Taking the piston displacement, or the space swept through
by the piston at each stroke of cylinder in cubic feet as a starting
point, and dividing it into the number of square feet of grate area
of a large number of highly successful soft coal-burning engines
having cylinders ranging from seventeen to twenty-one ins, diameter, I have found the average result to be six, that is to say, the
piston displacement of one cylinder in cubic feet multiplied by six
gives the grate area of the boiler. For example, take an engine
having 19X24-in. cylinders: The piston displacement of one of
these is 3.93 cubic feet; multiplying these figures by 6 gives 23.58
square feet as the grate area required, which agrees quite closely
with the best modern practice. After deciding what area of grate
is necessary, the length and width may be readily found, and if the
former is so long as to he prohibitive of a box between the axles,
then the box must go over the back axle or axles, and either between or on top of the engine frames, as may be deemed most
desirable. The amount of heating surface, both flue and fire box,
may be obtained in a similar way. Taking as before a large number of engines now running, and dividing the piston displacement
into the number of square feet of fire box and flue heating surface,
the result in the case of the former is 36 and of the latter 370.
Taking the 19X24-in. engine again as an example and multiplying its displacement, 3.93, by 36, we find that 144 square feet of
fire-box heating surface is required, and 3.93X370 equals 1,454
square feet of flue surface required. The design of the engine determines how long the flues shall be, and when once this dimension and the diameter of the flues to be used is settled upon, it is
an easy matter to find out how many flues you will need in the
boiler.
FLUE SETTING.

In spacing the flues in a boiler they should not be brought
closer together than in. in the clear, in. is better; placing them
closer weakens the. flue sheets, retards circulation and affords sediment a better lodgment. With regard to whether flues should be
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placed in vertical or horizontal rows, although a good deal has been
said from time to time as to the merits and shortcomings of each
plan, it is unnecessary to enter into any discussion of the subject
at this time; suffice it to say that there is very little difference in the
results obtained with either plan. When setting tubes in a boiler
it is preferable to use a copper ferrule at each end instead of at the
fire-box end only, as is often done, the advantage being that when
the flues have to be taken out of the boiler for renewal it is a much
easier job to get them and their coating of scale through the
slightly larger holes in the front flue sheet that the use of the copper ferrules entail than it is if the holes are nominally the same
diameter as the flues themselves. When about to put a set of flues
into a boiler care should be taken that the holes in the sheets, the
ferrules and the ends of the flues themselves are quiet clean and
free from dirt of any description, so that a perfect metallic contact
may be obtained, otherwise there is sure to be trouble from leakage.
N-

common pipe coupling, and is loose at the lower end, so that the
elbow may be turned in any direction. The rod by which the
elbow is turned is made of -I-in. iron, the jaw being deep enough
to clear the flattened end of the clamp on coupling C when elbow
is being turned. The handle on the end of nozzle is for the purpose of holding the nozzle in position as well as changing its
position.
The nozzle can be held in any position, and can be inserted
through spokes of drivers or any other close place about a locomotive, the operator standing on the floor and running no risk of
being wet to the skin, as he did by the old way. To use the nozzle
successfully two or three holes are necessary in bottom of shell;
is large enough.

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF LOCOMOTIVE

BY HENRY

BOILERS.

3. RAPS.

III

BOILERS TAKING CARE OF THEMSELVES—HOW TO WASH OUT BOILERS.

In these days of heavy trains, high speed and long runs, the
locomotive boiler is a very important factor in railroad economy.
No matter how good the engine may be, its efficiency is decreased
to a great extent by a leaky boiler, and if the engine is in poor
Note: Coupling C is loose to turn

BOILER WASHING.

Anyone who has had anything to do with the washing out
or care of locomotive boilers realizes the importance of keeping
the lower part of the shell clear of sediment; for when this is filled
up with deposit, the space between the flues fills up in a very short
time.
The old way of inserting a bent nozzle into the shell from the
pit, and then getting out and turning on the water and seeing the
pressure turn the nozzle in some other direction from that in which
it was intended to throw the water, was found to be not only conducive to profanity, but also to indifference. As a natural consequence bad results followed; for even when the nozzle was held in
position with pipe tongs, it made the matter no better, for as soon
as the grip was loosened the nozzle would be turned by the pressure and was always liable to fly out of the hole.
To overcome these difficulties and get better results, the nozzle
shown in cut was made, and twelve of them have been in use for
over three years on the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern
Railway, with very good results. The nozzle is made of I-in. pipe,
this size giving the best results for all pressures. Coupling C is a

Lon.

Fig. I.

condition and pounding all over, a good tight boiler is the more
necessary. As there is no question about this, let us see how we
may keep the boiler in a safe, serviceable condition and in the highest state of efficiency at the least expense.
Let us take for our subject the common type of locomotive
boiler with either a deep, short box, or a long, shallow one—either
crown bar or radial stayed.
We will take up, first, its proper care and inspection while in
service ; next, how not to make heavy repairs ; then, how to make
both light and heavy repairs; and, finally, its disposition when unfit
for further service on the road.
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We will suppose the boiler is a new one, just from the builder,
perfect as can be in design, material and construction, with steel
fire box and shell, thoroughly braced throughout. We will also
take it for granted that the water the boiler is to use contains
carbonates and sulphates of lime, salt, alkali and other incrusting
and corroding matter.
Now, don't say to yourself, "I will have a little comfort with
that boiler ; it will take care of itself for a long time." If you do,
you never made a worse mistake. Do you know what it will cost
a railroad company to have one hundred such boilers to take care
of themselves for one year? It will cost from $io,000 to $15,000.
Do you think the figure is too high? It is not a cent too high—
not high enough. That boiler is taking care of itself, and as a
natural consequence in five or six months it is bound to spring
leaks, and the merchant complains because his car of goods had
to be set out; the stockmen complain because they wanted to get
all of their stock into market by the next morning, but a part had
to be left up the road on account of boiler leaking, or they were
late to market because hills had to be doubled or the engineer
had to run for water ; and if a contract was made with the railroad
company to get the stock to market at a specified time, there is a
chance for damages. Passengers complain because the engine
must he held at every station to raise steam, and the chances are
they will miss connections_
Do you suppose these people will patronize such a road if
they can get better service elsewhere? Not by any means. And
this loss will be another big item to add to the amount it costs to
have that boiler take care of itself. But this does not include all
the expense. There is the extra amount of oil while doubling hills
and running for water, the wear and tear of track, tires and machinery, to say nothing of the overtime of engine and train crews.
All these items, and others not mentioned, help to swell the amount
it costs to have a locomotive boiler take care of itself.
The railroad officials will inquire from you why this engine is
making such a bad record. They supposed she was the best engine
they had. She is nearly new. You will probably tell them that
you can't account for it; it must be the bad water, or faulty construction, or the engineer has abused her.
It's not so. Don't you know that this is the engine that is
taking care of herself, and isn't she doing it with a vengeance?
Let us see how all this trouble and expense could have been
avoided.
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The engine has made her first Soo miles, and is to be washed
out. The boiler washers will be inclined to say, "Ah, here's a
snap—a brand-new boiler ; we'll just take out half the wash-out
plugs and show her the hose."
Don't allow it! Have her washed out as thoroughly as though
she was the dirtiest engine on the road.
To do this properly you will need plenty of water and a sufficient amount of pressure. A I-in. nozzle will give the best service
under all conditions. The pressure at the pump should be at least
So pounds, and if the mains are small and long, or there is more
than one gang of boiler washers, too to 120 is necessary.
The boiler should have two wash-out holes in the top of shell,
io or 12 ins. from front tube sheet, and the same distance on either
side of the center ; two holes in the top of connection, 12 or 14 ins.
on either side of center ; two or three holes on either side of wagon
top, according to length of fire box (no two holes should come
opposite one another); three or four holes in back head, according to its width, on line with opening under crown bars. If crown
is radial stayed, these holes should be 3 or 4 ins. higher. Two
holes should be in the bottom of back head, one on either side ;
the lower side of hole should be I in. above mud ring; two holes
in throat sheet, in the same relative position as those in bottom
of back head; one in center of throat sheet, between first and
second rows of stay bolts from top. This hole can be dispensed
with if engine has circulating tubes, provided there is a hole opposite tubes which can be used for washing out. Two or three holes
should be provided in either side (according to length of box), just
below swell, and three holes in bottom of shell.
If the boiler has a long fire box, a hole for inspection of side
water legs should be put in either side of throat sheet, from 20 to
24 ins. from mud ring, and on line with side water space; I-4- ins. in
diameter is large enough.
All other holes in boiler, except those in bottom of back head
and throat sheet, should be it ins. in diameter, unless brass sleeves
and cap are put in shell. Should brass plugs be put in bottom of
back head and throat sheet instead of hand hole plates, they should
be 2& ins. in diameter, to facilitate getting out large pieces of scale.
These holes should be put in the straight part of sheet and not in
the bend, where it is impossible to keep them tight.
All holes should be put in where they will not be covered up
(as they often are) by hand railing, air pump, driver brake cylinder,
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injector, gauge-cock dripper, reach rod, pipes, etc., making it
utterly impossible to do good washing out.
On a number of roads, four tubes are left out of boiler; the
holes in back tube sheet are plugged or left out when a new sheet
is put in. The holes in front tube sheet are tapped out and brass
wash-out plugs put in. These holes are used for washing tubes
and should be located on either side of nozzle and inside of a circle
the diameter of door, making it unnecessary to take down front
when tubes are washed. Deflector should be hung on hinges, and
made to raise and lower conveniently.
To wash the tubes properly through these holes, make a nozzle
of it-in. pipe long enough to reach back tube sheet. Weld a plug
in one end and cut a slot in one side (as near the welded end as
possible) ItX -i in.
If a long nozzle is convenient to use, or there is not room
enough in front of engines, make the nozzle in two pieces.
A nozzle of this description, made of I-in, pipe, is also a good
thing to use on the crown sheet of a crown-bar boiler. To wash
out bottom of shell, the nozzle illustrated and described in Fig. I
will be found very effective and convenient. A straight nozzle of
I-in, pipe, 12 to 16 inches long, and several bent nozzles of various
shapes, will usually complete the boiler washer's outfit, as far as
nozzles are concerned.
And now we are ready to give the new boiler its first washing.
We will blow off the steam and cool the boiler by taking out one
of the top plugs in front end of shell, insert the nozzle, and turn
on the cold water ; this is quicker than cooling through the injector. Fill the boiler until the glass is nearly full, and keep the
water at that level until the boiler is cold, either by opening blowoff cocks or taking out one of the plugs or hand-hole plates in bottom of water leg. When the boiler is the same temperature as the
water it is to be washed with, shut off the hydrant and empty the
boiler. Start to wash on the crown sheet; don't begin to wash it
from the back end, but start in front through the holes in top
of connection in order to keep the deposit off the tubes; wash the
back end of tubes down at the same time. Next wash the crown
sheet from the sides and as much of the side water space as possible. Then wash the crown from the back end and as much of
the rear water space as possible, also the door ring. Now wash
the tubes down from holes in top of shell at front end. If boiler has
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wash-out holes in front tube sheet, wash the tubes from front end
next ; begin at back end (top holes), and work forward, continually
turning nozzle with either a pipe tongs or lever clamped on nozzle.
When the tubes are washed clean, wash bottom of shell with nozzle
illustrated in Fig. I ; begin at front end and work back. Then wash
side legs through holes below swell; next, the front leg through
hole in center of throat or through circulating-tube plug, and
finish by washing bottom of leg through lower holes in back head
and throat. If boiler has circulating tubes, wash them out when
washing crown from the back end.
Do not hold the nozzle in one position when washing, but
change it constantly in order to wash alI parts of the boiler accessible from the hole through which you are washing.
You will need no cleaning rods at the first washing, but they
will be needed soon thereafter. Make these out of i-in. and t-in.
steel of suitable lengths, chisel pointed and hardened, with an eye
turned on one end.
In order to make sure that the washing out has been thorough,
inspect the boiler. "What !" some one says, "inspect a new
boiler?" Certainly. Start in the right place—at the beginning.
You will not find any scale, only a very thin coating; but at each
subsequent inspection you will notice just how fast it will accumulate, and also any unusual collection of scale, which is not only
liable, but sure to occur, and you may possibly find a lot of bolts
or other material left in by the builders. The writer has taken
twenty-three different articles out of one boiler; among them was
a pair of rivet tongs and a pint cup.
If you haven't any torches suitable for inspection, make several of different lengths of Fin. steel wire. Turn an eye on one
end and crimp the other, or turn a small eye, and tie on this end,
with copper wire, a piece of waste, lamp-wick or asbestos. Dip
in oll—and you have some very good torches. Make the inspection as thorough as possible. A hole in either side of back head,
io or 12 ins. from top of crown, will be found very convenient for
inspecting upper part of side water spaces.
In order to make boiler washing as effective and systematic
as possible, keep a record of all washing. A very good system of
keeping records and making reports is in operation on the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Railway system. A record is kept
in the boiler shop of all engines washed, noting the date, mileage,
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boiler, and the all-important question with both builder and repairer is—how to do the work as quickly and cheaply as is consistent with safety, good construction and permanency of repairs.
For the builder this is a very proper question, and also for the repairer, when repairs are necessary; but there is a question of still
greater importance to the repairer, and that is—how not to make
repairs, or, to modify it, how to avoid making extensive or heavy
repairs.
To illustrate this, we will go back to the new boiler. It has
been in service for two or three months; has had the best of care ;
has been washed regularly every Soo or Goo miles—more or less—
as circumstances and the condition of water demanded; has been
inspected regularly; while the scale has been getting thicker all
over the inside of the boiler, you have noticed no unusual accumulation; yet the boiler maker comes to you and reports three or
four stay bolts leaking, or possibly only one. You begin to think
there is nothing in washing out after all—it's a laborious, dirty job
all the way through, and unsatisfactory in the end_ You try to
study out the case of the bolts leaking. Are the stay bolts spaced
too far apart? Were they put in too tight or too loose? Were
they hammered too much or too little? Are the heads too large
or too small? Was the thread partly stripped in putting in the
stay bolts? Is it on account of poor material in the bolts or is
it poor material in the sheet, and has a crack developed on account
of it? Is it on account of bad water? Has the blower been used
too much on the road or on the clinker pit? Were the dampers
left open after fire was drawn? Was the furnace door opened
on the road to check the fire?
These or other possible reason may be assigned by you as
the cause of the bolts leaking. You are wrong in each case. If
any of these reasons could be assigned as the cause of the bolts
leaking, why are not more leaking? But, you argue, poor workmanship or a stripped thread may be the cause. You forget the
engine has been in service two or three months, and if this was
the cause the bolts would have leaked before this. Well, you say,
bad water will cause the bolts to Leak. That is true ; but never a
few in one locality. All the bolts below swell will leak more or
less, and if the water is very bad, all the bolts in the fire box will
leak; and not only the bolts, but the tubes and crown-bar rivets as
well. But now you have it—it must be on account of the misuse
of the blower, or dampers left open after fire was drawn. Wrong

condition, name of inspector and station. A separate record i5
kept of engines washed at each station, noting date, engine number
and mileage. At the end of each week a report is made to the
assistant master mechanic, of the number of engines washed at
each station, and the average mileage. Report blanks are shown
below. Table I is the blank used by boiler shop in making report
to the assistant master mechanic. Table 2 is used by roundhouse
foremen in making report to foreman of boiler shop.
Table I.
Below find report of boilers washed during week ending:
mileage.

No. Engs.

Station.

Cedar Rapids.
Estherville.
Iowa Falls
Muscatine
Ellsworth
Rockford
Albert Lea.
Burlington.
Foreman.

Table

2.

Station
Report of boilers washed during week ending
Date.

XII&

No.

Mileage.

Remarks.

The foreman of roundhouse also has a record of each engine
washed, showing date of washing and mileage. The boiler washers
have a record for their own convenience of all engines washed,
showing the date of washing.
HOW NOT TO MAKE HEAVY REPAIRS ON LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.

In this age of invention a large number of tools have been
made to facilitate the construction and repair of the locomotive
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again. The misuse of blower and damper will cause bolts to leak,
especially in the lower part of the box ; but never a few in one
locality.
Well, you say, no matter what the cause, it is plain the bolts
are leaking, and you will have them caulked, and that will end the
trouble. Let us follow the matter up and see. The bolts are
caulked and remain tight for several trips, and you congratulate
yourself on having applied the proper remedy and curing the case,
even though you did not diagnose it correctly. But here comes the
boiler maker ; he looks very sad, and approaches you slowly. He
appears to have had bad news, and probably wishes to break it
gently. It's the same story you have heard before—stay bolts
leaking in the new boiler—same bolts that leaked before, and
possibly 'you get angry and say, "Just what I expected." Locomotive builders don't build engines like they used to; the engines
of to-day are much inferior to those built years ago. The boilers
are too heavy for the frames, and therefore an extraordinary
amount of strain is thrown upon the boiler. Or, you say, what
else can you expect ? Competition is so keen between builders
that they are obliged to throw the work together in order to make
any profit out of it, and it's a wonder the boiler has done as well
as it has. It's not your fault, anyway, for you have done the best
you could—had it washed out regularly and thoroughly, and inspected properly, and you are sure nothing more can be done.
You order the boiler maker to caulk the bolts again, and keep
them caulked. You never want to hear of them leaking again.
Ready to do your bidding, he caulks them and does not trouble
you any more. The boiler is doing fairly well. There is an occasional report on the work book of stay bolts, crown-bar rivets
and tubes leaking; but they do not trouble you, as they are a
common occurrence.
The engine has been in service for ten or twelve months, and
the tires are to be turned. It is necessary to take down pan and
grates, and you conclude this is a good time to inspect the fire box.
And what a sight it is! Instead of three or four stay bolts leaking, there are from fifty to seventy-five on either side, and from
fifteen to twenty small cracks have developed on either side; a
half dozen stay bolts have the head and thread nearly stripped;
thirty to forty crown-bar rivets leaking; the crown and sides bulged,
and the tube sheet is nearly as bad. There are a few cracks in the
door ring, and altogether the fire box is in a sad plight.
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You hold up your hands in horror, and exclaim : Just what
I expected. It's a poor grade of steel; manufacturers of steel have
worked up a good reputation and are selling a low grade of stee'
on a high-grade reputation. Or, if the boiler has been using bad
water, the water is blamed. You never saw such had water ; it is
ruining all the boilers ; it pits the tubes and shell; it grooves the
bottom of shell next to the seams; it grooves both the inner and
outer sheets of water leg next to mud ring; it causes the fire-box
sheets to bulge and crack, frequently bulging away from the staybolts and crown-bar rivets or radial stays ; it causes tubes to collapse, and, through the repeated stretching of tubes beyond their
elastic limit, causes the front tube sheet to bulge, and on account
of this bulging, the tube sheet develops a crack around the bottom
at the bend. But the boiler must be put in good condition again.
Possibly you have new half side sheets put in the fire box, a patch
put on the door ring, tubes taken out, safe ended and reset, and the
crown-bar rivets caulked.
And now you know you have put the boiler in the best possible condition, and will have no trouble with it. But in two or
three weeks the crown leaks as bad as ever, and grows gradually
worse. Cracks develop; the sheet bulges worse than before. In
two or three months the stay bolts begin leaking—two or three
to begin with—and grow gradually worse, and at the end of the
sccond year the boiler needs a new fire box. The bad water is
blamed again; or, if the fire box is long and shallow, it comes in for
its share of the blame.
Let us see what there is in the bad water. It is a well-known
fact that in some localities it is impossible to keep tubes and staybolts tight for any reasonable length of time, but this trouble is
only local. In general the greatest trouble experienced is from
incrusting matter, the principal one being carbonate_of lime, which
is held in solution by free carbonic acid. As the water evaporates,
the acid is released and the carbonate is precipitated, forming
scale. When the scale becomes thick enough between the stay
bolts, crown-bar rivets or tubes to make trouble, its presence is
shown by particles of coal burned on the sheet ; as the scale becomes thicker the water is removed farther and farther away from
the sheet. The result is, the sheet becomes so hot that it loses its
strength and is forced out by the pressure upon it; the scale is
loosened slightly, allowing the water to rush in and cool the sheet.
The heated sheet, however, has been stretched beyond its elastic
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limit and retains the bulge. New sediment is added to the scale
already formed; it again adheres to the sheet and the bulging
process continues. The sheet is distorted around rivet or bolt
holes, causing rivets and bolts to leak, and if the scale is not removed, the sheet will bulge away from the rivets and bolts and
sometimes will strip the beads off the tubes.
When an unusual amount of scale forms around stay bolts
on fire-box sheets, its presence is shown by a white ring around
stay-bolt head. As the scale becomes gradually thicker the bolts
leak slightly at first, growing worse as the scale increases, and
finally through repeated overheating and cooling the sheet becomes
brittle, local strains are produced, the sheet cracks and is distorted
at the hole, the threads and head are gradually stripped, and the
sheet is forced away from the bolt. When a large number of cracks
develop, it becomes necessary to either remove a part or whole
of the sheet or sheets affected and renew them or take out the
whole fire box and renew it. As this is expensive, let us see how
it can be avoided or put off for a number of years.
We will go back to the new boiler and to the time when the
boiler maker made his first report of stay bolts leaking. There
were only a few, and very little was thought of it ; as the boiler was
being washing thoroughly it was not thought possible that scale
enough had formed to make trouble, but let us look into the water
space.
Possibly the boiler has a long, shallow box and no wash-out
holes were put in below the swell. They were not deemed necessary on account of the shallowness of box. The water leg was
washed from holes in wagon top and from either end. In washing from the top the water strikes the outer sheet on account of the
fire box being narrower on the bottom than top, the force of the
water is broken and the inner sheet derives no benefit from the
washing.
In washing from the ends the force of the water is broken by
the stay bolts, with the same result—no benefit to the bolts or
inner sheet in the center of water leg. It has been merely a change
of water. To prove this let us look into the water space. As the
leaks around stay bolts usually develop near the center of that part
of side sheets below the swell and between the wash-out holes,
both in shallow and deep boxes, we will have to drill a hole in outer
sheet opposite the leaky bolts, and then we insert a torch and inspect the bolts. What a surprise is in store for us I For
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around the bolts, next to the inner sheet, layer upon
laver of scale has accumulated until it is from 2 ins. to 2-1- ins.
in diameter and from r in. to ri ins. thick. How wonderfully it is formed, as though an unseen hand had held it in position
until it fastened itself upon the bolts and sheet. We insert a cleaning rod and find the outer scale is still soft, while next to the sheet
it is hard and requires a little effort to remove it. We remove all
of the scale, caulk the bolts lightly, and they give us no more trouble
unless scale is allowed to accumulate again, and this will invariably
happen, especially on those parts that are not open for inspection,
such as central portion of side sheets and crown sheets of crownbar boilers.
Should scale on the crown make its presence known by lime
around the rivet heads or by particles of coal adhering to the sheet,
have dome cap and stand pipe removed. If all of the scale cannot
then be removed, have dry pipe taken out, and then the scale can
certainly be removed. It is less expensive to do this than to allow
the crown sheet to be ruined and make its removal necessary.
The crown sheets of radial-stayed boilers are often neglected.
On account of their convex surface and the fact that they are
usually lower behind than in front, they are expected to take care
of themselves. The result is, scale is formed around the bolts at
the crown sheet, and if allowed to accumulate the same trouble will
be had that was experienced with the stay bolts in side sheets.
The fire door also furnishes its share of trouble, frequently on
account of too much lap on the inner flange, causing the inner door
sheet to crack around the bend. Should scale accumulate on the
top of door, it will make its presence known by lime forming along
the seam and around rivet heads. When this makes its appearance a hole should be drilled in back head and scale removed.
Had the stay bolts, door and crown sheet of the new boiler received the proper care, they would not have needed any repairs for
four years, and then only light repairs, for the proper care of a
boiler is just as essential to its efficiency and longevity as good
material, construction and workmanship, and it is only by constant,
untiring vigilance that the repair of the fire box can be avoided or
put off for a number of years. To sum it all up in one sentence, it
is simply to take the stitch in time.
HOW TO MAKE LIGHT REPAIRS ON THE LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.

We will assume that the boiler has been cared for properly—
has been washed out at re'ular intervals, say every 5o0 or 60g
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miles. All
All unusual
unusual accumulations
accumulations of
of scale
scalehave
havebeen
beentaken
takencare
careof.
of.
miles.
bolts and
and crown-bar
crown-bar rivets
rivets or
or radial
radial stays
stayshave
havenot
notcaused
caused
The stay bolts
but the
the tubes
tubes are
are becoming
becomingtroublesome,
troublesome,they
theywill
willnot
not
any trouble, but
tight more
more than
than aa trip
trip or
or two.
two.If
Ifthe
thetubes
tubesare
areclose
closetotoremain tight
months
gether, say
say jj in. to in., this
this will
will take
take place
place from
from io
io to
to 12
12 months
gether,
after boiler is
is put
put in
in service.
service. If
If tubes
tubes are
arefrom
fromin.
in.to
toIIin.
in.apart,
apart,
they should
should not
not give
give any
any trouble
trouble for
for from
from1414-to
to22years—the
years—thecloser
closer
together the tubes
tubes are,
are, the
the faster
faster they
they will
will fill
fill up
upwith
withscale.
scale.
You may possibly
possibly worry
worry along
along with
with the
thetubes
tubesin
inthis
thiscondition
condition
for a year or
or two
two longer,
longer, but
but itit is
is not
notgood
goodpolicy
policyto
todo
doso
so; ;there
there
is no money in it,
it, only
only aa lot
lot of
of grief
grief for
for the
the engineer
engineerand
andfireman,
fireman,
for the officials
officials and
and also
also for
for the
theboiler
boilermaker.
maker.
accumulates in
in sufficient
sufficientquantity
quantityto
tocause
causethe
thetubes
tubes
As scale accumulates
particles of
of coal
coal not
not only
onlyadhere
adhereto
tothe
thetube
tubesheet,
sheet,but
butalso
also
to leak, particles
closing them
them and
andimpeding
impedingthe
the
tubes, partially or wholly closing
the tubes,
to the
draught. The cinders passing
passing into
into the
the tubes
tubes are
are saturated
saturated with
with
leaky tubes,
tubes, the
the moistened
moistened cinders
cindersadhere
adhereto
tothe
the
moisture from the leaky
them up,
up, and
and reducing
reducing the
the amount
amount
inner portion of tubes, closing them
of heating surface—making
surface—making itit impossible
impossiblefor
forthe
thefireman
firemantotokeep
keep
efficiency of
of boiler
boiler and
and engine.
engine.
up steam—reducing the efficiency
True, this can be partially remedied
remedied by
by cleaning
cleaning the
the honeyhoneycomb off from the tubes,
tubes, but
but in
in this
this case
case prevention
preventionisisworth
worthmore
more
than the cure.
cure.
The water from the leaky
leaky tubes
tubes is
is constantly
constantlyrunning
runningover
over
the tube sheet, corroding
corroding itit and
and making
makingititbrittle.
brittle.ItItalso
alsocorrodes
corrodes
the stay-bolt heads and eventually
eventually causes
causes them
them to
to leak,
leak,also
alsocauscausing the sheet to crack at
at the
the stay-bolt
stay-bolt hole.
hole. The
Therepeated
repeatedcaulking
caulking
of the tubes wears away the
the bead,
bead, and
and in
in aa short
short time
timeaagroove
grooveisis
worn into the sheet by the
the caulking
caulking tool.
tool. The
The constant
constantextraorextraordinary expansion of the
the tubes
tubes on
on account
accountof
ofthe
theformation
formationof
ofscale
scale
has made the tubes
tubes brittle
brittle and
and eventually
eventuallythe
thebeads
beadscrack
crackoff,
off,makmaking it necessary to insert a copper
copper thimble
thimble and
and plug.
plug. These
These will
will
remain tight for a short time. When
When they
they leak
leak itit is
is necessary
necessary to
to
caulk them with a beading
beading tool,
tool, which
which gradually
graduallycuts
cutsaway
awaythe
the
copper thimble; the result
result is
is that
that the
the beading
beadingtool
toolcuts
cutsinto
intothe
the
sheet deeper and deeper, until it is distorted
distorted and
and nearly
nearly cut
cut through.
through.
The expansion and contraction
contraction of
of tube
tube sheet
sheet on
on account
account of
of
scale
also
causes
the
crack
through
the
bridges,
and
its
its
and
bridges,
the
through
crack
to
sheet
scale
general condition, when engine
engine is
is brought
brought in
in for
for repairs,
repairs,isissuch
such
that it is unfit for further service,
service, and
and its
its removal
removal follows.
follows.
But this is not the most expensive part of allowing tubes
tubes to
to
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run beyond
beyond their
their safe
safe limit,
limit, sooner
sooner or
or later
later your
your superior
superior is
is likely
likely
to thrust aa message
message under
under your
your nose
nose something
somethinglike
likethe
thefollowing
following: :
Had to double....hill
double....hill account
account of
of tubes
tubes leaking,
leaking, laid
laidout
out45
45
minutes.
minutes.
Engine
Engineer.
Engineer.
Engine No.....
No.....
When the engine
engine comes
comes in
in you
you have
have an
an extra
extra good
goodjob
jobdone
done
days,
four
or
three
for
well
tolerably
do
on tubes, and
and they
they do tolerably well for three or four days,when
when
you receive aa message
message something
something like
likethis
this::
Station.
Station.
leaking;
tubes
of
Had to set out eight
eight cars,
cars, account
account of tubes leaking; obliged
obliged
to plug four
four tubes.
tubes.
Engine No.....
Engineer.
Engineer.
No.....
Still you trust to luck
luck and
and try
try it
it again.
again. The
The engineer
engineerstarts
starts
and
miles,
out with a full train; he proceeds
proceeds twenty
twenty miles, and wires
wiresback
backthat
that
he has lost fifteen
fifteen minutes,
minutes, account
account of
of tubes
tubesleaking;
leaking;engine
engine
wouldn't steam.
steam. He
He is
is obliged
obliged to
to set
set out
outfour
fourcars.
cars.He
Hegoes
goesananone
lost
has
he
saying
wires
again
and
other twenty miles,
again wires saying he has lost onehour
hour
plugging tubes.
tubes. He
He is
is obliged
obliged to
to set
set out
outfive
fivemore
morecars.
cars.
that
wires
he
twenty
next
the
of
At the end
twenty he wires that he
he is
is unable
unable to
to
with
return
to
instructed
is
He
train.
with
proceed farther
train. He is instructed to return with light
light
engine, and has covered half of the
the distance,
distance, when
when the
the official
official is
is
startled by the following:
following:
Station.
Cannot proceed
proceed farther
farther;; tubes very
very bad;
bad; cannot
cannotkeep
keepwater
waterinin
boiler.
Engine No.....
Engineer.
It is necessary to tow engine
engine in—a
in—a complete
completefailure.
failure.
This is invariably the outcome of
of allowing
allowing tubes
tubes to
to run
run bebeyond their safe limit, and it is this
this sort
sort of
of grief
grief that
that causes
causes railroad
railroad
officials to exclaim: "How long is the destiny
destiny and
and welfare
welfare of
of this
this
road to be controlled by the
the boiler
boiler shop?
shop? And
And what
what will
will be
bethe
the
final result? Will it be bankruptcy?"
bankruptcy?"
all
Very likely you are feeling
feeling very
very sore
sore yourself
yourselfabout
abouthaving
having all
this odium cast upon the boiler
boiler shop,
shop, and
and you
you wish
wish to
to remedy
remedythe
the
trouble.
In the first place, have the tubes in
in all
all the
the boilers
boilers tested
tested with
with
a hammer to find out their exact condition in regard
regard to
to the
the formaformation of scale and the amount formed;
formed; repeat
repeat itit every
every six
sixmonths
months
engine,
each
of
record
a
keep
necessary);
(oftener if found necessary); keep a record of each engine,noting
(oftener
noting
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date, condition of tubes and number
date,
number of
of tubes
tubes necessary
necessary to
to be
bereremoved to clean out scale from between tubes.
tubes. Have
Have roundhouse
roundhouse
boiler makers report any unusual
unusual leakage,
leakage, also
also any
anytroublesome
troublesome
accumulation of scale.
scale.
When the tubes are likely to make trouble—not
trouble—not after
after the
the
trouble has been made—remove a sufficient
sufficient number
number to
to clean
clean the
the
tubes and shell. The usual manner
manner is
is to
to remove
remove an
aninverted
invertedVVshaped section from the bottom of tubes—taking
tubes—taking out
out fifty
fifty or
or sixty
sixty
—more than the necessary number
number of
of tubes
tubes are
are removed
removed without
without
accomplishing the desired result—the
result—the removal
removal of
ofscale
scalebetween
betweenthe
the
tubes.
A far better plan is,
is, to
to take
take out
out every
every other
othertube
tubein
ineach
each
alternate row, as marked by small circles in illustration on next
next
page, Fig. 2. It will readily be seen that
that itit is
is possible
possible by
by this
this method
method
to remove all the scale between
between the
the tubes—accomplishing
tubes—accomplishingthe
thepurpurpose for which they were removed.
removed.
It may not be necessary
necessary to
to remove
remove all
all the
the tubes
tubesmarked;
marked;the
the
illustration merely shows the plan
plan which
which should
should be
be followed.
followed.
will not
not be
be necessary to remove steam
It will
It
steam pipes;
pipes; exhaust
exhaustpipe
pipe
maybe
benecessary
necessary to
to remove a few
only should
shouldbe
betaken
takenout.
out. ItIt may
few
extra tubes on either
either side,
side, in
in order
order to
to shift
shift the
theouter
outertubes
tubesover
overfar
far
enough to clear steam
steam pipes.
pipes.
Should engine have
have circulating
circulating tubes,
tubes, itit will be
be necessary to
to
remove one in order
order to
to take
take out
out and
and replace
replace tubes
tubesconveniently.
conveniently.
Possibly one of them is in
in bad
bad condition
condition and
and needs
needs to
to be
be renewed;
renewed;
this one should be
taken
out,
as
it
makes
no
difference
which
be taken out, as it makes no difference whichone
one
is removed,
as
far
removed, as far as
as taking
takingout
outtubes
tubesisisconcerned.
concerned.
If the tubes have not
not been
been allowed
allowed to
to run
run too
too long,
long,the
thescale
scale
may be removed
removed in
in aa few
few hours,
hours, otherwise
otherwiseititmay
maytake
takeriritoto22
days, and even
even then
then itit is
is much
much less
less expensive
expensivethan
thanto
toallow
allowthe
the
tube sheet
sheet to
to deteriorate
deteriorate to
to such
suchan
anextent
extentas
astotocause
causeits
itsrenewal,
renewal,
or the engine to
to fail
fail causing
causing grief
grief and
anddisappointment
disappointmentall
allalong
alongthe
the
line.
line.
In washing out avoid
avoid filling
filling the
the front
front water
water leg
leg with
with scale,
scale,
as it is very hard to
dislodge,
when
once
packed
in
solidly.
to dislodge, when once packed in solidly.
At this time
time crown
crown sheet,
sheet, water
water Legs
Legsand
andstay
staybolts
boltsshould
shouldbe
be
inspected and
and all
all scale
scale removed.
removed. Grate
Grate bars
bars should
should be
beremoved
removed
and
and all
all leaks
leaks about
about mud
mud ring
ring attended
attended to.
to. Rust
Rust and
and ashes
ashes should
should
be cleaned
cleaned off
off from
from mud
mud ring
ring rivet
rivet heads,
heads, and
and those
thosethat
thathave
have
leaked
leaked should
should be
be caulked.
caulked. All
All leaky
leaky wash-out
wash-out plugs
plugsshould
shouldbe
be
taken
taken out,
out, holes
holes retapped,
retapped,plugs
plugschased
chasedand
andreplaced.
replaced.
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Should
to remove
remove dome
dome cap
cap and
and
Should it be necessary at this time to
stand
crown sheet,
sheet, all
all braces
braces and
and brace
brace
stand pipe in order to clean off crown
pins, which are accessible, should
should be
be tested
tested and
and thoroughly
thoroughlyininspected,
cracked, broken
broken or
or dangerously
dangerouslycorcorspected, and those that are cracked,
roded removed and new ones put in place.
place.
These will likely be all the defects
defects requiring
requiring attention,
attention, except
except
possibly a crack or two in
in the
the bend
bend of
of door
door ring,
ring,on
onaccount
accountof
oftoo
too
much lap on inner flange; if there are such, they should
should be
be drilled
drilled
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hole tapped
tapped and
and an
an iron
iron plug
plug inserted,
inserted, care
care being
beingtaken
taken
nut, the hole
not more
more than
than one
one or
or two
twothreads
threadsof
ofthe
theplug
plugproject
projectthrough
through
that not
the sheet.
sheet.
the
is aa stud
stud hole
hole in
in back
back head
head through
through which
which plug
plugcan
canbe
be
If there is
on, itit should
should be
be utilized
utilized for
for that
that purpose,
purpose, and
andalso
alsoto
toupset
upsetplug
plug
held on,
the inner
inner side
side with
with aa steel
steel pin.
pin. If
If there
thereisisno
nosuch
suchhole,
hole,the
the
from the
plug should
should be
be lightly
lightly fullered
fulleredand
andcaulked.
caulked.
plug
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this time
time the
the stay
stay bolts
boltsshould
shouldbe
betested
testedto
tofind
findout
outififthey
theyare
are
At this
broken or
or cracked.
cracked.
broken
inspection of
of stay
stay bolts
bolts is
is aavery
veryimportant
importantfeature
featurein
in
The inspection
of the
the locomotive
locomotive boiler.
boiler. Various
Variousmethods
methodsare
areemployed
employed
the care of
discover broken
broken bolts,
bolts, with
withgood,
good,bad
badand
andindifferent
indifferentresults.
results.
to discover
On some roads
roads 3o
3o to
to 4o
4o pounds
pounds pressure
pressure is
is put
puton
onthe
theboiler
boiler
with compressed
compressed air
air or
or steam,
steam, after
after letting
letting out
out water,
water,in
inorder
orderto
to
force the ends of
of the
the broken
broken bolts
bolts apart.
apart. This
This aids
aids slightly
slightly in
indisdiscovering- broken
broken bolts;
bolts; but
but itit will
willnever
neverhelp
helpyou
youto
tofind
findaacracked
cracked
coveringbolt, which is
is the
the more
more dangerous
dangerous of
of the
the two,
two, as
as ititisisliable
liableto
tobe
beoveroverlooked in
in testing
testing bolts.
bolts.
bolts in
in upper
upper part
part of
of box
boxbecome
becomecracked
cracked
Should the stay bolts
through, which
which is
is not
notaarare
rareoccurrence,
occurrence,ititcertainly
certainlyreduces
reduces
half way through,
strength of
of that
that portion
portion of
of the
thebolts
boltsso
soper
percent.,
cent.,which
whichisisexexthe strength
dangerous; for
for should
should they
they all
all break
breaksimultaneously,
simultaneously,which
which
tremely dangerous;
may be
be an
an explosion.
explosion.
is liable to occur, the result may
Some years ago on
on aa certain
certain railroad
railroad there
therewas
wasaastanding
standingorder
order
week; the
the usual
usual practice
practice is
isfrom
fromthirty
thirtydays
daysto
to
to test bolts once aa week;
six months, some putting it off until engine is brought
brought in
in for
for general
general
overhauling. Testing bolts once a week is extremely
extremely careful,
careful, and
and
waiting until engines
engines comes
comes in
in for
for repairs
repairsisisextremely
extremelycareless
carelessand
and
dangerous.
dangerous.
A boiler which is properly
properly constructed
constructed and
and has
has aa sufficient
sufficient
number of stay bolts made of
of the
the best
best iron,
iron, need
need not
not be
be inspected
inspected
oftener than once every six months, provided
provided that
that all
all broken
broken and
and
cracked bolts are
are renewed
renewed when
whenfound.
found.
Boilers not having a sufficient
sufficient number
number of
of stay
stay bolts
boltsshould
shouldbe
be
inspected oftener,
oftener, but
but as
as this
this manner
manner of
ofinspection
inspectionisisliable
liabletotocreate
create
confusion, a safe limit should be set for the weakest boiler
boiler (unless
(unless it
it
is reinforced) and all boilers
boilers tested
tested under
under that
that limit.
limit. The
Thejacket
jacket
should be raised at regular intervals
intervals and
and the
the inspection
inspection made
made as
as
thorough and systematic as possible. A record should be
be kept
kept showshowing date of inspection, condition of bolts,
bolts, number
number and
and size
size of
of bolts
bolts
taken out and put in, kind of
of material,
material, mileage
mileage and
andname
nameof
ofinspector.
inspector.
The ordinary way to test stay bolts
bolts is
is to
to let
let out
out the
the water
water and
and
have them held on one end with a light
light sledge
sledge and
and tap
tap them
them on
on the
the
other with an ordinary chipping hammer, and judge from the sound
which ones are broken or cracked.
cracked.
A broken bolt which has its two ends separated is
is very
very easily
easily dedetected by the hollow sound which is emitted
emitted when
when the
the bolt
bolt is
is tested.
tested.
A broken bolt, whose ends
ends are
are still
still in
in contact,
contact,can
canbe
bedetected
detectedby
bythe
the
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dull, vibratory
vibratory sound
sound emitted;
emitted; aa cracked
crackedbolt
boltwill
willhave
havethe
thesame
same
is
it
badly
how
on
depending
sound but not
not so
so pronounced,
pronounced, depending on how badly it iscracked.
cracked.
It is impossible
impossible to
to detect
detect all
all bolts
bolts that
that are
are cracked
crackedby
bythe
thesound
sound
test.
test.
It is this fact
fact that
that makes
makes the
the sound
sound test
test unreliable,
unreliable,and,
and,therethere. be placed
fore, unsafe, and too
too much
much dependence
dependence should
should not
not.be
placed upon
upon it.
it.
Since the demand
demand for
for higher
higher pressure
pressureby
byrailroad
railroadcompanies,
companies,
more attention
attention has
has been
been paid
paid than
thanformerly
formerlyto
tothe
thedesign
designand
andconconstruction of the locomotive
locomotive boiler.
boiler. Unsafe
Unsafe and
and questionable
questionable pracpractices have been abandoned
abandoned for
for more
more advanced
advanced methods,
methods, which
whichexexperience, common-sense
common-sense methods
methods of
of calculation
calculationand
andtests
testshave
haveproved
proved
to be safe. In many
many instances
instances the
the care
care of
ofthe
thelocomotive
locomotiveboiler
boilerhas
has
not kept pace with the
the advancement
advancement made
made in
in its
its construction
construction;;this
thisisis
especially true
true of
of testing
testing stay
stay bolts.
bolts.
If higher pressures demand
demand better
better construction
construction than
than formerly,
formerly,
they surely also demand
demand the
the best
best of
of care;
care; therefore,
therefore, all
all unsafe
unsafeand
and
questionable practices
practices should
should be
be abandoned
abandonedfor
forthose
thosethat
thatare
areabsoabsolutely safe.
safe.
By far the best method
method of
of testing
testing stay
stay bolts
bolts is
is to
to drill
drillaa3-I6-in.
3-I6-in.
hole I in. deep in their
their outer
outer end,
end, and
and when
when they
theycrack
crackor
orbreak
break
they will report themselves.
themselves. When
When they
they do
do report
report themselves,
themselves,
they should not be plugged,
plugged, but
but takefi
takefi out
out and
and replaced
replacedwith
withnew
new
ones. Don't establish a bad precedent by allowing
allowing aa cracked
cracked or
or
broken bolt to remain
remain in
in the
the boiler.
boiler. Bad
Bad precedents
precedentsare
areusually
usually
easier and more liable to be
be followed
followed than
than good
good ones,
ones, and
andloose
loose
men;
careless
make
eventually
will
in,
methods, if continued
eventually make careless men; carecareless men may bring
bring disaster.
disaster.
In a -busy season, when locomotives
locomotives are
are in
in almost
almostconstant
constantserservice—making it very inconvenient
inconvenient to
to hold
hold an
an engine
engine to
to have
havebroken
broken
stay bolts removed—a small number
number of
of broken
broken solid
solid bolts
bolts are
are somesometimes allowed to remain
remain in
in the
the boiler.
boiler. There
There are
areonly
onlyaafew,
few,and
andwill
will
But
over.
is
rush
the
as
soon
as
out
do no harm; they will be taken
the rush sometimes continues; new duties
duties demand
demand and
and receive
receive attenattention, and the bolts are forgotten
forgotten until
until the
the boilermaker
boilermaker brings
bringsin
inaa
forcible reminder in the form
form of
of aa report
report saying
saying that
that the
theupper
upperpart
part
of one of the side sheets has a bulge
bulge in
in it
it the
the whole
whole length
length of
of the
the
fire box and 8 ins. or io ins. wide—the result of all the bolts in two
two
or three of the upper rows
rows being
being broken.
broken.
It sometimes happens that broken, hollow or drilled bolts
bolts are
are
plugged when an engine is badly needed.
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These are very bad practices, and cannot be too strongly condemned. It is fortunate, indeed, if such indifference and carelessness
does not make procrastination the murderer of men as well as the
thief of time.
HOW TO MAKE LIGHT REPAIRS ON THE LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.

The boiler has arrived at that stage when it is necessary to remove all of the tubes, if they are close together, say, in. to g in.,
this will be from two and a half to three years after engine was put in
service; should they be in. to I in. apart, it will be three and a half
to four years, provided that the boiler is using the ordinary run of
water. Should the feed-water be such that considerable scale is
formed of a hard, stony nature—impervious to water—the life of
the tubes between settings will be shortened from six to eight
months.
Rainy seasons also shorten the life of tubes between settings,
especially in boilers in which scale has formed to a considerable
extent.
The soft water loosens the scale which has formed on the tubes
and it is lodged between the tubes; at every successive rain more
scale is loosened and lodges between the tubes, until finally alI the
space is filled up, making the removal of tubes necessary.
The usual method of making repairs at this time is to remove
tubes, make a cursory examination of the external portion of the
shell—if lagging is removed—and caulk all leaks. If any stay bolts
are broken they are renewed, a few rivets taken out of mud ring and
replaced with new ones, and seams in fire. box caulked where necessary.
If stay bolts and radial stays or crown-bar rivets are not leaking (they should not be if boiler has received proper care), no
attention is paid to them. The mud and loose scale is thrown out
of the boiler, it is given a rinsing, the tubes are replaced, and the
boiler is "just as good as new" and ready for service. This is by
no means an exceptional way of making repairs.
When a boiler needs no other repairs than the changing of
tubes the greatest amount of labor should be put on the inner part of
the boiler. You will want your best man to do it, not necessarily
the best mechanic, but a man with patience, endurance and perseverance, plenty of stick is what is needed. Furnish him with all
kinds of cleaning rods, a scaling pick, hammer and chisel, a few
torches made of - in. steel wire, wrapped at one end with asbestos,
and a can of oil to replenish torch; can should have neck large
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enough to allow the insertion of torch. Have all the scale cleaned
from sides of water leg, stay bolts, crown sheet, crown-bar
washers, crown bars and shell. Do not expect to have the labor
performed in a few hours ; it will take five or six days to do it
properly. When the scale has been loosened, the boiler should be
thoroughly washed; this cannot be done properly in an hour or two,
but will take six or eight.
As all parts of a locomotive boiler are not open to inspection
it is impossible to keep all parts cleaned alike; you may find here
and there the water space nearly filled with scale, and, although it
has made no trouble, the trouble was not far off.
The cleaning process should be begun at the lowest part of water
space and continued toward the top. Especial pains should be
taken with the inner end of stay bolts, inner side of water leg,
crown sheet and crown-bar washers, as these are the parts that
make trouble on account of scale formation. The bottom of shell
should also be cleaned thoroughly its whole length and about thirty
inches wide in order to ascertain its condition in regard to pitting and
grooving. As a rule, the shell will be pitted most just below the
checks; the pits are not readily discovered,and must be cleared out
with a chisel. If guide-yoke or frame-brace angles are fastened to
shell with either rivets, studs or tap bolts the pitting is invariably
worse around these than elsewhere. The pitting and grooving of
shell should not be dangerous at this time.
All braces, brace pins, brace lugs, crows feet and angles should
be thoroughly inspected. If the boiler is sufficiently braced, these
should still be in good condition. However, this should not be taken
for granted, as the safety of life, limb and property depend as much
on good, sound braces as on sound stay bolts.
It may be that the brace lugs and crows feet, instead of being
forged from the solid bar, are made of two pieces jumped together,
and that some of these are pulling apart in the weld. They should
be removed and replaced with braces forged from the solid bar.
Should back tube sheet have crow-foot braces riveted solid to tube
sheet, they should be taken off, holes in pad or fiat end welded up,
a piece of I-in, pipe I in. long put between brace and tube sheet,
new holes drilled in pad and braces reriveted. This manner of bracing allows the water to circulate between brace and tube sheet, keeping the sheet cool and preventing cracking and distortion around the
rivet holes.
Should the long tie rods extending from back head to front
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tube sheet or to lugs riveted to shell pass under the crown bars, they
will likely be found sagged down on crown sheet. These should be
tied up with f-in. hook bolts and straps laid across upper braces.
A bad form of bracing followed by some is to put crows feet
on either side of wagon top opposite crown bars and running braces
across with jaw at either end, fastened with pin and cotter. It is almost impossible to remove these braces when broken or to replace
broken pins without removing crown bars. On account of their bulk
at the crows feet they also accumulate considerable scale and prevent
loose scale from dropping through into the water leg where it can
be washed out.
A better plan of bracing is to put in tie rods, tapped into both
sides of wagon top and hammered over. The lower side of tie rods
should be on Iine with lower side of crown bars in order to make all
the room possible for washing of crown.
The wagon top should be so strong that it will need a rod
through only one-half of the spaces between crown bars, leaving
every other space clear for the removal of scale and washing and
inspection of crown. Should more than this number of rods be required another row should be put in above these.
Should crown be radial stayed it is probable that the upper seam
of tube sheet has become distorted on account of the rigidity of the
stays. Further distortion may be prevented by removing the two
front rows of stays, inserting eye bolts in both upper and lower
sheets and fastening a flat bar of iron on either side of them with pins
and cotter. They should be fastened together in the center with a
f-in. bolt, a washer the same thickness as eye bolts being inserted
between them; the upper holes in braces should be slotted lengthwise
in. longer than diameter of pins to allow the tube sheet to expand.
as in firing up the front part of box expands more than balance of
box or outer sheet of water leg, causing distortion of the tube sheet
if no allowance has been made for it. The upper flange will crack
sooner or later on account of the bending action. The cracks may
be drilled out and plugged or cut out and a patch put on, but the
final outcome is usually the removal of the tube sheet.
It may be that we are too presumptuous in assuming that the
fire box needs no other repairs at this time than the removal of
scale from its outer parts. It may be that cracks have developed at
some of the stay-bolt holes on account of scale accumulation, or
rather on account of carelessness in not removing the scale. If the
cracks are not too numerous—not more than six or eight in one

sheet, and not more than one crack at a stay bolt nor more than x
in. in length—they may be drilled out and plugged successfully,
should the general condition of the sheet warrant it.
The stay bolt should first be removed; the first hole should be
drilled next to the stay-bolt hole; in. (or less, if it can be done successfully) of metal should be left between the holes. The hole should
be tapped with a 14-thread taper tap; an iron plug inserted and
screwed in tight, then marked with a chisel where it is to be cut off,
allowing x to 2 threads for hammering over. It is then removed
and nicked with a hack saw on two opposite sides, leaving stock
enough to screw plug in steam tight. Should plug project through
sheet more than threads the end should be sawed off. The plug
is again inserted and twisted off. Should a second plug be necessary to take out balance of crack, the drill should be set so that it
will cut into the first plug as far as the root of thread. The same
process is gone through as with the first plug. They are then held
on, on the inside, with sledge, and hammered from the outside with
a round-ended steel pin through stay-bolt hole and finished by holding on through stay-bolt hole and hammering from inside. The
stay-holt hole is then tapped out, stay bolt put in and hammered.
There are those who will say that it is not necessary to describe
the drilling out and plugging of cracks in fire-box sheets, as it is a
very common practice. Very true; but practiced, usually, as a makeshift to keep an engine running until she can be brought in for
repairs. Very little attention is usually paid to the length of plugs;
they are allowed to project into the water space and accumulate scale
which in time makes it impossible to keep plug tight. Iron plugs
put in as described in a sheet not entirely worn out, will give as good
or better service than a patch.
If the sheet has been badly mud burnt, and is seamed or cracked
between several of stay bolts in one locality, the affected part
should be cut out and a patch put on. The method usually followed
is, to cut out the affected part with a cape chisel and ripper. A cut
f in. deep is taken with a cape chisel, and the balance of the metal is
cut out with the ripper, whose face should be x 1,16- in. The stay
bolts are drilled on the outside, a punch inserted in the hole, and the
bolts broken. The patch is then marked off by placing the old upon
the new and drawing a line upon the new piece 1 Illy ins, from the
edge of the old, for the seam.
Allowing 13G- in. for the thickness of chisel, this makes the lap
on old sheet in. from the center of holes. The holes should be
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spaced Ii ins. apart, center to center, and punched in. The patch
should then be trimmed on the outside, allowing 3 in. from center of
holes for lap. It is then annealed, bolted to fire-box sheet through
stay-bolt holes; holes in seam drilled 14 in. and tapped 3 in., 12
thread, with taper tap. Holes in patch are then reamed if in.
and countersunk to an angle of 45 degrees ; the bulk of the metal
being cut out with a drill and finished with a rose bit. All burrs
and oil are removed; holes in sheet are tapped with straight tap, and
patch put on with patch bolts, which should not be over 3 in. long.
When the bolts are screwed in up to head, the patch should be
hammered up around the bolts with punch and hammer, the bolts
again screwed in, and the process repeated until all parts of the
seam are brought in contact. The bolts should then be nicked with
a chisel under the square head and twisted off; the stay bolts
tapped; bolts put in and hammered over; the patch bolts fullered
and caulked and the patch chipped and caulked, finishing the operation.
Should the patch extend down to mud ring, it may be put on
with rivets by bending the patch up at the bottom far enough to
admit a wedge bar for the purpose of holding on the rivets.
Patches may also be put on with tapered plugs. The process
is to punch holes in patch, bolt it to sheet and drill the holes, then
taking off patch and removing burrs and oil, patch is again bolted
on, hammered up at one of the holes, hole tapped out with a taper
tap, a steel tap bolt put in which has the thread cut off from upper
part of body a little farther from head than the thickness of patch
so that it will pull patch up to sheet. The patch is then hammered at
the hole on either side of bolt, the holes are tapped, plugs inserted,
nicked and twisted off, and the process repeated until all the plugs
are put in. They are then fullered and caulked. In tapping, just
enough oil should be used to prevent stripping the thread. Should
the patch extend down to mud ring, it should be bent up at the bottom (provided the patch is large enough to warrant it), and plugs
held on with a wedge bar hainmered as they are put in.
When the patch is to be bent back into place, enough thin
washers should be put in water space at the lower stay-bolt holes to
make up for width of space, to prevent the patch from buckling into
water space while being bent back to place. The practice in some
shops is to offset patches next to seam from 3 in. to r in. to stiffen the
seam and prevent leakage; another practice is to insert copper between the seams for the same purpose. The latter usually results
in grooving of sheet next to seam.
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Should the crown be warped on account of scale deposit, it
should be heated and straightened before the crown-bar rivets are
removed. If a patch is necessary it should be put on top of sheet
and riveted.
In putting on bolt patches it is very important that all chips and
grit be removed from seam, holes and bolts, that threads are full,
that the lap is not too wide, that the body and head of bolt fit properly
and all other details are just as important and should be given the
closest attention, for upon the details depends the success or failure of the whole. A patch that is not a success when put on will
always be a failure and a source of annoyance.
When the necessary repairs have been made on the fire box
and internal portion of the boiler, the copper thimbles should be
expanded in tube sheet and tubes replaced. The back end of tubes
should be made large enough to require three or four smart blows
from a 6- to 7-pound hammer to drive them in. The front end of
tubes should be enlarged so that shimming will be unnecessary.
Assuming that the workmanship has been of the best, there is
still one more requisite necessary to make the repairs successful, and
that is proper care. Without it the best construction and workmanship is of no avail.
HOW TO MAKE HEAVY REPAIRS ON THE LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.

When the boiler has been in service from three to five years
a large number of the heads of stay bolts in the lower portion of
fire box will be found completely fatigued or burned out from exposure to the intense heat of the fire. Although the washing out
has been as thorough as possible, a small ring of scale has gathered
around the inner end of stay bolt 3 in. larger than diameter of bolt
and become 'as hard as stone. As it is impervious to water, it
naturally helps to increase the temperature of sheet and bolts, and,
consequently, is, in part, the cause of the fatigued condition of the
stay-bolt heads. Here and there a head will be found which has the
life completely burned out of it around the edge; if a chisel is inserted under that portion of the head which is hammered over the
sheet it will crumble like so much burnt cast iron. An occasional
leaky bolt will also be found that has been caulked so much that it is
about lifeless.
As a rule, very little attention is usually paid to the stay bolts
in the lower part of fire box. If they are tight, that is thought
to be sufficient reason for not disturbing them; in some shops the
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practice is to rehammer the bolts when they arrive at this condition,
but this is a makeshift and a bad practice, as the bolts will not remain tight for a reasonable length of time. The proper plan to
follow is to remove all the bolts which have the heads burnt or
which have been leaking and replace them with new ones. There
will probably be 30 or 40 in either side and To to 15 in either endwhich will need renewing; they should be drilled from both sides
when being removed, using an air motor to furnish the power.
Holes should not be tapped larger than necessary, 1-1,2- in. larger
will usually suffice. The renewing of stay bolts in the lower part of
fire box is a very important feature in the repair of the locomotive
boiler and should not be neglected, as by it the life of the fire box
will be doubled.
It may be that by this time the door hole has developed a number of cracks at the bend, on account of too much lap on inner
flange, builders sometimes leaving as much as Ij ins. from center of
holes. This keeps the water away from outer flange. It also leaves
a very small space between the edge of inner flange and bend which
is very soon filled up with scale, causing overheating and cracking.
If the number of cracks is large enough to warrant it, the outer
flange should be cut out and a new door ring put in. H possible,
the old flange should be cut out just inside the bend, so that the
seam will come inside the stay bolts. The excessive lap on inner
flange should be reduced to in. from center of holes. A number
of points in the edge of inner seam should then be located on the
back sheet with a pair of dividers, making witness marks with a
center punch. This is done for the purpose of locating the edges
o f seam on the new piece. When the new piece has been flanged
and annealed, it should be put in place and the edge of the seam
marked off from the witness marks previously made on back sheet.
The holes are then laid out in. from this line and I ins. center
to center. The piece is taken out, holes punched or drilled, the edge
trimmed in. from center of holes, patch replaced and holes drilled
in old sheet through the holes in new piece, the holes in flange are
then marked with a scratch awl through the holes so drilled, the
patch is again removed, holes in flange punched ar drilled, and the
same process is then gone through with as with patch-bolt patch
described in previous chapter. Should the mud ring be removed
at this time on account of the renewal of side sheets, the greater
part of the same may be riveted.
Should it be necessary to extend the patch beyond a number
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of the stay bolts around door hole, the stay bolts should not be put
in seam. If the stay-bolt holes are so located that they will come
in the seam, the holes in inner sheet should be used for patch bolts
or rivets, as the case may be, the outer holes plugged and bolts located at least 2 ins. from holes in seam. Should it be necessary
to remove a number of bolts around door hole, the holes may be
utilized for the purpose of marking off the holes in flange and also
the edge of seam on inside.
In flanging the door hole the radius of bend should be made
as large as possible in order that it may adapt itself to the various
changes produced by expansion and contraction—due to the variations of temperature—without cracking.
After six or eight years of service it will be necessary to remove the lower part of side sheets in fire box and probably the back
tube sheet. The horizontal seam of the half side sheets should be
located above the swell, where it will give better results, on account
of being removed from the intense heat of the fire. The sheets
should be cut just above a row of stay bolts with a cape chisel and
ripper, the rivets in vertical seams and mud ring are then cut out,
mud ring removed, stay-bolt heads cut off, bolts drilled and broken
and the sheets removed.
The upper part of sheets are straightened, the outer row of
stay-bolts ends punched out, the old sheets are laid upon the new
and holes marked off with a marking punch made of round steel
the size of holes and having a raised center.
The horizontal seams should be lined off f 1 in. from edge
of old sheets, allowing in. for thickness of chisel; this makes
the lap on inner sheet of seam in. from center of holes. The first
hole in seam should be 2 inches from vertical seam, in order that
there will be ample space next to flange for driving the rivet; the
balance of holes should be spaced I ins. center to center. When the
holes are marked the old sheets are removed and stay bolts lined off
with a chalk line and marked with a center punch. Before this
is done, however, it should be ascertained whether or not the stay
bolts are in alignment. If not, they should be adjusted.
All holes should be punched, punching holes for upper seam
in. for f-if in. rivets, stay-bolt holes should be punched j in.
smaller than diameter of bolts. The edges of sheets are then
trimmed, allowing in. from center of holes at ends and top, and
ins, to i ll ins. on bottom, according to location of holes in mud
ring. The corners of sheets are then scarfed and sheets annealed,
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straightened in the rolls, the upper part rolled the required shape,
the sheets put in place in the fire box and the holes in upper seams
drilled, using an air motor to furnish the power. After drilling,
the sheets are removed and burr removed from inside of upper holes
in old sheets with the burr reamer illustrated in Fig. 3, which may
be made of an old flat file, a wooden handle inserted in the eye. The
holes in flanges are countersunk, all excessive lap removed from
edge of flanges, reducing it to in. from center of holes.

I

4

I

Fig. 3
Burr Reamer

Fig. 4
Rivet Button
?

Fig. 5
Laying Up Button

The upper holes in new sheets are countersunk half way through,
oil and burrs removed, sheets again put in place and riveted. A
forked, wedged bar should be used to hold on rivets in upper seams,
avoiding the necessity of cutting out the row of stay bolts above
scam, as the bar will straddle the stay bolts.
A rivet button, as illustrated in Fig. 4, should be applied to the
rivet head, •and the wedge bar inserted between it and outer sheet.
There should be a number of these buttons of different thicknesses,
adapted to the difference in width of water legs; they should be
made of steel, with i-in. iron handle.
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A "laying-up" button, as illustrated in Fig. 5, will be found
serviceable for those parts of seams that are not close enough to be
brought in contact by driving. the rivet. There should be a number
of these also, of various thicknesses, made of steel. They should
be inserted in the hole when necessary, with a pair of tongs, the
wedge bar inserted and the seam hammered around the hole. When
the work is under way this button should be applied just after the
rivet has been plugged, as, if its use is put off until the rivet is
finished, the rivet is liable to be loosened when sheet is hammered
at the hole.
When the upper and end seams have been riveted the mud
ring is put in place and riveted, the corner holes in box should be
countersunk and rivets driven inside. Unless the mud ring is an
extra heavy one the sides will be sprung out from § to in. It
should be straightened by heating it all over in a wood fire and drawing it together with rods. After riveting mud ring the outer sheets
are straightened by inserting rods and drawing them together, the
stay-bolt holes are then tapped, bolts put in, cut off and hammered
over, the seams are chipped and caulked, finishing the operation.
Should the fire box be a shallow one, it will be found more
profitable to cut out the whole side sheet and renew it, as, by put* tiug in a half sheet, the upper seam is brought too near the intense
heat of the fire and soon begins to leak, eventually developing
cracks.
It is customary in some shops to renew side sheets without removing mud rings, especially in boilers that extend over the frame.
In such cases, unless there is ample room in water space to hold on
the rivets from the shell, the sheet is sprung away from the mud
ring. The rivets in back seam and the greater part of the upper
seam are held on from below, the balance are held on from the
shell.
The most tedious and laborious part of renewing side sheets
is the breaking of stay bolts. For the purpose of overcoming this,
and to break the bolts more expeditiously, the stay-bolt breaker
shown in illustration was designed.
Fig. 6 is a side elevation showing the supports A A bolted to
end sheets of fire box through mud-ring holes; these supports have
a jaw at upper end to receive the bar B, which serves as a track for
the carrier, consisting of a si x sheave C, stirrup D and
swivel E; the hook of swivel engages with the yoke F, which is bolted
to a 12 x i2-in. driver brake cylinder G. H is an I-beam fastened to
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bottom of water leg with two hook bolts T T at either end, a piece
of rubber K to cushion the recoil and a strap of iron L.
Fig. 7 is an end elevation showing a section of the I-beam H,
on the lower flange of which the traveling fulcrum is suspended,
consisting of two 21 x I-in. sheaves N, and two stirrups A l andB i,
which are connected by a rivet which allows them to turn on one
another as desired; the lever C1 is hung in the stirrup B, with a
in. pin, the long end of the !ever C1 is connected with the piston
rod, the short end of the lever terminates in a downwardly projecting nose rounded on the bottom; it is bifurcated or forked so as to
straddle the T-headed breaker hook D„ made of
steel. The
upper side of head is concaved so that when in operation the hook
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are a number of boilers of the same class), the tube holes, stay-bolt
holes, brace and mud ring rivet holes should be located on pattern
as well as flange and shear line. The mud ring and brace rivet
holes, stay-bolt holes and holes for tit of tube hole counterbore
should be punched in sheet before flanging. After flanging the
lower corners should be shaped to fit mud ring. The sheet is then
annealed and holes marked on flange, either by putting sheet in
place and marking with a scratch awl or by transferring the loca-

Fig.

and lever cannot disengage. The hook is beveled on the inside to
give it a cutting as well as a breaking action. The breaker hooks
are made of various lengths to suit the location of stay bolts, any
slight variation is made up by inserting a mule shoe between the
head of hook and lever. A mule shoe is shown in the details.
In the upper cylinder head is placed a check valve E1. It contains a small valve and a coiled spring just strong enough to support
the valve. When the piston descends air is drawn into the cylindef,
the air is compressed when the piston ascends—forming an air
cushion to counteract the shock when the bolt breaks. Compressed
air is the power used. It is admitted and exhausted through a threeway cock.
Should the back tube sheet need renewing at this time a pattern should be made for it of Nos. r6 or r4 sheet steel (provided there
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tion of holes with a piece of hoop iron. The holes in flange are
either drilled or punched, then countersunk, the tube holes counterbored, the straight parts of flange beveled in planer, the balance
chipped. The lap on lower part should be in. from center of holes,
upper part I in. After cleaning off all oil and grit the sheet is
put in place and riveted, stay bolts put in, cut off, hammered over,
and the sheet chipped and caulked. When putting on the braces
a piece of I-in, piper in. Icing should be put between brace and
tube sheet.
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All the braces in the boiler should again be examined. The
method often followed of testing braces with a hammer and pronouncing them in good condition if they are taut, is not thorough
enough. A brace may be taut and have a dangerously corroded pin,
as shown in Fig. S. or the pin may he cracked, bent or partly
sheared, as shown in Fig. 9, or the brace may be cracked out at the
hole, as shown in Figs. to and II. The brace may be taut with the
end of crow foot cracked out from the hole and the hole elongated in
consequence, as shown in Fig. 12. This is especially true of the end
sheets, that is, the front and back heads, as they will spring outward
as the hole elongates, assuming a permanent set.
When the boiler has been in service from four to six years a
number of broken crown bar braces will be found. Should the
brace extend down into crown bar, without the intervention of a link,
they are not readily detected, as they are usually solidly embedded in
scale and will sound as solid as though they were a part of the
crown bar. Figs. lo and II are braces of this description; these
braces should all be removed for examination and new brace pins
put in when they are replaced.
The braces which were fastened with brace pins shown in Figs.
8 and 9, the braces shown in Figs. to and II and the brace which
was fastened to the crow foot shown in Fig. 12 were all taut ; the
affected parts would not have been discovered had braces not been
removed. This is certainly conclusive evidence that testing braces
with a hammer—by the sound test—is inefficient and unsafe, and that
all braces should be removed for examination at regular intervals.
Fig. 13
an illustration of a crow foot which was made of
th
two pieces wi
with a jumped weld and shows the danger of using a
brace of this description, as they will invariably pull apart at the
weld, as shown in illustration.
In many instances the principal desire of the boiler maker is
to have the fire box and tubes tight, the condition of braces and
stay bolts being a secondary consideration. The braces and stay
bolts of a boiler in good condition should receive more attention than
those in a leaky boiler, as the maximum pressure is a more constant
factor in the tight boiler than in the boiler that is leaking, subjecting
the braces and bolts to a greater strain.
The old saying of letting well enough alone is often applied to
a boiler which outwardly, at least, is in good condition. A boiler
is not good enough until all its parts have been not only thoroughly
inspected, but also their strength calculated and found to be suffi-
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dent. Should the inspection or calculation prove any part of the
boiler unsafe it should be put in good condition. It is always more
profitable to keep in mind the saying, "Better be sure than sorry."
With proper care, the back sheet of fire box should last until
the box is renewed, with possibly the exception of that part of sheet
around fire-door opening. However, it sometimes happens that it
has deteriorated to such an extent that its renewal is made necesary
at the time the lower part of side sheets are renewed. Should it be
necessary to remove the crown bars, a whole sheet should
be put in, as the rivets in upper seam, and a part of those in vertical
seams, may be held on from the inside of boiler. It will also be
cheaper to put in a whole sheet than to cut the old one in two and
make a new seam. If the crown bars are not removed, the back sheet
should be cut across 3 or 4 inches above the door hole. It will then
be possible to hold on all the rivets from below, except a few in the
middle of upper seam and three or four in the top of door hole.
Should crown-bar washers be small in diameter, the crownbar rivets should last as long as the fire box, provided that proper
attention has been paid to keeping the scale off from crown sheet.
If the crown-bar washers are of large diameter, the rivets will
need renewing after eight or ten years of service. In spite of the best
of care, scale will accumulate around the washers next to sheet, and
become so hard that it is impossible to remove it with a cleaning
rod. The result is—a space 1i ins, to 2 ins. in diameter is covered
by the washer and scale from which the water is excluded, causing
the rivet head to become fatigued or burnt out. A number of the
heads will be found split from the edge from in. to in.; they will
also be sprung away from the sheet, at the edge, from in. to
rte- in. If a chisel is inserted under the head, it may be broken
in pieces without much effort. The quickest way to remove crownbar rivets, that are badly fatigued, is to flatten the heads with a
sledge and drive the rivets out of the holes with punch and hammer.
Should it be necessary, for any reason, to renew crown-bar
rivets that are in good condition, it will be found advisable to drill
them out, using an air motor to furnish the power. They should
be drilled through the counter sink and driven out with punch and
hammer.
A very good washer to insert between crown bar and sheet is
made of a piece of I-in, pipe, and a flat washer of fin. steel; the
piece of pipe is put next to sheet, and the flat washer placed next to
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crown bar. These are cheaper, and far superior to the cast-iron
washer commonly used, as they take up less room, thereby facilitating the cleaning of crown sheet. Old pipe and refuse plate may be
used for the washers, entailing a nominal expense for material.
It occasionally happens that the renewal of crown sheet is made
necessary before the fire box is renewed—usually on account of
being mud burnt. The most successful way to remove the crown
sheet is to cut out all the rivets from the seams of crown, and the
upper rivets in one of the side flanges of tube sheet as far down as
the swell. Remove ten or twelve stay bolts from the upper front
corner of side sheet, on the same side of box; pull the corner of side
sheet out with bolts, and the corner of tube sheet in with a turn buckle
fastened to front tube sheet. The crown sheet can then be removed
with very little trouble.

scarfing and flanging, they will not project beyond balance of flange;
this will save considerable trouble when putting sheet in place.
After twelve or fifteen years of service, the whole of fire box
will need renewing. The stay-bolt heads should be cut off and the
bolts drilled in the thickness of outer sheets. The countersunk
rivets in head and ring should also be drilled, as well as the ends
of tie rods extending through wagon top, the rivets being then cut
out of back head and bolts broken. If there is no stay-bolt breaker,
they may be broken with a punch and hammer, or the ends may be
cut out with a cape chisel. The braces are then loosened and head
removed; the mud ring is then removed, and balance of stay bolts
broken. The bolts in sides (and crown, if boiler is radial stayed)
may be broken with the ram illustrated in Fig. 14, if there is no
stay-bolt breaker. Its weight should be from 18o to 200 pounds;
it should be hung so that its center of gravity will be about 6 ft.
from back end of boiler. A gang of three men will be required to
operate it successfully; one man to hold the bar in position, and
two to operate the ram_ The stay bolts in tube sheet may be broken
from inside of shell with bar and sledge. The braces are then taken
off of crown bars, and box removed.
It is likely that by this time the corners of mud ring are badly
cracked. If such is the case, new corners or new ends should be
put in, and the sides straightened if necessary_
When laying out the rivet holes in new box, the holes in flange
of back sheet should be located 21 ins. from outside of sheet and
21 ins. in tube sheet, on the assumption that the edge of flange on
back sheet is 3/ ins. from outside of sheet and 3+ ins. on tube sheet;
this leaves j in. from center of holes for lap.
Two patterns should be made the thickness of side sheet—one
of them bent the shape of end sheets to lay outside flanges, the
other left straight for laying outside sheets; a flexible strip of wood
the thickness of side sheet will answer the same purpose. The upper
hole in side flanges should be located I ins. from top of sheet, and
the upper seams in side sheets lined off from these points_ Assuming that the edge of flange on crown sheet is 3i ins. from outside
of sheet, and the sheet is in. thick, this will leave I in. from center
of holes for lap.
In laving out the side sheets, we will take the length of mud
ring on the inside; we will assume that it is 72 ins., and make the
fire box in. shorter, so that the mud ring may be inserted without
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Should the tube sheet be renewed at this time, the crown bars
may be left on sheet, and removed more quickly and with less trouble
after sheet has been taken out. The crown-bar rivet holes should
be punched in new sheet before it is flanged; after flanging, the corners should be shaped to fit the corners of tube and back sheets,
respectively. The sheet is then annealed. The rivet holes in ends
and flanges may be located by putting sheet in place and marking the
holes with a scratch awl, or they may be laid out by cutting a thin
lath to the shape of end sheets and marking the location of holes
upon it, then transferring them to crown sheet. The holes in side
sheets may be marked on a stick and transferred to flanges. They
are then punched or drilled; those in flanges countersunk; edge of
flanges beveled in planer; sheet put in place, riveted, chipped and
caulked. The crown bars are then put on and riveted, and braces
replaced.
The lap on crown sheet should not be more than in. from center of holes. The corners of sheet should be reduced, so that, after
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much trouble. The holes in back sheet have been located 2+ ins.
from outside of sheet, and those in tube sheet 21 ins_ These added
together equal 4 ins., plus it in. equals 4.-1 ins. This deducted from
72 ins. equals 67+ ins., or the distance between the end seams, which
are then laid out with the template previously made.
In laying out the rivet holes for mud ring, we will assume
that the first hole is I ins. from end of ring on the inside, when
brings it in. outside of back seam and -- in. from front seam.
The holes in ring may be located on a stick and transferred to sheet.
In laying out the stay-bolt holes, we will draw lines with a
chalk fine across the holes in lower part of outer side sheet in a
vertical direction, extending the lines to bottom of sheet, locate the
position of these lines relative to mud-ring holes upon a stick, and
transfer to sheet.
To locate the position of stay-bolt holes on these lines, the shape
of flange on back head should be drawn full size, also the shape of
flange on back and tube sheets in the same relative position that they
occupy when in place.
The shape of back head may be obtained by bending a piece of
iron over the outer side sheet. The position of stay-bolt holes and
mud-ring holes should be marked upon it. They may then be transferred to drawing, and lines produced from these points normal with
contour of back head to meet the line which represents flange of
back and tube sheets; these points may then be marked on a piece of
hoop iron. Holding the hoop iron a distance equal to half the thickness of side sheet away from the line, these points are then transferred to first vertical row of stay-bolt holes in front and back of
side sheet; lines are struck across the sheet with chalk line from these
points, and the work of laying out the side sheets will be finished,
except marking the shear line. This should be in. from center of
holes in the ends, and I in. on top will usually be sufficient to meet
end of crown bar, and 11 in. to I in. on bottom, according to location of holes in ring. The sheets are then punched, bevel sheared
or planed; lower corners scarfed, then annealed, straightened and
bent in the rolls to fit back and tube sheets.
The two ends and sides are then bolted together, crown put
in place, and holes marked. Holes are then punched, edges planed,
or they may be bevel sheared before flanging.
The second rivet hole from ends in flanges should be countersunk on the inside, so that rivet may be driven flush to make room
for caulking end sheets. The crown is then replaced, and box riveted
and caulked. The crown bars are then put on and riveted. The fire

box is then put in the boiler, lowering it as much as possible in order
to hold on the rivets in upper part . of back head conveniently. It
should also be put forward as far as possible, so that the rivets in
lower part of back head may be held on without trouble.
The back head is put in position and riveted, after which the
fire box is put in place and the door hole riveted. The mud ring is
then inserted and riveted. The pneumatic "holder on," shown in
Fig. 15, will be found very convenient for holding on the mud-ring
rivets. It is an 8-in. air-brake cylinder hung on a i-in. pipe, through
which a i-in. rod has been inserted, the rod also being inserted
through water space. When used on sides of box, it is hung on a
bar of r+-in. round iron, which is put through fire-door opening and
into one of the tube holes.
In operation a number of the holes are hammered up and reamed
or drifted. When the rivet is inserted, the button or cup is applied
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to the head as shown. It is given a smart blow or two with piston
rod of holder-on; the rivet upset and snapped. The holder-on
should be made the proper length for sides of box, and an extension
used for ends, as shown. Compressed air is the power used, which is
admitted and exhausted through a three-way cock.
After the mud ring has been riveted, the braces are put on
tube sheet and riveted ; plugs put in outer corners of the ring; stayholt holes tapped, bolts put in, cut off and hammered over; tie rods
and braces replaced, or renewed where necessary.
Should the bottom of shell be dangerously grooved at seams,
patches should be put on outside. If there is considerable internal
pitting, a liner may be put on bottom of shell. It will probably need
to be from 24 to 30 ins. in width.
The bottom of front tube sheet will likely be cracked by this
time along the bend. If it is at all dangerous, it should be patched
on the outside; the patches should be riveted. It is very probable
that the throat sheet will also need a patch or two—cracks usually
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The natural consequence of keeping a boiler in service after
it is about worn out, is, that at some time it will throw itself away
in a very decided and unpleasant manner

HOW TO LAY OUT A BOILER.

BY JAMES HERON.
I am well aware that there is no trade that is less understood
by the men working at it—the rank and file—than my own. The
few who do learn how to lay out and plan work usually keep it to
themselves, and the average apprentice rarely gets further than the
riveting hammer and the calking tool. This is especially true of
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large shops, such as locomotive works, where the best results are
obtained by having a specialist for each part.
Fig. z shows the mud ring, or foundation of a locomotive boiler
with section of inner and outer sheets at boiler.
To make a boiler of standard dimensions, this ring must be
square and of the proper size. To prove this and get the holes in
proper place, I use the following method:
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Take a straight edge and Iine off from inside of ring as at A A
do the same back and front. Now set your trams to center where
side lines cross end lines. If one side is longer than the other this
will show it. Then tram diagonally, always working from front
end, scratch with trams as at A I. If you strike both back centers,
your ring must be square. If you should find ring out of square,
say, one-eighth of an inch, it will be of no consequence, as that can
be worked in to flange by putting the holes that much nearer the
roof, or nearer the edge, as the case may be, but your starting point
or first hole in front end of mud ring must be square with opposite
side, or your stay-bolt holes will not be in line in inner and outer
sheets, and your sheet and fire box would be twisted. This done,
with A A as ends, find center of ring at ends as at B. This will be
your center hole at ends of ring. Now, take your regulator or template, and lay off holes, working from center at ends, and from starting point at front ends at sides.
The reason I work from front end is this : If you have not got
side sheets square with each other at that end when you come to build
up your boiler, your connection and cylinder will not be straight or
in line with sides where engine frames are secured.
Now, we have all rivet holes laid off, we must lay off stud
holes for ash-pan and grate-bar rigging, also holes in corners, of
which I shall write later, and our mud ring is laid out.
To find the position of holes in outside side sheets, where they
connect to back and to throat sheet, as at c and c r, and stay-bolt
holes as at d d, I have templates for all this work, which I shall
illustrate at its proper place, and, as I am not writing for experts,
I want you to understand how I made these templates. As you can
see by Fig. I, the corners of the mud ring are 4 ins. radius, material
in., making radius 4i ins, over all. Corner forms quarter of a
circle. The sides are flat and must not lap over circle, so we must
allow ri ins, for lap of side sheet, added to the 4j ins. radius, making si ins., which bring us to first hole in side sheet as at E, Fig. 2.
The same applies to back and front corners ; now you have the
length of outside side sheet from center to center of holes. Note
double row in front end.
Now, locate first row of stay bolts; the sketch will explain the
rest. Now we have length of side sheets, and stay bolt holes laid
off one way, we will go to Fig. 3 or inside side sheets, and you will
note at H, that first holes for mud-ring rivets are not on line with
holes for flanges. My reason for this is that I prefer a short flange
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at corners, with rivet as close up in corner as I can get it. Then the
man with the big hammer and little knowledge of his business cannot wedge off the sheet from mud ring, when a leaking corner is
reported. F F gives you the length of this sheet from center
to center of hole for flanges, less in. at top, back where door sheet
slopes in. This will also be the length of crown sheet, c to c of
holes, less in. back end.
Note, 3-.1 ins, water space at bottom and 4 ins. at top of door
sheet, d d, gives position of stay bolts.
LAYING OUT THE BACK HEAD.

The large engraving shows the boiler we will lay out in the
course of these articles, one piece at a time, and is used here the

S.

better to show the student what is aimed at. Fig. 4 shows plate
107 x 72 x ins. This sheet is to form door sheet, or what is called
the back head. On this plate I lay down full view of a boiler looking
from back. By this means I can locate all holes in proper place and
see that all parts clear each other, such as vertical and lingitudinal
braces, as at A A, Figs. 4 and 5, also wash out, gauge cock ; in fact,
all holes that have to be put in inner and outer door sheets. This
means a saving of labor, as there are no holes to be drilled by hand
when the boiler leaves the boiler shop.
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There is no necessity to locate stay-bolt holes on sketch, as, in
any well-regulated shop, your blue print will show them. If not,
you have to use your own judgment. What I want to point out to
you is how to get at your starting points.
I want now to show you how to get stay-bolt and rivet holes vertically. I lay lines down representing center of stay bolt, always following surface of sheet, as at B B, Fig. 4, so as to have half square
with surface of plate. Note that lines are not the same distance apart
in inner and outer sheets. Now I get two pieces of iron, I x /54- in.,
and r x in., one of each; this represents thickness of plate to be
used for side sheets. I bend one to shape of back flue sheet, the other to shape of back head. I lay these on stay-bolt lines, Fig. 4, and
mark lines on pieces, putting a center punch mark at each bolt; then
I straighten them out and mark straight plate from them, this gives
me stay bolts in side sheets vertically. Before finishing side sheets,
as regards rivet holes, I will have to first lay out back heads. The
flange has to be kept going. One-half of Fig. 4 shows lines laid
off to guide flanger as to size of sheet when finished, also showing
how to get proper length of material, so that when sheet is flanged
there will be no trimming of same.
Height of boiler, 8 ft. 61
in off for thickness of plate of
wagon top. Height of back head, 8 ft. 6 ins., 4-1 ins. off for radius
of corner outside, leaving 8 ft. I ins.; to this add 6t ins. required
to form quarter circle at corner, as at D, Fig. 6, and 21 ins. for
flange, and you have length of sheet required. Now punch all holes,
and before cutting out door hole punch one hole in center of same,
then get inside sheet, find center of same, square off bottom; mark
center mud-ring hole and center of door hole ; punch these two
holes and bolt inner and outer sheets together, and mark off staybolt and door holes. These must come opposite when boiler is fitted
up. E E, Fig. 5, gives starting point for crow feet and first crown
bar, of which I shall write later.
Fig. 6 shows plate to form throat sheet. By referring to engraving of boiler you will find the height of this sheet where it connects to belly of boiler to be 2 ft. II! ins.; the height to top of wing
C D is a matter of taste. Some boiler makers run them up to center
of boiler. I prefer to make them as short as possible, as it requires
less manipulation in flanging and less riveting, and makes a
stronger and neater job; this sheet when flanged should be the same
width as back sheet, as in Fig. 6. But as we have a double row of
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rivets in flange, Ii ins. more must be added, each side, as double
rows of rivets have 1 ins. between center, as at Fig. 8.
To lay out circular part of sheet, I give height to where circle
commences as at g, Figs. 6 and 7, to find the height; the sheet we are
working on is 1.46- in., but to simplify matters, I make it in., height
from bottom of mud ring to belly of boiler, or bottom connection
sheet, 2 ft. II/ ins.; radius of corner as at g, Fig. 7, 2 ins. inside, 21
ins. outside; 2 ft. -I- in. from 2 ft. II/ ins. will be the height, as at g,
Fig. 6. Now you want to find amount of material required to form
circle and straight part of flange. Where you find the abbreviated radius, it means radius in all cases where you get a given inside
diameter, you must add thickness of material to diameter to find

you will never have a throat sheet give out at bend of wing as I have
seen hundreds do. I have used this method for the past ten years
and I have never had one to give out from any cause at that point.
Fig. 9 shows sheet after sides have been flanged in clamps I
do not flange it down quite to right angles as shown. I have been
given similar sheets to flange where there has been but 18 iris. cut
out in center at top where I have 38 ins. and sides of sheet were
square with bottom. Now, the difference in the two methods is this:
When flanger puts his sheet on flange block to flange circular part,
and comes down with the mauls—or what is more generally to the
deterioration of the material, sledges—on point D, Fig. 9, down

circumference. We have here an inside radius of 2 ins., which
means a diameter of 4 ins., adding thickness of material in., or the
equivalent decimal .5o, makes 4i ins., or 4.50X31.416=14.137, or
14} divided by four, as we only require length of I circle 3-i ins., to
this add 21 ins. for laps and I ins. for center, between knitholes;
length required, 7l ins.
Note radius at H 321 ins., plan of boiler, shows a radius 2 ft.
54 ins. ; this should be the radius of circle when finished, but I have
added 21 ins. to that radius because my line on sheet is to guide
flanger showing him where his bend commences.
I would call special attention to the method of flanging the
sheet, and the reason I lay it out in this form, and, if followed up,

goes the wing at point C with it, and I have seen sheet heated four
times after flange was down to hammer back that wing so as to have
edge straight as at A B C, Fig. 7. Now this is the cause of so many
throat sheets giving out at point marked K, Fig. 7. That is the
point where the sheet has the most strain in flanging, as it has to
stretch both ways—down and out. Then knocking wing back, point
K, as a center, has to stand the brunt of all the hammering, and is
very often burned at that point in trying to get material as hot as
possible, so as to get wing back to its place with least amount of
work, which is no easy job.
Now, by having sheet wider at top and cutting to shape as at
A B C, Fig. 6, point B is a weak point and when flanger strikes on
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point D, Fig. 9, wing at point C goes down with D and I have the
material there to let it go, so needs no knocking back.
I insist on flanger bringing point C straight with A B ; to do this
he has to come down with heavy sledges at C on edge of plate. It
is plain to see the 51- ins.' at point C has to be upset in flange where
it has to stretch the most, and sheet is not reduced by heating so
often. By this method of flanging you can scarcely perceive a difference in thickness of material when calipered.

from center of boiler and radius for side 31 ins, above and 7/ ins.
to one side of perpendicular center line. This is done to avoid haying a flat place on side and to strengthen same by getting as near a
circle as possible. I am aware that this is a hard problem for amateurs to work out, but if the boiler maker trying to work it out perseveres he will find it simple enough.
Now, you must study Fig. 10 well before going to other figures.
Fig. 10 shows edges of plate, back and front, after being bent to
proper shape. I show but half view, as the other half would be the
same. Now suppose you divide your small end into eight equal
parts, by spacing off on edge of sheet, as at I to o, then do the same
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TAPER CONNECTION SHEET.

Fig. io shows front elevation of taper connection sheet, large
and small ends. Radius of large end 2 ft. 61 ins. and 3 ft. 21 ins.

IV. I&

outside, and of small end, 2 ft. 41 ins. inside. Note that the large
end is not a true circle. The radius for top of boiler is struck 6 ins.

1
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with large end, as at A to I. Then strike lines A to 1, B to 2, and so
on; then your front elevation is complete. I speak of edges of plate
in connection with this figure, to give an idea of what these lines are
for and why this elevation is reqmred to be laid down in order to lay
out flat plate.
Fig. II shows side elevation of taper connection. Note that
Figs. I, 2, 3 to o are parallel with Figs. 1, 2, 3, to o, Fig. 10 or small
end of taper sheet. The large end is the same, but I have not drawn
all the parallel lines as it would not leave side view so clear.
Fig. 12 shows one-half of plate when flat, and taking o, o as center, as shown. Were it of light material that could be bent by drawing same over Fig. II, all lines and letters, figures and holes would
meet the corresponding letters, figures and holes.
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LAYING OUT BOILER SHEETS.

Get distance from 1 to 0, as at N, Fig. 14; mark off along
center line. Make center marks at all points you have measured
off. Strike or draw line full length of sheet at last center found.
This will give you points K, 0, A, 1,0 on center line.
Now we want length of sheet. We find radius of small end,
28j ins, inside or 59 ins. diameter, to which we must add thickness of plate in., making diameter 593- ins. or 59.50X3.1416=
I86.92-2. We only require length of half the circumference,
which is 93.46, or 93i ins, nearly. The length of large end can
be found in a similar manner, but we have two radii to figure on
and have to find the area of a circular sector, which is too lengthy
a calculation to do here. The method I use is quicker and simpler
and just as accurate. This plate when rolled and flanged is same
size and shape as back sheet from center of boiler up. • When I
lay down view of back sheet, as at Fig. 4, I run distance from
center to center of boiler around circular part, and this gives me
the size required, assuming we have lengths required. Measure
off same on flat plate on lines marked P equal distance each side
from center of sheet.
Now space off sheet back and front as at Fig. 13, A B C D,
and so on, and 1, 2, 3, 4. By setting your dividers where spaced
off at Fig. 13, you will come out nearly right, but may vary a little
on account of thickness of material, •but you must have the same
number of spaces on view laid dawn on fiat plate. You must
space off along lines marked P. I take a piece of letter paper and
mark lines A to 0 and o to I as at N, Fig. 14, and carry paper to
fiat plate as at N, Fig. 16. Take paper to other end of plate and
do the same. Mark letters AO and o 1 on your plate and paper
so that your paper letters, or letters on paper will correspond with
letters on sheet, and not get your paper wrong way about. Now
draw your lines from marks you transferred from paper parallel
with sheet, and where your lines cross.make center marks This
will give you the regular line of curvature. Draw your line of
curvature by holding flexible straight edge at center marks. Now
you must get your lengths of sheet along this line of curvature,
then draw end lines, which will be your center of boiler and top
row of rivet holes in lap. The row of holes shown above is for
welt strip as shown in plan of boiler. Those still above that are
for crow feet, to brace irregular circle.
Note hole •back and front on center line of flat plate. These
holes correspond with holes on center line on top of wagon top

Figs. 13 and 14 are the same as Figs. II and 12, but made
more plain. Fig. 15 will show why we require a sheet the shape
of Fig. 16 when flat, to form Fig. 13. Suppose we take a sheet
and roll it up to radius required without cutting to shape, which
has been and is still done in many places, while others make templates by using light iron and getting shape from boiler and marking plate from template so made. Fig. 15 shows this plate in
place. You will see by lines you have too much stock at back end
and not enough at front. My object in giving this figure is to
help you to more clearly see through Figs. 13 and 14. A, B, C.
D,0, and 1, 2, 3, 4, o, Fig. 15, shows the same view as Fig. 13, but
I made sectional view of boiler, and lined the same off back and
front and divided into four parts instead of eight, as Fig. 13, to
simplify matters. This view also gives you the method of finding
width of sheet required when ordering material.
Now, if you follow perpendicular lines of opening in boiler,
where taper sheet should be, also lines of square sheet placed in
opening where horizontal lines cross, it will give the amount of
material to be cut off or added at each point.
I explained the object of drawing views 13 and 14, so
I will now go on to Fig. 16. Our plate required to make
this taper sheet or gusset sheet must be II8X6o1X-i in. Draw a
line • ins. from edge of sheet lengthwise. This is for your
flange or lap. Find center of sheet and draw center line by
squaring from line at edge. This will be back end of sheet.
Plan of boiler shows double row of rivet holes in this sheet,
so that the first thing one must do is to allow 4 ins. for
flange at this edge, as we require that much for lap of inner and
outer sheet and space between centers of holes. As at K, Figs.
14 and 16, measure distance from 0 to A, Fig. 13, and measure
off same distance along center line, Fig. 16, as at A. 0. Draw line
full length of sheet. At this point do not draw line 4 ins. from
edge full length. A short line or center mark is sufficient. I
should have told you to take measurement at 0 to A, and strike
that line the full length of sheet, and square your center line from
that, as the other line would confuse you at ends of plate, and is
of no use, as you can see by the engraving. Mark your line A 0, as
on sketch. Make distance 0 0, Fig. 16, the same as 0 0, Fig. 14.
This means the full length of line on slope, not including lap or
space added for •flanging.
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and cylinder of boiler. This must bring every part to fit accurately. To make this matter as clear and simple as possible I left
half of view of flat plate without curvature line, so that it would be
more easily understood.

the numbers measuring from parallel line down to radius of boiler
on the lines as numbered, and from parallel line down at flat plate
at corresponding numbers ; this will give you your line of curvature.
Now you must allow for flange and laps all around your sheet and
the prate is complete.
Fig. 20 shows method of finding shape of aperture, or dome
hole, in plate when flat ; you will note that hole is not round when
plate is flat, but will be when rolled. ICHFE0 are the same distance apart as corresponding letters at Fig. 18. Fig. 19 shows plate
when flat, laid out to form dome sheet. Inside diameter 30 inches,
plate in. or 3oi; 30.5oX31.416=95.95, or 96 ins. nearly. Divide
this into four equal parts, as at I, o, I, 0, I. Sub-divide these guar-
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LAYING OUT DOME SHEETS.

Figs. 17 and 18 show front and side views of dome on boiler.
To lay out a dome sheet it is not necessary to lay down Fig. 17, but
when you want aperture, or dome hole, very accurate, then you
must use that figure. Strike radius of segment of a circle, the size
called for on drawing, draw center line OD. Height of dome is
of no importance. I have put it full size to make it more plain.
Strike radius or semi-circle on top. The dome of boiler we are laying out is 3o ins. inside diameter. Thickness of material, in., so as
to have our lines an equal distance apart on semi-circle on top of
dome, Fig 18. And on flat plate, or Fig. 19, we must strike our
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radius 151 ins. or 3oi ins. diameter of dome. Divide semi-circle into
any number of parts, the more parts or spaces the more accurate
will be your line of curvature. But four spaces, as on sketch, will
answer all practical purposes, as at I, 2, 3, 4, o. Strike perpendicular
as from I to I, 2 to 2, etc., intersecting radius of boiler. Strike fine
on top of boiler parallel with center of boiler. The distance from
where your perpendicular lines cut parallel line to radius of boiler,
is the space to be added at corresponding numbers on flat plate.
Now we roll up a plate to form a dome, with all edges square with
each other, and put it on top of boiler at points marked 1 on Fig. 19.
Square sheet at center of boiler, plumb the sides. Then you would
find you were short of stock as from I to s. Now, suppose we set
divider that distance and scratch a line on dome, by letting dividers
follows a radius of boiler, we would have to cut dome away at o,
the distance from I to s, to make sheet fit boiler. Repeat with all

ters into four parts or spaces, as at 1, 2, 3, 4, o. Now, by setting
your dividers at 1, Fig. 18, and marking the distance there on all
where you are to locate dome. Set dividers from N to D, Fig. 20,
mark distance from N to N, Fig. 20; do the same from N to A, on
line marked AA. Do the same on lines BB, CC, D; this will form
your aperture.
HOW TO LAY OUT BOILER WORK.

Figs. 21 and 22—A shows how to lay out dome, when placed on
one side of boiler ; the sheet-iron worker is often called on to make
a piece like this: Draw the radius of the boiler or pipe, as the case
may be; describe the diameter of dome in the required position ,
describe the semi-circle with radius of dome ; divide semi-circle into
any number of equal parts—I use eight parts—square lines down
from points of division. I never use a square, but put small
center marks at points of division on semi-circle and take distance of spaces with compass and transfer distance found to line
marked H 8, working both ways from center of dome; then strike
lines with short straight edge, cutting all lines to radius of boiler.
Now, take the plate of which dome is to be formed as Fig. 21/1 and
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square plate to length required, allowing for laps at ends of plates.
Strike a line the full length of sheet; distance from top of sheet must
be the same as from 1 to H or 8 to 8, Fig. 21, and as at BB, Fig.
21A. Divide plate into four equal parts from center of holes at ends
of plate; quarters are marked 1 o 8 o I. Divide quarter into'same
number of parts as shown on semi-circle, Fig. 21. Now, by setting
your compass at points marked 8-8, 7-7, 6-6, etc., and transferring
lengths found at these points on Fig. 21 to points with corresponding numbers, Fig. 21A, or flat plate; this will give you your line of
curvature. You must now allow for flange and your job is complete. The rule to lay out Figs. 21 and 22 is the same as shown in
Figs. 18 and x9.
Figs. 22 and 22A are the methods I use for laying out jack for
roof or man hole on sloping water tank.
BANDY BOILER SQUARE.
BY WM. FOSTER.
Here is a print of a boiler square which I made, and which
has proved a good tool. There is great difficulty with the average
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mechanic in drilling holes in a boiler to get them central, and in putting valves in on the boiler circle unless they are central—they look
bad—and if the tapping is not properly done, one-sided work is the
result. Having seen a great deal of it, and realizing the difficulties,
and seeing a number of styles of boiler squares, all imperfect, for the
reason of the difference in the size of boilers, necessitating a different square for each size. To overcome all difficulties I made this
square, which will enable anyone to drill holes and tap them central
with the boiler. The sketch explains itself, the projecting feet on
bottom being of equal length, when placed on the circle of the boiler,
squares itself, as the tongue of the square is exactly in the center
and square with the feet. Now if the tap is brought on a line with
the tongue of the square, it will be right every time.
The sizes in inches are given on the drawing, so that any mechanic can make one. One other advantage this square has, it can
be used on any sized bailer, from to ins. up to the largest size.

BURSTING PRESSURE OF BOILERS.

A subject which nearly all engineers and mechanics want to
understand is how to figure out the bursting' pressure of boilers. The
following article makes the matter plain to all who can work the
first four rules of arithmetic :

Fig 4.

Fig. z shows an end view of such a shell, with the thickness
purposely exaggerated. Let us assume that when the shell bursts
it will separate along the line A B, so as to come apart in the manner indicated in Fig. 2. Now, although the steam pressure acts perpendicularly to the curved shell at every point, as indicated by the
arrows, yet, so far as blowing the two halves of the boiler apart is
concerned, the effect is the same as though the steam pressure acted
vertically against a flat plate equal to the boiler in length, and equal
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in width to the diameter of the boiler. To make this plain, let us consider Fig. 3, which shows each half of the boiler with a flat plate
welded to it along its open side. Now, it is a matter of common
experience that a structure like one of these halves will not move
upward or downward when steam is admitted to its interior. That
is, if it were put on a pair of scales the pressure of the steam
against its inner surfaces would not make it weigh less or more than
before. It follows, therefore, that the total upward pressure of
the steam against the shell is precisely equal to the total downward
pressure against the flat plate; the greater area of the curved shell
being exactly compensated by the obliquity of the pressure against it.
Let us now consider Fig. 4. The total upward pressure of the
steam against the upper half of the shell is equal, as we have seen,
to the pressure against a flat plate, such as that shown in the cut,
extending across the middle of the boiler. That is, it is equal to
Pressure per sq. in. X area of flat plate.
But the area of the flat plate is equal to the length of the boiler
multiplied by its diameter, so that the total upward pressure, tending
to blow off the upper half of the boiler, is equal to
Pressure per sq. in. X' diameter X length_
This upward force is assisted by the strain on the boiler shell,
as indicated by the arrows at A and B. The total strain on the shell
is equal to the strain on i square inch of sectional area multiplied by the number of square inches of sectional area that would be
broken across if the boiler should burst. The area of the fracture
along each side of the boiler would be
Thickness of boiler X length of boiler,
and since there is one such strip on each side of the boiler, the total
area broken across would be
2 X thickness X length,
and, therefore, the total strain at A and B, tending to hold the boiler
together, is
2 X strain per sq. in. of section X thickness X length.
So long as the boiler does not burst, the force tending to blow
it apart. must be exactly equal to the force tending to hold it together;
so that
Pressure per sq. in. X diameter X length = 2 X strain per sq. in
X thickness X length.
.
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This is equivalent to saying that
Pressure per sq. in. X diameter = 2 X strain per sq. in. X thickness.
And this, again, is equivalent to saying that
Pressure per sq. in. X radius X 2 = 2 X strain per sq. in. X
thickness.
That is,
Pressure per sq. in. X radius = strain per sq. in. X thickness.
Now, when a boiler bursts, it does so because the strain on the
shell has become equal to the tensile strength of the material; so
that in this case our last formula becomes
Bursting pressure X radius = tensile strength X thickness.
This is the ordinary rule for finding the bursting pressure of
a cylindrical boiler, except that it is usually expressed in the following slightly different manner :
Bursting pressure

tensile strength X thickness
radius

The bursting pressure of a boiler shell, therefore, is found by
multiplying the tensile strength of the material in pounds per square
inch, by the thickness of the shell in inches, and dividing by the
radius in inches.
In this demonstration we have assumed the shell to be a solid
sheet of metal, without joints. In practice the strength of a boiler
is reduced exactly in proportion to the strength of its longitudinal
joints, so that we must multiply the result obtained by the foregoing
rule by the decimal representing the efficiency of the joint. The
foregoing formula, therefore, becomes
Bursting press =

tensile strength X thickness X efficiency of joint
radius,

which means that in actual boilers we find the bursting pressure by
multiplying the tensile strength of the material by the thickness of
the plate and by the efficiency of the joint, and then dividing by the
radius.
In conclusion we shall give a few numerical examples of the
use of the foregoing formula and rule :
Example 1.—What is the bursting pressure of a steel boiler
(tensile strength 55,000 lbs.), 48 ins, in diameter and
in. thick,
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with single-riveted longitudinal joints whose efficiency is 56 per
cent.? Ans.—The radius of this boiler is 24. ins., so that the rule
gives
Bursting pressure = 55,oco
X .56 24 = 401 lbs. per sq. in.
Example 2.—What is the bursting pressure of a steel boiler
(tensile strength 55,000 lbs.), 6o ins. in diameter and g in. thick, with
double-riveted longitudinal joints whose efficiency is 70 per cent.?
Ans.—The radius is 30 ins., and the rule gives
Bursting pressure =. 55,000 X X 70 ± 30 = 481 lbs. per sq. in.
Example 3.—What is the bursting pressure of a steel boiler
(55,000 tensile strength), 66 ins. in diameter * in. thick, with tripleriveted longitudinal joints whose efficiency is 75 per cent.? Ans.The radius of this boiler is 33 ins., and the rule gives
Bursting pressure = 55,000 X X .75 33 = 469 lbs. per sq. in.
Example 4.—What is the bursting pressure of a steel boiler
(tensile strength 55,coo lbs.), 72 ins. in diameter and I in. thick, with
double-welt butt longitudinal joints whose efficiency is 87.5 per cent.?
Ans.—The radius is 36 ins., and the rule gives
Bursting pressure = 55,000 X g X .875 ÷ 36 = 501 lbs. per sq. in.
After we have found the bursting pressure, the safe-working
pressure may be found by dividing the bursting pressure by a suitable
factor of safety. We consider 5 to be the best factor of safety when
all things are considered, though we sometimes allow 4 when the
workmanship is known to be first class, and the materials of which
the boiler is made have been carefully selected and tested. With a
factor of safety of 5, the safe-working pressures in the foregoing
examples are as follows : Example 1, 401 5 = 8o lbs.; in Example
2, 481
5 = 96 lbs.; Example 3, 469 ± 5 = 94 lbs.; and in Example 4, 501 5 = TOO lbs.

rated the great truth expressed. At that time numerous wild
theories were rife, to the effect that boiler explosions were frequently due to some mysterious agency that human care could
neither provide against or control. The good sense displayed by
the Master Mechanics' Association on this question did much to
disseminate rational views concerning boilers, and very few people
now believe there is more occult cause for the explosion of a boiler
than there is for the breaking of a valve stem. We are sometimes
asked to discuss theories concerning mysterious causes of boiler
explosions, but we think it would be waste of printers' ink.
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BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
MASTER MECHANIC'S THEORY ON.

In a 'report on boiler explosions made to the Railway Master
Mechanics' Association the sentence occurs: "Explosions occur
from over pressure: it matters not whether the whole boiler or
a portion is too weak to resist the pressure." That sentence was
written in 1869, and all the years that have passed since that time
with' the vast experience gained concerning boilers, has corrobo-
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CAUSES THAT WEAKEN BOILERS.

We decline to publish irrational theories about boiler explosions, because they do not have a place in the gospel of sound_ engineering, and we are apprehensive of our readers falling into heretical beliefs on a subject so important to their worldly welfare. Our
motto is: "Keep the steam gauge correct, do not meddle with the
safety valves and see that vigilant inspection is made to detect
broken stay bolts." It is a safe plan to see that there are two
gauges of water in the boiler. Leaks about the boiler are evidence
of weakness or decay, and the cause ought to be carefully examined.
The usage to which a locomotive boiler is subjected in ordinary
service is sufficient to bring about deterioration, which will have
a destructive effect if not properly remedied.
THE BOILER BENDS IN SERVICE.

The frames of the locomotive are regarded as two girders, and
are supposed to be strong enough to bear the weight of the boiler
and all that is on it without yielding, but this is not entirely correct.
The boiler and frames are secured to each other by the expansion braces at the fire box end, the cylinders at the front end,
and by belly braces at intermediate points along the barrel of the
boiler. The boiler and frames being bound to each other in the
manner they are, it is the supposition that that combination is selfsustaining, but such is not the fact, as the boiler itself indicates.
Keen observers, who are responsible for the care of boilers, know
that the boiler yields by its own weight when it receives heavy
shocks. Where the belly braces are riveted to the barrel of the
boiler, which has run any length of time, it will be found that
around the edge of the rivets, inside the boiler, the sheets are
grooved. Grooving is nearly always a result of sheet movement.
If these braces are not riveted, but are brought up to the boiler
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wrote: "It was fired up, and when the steam reached 125 pounds
we left the boiler and retired to a safe place. In about five minutes,
with about 18o pounds gauge pressure, it exploded. The sheets
went out in the form of dishes, each part where the stay bolt was
presenting an indentation like a mattrass. Every stay bolt was
drawn out of its hole. No stay bolt was injured in the slightest
degree on its thread, but every hole, from which a stay bolt was
drawn, was enlarged sufficiently to allow the stay bolt and its head
to come out."
This is information worthy of consideration by people who act
as experts before the courts when boiler explosions happen. The
writer was present at a law suit once over an exploded boiler, and
the attempt was made to prove that the accident was caused by
low water. We heard several so-called experts testify that the
sheets must have been hot because the stay bolts were pulled
through the sheets without tearing off the threads.
LOW WATER SELDOM CAUSES EXPLOSIONS.

The belief exists among many people that a boiler will not explode so long as it contains a good supply of water. Properly conducted experiments have repeatedly disproved the correctness of
this theory. An easily made experiment is : Take a piece of steam
pipe 3 ins. diameter and 3 ft. long. Screw a steam tight cap on
one end and put water in the pipe till it is two-thirds full. Then
drive a pitch-pine plug into the other end until it is within 3 ins.
of the water, giving room for expansion. Put the pipe on a bright
fire and get out of the way, for an explosion will follow in a few
minutes. If all the water was converted into steam there would be
no violent explosion. The violence of a boiler explosion is directly
in proportion to the amount of water ready to flash into steam
when a rupture is made great enough to suddenly release the pressure.
INJECTING WATER UPON HOT SHEETS.

Another unfounded belief about steam boilers is that injecting
feed water upon heated plates is likely to cause an explosion. Iron
and steel boiler plates do not act that way, although a hot cast iron
plate might crack when quenched with water. If a piece of iron or
mild steel is made red hot and quenched in the coldest water it
will be annealed instead of cracked. For this reason there should
be no hesitation in putting on the feed when the water in a boiler
is found to be low. The most harm that can be done will be
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that the sudden shrinkage of the sheets will cause the seams to
leak.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company, years ago, carried out
a series of experiments with locomotive boilers that prove most of
the statements made. A locomotive which was condemned to be
scrapped, was run out on a side track in the woods near Altoona,
and experiments made upon it. The plan was to fill the boiler
with water, raise a high pressure of steam, then run off the water
until the crown sheet was exposed, permit it to become red hot and
then pump cold water into it, to find out the effects. In the first
experiment the boiler .exploded before they had time to blow off
any of the water. They then took another oId engine whose boiler
stood the steam of unusually high pressure. After steam was
raised the water was drawn off until it was below the crown sheet.
They waited long enough for the crown sheet and the upper part
of the fire box to become red hot, then they forced a supply of
water into the boiler by means of a powerful fire engine, and nothing happened except that the seams leaked and the steam went
down. This was repeated several times, always with the same result. The boiler was damaged by the overheating, but no accident
happened.
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distributed than they are in simple engines; but there was no decided economy in the use of steam in the compounds built in
Europe during the first half of last century, which was due to the
Iow boiler pressure in vogue. American engine builders used considerably higher boiler pressure than what prevailed in Europe,
and they had it in their power to make compound engines that
would effect saving of steam.
FIRST AMERICAN COMPOUND ENGINES.

COMPOUND ENGINES.
FIRST COMPOUND ENGINE.

When thoughtful men studying the operation of the steam
engine noted the high proportion of heat wasted by passing out
of the cylinders in the form of exhaust steam, they naturally asked
the question. Is it not possible to make use of the energy represented by this exhaust steam? The stationary steam engine had
not been long in use when a practical attempt to utilize the exhaust
steam was made in the invention of a compound engine. That was
in 1781, and the inventor was Jonathan Hornblower, whose patent
claim reads: "I employ the steam after it has acted in the first
vessel (cylinder), to operate a second time in the other, by permitting it to expand itself, which I do by connecting the vessels together and forming proper channels and apertures, whereby the
steam shall occasionally go in and out of the said vessels."
CAUSE OF FAILURE.

As the boiler pressure in those days seldom exceeded /a lbs.
to the square inch. there was very little heat loss prevented by expanding the steam through two cylinders; in fact the cylinder condensation resulting from the increase of cylinder area operated
through wasted steam, and so the first compound engines were
failures, although the principle which the inventor tried to work
out was based on sound engineering.
Although Hornblower's attempt to improve the steam engine
was not a success, he had pointed in the direction of advancement,
and his discernment of possibilities led his successors to work in
the same line. During the first half of last century many compound engines were built, and they became noted for their durability, which was due to the strains of action being more evenly

As early as 1825, James P. Allaire, of New York, built compound engines for marine service that gave a horse power on less
steam than any engines that ever had been worked up to that time;
but American marine engineers were prejudiced in favor of the
light, high-pressure, high-speed engines that had become the national type, and Allaire's ingenuity, skill and enterprise did nothing to convince the engineering world that the compound had the
inherent right to become the steam engine of the future.
ELDER'S SUCCESS.

In 1854 the forerunner of the successful compound engine was
built under the direction of John Elder, a member of a well-known
ship building firm in Glasgow. Elder was a leading spirit among
a group of Scots mechanical engineers, who were laboring to lead
their profession away from beaten paths into new fields of enterprise. He was an accomplished engineer and an industrious investigator into the peculiarities of heat phenomena, which guided
him on the safe way to work out improvements on the marine engine, then doing its work on a coal consumption of about 6 lbs. of
coal per horse power per hour_ Elder perceived that the compound engine had proved itself more efficient than the single-cylinder engine, only when the pressure of steam carried and the extent
of expansion exceeded the practice customary at that time. Following the obvious teaching or this fact, he applied high steam
pressure and a high ratio of expansion to well-designed compound
engines, and reduced the coal consumption from about 6 to 31 lbs.
per horse power per hour. As boiler pressures were still further
increased and various improvements effected on the mechanism,
the coal consumption was steadily reduced till now, with quadruple
expansion engines very little more than one pound of coal produces a horse power.
The change introduced by Elder was the greatest improvement effected on the steam engine since the separate condenser was
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applied, and made possible the high speed now common with
steamboats.

tails to meet his own views. This was followed by Mr. T. W. Worsdell, locomotive superintendent of the Great Eastern Railway of
England, who designed and applied an intercepting valve that became a pattern for other designers of two-cylinder compound locomotives. The leading features of the Worsdell compound locomotives were a single high-pressure and a single low-pressure cylinder
connected to cranks set at right angles, with a cylinder ratio of
about I to 2. Slide valves were used to cut off steam at the points
considered most desirable for economical working. A receiver intervened of about the capacity of the high-pressure cylinder, and it
was located in the smoke box, with the view of having the steam
heated by the smoke-box gases. This type of compound has come
to be called cross compounds in the United States.
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UNREASONING OPPOSITION TO COMPOUND ENGINES.

When the compounding of marine engines was demonstrated
to be a fuel reducing operation, the principle was gradually extended to stationary engines; but the improvement was effected
very slowly. The introduction of the compound engine excited
surprising opposition. The opponents of the change acted more
like politicians eager to defend the spoils of office, than like business men considering the merits of an engineering problem. The
cost of power is, however, such an expensive element in manufacturing, that an engine capable of cutting the coal accounts in two
was bound to make its way and so the compound itself conquered
all opposition.
WHY COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES CAME SO SLOWLY.

The owners of locomotives and the men having charge of railway motive power, were by no means precipitate in trying to secure
the benefits that others had derived from the use of compound
engines. There were good and sufficient reasons for this. The
simplest form of a compound locomotive added some parts to the
simple engine, and moved by the lessons that come from long experience railway motive power men have been a unit against complexity in locomotives. They understood that a compound locomotive that failed to take out and in trains as regularly as simple engines would be unsatisfactory, no matter what saving of fuel they
might effect.
FIRST SUCCESSFUL COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

Attempts were made by various inventors to produce a compound locomotive even before the compound marine engine was
made a decided success; but they were all commercial failures
until Anatole Mallet, a French engineer devoted himself to working
on the problem. In 1876 the Bayonne & Biarritz Railway Company had two locomotives built according to Mr. Mallet's designs.
They were small experimental engines, but they were the seed that
produced the abundant crop of compound locomotives found all
over the world to-day.
FIRST CROSS COMPOUND.

The first railway official to follow Mr. Mallet's lead was Mr. Von
Borries, mechanical superintendent of the Hanover Railway, who
built a number of compound locomotives modified in various de-
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WEBB'S COMPOUND.

Two years after the Mallet compounds were put into service,
Mr. F. W. Webb, locomotive superintendent of the London &
Northwestern Railway, built a two-cylinder compound, following
Mallet's lead, and it was found to work satisfactorily. Mr. Webb is
a man of such strong personality that he could not be satisfied to
imitate any design of a railway appliance, so he brought out a threecylinder compound with one inside cylinder acting as low-pressure
cylinder for two outside high-pressure cylinders. The influence of
the inventor was sufficient to put a great number of these engines
into service, and in 1889 the Pennsylvania Railroad Company imported one of these engines to find out how well it was adapted
to the hauling of trains in the United States. The engine was by
no means a success, but it seemed to introduce among us a prejudice in favor of compound locomotives, which created a demand
that was readily supplied. It is not necessary to enter into details
of the history of compound locomotives in the United States. I
shall only comment on the reasons why a compound locomotive
should do a certain amount of work with less fuel than a simple
engine.
PRINCIPLES OF STEAM ENGINEERING.

The fundamental purpose of all improvers of the steam engine
has been to convert an increased proportion of the heat energy
of the steam that passes from the boiler into the mechanical energy
available for performing useful work. An axiomatic principle recognized by all engineers conversant with thermo-dynamics is "The
higher the temperature of the steam when it enters the cylinder
and the lower that which it reaches before the exhaust occurs, the
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greater will be the efficiency of the engine, if the reduction of temperature has been caused by the conversion of heat into useful
work." The engine that will best perform this function, transforming the energy of heat into useful work, will in the end prove most
efficient.
Locomotive improvers have adhered very closely to a certain
sound principle in steam engineering and generation after generation have moved in cycles, working on the problem of admitting the
steam quickly into the cylinders at near boiler pressure, cutting it
off at the shortest point consistent with the work to be done, and
expanding it as low as practicable before opening the exhaust.
That is, they do their best to provide for the maximum expansion
of steam in the ordinary cylinders. Mr. D. Kinnear Clark, the eminent engineer, who wrestled long with investigations into the most
economical methods of operating locomotives, came to the conclusion more than half a century ago that "expansive working was
expensive working"; yet his discoveries did not deter others from
laboring to perfect means for admitting and cutting off steam
quickly, with a view of obtaining a high ratio of expansion in locomotive cylinders; but the labors in this direction have uniformly
resulted in disappointment. Clark, who first demonstrated that a
high ratio of expansion in locomotive cylinders was not conducive
to economy, discovered and explained the cause, and at the same
time furnished a rational solution of the difficult question, why a
compound engine providing for a higher ratio of expansion than a
simple engine might yet be more economical.

that occur in the steam engine through cylinder condensation and
re-evaporation are well known and acknowledged by the best authorities. They have been as clearly proved as anything belonging
to steam engineering; yet few railroad men act as if they realized
the importance of the matter. There are probably few locomotives
that lose less than 25 per cent, through condensation of the steam
used. Locomotive cylinders are more exposed to refrigerating influences than the cylinders of any other form of engine, yet very
little attention is given to keeping them protected.
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CYLINDERS ACTING AS CONDENSER AND BOILER.

This discovery was to the effect that the cylinder of a steam
engine acted alternately as a condenser and as a boiler, condensing
a portion of the steam during admission and revaporizing the resulting water of condensation during the period of expansion and
exhaust. This is due to the interaction of the metal of which the
cylinders are made, and is inevitable with material that forms a
good conductor of heat. When the steam becomes water in the
cylinder it loses its power to do mechanical work; therefore, the
percentage of steam that condenses, through the interaction of the
cylinder metal represents so much loss of power. A portion of the
steam condensed becomes spray and helps to dampen the steam
entering the cylinders, vitiating its capacity for doing work.
This may appear to be a fine-spun theory to those who have
not studied steam matters closely; but it is a theory founded upon
the discoveries of highly practical men. The serious heat losses
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WHY A COMPOUND ENGINE SAVES STEAM.

An impression prevails that steam is saved in a compound
engine because it is used in more than one cylinder, thereby utilizing as much as possible of its expansive properties. That increase
of expansion would probably cause actual loss through excessive
cylinder condensation were it not that extremes of temperature are
prevented by using two or more cylinders, giving a low average
pressure in each. Take, for instance, the cylinder of a simple
engine using steam at 200 lbs. gauge pressure. That steam has a
temperature of 381.6 degrees Fahr. on entering the cylinder, and it
would drop to about 25 lbs. gauge pressure when the exhaust was
open. The temperature of the latter pressure would be about 24o
Fahr., a difference of 141.6 degrees. The cylinder metal would
naturally drop toward the temperature of the exhaust steam, making it ready to condense the incoming steam at the return stroke.
That same steam used in a compound cylinder would, in ordinaky
working, be exhausted into the receiver or into the low-pressure
cylinder at a pressure of about 70 lbs. pressure, making the extremes of temperature from 381.6 to 303, a difference of only 78.6
degrees, as compared with 141.6 degrees. The changes of temperature in the low-pressure cylinder are comparatively small for
the steam will pass in at about 300 degrees Fahr. and be exhausted
at about 240 degrees, a drop of about 6o degrees, which is comparatively small.
Another advantage gained by the compound in the use Of
steam is that part of the condensed vapor passing out with the
exhaust steam is re-evaporated by drawing heat from the cylinder
walls or by what is called the interaction of the cylinder metal, and
becomes real steam. In a simple engine that regenerated steam
passes out with the exhaust or helps to increase the back pressure;
in a compound it passes into the low-pressure cylinder and does
useful work.
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if the engineer wishes to run the engine simple to prevent stalling
on a heavy grade, the handle of the three-way cock should be
placed in same position as for starting simple. This opens first
the small bleeding valve C, Plates x and 2, and then the separate
exhaust valve. The bleeding valve relieves the pressure and thus
permits the main valve B to be operated more easily. As soon as
the separate exhaust valve is open, the pressure in the receiver
drops and the intercepting valve is forced against the seat to the
right, by means of the pressure in chamber E, and the engine
works simple as before. Engines should be worked simple no
longer than absolutely necessary.
Lubrication—A pipe from the sight feed lubricator located
in the cab leading directly to chamber E is provided, by means of
which both the intercepting and reducing valves are lubricated.
One drop per minute is sufficient for these parts. A small oil cock
in three-way cock located in cab, provides for lubricating the separate exhaust valve and attendant parts, and oiling once a day
with a small quantity of cylinder oil provides sufficient lubrication.
When using steam it is good practice to feed about two-thirds
of allowance of cylinder lubrication to H. P. cylinder. When drifting down long grades this should be reversed on account of the
larger surface to be lubricated on L. P. side. Always run with
lubricator steam valve wide open.
By-Pass Valves.—Some of the compound locomotives recently
built are equipped with by-pass valves, provided to admit of engines drifting more freely. These valves, more particularly on
the low-pressure side, should be examined occasionally, by removing the cap, to insure that they are in good working order. On
new engines the by-pass valves should be cleaned frequently, as
their free movement is liable to be hindered by gumming or the
presence of core sand.
Should a by-pass valve become broken or in any way defective, take off the valve body and insert a blind gasket between it
and the cylinder.
Carrying Water.—Most of the later compound locomotives
are equipped with piston valves, and it is very necessary that the
cylinders should be kept free from water. Great care should be
taken to open cylinder cocks when starting and before opening
throttle after drifting down grade. Careful attention should also
be given to avoid carrying water too high in boiler. Carrying
water high in the boiler, and thus causing wet steam in cylinders,
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is injurious to coral md locomotives, no matter whether slide
valves or piston valve. are used.
Oil Dash Pot.—This should he kept full of oil to prevent intercepting valve from slamming. Breakages of intercepting valves
are nearly always due to neglect of this rule.
Dash pots should be filled with common car or engine oil,
thinned with kerosene when necessary, in winter.
The dash-pot stuffing boxes should be kept packed, to avoid
leakage of oil.
Drifting.—In drifting the three-way cock should be in simple
position whenever it can be done without too much loss of air by
leakage of separate exhaust valve or piping. Most of the recent
compound locomotives are provided with a small drifting valve,
in main throttle valve so arranged that it can be opened with a
slight movement of the throttle lever. It is considered good practice to admit a little steam to cylinders when drifting, through this
valve, or, if not provided with a small drifting valve, by a slight
opening of main throttle.
Examination.—Enginemen should ascertain if separate exhaust valve is in good working condition before starting out with
train by trying the engine simple and compound before coupling
to the train. The separate exhaust valve should be examined at
intervals so that the spring and other parts are kept in proper condition. Should the engine refuse to move after the throttle is
opened it will usually be found that it stands on center on high
pressure side (in position to take steam on low pressure side) and
it will be due to either the intercepting or reducing valve sticking,
which is always the result of lack of lubrication for intercepting
valve, or carrying too much water in the boiler. Which of these
valves are sticking can be ascertained from the position of the
intercepting valve stem. In starting the engine if the intercepting
valve stem extends clear out about seven inches it would be the
intercepting valve, and unless some of the ports are broken a
slight tap on the end of the stem, with throttle open, would send
it ahead. If it was found that the stem had already moved ahead so
that it extended out about three inches it would be the reducing
valve. Usually one or two sharp blows on intercepting valve back
head with throttle open, will loosen it. In either case live steam
would then be admitted to low-pressure cylinder for starting.
Should the engine refuse to work compound after the threeway cock had been placed in compound position, and continue to
work as a simple engine, it would indicate that the separate ex-
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haust had not closed. This trouble can usually be traced to enginemen using engine oiI for lubricating separate exhaust valve
chamber, and can sometimes be overcome by a dose of kerosene,
which should in all cases be followed up with valve ca.
Relief Valves.—Combined pressure and vacuum relief valves
on low-pressure steam chest and single-pressure relief valves on
low-pressure cylinder heads should be set at 4.5 per cent. of the
boiler pressure, and the high-pressure cylinder-head relief valves
set at twenty pounds above boiler pressure.
Dampers.—Dampers should be closed when drifting down
long grades.

would stall. This feature on the Vauclain compound is governed
by the starting valve and has been previously referred to. On the
two-cylinder type of compounds, this feature is controlled by the
movement of the intercepting valve. One position of this valve
allows the live steam to enter the tow-pressure cylinder and the
engine to work as a single-expansion engine. If the position of
the valve is reversed it closes the opening for live steam to the
low-pressure cylinder, and opens a passage that allows the exhaust
steam from the high-pressure cylinder to enter the receiver and
the low-pressure cylinder.
The movement of this intercepting valve is at all times under
the control of the engineer by a small lever in the cab, and by the
movement of this lever the engine can be made to work single expansion or compound at any part of the stroke.
From the fact that this method of using live steam in the lowpressure cylinders is to be found on all makes of compound locomotives, the engineer has therefore the same duties to perform
when operating any class or make of these locomotives; he should
be careful not to abuse the engine by carelessness in handling the
starting valve, or the intercepting valve, as the economy of fuel
and maintenance depends in a large measure on the proper use of
these valves.
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BREAKDOWNS AND LOCATING BLOWS ON TWO-CYLINDER TYPE OF
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

Disconnecting.—In case of break downs the engine can be
disconnected as readily as a simple engine. Should the high-pressure side become disabled, disconnect, block, cover the ports, and
open separate exhaust valve same as when running simple. Should
low-pressure side become disabled, disconnect, block, cover the
ports, and open separate exhaust valve.
In case the engine should be without air for the operation
of separate exhaust valve a block, preferably of wood about three
inches thick, should be inserted in the valve cylinder by the removal of the head and the latter again replaced over the block.
To locate blows or leaks through the valves or cylinder packing on the two-cylinder type of compound locomotives, precisely
the same manner of procedure is followed as on a single-expansion engine. These tests should be made when the cylinders are
warm, well lubricated, running slowly, and engine working as a
single expansion.
In case of breakdown, if it is necessary to run in on one
side, the engine can be disconnected as readily as a single-expansion engine and in exactly the same manner; the main rod should
be taken down, cross head blocked and valve placed in central position to cover all ports.
In all cases, regardless of which side is disabled, the intercepting valve must be in the position to allow the engine to work
as a single-expansion engine.
All the different makes of compound locomotives are so arranged that live steam can be admitted to the low-pressure cylinder, so that the power may be increased for starting trains, and to
keep them moving on grades, where a single-expansion engine
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SI
BLOWS IN TWO-CYLINDER COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,
TADY AND RHODE ISLAND SYSTEMS.

SCHENEC-

Blows in two cylinder compound engines are developed through
wear of packing rings in intercepting valve and separate exhaust
valve, and in rings of the piston valve and cylinder packing. To determine if intercepting valve is blowing, place right hand crank on
upper quarter, and reverse lever in center of sector, bringing main
'valve central over its ports. Intercepting valve to be closed and
separate exhaust valve open, as when starting simple; if intercepting
valve blows, steam will pass through separate exhaust valve and appear at exhaust nozzle. There is no way to visibly detect a blow in
the Rhode Island intercepting valve. If such a blow exists the steam
passes to the low pressure steam chest, whether working simple or
compound.
To test piston valve, place crank on upper quarter on side tested,
and reverse lever in center of sector. The valve being on center of its
seat and covering both steam ports, will show steam at one or both
cylinder cocks if rings are blowing. This test applies to valves of
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either outside or inside admission. To test cylinder packing rings,
leave crank on upper quarter, and place reverse lever in full forward
or back gear, opening either steam port full. If packing rings blow,
steam will appear at cylinder cocks. If piston valve packing blows
on high pressure side, the effect is to let steam-through the exhaust
part into the receiver, and also to the opposite side of piston. If
cylinder packing of high-pressure piston blows, the effect is to let
steam pass to the opposite side of piston and out through exhaust
port into receiver. Blows in piston-valve rings or cylinder-packing
rings have no effect on the operation of by-pass valves for the reason that steam-chest pressure is always greater than the wire-drawn
pressure due to blows.
The separate exhaust valve remains stationary when running
except as actuated by pressure on its piston to open, or tension on its
spring to close. If spring in separate exhaust valve is weak, the result will be closed by receiver pressure. This action applies to the
Schenectady compound. The separate exhaust valve of the Rhode
Island compound, in case the spring is too weak to close the separate
exhaust port, will be forced open by the receiver pressure when
working compound, diverting the exhaust from low-pressure steam
chest to exhaust pipe and engine will work simple.

Low-Pressure Cylinders.—The saddle and cylinders are shown
in Fig. 2 in front view and vertical section, in which the coring
is shown for steam and exhaust passages. The saddle has an
opening cored into the steam-pipe passage, extending from front
to back on each side, where there is a circular flange for connection to the short length of steam pipe which extends from front of
saddle to the high-pressure cylinder. Coring this passage through
from end to end of saddle makes the cylinders interchangeable
for use on either side.
Starting Valve.—To work the engine, simple or compound,
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DESCRIPTION AND DIRECTIONS FOR OPERATING TANDEM COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES, BUILT BY THE AMERICAN LOCO' MOTPTE COMPANY.

Cylinders.—The general arrangement of cylinders and of pistons and valves is shown in Fig. I, in which the high-pressure
cylinder is forward of the low-pressure cylinder, with both pistons
on the same rod. The steam chest is common to both high and
low-pressure cylinders, being open from end to end and serving
the purpose of a receiver.
The valves are hollow and permit an unrestricted flow of
steam through the steam chest. There being no receiver pipe on
these engines, the smoke box is fitted up with steam pipes and exhaust pipe exactly the same as in simple engines_
Piston Valves.--On the high-pressure cylinders the valves are
arranged for internal admission, and on the low-pressure cylinders
for external admission_ An examination of Fig_ I will show that
this design of valves allows steam to be admitted to the same side of
each piston by means of the crossed ports on the high-pressure
cylinder, the valves being shown as admitting steam.
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FIG. 1

at will, the starting valve shown in Fig. 3 is used, this valve being
secured to the side of steam chest over the high-pressure cylinder,
and having direct communication with the steam passages into that
cylinder. The by-pass valves for the high-pressure cylinders are
also contained in the casing of this starting valve and are worked
in connection with the latter.
By-Pass Valves.—For the purpose of relieving the low-pressure cylinder of excessive pressure when working steam, or freeing the same cylinder from back pressure when drifting, the bypass valves shown in Fig. 4 are used. These by-pass valves are
bolted to the side of the steam chest near each end of low-pressure
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cylinder, and furnish communication between the steam chest and
steam ports in cylinder.
Operation Working Simple.—To start the locomotive simple
—that is, to admit live steam directly to the low-pressure cylinders
the starting valve A is placed in position shown in Fig. 3 by
means of a lever in the cab. Steam is admitted to high-pressure
steam chest through the short steam pipe connecting saddle and
chest, and passes through ports D and H, which register with the
high-pressure steam ports in steam chest. From D the steam is
admitted to ports E and G, and passes around the by-pass valves
B B into port H, the valves B B being held up to their seats by
pressure from below through port C, which opens directly into
the steam chamber of chest. Steam, having access to both high-

steam. When running with closed throttle, the by-pass valves
(Fig. 4) are raised from their seats by any pressure on the lower
side, assisted by the spring under valve. With the valves raised
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from their seats there is a continuous opening between the two
ends of low-pressure cylinder through cylinder steam ports into
steam chest, providing relief from back pressure when drifting, by
equalizing the pressure in the cylinders.
,

FIG. 2

pressure steam ports, passes through both hollow piston valves
and is admitted to the low-pressure cylinder, the engine working
as a simple locomotive.
Working Compound.—When working compound, the starting
valve A in Fig. 3 is brought to lap on port E, shutting off highpressure steam from its passage into the low-pressure end of steam
chest. Under these conditions no steam can reach the low-pressure
cylinder, except from the exhaust of the high-pressure cylinder.
Drifting.—When drifting or not working steam, the by-pass
valves B B in Fig. 3, being in a vertical position, fall away from
their seats by gravity and give a clear opening between the two
ends of the high-pressure cylinder. The by-pass valves in Fig. 4
for the low-pressure cylinders are also in a vertical position, and
are held to their seats by the steam-chest pressure when working

FIG. 4

Starting.—Any compound engine will do more economical and
satisfactory work operated as a compound, and should therefore
never be worked as a simple engine except in starting, or when
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likely to stall on grades, and then only long enough to overcome
the resistance of the train.
Water.—Attention should be given to the quantity of water
carried in the boiler, with the view of using steam as dry as possible. Water should not be any higher over crown sheet than is
necessary for safety, since high water is not conducive to economy
in operation, and is also a menace to proper lubrication.
Lubrication.—When running under steam the high-pressure
cylinder should receive the greater amount of oil. When drifting
the reverse should be the rule, the tow - pressure cylinder having
the more oil.
Breakdowns.—When necessary to disconnect the engine on
the road, the same methods may he used as with a simple engine,
as to removal of parts, blocking of cross head, etc.
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TESTING TANDEM COMPOUND.
BY F. P. ROESCH.

The figures show sections through steam chests, valves and
cylinders, with valves in various positions for testing.
It will be noticed that high-pressure valve, A, is central or
internal admission, while low-pressure valve, B, is external or end

Fig. 3

admission. Also notice that ports C and D, leading from highpressure steam chest E to cylinder F, are crossed. Both valves
A and B, and cylinder packings and piston-packing sleeve G, can
be tested on each side of engine by simply moving reverse lever.
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To make tests, place the engine on quarter on side to be tested
and proceed in manner designated on following pages.
TESTING HIGH-PRESSURE VALVE.

Engine on top quarter. Reverse lever in center of quadrant.
Starting valve S closed as in Fig. 7. This places both valves A
and B in central position, covering all ports on side to be tested.

By opening throttle, steam is admitted to the high-pressure
steam chest E, as shown in plain line etching. If steam now flows
from either cylinder cock H or I, the high-pressure valve A is
blowing.
TESTING LOW-PRESSURE VALVE.

Engine on top quarter. Reverse lever on center, as in Fig. r.
Starting valve S open, as in Fig. 6.
Remove by-pass valve M in Fig. 6, but replace valve cap which
is not shown, as it is bolted to under side of starting valve. This
allows steam to flow through by-pass from high-pressure steam
chest E, through starting valve ports N and 0, and past exhaust
edges X and Y of high-pressure valve A, into low-pressure steam
chest P.
If steam now blows from both low-pressure cylinder cocks K
and L, the low-pressure valve B is leaking.
TESTING HIGH-PRESSURE CYLINDER PACKING.

Engine on top quarter. Starting valve S closed, as in Fig. 7.
Reverse lever in back motion.

TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.
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This admits steam from high-pressure steam chest E, through
steam port D, to front end of high-pressure cylinder F.
If steam now blows from back high-pressure cylinder cock H,
the high-pressure piston packing is blowing.

PROPER HANDLING OF COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.
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TESTING LOW-PRESSURE CYLINDER PACKING.

Engine on top quarter. Starting valve S open, as in Fig. 6.
Reverse lever in back motion. This allows steam to flow through
starting valve into low-pressure steam chest P, thence- through
front low-pressure steam port R to front end of low-pressure cylinder J.
If any steam shows at back low-pressure cylinder cock K, the
low-pressure piston packing is blowing. Always test low-pressure
piston packing in this position.
TESTING PISTON PACKING SLEEVE, BETWEEN CYLINDERS.

Engine on top quarter. Starting valve S closed, as in Fig. 7.
Reverse lever in forward motion. This admits steam from highpressure steam chest F, through steam port C, to back end of
high-pressure cylinder F only.
If steam now flows from front low-pressure cylinder cock L,
the piston sleeve G is worn and leaking.
STARTING VALVE IN POSITION FOR WORKING SIMPLE.

Figure 6 shows section through high-pressure valve, steam
chest and starting valve. By-pass valve M removed, but having
valve cap replaced. For working simple, starting valve lever T
should be vertical, which places valve S in forward position, opening both ports N and 0.
For Fig. 2 test, the starting valve S is in position as shown
in Fig. 6, but having high-pressure valve A on center, by-pass
valve M removed. For Fig. 4 test, valves A and S are in position
as shown in Fig. 6, but having by-pass valve M replaced.
STARTING VALVE IN POSITION FOR WORKING COMPOUND.

Fig. 7, same section as Fig: 6. Both by-pass valves in place.
Lever T in hack position, so starting valve S covers port 0.
For Fig. I test, starting valve S as in Fig. 7. The high-pressure valve A on center.
For Fig. 3 test, valves A and S in position as shown in Fig. 7.
For Fig. 5 test, starting valve S as in Fig. 7. High-pressure
valve A in forward motion.
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(Paper by W./. McCarron, Read Before the Traveling Engineers' Association.)

It does not seem necessary to go back to the original design
of compound locomotives and carry along the history and developments up to this time, but the present paper will deal with what
we have to contend with to-day, as referring to the classes of compound locomotives that require our attention and supervision. In
the past twelve years there have been granted a great number of
patents on compound locomotive cylinders. Many of these have
been applied to engines and put into service only to be removed
again for want of real merit. There are practically only two styles
of compound cylinders that have weathered the storms of active
service, namely, the two-cylinder, or cross-compound type, built
by the American Locomotive Company at their various works, and
the Vauclain four-cylinder type, built by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, and extensively used. Before proceeding further it might
be well to ask what was the object of designing a compound locomotive. The answer to this can only be, to economize the expense of fuel. This economy is the result of passing the steam
through two or more cylinders, with the object of obtaining, by a
succession of expansions, more work from a given quantity of
steam than can be obtained from the use of steam through one
cylinder, and by reducing, to a certain degree, the condensation
in the cylinder, by retaining the heat required to warm the cylinder
walls after they have been cooled by extreme expansion. This
may be better understood by the diagrams, Figs. L and 2.
In following the expansion line on the indicator card of a
single-expansion cylinder, you will note that steam enters the
cylinder at zoo pounds pressure, which represents 387 degrees of
heat. At the end of the stroke the pressure has been reduced to,
say, five pounds, which represents 228 degrees of heat. During
this expansion the pressure has been reduced from 200 pounds,
or 387 degrees, to 5 pounds, or 228 degrees, thereby losing 159
degrees of heat in one expansion. In the compound cylinders the
steam also enters the cylinder at 200 pounds pressure, or 387
degrees, and is expanded in the high-pressure cylinder down
to about 8o pounds, or 323 degrees. This 8o-pound pressure becomes the initial pressure for the Iow-pressure cylinder,
which is again expanded down in the low-pressure cylinder to 5 pounds, or 228 degrees, or a total loss of 159 degrees
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of heat, same as in a single-expansion cylinder, but with this loss
of heat degrees on a compound cylinder we have the gain of
the additional expansion in the low-pressure cylinder. In other
words, the steam acts on the piston of a single-expansion cylinder
for one stroke, or half a revolution, while in the compound it is
distributed through two strokes of the piston, or a complete revolution. As previously explained, the object of using compound
cylinders is to allow the steam to be expanded further than it is
possible to do in single-expansion cylinders.
In compound locomotives there is an obstacle to be overcome
with which the designers of stationary engines do not have to
contend. In locomotives the exhaust pressure must be depended
upon to create a draught for the fire. Therefore it is impossible
to expand the steam down to such a low pressure as practical in
marine or stationary engines, which ordinarily use condensers. In
order to obtain a maximum expansion of the steam through two
cylinders of a compound, and still have sufficient exhaust pressure

left to cause a draught upon the fire, it is necessary to carry a
higher steam pressure in the boiler than in a single-expansion
locomotive.
It is not expected that a compound locomotive should haul a
heavier train or at higher speed than a single-expansion locomo •
tive of the same weight and class. No locomotive will haul more
than its adhesion will allow. The compound will, however, keep
a train moving at slow speed on heavy grades, where a single-expansion locomotive will stall. This being accounted for from the
fact that the pressure on the crank pin is more uniform throughout the stroke.
The starting valve, which is the valve used to allow live steam
to pass from the high-pressure steam port to the low-pressure
cylinder when starting, should he used judiciously. This valve is
only intended for admitting live steam into the low-pressure cylinder when starting a train, or use in a case of emergency, when
about to stall on a grade. Live steam should not be used in low-
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pressure cylinder, after the speed of four miles per hour is attained.
The neglect to close this valve, after the train has been started, or
continuously operating the engine with live steam, will soon result
in excessive repairs, and will be direct evidence of carelessness on
the part of the engineer. There will also be a loss of fuel, and the
locomotive will be logy. This valve should be closed, and the
engine working compound before the reverse lever is hooked back.
Figure 3 shows the connection to this starting valve. By following the openings or pipe connections in this diagram you will

observe the position of the main valve is such that steam from
the boiler is entering the high-pressure Cylinder port; and the pipe
connections, when the starting valve is open, will allow steam to
pass through the pipes up through the main valve into the opposite
end of the low-pressure cylinder, thus increasing the pressure there
and making the engine more powerful.
Exhaust nozzles, you will find, are very sensitive points on
compound locomotives, indeed, a great deal more so than any one
would suppose. The size of the exhaust nozzle is very often lost
sight of by many men when regulating the engine to steam. I
have frequently noticed, when an engine is reported as not steaming, the first thing done to remedy this fault is to reduce the size
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of the
the exhaust
exhaust nozzle
nozzle regardless
regardless of
of any
any other
other conditions, or withof
without
even
trying
to
locate
the direct
direct source
source of the trouble.
out even trying to locate the
trouble. This
This
is poor
poor practice
practice to
to follow
follow on
on any
any class
class of
of locomotives and should
is
be the
the last
last remedy
remedy resorted
resorted to.
to. First
be
First examine, and
and be
be sure
sure all
all
other
parts
having
an
influence on
on steaming
steaming are properly arranged.
other parts having an influence
arranged.
In all
all cases
cases avoid
avoid reducing
reducing the
In
the nozzle
nozzle and
and aim
aim rather
rather to
to increase
increase
the
size,
then
the working
working of
of the
the engine
the size, then the
engine will be much
much smoother.
smoother.
A restricted
restricted exhaust
exhaust nozzle
nozzle invariably
A
invariably results
results in
in increasing
increasing the
the
back
pressure
in the
the cylinders.
cylinders. This
e,
back pressure in
This condition
condition is
is objectionabl
objectionable,
as itit is
is aa retarding
retarding force
force and
and can
can only
only be overcome by using
as
using the
the
same amount
amount of
of live
live steam
steam pressure
pressure in
in pounds
pounds as there is back
same
pressure
in pounds.
pounds.
pressure in
It has
has been
been thoroughly
thoroughly demonstrated
It
demonstrated that
that compound
compound locomolocomotives
make
steam freely
tives make steam
freely with
with the
the low-pressure
low-pressure exhaust,
exhaust,and,
and,theretherefore, it
it is
is not
not necessary
necessary to
fore,
to have
have aa sharp
sharp sounding exhaust,
exhaust, as
as on
on aa
single-expansion engine.
engine.
single-expansion
For the
the reason
reason that
that compound
For
compound engines
engines use less steam
steam than
than
single-expan
sion engines,
engines, less
single-expansion
less water
water is used
used and
and less
less fuel
fuel is
is rerequired to
quired
to evaporate
evaporate the
the water.
water.
On all
all styles
styles of
of compound
compound locomotives
On
locomotives the exhaust is
is much
much
milder
than
sion engines.
milder than on
on single-expan
single-expansion
engines. This
This is
is due
due to
to the
the fact
fact
that the
that
the exhaust
exhaust pressure
pressure is
is much
much less,
less, and
and on
on this
this account
accountmuch
much
better
better results
results can
can be
be obtained
obtained by
by maintaining
maintaining aa light
light fire.
fire. With
With
aa deep,
deep, heavy
heavy fire
fire the
the mild
mild exhaust
exhaust does
doesnot
notcreate
createsufficient
sufficientdraft
draft
to
to work
work the
the fire.
fire.
It
It is
is impossible,
impossible, by
by using
using the
the reverse
reverse lever
lever in
in full
full stroke,
stroke, or
or in
in
slipping
slipping the
the engine
engine to
to tear
tear the
the fire
fire to
to pieces
pieces on
onaacompound
compoundlocolocomotive,
motive, as
as might
might be
be the
the case
case with
with aa single
single expansion.
expansion. The
The fireman,
fireman,
therefore,
therefore, need
need feel
feel no
no alarm,
alarm, as
as his
his fire
firewould
wouldnot
notbe
beaffected.
affected.
It
It is
is also
also noticeable
noticeable that
that when
when aa compound
compound locomotive
locomotiveis
is
properly
properly adjusted
adjusted and
and fired,
fired, the
thegreat
greatannoyance
annoyanceof
ofcinders,
cinders,black
black
smoke,
smoke, sparks,
sparks, etc.,
etc., is
is overcome
overcome to
to aavery
verygreat
greatextent.
extent.In
Indriftdrifting
ing down
down grades
grades the
the ash-pan
ash-pandampers
dampersshould
shouldbe
bekept
keptclosed.
closed.
From
From the
the experience
experience an
an engineer
engineer has
hasin
inhandling
handlingaasinglesingleexpansion
expansion engine.
engine. he
he should
should not
notrequire
requireany
anyfurther
furtherintroduction
introduction
to
to the
the reverse
reverse lever,
lever,but
buthe
heshould
shoulduse
useititfor
forwhat
whatititisisintended.
intended.
The
The reverse
reverse quadrant
quadrant on
on all
allcompound
compoundlocomotives
locomotivesshould
shouldbe
beso
so
arranged
re cylinder
arranged that
that itit cuts
cuts off
off steam
steam in
inthe
thehigh-pressu
high-pressure
cylinderatat
about
about one-half
one-halfstroke;
stroke;shorter
shortercut
cutoff
offwill
willresult
resultininexcessive
excessivecomcompression
pressionin
inthe
thehigh-pressure
high-pressurecylinder.
cylinder.
We
We will
will assume
assumethat
thatthe
theengine
engineisiscoupled
coupledtotoaatrain
trainready
readytoto
start;
start; the
the reverse
reverse lever
lever at
at this
this stage
stageshould
shouldbe
bein
infull
fullgear.
gear.IfIf
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the
point, place
place the
the starting
starting
the train
train is
is heavy
heavy and
and at difficult starting
starting point,
valve
lever
in
position
to
allow
live
steam
to
enter
the
low-pressure
valve lever in position to allow live steam to enter the low-pressure
cylinder.
connected to
to
cylinder. On
On engines
engines where
where the starting
starting valve
valve is
is connected
the
cylinder
cock
lever,
the
lever
has
three
positions;
the
normal
the cylinder cock
has three positions; the normal
position
valve are
are
position is
is central,
central, when
when cylinder cocks
cocks and
and starting
starting valve
closed;
in
the
forward
position
cylinder
cocks
are
open;
rear
posiclosed; in the forward
cylinder cocks are open; rear position,
entering low-pressur
low-pressure
tion, starting
starting valves
valves are open, live
live steam
steam entering
e
cylinder.
When
the
train
has
been
started,
and
a
speed
of four
four
cylinder. When
been started, and a speed of
or
valve, and,
and, as
as
or five
five miles
miles per
per hour
hour is attained, shut
shut the
the starting
starting valve,
the
speed
increases,
keep
hooking
the
reverse
lever
back.
After
the speed
the reverse lever back. After
the
up to
to the
the last
last notch
notch on
on the
the
the reverse
reverse lever has been hooked up
quadrant,
or
cutting
off
steam
at
about
one-half
stroke
in
the
quadrant,
at about one-half stroke in the
high-pressure
cylinder,
and
more
power
is
being
developed
than
high-pressure
power is being developed than
is
the throttle,
throttle, so
so as
as to
toregulate
regulatethe
thespeed.
speed.
is required. partly close the
When ascending a grade, and the speed
speed is
is being
being reduced
reduced or
or
more power is required, drop the reverse
reverse lever
lever aa notch
notch and
and keep
keep
dropping it from time to time, to retain
retain the
the momentum
momentum of
of the
the
train, as it is much more
niore economical to
to retain
retain the
the speed
speed than
than to
to
lose it and pick it up again. When the reverse lever has
has been
been let
let down
down to
to full
full stroke,
stroke,and
and
the speed reduced to four
four or
or five
five miles
miles per
per hour,
hour,move
movethe
thestarting
starting
valve lever and allow live steam to
to go
go to
to the
the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder,
cylinder,
power and
and keeping
keeping the
the train
train moving.
moving.
thereby increasing the power
descending grade,
grade, where
where the
the train
train will
willrun
run
When running on a descending
working the
the engine,
engine, the
the reverse
reverselever
levershould
shouldbe
bein
infull
full
without working
backward or
or forward,
forward, as
as the
the case
casemay
maybe,
be,so
soas
asto
togive
giveaa
gear backward
opening to
to the
the valve.
valve. Then
Thenopen
openthe
thestarting
startingvalve,
valve,so
so
full port opening
circulation can
can be
be obtained.
obtained. On
On long
long descending
descending
that a free circulation
recommended
to use
use just
just sufficient
sufficientsteam
steamto
tokeep
keep
grades, ,it is recommend
ed to
valves closed,
closed, thus
thus giving
giving aa freer
freer and
and smoother
smoothermotion
motionto
to
relief valves
the engine;
engine; besides,
besides, this
thiswill
willaid
aidin
inlubricating
lubricatingthe
thecylinders,
cylinders,and
andisis
the
considered the
the best
best method
methodto
tofollow
followon
onlarge
largesingle-expan
single-expansion
considered
sion
engines.
engines.
A point
point of
of importance
importancemight
mighthere
herebe
bementioned
mentionedininregard
regardtoto
A
handling high-speed
high-speed trains.
trains.ItItisisaawell
wellknown
knownfact
factthat
thatcomprescompreshandling
sion and
and back
back pressure
pressureincreases
increasesas
asthe
thespeed
speedincreases;
increases;ititalso
also
sion
increases as
as the
the reverse
reverse lever
lever is
is hooked
hooked back
backand
andpoint
pointof
ofcut
cutoff
off
increases
is shortened.
shortened. Compound
Compound locomotives
locomotiveshave
havemore
morepower
poweratathigh
high
is
speed when•run
when•run with
withthe
thethrottle
throttlepartly
partlyclosed
closedand
andasaslong
longaacut-off
cut-off
speed
as possible.
possible. Long
Long cut
cutoff
offgives
givesaalarger
largerport
portopening
openingand
andaalater
later
as
exhaust opening.
opening. By
Bypartly
partlyclosing
closingthe
thethrottle
throttlethe
thesteam
steamisiswire
wire
exhaust
drawn and
and reduces
reducesthe
thecompression
compression.
If
compound
locomotives
drawn
. If compound locomotives
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could he run by the reverse lever, it would be preferable to do so,
but, with a short cut off, the compression increases at high speed.
There is but one way to get the required cylinder power, and that
is to use a longer cut off and wire-draw the steam through the
throttle to a point where the boiler can keep up the supply of
steam.
Care should be taken never to reverse a compound or singleexpansion locomotive when equipped with piston valves, except
when moving slowly, as it is destructive to packing rings and piston rod packing. With piston valves there is no release for the
pressure, as the piston valves cannot rise and allow pressure to
escape as with a plain (D) valve, which can lift, and allow the pressure to escape from the cylinder when increased by reversing.
Cylinders of compound locomotives should not require any
more lubrication than a single expansion. This is due to the fact
that sufficient particles of oil remain suspended in the steam after
passing through the high-pressure cylinder, which will properly
lubricate the low-pressure cylinder.
When switching, it is advisable to use all styles of compound engines with the starting valve open, or as a single-expansion engine.
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centric rods, bent transmission rod, loose rocker boxes, etc., should
be looked for.
With this make of engine there need be no alarm about eccentrics slipping, as they are all securely keyed to the axle, and
this key cannot possibly get out of position without seriously deranging the motion. If the motion work is in no way deranged,
and the lameness continues, it is then necessary to test the valvepacking rings and cylinder-packing rings.

LOCATING BLOWS ON A VAUCLAIN FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUND ENGTNE.

At times it is necessary, in order to make an intelligent report, to know how to locate any defect or any derangement of
parts in the compound cylinders, such as leaking of steam past
the various packing rings of the valves and pistons. It may at first
appear puzzling to know just how to locate troubles of this sort,
but with a little careful observation any of the usual defects can
be located.
On the Vauclain four-cylinder engine, when it is observed
that the engine is going lame or exhausts unequally, about the
first inspection necessary would he to examine the starting valves
and connecting levers. Place the starting valve handle in the cab
in central position, then get down and observe the position of the
lever on the starting valve. If this is central, that proves these
valves to be exactly right. If one side is central and the other
side is front or back of central position, the connecting-lever rod
should be lengthened pr shortened, as the case may be, to make it
central. Should the lameness still continue, a rigid inspection of
the motion work for defects, such as bent eccentric rods, loose ec-

F IGUR E 4

It will be noticed in Fig. 4 (a sectional cut of cylinders and
valves), that the valve-packing rings are numbered and referred
to in the following manner: The rings governing admission and
release of steam to high-pressure cylinder are I, 2, 7 and 8, and
those to low-pressure cylinder are 3, 4, 5 and 6. For convenience
in referring to the diagrams, dark indicates live, or high-pressure
steam, and light low-pressure steam, or exhaust from the high-pressure cylinder. The final exhaust from the low-pressure cylinder
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is not indicated by color. Rings 1, 2,
2, 7 and
and 8 can be tested as
as
follows: Place the reverse
reverse lever
lever in
in central
central position,
position,thereby
therebycovcovering all the ports, then open the
the throttle
throttle and
and admit
admitsteam
steamto
tothe
the
ends of the valves. If rings I and 8 leak, the
the steam
steam will
will blow
blow
through, filling both ends of the high-pressure cylinder
cylinder and
and central
central
cavity of the valve. The leak can
can be
be noticed
noticed by
by steam
steam escaping
escaping
in a steady blow at high-pressure cylinder cocks, or by removing
removing
indicator plugs (if cylinders are so arranged), or on
on engines
engines having
having
C.N.En

FLOUIRE
FLOUIRE SS

FIGURE
FIGURE 6

relief valves on the end
end of
of extended
extended valve
valve stems,
stems, by
bysteam
steamblowing
blowing
through this valve. It can also be noticed, by
by blowing
blowing through
through air
air
valves C and C', in Fig. 3, on
on low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder
cylinder ports,
ports, after
after
the reverse lever
lever has
has been
been moved
moved from
from central
centralposition
positionsufficiently
sufficiently
to get the lap opening
opening on
on valve
valve to
to low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder.
cylinder.IfIfthese
these
rings do not leak, no
no steam
steam should
should escape
escape from
from these
thesepoints.
points.
If rings 5 and 6 to low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder
cylinder leak,
leak, itit can
can be
be noticed
noticed
by a steady blow through
through the
the exhaust
exhaust at
at the
the same
same test
test made
made for
for
rings I and 8.
8. If
If there
there should
should be
be aa small
smallleak
leakthrough
throughrings
ringsIIand
and
8, the steam will not be entirely
entirely lost,
lost, as
as itit goes
goes to
to do
do useful
useful work
work
in the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder.
cylinder.
To test rings 3,
3, 4,
4, 55 and
and 6,
6, governing
governing the
the admission
admissionand
andrerelease to low-pressure
low-pressure cylinders,
cylinders,place
placereverse
reverselever
leverin
infull
fullgear,
gear,
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with
throttle
with starting valve open and driving brakes on. Open throttle
and
and if
if these rings leak it will be indicated by a steady blow through
the exhaust nozzle.
nozzle.
To test high-pressure cylinder packing rings, place engine at
at
about
valve is
is open
open and
and steam
steam enters
entershighhighabout quarter stroke, so that valve
pressure cylinder at front end, as shown in Fig. 5. Keep starting
starting
valve closed and driving brakes on. Open throttle
throttle and
and admit
admit
steam.
steam will
will pass
pass the
the ring,
ring, and
and
steam. If the packing rings leak tht steam
down through the center
center of
of the
the valve
valve to
to the
the forward
forwardend
endof
ofthe
the
low-pressure cylinder, and can be detected by a steady
steady escape
escape of
of
steam at front cylinder
cylinder cock.
cock.
To test low-pressure cylinder
cylinder rings,
rings, keep
keep engine
engine and
and valve
valve
in same position as testing the high-pressure cylinder
cylinder packing
packing
rings, but open starting valve, which
which gives
gives an
an increased
increased pressure
pressure
in low-pressure cylinder. If the packing rings
rings leak
leak it
it will
will be
be
detected by a steady
steady escape
escape of
of steam
steamat
atthe
theback
backcylinder
cylindercock.
cock.
The testing of valves and pistons for leaks
leaks and
and blows
blows should
should
always be done when cylinders
cylinders are
are hot
hot and
and well
well lubricated.
lubricated.
Should the high-pressure cylinder
cylinder packing
packing leak,
leak, ititwould
wouldinincrease the pressure in the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder,
cylinder, consequently
consequentlythe
the
exhaust would be heavier on this side
side and
and sound
sound as
as if
if the
the valves
valves
were out. A leak through the low-pressure cylinder
cylinder packing
packing will
will
decrease the exhaust pressure
pressure and
and cause
cause the
the engine
engine to
tohave
havetwo
two
light exhausts
exhausts on
on this
this side.
side.
In case it is necessary
necessary to
to disconnect
disconnect the
the Vauclain
Vauclainengine,
engine,on
on
account of a breakdown,
breakdown, proceed
proceed exactly
exactly as
asyou
youwould
wouldwith
withaa
single-expansion engine.
engine. The
The valve,
valve, when
when placed
placedin
incentral
centralposiposithe same
same as
as is
is done
done by
by the
the plain
plain D
Dvalve.
valve.
tion, will cover all ports the
the valve
valve is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 6.
6.
The central position of the

CARE AND HANDLING OF THE COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE. -

the Traveling
Traveling Engineers'
Engineers' Association
Association
In the paper read before the
Beardsley, of
of the
the A.,
A., T.
T. &
& S.
S. F.,
F., on
on "Care
"Care and
and HandHandby Mr. A. L. Beardsley,
Compound Locomotive,"
Locomotive," the
the speaker
speakerlaid
laiddown
downthe
the
ling of the Compound
at the
the outset
outset that
that before
beforethe
themen
menwhose
whoseduty
dutyititisistotocare
care
principle at
handle the
the machine
machine can
can get
getgood
goodresults
resultsthey
theymust
mustfirst
first
for and handle
engine designed
designed and
and built
built for
for the
the service
serviceexpected.
expected.He
He
have an engine
plea for
for the
the proper
proper use
useof
ofthe
thestarting
startingvalve.
valve.He
Hesaid
said"the
"the
put in a plea
this device
device adds
adds to
to the
the tractive
tractiveforce
forceof
ofthe
thelocomotive
locomotiveisis
fact that this
advantage of
of and
and the
the engine
engine is
is overloaded,
overloaded,causing
causingthe
the
often taken advantage
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starting valve to be used and the engine to be
starting
be run
run 'simple,'
'simple,' which
which is
is
very hard
hard on any compound." There
very
There is
is no
no question
question but
but that
thatthe
theecoeconomical point at which to work a compound locomotive is in onenomical
half stroke,
stroke, or a little more, but we often find times
half
times in
in the
the service
service
when this
this is not practicable.
when
practicable.
In the matter of detecting blows, Mr.
In
Mr. Beardsley
Beardsley said,
said, when
when
on the
the road:
on
road:
"Two heavy exhausts on one side generally come
"Two
come from
from highhighpressure packing blowing, caused
pressure
caused by
by the
the rings
rings being
beingbroken.
broken.This,
This,
however, may be caused by
however,
by aa leaky
leaky valve,
valve, aa loose
loosebushing,
bushing,cracked
cracked
bridges, a leaky starting valve,
bridges,
valve, or
or any
any defect
defect that
that will
willincrease
increasethe
the
pressure in the low-pressure cylinder, cavity
pressure
cavity of
of valve
valve or
or low-preslow-pressure steam
steam chest. Two light exhausts on one side
sure
side may
may be
be caused
caused
by low-pressure
low-pressure packing blowing, which is very hard to detect
by
while running, because
while
because the
the steam
steam is
is admitted
admittedto
tothe
thelow-pressure
low-pressure
cylinder at a greatly reduced
cylinder
reduced pressure.
pressure. The
Thesame
sameresult
resultmay
maybe
be
caused by packing rings in the
caused
the valve
valve being
being broken,
broken, which
whichwill
will
allow part of the steam
allow
steam to
to escape
escape to
to the
theatmosphere
atmospherewhile
whileititisis
passing through or around
around the
the valve
valve to
to the
the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder,
cylinder,
or by
by loose hushing, cracked
or
cracked bridges,
bridges, etc.
etc.
One loud exhaust with the
One
the Vauclain
Vauclain engine
engine may
may be
becaused
causedby
by
either rings No. I,I, 2, 3, 6, 7 or 8 being broken.
either
broken. Rings
Rings No.
No. II or
or $$
broken gives us more
more port
port opening
opening at
at the
the end
end of
of the
thehigh-pressure
high-pressure
cylinder that ring is broken on, and, of
of course,
course, more
more volume
volume of
of
steam in the high-pressure
steam
high-pressure cylinder.
cylinder. This
This goes
goes to
to the
the opposite
opposite
end of the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder
cylinder and
and gives
gives us
us one
one heavy
heavyexhaust.
exhaust.
If rings No. 3 or No. 6 are broken
broken the
the volume
volume of
of steam
steam admitted
admitted
to the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder
cylinder is
is increased
increased and
and the
the effect
effectis
ispracpractically the same.
same. Rings
Rings No.
No. 22 or No. 7 being broken will give
give one
one
loud exhaust on
on that
that side
side of
of the
the engine
engine for
forthe
thereason
reasonthat
thatsteam
steam
will blow by the ring
ring from
from the
the live
live steam
steam way
way directly
directly into
into the
the
hollow of
of the
the valve
valve when
when the
the steam
steam port
portat
atthe
theopposite
oppositeend
endof
of
the valve
valve is
is open.
open.
If you have
have one
one heavy
heavy exhaust
exhaust from
fromthe
thefront
frontend
endon
onthe
the
right side,
it
may
he
caused
by
ring
No.
8
in
the
side, it may he caused by ring No. 8 in thevalve
valvebeing
being
broken,
broken, or
or perhaps
perhaps ring
ring No.
No. 22 is broken.
broken. In
In either
either case
casethe
thevolvolume of steam,
or
the
pressure,
is
increased
in
the
low-pressure
steam, or the pressure, is increased in the low-pressure
cylinder and you
you have
have one
one heavy
heavy exhaust.
exhaust. This
This point
point must
must be
be
considered
when
testing
for
a
high-pressure
packing
blow
on
the
considered when testing for a high-pressure packing blow on the
Vauclain
Vauclain engine,
engine, as
as explained
explained later.
later.
The tandem
compound
may
tandem compound may have
have one
oneheavy
heavyexhaust
exhaustfrom
from
rings No. 55 or
No.
8
being
broken,
which
will
increase
or No. 8 being broken, which will increase the
theport
port

opening
cylinder. Rings
Rings No.
No. 22 or
opening to the low-pressure cylinder.
or No. 3
broken in a tandem merely
merely increases
increases the
the volume
volumeof
ofsteam
steamin
inhighhighpressure cylinder and low-pressure steam chest, and gives two loud
loud
exhausts. If rings No. I and 22 or No. 3 and 4 are broken it increases the pressure in the
the low-pressure
low-pressure steam
steamchest,
chest,and
andanything
anything
that increases the pressure or volume of steam
steam in
in the
the high-preshigh-pressure
steam chest
chest gives
gives two
two heavy
heavy exexsure cylinder or low-pressure steam
hausts on that side of the
the engine.
engine.
If rings No. 5 and 6 or No. 7 and 8 are broken
broken we
we have
have two
two
light exhausts, because part
part of
of the
the steam
steam from
from the
the low-pressure
low-pressure
steam chest or receiver is
is blowing
blowing by
by them
them to
to the
theatmosphere.
atmosphere.
Assuming that we have found which side the
the blow
blow is
is on,
on, and
and that
that
the starting valve is in
in good
good order,
order, we
we should
should make
makeaastanding
standing
test to locate the trouble,
trouble, as
as follows:
follows:
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STANDING TEST FOR BLOWS--VAUCLAIN COMPOUND.

Place the engine on the bottom
bottom quarter
quarter on
on side
side to
to be
be tested.
tested.
Block drivers or set brakes
brakes and
and remove
remove both
both indicator
indicator plugs
plugson
on
the high-pressure cylinder. If
If the
the engine
engine is
is not
not equipped
equipped with
with
these plugs, remove pops
pops or
or water
water relief
relief valves
valves on
on the
the cylinder
cylinder
heads. Give the engine
engine steam
steam and
and in
in doing
doing this
thisbe
besure
surethat
thatyou
you
open the throttle enough to set
set the
the packing
packing rings
rings out
out against
against the
the
rings will
will leak
leak aa little,
little, but
but if
if you
you can
can
bushing. These packing rings
cover ports it shows that rings No. ii and
and 88 are
are in
in good
good order.
order. In
In
high-pressure packing
packing blow
blow put
put the
the reverse
reverse lever
leverin
in
testing for high-pressure
opens front
front port
port to
to the
the high-pressure
high-pressure cylcylforward motion, which opens
the starting
starting valve
valve is
is closed
closed and
and indicator
indicatorplug
plug
inder. Sec that the
the back
back end
end of
of the
the high-pressure
high-pressure cylinder.
cylinder.Give
Give
or pop is out at the
and if
if itit blows
blows out
out of
of the
the indicator
indicatorplug
plugthe
thehighhighengine steam, and
be blowing
blowing on
on ring
ring No
No 77 in
in the
the valve
valve may
may
pressure packing may be
be broken.
broken.
which this
this is,
is, replace
replace the
the indicator
indicatorplug
plugin
inback
back
To determine which
the front
front one.
one. Put
Put the
the reverse
reverse lever
lever in
in the
theback
back
end and remove the
and make
make same
same test.
test. If
If itit is
is the
the high-pressure
high-pressurepacking
packing
motion and
if it
it is
is ring
ring No.
No. 77 it
it will
will not
not
that is blowing it will show; while if
show.
show.
test for
for low-pressure
low-pressurepacking,
packing,put
putthe
thereverse
reverselever
leverininforforTo test
motion with
with all
all the
the indicator
indicatorplugs
plugsin'except
in'exceptthe
theone
oneininback
back
ward motion
low-pressure cylinder.
cylinder. Open
Open the
the starting
startingvalve,
valve,which
whichwill
will
end of low-pressure
steam to
to back
back end
end of
of high-pressure
high-pressurecylinder,
cylinder,hollow
hollowof
ofvalve
valve
admit steam
end of
of low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder.
cylinder. If
If the
the low-pressure
low-pressurepackpackand front end
blows you
you will
will note
note itit at
at the
the back
backindicator
indicatorplug.
plug.In
Inthis
thissame
same
ing blows
position if
if rings
rings No.
No. 33 and
and 44 or
or No.
No. 55 and
and 66 are
are broken,
broken,steam
steamwill
will
position
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blow through the stack. The blow in either case, however, will
be very light, as the steam, you must remember, had to pass
through the starting valve.
STANDING TEST FOR BLOWS-TANDEM COMPOUND.

Place the engine on the bottom quarter, on side to be tested,
block the wheels or set the brake and cover ports. Remove the
indicator plugs on high-pressure cylinder. Give the engine steam,
using the same precaution to set out the packing rings. If you
can cover the ports, it merely shows that rings No. 2 and 3 are
tight. To test low-pressure valve, leave the engine in the same
position and open the starting valve. Replace indicator plug in
high-pressure cylinder and remove those in the low-pressure cylinder, also remove by-pass valve and screw the cap nut down. If
rings No. 5 and 8 are blowing, it will blow through the stack and
out of the plug. Test high and low-pressure cylinder packing the
same as you would with the Vauclain engine. We have one blow,
however, on the tandem that we do not have on the Vanclain engine; this is the sleeve or bushing between the high and low-pressure cylinders, and is tested by admitting steam to back end of
high-pressure cylinder with starting valve shut. If this sleeve
blows it will show through front cylinder cock or indicator plug
in the low-pressure cylinder and blow through the stack. Some
authorities advise to place the engine on lower forward eighth in
testing for blows. With the compound engine we find the largest
part of the cylinder in the extreme and there is nothing gained by
placing the engine on the eighth.
In testing for blows we find it very unsatisfactory to go by
the cylinder cocks, and for that reason I recommend removing the
indicator plugs on the side of cylinders, or the water-relief valves
on cylinder heads. Some roads are putting indicator plugs in all
cylinders. This is, you will find, an improvement, not only as a
help in locating blows, but to assist in lubricating when it is necessary to tow the engine in. If for any reason the locomotive is
disabled and has to be towed in, there will be no bad effects if you
remove all the indicator plugs and the plugs over the valves, and
lubricate valves and cylinders well. This is quite an advantage,
as it would be a hard matter to take down the main rods on the
large engines.
In fact, some roads now instruct their enginemen not to take
down the main rods in cases of this kind. It would be much easier
to remove cylinder heads, and I find from experience that it is not
necessary to take down main rods. The engineer, being on the
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ground, should, however, use good judgment in handling his engine, and must be held responsible for its condition. If the engineer is careful in watching the engine work while pulling a train
over the road, and makes a standing test on completing the trip,
he will generally find what is wrong; but there are so many different blows that have the same effect that we often hear the engineer criticized for not reporting the work right, when he is not
at fault. The machinist who does the work should look for loose
bushings, etc. This can generally be detected by tapping the bushings over the bridges with a light hammer. He should also look
for cracked bridges and cylinders.
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and do it more effectively. In removing the forward section of
side rods on some makes of ten-wheel, mogul or consolidations.
care must be exercised where blocking of cross head back is necessary. Very often the crank pin will interfere with the piston rod
key in cross head. When this is the case cut off the key flush
with the cross head or block the cross head forward.

OPERATING LOCOMOTIVES.

BREAKDOWNS.
BY JOSEPH A. BAKER.

The object of this chapter is to give the easiest and quickest
way of making temporary repairs to a disabled locomotive with
the few tools supplied and at the engineman's command.
Some of the instructions given a decade ago are fast becoming obsolete, as the frequent and fast trains on our trunk lines of
to-day demand the clearing of the main line with as little delay as
possible to prevent a blockade. With this object in view, the
writer, who until a few years ago was in the harness himself for
twenty-odd years, will endeavor to present the subject of breakdowns as plainly as possible, so as to make it possible for the man
of ordinary education to understand.
In order not to confuse, let it be understood that a locomotive
consists of two complete and independent engines, so that in case
of disablement of one the other can still perform its work. Much
valuable time can be saved in knowing how and just what parts to
disconnect in certain breakdowns, and this is where the up-to-date
engineman shows his value to his employer. A good engineman
will carefully inspect his engine before starting on a trip, whether
pooled or regularly assigned, to avoid accidents of this nature.
With the heavy power of to-day some of the temporary repairs insisted upon in former years are abandoned, and many of the tools
furnished engines formerly are removed from them now.
I. DISCONNECTING ONE SIDE.
Aim to do as little as quickly as is consistent with safety.
Never remove a main rod unless absolutely necessary. Pinch bars
are of very little use to move the large engines of to-day, and a
main rod left up will with a little thought, supplant the pinch bar

2.

BROKEN MAIN ROD.

Remove the broken parts, block cross head back to within
one-half inch of clearance to keep the cylinder packing out of the
counter bore, disconnect cylinder-cock rod on disabled side and
block cocks open. Shift valve in the same direction as piston if a
slide valve or outside-admission piston valve, and in the opposite
direction if an inside-admission piston valve. An easy Way to
remember and distinguish a direct from an indirect motion is in
the position of the rocker arm. With the indirect, one arm is
above and the other below the rocker box; with the direct both
arms are either above or below the rocker box. In moving valve
give it just enough opening to show steam at the cylinder cock,
which will take the pressure off of the blocking.
3.

BROKEN SIDE ROD.

Remove the broken rod and the same section opposite. If the
break is on the forward section of a ten-wheel or mogul and the
knuckle in on the rear section, take down all side rods. If the
break is on the knuckle-pin section, take down only those sections. If the intermediate section on a consolidation, take down
all sections; if on a forward or back section take down only those
sections.
4. --/BROKEN VALVE YOKE.

This is not so hard to locate as one imagines. Generally the
engineer in attempting to locate the heavy blow places the engine
on the good side on the dead center unintentionally, and is then
unable to move her either forward or back. First inspect your
eccentrics and blades, and if found intact go to the side on the
quarter. A little thought will tell you that if this side were not
disabled it would move the engine off the center on the other side.
If your chest has a release valve, don't take up the cover. Disconnect the valve stem and take out release valve. You can then
shift the valve to cover steam ports and also help your good side
off the dead center. When covering ports, insert a plug in the
release valve of sufficient length to hold the valve central from
one end and with the valve rod from the other. Don't take down
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main rod, you may want it to help you off the center again. Block
cylinder cocks open on that side, and with a very little admission
of steam through valve the cylinder will get sufficient oil to prevent damage. The Vandalia railway has a record of a passenger
engine making S6 miles this way and no damage to cylinder.
5. BROKEN PISTON ROD.
If the broken rod has taken cylinder head along with it, disconnect valve rod only and cover ports. Take in as much of a train
as you can.
6. BROKEN PISTON OR VALVE GLAND.
If this break happens near the stud, place a large washer on
either side of the lug over the stud and tighten nuts against them.
With a broken valve gland, use the clamp generally provided to
hold a disconnected valve central, and bend the beak out of the way
to clear the valve-rod key. Where stud has pulled out, changing
end for end sometimes will answer. You can generally find a nut
around your engine that will answer for this purpose. Sometimes
a little canvas wrapped around the gland and forced into the stuffing box will hold.

casing and screw back in. Better still, if you have a spare washout
plug on your engine, remove the casing and screw the plug in instead. A modern engine should be supplied with such emergency
appliances and a modern engineer will provide himself with such
appliances.
To. BROKEN CRANK PIN.
With a broken main crank pin, any class of engine, take down
all side rods and be sure that the crank pin on the forward wheel
does not interfere with the cross head in blocking the latter. With
the back crank pin on a consolidation or a ten-wheel engine, proceed as with a broken side rod (see chapter on side rods), but if the
crank pin of an intermediate, otherwise known as driver No. 2,
take down all side rods and run in light with main rods up. Remember that taking down one section and not the other on the
opposite side is dangerous; there is nothing to pull the wheel on
the good side off the dead center. In only one case is this permissible when the eccentrics are on the first or leading, and the
main rod on the second or main drivers. In this instance if the
forward section, with a solid end, breaks, the other side is left
up so as to control the valve motion on the good side; but the
valve gear on the crippled side must be disconnected.
1. BROKEN CROSS HEAD.
If the break is with a four-bar guide or a Laird guide with
yoke, block ahead and let main rod rest in yoke; but the butt end
brass and strap must come down, otherwise the rod would interfere with main pin. If the cross head is of the alligator type and
yoke secured near middle of guide, block back and take down
main rod. It is always a good plan to allow enough port opening
in blocking valves central, to admit a little steam. against the piston in the direction you are blocking. Remember also that an outside admission valve is pushed in the same direction as the piston
and an inside admission in the opposite direction.
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7. BROKEN CYLINDER HEAD.
In most instances there is a heavy leakage of steam around
the head to give warning, and if it is a forward head it may be
saved from total destruction. The writer on several occasions of
this kind placed heavy blocking against the head, and with a screw
jack placed against the pilot timber, brought in his train a distance of Ion miles without any further mishap. With the back
head broken in such a manner as not to interfere with the guide
block, it is generally safe to run with the main rod up, but if there
is any liability to damage, take down rod and cover steam ports.
8. BROKEN STEAM CHEST OR COVER.
When the break is not a had one, wedging between the chest
and bolts is sometimes successful, but where the break is a bad
one, remove the cover, block the supply ports, which on modern
engines are at each end of cylinder, with blocking of sufficient
thickness to be held down by cover, disconnect valve stem only,
block the cylinder cocks open, and proceed on one side. The same
method applies to a broken cover.
9. BROKEN RELEASE VALVE.
This does not imply that the valve is entirely useless. Remove release valve casing from chest and insert a wooden plug in

12.
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BROKEN ECCENTRICS, STRAPS AND BLADES.

With a broken go-ahead eccentric or blade take down the
back up also. If the back up is not disturbed the link lifter must
be taken down. With a broken back-up eccentric, strap or blade,
the go ahead need not come down, but the engine must be run
with a full cut off and no attempt made to bring the lever back to
center of quadrant. The above suggestions are only to be used
where the distance to a siding is short and you want to clear the
main line. At any other time if you break one, take down the
other also and cover steam ports. Don't take down main rod.
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13. BROKEN GUIDE YOKE.

If a bad break, take down main rod, disconnect valve stem
and cover ports.
14. BROKEN ROCKER BOX OR ARM.
With the bottom rocker arm broken there is more or less
danger of catching the link or blade on the rocker box, if the link
motion is considerably worn. Take no chances but take down
both eccentric straps and blades and cover ports. If the top arm
is broken, remove broken part and cover ports.
With a direct-motion valve gear remove transmitting bar and
broken arm and cover ports. By transmitting bar is meant the
rod that conveys the motion from the link to the rocker arm. For
a broken rocker box or sheared bolts, if no repairs are possible or
no bolts at hand of nearly the same diameter as the old ones, take
down both eccentric straps and secure the link to link lifter, and
remove rocker box if bolts are sheared.
15. BROKEN LINK LIFTER,

Place the lever in quadrant at a point where you can comfortably start your train. Cut a block of wood to fit between the top
of link block and link, also one to fit between bottom of link block
and link. Fasten them securely. Blocking for the forward motion, never drop the lever below the point of cut off selected, as
the lifting arm on tumbling shaft may interfere with link. You
can cut the lever back toward the center without danger and work
steam expansively on the good side, but this will give you two
light and two heavy exhausts. Don't attempt to reverse your engine without first removing the blocking from below the link block
and placing it on the top of the link block.
16. BURST FLUE.
Generally in a case of this kind the engine is dead in a very
few minutes. Draw the fire and in freezing weather open blowoff cocks, let out all of the water, take down hose connections between engine and tender and be prepared to be towed in. Do no
disconnecting and oil cylinders in freezing weather with light oil.
With the extension front end of to-day it's next to impossible to
reach a flue without removal of draft plates, and the time consumed
would not justify repairs on the road.
With leaky flues the conditions are different. Most injectors
of to-day have the heater cocks so arranged that they can easily be
removed. If bran or sawdust can be had, start the injector first,
then take out the heater cock and put a small quantity of the bran
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through this opening while the injector is working. The current
will carry it to the boiler without any difficulty. Too much bran
will cause the engine to foam. By this method you can bring in
a full train without any further trouble. Gauge and water glass
cocks must be opened often, however, to keep from clogging.
17. BROKEN EQUALIZER OR STAND.
If an equalizer post or equalizer breaks run the back wheels up
on a frog and block between the main driving box and frame. Next
put the frog at the main driver and run main driver up on the frog
and block between box and frame on rear driver. Take down all
loose parts that are liable to give trouble and run slowly as the
drivers will heat very fast otherwise.
18. SPRUNG LINK.
On certain classes of engines with a 4-wheel truck and the lever
in the extreme forward notch the links are in such close proximity
to the truck that invariably from any cause of derailment the links
are generally badly damaged or sprung. With the solid link you
have no other alternative but to disconnect the valve gear. With
the sectional link unless too badly damaged, slack off the nuts on
top and bottom of link bolts, partly withdraw the bolts and insert
a washer of sufficient thickness to allow the free movement of link
block in the link when reversing the lever. Tighten bolts again
and you are free to go on with your train without disconnecting.
19. DISCONNECTED OR BROKEN THROTTLE ROD.
This depends entirely upon the nature of the break. With a
throttle valve open reduce the steam pressure down to a point where
you can handle part of your train without slipping your engine. It
is always safer to have some cars in your train to get the benefits
of the brakes than to run in with just an empty engine. Sometimes
what is considered as a disconnected throttle valve proves to be a
cocked valve. If the rod connections are badly worn and a full
throttle opening given, a cocked valve often results, and is mistaken
for a disconnected throttle. Tapping the throttle rod will bring
it back, with a closed throttle valve. conditions on your line must
govern your actions. On a line burdened with frequent trains arrange to be towed in without disconnecting any part of the engine.
If your line requires you to make repairs, blow off the steam, remove dome cap and make repairs. Generally you will find it a bolt
that has worked out. Your oil pipes will not supply sufficient steam
to bring in the engine of to-day.
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20.

BROKEN WHISTLE STAND.

A broken whistle stand means a dead engine. Remove the
broken part from the dome. A handy thing to have around an
engine is a washout plug and several sizes of reducers. In the
absence of a washout plug use the reducer in the dome cap, then
take the nipple and angle cock off of an air-braked car and insert
into the reducer. This takes but very little time and I have seen
an engine under steam again in thirty minutes. You can't rely on
wooden plugs.
21. BROKEN DRAW BAR BETWEEN ENGINE AND TENDER.

Do not attempt to pull a train with the safety couplings, unless

the grade is in your favor. If a chain can be used insert the link
in the deck-bolt pocket for draw bar and secure the other end to
body bolster of the tender, taking out all of the slack between engine and tender.
22. BROKEN REACH ROD OR LEVER.

Block over one link only with a point of cut off that will enable
you to start your train and maintain a slow speed. With some
classes of engines you can use a bar under the lifting arms of the
tumbling shaft by placing the bar across both frames, and not block
the link.
23. BROKEN TUMBLING SHAFT LIFTING ARM.

Use same manner of temporary repairs as for broken link lifter.
24.

BROKEN LINK SADDLE PIN.

Use same method as for broken link lifter.
25.

26.

and block on the top of steam ports with sheet iron and wood at
your command. With a balance valve where the space between
the valve and valve table is from Tig- in. to 11 in., use sheet iron on
the face of valve and blocking at either end. Take out cylinder
cock valves and leave main rod up. For a broken piston valve if
the break is not a bad one shift valve enough to stop the blow and
clamp valve stem at one end and extension rod at the other end.
Where there is no extension rod, block between valve and forward
head.
27.

BROKEN VALVE SEAT.

Place the engine on the quarter on the side you think it is on.
set your brakes and give her steam with lever in forward and back
motion so as to admit steam to each end of cylinder alternately.
If the blow is at one end only it indicates a broken valve seat or
section broken out of valve. Disconnect the valve stem and move
it central if it is a broken bridge between the steam and exhaust
cavities. If it is the section between the supply and steam port
move the valve in the opposite direction, with the cross head and
piston in the same direction of the valve. This closes the exhaust
and admits the steam under full port pressure against the piston.
Disconnect main rod. With a valve badly broken, remove the valve

BROKEN CENTER CASTING.

If the truck is a standard 4-wheel truck a short rail put across
the top of the truck equalizer and under the center casting will bring
you in safely, or in the absence of rails, block with hard-wood blocking over truck frame and under cylinder saddles. Run slow and
carefully.
28.
BROKEN DRIVING AXLE.
This occurs usually close to the wheel and outside of the driving
box. If a broken main driving axle, all rods on the disabled side
and all side rods on the good side must come down. With any other
driving axle only such rods should come down as would give trouble
to the rest of the rods. See chapters on broken crank pins and rods.
To block up the axle on the broken side remove the cellar and put a
wooden block between the axle and the binder brace. If an hydraulic
or screw jack is handy, raise the axle and driving box, if it has an
overhung spring and block under spring saddle above the frame to
take the weight off of driving box. Use sponging on the sides of
blocking under axle or, better still, your hot main pin grease.

BROKEN LINK BLOCK PIN.

Disconnect valve stem and cover steam ports. Don't disturb
main rod.
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29.

BROKEN FRAME.

For a broken frame ahead of main driver disconnect the valve
stem on disabled side, cover ports and leave up main rod. Bring
your engine in light with the good side. If the break is behind the
main driver take down side rods on rear section only if a consolidation. With a mogul type and the knuckle pin on forward section of
side rod, take down all side rods.
30.

KEY OUT OF FRAME SPLICE OR CYLINDER SADDLE.

Unless the key has been lost, try and put it back with the use
of liners to secure it snugly. The cylinder saddle key is a taper
affair, while the frame key is a square one, and with the latter a rod
key driven in and watched occasionally will bring in the engine without shearing frame bolts. With nothing to replace saddle key, disconnect valve stem and cover port on that side.
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31. BROKEN DRIVING BRASS.
Run the wheel upon a frog or wedge and block up between the
frame and spring saddle to take weight as much as possible off of
box.
With an engine having underhung springs there is no saddle to
block under, and in a case of this kind place a jack under equalizers
nearest to broken brass, then block the other end between frame and
equalizer and remove the spring under broken brass if possible.
32. BROKEN EQUALIZER BETWEEN FORWARD DRIVER AND ENGINE
TRUCK ON MOGUL OR CONSOLIDATION.

If the break is at the forward end, get a jack and raise that end
as high as possible ; lay a rail across the frame and secure the
equalizer with the chain to the rail. If the rear end, or the hanger
connecting the equalizer to the cross equalizer is broken, raise the
equalizer the same as in the other case and secure it with a chain to
a rail placed on the frame behind the cylinders. Bring the cross
equalizer down from the boiler and block between the boiler and cross
equalizer also.
33. BROKEN ENGINE TRUCK WHEEL OR AXLE.
This is an aggravated case and requires considerable judgment.
If it is a broken tire or a broken wheel, jack up the front end of the
engine to take the weight off the truck. Take out the cellar and
block with a V-shaped block of wood between the axle and pedestal
brace. Jack up the truck frame high enough to allow broken wheel
to clear the rail and secure the truck to the engine frame with a
chain.
BLOWS AND POUNDS IN SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVES.
BLOWS.

These affect the steaming qualities of the engine and are
often harder to locate than the pounds of which we treat in
the next subject. A valve blow is often confounded with a
cylinder packing blow, especially with the balanced type or one
with supplementary ports. The most prolific cause is improper
adjustment of the valve table or the proper dimensions of the
valve. The distance between the table and valve of the Richardson balanced valve should never be over in. If this distance is exceeded broken balance strip springs are usually the
case, particularly where an inferior spring is used. The balance strip, otherwise held up by the spring, settles down in the
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valve groove, steam passes over it and out of the small hole in
top of valve to the exhaust. This hole is essential under normal
conditions, as it permits any steam that may escape to pass out
of it. Without this hole the valve would lift off of its seat.
With any of the strips down the lever handles with a hard, jerky
motion when the valve makes the return stroke on the defective
side. A valve blow from a cut valve seat and valve will give a
wheezing, intermittant sound, while the blow from a valve strip
stuck down or broken gives off a clattering, vibratory sound.
A leaky or cut piston valve in addition to a blow will give
a much heavier exhaust on the side the trouble is on and make
the engine sound out of square. When a valve blows only when
at one end of travel with the lever down in either the forward
or back notch and ceases as soon as the lever is cut back
towards the center, the valve overreaches the valve seat and is
often due to a bent or loose tumbling shaft arm. In testing for
cylinder packing it has been customary to test one side at a time.
Both sides can be just as easily tested at the same time by placing the main pin on the right side on the forward top eighth.
This brings the left main pin to the back top eighth so that both
valves admit steam to their respective cylinders. Admitting
steam to the cylinders with the engine in this position and cylinder cocks open, should steam escape from all four cylinder cocks
it is conclusive evidence that the cylinder packing of both pistons
are worn or broken and need prompt attention. In this case the
packing will blow when engine passes either center. Should the
blow occur when passing only one center it's an indication of
a hole in the follower plate or spider, or a broken follower. In
this it differs from a valve overreaching in that the blow takes
place at all points of cut off.
Loose exhaust stand, tip or leaky steam pipes are always detected by their action on the fire. Instead of a bright, white fire,
it is always of a dull red, with a tendency to drive the heat out of
the fire door with each exhaust of the engine. Leaky steam
pipes or exhaust stand are mostly due from loose saddle bolts
causing the cylinder saddles to work.
POUNDS.

Some very annoying pounds are ofttimes encountered in the
simple locomotive type that at times are hard to locate by the
novice and old enginemen. Some require immediate attention
to prevent damage to machinery and rolling stock. The remedy
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is often very simple when properly located. While the subject
may be old to some, still the host of men who are preparing to
supplant the present generation of locomotive engineers are anxious to succeed in their chosen calling. We will begin our subject with a loose follower bolt. Old engineers have allowed the
piston to destroy the cylinder head through their inability to
locate the pound. A loose follower bolt can only give trouble
at one end of cylinder, the forward end, and then only when the
piston reaches the fordward end of stroke. The first warning
comes with the closing of the throttle when the engine is drifting. As soon as the throttle is opened and the lever cut back
towards the center, pounding ceases as the steam forming a
cushion takes up the lost motion in the rods. No time
should be lost in coming to a stop. Remove the cylinder head and if the bolt can not be tightened remove it
entirely. This same pound may also occur with defective rod
work, but will manifest itself as soon as the engine leaves the
roundhouse. If the rod-has been made too long the pound will
be on the forward head, and if too short on the back head. A
loose piston head on the rod will pound the forward head and
generally takes place when steam is exerted against the piston
and the first indication will be a heavy knock when the engine
is passing the back dead center and a click in passing the forward center. If the piston is secured to the rod with a nut that
can not be tightened or has a key to secure it, remove it from
the cylinder entirely, as safe repairs can not be made.
A loose piston rod in cross head will pound the forward
head. Stop at once, and if it is found that the cross-head key
is not the proper taper or the key is bent, remove the piston rod
from cylinder.
Pounds in rods and driving boxes are found by placing the
engine on the top quarter and blocking the wheels. Admit
just enough steam to produce a movement of the boxes and
rods when the lever is moved backwards and forwards. If it is
found in the rods it may be due to a loose key or a badly worn
brass. If the pound is in the forward end of main rod, hot main
pins are always the result.
Pounds in boxes may be attributed to worn brasses, improperly fitted shoes and wedges, or improper adjustment of
wedges by the engineman or inspector. The most pernicious
practice is that of some enginemen, who, finding an opportunity
to set up a few wedges on a side track, do so without giving the
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others the proper attention. The result is the drivers are
thrown out of tram, tire flanges are cut, driving-box brasses
are pounded out of true and the engine gives continual trouble
until she enters the shop for general repairs.

UNDERRITNG SPRINGS.

The method of hanging the driving springs and the equalizers
of any locomotive is always of interest to the engineer, because he
is, as a rule, desirous of knowing the extent of the effect which the
failure of a spring or hanger will have in causing delays, when such
failures occur on the road.
Nearly every engineer knows that the object of hanging the
weight of the boiler and its attachments on springs is to permit the
engine to be run smoothly at almost any rate of speed of which it is

capable, over rough and uneven spots in the track, without severe
jar or shock.
When it was the rule to employ much lighter engines than we
have nowadays it was customary to place the driving springs over
the driving boxes, allowing them to rest on spring stirrups, that in
turn rested upon the top of the driving box, and then by means of
hangers and equalizers to suspend the weight of the boiler from
them.
As the demand for heavier engines and more boiler capacity
increased, the space above the driving boxes, which had been used
for the springs and hangers, had to be given up to make room for
the larger boiler, which now generally spreads out over the frame
at the firebox end, and a location under the driving boxes is now,
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in many modern designs of locomotives, used for placing the driving springs, hangers and the equalizers.
On eight-wheel engines the arrangement of the springs and
equalizers when underhung is not radically different from what we
find it when they are overhung, as may be seen by reference to
Figs. I and 2 accompanying this article, except that it requires an
entirely different scheme from that of the ordinary spring stirrups,
or saddle, for holding the driving springs in place and for transferring their load to the driving boxes.
Fig. I shows the form of hanger, or we might term it underhung spring saddle, that is employed on some engines. It is attached to the driving box, extends downward and encircles the spring
at the band. This form of spring saddle prevents the removal of
the driving box cellar when it is necessary to pack the driving box,
unless the engine is jacked up; otherwise it has proved very satisfactory.

FIG. 2.

In Fig. 2 the springs are underhung, but the weight of the engine is all transferred to the top of the driving box on account of
the long hangers that are connected to the equalizer beams that rest
on the top of the driving box and from which the weight is suspended.
A little study of the figures will make clear the manner in which
the weight is distributed to, and equalized on, the driving boxes.
There are many other methods of hanging the springs under the
driving boxes and different designs for the frame hanger brackets,
but in principle they are all similar to those shown in the figures.
One thing may be said of the underhung spring, and that is, if
it breaks, or if any of its hangers break, there is not the likelihood
of the end of the spring getting far out of place or of the equalizer
flying up so far that it will be a difficult job to get it back where it
belongs. The most difficult part of fixing up a broken spring or
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hanger on the road, on engines that have underhung springs, so as
to get in without heating the driving boxes, is jacking the engine
up high enough to get the required amount of blocking in between
the top of the driving box and the frame, when necessary to hold the
engine level, or in between the frame and the end of the driving
spring, or frame and the end of the equalizer, as the case may require.
A few words here as to how to raise the engine up when it is
necessary to do so, will not be out of place.
Time is, next to safety, the most important consideration on a
railroad as elsewhere; therefore, before doing a whole lot of unnecessary work, look the situation over carefully to determine just
how much is needed to be done. It may so happen that if a hanger
breaks, or a spring, if your terminal is not far away, you can get
along without jacking up or blocking up, and so need not cause any
serious delay to your train. But if you find that it is necessary to
jack up, then I believe in using a wedge to raise the engine with ;
a screw jack—well, screw -jacks nowadays are seldom in good enough
condition to work the screw in and out without any load on them,
not to speak of raising a so-ton locomotive with them.
Let us suppose the hanger I breaks, in either plan. as shown in
Figs. z and 2. This will let the forward end of the driving spring
move up in the hanger bracket C, or rather will let the bracket C
move down relative to the spring. In this case we can, by raising the
engine up, block in between the sides of the hanger bracket,
over the end of the driving spring and the lower side of the
frame. Place a wedge having a reasonably long taper under the
forward driving wheel, and run this wheel upon it, remove the
broken hanger and the gibs, and pry down the end of the
driving spring, and fill all the space between the top of the
hanger bracket, the lower side of frame bar, and the top of the
driving spring with blocking. The spring cannot get away,
and you can proceed, having the use of the other spring, and
with your equalizer in proper position. If hanger No_ 2 breaks,
raise the engine the same way, level up the equalizer, and block it
in position between the end B and the lower side of the frame; pry
the back end of the spring down as close to the proper position as
you can get it, and block there, placing your blocks over the top of
the back end of the spring, between it and the jaw of the driving
box. A chain could be used here to chain up the end A of the equalizer to the frame. Should either of the hangers 4 or 3 to back driving spring break, the same method of blocking as described for
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to block in a case of this kind. If the engine is provided with safety
brackets over the equalizer, raise the equalizer with a jack or bar a
sufficient height to take the weight off the box and block at a, between safety bracket and bottom of equalizer. If there are no
safety hangers, block between bottom of frame and top of equalizer
indicated at b. ' The arrows in Fig. 3 show the direction of the
forces.
In Fig. 4 we have another type of underhung spring and equalizer. Here the driving-box brass and equalizer over No. 2 are both
broken_ If we block at points a and b, as shown, we have removed
the weight off of the box and strain off of the equalizer and transferred them to No. I and No. 3. Should we break the driving spring
at No. 4 we simply block between both equalizers and the frame indicated at c and d.
In Fig. 5 we illustrate a broken driving brass on No. 2 and a
broken equalizer on No. 3. Here in this case we must remove the
broken equalizer over No. 3 and block on the top of driving box. We
next raise the spring at a and block between the safety hanger and
spring, performing the same operation at b and then c. This saves
the tedious work of removing the springs, hangers and equalizers
and No. I and No. 3 will carry the load.

between the brasses, the brass will pinch the pin and the result
will surely be a hot running journal and a continual annoyance.
But if the keying is done on either the upper forward eighth
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KEYING UP MAIN HOD.

As the question of keying up the main rod on the quarter is
advocated by many mechanical men, I shall endeavor, by the accompanying illustration, to prove the theory incorrect. The proper place
is either on the forward upper eighth or the back lower eighth if the
main pin has been in service any length of time. Theory and practice both will bear me out.
In the accompanying drawing I have shown on a magnified
scale the wear on the pin by the dotted lines. The solid line represents a perfect round pin, while the dotted lines a worn pin. Now
we will key up the rod on the bottom quarter, as some claim is
the proper place. The dotted lines A B show the greatest diameter
of the pin, new or old. If the brasses (the dividing line between the
two halves being C D) are keyed snug on either quarter they will
be keyed on a diameter of the pin which is not its greatest diameter,
and when the engine is moved so as to bring the pin on the lower
back eighth or on the forward eighth, at which points the greatest
diameter of pin will be at right angles to the dividing line C D,

orthe lower back eighth it will he done on the greatest diameter
of the pin which is at right angles to the dividing lines, between
the two brasses, and as a consequence the brasses cannot be
keyed so as to at any point pinch the pin.

LEVERAGE OF THE LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEEL—WHY THE
LOCOMOTIVE MOVES.
I will try to make it plain why a locomotive moves, and for
the sake of simplicity will ask the reader to confine his observations to one side of the locomotive only. What you wish to know
is, how is the power applied to the wheels during an entire revolution? With a stationary engine the front and back cylinder. heads
form the resistance for the steam to push the piston, but what you
want to know about a locomotive is, what are the points of the
lever on the wheel when the pin is on the bottom quarter going
ahead, and is the fulcrum at the axle the crank pin or the point
of contact with the rail? I will try to make this clear by the following diagrams.
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Fig. x shows the direction of the force applied by the main rod
A on the pin B. As we are concerned only with horizontal forces
in the movement of the locomotive along the track, we can resolve, by the law of parallelogram of forces, this oblique or angular
force exerted by the main rod into perpendicular and horizontal
forces p and h respectively. As p is of no value in this problem
we will omit it, and retain only the horizontal force h, which will
henceforth be known as P, the actual horizontal pressure exerted
on the pin by the main rod. Thus we will avoid all entanglements
with, and need make no further reference to, the angularity of the
main rod in dealing with this problem.

substituting together the known value of P, which is io.000
pounds, we have
Pi X 3o= io,000 X42, or,
multiplying together the terms in the right-hand side of the equation, we have
P, X 3o =42o,000.
Now, P, is an unknown quantity, but we can find its value, for
we know, as the equation states, that 30 times P, is equal to
42o,000. Therefore P, itself must be equal to one-thirtieth of
42o,000, which is 14,000. Nov, as we know that the value of P,
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Fig. 2

LEVERAGE OF THE DRIVING WHEEL.

Fig. 2 shows the driving wheel acted upon by P, the force at
the pin, P1 , the driving box resistance, and .P„ the force at the
point of contact between the wheel and rail. The arrows indicate
the direction the forces are acting, viz.: P and P, are forward and
P, is backward. Thus we have a lever of the second class, whose
arms are respectively 12 and 30 inches, and which is fulcrumed at
P2. The force exerted on the pin, we will say, is io,000 pounds.
Now we know the two lever arms and the force P, and will proceed
to find the two unknown forces, P, and P2. At the instant before
the wheel starts to revolve there is an equilibrium of forces about
the fulcrum point, P2 ; i. e., force P multiplied by its lever arm (the
distance between P and P2, which is 42 inches) is balanced by the
opposing force P, multiplied by its lever arm (the distance between P, and P2, which is 30 inches).
This we will state by the equation.
PI X 30-=PX4-2, or

is 14,000 and of P is To,000, we will put the figures instead of the
letters in the equation:
Pi X 30 =- P X 42,
and we will have
14,000 X 3o = Io,000 X 42, or
performing the multiplication, we have
420,000 = 420,000.
Thus equilibrium is proved.
Now that equilibrium of the forces has been proved, what
have we accomplished that is useful? The answer to this question is that we have a proof that at the instant before the wheel
begins to revolve the forward acting force of io,000 pounds on
the pin at the upper end of the lever just balances the backward
acting force of 14.0oo pounds on the axle at the middle point of
the lever. Now, that this is proved, another step can be made.
We will add enough more steam pressure to the piston to increase
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tiplied by 3.1416 (30 X 3.1416), or 941 inches. During this half
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701
half revolution, now loses 24 inches, and
and travels,
travels, therefore,
therefore, but
but 7o1
inches forward. Through this
this half
half of
of the
the revolution
revolution the
thepiston
piston
forms the resistance, moving
moving forward
forward more
more slowly
slowlythan
thanthe
thecylincylinder head, which pulls ahead while
while the
the piston
piston forms
forms the
theresistance.
resistance.
The pressure on the piston
piston through
through the
the lower
lower half
halfrevolution
revolutionisis
exerted on the third-class
third-class leverage
leverage in
in the
the wheel.
wheel.
The only times during the revolution
revolution that
that the
the piston
piston stands
stands
absolutly at rest (in relation
relation with
with the
the ground)
ground)isisat
atthe
thetwo
twodead
dead
centers.

Consider
equilibrium and
and we
we have
have aa stress
stressof
of35,560
35,560
Consider the forces in equilibrium
lbs. acting at the crank pin end, I ft. from the axle,
axle, or
or 44 ft.
ft. from
from C.
C.
Multiplying 35,560 by 4, the length of the lever
lever arm
arm A C in feet, and
dividing by 3, the length of the other
other lever
lever arm
arm B C, we obtain 47,413 as the number of pounds exerted at the axle against the front
front
pedestal jaw.
The difference of these two
two forms,
forms, or
or 11,853
11,853 lbs.,
lbs.,gives
givesthe
theforce
force
acting at the end of the lever, which
which in
in this
this case
case is
is resisted
resistedby
bythe
the
friction between the wheel
wheel and
and rail.
rail.
Consider now the fact that not
not only
only is
is the
the steam
steam pushing
pushingthe
the
piston forward in the cylinder, but that it is also pushing
pushing on
on the
the
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STRESSES ON PEDESTAL
PEDESTAL JAWS.
JAWS.

The average man naturally
naturally supposes
supposes that
that the
the stresses
stresseson
onthe
the
front and back jaw are
are equal
equal when
when aa locomotive
locomotiveis
isexerting
exertingher
her
utmost power in moving a train.
train. That
That this
this idea
idea is
is wrong
wrong I will endeavor to prove, and, by an inspection
inspection of
of the
the following
following diagrams.
diagrams.
you will note the points
points of
of my
my proof
proof ::
Suppose an engine having 18 x 24-in. cylinders,
cylinders, 72-in.
72-in. drivers
drivers
and carriyng 175 lbs. of steam. The engine is, by hypothesis,
hypothesis, pulling
pulling
a train, and we will further suppose
suppose that
that itit is
is running
running slowly,
slowly,so
soas
as
to be in full gear. Then
Then the
the maximum
maximum pressure
pressure on
onthe
thepedestal
pedestaljaws
jaws
will be approximately
approximately when
when the
the crank
crank pins
pinsare
areon
onthe
theupper
upperand
and
lower quarters. The
The area
area of
of an
an i8-in.
i8-in. diameter
diameterpiston
piston(neglecting
(neglecting
the rod) is about
about 254
254 sq.
sq. ins.
ins. With
With 175
175lbs.
lbs.boiler
boilerpressure
pressurewe
wemay
may
realize 140 lbs. on
on the
the piston.
piston. Multiplying
Multiplying 254
254 by
by140
140gives
gives35,560
35,560
lbs., the thrust on
on the
the piston
piston rod.
rod. Consider
Considernow
nowthis
thisas
asaaforce,
force,apapplied in a line parallel
parallel to
to the
the track
track to
to the
the crank
crankpin
pinon
onthe
thetop
topquarquarter.
ter.
If the center of
of the
the
point of contact of
of the
the crank
crank pin
pin and
and the point
wheel with the rail
AC
C 4 ft.
ft.
rail be
be considered
considered the
the extremities
extremities of
ofaalever
lever A
long, the fulcrum
application of
of the
the force
forceto
tothe
the
fulcrum is
is at
at the
the rail
rail C; the application
pedestal
A, and the
the
crank pin
pin A,
B, 11 ft. from the crank
pedestal jaw
jaw is
is at
at the
the axle
axle B,
here 33 to 4.
4.
!ever is one in the
the second
second order.
order. The
Thelever
leverarms
arms are here

&TAME=
ON PROBSTAL
PZDZISTAL
&TAME= ON

force of
of 35,56o
35,56o lbs.
lbs. This
This is
is transferred
transferred
back cylinder head with aa force
as itit is
is in
in an
an opposite
opposite direction
directionto
tothe
theforce
forcepushpushby the frames, and as
the front
front pedestal
pedestal jaw,
jaw, the
thedifference
differenceof
ofthese
thesetwo,
two,
ing forward on the
or 11,853 lbs., must be taken
taken as
as the
the net
net pull
pull transferred
transferredto
tothe
thedraw
draw
bar.
bar.
proceed to
to the
the other
other position,
position, with
with the
the crank
crankon
onthe
the
Let us now proceed
Here we
we have
have aa lever
lever B
lower quarter. Here
B C,
C, 3 ft. long, one
one of
of whose
whose
ends BB is the center of
of the
the axle,
axle, and
and the
the other
other the
the point
pointof
ofcontact
contactof
of
the wheel
wheel with
with the
the rail
rail C.
C. The
The fulcrum
fulcrumisisatatthe
thelatter
latterpoint
pointasasbebeis now
now one
one- of the third
fore, but the lever is
third order.
order.
With a force of 35,560
35,560 lbs.
lbs. on
on the
the crank
crank pin
pin A,
A, as before,
before, oneonethird of this
this will
will go
go to
to the
the rail
rail and
andtwo-thirds
two-thirdsto
tothe
theaxle,
axle,the
theforces
forces
being divided
divided inversely
inversely proportionately
proportionately to
to the
the respective
respectivelengths
lengthsof
of
arms. This
This gives
gives 11,853
11,853 lbs.
lbs. at
at the
the rail
railas
asbefore,
before,and
and
the lever arms.
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23,707 lbs. against the back pedestal jaw. Remember, now, however, that the steam is also pushing against the front cylinder head
with a, force of 35,560 lbs., and this is transferred by the frames as
before, so that the difference of these two amounts, or 11,853 lbs.,
is the net effort applied to the draw bar.
We therefore see that the stresses are double as much on the
front pedestal jaw as they are on the back one.

main water line, from which there is a continuous flow of water while
in operation. This insures a circulation of water throughout the pipe
and prevents freezing.
A fin. steam pipe, closed by a globe valve, is also run from the
boiler to the water line, which is used as a heater while cooler is not
in use. The method of using it in freezing weather is to open the
waste cocks in ends of the water line until all water is blown out, after
which they are closed and sufficient pressure maintained to insure a
free flow of steam through the h-in. vent holes.
You thus have a cooler always ready for use at a moment's
notice, and one which will handle any hot box at any speed.
It might be supposed that the use of this would naturally increase
the number of "hots" and the number of chronic bad ones, but they
do not find it so; rather the contrary, since the use of the water in
the cellar permits of the bearing being at the same time freely oiled
on top, so that, as a rule, a bearing on which the cooler has been
used will come in in such condition that after being sponged it will
rim on the next trip without any further heating.
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USING INJECTOR TO COOL HOT BOXES.

Some fines are averse to the use of water carried either from the
injector or tender through suitable connections to hot bearings on the
engine, without giving any legitimate reason. A careful investigation
of its merits would convince them that any appliance capable of removing heat from bearings regularly is far safer than the intermittent drenching to which they still cling and so detrimental. On the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the water is conveyed from the
injector delivery pipe, and while it might be supposed that water as
hot as this would not do much cooling, still, as a matter of fact, it
does the business so successfully that they never think of losing a
minute, and, in fact, if necessary, always make up time on their fastest schedules while using the cooler.
piping running
The arrangement consists of a Line of
around the engine directly underneath the frame in the shape of a
letter "U," with the open end in front terminating in a glove valve
waste cock in front of each No. I engine truck box.
Connection to this pipe is made by a fin. pipe tapped into each
delivery pipe directly ahead of the injector, chocked to in. at the top
and leading directly down to the pipe below, opened and closed
by a globe valve in upper end.
pipe to each driving and
Connection is made from the
engine truck box by means of
hose connected to the inside end
of the cellar by nipples, into which are screwed from inside the cellar
bent pipes which extend along the bottom of the cellar to the middle,
where they rise on the side just as high as possible without touching
the journal. Each hose is closed by a globe valve.
The cooler may thus be operated from either or both injectors,
and will throw water sufficient for one or all the boxes on the engine.
These hose are securely clamped to nipples to prevent being forced
off by pressure.
A EVin, hole is drilled into the under side of each end of the
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POlTNDING OF PISTON VALVES.

A matter in connection with piston valve locomotives which is of
interest, and which has prompted some inquiry, is the pounding and
consequent development of lost motion in the valve gear. This
pounding is peculiar to the solid inside admission type of piston
valve, and results from the pressure of the exhaust steam which,
passing up over the ends of the valve exerts a force sufficiently great
to take up the lost motion in the valve gear with a jerk or pound,
more or less, according to how the engine is being worked. The
exhaust pressure, it will be understood, operates to move the valve
in the direction in which it is traveling at the time. The lost motion
in the valve gear being taken up by the effort of moving the valve, it
is consequently free to be forced ahead the distance which the lost
motion in the connections will allow. In the case of an engine considerably worn and being worked slow and in long cut off this
pounding is excessive and results in rapid wear and increase of lost
motion. This action soon becomes severe enough to crystallize and
break valve stems and other parts. It also causes a certain irregularity in the admission of steam, since the valve jumps and then
stops until the lost motion is taken up. This effect is perhaps not
important, but the pounding is so detrimental to the gear as to prob-
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The question was asked in a railway magazine, "What causes
piston valve engines to pound when drifting with lever hooked up?"
The answer given was that this pounding is caused by compression
in the cylinders, on account of the early closing of the exhaust when
valve is running in short travel. This is a mistake. The pounding,
which is in the rod brasses, is caused not by compression, but by the
lack of it, on account of the valve opening for admission, and thus
permitting the air which is being compressed to escape into the steam
ways. There then being no resistance, the momentum of piston and
connected parts takes up the lost motion in rod brasses with a jerk.
The pounding can be stopped either by placing the lever in the corner
or on the center—or, which is the better, by keeping main rod brasses
filed.

greater risk of accident, first, by introducing longer service hours,
and, second, by the larger employment of new men.
Mr. Bury mak e s a calculation in which he shows that a 2-8-o
engine hauling a train weighing moo tons (tare and contents)
over 118 miles up and down several r-per cent. grades at an average
rate of 8 miles an hour, would cost $41.96, or 32.3 cents per thousand
miles. The cost of a train of i,coo tons (tare and contents) hauled
by the same engine over the same division, but at 15 miles an hour,
would come to $34.13, or at the rate of 28.8 cents per thousand miles.
The lighter train also produces less wear and ter on the engine, anti
so reduces its maintenance account—just how much would have to
be decided by actual tests extending over a given period of time.
The economical load is, of course, variable, but the speaker held
that it was decidedly uneconomical to overload engines when traffic
was dense, because, as he rightly said, "even one train staggering
and doubling over a district will demoralize the trains following and
those met, resulting in overtime, extra consumption of fuel and the
risk of train accident, which increases when train and enginemen
are long hours on duty."

OVERLOADED ENGINES ARE EXPENSIVE.

OVERLOADING ENGINES.

"The overloading of engines is a most expensive practice, occasioning more repairs than ordinarily needed, and excessive fuel consumption, it lessens the capacity of a railway, and is expensive in
overtime and is indirectly the cause of train accidents," so spoke Mr.
G. J. Bury, general superintendent Lake Superior Division, Canadian
Pacific Railway, at a meeting of the Canadian Railway Club.
The speaker referred to the increase of 101.91 average trainload tons between the years 1889 and 1901 on his road. Eased
grades and heavier engines in part accounted for increase, but greater
loads for engines accounted for the remainder. Transportation officers, he said, know that to use minimum staff in moving a given
tonnage is the most economical way to do it_ If freight trains
average 15 miles an hour, train crews can make 5,000 miles a month,
while if the average be reduced to 8 miles an hour, men cannot
stand more than 3,000 miles a month. If they make 2,500. miles
during slack times for, say, eight or nine months in the year, they
would be able to make up to perhaps 5,000 miles for the few months
of the rush. The economical plan is, if possible, to make the regular,
trained staff handle a rush without dangerously overtaxing them.
More men employed with trains traveling at slower speeds produce:.

Are the railway companies solving the problem of freight transportation successfully? Are they not sacrificing revenue in order
to show up a big ton-mile haul ? We know they are destroying the
efficiency of their power by overloading and sending their engines
to the repair shops long before they should be there, all on account of
some official of high degree whose idea of economy got started on
the wrong track.
The superintendent of motive power must slight his work
because of the small amount allowed for repairs, and the condition of
the engines is shown (on paper) as first-class when really far from it.
The enginemen are cut on valve oil so that the internal resistance
of the machinery, which under favorable conditions is from 10 to 15
per cent., goes up to 25 or more. Not only does this mean a loss of
horse power, but also a decided increase of coal consumption. An
increase of oil means a decrease of coal consumption. The additional expense incurred for oil to secure the best results would be
more than compensated for by the saving in coal. Suppose you give
an engine one pint of valve oil valued at 7 cents to make a run of
125 miles, consuming 14 tons of coal at $i per ton, and you then
increase the oil allowance to one and a half pints, at a cost of II

ably preclude the use of solid piston valves, when the matter comes
to be thoroughly understood.

CAUSE OF POUND OP PISTON VALVES WHEN DRIFTING.
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cents, and
and cut
cut down
down your coal consumption to
cents,
to 13
13 tons
tons (which
(which is
is aa
fair inference
inference based
based on personal experience), does this not show a
fair
net gain
gain of
of 96
96 cents
cents on the right side of the
net
the ledger?
ledger?
Remember, when
when you cut the necessary
Remember,
necessary supplies
supplies below
below what
whatthey
they
should be,
be, you
you encourage
encourage your employees
should
employees to
to be
be dishonest.
dishonest.
Give an
an engine
engine a fair rating, with an average speed of 20
20 miles
Give
per hour,
hour, and
and you will move more
per
more cars
cars with
with her
her over
over her
herdistrict
district
in aa week
week than
than you
you can, if you load her down, allowing no reserve
in
power and
and cutting down the speed
power
speed to
to ro
ro miles
miles or
or less.
less.While
Whileititisis
true that
that your
your ton
ton mile per train will be less with the former, your
true
revenue will be greater on account of the reduced time of
revenue
of freight
freight
in
transit.
For
instance,
if
a
car
passes
over
a
district
in
in transit.
over a district in io
io hours,
hours,
and returns
returns to the starting point
and
point in
in another
another ro
ro hours,
hours,that
thatcar
carisis
earning
just
double
as
much
as
the
car
that
20
consumes
hours
going
earning just
one way.
one
way.
The argument
argument may be made that by increasing the
The
the load
load per
per train
train
we have
have fewer
fewer trains on the line, and
we
and reduce
reduce the
the danger
danger of
of accidents,
accidents,
which looks
which
looks very well in
in print,
print, but
but let
let us
us look
look at
at the
thematter
matterfrom
from
another point, and see
another
see if
if itit is
is not
not true
truethat
thatwe
weincrease
increasethe
thedanger
dangerininstead of
of diminishing it. Is
stead
Is an
an engineer's
engineer's brain
brainas
asclear
clearand
andsafe
safewhen
when
he is
he
is on
on the road 25 or
or 3o
3o hours
hours as
as when
when he
he isis out
outonly
only10
10hours?
hours?
The passenger engineer working
The
working five
five or
or six
six hours
hours has
has the
theright
right
of track
of
track over the freight
freight men,
men, and
and the
the latter
latter have
have to
tokeep
keepout
outof
ofhis
his
way.
way. The
The passenger
passenger man
man assumes
assumes no
no risk,
risk, the
the freight
freightman
manall.
all.
The
The former
former has
has regular
regular hours
hours of
of rest
restafter
aftereach
eachtrip,
trip,the
thelatter
latternone.
none.
The
The man
man with the longest
longest working
working hours
hours has
has the
the shortest
shortestrest.
rest.
The
The majority of railroad
railroad accidents
accidents are
are due
dueto
tooverworked
overworkedbrains,
brains,
and,
likewise,
the
overloaded
engine
is
productive
of
and, likewise,
overloaded engine is productive ofthe
themost
mostfailures.
failures.
An
An engineer
engineer with
with an
an overworked
overworked brain
brainisisnot
notonly
onlyaadangerous
dangerousrisk
risk
to
the
public,
but
a
financial
loss
to
his
employer.
to the public, but a financial loss to his employer.
The
The capacity
capacity of
of an
an engine
engine for
for work
workdepreciates
depreciatesaccording
accordingtoto
the
service
she
is
put
to,
and
the
length
of
the service she is put to, and the length oftime
timeshe
sheisiskept
keptininthat
that
service.
service. Her rating
rating ought,
ought, therefore,
therefore, to
to be
bere-established
re-establishedfrom
from
time
time to
to time.
time.
Don't
Don't ask your enginemen
enginemen to
to do
do the
the impossible
impossible with
with power
power that
that
ought
to
be
off
the
right
of
way.
Have
a
pleasant
word
ought to be off the right of way. Have a pleasant wordfor
forthem.
them.
Don't
Don't censure
censure them
themfor
foryour
yourmistakes.
mistakes.
Cut
down
your
tonnage
Cut down your tonnage so
so that
thatyour
yourenginemen
enginemencan
canget
getover
over
the
road
on
schedule
time.
They
would
rather
have
rest
the road on schedule time. They would rather have restthan
thanoverovertime.
time. The
The results
results will
will show
showin
inincreased
increasedrevenue,
revenue,and
andititisisthe
thelarge
large
revenue
a
road
earns
and
not
big
ton
miles
that
revenue a road earns and not big ton miles thatmakes
makesthe
thestock
stock"gilt"giltedged."
edged."

WHY
WHY LARGE
LARGE ENGINES
ENGINES FAIL.
FAIL.
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The
The problem
problem of overcoming the too frequent failures of the
large
large engines
engines has been the one absorbing thought of the builder,
designer,
motive power.
power. Opinions
Opinions from
fromthese
these
designer, and superintendent of motive
different
to the
the public
public through
through the
thepress
pressof
of
different sources have been given to
late,
failure has
has been
been
late, and in the majority of cases the cause of failure
attributed
attributed either
either to
to the
the ignorance
ignoranceor
orindifference
indifferenceof
ofthe
theenginemen—
enginemendue to the pooling system—or the employment
employment of
of new
new engineers
engineers and
and
firemen made necessary by the increasing
increasing traffic.
traffic. While
While this
thisisisoften
often
the true cause, it is not by any
any means
means the
the whole
wholereason
reasonfor
forthe
thefailure
failure
of the big engines. Faulty design and had
bad water have contributed
contributed
more to these failures than anything else.
else. When
When engines
engines break
break 500
500
stay bolts in five months, or an average
average of
of three
three and
and one-third
one-third per
per
day, there is certainly a fault in the
the design.
design. On
On many
many of
of our
our roads
roads
where stay bolts are tested only at wash-out
wash-out periods,
periods, which
which conic
comc
about twice a month, an engine breaking
breaking three
three stay
stay bolts
bolts aa day
dayisisaa
slumbering volcano, liable to create havoc any minute.
minute. Nursing
Nursing an
an
engine to please the superintendent
superintendent of
of motive
motive power
power is
is not
not the
thetranstransportation department's idea.
idea. Their
Their instruction
instruction to
to the
the engineman
enginemanis,
is,
"Never mind the engine. She belongs to the
the company,
company, and
and we
we want
want
you to pull cars and
and get
get there."
there." With
Withthis
thisorder,
order,the
the"good"
"good"or
orthe
the
"indifferent" engineman
engineman has
has no
nochoice.
choice.
blessing to
to the
the careless
careless and
and incomincomPooling engines has been a blessing
men and
and aa curse
curse to
to the
theenergetic
energeticand
andcompetent.
competent.
petent men
water space
space in
in order
order to
toget
getmore
moreheating
heatingsurface
surfacehas
has
Abridging water
of leaky
leaky flues
flues in
in the
the had-water
had-water districts
districtsof
ofthe
the
been the prolific cause of
West.
West.
"handy men"
men" into
into service
service to
to do
do experienced
experiencedboilerboilerPressing "handy
to save
save expense,
expense, has
has caused
caused many
many an
an engine
engine
makers' work, in order to
always an
an expensive
expensive sort
sort of
of economy.
economy.
failure, and is always
voice in
in the
the question
question of
of pooling,
pooling, tonnage
tonnage
The engineman has no voice
employment of
of repair
repair men,
men, yet
yet much
much blame
blame is
is laid
laid
rating or the employment
shoulders. With
With the
the advent
advent of
of the
the large
large engines
enginescarne
carneaa
on his shoulders.
fire-door design,
design, some
some of
of our
our "battle
"battle ships"
ships" having
havingtwo
two
change in fire-door
and so
so arranged
arranged that
that itit is
is almost
almost impossible
impossiblefor
forthe
thefireman
fireman
doors and
operate them
them to
to advantage.
advantage.The
Theresult
resulthas
hasbeen
beenthat
thatthe
thefireman,
fireman,
to operate
unable to
to close
close the
the door
door after
after each
each scoopful
scoopfulof
ofcoal,
coal,and
andhaving
havingto
to
unable
coax the
the monster
monster with
with 25
25tons
tonsor
ormore
moreof
ofcoal
coalover
overthe
thedivision,
division,has
has
coax
adopted the
the opposite
opposite plan
planand
andleft
leftthe
thefire
firedoor
dooropen
openuntil
untilfive
fiveoror
adopted
at aa time
time have
have been
been shoveled
shoveled into
into the
the fire.
fire. This
Thisalways
always
six scoops at
means disaster
disaster to
to the
the fire
firebox.
box.The
Theindifference
indifferenceof
ofsome
someof
ofour
our
means
lines to
to these
these conditions
conditionsisisthe
thecause
causeto-day
to-dayof
ofso
somany
manyofoftheir
theirold
old
lines
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firemen leaving their service. Breaking in new firemen is expensive
business. So long as railroads place so little value on the services
of an experienced fireman, ignoring his needs in order to save a few
dollars, just so long will the stockholders continue to wonder why
the big engines earn so much less than they were expected to.
We must disagree with the builder who tells the public that the
waters of the Western States are almost certain death to those who
drink them. We are familiar with the waters of California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Kansas through years of experience, and
know people who have been using them for twenty years without
serious inconvenience. We must also disagree with the statement
that 50 to 75 per cent. of cylinders in the old single-expansion
engines in use ten or fifteen years are banded or patched, owing, of
course, to this same deadly water. Bad water will convert a steam
engine into one of the hydraulic kind very often, but many of the
fractures mentioned were made by defective pistons or piston rods.
Frequent inspection would have reduced the percentage. When
those engines were built, we had no piston valves. Piston valves
are not a success in bad-water districts, because they cannot free
themselves of water so readily as the old slide valves. For the
sake of argument, allowing the damage to cylinders on the engines
with slide valves to have been 25 per cent., the damage to the pistonvalve class, had there been any such, would have footed up so per
cent.
The lack of facilities for repairs to the large engines is to be
charged against the railroad companies. The lack of interest on
the part of the engineers and firemen is also directly attributable to
the nearsightedness of officials who failed to see far enough ahead
to establish a thorough system of instruction and examination for
their enginemen. Had this course been pursued, the careless and
incompetent men could easily have been located and removed without wasting years in misplaced confidence. Later, when rush of
business compelled wholesale promotions, some officials shut their
eyes to plain facts and promoted men who passed a quasi-examination, but never made any effort to study the mechanism or management of a locomotive until the coming examination was announced.
If the large engines are to be a success, the needs of the enginemen must be considered, and they must be assisted in every way in
the performance of their work. Periodical examination of firemen
will give good timber to promote from. Coupled with these examinations there should be on every road a competent force of traveling engineers and firemen, masters of their business, thorough in-

structors and disciplinarians, with lots of patience to help those who
show a disposition to help themselves. Many an indifferent engineman, with proper instruction and kind treatment, will develop into a
first-class runner and careful student of mechanics.
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RAILWAY GAUGES OF THE WORLD.

1

An interesting table prepared by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, of Philadelphia, shows the various gauges of railways for
which they have built engines in all parts of the world during the
years 1901 and 1902. They range from 18 ins. up to 5 ft. 6 ins. The
table is as follows:
2 ft. I I ips.
3 ft. 91 ins.
I ft. 6 ins.
3 ft. o in.
ft. 9 ins.
4 ft. o in.
ft. tit ins.
3 ft. 31 ins.
4 ft. I in.
4 ft. 84 ins.
2 ft. o in.
3 ft. 4 ins.
4 ft. 9 ins.
2 ft. 2f ins.
3 ft. 5 ins.
2 ft. 3.6 ins.
3 ft. 5-i ins.
4 ft. 9.07 ins.
3
ft.
6
ins.
5 ft. 3 ins.
2 ft. 5 ins.
3
ft.
7
ins.
5
ft. 5.83 ins.
2 ft. 6 ins.
3 ft. 8 ins,
5 ft. 6 ins.
2 ft. II ins.
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VALVE MOTION
MOTION.
.
VALVE
IRREGULARITIES
OF CUT
CUT OFF
OFFWITH
WITHAND
ANDWITHOUT
WITHOUTAAROCKER
ROCKER
IES OF
IRREGULARIT
BY 0.
0. H.
H. REYNOLDS.
REYNOLDS.
BY

We will
will endeavor
endeavor to
to *ow
*ow with
with the
the aid
aid of
of the
the accompanying
accompanying
We
drawing
the
irregularities
of
cut
off
with
and
without
the rocker
rocker
drawing the irregularities of cut off with and without the
arm, why
why the
the cut
cut off
off occurs
occurs too
too early
early in
in one
one case
case and
and too
too late
latein
inthe
the
arm,
other. Our
Our description
description and
and drawing
drawing will
willtreat
treatwith
withaavalve
valvegear
gear
other.
with the
the crank
crank pins
pins shown
shown for
for the
the half-stroke
half-strokeposition
positionof
ofthe
thepispiswith
ton—the point
point usually
usually selected
selected to
to show
show inequalities
inequalities of
ofsteam
steamdisdiston—the
tribution to
to the
the best
best advantage.
advantage. A
A rocker
rockerwith
witharms
armsof
ofequal
equal
tribution
length
and aa center
center line
line of
of motion
motion coincident
coincident with
withcenter
centerof
ofcylincylinlength and
der,
is assumed.
assumed.
der, is
The
centers of
of eccentric
eccentric are
are designated
designated by
bycharacters
characterscorrecorreThe centers
sponding
on which the link positions are drawn,
drawn, as
as
elements on
to elements
sponding to
b, for
forward and
and backward
backward eccentrics,
eccentrics,and
andif,
if,Lb,
Lb,
F
B and
the forward
for the
and ff b,
FB
the
eccentric centers
centers after
after advancing
advancing through
throughthe
thesame
sameangle
angle
same eccentric
the same
traversed
in passing from the forward
forward center
center A
A to the
crank in
the crank
by the
traversed by
half-stroke
position G.
G. f2
f2 and
of eccentric
eccentric centers
centers
and b2 are location of
half-stroke position
when
the
crank
has
passed
from
the
back
center
D
to
the
upper
center
back
the
from
passed
has
crank
the
when
E.
half-stroke
position
E.
half-stroke position
Arcs
radius equal
equal to
to the
the
these centers with a radius
from these
drawn from
are drawn
Arcs are
length
of
the
eccentric
rods,
the
radius
of
the
link
minus
minus
link
the
of
radius
the
is
which
rods,
length of the eccentric
the
link arc of the center
center of
of eccentric-rod
eccentric-rod pins
pins
the link
from the
distance from
the distance
back
of
the
arc.
The
arcs
thus
determine
the
position
of
the
the
of
position
the
determine
drawn
back of the arc. The arcs thus
link,
as
the
rod
pins
are
resident
in
them.
F
B,
f
b
locate
locate
arcs
The
F
resident
are
link, as the rod pins
the
neutral or
or
rocker and link block for the neutral
the rocker
of the
position of
true position
the true
central
position
c
of
the
valve
over
the
ports.
From
c
as
a
center
a
c
center
a
as
over
valve
the
central position c of
circle
is
described
with
a
radius
equal
to
the
lap
of
points
and
valve,
circle is described with a radius
hh ion
steam ports opening or closing—that
the steam
represent the
circle represent
the circle
ion the
is,
the
steam
edges
of
valve
and
port are line and line.
and
is, the steam edges of valve
After
having
drawn
the
link
by means
K by
cardboard
of aa cardboard
arcs JJ K
link
means of
the
After having drawn
template
cut
to
the
correct
radius—in
case
6o
ins.—and
which
which
ins.—and
6o
case
this
template cut to the correct radius—in
has
the
eccentric-rod
pins
properly
located,
together
center
a
with
has the eccentric-rod pins properly
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line between
between the
the pins,
pins, and perpendicular to line drawn through
line
their
centers,
the
position of the arcs
explains at once
K explains
their centers, the position
arcs II K
the
effect
of
suspending
the effect of suspending the link
link on
on the
the arc.
arc. Considering
Considering
the motion
motion with
with the
the rocker
the
rocker first, it is
is seen
seen that
that for
for the
the halfhalfstroke position
position GG of
of the
the crank,
crank, the piston is in its rearward stroke
stroke
and the
the valve
valve H
H is
is cutting
cutting off
off at
at the front port. An examination of
and
the
drawing
shows that
the forwardG, the
the drawing shows
that when the crank
crank has
has reached
reached G,
motion eccentric
eccentric has
motion
has moved
moved to
to if
if and
and the
the backing
backing eccentric
eccentrichas
has
reached rb.
'b. The
is seen
seen to have a movement in the
reached
The link
link arc
arc II is
the direcdirection of
of the
the arrow,
arrow, and
and has
has passed
passed the cut-off point i, showing that
tion
cut off
off occurred
occurred before
cut
before the crank reached
reached G
G on
on its
its backward
backwardstroke
stroke
from A.
A.
from
Next taking
taking the
the movement
Next
movement of the crank
crank in
in its
its forward
forward stroke
stroke
from
D
to
E,
it
is
seen
that the forward-motion eccentric
from
it is seen that
eccentric has
has moved
moved
from ff to
to f2,
f2, and
and the
from
the backing
backing eccentric
eccentric from
from b to b2, which has
moved
the
link
the direction
arc
direction of the arrow, and shows that
K
in
moved the link arc
the
it has
has not
not arrived
arrived at
it
at the
the cut-off point
point h, as it should have done to
cut
off
at
half
stroke,
cut off at half stroke, in
in which
which position
position valve
valve I is shown cutting off
at the
the rear
rear port.
port. Cut
at
Cut off
off is thus seen to
to be
be too
too early
early in
in the
the forward
forward
port and
port
and too
too late
late in
in the
the rear
rear one
one when
whenthe
therocker
rockerisisused.
used.
Tracing the
Tracing
the movement
movement of
of the
the valve
valve without
withoutaarocker,
rocker,for
forthe
the
rearward
rearward half
half stroke
stroke of
of the
the piston,
piston, or
or from
from A
A to G, it is seen that
the
the forward-motion
forward-motion eccentric
eccentric ff with its new setting now
now goes
goes ahead
ahead
of the
of
the crank
crank instead
instead of
of following,
following, as
as in
in the
the case
caseof
ofthe
therocker,
rocker,and
and
it
to b2,
b2,
it has
has reached
reached f2,
f2, while
while the
the backing
backing eccentric
eccentric b has gone to
moving
moving the
the link
link arc
arc K toward the cut
cut off
off point
point h,
h, but falling short
of
of it,
it, thus
thus failing
failing to
to cut
cut off
off at
at the
the front
frontport,
port,as
asititshould
shoulddo,
do,as
as
shown
On the forward
forward or
or return
return half
halfstroke
strokeof
ofthe
the
shown by
by valve
valve L.
L. On
crank
passes through
throughan
anarc
arc if,
if, and the
the
crank from
from D
D to
to E.
E. the
the center
center F passes
center
through aa like
like arc
arc to
to lb.
ib. The
The link
link I has passed the point
point
center B
B through
of
of cut
cut off
off i,i, whereas
whereas itit should
should have
have been
beenat
atthat
thatpoint,
point,as
asshown
shownby
by
the
the valve
valveAI,
AI,which
whichisiscutting
cuttingoff
offatatthe
therear
rearport.
port.The
Thecut
cutoff
offisis
therefore
therefore too
too early
early in
in the
the rear
rear or
orcrank
crankport,
port,and
andtoo
toolate
lateininthe
the
foward
foward port.
port. This
This disparity
disparity will,
will, however,
however,be
begreater
greaterthan
thanshown,
shown,
for
for the
the reason
reason that
that the
the eccentric
eccentric centers,
centers,while
whilecorrect
correctfor
forthe
the
rocker
rocker demonstration,
demonstration, should
shouldbe
beslightly
slightlychanged
changedfor
forthe
thedirect
direct
motion;
motion; this
this was
was neglected
neglected in
in order
order to
to use
use one
one drawing
drawing for
forboth
both
motions.
motions.
The
The differences
differences shown
shown in
in cut
cut off
off for
for the
thetwo
twoends
endsof
ofthe
thecylincylinder
der have
have been
been universally
universally assigned,
assigned,by
byauthorities
authoritieson
onvalve
valvemotion,
motion,
to
to the
the angularity
angularity of
of the
the main
main rod,
rod, which
whichis
isnot
nottrue
truefor
foraalink
linkmomotion.
tion. The
Theeffect
effectof
ofthis
thisangularity
angularityisisto
tocause
causethe
thecrank
crankto
tofall
fallshort
short
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of
is at
at half
half stroke
stroke during
duringits
itsrearrearof its
its true
true position when the piston is
ward
piston
ward movement,
movement, and
and to overrun its true position when the piston
is
for
is at
at half
half stroke
stroke during
during its forward movement. It has remained for
Mr.
demonstrate that
that of
of all
all the
the errors
errors
Mr. F.
F. A. Halsey, to discover and demonstrate
to
distribution of
of steam,
steam, this
this
to be
be corrected in order to have an equal distribution
one
importance; as
as aa matter
matter of
of fact.
fact.
one of
of the main rod is of the least importance;
lie
the link
link arc
arc becalm
becalm
lie found
found that the offset of the saddle pin from the
less
shortened.
less as the main rod was shortened.
The principal causes of disturbance
disturbance found
found in
in his
his investigations
investigations
were the angular vibration of the
the eccentric
eccentric rods
rods as
as next
next in
inimportimportance,
eccentric-rod pins
pins back
backof
ofthe
thelink
linkarc
arcas
as
ance, and the offset of the eccentric-rod
the greatest. The first two errors tended to
to reduce
reduce the
the last,
last, and
and itit
then became necessary to offset
offset the
the saddle
saddle pin
pin to
to entirely
entirelyovercome
overcome
the knuckle-joint action of
of the
the eccentric-rod
eccentric-rod pins.
pins.To
Tothose
thosewho
who
believe that the saddle pin is offset as a corrective
corrective for
for the
the main-rod
main-rod
error, it will be a surprise to
to learn
learn that
that the
the adjustment
adjustmentof
ofthe
thesadsaddle pin for this disturbance
disturbance is
is outside
outside and
and not
notinside
insideof
ofthe
thelink
linkarc.
arc.
The results of Mr. Halsey's investigations
investigations of
of link-motion
link-motion errors
errorsrereferred to here are treated
treated exhaustively
exhaustively in
in aabook
bookpublished
published by
by
Railway and Locomotive
Locomotive Engineering
Engineering under
under the
the title
titleof
of"The
"The
Locomotive Link Motion." and is an invaluable aid to the student
and advanced scholar on valve
valve motion.
motion.

LOCOMOTIVE SLIDE
SLIDE VALVES.
VALVES.
HOW TO SET LOCOMOTIVE

present practice
practice in
in most
most railroad
railroadrepair
repairshops
shopsof
ofhaving
having
The present
for doing
doing the
the different
differentparts
partsof
ofthe
thework
workdoes
doesnot
notgive
give
special men for
apprentice aa very
very good
good opportunity
opportunityto
totake
takepart
partin
inall
allthe
thework,
work,
the apprentice
valve setting
setting is
is apt
apt to
to be
be thought
thought of
of
and the man who does the valve
boys as
as knowing
knowing something
somethingthat
thatfew
fewcan
canlearn,
learn,and
andsome
some
by the boys
who do
do the
the work
work seem
seem to
totry
tryto
tomake
makethe
theoperations
operationsof
ofvalve
valve
men who
as difficult
difficult and
and mysterious
mysterious as
as possible.
possible.That
Thatthere
there
setting appear as
nothing so
so very
very perplexing
perplexing connected
connectedwith
withthis
thispart
partof
ofthe
thework
work
is nothing
will endeavor
endeavor to
to show
show in
in what
whatfollows.
follows.
we will
Suppose we
we are
are working
working on
on an
an engine
engine that
that has
hasan
anindirect
indirectlink
link
Suppose
valve gear.
gear. The
The outside
outside lap
lap of
of valves
valves is
is in.
in. and
and they
they are
are line
lineand
and
valve
line inside.
inside. Since
Since the
the work
work is
isto
tobe
bedone
donewith
withthe
thesteam
steamchest
chest
line
covers screwed
screwed down,
down,we
wemust
musthave
havesome
someway
waytotoknow
knowthe
theposition
position
covers
of the
the valve
valve on
on the
the seat
seat without
withoutseeing
seeingit.
it.For
Forthis
thispurpose
purposewe
we
of
will use
use aa tram
tram like
like that
that shown
shownin
inFig.
Fig. 20,
20, and
will
and the
thepoints
points aa and
and bb
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chest stuffing
stuffing box,
box, all
all shown
shown
on valve stem,
stem, and
and point
point cc on steam chest
in Fig.
Fig. 21.
21.
any convenient
convenient place,
place, but
but itit is
is generally
generallyaa
Point cc may be in any
of the
the top
top of
of stuffing
stuffing box.
box. We
We will
will now
now find
find
little to the outside of
done before
before the
the chest
chest covers
covers are
are
b, which must be done
the points aa and
and b,
ahead until
until itit is
is just
just beginning
beginning to
to uncover
uncover
put on. Slide the valve ahead
A piece
piece of
of tin
tin is
is usually
usually slipped
slipped between
between
the back steam port. A
edge to
to prove
prove that
that the
the port
port is
is beginning
beginningto
tobe
be
valve edge and port edge
c,
Then place
place the
the short
short point
point of
of the
thetram
tramin
inthe
thepoint
point c,
uncovered. Then
scribe
an
arc
across
the
top
of
of
top
the
across
arc
an
scribe
point
long
the
with
and
21,
Fig.
Fig. 21,
top of
of and
and parallel
parallel with
with the
the stem,
stem, then
then
valve stem. Draw a line on top

But it is
is well
well to
to know
know how
how to
tofind
findthe
theproper
properlength
lengthof
ofthe
thevalve
valve
rod. On
On the
the end
end of
of the
the rocker
rocker shaft
shaftscribe
scribeaacircle,
circle,whose
whosecenter
center
is the center of shaft
shaft and
and whose
whose diameter
diameter is
is the
the same
same as
as that
that of
of
22. Put the valve
valve on
on
the hole for
for the
the pin
pin in
in the
the top
top of
ofarm,
arm,Fig.
Fig. 22.
the center of the seat,
seat, which
which position
position will
will be
be indicated
indicated by
by the
the
between a and b,
b, Fig.
Fig. 21.
21.
point d,
d, midway between
tram reaching
reaching from
from c to a point
Also put a line
line with
with aa weight
weight on
oneach
eachend
endof
ofititover
overthe
thevalve-stem
valve-stem
pin, as shown in the Fig., then lengthen
lengthen or
or shorten
shorten the
the rod
rod until
until
the lines touch
touch the
the circumference
circumferenceof
ofthe
thecircle
circleon
onend
endofofshaft.
shaft.
Before commencing
commencing to
to get
get the
the dead
deadcenters
centersititisiswell
welltotoknow
know
that the driving wedges
wedges are
are properly
properly adjusted.
adjusted.Also
Alsosee
seethat
thatthe
the
eccentric rods are connected
connected in
in the
the right
right way,
way, that
that is,
is,the
theforward
forward
motion rod to
to the
the top
top of
of link
link and
andbackward
backwardmotion
motiontotothe
thebottom.
bottom.
Remember that
that with
with an
an indirect-link
indirect-linkmotion,
motion,such
suchas
aswe
weare
aredealdealing with, the eccentric
eccentric that
that is
is controlling
controllingthe
thevalve
valvealways
alwaysfollows
follows
the crank pin, or when the pin is
is on
on the
the forward
forward center
center the
the forwardforwardmotion eccentric will
will be
be almost
almost above
above the
theaxle,
axle,and
andthe
theother
otheralmost
almost
below, and both will be advanced
advanced or
or turned
turned toward
toward the
the pin
pin enough
enough
to overcome the lead
lead and
and lap
lap of
of the
the valve.
valve.We
Wewill
willnot
notexpect
expecttoto
get the eccentrics in
in exactly
exactly the
the right
right place
placeat
atthe
thestart,
start,but
butwill
will
set them as near as possible without doing any measuring, or,
or, in
in
other words, we will at first guess
guess at
at their
their position.
position.
Now proceed in the following
following manner
manner to
to find
findthe
theexact
exactdead
dead
centers and length of eccentric rods.
rods. It
It is
is important
important that
that the
the dead
dead
centers be accurately located.
located. While
While the
thecross
crosshead
headmoves
movesvery
very
little when the pin is near the
the center,
center, yet
yet the
the valve
valveisisat
atabout
abouthalf
half
travel. Hence it is moving at nearly its greatest
greatest velocity,
velocity, and
and aa
slight error in finding the dead centers
centers will
will seriously
seriously affect
affect the
the
accuracy of the work.
work.
It makes no difference which center
center is
is found
found first,
first, but
butfor
forconconvenience we will get the front one on
on the
the right-hand
right-hand side.
side. Suppose
Suppose
the pin to be above the center.
center. Make
Make aa center
center punch
punchmark
markat
atany
any
convenient place on the wheel cover,
cover, say
say at
at e,
e, Fig.
Fig. 21.
21. Then
Thenturn
turn
the wheels ahead until the cross head
head is
is about
about in.
in. from
from the
theend
end
its travel. With one point of a tram, similar to Fig. 23 (which
of its
of
(which
is made of fin. steel and is about 12
12 ins.
point e,
the point
is
in the
long), in
ins. long),
e,
scribe the arc f on
scribe
edge of tire, and before moving the wheels, with
on edge
with
the same tram, and with point jj on
the
block as a center,
guide block
front guide
on front
center,
scribe the arc kk on
scribe
wheels ahead past
the wheels
cross head. Now turn the
on cross
past
the center far enough to bring
the
bring the
the arc
arc kk slightly
of the tram
back of
slightly back
tram
point. When the other end of tram is in the center punch mark
point.
mark j,
the wheels slowly backward until the arc
turn the
turn
arc kk has
same
the same
has the
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the point of intersection of the line and arc will be
be the
the point
point a,
which should be marked with a small center punch mark. Now
Now
slide
front port
port is
is just
just beginning
beginningto
toopen,
open,
slide the valve back until the front
between
then proceed to get point b as a was found. The distance between
Before getting
getting these
these
a and b is equal to twice the lap of the valve. Before
points the valve stem gland should be in place, also the valve
valve rod
rod
connected up, thus keeping the valve stem the same height,
height, since
since
any
extend
any variation in the height of stem will cause the tram to extend
aa greater
for keepkeepgreater or less distance back of c.c. Hence the necessity for
ing
Theoretically,
ing the stem the same height as when it was marked. Theoretically,
When the valve is on the center
center of
of the
the seat,
seat, the
the upper
upperrocker
rockerarm
arm
should
be
at
right
angles
to
the
seat,
and
the
length
of
the
valve
of the valve
should be
rod
rod should be such as will bring these conditions about. Otherwise
way from
from the
the
the valve will not travel the same distance each way
wise the
center
of
seat.
Practically,
the
rod
can
be
in.
either
way
from
can be in. either way from
center
this
injurious effect
effect on
on the
the valve's
valve'stravel.
travel.
this length without having any injurious
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position that
that itit had
had when
when itit was
was made,
made, which
which position
position can
can be
be found
found
position
stopping the
the wheels
wheels when
when
by holding
holding one
one point
point of
of the
the tram
tramin
in jj and stopping
by
the other
other point
point reaches
reachesthe
thearc.
arc.
the
center. With
With
tire, using
using ee as a center.
Now scribe
scribe the
the arc
arc gg on the tire,
Now
h.
get the
the point
point h.
and ff and get
dividers bisect
bisect the
the distance
distancebetween
between gg and
dividers
it will
will be
be well
well to
to explain
explain why
why when
when the
thewheels
wheelswere
were
Perhaps it
until the
the pin
pin passed
passed the
the center
center they
theywere
wereturned
turnedenough
enough
turned until
down.
carry the
the cross
cross head
head farther
fartherback
backthan
thanwhen
whenthe
thearc
arc kk was down.
to carry
time the
the pin
pin was
was pushing
pushingthe
thecross
crosshead
headforward,
forward,and
andconconAt that time
motion between
between the
the pins
pins and
and brasses
brasseswas
wastaken
taken
sequently the lost motion
direction. If
If we
we had
had stopped
stopped the
the motion
motion when
when the
the pin
pin
up in that direction.
center and
and the
the cross
cross head
head was
was traveling
travelingback,
back,the
the
had passed the center
have been
been taken
taken up
up in
in the
the opposite
oppositedirection.
direction.
lost motion would have
slightly away
away
the arc
arc g and also the point h would have been slightly
Hence the
proper place.
place. But
But when
when the
thecross-head
cross-headwas
waspulled
pulledback
back
from the proper
place then
then the
the direction
direction of
ofthe
themotion
motionchanged
changedto
to
past the right place

that
that when
when they
they are
are turned
turned ahead
aheadagain
againalI
alIthe
thelost
lostmotion
motionininecceneccenin
up
taken
tric
tric straps
straps and
and other
other connections
connections will
will be
be taken up inthat
thatdirection,
direction,
then
then put
put the
the reverse
reverse lever
leverin
infull
fullforward
forwardmotion
motionand
andturn
turnthe
the
tram
valve-stem
wheels
wheels ahead
ahead to
to the
the center.
center. Now
Nowwith
withthe
the valve-stem tramscribe
scribe
an arc on valve
valve stem
stem from
from the
the top
top to
to inside
inside of
of stem
stemshown
shownat
at p,
p,
seat
the
on
valve
the
Fig. 24.
24. We
We now
now know
know the
the position
positionof
of the valve on the seatfor
for
both forward
forward and
and backward
backward motion
motion when
when the
thepin
pinisison
onthe
thefront
front
positions
center on right
right side.
side. Get
Get the
the other
other dead
dead centers
centersand
and positionsof
of
valve in the
the manner
manner described.
described.
We will now proceed
proceed to
to adjust
adjust the
the eccentric
eccentric rods
rods to
to the
the right
right
after
length.
length. Fig.
Fig. 24
24 is a top view
view of
of the
the right
right valve
valve stem
stem afteritithas
has
been marked
marked as
as described
described above.
above.The
Thearcs
arcs o and pp were made
made
with the lever in the
the forward
forward motion,
motion, and
and vz
vz and
andnnwith
withthe
thelever
leverin
in
backward
backward motion.
motion.
When the
the tram,
tram, Fig.
Fig. 20,
20, reaches from c to a or b, Fig. 24,
24, the
the
valve is at the point of cut off,
off, and
and since
since the
the valve
valve is
is to
to travel
travel the
the
same distance each way from these
these points,
points, we
we can
can measure
measure from
from
a and b to the arcs to determine how much
much and
and whether
whether to
to lengthen
lengthen
or shorten the eccentric
eccentric rods.
rods.
to
First the forward motion:
motion: Suppose
Suppose the
the distance
distance from
from b to
inthe arc p to be j in., and from a to the arc
arc o to he in., thus indicating that the valve is traveling
traveling farther
farther ahead
ahead than
than back
backof
of
the center of the seat,
seat, also
also that
that the
the forward-motion
forward-motioneccentric
eccentric
back
is back
rod is too short, adjustment must be made.
made. Since
Since the
the arc
arc pp is
of b, and o is back of a, the amount to lengthen the rod is equal to
to
half the sum of the distances
distances a aa and b p,
p, or
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bring
strain on
on the
the rod
rod was
was the
the same
sameas
aswhen
when
bring it ahead again, the strain
the
the arc ff was drawn.
We have found the point h and the pin is now a short distance
below
lever back
back as
as far
far as
as itit will
will
below the center. Throw the reverse lever
go,
backward until
until the
the tram
tram will
will reach
reachfrom
from
then turn the wheels backward
go, then
center. With
With the
the
e to
to h, then the pin is exactly on the dead center.
short
tram, Fig.
Fig. 20,
scribe an arc Ill,
at cc scribe
20, at
short point of the valve stem tram,
Fig.
the top
top to
to the
the outside.
outside.
Fig. 24, on the valve stem from the
The
top to
to outside
outside of
of stem
stem
The reason this arc is drawn from the top
is
because the backward-motion eccentric is moving the valve, and
is because
this
the driving
driving box.
box. In
In this
this
this eccentric is on the outside, or nearest the
way
made for
for the
the backbackway it is easy to remember which marks were made
ward
forward motion.
motion.
ward and which for the forward
After
moving the
the wheels,
wheels, make
make
After scribing the arc in, and before moving
aa mark
outer guides
guides opposite
oppositethe
theend
end
across the outside edge of the outer
mark across
of
This mark indicates the end of the stroke, and we
head. This
cross head.
of cross
will
wheels back
back enough
enough so
so
have occasion to use it later. Turn the wheels
will have
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k= y4. inch,
±44±-k=
2
provided the upper and lower
lower rocker
rocker arms
arms are
are the
the same
samelength.
length.
If, as is often the case, the lower arm
arm is
is the
the shorter,
shorter, the
the length
lengthof
of
the rod will not have to he changed quite as
as much
much as
as is
is indicated
indicated
by the mark on valve stem. But we will suppose
suppose the
the arms
arms to
to be
be
consideration
under
rod
the
equal length, therefore will lengthen
of equal
of
under consideration
to a,
a, before changing the length of
in. The distance from aa to
in.
of the
the
distance in.
thisdistance
shorten this
rod,
was in.
rod,was
in.The
Thechange
change will
will shorten
in.and
and
will
which will
bring oo in.
will also be 44 in. farther ahead, which
bring
of a;
back of
in. back
a; pp will
thus
a, thus
of b,
of a,
back of
ahead of
b, or
is back
in. ahead
the same distance that oo is
it in.
or the
put it
put
"squaring" that side of the engine in
"squaring"
in forward
forward motion.
motion.
manner of finding the amount to change the length of
The manner
The
of the
the
backward-motion eccentric rod is not quite the same,
backward-motion
same, because
because one
one
arcs is already back of and the other
the arcs
of the
of
other in
in front
front of
of the
the points
points
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The distance between a and n is igg- in., and between
in., which shows that the backward motion rod is too
short, and it must be lengthened half the difference between the
distances a n and b rn , or

then turn the wheels back to the center and proceed to set the backward motion eccentric.
After getting the backward-motion rod the right length, we
found that the valve had i-in. lead, which must be reduced to
in., which can be done in the same way that the forward motion was
adjusted.
The forward motion eccentric is set first because it is easier to
get at than the other one ; then if the backward-motion eccentric has
to be changed enough to affect the lead in forward motion, the forward motion eccentric can easily be reset, and it will be necessary to
move it so little that the backward motion will not be affected
enough to require any further attention:
Now throw the lever ahead again and turn the wheels ahead to
the front center on the other side ; then in the manner described,
set the eccentrics on that side. The engine is now square and has
the right amount of lead all round; but, notwithstanding this, the
valves may not—in fact, very seldom do—cut off the steam the same
distance from the beginning of the stroke at each end of the cylinder,
and one cylinder may be getting more steam than the other.
The cut off may be equalized for each end of the cylinder by
changing the position of the saddle stud; but with case-hardened
links and the saddle bolted rigidly to the link, this is not always
practical, and some other means must be employed to adjust the cut
off.
A very common way is to equalize the forward motion by
changing the length of the backward-motion eccentric rods, which
will affect the equality of the lead as well as the cut off in back
gear.
Another method employed to a considerable extent is to give up
equality of lead in both forward and backward motion for equality
of cut off. But before we can use either plan, the points of cut off
must be found; so we will proceed to find these points.
Suppose the engine to be on the front center on right side.
Turn the wheels backward until the cross head has traveled, say,
6 ins. from the beginning of the stroke; then stop the motion and
with the short point of the valve stem tram c, Fig. 2r, move the
reverse lever back of the center until the valve closes the port, or
until the tram will reach from c to b. Put the lever one notch
farther back, then turn the wheels backward until the tram shows
that the point of cut off is reached. Now measure the distance
from the beginning of the stroke to the front end of the cross head.
Suppose it is found to be 7i ins.; mark this down with chalk on
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This will bring n g in. nearer to a, making the distance between a and n in.; and m will be 11B- farther from b, making
their distance apart 4 in., which will square the valve for backward
motion. Now adjust the rods to length on the other side of engine
in the same way.
Perhaps the following rule for determining the amount to
change the length of eccentric rods will be helpful to some
When the arcs on valve stem are both back, or both ahead of the
points of cut off, the length of the rod should be changed an amount
equal to half the sum of the distances between the points and arcs,
or where one arc is back and the other ahead of the point of cut
off, the length of the rod should be changed an amount equal to
one-half the difference of the distances between the arcs and points.
If it is desired to give the valves' inch lead in both forward
and backward motion in full gear, and before setting the eccentrics
it is necessary to have some marks on the valve stem to guide us.
To get these points set a pair of dividers to the distance between
the points a and b, Fig. 24, plus the lead, or in this case, ri ins. plus
Ti 5- in. equals I T.96- ins. Then with one point of dividers in a
scribe an arc v across the top of valve stem in front of b, then with
17 as a center scribe the arc w back of a.
We will set the forward-motion eccentric first. Put the reverse
lever in full forward motion, then turn the wheels ahead until the
center is reached. Suppose it to be the front center.
When getting the length of eccentric rods we found that with
the engine and lever in this position the valve lacked in. of closing
the port; or, in other words, the valve had lead. Hence, it
must be reduced to o in.
This could be done by turning the forward-motion eccentric
backward, but that would take up the lost motion in the opposite
direction from what it is when the engine is running; hence the
eccentric should be turned backward enough to take off all the lead,
then turn it slowly ahead until the valve-stem tram will reach from
c to v, Fig. 24. Fasten the eccentric in that position_ Turn the
wheels ahead about 6 ins. ; put the reverse lever in full back gear,
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the front end of the outside guide. The outside guide is used for
the backward motion because the backward-motion eccentric is on
the outside. Turn the wheels farther back until the steam is cut off
on left-side back end of cylinder.
We will assume that the cut off takes place at 8* ins. Turn
the wheels back again until the right pin passes the center and the
steam is cut off, say, at 8 ins. Turn the wheels still more back until
the left pin passes the front center and reaches the point of cut off,
will give the cut off for the four strokes. Here the cut off takes
place at 9 ins.
According to the above, the cut off for the right cylinder takes
'place at 71- ins. of the backward, and 8 ins. of the forward stroke.
Left cylinder backward stroke, 9 ins.; forward stroke, 81 ins. To
equalize the cut off on left side will shorten the backward-motion
eccentric rod, and how much to shorten it can be found thus:
As stated above, the cut off for the forward stroke occurs at
8/ ins., and for the backward stroke at 9 ins. The average is
SN' + 9 Ui inches.

ning of the stroke. Mark this down on front end of right inside
guide, then turn the wheels ahead and get the cut off for front end
of left cylinder, which is at 7 ins. Again turning the wheels ahead
find the back end of right side to be 84 ins., and the back end of
left side to take place at 8 ins.
We will equalize the cut off on left side first. Cut off for
forward stroke is 8 ins., and for backward stroke 7 ins., making an
average of 71 ins., and indicating that, in order to equalize the cut
off, the eccentric rod must be lengthened. Turn the wheels back
until the cross head is enough less than 71 ins. from beginning of
stroke to overcome all lost motion, then turn them ahead enough
to bring the cross head the 71 ins, from beginning of stroke.
With the valve-stem tram make a mark on top of valve stem.
The eccentric rod must be lengthened enough to draw the valve
back a distance equal to the distance between the mark just made
on valve stem and the point a, Fig. 21.
Adjusting the right side in the same way will give an 81-in.
cut off on the right side, and the Left side cuts off at 7 ins. Notice
that in back gear the cut off is latest on left side and in forward
gear earliest on that side.
This inequality can be overcome by lengthening the link hanger
on left side, or shortening the hanger on right side. We will
lengthen the hanger on short side, but before doing so the amount
to lengthen it must be found. To do this, put the reverse lever in the
same notch of quadrant that it was in when the cut off in forward
gear was found, and measure the distance from any stationary point
directly above or below the upper-link hanger pin on left side to the
center of that pin. Now turn the wheels ahead until the left cross
head is as far from the beginning of the stroke as the right one is
when the steam is cut off, or in this case gg- ins. This is where it is
desired to have the cut off take place on the left side.
Move the reverse lever ahead three or four notches, then move
it slowly back until the steam is cut off as indicated by the valve
stem tram. Again measure the distance from the same stationary
point to the center of upper hanger pin. The difference in the distances between the point and center of pin is the amount the
hanger must be lengthened to equalize the cut off on the two sides;
or raising the tumbling shaft box slightly more than this on the
right side would have the same effect as shortening the hanger on
that side.
Let us see what effect this change will have on the back gear.
The cut off in that gear took place at 8/ ins. on left side, right side
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We left the wheels with the left cross head at the point of cut off,
or 9 ins. back of the end of the stroke, and it is desired to have the
cut off take place at 8/ ins. Hence, turn the wheels forward dnough
to bring the cross head 8/ ins. back of beginning of stroke, and
enough more to take up the lost motion, then turn them back until
the cross head is at the place where the cut off is to occur. With the
valve-stem tram make a mark on top of the valve stem; in this case
it will be slightly ahead of b, Fig. 2r. The distance between this
mark and b shows how much too far back the valve is traveling;
hence the eccentric rod will have to be shortened enough to throw
the valve that much ahead. The other side of engine can be treated
in the same way, which will make the cut off on left side at 8/ ins.,
right side at 7* ins.—considerable difference in the two sides, but
this will be remedied later on.
Commencing with the backward stroke on right side, we will
now get the cut off for the forward motion. Turn the wheels ahead
until the pin passes the forward center and draws the cross head
back, say, 61 ins. Move the lever ahead nearly to the corner, then
move it slowly backward until the valve closes the port, as indicated
by the valve-stem tram, then put the lever in the first notch ahead
of that position and leave it there until the cut off has been found
for the four strokes. Now turn the wheels ahead until the point
of cut off is reached. We will suppose it to be 8 ins, back of begin-
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at 74 ins. The nearer the link block
at
block to
to center
center of
of link
linkthe
theshorter
shorterthe
the
cut off. The change we have made in the hanger will throw
throw the
the
block farther below the center of link in forward
forward gear;
gear; hence
hence will
will
delay the cut off. In back gear, lengthening
lengthening the
the hanger
hangeras
ashas
hasbeen
been
done will throw the block nearer the
the center
center of
of link,
link, and
andwill
willacceleraccelerate the cut off, which is the effect wished for to make
make the
the two
two sides
sides
cut off nearer equal in back gear.
gear. The
The amount
amount the
the hanger
hangerhas
hasbeen
been
lengthened may not exactly equalize the cut off in back gear
gear but
but itit
will be near enough, since the engine does very little
wilt
little work
work in
in back
back
gear. In order to allow about the
the same
same volume
volume of
of steam
steamto
tobe
beadadmitted to each end of the cylinder, the cut
cut off
off should
should take
take place
place
or in. later in the back than in the front
front end.
end. This
This is
is owing
owing to
to aa
part of the space between
between piston
piston and
and cylinder
cylinder head
headbeing
beingoccupied
occupied
by that part of the piston rod within the cylinder.
cylinder. In
In the
the foregoing
foregoing
the equality of lead has
has been
been destroyed
destroyed in
inboth
bothgears
gearsfor
forthe
thebenefit
benefit
of the cut off. Had it been
been desired
desired to
to preserve
preservethe
theequality
equalityof
oflead
lead
in forward gear, it would not
not have
have been
been necessary
necessary to
tofind
findthe
thepoints
points
of cut off in back gear, and the cut off for
for each
each end
end of
of the
the cylinders
cylinders
would have been adjusted by altering
altering the
the length
length of
of the
the backwardbackwardmotion eccentric
eccentric rods.
rods.
The adjustment for each side of
of engine
engine would
would have
have been
been made
made
as has been described.
described.
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lap
lap on the steam ends. The amount of lap is not under discussion
and
present.
and is of no consequence to us at present.
In each case note carefully whether the steam is
is admitted
admitted to
to
the cylinder by the outside or inside of valve,
valve, as
as this
this is
is of
of vital
vital imimportance in setting valves. In Fig. 1, as in all "D" valves in use
on locomotives to-day, the steam
steam is
is admitted
admitted to
to cylinder
cylinderby
bythe
the
outside edge of valve.
Fig. 22 shows
steam from
from
shows a solid piston valve which also admits steam
outer end, and is, therefore,
therefore, identical
identical in
in action
action with
withthe
theslide
slidevalve
valve
shown in Fig. I. The setting of these valves
valves would
would have
have to
to be
be the
the
same, although performed somewhat
somewhat differently
differently owing
owing to
todifference
difference
of construction.
construction.
Fig. 3 shows a solid piston valve with inside admission and
outside exhaust. The steam pipe must
must supply
supply the
the chest
chest between
between

FIG. I.
I. PLAIN
PLAIN D-VALVE.
D-VALVE.

PISTON VALVES.
VALVES.

The use of the piston
piston valve
valve in
in locomotive
locomotive work
workisisnot
notas
asmodern
modern
as many seem to think, having been used as long ago
ago as
as 1833
1833 on
on the
the
"Earl of Airlie," built by Carmichael,
Carmichael, of
of Dundee,
Dundee, for
for the
the Dundee
Dundee
& Newtyle Railroad. Since that
that time
time there
there have
have been
been numerous
numerous
revivals at various
various periods,
periods, but,
but, like
like some
somevaccinations,
vaccinations,they
theydid
did
not seem to "take,"
"take," until
until within
within the
the past
past few
few years.
years.Whether
Whetherthey
theybebecame a fixture and forced
forced the
the "D"
"D" slide
slide valve
valve to
tothe
the"Field
"FieldMuseum"
Museum"
remains to be seen,
seen, but
but there
there are
are many
many now
nowin
inuse,
use,and
andititisisthe
theprespresent we have
have to
to deal
deal with.
with.
Judging from
from letters
letters we
we receive,
receive, the
the compound
compoundlocomotive
locomotive
and the piston
piston valve
valve have
have taken
taken the
themysterious
mysteriousplaces
placesthat
thatwere
were
formerly occupied
occupied by
by the
the injector
injector and
and the
the air
air brake.
brake.ItItseems
seemsbest,
best,
therefore, to show,
show, by
by aa few
few simple
simple drawings,
drawings,what
whatthe
thepiston
pistonvalve
valve
is and how it differs from
from the
the "D"
"D" valve
valve with
with which
which all
all are
are fafamiliar.
miliar.
In Fig. I is shown
shown aa plain
plain "D"
"D" slide
slide valve
valvein
inits
itscentral
centralposition,
position,
with the exhaust
cavity
"line
and
line"
with
the
ports
exhaust cavity "line and line" with the portsand
andaaliberal
liberal

VALVE-OUTSIDE ADMISSION.
ADMISSION.
FIG. 2. PISTON VALVE-OUTSIDE

valves and
and the
the exhaust
exhaust be
be taken
taken out
outat
atboth
bothends.
ends.
the heads of the valves
in this
this figure
figure are
are not
not such
such as
asare
areused.
used.The
Theidea
idea
The proportions in
nearly like
like aa "D"
"D" valve
valve as
aspossible,
possible,so
sothat
thatthere
therewill
willbe
be
is shown as nearly
understanding the
the difference
difference between
between them.
them.To
To
no difficulty in understanding
show this more clearly,
clearly, Fig.
Fig. 44 shows
shows aa "D"
"D"valve
valvewith
withinside
insideadadplate is
is added
added to
to prevent
prevent the
the live
live steam
steam under
undervalve
valve
mission. A top plate
off the
the seat.
seat. The
The ports
ports are
arespread
spreador
orshortened
shortenedand
and
from lifting itit off
clearance or
or volume
volume of
of the
the ports
ports correspondingly
correspondinglyreduced.
reduced.This
This
the clearance
have to
to be
be set
set the
the same
same as
as the
the one
oneshown
shownin
inFig.
Fig.3.3.
valve would have
using piston
piston valves
valves admit
admit steam
steamat
atthe
theends
endsthe
the
Some builders using
valve, among
among them
them being
being Baldwin
Baldwinin
inthe
theVauclain
Vauclain
same as a "D" valve,
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compound. This is a double valve controlling both high and low
pressure cylinders and acting as two "D" valves. This is clearly
shown in Fig. 5, where the live steam comes in at the ends, is admitted to high-pressure cylinder through the right-hand port. At the
same time the exhaust from the high is flowing out the left port,
through the center of valve to the low-pressure cylinder, while the
low-pressure exhaust, flowing out of other port, goes direct to the
stack.
Whether the admission is at center or at ends, the builder of
piston valves makes them much longer than shown in the previous
sketches, in order to make the ports leading to cylinders as short as
possible.

Ideas vary greatly in regard to packing rings, and they abound
in great variety. The left-hand sketch in Fig. g shows a method
used to some extent, consisting of a "bull ring" B which carries
two packing rings AA. These are locked into B, as shown, which
effectually prevents them springing out too far. As will be seen,
the bull ring is held in place by the follower F being bolted to body
casting C. These can be so made that both the bull and packing
rings are free to move, or the bull ring could be clamped and the
rings free to move. Some valves—especially in marine service—
have the rings so made as to be locked in any desired position, making it virtually a solid valve. After they wear sufficiently to warrant
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Fig. 6 shows a modem piston valve with outside or end admission, having the same action as a "D" valve of the same dimension
and made hollow for lightness. The steam is free to pass from end
to end, but this does not affect the working in any way. In this, as
in Fig. 7, a single, broad packing ring is shown at each end. This
is not often used, however, but serves to show that in setting piston
valves we must consider the edge of the rings as the end of valve
instead of the valve body itself. It is the ring or rings which govern
the admission and exhaust of the steam, and not the body of valve.
Fig. 7 shows the same valve as Fig. 6. except that it has inside
admission such as is commonly used. Fig. 8 shows an internal admission valve partly open to admit steam to left-hand port while the
right port is open to exhaust.

it, the follower is loosened, the rings expanded as much as desired
and again locked into place. This has all the advantages of the solid
valve (except first cost) and also of being adjustable for wear. The
right-hand sketch shows a hollow valve with a cast body V carrying
two springs RR at each end.
Probably the first reason for adopting piston valves was to get
away from the balancing of the slide valve. As will be seen in Fig.
I, the full pressure of steam is forcing the "D" valve to its seat and
causing friction when it is moved. In Fig. 2, on the contrary, the
steam is acting against each end, while in Fig. 3 the same principle
holds good, being applied in center instead of at ends. In neither
of these have we shown any valve rod, but it can be readily seen that
a valve rod at one end will unbalance the valve by decreasing the
pressure on one end by the amount due to the area of the rod. In
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this has
has been
been balanced
balanced by
by putting
puttingan
anextended
extendedvalve
valverod
rod
some cases this
end, but
but this
this introduces
introduces another
another set
setof
ofrod
rodpacking,
packing,
out the other end,
is not
not altogether
altogetherdesirable.
desirable.
which is
pressure being
being balanced,
balanced, the
the only
onlyresistance
resistanceto
tomomoThe steam pressure
its weight
weight and
and the
the friction
friction caused
caused by
by it.
it. When
When
tion is that due to its
rings are
are used,
used, however,
however,an
anelement
elementof
offriction
frictionisisininspring packing rings
amount depending
depending on
on the
the construction
construction of
ofthe
therings.
rings.
troduced, the amount
cases this
this has
has amounted
amountedto
tomore
morethan
thanthe
thefriction
frictionofofaaslide
slide
In some cases
indicates clearly
clearly that
that piston
piston valves
valves are
arenot
notnecessarily
necessarily
valve and indicates
nearly all
all constructions
constructions the
the steam
steam works
works its
its way
way
frictionless. In nearly
rings by
by hook
hook or
or by
by crook
crook and
andhelps
helpsalong
alongthe
thecause
cause
under the rings
friction.
of friction.
of admitting
admitting steam
steam at
at the
the ends
ends or
orthe
thecenter
center
The question of
seems to
to have
have settled
settled down
down to
to the
thelatter
latterin
in
of a piston valve seems

In order
order to
to open
open the
the left
left steam
steam port,
port, the
the valve
valvein
inFig.
Fig.II
valves
inside-admission
the
while
right,
the
to
move
must
right, while the inside-admission valves 33 and
and
the
to
move
8 must
to the left
left or
or in
in the
the direction
directionof
ofthe
theport
portititisisto
to
open. Valve 8 is already
already half
half open
open and
and steam
steam is
is following
following the
the
arrows shown. This opposite movement of the valve is one
one of
of
used
been
always
has
who
man
a
puzzle
that
the things that puzzle a man who has always been used to
tothe
the
"D" valve, but if he will
will give
give it
it aa little
little attention
attention there
thereneed
needbe
be
no difficulty.
difficulty.
This opposite
opposite motion
motion can
can be
be obtained
obtainedin
intwo
twoways—by
ways—byplacplacthe
from
opposite
axle
the
on
eccentrics
ing the eccentrics on the axle opposite from theusual
usualposition
position
or by doing away
away with
with the
the rocker
rocker arm
armand
andconnecting
connectingthe
thevalve
valve
rod direct to
to link
link block
block or
or aa connection
connection from
fromit.
it.
Fig. to shows the regular link motion in plain
plain outline.
outline. The
The
down
moving
is
pin
crank
the
and
axle
on
shown
are
eccentrics
shown on axle and the crank pin is moving down
as shown. This gives the
the lower
lower end
end of
of rocker
rocker the
the motion
motioninin-
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LONG PISTON VALVE WITH
WITH OUTSIDE
OUTSIDE
ADMISSION

most cases. This has the advantage
advantage of
of having
having the
the most
most of
of the
the
cooling surface of the valve chamber
chamber come
come in
in contact
contact with
with exexhaust steam, and the more
more valuable
valuable advantage
advantage of
of only
onlyhaving
having
to pack valve stems
stems against
against exhaust
exhaust pressure.
pressure.This
Thisisisof
ofconconsiderable importance where
where high
high steam
steam is
is used.
used. There
Thereis
isstill
still
another advantage in making
making the
the joints
joints with
withthe
theheads
headsof
ofthe
the
valve chest, as the pressure is so much
much lower.
lower. In
In the
the case
case of
of aa
slide valve and steam chest
chest it
it is
is still
still more
more important.
important.
So far nothing has been said regarding the movement
movement of
of
piston valves or the difference
difference in
in this
this respect
respect from
fromthe
the"D"
"D"slide
slide
valve. When a piston valve
valve admits
admits steam
steam from
from the
the outside—
outside—
does the one shown in Fig. 2—its movement
movement is
is the
the same
same as
as
that of every "D" slide valve in common use,
use, and
and it
it is
is set
set in
in
the same manner. But when
when the
the steam
steam is
is admitted
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CENTRAL ADMISSION.
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case.
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Fig. 12 shows the regular link motion with rocker, but with
eccentrics moved halfway round the axle or opposite the crank
pin. As will be seen, this would move lower end of rocker as
shown in arrow A and upper end like B, giving same movement
to valve as Fig. z I.
These three figures, ro, II, 12, will be of value in determining what kind of valves we are dealing with, and are more convenient than to take them out for examination. First note the
relation of the crank pin and eccentrics. If they are together

So if you look your engine over and note the relative positions of the crank pin and eccentrics and get a good look at
the rocker, if there is one, you can tell whether the valve is
central (internal) or outside (end) admission. Knowing this, you
also know what to do should anything happen that made resetting necessary.

FIG. 10. REGULAR

INDIRECT
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MOTION WIrP1

ROCKER.

Rerllway ¢ Leeeftvetes

rm. 9.

TWO STYLES OF PACKING RINGS FOR
PISTON VALVES.

or on the same side, as in Figs. To and II, then see if the motion
is direct or reversed with a rocker. In fact they may be summed
up in three little rules or statements:
If the eccentrics and crank pin are together and there is a
rocker arm which reverses the motion, the valve has outside
admission (see Fig. 10).
If the eccentrics and crank pin are together and there is no
rocker arm but the motion is direct, the valve has internal or
central admission (see Fig. II).
If there is a rocker arm which reverses the motion, but the
eccentrics and crank pin are opposite instead of being together,
the valve has internal admission (see Fig. 12).

FIG. 12. "CROSSED". RODS WITH DOCK= ARM_

Valve setting on the road is a thing of the past (except
in rare cases)—the first thing being to clear the right of way—
but it is well to know how to go to work if necessary, and the
first thing is to know what kind of a valve you have to deal
with. A rough rule, and one which will get you home or out
of the way of other trains, if it's only a case of slipped eccentric,
is to set the eccentrics as indicated on the clock dials shown
in Fig. r3. For valves with outside admission with a rocker or
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valves with inside admission without a rocker, use clock A, which
shows the crank pin at 3 o'clock and the eccentrics at x and
5 o'clock with rods open.
For inside admission valves with a reversing rocker, set the
eccentrics as shown in B with crank pin still at 3, but eccentrics
at 7 and Ii and rods crossed.

ring 3 is forced against solid ring 2, which locks rings I against
head of valve and prevents any further tendency to expand; so
that it is in effect a solid valve. The action is similar in the
double ring valve, Fig. 16. There are two snap rings 1, I, two
solid rings 2, 2, and one wedge ring 3. Steam acts just the
same as in the other case and locks the snap rings solid with
the valve. As will be seen, a follower plate is used on each end.
When an engine is running without steam, the rings are
not held against the valve bushing, but give relief while drifting
by giving a free opening past the valve rings. A number of these
valves are already in use and giving good service.
It seems to have the good points of both the solid and snap
ring valve, as well as the additional merit of relieving an engine
while drifting.
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THE "AMERICAN" PISTON VALVE.

The endeavor to produce a piston valve with expanding rings
and yet have the advantages of a solid piston valve, led the American Balance Slide Valve Company, of Jersey Shore, Pa., to design the valve shown with this. The makers term it a "snap ring

2 59

10

9

0s

plug valve," on account of the locking of the rings by the pressure after being expanded into place. The sketches, Figs. 14 and
15, show the ends of a valve, one fitted with a wide ring, the other
with two narrow rings.
This valve has internal admission and, as will be seen, the
steam is also admitted under the rings. Ring 1 is the snap ring,
and is in three sections in Fig. 11, the joints being lapped to
prevent leakage. Ring 2 is solid—that 'is, does not expand with
the steam.: Ring 3 is split and is called the wedge ring.
Steainbeing admitted to chest, it goes under the rings 1,
expanding them against cylinder walls. At the same time wedge .

SETTING INSIDE ADMISSION PISTON VALVES.

BY IRA A. MOORE.
I have formerly dealt with setting the common form of slide
valve, by which the steam is admitted to the cylinder past the front
and back edges of the valve. Many locomotives are now equipped
with the piston valve, the greater number of which are internal
admission, similar to the one shown in Fig. I. With this style of
valve the steam comes from the boiler through the steam pipes into
the cavity s, and is admitted to the cylinder past the rings 2 and 3,
and through ports 5 and 6. The reader is cautioned to remember,
that with an indirect valve motion, the eccentric always' follows the
crank pin, but the internal admission valve is an exception to the
rule; as a study of Fig. I will show.
In the figure 5 is the front steam port. When the back side of
ring 2 is in line with the back edge of port 5, the valve is beginning
to admit steam to the front end of the cylinder, and the valve moves
forward until the extreme travel is reached.
With the slide valve the valve is traveling backward while the
front port is being opened. Consequently with .the internal admission valve the eccentric controlling the valve leads instead of follows
the crank pin and is as much more than go ° ahead as it is less than
go° back of the pin when. the external admission valve is used, provided both valves have an equal lap and lead.
With the piston valve the marking of the valve stem is more
difficult than with the slive valve, because the position of the live
steam rings cannot be seen when the valve is in the chamber. The
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positions of
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The
the exhaust
exhaust side,
side,
The valve
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in
other
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side
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in. steam lap and to be line and line on the exhaust side; consequently, when the front side of ring I is in line with the front edge
of port 5 the valve is at half travel, and the back side of ring 2 is
in. back of port 5, while the front side of ring 3 is I in. ahead
of port 6. With the valve in this position the tram would reach
from h to k, or midway between i and r.
Now, with dividers, set to the lap of the valve, or, in this case,
in., and with k as a center, scribe the arcs i and r, then, when
the valve is moved enough to allow the tram to reach from h to r or i,
the valve will be at the point of opening or closing, depending, of
course, on the direction of its travel. Suppose the valve to have g3D
in.exhaustclr,dofbeingla.Thtefron

FIG. 3.-TRAM.

side of ring I would be that amount back of front edge of port 5
when the valve is central in the chamber, and this position could be
determined without the use of the gauges mentioned above, by simply
measuring between ring 1 and front edge of port 5.
in. exhaust lap. Then
Suppose, again, that the valve has
the front side of ring z is ,32- in. ahead of front side of port 5 when
the valve is at mid travel, and, of course, the port is out of sight.
Hence, to mark the stem when the valve has exhaust lap, move it
backward until the edge of port can just he seen. With the tram
make a mark on the valve stein, then move the valve forward the
amount of the exhaust lap, when it will be at half travel, and the
arc k can be drawn and the points r and i found with dividers as
before.
Notice here that when the tram reaches from It to 1, that the
back steam port is beginning to open.
If the valve had external admission, or if e e were the steam
and s the exhaust port, then would indicate the valve opening to
the front end of cylinder, or the forward point on valve stem would
correspond to front end of cylinder, and vice versa, the same as
when the common slide valve is used. But with the piston valve
under consideration, the back point on the stem corresponds to front
end and front point to back end of cylinder.
Again, when the valve has lead, the tram point will come the
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lead back of r and in front of i when the crank pin is on dead center,
the same as with the slide valve.
To increase the lead with the slide valve the eccentric is turned
toward the crank pin. When the piston valve is used, the eccentric
is moved away from the pin to increase the lead.
The manner of locating the dead centers, "squaring" the engine,
and getting the engine to cut off the same in each cylinder is the
same as with the slide valve, described on page 241. To equalize the
cut off in each end of the cylinder the length of the blades must be
changed opposite to the change when setting a slide valvc, or to
make the cut off take place earlier in the front end and later in the
back end of cylinder with the slide valve, the ,blade would have to
he shortened ; with the piston valve the blade must be lengthened
to produce this result.
A careful study of Fig. I will be helpful in getting these things
fixed in the mind.
SETTING PISTON VALVES_

HoncTNs.
The setting of piston valves is, for some people, more or less
surrounded by an atmosphere of mystery. There is, of course, no
mystery about it, and at close range even the -possible haie in the
atmosphere disappears.
There are two classes of piston valves in use: those which
admit steam to the cylinders from their outer edges or ends, and
those which admit steam from the central portion, dr from the inside of the body of the valve. The former may, for want of a better
name, be caged "outside" admission valves, and the latter "inside"
admission valves. The outside valves are similar to the ordinary
"D" slide valve, and other things being equal, they are set just as
the "D" valve is set. These outside valves have the advantage,
possessed by all piston valves, of enabling locomotive designers to
make short steam passages, and to pretty evenly balance the valve
itself. The inside admission piston valve is not exactly like the
"D" slide valve, but it possesses the additional adVantage over
other piston valves, that it is more perfectly balanced, because the valve rod works only in exhaust steam and 'the vale
chamber covers are only required to sustain intermittent exhaust
steam pressure. The valve-stem packing has also an easier time of
it, and lastly the central admission feature has the effect of holding
hot live steam where temperature losses are less likely to occur.
BY GEORGE S.
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these outside
outside and
and inside
inside admission
admission piston
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method of
of connecting
connecting them
them with
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by the
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to put
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an "outside
"outside direct"
direct"valve.
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first
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of the
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connection. The other method,
method, that
that of
of direct
directconnection,
connection,isiswhere
where
valve stem and transmission bar (which latter terminates
terminates in
in the
the link
link
block), are each attached
attached to
to rockers
rockers the
the arms
armsof
ofwhich
whichare
areboth
both
above or both below the pivot point. With
With direct
direct connection
connection aa forforward eccentric rod movement
movement produces
produces aa like
likeforward
forwardmotion
motionof
ofthe
the
valve.
We have, therefore, before us, two
two types
types of
of valves,
valves, and
and two
two
methods of connection. The old adage that "two
"two and
and two
two make
make

sented by the figure IX, on the
the dial
dial of
of aa clock,
clock, and
andthe
thecenter
centerlines
lines
of the eccentrics, by the hands, the latter
latter will
will stand
stand approximately
approximately
and this may be called the
minutes past
at 5 minutes
past 5;
the afternoon
afternoon or
orP.
P.M.
M.
5; and
style or setting. The outside admission
admission valve,
valve, we
we have
have said,
said, reresembles closely the familiar
familiar "D"
"D" slide
slide valve,
valve,but
butits
itsdirect
directconnecconnection, in this case, forces the eccentrics to
to conform
conform to
to stationary
stationary
practice. With the inside direct valve,
valve, the
the eccentrics
eccentrics lie
lie on
on the
the same
same
side as the crank pin, and their lines
side
lines make,
make, what
what we
wemay
maycall,
call,aamornmorning or A. M. setting, for with crank
crank pin
pin at
at IX
IX on
on the
thedial,
dial,the
thelines
lines
through the eccentrics would mark approximately
approximately 25
25 minutes
minutes to
to
The outside indirect eccentrics also assume the
the same
same position,
position,
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while the inside indirect eccentrics are set with lines suggesting
the afternoon setting.
If one may summarize what has been said, it will be seen that
the inside direct, and the outside indirect valves have eccentrics
placed on the A. M. plan. If any one cares for a possible aid to
memory on this subject, the following table may be useful:
Inside Direct
25 rats. to II, A. M.
Outside Direct
Inside Indirect
Outside Indirect

5 ruts, past 5, P. M.
5 ruts, past 5, P. M.
25 nits. to u,
M.

The other two valves, the outside direct, and the inside indirect,
follow the only method left, and place their eccentrics in the afternoon position.
In setting the Vauclain-compound piston valves measure the

valve very carefully, and place it so as to give the forward centerpunch mark on the valve stem. This is done by examination, with
the front valve chamber cover off. Then double the lap of the valve,
and lay off that distance on the valve stem, from the front centerpunch mark, and that point becomes the back center-punch mark.
The valves are then set like ordinary slide valves, with this point always in the mind of the man doing the work, that if he is setting
valves which require what we have called the P. M. plan, the valves
must be moved away from the crank pin, to increase the lead, and
toward the crank pin with the A. M. kind.
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There has been an improvement made on a number of engines,
which have valve stems extending through the front cover. In order
to do away with gland and packing at the front end, inclose the stem
in a piece of closely fitting wrought iron pipe, and plug the end. First
cost, maintenance, charge, and general roundhouse trouble, is thereby
materially reduced.

WHY LEAD INCREASES AS REVERSE LEVER IS HOOKED UP.

The reason why the ordinary link motion employed on locomotives increases the lead of valves as the reverse lever is brought from
the forward notch towards the center, or, in other words, to use
the engineer's phrase, "hooked tip," although often explained by
eminent writers, has never been made clear enough for the ordinary
layman to understand.
Engineers and firemen, as a rule, are too busy to study these
complex demonstrations of a simple problem, and their educations
are seldom equal to the problems if they had the time.
Each and every one of them know that the lead does increase
as the lever is hooked up, and that this is one of the reasons that
the locomotive will run faster, etc., but pin nine out of ten of them
right down, and demand to know why the lead increases, and there
is not one in one hundred who can give an explanation off-hand.
Now, if we take a locomotive with ordinary link, and want to
increase the lead, we would do it by advancing each eccentric in the
direction it is to run. If, for example, we take the R.-go-ahead
eccentric, mark it as at a', and then proceed to move the eccentric
ahead, to increase the lead, the mark would show a break as at
Now, when we hook the reverse lever toward the center, we do not
move the eccentrics ahead on the shaft, but we do move the straps
back on the eccentrics—which amounts to the same thing—the lead
increasing the farther the lever is hooked toward the center, and
the mark would show a break as at if, the same as if the eccentric
itself had been advanced on the axle. With locomotives having very
long eccentric rods, the lead will not increase so much as with locomotives having very short blades, or rods—because the short rods
make it necessary to move the straps farther around and back, on
the eccentrics, while with the long rods the ends at the link could
be raised from six to ten inches without moving the strap on the
eccentric but a very little. This is not offered as a substitute for
those explanations that describe the increase by the difference in
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the arcs the rods would describe if they embraced the axle instead
of the eccentrics, etc., etc.. but as a short, simple, easily-understood
explanation for practical men.

Diameter of axle being 8 ins., radius equals 4 ins.; throw of
eccentric being si ins., radius of eccentric path equals 2,1 ins.
4
So the offset will be multiplied by the ratio of —, or If

z6S
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CHANGING LEAD.

When necessary to change the lead of a modern locomotive it
is a matter of considerable trouble, as all eccentrics are supposed
to be keyed on the axle, and if the cut-and-try method is followed
it necessitates the removal of the eccentrics from the keys in order
to get them out of the axle and then the replacing of the eccentrics
and straps and the coupling of blades to the links. Then follows
the exasperating experience of the fellow in the pit endeavoring to
move an eccentric a thirty-second of an inch, and not have it draw
back in the old set screw marks. Anyone who has been in such a

Therefore, we have j ><14-x-p-i-i, or practically }- in. offset.
For convenience the diameter of the axle and the throw of the
eccentric can be used instead of their radii, which gives us the following simple formula:

0=
in which

ALD
UT

0 = Amount of offset
A = Amount valve is to be moved.
L = Length lower rocker arm.
D = Diameter of the axle.
U = Length upper rocker arm.
T = Throw of eccentric.
The offset key when planed will be as shown in Fig. 2, and
when correctly set in the axle should be plainly marked so that no
mistake can occur by getting it reversed at some future time.
VALVE LEAD.

non-get-at-able and trying place can appreciate the following method
of getting the amount of offset to be given the keys without the
laborious way described and without the errors caused by lost motion.
In Fig. I we have a diagram of a valve, rocker, strap and eccentric. Assuming that the valves of this engine have Fin, lap and it is
desired to reduce it to fin., it is necessary to reduce the linear advance an amount corresponding to the reduction of lap, planed from
steam edge of the valves, or in. The upper rocker is 12 ins. long
and the lower one II ins. long from center to center, throw of eccentric 51 ins., diameter of axle 8 ins. Now if the valve is moved j of
an inch the center of the lower rocker pin will be moved Ili of this
amount. Following on to the eccentric we find that the point F,
which is the center of the eccentric will be moved this same amount,
viz., of in.; but we want the offset to give the key and this
lies in the surface of the axle outside of the travel line of the eccentric center.

It is not necessary to have lead to start trains, or to have engine
work , smoothly at or near full gear. By increasing the outside Iap
to / in. and giving the required clearance, an engine will run
smoothly at a shorter cut off than with a valve that has Fin. outside
lap and no clearance, if the same amount of lead is used with both
valves. Consequently, the lead at 6-in. cut off can be increased to
advantage in proportion to the outside lap.
The greatest disadvantage in too much lead is that it causes
too much pre-admission when engine is worked near mid gear.
When pre-admission is too great with the required lead, the best way
to reduce it is to use valves with more outside lap.
Valves with 1-in. outside lap will reduce the pre-admission onethird over valves with -in. outside lap, when engine is worked at 6
in. cut-off. Valves with 1-in, outside lap with Fin. clearance will
stand Fin. lead at 6-in. cut-off, and with /-in, outside lap with no
clearance should have only lead at 6-in. cut-off.
I consider inside clearance an advantage to fast-running engines, or engines with small wheels at a moderate rate of speed.
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Negative lead 'allows steam to work longer in cylinder before being
exhausted at full stroke. Advancing back-up eccentrics to produce
a required lead, will give a longer cut off near mid gear in forward
motion. With a 4-ft. radius there will be no lead required in forward or back gear to produce the best results. A 6-ft. radius would
lead in forward and back motion to give fin.
require a
lead in forlead at 6-in. cut off_ An 8-ft. radius would require
ward and back motion to give -in. lead at 6-in. cut off.
With the same travel of valves, viz., 5-in., and with the different radii of links ranging from 4 ft. to 8 ft., I would recommend
eccentrics set as follows:
4-ft. radius—Valves set negative lead in forward motion full
gear, and, if necessary to produce the required lead, advance the
back-up eccentrics.
6-ft. radius—Valves set line and line forward motion, and backup eccentrics advanced to give the required lead at 6-in. cub off.
8 ft. radius—Valves set with fin. positive lead, in forward and
back motion.
The old fallacy that a locomotive could not run freely unless
the valves were set with considerable lead is slowly losing its adherents.
"It used to be the supposition that in order to make an engine
work smoothly you must have a certain amount of lead. That this
is not true is pretty well known now everywhere. This is pretty well
illustrated by the smooth riding of an engine shut of at high speed.
If properly balanced, the engine probably runs as smoothly as ever
it did in its existence. Ten years ago it was the practice to give
an eighth of an inch lead. It has been gradually cut down to a sixteenth and a thirty-second, and in some cases to zero. This has resulted in great improvement to the engine. There is no doubt that
lead has been very injurious to the operation of engines. It has
caused probably more wear and tear to the valve gear, and more
expense for repairs than anything else. I have no doubt the prp.cLice of throttling engines is attributable to a great extent to excessive lead.
Some years ago Mr. Henry Bartlett. Supt. M. P. Boston &
Maine, had some new engines built and gave this a great deal of attention. The engines in question had valves giving a si-in. travel
and one inch outside lap. With -312. -in. lea,d in full gear forward and
1%-in. lead at quarter cut off they give excellent results.
Another point and an important factor with high-speed engines
is inside clearance on back end of exhaust. The exhaust takes place
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at unequal points, if the valve cuts off equally front and back, duc
to the angularity of the main rod. By advancing the exhaust on the
back edge with the proper amount of clearance the compression is
equalized in both ends of the cylinder.

LONG VS. SHORT ECCENTRIC BLADES.

Short blades are used to avoid a long, curved rod around the
forward driving axle, or, what is worse, an intermediate rod around
the axle and hung on links or guides at the rear.
The great trouble with the long, curved rod is its weight and
consequent excessive friction on eccentric at high speed; then, its
curve makes it, even when pretty heavy, a springy affair under heavy
work. With it the rocker-is carried close up to the steam chest, and,
to avoid excessive wear of packing, a knuckle at the rear, and a
horn on yoke, and an extension on the front of chest are needed;
this objection also obtains where the intermediate rod is used.
The intermediate arm has an added objection, in its extra joints
to get lost motion, and their proneness to break down.
The single objection to the short radius is the excessive lead
when hooked up, but this, it seems, has never given any trouble except on paper, and in the imagination.
At high piston speed, more lead is necessary for quiet running,
and we have yet to hear of trouble from this cause on a road using
short radius links.
This plan makes the valve gear as simple as the simplest ; the
long valve rod can have a guide near its center to prevent trembling,
and the vibration at the stuffing box is practically nil.
'With the long eccentric blades the friction of the eccentric,
multiplied by the leverage of the long blade, has too much chance
to make the reverse lever dance, as well as the man who handles it.

LENGTH OF ECCENTRIC ROD.

The length of the eccentric rod affects the increase of lead from
full to mid gear, as can be readily seen from Flg. I. Shortening
the rods increases the difference in lead between these points while
Lengthening them decreases it The distance c c shows the increase
kW long c&ntr-ic rods and c" c"' for short rods. As the effect of the
increased lead is not particularly injurious, as we have seen, it is
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now considered preferable to have this than the long, crooked eccentric rods which always spring more or less and distort the motion more than the short rods. A fair length of eccentric rod is
probably 6o ins. with extremes from 36 to roo ins. depending on
the construction of the engines. From the point of valve motion
alone 6o ins. is long enough for good work and even 4o has been
used on passenger engines with good results.
Lead is the amount of opening the valve has when the engine is
on the dead center—or with the piston at the end of the stroke. As
we have seen, the lead increases as the engine is hooked up and it
has also been stated that most engines are now set so as to bring
the desired lead in working position, leaving the lead at full gear to
take care of itself.
As the valve is open by the amount of lead at the end of the
stroke, steam is admitted during the time it is opening and before
the piston has reached its extreme position. This is added to the

If we take a locomotive with ordinary link, and want -to increase
the lead, we would do it by advancing each eccentric in the direction
it is to run. If, for example, we take the R.-go:ahead eccentric
and mark it as a', and then proceed to move the eccentric ahead, to
increase the lead, the mark would show a break as at b'. Now,
when we hook the reverse lever toward the center, we do not move
the eccentrics ahead on the shaft, but we do move the straps back
on the eccentrics—which amounts to the same thing—the lead increasing the farther the lever is hooked toward the center, and the
mark would show a break as at b', the same as if the eccentric itself
had been advanced on the axle. With locomotives having very long
eccentric rods, the lead will not increase so much as with locomotives
having very short blades, or •rods—because the short rods make it
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compression and makes more of a cushion—sometimes too much, if
it is excessive. The effect of this is to warm up the cylinder and, if
excessive, to retard the work of the engine too much.
Increasing the lead is the cure-all for engine diseases in some
places and it is generally overdone. As increasing lead is accomplished by advancing the eccentrics as before stated, it will be seen
that the effect is to make all the events earlier. The valve opens to
lead, cuts off, opens to exhaust and closes for compression earlier
than before. Some engines have more lead than others because of the
ideas of the men having them in charge, but the days of excessive
lead seem to be passing and engines are giving as good or better service than ever.
ANOTHER EXPLANATION OF INCREASED LEAD.

The reason why the ordinary link motion, or shifting link,
employed on locomotives, increases the lead of the valves as the
reverse lever is hooked up is of general interest.
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necessary to move the straps farther around, and back, on the eccentrics, while with the long rods the ends at the link could be raised
from six to ten inches without moving the strap on the eccentric
but a very little. This is not offered as a substitute for those explanations that describe the increase by the difference in the arcs
the rods would describe if they embraced the axle instead of the
eccentrics, etc.. etc., but as a short, simple, easily understood explanation for practical men.

ADJUSTING ECCENTRICS WHEN WHEELS ARE NOT UNDER THE
ENGINE.

If you were to be given the main driving wheels of a locomotive
standing on the shop floor, whose old axle had been removed and
replaced with a new one, and required that the four eccentrics be
set and keyed before the wheels are put under the engine, -so that
they will have the correct angular advance according to lap and lead,
the following advice will be of great value to you ;
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The first thing to be determined is whether the center of cylinder and cross-head pin is in line with the center of the axle. Fig.
shows that these centers are not in line; that is, that the center
Iine XX of the cylinder and cross head is not coincident with the
center line AA of the axle, but above it. It also shows that the inclination of the main rod, when the crank pin is on its front center
DD, deviates from its inclination when the crank pin is on its back
center EE.

The radius of link, which is the distance from the center of the
axle to the lower rocker-pin center, when in its middle position, is
next taken, and the arc K is drawn. The distance from the center
line AA to center of lower rocker pin is next laid off, and the line
drawn from C to D is the inclination of the center line of motion.
Next, a square piece of wood is nailed tinder and parallel with each
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With the valve in its center position, in the steam chest B, and
the upper and lower rocker pins an equal distance from the center
A', the lower arm is seen to be bent forward or have an offset, and it
is also seen that the center line of motion C is on an incline. It will
be necessary to take these three inclinations into consideration,
namely, the two inclined positions of the main rod and the inclined
position of the center line of motion. The next move is to find the
amount of each inclination.

A DJ IJESTI tiG ECCENT11ICS-

Iine, upon which is laid the degree spirit level L, by which to find
the degree of inclination of each line. a memorandum of which is
made for further use on the same class of engine.
The alligator plate A, Fig. 3, and the level L, are applied to the
wheel as shown; after which the wheel is rolled so that the alligator
plate will be brought to the same inclination as line DD, Fig. 2.

Locomotive Eno:co-ma

Fig. 2

ADJUSTING ECCENTRICS.

Take a pine board planed on one side and on lower edge, Fig. 2,
and draw line AA to represent the center line of axles; after which,
draw line XX parallel to it, and at a distance from it equal to the
distance between lines XX and AA, in Fig. I. The length of the main
rod is then taken, to which is added 12 ins, for the length of the
crank arm, and a line is drawn from center D to D'; also from center
D, minus 12 ins. of the length of main rod, to center E, these lines
giving the inclination of the main rod for the front and back positions of the crank pin.

The valve is next measured and is found to have i-in. lap, and
the lead is taken at y q in. The straight edge SS, Fig. 4, is laid
off, and as the rocker arms are of equal length, the distance D C
is made in., which equals the lap and lead.
Straight edge SS is placed in position with the level L on it,
and the former is, by means of the wedge K, brought to the same
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degree of inclination as the center line of motion D C, Fig. 2. Bringing mark B, Fig. 4, in line with the outside of the axle, the square
is moved in line with mark D, and moving the forward eccentric F
so as to touch the square, it will be in its proper position. Moving
the wheel on its hack center like Fig. 5, and bringing mark B, Fig. 6,
in line with outside of axle, the square is moved in line with mark
D, and the backing eccentric B' is made to touch the square, bringing it into correct position. The other eccentrics are treated similarly
and when all are keyed to place the job is completed.

PENNSYLVANIA LINK MOTION.

For the class of readers who concern themselves in the study of
valve motion, the annexed engravings are worthy of very close attention. It is the standard link motion for all the locomotives belonging to the Pennsylvania Railroad to which it can he-applied. It

has been worked out with great care, and close attention has been
devoted to eliminating as far as possible the leading defects of the
link motion. All the dimensions necessary for transferring the motion to a drawing board or to a valve motion model will be found in
the engraving.
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BALANCED VALVES.
RICHARDSON BALANCE]) VALVES.

The subject of relieving the slide valve of steam engines of
a portion or the whole of the excessive pressure to which the valve
is subjected, while performing its work, has for many years engaged the attention of prominent mechanics, especially those connected with railroads. Various devices have been patented and
put in trial from time to time, but in nearly every instance have
failed to accomplish the desired object without developing inherent
qualities more troublesome than the primary difficulty they sought
to overcome.
The Richardson Balancing Device has proven an exception,
and has fully met the expectations of those seeking after a perfectly satisfactory balanced slide valve.

The reason for this is, certain essential elements that have
caused others to fail have been sought out and the faults entirely
overcome.
Its philosophy is readily stated and easily understood. Casual
observation discovers'that use wears the face of the ordinary slide
valve in the form of a curve. Careful inspection further reveals
that this curved surface is not uniform throughout. The ends of
the valve face are found to be worn alike, in curves of the same
radius; while the sides are found to be worn in curves similar to
each other, but of a radius materially shorter than the curves at
the end. Any device for removing pressure from the top of the
valve which does not recognize these facts, must in use soon become worthless; for it will necessarily wear unequally in places,
and will soon begin to leak steam, leaking worse as it wears more.
These peculiar conditions which use develops in the face of the
slide valve are the basis upon which the Richardson Balanced Slide
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Valve is constructed. The packing in the top, which, by sliding
against a balancing plate above, doing away with all undesirable
pressure, is made in sections or separate bars so arranged that
each bar in its travel does not cross the line of travel of any other
bar, thus giving each bar an independent place for wear on the
balancing plate and each bar corresponding to a portion of the
valve face which wears in the same curve. These bars are at
the same time so adjusted with respect to each other that they
make and preserve steam-tight joints at their places of contact.
Besides, as the valve wears, each packing bar bears uniformly
throughout its entire section against the balancing plate above and
preserves steam-tight joints with it. Under each packing bar is
placed a semi-elliptic spring which holds the packing against the
balancing plate whenever steam is shut off.
Besides being durable it is simple in construction and can
readily be applied to all engines, locomotives, stationary and

a rectangular space. s, which is made equal in area to the amount
of valve surface which it is desirable to relieve of pressure; the
packing strips preventing steam from entering this space and its
communication with the exhaust port in the valve, through the
small hole, h, relieving it from any pressure that might otherwise
accumulate. These packing strips, four in number, as previously
noticed, are: the two longer ones, plain rectangular pieces of cast
iron, while the shorter ones as shown in Fig. 4, are made with gibshaped ends to retain them in place.
Under each packing strip is placed a light semi-elliptic spring
—one of which is shown at tra, Fig. 4—which serves the purpose
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of holding the packing strips against the balance plate when steam
is shut off. While in operation, the different sections are held in
steam-tight contact, by direct steam pressure, with the balance
plate and with the inner surfaces of the grooves cut to receive
them, the joint being made complete by the abutting of the ends
of the long sections against the inner surfaces of the gibbed sections at the four corners.
THE ALLEN-RICHARDSON BALANCED SLIDE VALVE.

marine. It can, with little expense, be substituted for other valves
on engines now in use.
THE RICHARDSON' BALANCED SLIDE VALVE.

Referring to the illustrations herewith, Figs. I and 2 are transverse and longitudinal sections through the center of an ordinary
locomotive steam chest fitted with this valve. Fig. 3 is a plan of
the valve and Fig. 4 is an elevation of one of the end packing strips
and spring. The only alteration made is the addition of the balance plate A, and the substitution of a valve suited to receive the
packing strips p p p p.
In the present instance the balance plate is bolted to the steamchest cover; but it is obvious that they may be cast in one piece if
desired. As will be noticed, the four sections of packing enclose

The purpose of the Allen valve, Fig. 5, is to prevent in part, wire
drawing of steam when running at high speed with the valve cutting off early in the stroke. The Allen ports furnish an additional
passage for the admission of steam at such times; thus, when the
steam port is open one-half in. in the ordinary manner, the port of
the cored passage is also open to the same extent on the other side
of the valve, and consequently the effective area of the steam port
is doubted and becomes equal to a single port open I in.
The wire drawing which takes place when an engine is running at high speed with the valve cutting off early in the stroke,
is thus much diminished and the consequent economy of steam
and coal is obvious. The lessened wire drawing implies a higher
average pressure on the piston when working at the same cut off,
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and, therefore, the usual average pressure can be obtained with a
shorter cut off, thus effecting an appreciable economy. The unbalanced Allen valve effects therefore a better and more economical
distribution of steam; but its use is attended with certain disadvantages. The bearing surface on the face of a slide valve is never
sufficiently large to enable it to wear well under the heavy pressure
of steam, and this wearing surface is still further reduced in the
Allen valve, owing to the internal steam ports. The internal passage virtually divides the valve into two parts and the pressure of
steam acting on the outer part springs and bends its working face
below that of the internal or exhaust part of the valve. The useful

nishes a free supply of air from the outside instead of its being
sucked in from the smoke box laden with hot gases and cinders
which lap all oil from the valves and seats.
The pressure relief valve performs a very valuable function
in preventing the dangerous accumulation of pressure in the steam
chest and dry pipe and ofttimes breaking of same when engine is
suddenly reversed. The valve is set to open at a pressure slightly
above the maximum boiler pressure, and will allow any excess of
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wearing face thus become reduced to a space about half as wide
as the outside lap of the valve. It is, therefore, not surprising
that the Allen valve when unbalanced wears very rapidly and the
trouble and expense of constantly facing valves and seats and the
loss of steam in blowing through leaky valves, counterbalances the
advantages gained by the diminished amount of wire drawing.
These disadvantages are entirely overcome by properly balancing
the valve, and then are gained, not only all the advantages of the
Richardson balancing device, but also the increased steam economy
from using the Allen ports.
To be sure of getting the very best results from the use of the
balanced Allen valve, the ports and bridges should exceed the full
travel of the valve by at least of an inch. The radius of the link
should always be as long as permissible, to avoid an excessive increase of lead when cutting off early in the stroke.
VACUUM RELIEF VALVE.

This valve, illustrated on page 281, is designed to be placed in
the steam chest to automatically supply clean air to the cylinders
urthrough the air valve when engine is running shut off, and thus fur-
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pressure to escape to the atmosphere, yet will maintain in the
cylinders a uniform pressure of air within the limits of safety,
when running forward after reversing, and thus supply resistance
to the pistons and overcome the momentum of the train, and perform the functions of an automatic air brake in assisting to stop
the train. By using this valve an engine may be suddenly reversed while running at high speed without strain or damage to
any portion of the machinery or boiler.
This valve is well designed and niade from the best steam
metal.
THE WILSON HIGH PRESSURE SLIDE VALVE.
-

This high-pressure slide valve consists of three principal parts,
the valve itself, Fig. I ; the balance plate, Fig. 2, and the pressure
plate, Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of valve seat, steam
chest and steam-chest cover with the valve, the balance plate, the
pressure plate, the balancing rings, and the centering rings assembled
therein. Fig. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view of same. The
valve is similar to the "grid-iron" valve, it having two faces; one
face operates on the valve seat proper, and the other face operates
against the face of the balance plate. Both faces of the valve are
the same, and it has no crown, but is open clear through. The face
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of the balance plate, against which the top or back face of the valve
operates, is an exact duplicate of the cylinder valve seat.
The valve here illustrated is of the double-acting type. The
balance plate contains the balancing cones marked M.C. and P.C.
(main cone and port cone), and also supplies the means for double

plate. The pressure plate is made either a part of or separate from
the chest cover. With the type of valve here illustrated the pressure
plate is made separate and provided with wings (W.) which fit snugly
into the steam chest. The balance plate is also provided with wings
(B.W.), which are machined to fit 116- in. loose in the inside of the
wings of the pressure plate. Into the face of the pressure plate
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admission and double exhaust openings by admitting and exhausting
steam at the face of the plate and valve.
The face of the balance plate is an exact duplicate of the cylinder
valve seat, and forms a second valve seat against which the valve
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two grooves are cut, which register correctly with the corresponding
grooves in the balance plate. Into them two centering rings (C.R.),
slightly under tension, are placed. Under normal conditions these
steel rings hold the balance plate in alignment with the valve seat.
but under abnormal conditions, such as dry valves, the strain will be
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Fig. - Plan of Balance Plate.
Half Face. Half Back.

operates. in unison. The back or opposite side of the balance plate
contains one large or main cone (M.C.) and two small, or port cones
(P.C.), on the interior of the main cone, on which the packing rings
are placed, which form the balancing feature to the valve. The
upper face of the packing rings forms joints against the pressure

taken by the wing of the balance plate against the wing of the pressure plate, preventing excessive contraction of the centering rings.
The balanced area of the valve is changeable automatically, so as
to correspond with the changed condition of the valve on its seat at
different points of its travel.
Fig. 4 shows the valve in central position. The finished wings
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machine does
does the work quickly and expeditiously. The
machine
The whole
whole ararrangement
rangement is mounted on a long table for convenience in handling
handling
tubes. The
The machine was made at the works.
tubes.
works.

being of the box type, resting on the foundation
foundation for
for its
its entire
entire
length.
shells are
are bored
bored into
into the
the frame,
frame,thus
thus
length. The main bearing shells
insuring a solid bearing and also permitting the easy removal of
the shells by rolling them out
out around
around the
the shaft.
shaft.
The slide is of the barrel type with bored guides.
guides. The
The cross
cross
head is fitted with babbitt-faced shoes with wedge
wedge adjustment.
adjustment.
The piston rod is screwed into the cross
cross head
head and
and held
held firmly
firmly with
with
a steel lock nut. The cylinder is of the round-cornered
round-cornered type,
type, is
is
fitted with double-ported steam
steam and
and exhaust
exhaust valves,
valves,lagged
laggedwith
with
planished steel. The cylinder
cylinder is
is set
set on
on aa cast-iron
cast-iron base
baseplate,
plate,
which extends under
under the
the valve
valve gear,
gear, serving
servingas
asaadrip
drippan.
pan.
The valve gear is of the usual
usual Reynolds-Corliss
Reynolds-Corliss type,
type,the
thewrist
wrist
plate being of skeleton
skeleton pattern
pattern and
and fitted
fitted with
withaanew
newtype
typeof
ofdisdisconnecting device which, while
while clamping
clamping the
the hook
hookrod
rodfirmly,
firmly,isis
very easily detached by
by hand.
hand. The
The dash
dash pots
pots are
are of
of differential
differential
plunger type without leathers
leathers or
or packing
packing of
of any
any kind.
kind.The
Thereguregulator is of the high speed
speed weighted
weighted type,
type, designed
designed to
to control
controlthe
the
engine within narrow limits of speed variation. The
The crank
crank is
is of
of
on the
the face,
face, and
and is
is protected
protectedby
byaaplanished
planished
plain type, polished on
steel oil guard. The engines
engines are
are fitted
fitted either
eitherwith
withbelt
beltflywheels,
flywheels,
as shown, or with square rim wheels
wheels where
where used
used with
with direct-condirect-connected electric
nected
Thecrank
crankand
andcross-head
cross-headpins
pinsand
and
electricgenerators.
generators. The
main journals are of a size ordinarily
ordinarily used
used with
with heavy-duty
heavy-duty engines.
engines.
In brief, the engine
engine is
is strong,
strong, simple
simple and
and compact,
compact,and
andwhile
while
nothing has been added
added for
for ornamentation,
ornamentation, nothing
nothing contributing
contributing
and the
the machine
machine should
should
to economy or durability has been omitted, and
among power
power users
users who
who appreciate
appreciatequality.
quality.
find a large sale among
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ALLIS-CHALMERS COMPANY'S NEW STANDARD REYNOLDS-CORLISS
ENGINE.

We illustrate
illustrate herewith a new Corliss engine
We
engine which
which is
is being
being
brought out
out by the Allis-Chalmers Company
brought
Company from
from the
the designs
designs of
of
Mr. Irving
Irving H.
H. Reynolds.
Reynolds. The present machine represents
Mr.
represents the
the
experience of
of twenty-six
twenty-six years in building of Corliss engines,
experience
engines, and
and
combines all
all of the desirable elements of
combines
of the
the best
best designs.
designs.

NEW
NEW STANDARD
STANDARD REYNOLDS-CORLISS
REYNOLDS-CORLISS ENGINE,
ENGINE, ALLIS-CHALMERS
ALLIS-CHALMERSCO.
CO.

Engines
Engines of
of the
the type
type illustrated
illustratedare
arebeing
beingbuilt
builtininseven
sevensizes,
sizes,
ranging
from
5o
to
500
h.p.,
and
are
designed
ranging from 5o to 500 h.p., and are designedfor
forsteam
steampressures
pressures
up
up to
to 150
150 lbs. They
They are
are built
built of
of somewhat
somewhat shorter
shorter strokes
strokes than
than
have
heretofore
been
customary
have heretofore been customary in
in Corliss
Corlissengines,
engines,with
withthe
theidea
idea
of
of economizing
economizing in
in space
space and
andmaking
makingthe
theconstruction
constructionmore
morerigid.
rigid.
The
The speeds
speeds are
are also
also somewhat
somewhat higher
higher than
than usual,
usual, ranging
ranging from
from
no
to
15o
revolutions
per
minute,
no to 15o revolutions per minute,although
althoughthese
thesespeeds
speedsare
arenot
not
higher
higher than
than those
those at
at which
which the
the Reynolds-Corliss
Reynolds-Corlissengines
enginesof
ofolder
older
design
design are
are frequently
frequently operated.
operated.
The
The frame
frame is
is cast
cast in
in one
one piece
piece with
with the
the slide,
slide,the
theconstruction
construction
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A HANDY SHOP TURNTABLE.

Sturtevant Company's
Company's shops,
shops,at
atBoston,
Boston,one
onemay
may
In the B. F. Sturtevant
handy form
form of
of shop
shop turntable
turntablefor
forturning
turninglorries,
lorries,matermatersee a very handy
carrying trucks,
trucks, etc.
etc. The
The illustration
illustrationis
isof
ofaaturntable
turntabletilted
tilted
ial carrying
as to
to show
show the
the mechanism.
mechanism.The
Thebottom
bottomframe
frameisisaacasting
casting
up so as
with four
four roller
roller wheels
wheels which
whichturn
turnon
oncomposition
composition
and is fitted with
wheels are
are made
made hollow
hollow and
andmay
maybe
bepartly
partlyfilled
filledwith
with
axles. The wheels
to lubricate
lubricate the
the bearings.
bearings. The
The table
tableitself
itselfisisrecessed
recessed
oil so as to
the upper
upper side
side for
for two
two tracks
trackswhich
whichcross
crossititatatright
rightangles,
angles,
out on the
underneath itit is
is substantially
substantiallyribbed
ribbedand
andaltogether
altogetherisismade
made
and underneath
heavy to
to prevent
prevent warping
warping or
or breakage
breakage and
andititisisthus
thusable
ableto
to
very heavy
lots of
of hard
hard but
but fair
fair usuage.
usuage.
stand lots
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of the balance plate (B.W.) fit Ttg in. loose between inside faces of
the wings of the pressure plate, but the balance plate
plate is
is held
held perfectly
perfectly
central by two steel centering
centering rings
rings (C.R.).
(C.R.). The tops of the cones
on the balance plate are in.
in. from
from the
the face
face of
ofthe
thepressure
pressureplate,
plate,
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HG. 6. Valve in opening pc.sition

FIG. 7. Valve in
in wide
wide open
open position.
position.

FIG.
FIG.

Val
ve in
in exhaust opening
Valve
opening position.
position.

allowing the balance
balance plate
plate to
to lift
lift
in. off from the valve,
valve, which
which
affords perfect relief to the
the cylinder
cylinder while
while engine
engine is
is drifting
drifting or
orfor
for
the relief
relief of
of water
water from
from the
the cylinder
cylinderfrom
fromany
anycause.
cause.This
This
clearance in height
height adjustment
adjustment must
must be
be maintained.
maintained.The
Themain
main
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balancing ring (M.R.) is made the
the proper
proper diameter
diameter to
to balance
balancethe
the
valve as much as possible while
while in
in its
its central
central and
and heaviest
heaviestposition.
position.
The interior of the main ring is open
open to
to the
the atmosphere
atmosphere through
throughthe
the
holes D, which lead to the exhaust cavity of the valve. The valve
conditions are changed by the opening
opening of
of aa steam
steam port
portand
andat
atinstant
instant
of cut off. See Fig. 6. In this
this valve
valve the
the port
port pressure
pressurehas
hasfree
free
access to both sides of the
the valve
valve by
by reason
reason of
ofthe
thepassages
passagesA.E.
A.E.
through the valve to the port in the face of the balance
balance plate
plate which
which
corresponds with the cylinder port. The
The pressure
pressure in
in the
the port
port has
hasno
no
effect whatever upon the valve,
valve, being
being on
on both
bothsides
sidesof
ofthe
thevalve
valveface
face
in equal area and pressure,
pressure, but
but the
the pressure
pressurein
inthe
theport
portof
ofthe
thebalance
balance
plate would lift the plate off from its seat
seat on
on the
the valve
valve if
if itit was
was not
not
equalized. A port ring (P.R.) of proper area
area to
to balance
balance this
this pressure
pressure
is placed over each port in the inside of the main ring on the top of
the balance plate and is open
open to
to the
the port
port through
throughpassage
passageF.
F,so
sothat
thataa
pressure equal to that
that in
in the
the steam
steam port
portisisalways
alwayson
onboth
bothsides
sidesofofthe
the
balance plate, as well as on both sides
sides of
of the
the valve.
valve. Communication
Communication
from the cylinder port,
port, through
through the
the valve
valve and
andthrough
throughthe
thebalance
balance
plate to the interior of
of the
the port
port ring
ring (P.R.)
(P.R.)cannot
cannotbe
beshut
shutoff
offatatany
any
time, but is maintained throughout
throughout the
the travel
travel of
of the
the valve.
valve.There
Thereisis
a position of the valve during its stroke where
where the
the ordinary
ordinary slide
slide
valve is subjected to an
an upward
upward pressure,
pressure, shown
shownin
inFig.
Fig.7,
7,but
butin
in
this valve the valve travels out
out from
from under
under the
the seat
seat of
of the
the balance
balance
and
that it
it over
over travels
travels the
the cylinder
cylinder seat,
seat,and
plate to the same extent that
both sides
sides of
of that
that portion
portion of
of the
the valve
valvethat
thatisis
pressure is equal on both
travel. With
With the
the main
main ring
ring balancing
balancing
over the seat
seat.. at any point of travel.
central and
and heaviest
heaviest position,
position, with
with the
theport
portring
ring
the valve fully in its central
pressure, the
the valve
valve is
is fully
fully balanced
balanced in
inall
allpositions
positions
balancing the port pressure,
of stroke.
stroke.
the cylinder
cylinder and
and the
the double
double
The double admission of steam to the
opening for exhaust
exhaust of
of same
same are
are made
madeclear
clearin
inFigures
Figures66and
and8,8,which
which
show the valve at point
point of
of admission
admission and
andpoint
pointof
ofexhaust
exhaustrespecrespecvalve is
is admitting
admitting steam
steam to
to the
the cylinder
cylinder
tively. Fig. 6 shows the valve
same time
time is
is admitting
admitting steam
steam to
to the
the pocket
pocket
port direct, and at same
balance plate
plate and
and then
then by
by way
wayof
ofpassage
passageA,
A,through
through
port in the balance
the cylinder,
cylinder, thus
thus securing
securing double
doubleadmission
admissionopenings.
openings.
the valve into the
of arrows.
arrows. Referring
Referring to
to Fig.
Fig. 8,
8, the
the valve
valveisisopening
opening
Note direction of
and the
the steam
steam leaves
leaves the
the cylinder
cylinderatatthe
theface
faceof
ofthe
thevalve
valve
for exhaust, and
and also
also by
by way
way of
of the
the passage
passageEEthrough
throughthe
thevalve
valve
at cylinder seat and
in the
the balance
balance plate
plate and
and out
outat
atthat
thatface
faceof
ofthe
thevalve,
valve,
into the port in
securing the
the double
double opening
opening for
for exhaust.
exhaust.
thus securing
applying this
this valve
valve to
to the
theengine
engineititisisimportant
importantthat
thatthe
thefacc
facc
In applying
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of the
the balance
balance plate,
plate, or
or upper
upper valve
valveseat,
seat,shall
shallbe
bein
inalignment
alignmentwith
with
of
the
cylinder
seat
in
order
to
secure
simultaneous
action
of
the
valve
the cylinder seat in order to secure simultaneous action of the valve
at both
both faces,
faces, and
and accomplished
accomplished by
by aa very
very positive
positiveand
andeasy
easymethod
method
at
shown
here.
Direct
communication
from
one
cylinder
port
tothe
the
Direct communication from one cylinder port to
shown
other
is
always
maintained
by
reason
of
the
ports
A.E.
through
the
other is always maintained by reason of the ports A.E. through the
valve.
valve.
measurement should
should be
bemade
madebefore
beforethe
thebalance
balanceplate
plateisis
A test measurement
into the
the steam
steam chest
chest by
by placing
placingaasquare
squareon
onthe
thevalve
valveseat
seatwith
withits
its
put into
with one
one edge
edge of
of the
the seat
seat and
and then
then measure
measurefrom
fromthe
the
blade flush with
finished strip
strip at
at top
top of
of steam
steam chest
chestwhere
wherethe
thewings
wingsof
of
square to the finished
plate are
are to
to fit,
fit, then
then reverse
reverse the
thesquare
squareto
toother
otherside
side
the pressure plate
and measure
measure to
to that
that side
sideof
ofchest,
chest,and
andthese
thesetwo
twomeasuremeasureof seat and
the same;
same; the
the valve
valve illustrated
illustratedhere
hereisisflangeless
flangelessand
and
ments must be the
the yoke
yoke after
after the
the chest
chest isisin
inposition,
position,but
butin
incase
caseof
ofaa
will drop into the
move the
the valve
valve to
to edge
edge of
of seat
seat
flanged valve where it is put in first, move
and
valve or
or use
use aa square
square on
on top
top face
faceof
ofvalve.
valve.
and measure from the valve
by the
the American
American Balance
Balance Valve
Valve
This valve is manufactured by
Company,
Shore, Pa.,
Pa., and
and San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Cal.
Cal.In
Inorder
order
Company, of Jersey Shore,
to
perfect service,
service, the
the company
companydoes
doesnot
notallow
allowthe
themanufacmanufacto secure perfect
ture
the parts
parts in
in any
any outside
outsideshops.
shops.
ture of any of the

FORCES INVOLVED IN
IN TRAIN
TRAIN
MOVEMENTS
MOVEMENTS..
ENERGY
ENERGY AND
AND POWER.
POWER.

Engineering writers
writers are
are much
much given
given to
to using
usingthe
theterms
termsenergy
energy
and power as if the words conveyed
conveyed the
the same
same meaning.
meaning. We
We often
often
wished to demonstrate
demonstrate the
the difference
difference in
in the
thetwo
twoterms,
terms,but
butthe
the
distinctions were difficult to
to define,
define, and
and we
we never
never perceived
perceivedthem
them
clearly until we saw them defined
defined by
by Professor
Professor Reynolds,
Reynolds, who
who
says:
says:
"Although the terms energy and
and power
power are
are in
in continual
continual use,
use,
scientific
their
with
such use is seldom in strict accordance
accordance with their scientificmeanmeaning. In many ways the conception
conception of
of energy
energy has
has been
been rendered
rendered
energy
of
popular, but a clear
clear idea
idea of
of the
the relation
relation of energyto
topower
powerisis
terms;
the
of
generality
difficult. This arises from the extreme
extreme generality of the terms;in
in
any particular case the distinction
distinction is
is easy.
easy. It
It is
is easiest
easiestto
toexexpress this distinction by an analogy;
analogy; but
but as
as aa matter
matter of
of fact,
fact, everyeveryenergy.
of
instance
thing that seems analogous is really an instance of energy. Power
Power
may be considered to be directed
directed energy;
energy; and
and we
we may
may liken
likenmany
many
directed
the
while
mob,
forms of energy to an excited mob, while the directed forms
formsare
are
likened to a disciplined army.
army.
"Energy in the form of heat is in the mob form; while
"Energy
while energy
energy
matter
weight,
raised
a
or
in the form of a bent spring,
spring, or a raised weight, mattermoving
moving
in one direction, or of electricity, is in the army form. In the
the one
one
direction,
any
in
bear
to
effect
case we can bring the whole
case
direction, while
while
in the other case we can only bring a certain
in
certain portion
portion to
to bear,
bear, dedemob
the
in
energy
of
Out
pending on its concentration.
energy in the mob form
form
may extract a certain portion, depending on its intensity and
we may
we
and
surrounding circumstances, and it is only this portion which
surrounding
which is
is
available for mechanical operations.
available
operations.
energy in what we may call its natural sources
"Now energy
"Now
sources has
has both
both
of
energy
the
all
hence
form,
mob
the
in
is
heat
All
forms.
these forms.
these
of
combustion.
by
developed
be
only
can
which
separation,
chemical
chemical
by combustion.
form, and this includes the energy stored in
mob form,
the mob
in the
is in
is
in the
the
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medium of
of coal.
coal. The
The combustion
combustion of one pound of coal yields from
medium
ten to
to twelve
twelve million
million foot
foot pounds
pounds of
of energy
energy in the mob form of
ten
heat; under
under no
no circumstances
circumstances existing at present
heat;
present can
can all
all this
this be
be
directed, nor
nor have
have we
we aa right,
right, as is often done, to call this the
directed,
power of
of coal.
coal. What
What the
the exact
exact possible
possible power is we do not know,
power
but probably
probably about
about four-fifths
four-fifths of this, that
but
that is
is to
to say,
say, from
from eight
eight to
to
ten million
million foot
foot pounds
pounds of
of energy
energy per pound of coal is
ten
is the
the extreme
extreme
limit itit can
can yield
yield under
under the
the present conditions of temperature_
limit
temperature_ at
at
the earth's
earth's surface.
surface. But
But before
before this energy becomes
the
becomes power,
power, it
it
must be
be directed.
directed. This
This direction
direction is at present performed by the
must
steam engine,
engine, which
which is
steam
is the
the best
best instrument
instrument art
art has
hasyet
yetdevised,
devised,
but the
the efficiency
efficiency of
but
of which
which is limited by the
the fact
fact that
that before
before the
the
very
intense
mob
energy
of
the
fire
is
at
all
directed,
it
has
to
very intense mob energy
directed, it has to be
be
allowed to
to pass
pass into
allowed
into the
the less
less intense
intense mob
mob energy
energy of
of hot
hotwater
wateror
or
steam. The
The relative
relative intensity
steam.
intensity of these
these energies
energies are
are something
somethinglike
like
twenty-five to
twenty-five
to nine.
nine. The
The very
very first
first operation
operation of
ofthe
thesteam
steamengine
engine
is to
to diminish
diminish the
is
the directable
directable portion of the
the energy
energy of
of the
the pound
pound
of coal
coal from
from nine
of
nine millions
millions to three millions.
millions. In
In addition
addition to
to this
this
there are
there
are necessary
necessary wastes
wastes of
of directable
directable energy,
energy,and
andaaconsiderconsiderable expenditure
expenditure of
able
of already
already directed
directed energy
energy in
in the
the necessary
necessarymemechanical operations.
chanical
operations. The
The result
result is
is that,
that, as
asthe
thelimit,
limit,in
inthe
thevery
very
highest class
highest
class engines
engines the
the pound
pound of
of coal
coal yields
yields about
about one
one and
and aa
half
half millions
millions of
of foot
foot pounds;
pounds; in
in what
what are
are called
called "first-class
"first-classenengines," such
gines,"
such as
as the
the compound
compound engines on steamboats, the pound of
coal
coal yields
yields one
one million,
million, and
and in the majority
majority of
of engines,
engines, about
about five
five
or
or six
six hundred
hundred thousand
thousand foot
foot pounds.
pounds.These
Thesequantities
quantitieshave
havebeen
been
largely
largely increased
increased during
during the
the last
lastfew
few-years;
-years;as
asfar
faras
asscience
sciencecan
can
predict
predict they
they are
are open
open to
to aa further
further increase.
increase.In
Inthe
thesteam
steamengine
engine
art
art is
is limited
limited to
to its
its three
three million
millionfoot
footpounds
poundsper
perpound
poundof
ofcoal;
coal;
but
but gas
gas engines
engines have
have already
already made
madeaanew
newdeparture,
departure,and
andthere
there
seems
seems no
no reason
reason why
why art
art should
should stop
stop short
shortof
ofaalarge
largeportion
portion
of
of the
the nine
nine millions."
millions."

formulas
to the
the average
average
formulas that
that they
they have not been comprehensible to
railroad
Although
many
people
interested
in
train
movements
railroad man.
man. Although
in train movements
have
tractive power,
power, only
only aa
have tried
tried to learn the rules for figuring tractive
comparative
few
have
succeeded.
The
rules
we
now
give
are so
so
comparative few
rules we now give are
simple
that
any
person
familiar
with
the
first
four
rules
of
arithmetic
simple that any
four rules of arithmetic
can
out tractive-power
tractive-power
can work
work out the problems. While working out
problems,
rules are
are intended
intended
problems, railroad men must remember that
that the rules
for
increase the
the
for aa perfect
perfect track. Low joints and bad alignment increase
resistance.
resistance.

HOW
HOW TO
TO CALCULATE
CALCULATE THE
THE POWER
POWER OF
OF LOCOMOTIVES.
LOCOMOTIVES.

The
The practice
practice of
of tonnage
tonnage rating
ratingwhich
whichhas
hasbeen
beensteadily
steadilygrowgrowing
ing into
into favor
favor for
for the
thelast
lastfew
fewyears
yearshas
hasset
setmany
manyofficials
officialsoutside
outside
of
of the
the mechanical
mechanical departments
departments to
tofiguring
figuringupon
uponthe
thepower
powerof
oflocolocomotives
motives and
and on
on the
the trains
trains which
which all
allkinds
kindsof
ofengines
enginesought
oughtto
tohaul
haul
over
over certain
certain divisions.
divisions.
Rules
Rules for
for calculating
calculatingtractive
tractivepower
powerhave
havebeen
beenknown
knownfor
formany
many
years,
years, but
but the
the principles
principleshave
havebeen
beenso
somuch
muchobscured
obscuredby
byalgebraic
algebraic

2S9
2S9

HORSE
HORSE POWER
POWER

The
engines is
is generally
generally expressed
expressed
The power capacity of steam engines
in horse power, which is a measurable
measurable quantity
quantity and
andisisbased
basedon
onthe
the
arbitrary
power being
being equal
equal to
to the
theeffort
effortof
of
arbitrary measure of one horse power
raising 33,000 pounds one foot per minute. That is
is the
the unit
unit used
used
for measuring the power transmitted by nearly all
all kinds
kinds of
of prime
prime
motor and machines. It is sometimes applied to
to locomotives,
locomotives, but
but
for a variety of reasons the horse-power
horse-power capacity
capacity of
of aa locomotive
locomotive
does not convey to the ordinary railroad
railroad mind
mind its
its capacity
capacity for
forhaulhauling different kinds of trains.
trains. -- The
The utility
utility of
of aa locomotive
locomotivefor
fortrain
train
pulling has to be expressed
expressed in
in aa different
different way.
way.
When practical
practical railroad
railroad men
men know
knowthe
thesize
sizeof
of'cylinders,
'cylinders, the
the
diameter of driving wheels, the weight
weight resting
resting Upon
Upon them,
them, and
and
understand what
what kind
kind of
of service
service the
the
the boiler dimensions, they understand
for, and
and in
in aa general
general way
way what
whatweight
weightof
oftrain
train
engine is adapted for,
general idea
idea of
of power
power is,
is, however,
however,aaguess
guesswhich
which
it will haul. A general
considerably away
away from
from the
the truth.
truth. Guessing
Guessing is
is not
notaagood
good
may be considerably
designing or
or estimating
estimating the
the power
power of
of aalocomotive,
locomotive,and
and
basis for designing
have been
been devised
devised for
for figuring
figuringout
outthe
thepower
powerand
andspeed
speed
so methods have
dimensions will
will develop,
develop, which
whichare
areas
ascorrect
correctand
andrerethat certain dimensions
other engineering
engineering rules.
rules. It
It has
has become
become customary
customary
liable as any other
reckon the
the power
power of
of aa locomotive
locomotiveby
bythe
thetractive
tractiveforce
forcethe
thedrivdrivto reckon
wheels will
will exert
exert upon
upon the
the rail.
rail.That
Thatisisthe
theresisting
resistingweight
weight
ing wheels
which the
the engine
engine will
will start
startfrom
froma.a.state
stateof
ofrest.
rest.
which
TRACTIVE POWER.
POWER.
TRACTIVE

The tractive
tractive force
forceisisthe
thepower
powerwhich
whichthe
thepiStons
piStons of
of aa locolocoThe
move
motive are
arecapable
capableof
ofexerting
exertingthrough
throughthe
thedriVing
driVingwheels
wheels.td
motive
.td move
engine and
and train.
train. The
The efficiency
efficiencyof
ofthe
theengine's
engine'stractive
tractivepower
powerisis
engine
dependent upon
upon the
the adhesion
adhesion of
of the
the wheels
wheelsto
tothe
therails.
rails.When
Whenadaddependent
hesion is
is insufficient,
insufficient, the
the power
powertransmitted
transmittedthrough
through the
hesion
-pistons
the -pistons
and rods
rods will
will slip
slip the
thewheels,
wheels,and
andno
nouseful
usefuleffect
effectwill
willresult.
result.To
To
and
prevent the
the slipping
slippingof
oflocomotive
locomotivedriving
drivingwheels-,
wheels-,ititisisnecessary
necessary
prevent
to put
put resting
resting upon
upon them
them at
at least
least four.
four. times
times in
'inweight
weightthe
theforce
force
to
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available for turning the driving wheels. If the weight is five or
six times the piston power, the engine will do its work with less
annoyance from slipping than would be the case with less weight.
To prevent slipping on unwashed greasy rails more than double
the adhesion would be necessary for that required on dry, clean
rails. This cannot often be done, but the sand box provides the
means for obtaining adhesion when the rails are in bad order.
Let us calculate the tractive power of the kind of engine most
commonly used for hauling heavy passenger and fast freight trains,
which has cylinders 19 x 26 inches, driving wheels 6g inches diameter, with a working pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch.
The method by which fhe traction of a locomotive is calculated
is, to square the diameter of the cylinders in inches, multiply that
by the length of the stroke in inches, and divide by the diameter
of the driving wheels in inches. The product of that sum will be
the power exerted by the engine for every pound of pressure that
reaches the cylinders from the boiler. A rule established by the
Railway Master Mechabics' Association makes out that eighty-five
per cent. of the boiler pressure is a fair average of what pressure
will be useful in, the cylinders at slow speed.
Follow that rule and the formula that we have described the
method for finding out the tractive power of this particular locomotive would be:
rjP Lp

to ascertain the foot pounds of work the engine is doing during
each revolution of the driving wheels. By dividing the total thus
found by the circumference of the drivers in feet, the force exerted through each foot which the engine moves is found.
Taking the same engine that we have figured on, with pistons
19 inches diameter, the area of one piston is 283.5294 square
inches. This is multiplied by the mean average pressure of the
steam, giving 283.5294 X 170= 48,199.9980, which gives the aggregate pressure exerted by the steam on one piston. Multiplying that by 2 to take in both pistons, we have 96,399.9960 X 4i
feet, the stroke moved in a full revolution of the driving wheels,
=-- 417,733.3160 ± 18.0642, the circumference of the driving wheels
in feet, = 23,125 pounds tractive force, the same as by the other
rule.
There are several other methods of calculating locomotive
tractive power, but they need not be described, as they bring precisely the same figures as those found.
When people wish to find the horse power developed by a locomotive at various speeds, the steam engine indicator is usually employed to show the mean effective pressure inside of the cylinders.
To explain the process to be followed, we will draw on our own experience with a representative locomotive pulling a fast passenger train.

which means
d2 = diameter in inches squared.
L the length of stroke in inches.
p = the mean effective pressure on piston.
the diameter of the driving wheels in inches.
T = the equivalent tractive force at the rails in pounds.
To apply this rule in practice, we find that d 2 means multiply
19 by itself, or square, so we have 19 X 19 = 361 X 26, the stroke
in inches, .= 9.386 X 170, mean effective pressure, = 1,595,620
69, the diameter in inches of driving wheels, =23,125. This gives
23,125 pounds as the power exerted at the circumference of the
wheels, from which a deduction of about ten per cent. is usually
made for internal friction. We have assumed the boiler pressure
to be 200 pounds and have used eighty-five per cent. of it.
The formula described for finding the power of a locomotive
seems at first sight theoretical, and not based on a good philosophical foundation; but it is merely a short way, and agrees in
results with more detailed methods of calculation. It agrees with
another plan which is more in favor with civil engineers. That is i

The writer took indicator diagrams to find out the amount
of work done by the locomotive in taking the Empire State Express over the New York Central Railroad. The details were published in LOCOMOTIV34: ENGINEERING, June, 1892. A very common
speed was 6o miles an hour. The engine had cylinders 19 x 24
inches, and driving wheels 78 inches diameter. The indicator diagram proved that the average cylinder pressure at 6o miles an
hour was 53.7 pounds per square inch. The horse power is calculated in the following manner:
283.5294 square inches piston area.
53.7 pounds M. E. pressure.
15,225.5 pressure on one piston.
2 pistons.
3o,451 pressure transmitted from both cylinders.
4 feet piston travel in each revolution.

=T

WORK OE MOVING THE EMPIRE STATE EXPRESS.

121,804
260 revolutions per minute.
31,669,040 33,000= 959 h.p.
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That method of calculation of course applies to
to all
all locomolocomotives, and can be used when the area of piston.
piston. revolutions
revolutions per
per
minute and mean effective cylinder pressure
pressure are
are known.
known.
In the case recorded, the mean
mean effective
effective cylinder
cylinderprsesure
prsesure
was little more than 33.5 per cent.
cent. of
of the
the boiler
boiler pressure.
pressure. When
When
the same engine was running at
at 37.1
37.1 miles
miles an
an hour,
hour, making
making16o
16o
revolutions per minute, the M. E. P. was
was 59.2
59.2 pounds,
pounds, and
and 37
37 was
was
the percentage of boiler pressure. At 20 revolutions
revolutions per
per minminute the mean effective pressure would be little
little short
short of
of the
the eightyeightyfive per cent. of boiler pressure of the Master
Master Mechanics'
Mechanics' rule,
rule,
but it would gradually
gradually decrease
decrease as
as the
the piston
pistonspeed
speedincreased.
increased.
The work that a locomotive has
has to
to do
do in
in pulling
pulling aa train
train is
is
described under the heading of Train
Resistances.
Train Resistances.
TO CALCULATE THE POWER OF COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

To calculate the tractive power of compound locomotives,
locomotives, it
it
is necessary first to know what the
the mean
mean effective
effective pressure
pressure on
onthe
the
pistons is in every case,
case, and
and any
any attempt
attemptat
ataatheoretical
theoreticalexposition
exposition
of the methods for arriving
arriving at
at this
this information
informationby
bycalculation
calculationisis
very unsatisfactory and
and inaccurate,
inaccurate, for
for this
this reason:
reason:In
Inthe
thecase
case
of the two-cylinder compound, there
there are
are too
too many
many unknown
unknown quanquantities, among which are
are the
the volume
volume of
of receiver,
receiver,pressure
pressureof
oflive
live
steam through reducing valve, and
and the
the amount
amount of
of back
back pressure.
pressure.
In the case of the four-cylinder
four-cylinder compound,
compound, there
thereisisno
noreceiver,
receiver,
but the element of
of back
back pressure
pressure is
is present
presenton
onthe
thehigh-pressure
high-pressure
piston. For these reasons calculated
calculated pressures
pressures are
are not
not reliable
reliable
for finding the power of this type
type of
of engine.
engine. The
The indicator
indicator furfurnishes the means
means to
to arrive
arrive at
at the
thecorrect
correctmean
meaneffective
effectivepressure,
pressure,
and the formula for a two-cylinder
two-cylinder compound
compound when
when the
themean
mean
effective pressure
pressure is
is known
knownis:
is:

(12 X
(12
X M. E. P. X ss
D
in which d2 = diameter of low
low pressure
pressure squared,
squared, M.
M. E.
E. P.
P. == mean
mean
effective pressure,
pressure, ss =
= stroke
stroke in
in inches,
inches,and
and D = diameter of
driving wheel.
wheel. In
In the
the absence
absence of
of indicator
indicatorcards
cardsshowing
showingcylincylinder pressures for
for aa given
given boiler
boiler pressure,
pressure, approximate
approximateresults
results
may be had by taking
taking the
the mean
mean effective
effective pressure
pressure in
in the
the highhighpressure cylinder
cylinder at
at seventy
seventy per
per cent.
cent. of
of boiler
boilerpressure,
pressure,which
which
for 20o pounds
pounds boiler
boiler pressure
pressure would
wouldbe
be140
140pounds.
pounds.IfIfthe
therereducing valve
valve gives
gives steam
steam to
to the
the low-pressure
low-pressurecylinder
cylinderso
soas
asto
to
equalize the work on both
both the
the pistons,
pistons, the
the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder
cylinder
2X
X
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will.
have aa mean
mean effective
effective pressure
pressure of
of about
about 6o
6o pounds
poundsfor
foraaratio
ratio
will have
of
ratio between
between 23
23 and
and 35-inch
35-inchcylincylinof cylinder of 2.3, which is the ratio
ders.
the lowlowders. Referring
Referring the
themean
mean effective
effectivepressure
pressure to
to terms of the
pressure cylinder, we have:
have:
6o

1
140

2.3

= 6o 61 = 121 pounds.

Placing the values in the formula,
formula, the
the tractive
tractive power
power equals:
equals:
352 X 121
121 X 32
43,120

pounds.

2
2 X 55

If a deduction of seven per
per cent.
cent. for
for internal
internal friction
frictionis
ismade,
made,
the net tractive power is about 40,000
40,000 pounds.
pounds. The
The tractive
tractivepower
power
of the four-cylinder compound is also found by
by taking
taking mean
mean effeceffective pressures known to have been
been found
found in
in service.
service. These
These may
may
be taken at forty-four
forty-four and
and forty-six
forty-six per
per cent.
cent.of
ofthe
theboiler
boilerprespressure for the high- and low-pressure
low-pressure cylinders,
cylinders, respectively,
respectively,which
which
for zoo pounds gauge pressure
pressure equals
equals 88
88 and
and 92
92pounds
poundsmean
meaneffeceffective pressure. Taking,-for
Taking,-for an
an example,
example, an
an engine
enginewith
withhigh-preshigh-pressure cylinders, 18 inches diameter, low-pressure
low-pressure cylinders
cylinders 3o
3o
inches diameter, stroke 30 inches,
inches, and
and diameter
diameter of
of drivers
drivers 55
55
inches, the ratio of cylinder areas
areas is
is 2.77;
2.77; and
and again
again referring
referring the
the
pressures to the low-pressure
low-pressure cylinder,
cylinder, we
we have
have
88
= 123
123

92

effective pressure
pressure in
inthe
thelow-preslow-prespounds mean effective

2.77

sure cylinders. Placing these
these values
values in
in the
the formula,
formula,which
whichin
inthis
this
case is somewhat different from
from the
the other,
other, owing
owing to
to the
the fact
fact that
that
cylinders to
to consider
consider instead
instead of
ofone,
one,we
wehave:
have:
there are now two cylinders
302 X 123 X 30
pounds.
= 60,300 pounds.
55
-asbefore,
before,the
thetractive
tractive
Taking out seven per cent. for friction, as
about 56,000
56,000 pounds.
pounds.
power is about

RESISTANCES.
TRAIN RESISTANCES.

practice of
of rating
rating locomotives
locomotivesaccording
accordingtototheir
theirtheoretitheoretiThe practice
becoming so
so common
common that
that aa plain
plainstatement
statementof
ofthe
thererecal power is becoming
which have
have to
to be
be overcome
overcomein
inhauling
haulingtrains
trainsatatvarious
various
sistances which
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speeds will interest most of our readers, although the facts have
been published before. In T892 Angus Sinclair made a series of
tests of locomotives pulling the Empire State Express to ascertain
as accurately as possible the power required to pull the train at the
different speeds. This was done to show that the Clark formula for
calculating train resistances, which was generally used by railway
officials, made the resistance too high. When Mr. Sinclair was
a locomotive engineer he had often figured on the power of the
engine he was running and on the resistance of the train based on
its weight and Clark's rule, and found that his engine was often
doing impossibilities. He had long desired to test the accuracy of
the rule and his opportunity came when he was testing the engines
hauling the Empire State Express.
According to Clark's formula there is a resistance to movement
of eight pounds per ton, and the resistance increases with speed
at the rate of the square of the velocity in miles per hour divided by
171. American engineers had modified this to read six pounds per
ton for the constant resistance, and accepted the remainder of the
rule, so that the common practice was to calculate the resistance to
trains on a straight level track to be
V,
+6.R
7t

The fact is that the square of the velocity does not in any manner represent the increase of train resistance due to acceleration of
speed. This, rule is utterly worthless and has no right to be used
to deceive people who are trying to find accurate basis to calculate from. Its existence was evidently due to the desire of mathematicians to establish formulae for everything. In this case the
formula was established without the necessary data upon which to
build correctly.
A number of American railroad companies have used dynamometer cars for years in which excellent provision was made
for keeping an accurate record of train resistances. Those go to
prove, not only that the resistance does not increase in proportion
to the square of the speed, but that the resistance varies greatly according to the load per axle. On a Western railroad a great many
records were made some years ago on the resistance of different
kinds of freight trains, with a view of finding out how many cars
certain locomotives ought to haul. A train of loaded freight cars
weighing 94o tons gave an average resistance of 5-3/4 pounds per ton
when running twenty miles an hour on the level. A train of empty
freight cars weighing 34o tons showed a resistance of 12 pounds per
ton when running twenty miles an hour on level track. A passenger train weighing 363 tons gave 7i pounds per ton resistance
at a speed of thirty miles an hour. The records respecting train resistance of the roads having dynamometer cars agree substantially
with those concerning the Empire State Express.
When the record of the tests was published Arthur M. Wellington, a well known civil engineer, who had devoted much attention
to train resistance, wrote:
"The observations are among the most important evidences on
record of the actual resistance of trains at high speeds. Perhaps we
might even go farther, and say that they are the most important, especially as they are reasonably consistent witti the mean of the few
other records which have been obtained for spteds of 5o to 75 miles
per hour, while presumably far more trustworthy and decisive than
any of these prior records. As such they are a real contribution to
technical knowledge. We trust, though we hardly expect, that they
will attract the attention they deserve, and we recommend electrical
journals, especially, to reproduce thew, as having an important bearing on pending efforts to obtain very .high speeds by electric power,
and going far to indicate that these efforts may be successful."
After giving the leading particulars about the route, the train,
the speed and the resistance recorded, he made comparisons of the
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That is V representing miles per hour and R resistance per ton.
The rule stated in words is: Square the velocity in miles per hour,
divide this by 571, add 6 to the quotient, the result being the resistance at the rails in pounds per ton. This is the rule found in nearly
all engineering text books. And they are all wrong, a very common characteristic of text hooks.
In the run referred to, a speed of seventy miles an hour was
maintained for some miles and several diagrams were taken when
the locomotive was doing the work of maintaining the speed without loss or gain. The power developed showed that the entire resistance of the train and the locomotive at that speed was 17.6 pounds
per ton. In the discussions that come up periodically about what
the ultimate speed of railroad trains will be, arguments are advanced
that after a speed of sixty miles an hour is passed a point is soon
reached where the locomotive will absorb the whole power developed
in moving itself. Figures to prove this are always given, based on
the text-book rule. According to this rule the resistance per ton at
70 miles an hour is over 34 pounds. If this were true there is not a
locomotive in the country that would keep three cars running at 70
miles an hour.
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data with those of 'a famous run made by Mr. Wm. Stroudley on
the London, Brighton and South. Coast Railway, and published in
the Transactions of the Institute of Civil Engineers, 1885, with the
figures of train resistance found by Mr. P. H. Dudley in his tests
with dynamometer car, and with the discoveries made on air resistance alone by Mr. 0. T. Crosby in experiments with a high speed
electrically driven car. It is demonstrated by figures that Mr. Sinclair's record agrees substantially with the most reliable data relating to train resistances, and the annexed diagram has been plotted
to give a graphic illustration of the rate of train resistance in
pounds per ton.
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DIAGRAM OF TRAIN RESISTANCE.

On this subject Mr. Wellington said : "The element of axle
friction only in train resistance is fairly determined at about 4 lbs.
per ton for passenger and loaded freight cars, and 6 lbs. per ton
empty freight cars at a speed of TO to 3o miles per hour. The general law of friction is also well determined that at very high journal
speeds the lubricants are so well carried around between the metallic
surfaces that the friction is greatly reduced, and may almost become
evanescent. Several engineers whose tests were of the most reliable
character have directly observed this fact in railway service that at
high speeds the journal friction proper may be less even than 2 lbs.
per ton.
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"It is now an admitted fact that the axle friction at the instant
of starting is many times greater than after the vehicle is once
under way, and that the drop from this high resistance, while very
rapid, is by no means instantaneous, but requires a speed of from
5 to is miles per hour before the normal rate is attained. The starting resistance at times rises considerably above 20 lbs. per ton; i. e.,
a car on a i per cent. down grade, which gives an accelerating force
of 20 lbs. per ton, will not always start of itself without aid. A
force of 16 lbs. per ton will very rarely start a car in motion. A fair
average is about 20 lbs.
"All these various data we have plotted on a little diagram reproduced herewith, to which we have added a solid black line to show
what the evidence at hand appears to indicate as to the true rate of
train resistance in pounds per ton. The six observations on high
speed trains are shown by small circles with the name of each observer attached. Above and below these are shown by dotted lines
(I) the old Clark formula as one extreme and (2) the Crosby
formula for air resistance as the other. The range of the older formulas at To, 20 and 30 miles per hour is shown at the left. There
have been some showing still higher resistances than Clark's, but
they have not met general acceptance. For the most part they fall
below Clark's at low speeds.
"Considering that the Worsdell observations are known to need
small correction at least, Mr. Sinclair's two records come extraordinarily near to giving the mean of the four others. If we add to
the Worsdell observations 6 lbs. and io lbs. per ton respectively,
which would be the effects of a 0.3 per cent. and a 0.5 per cent. grade
(13 and 26 ft. per mile), they would fall exactly on the line which
we have drawn as the 'weighted mean' of the six, allowing most
weight to Mr. Sinclair's observations.
"Is it possible to find in this diagram any support for the theory
that train resistance varies as the square of the velocity ? We are
unable to do so; especially as it is easy to see how the facts which
we have narrated should make resistance observations within a narrow range of low speeds only appear to indicate that the velocity resistances vary as the square or even a higher power, when they
really varied directly as the velocity. We by no means give our adhesion to the latter theory. We are merely weighing evidence. We
do say that so far as the existing evidence as to high speeds goes, all
of it supports the latter theory and none of it the older and heretofore accepted theory. If the solid line on the diagram gives a
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true mean
mean of trustworthy experiments,
true
experiments, then
then the
the resistance
resistanceof
ofpaspassenger
trains at speed is given by the equation
senger trains
equation
R.o. 24V-1-2
or perhaps
perhaps as
as accurately and
or
and more
more simply:
simply:
R-= 3

v+ 2

2

"Both these
these forms are subject to a slight increment
"Both
increment for
for differdifference in
in axle
axle friction
friction at speeds below 40 miles per hour,
ence
hour, increasing
increasing as
as
the speed
speed falls,
falls, which is a more or
the
or less
less variable
variable quantity
quantity and
andfor
for
practical purposes
purposes may he neglected."
practical
neglected."
The work
work which
which a locomotive performs
The
performs in
in pulling
pulling aa train
train is
is
expended in overcoming the
expended
the resistance
resistance due
due to
to wheel
wheelfriction,
friction,
gradients, curves and atmospheric
gradients,
atmospheric or
or wind
wind pressure.
pressure. Ever
Eversince
since
railroad trains began to be operated,
railroad
operated, engineers
engineers have
have been
been strivstriving to
to devise
devise formula for
ing
for showing
showing the
the train
train resistance
resistanceat
atvarious
various
speeds. From
From what we have found
speeds.
found out
out in
in investigating
investigatingthis
thissubsubject,
ject, we
we do not believe
believe that
that itit is
is possible
possible to
to devise
deviseaaformula
formulathat
that
will show
will
show an approximation
approximation of
of the
the resistance
resistancedue
dueto
todifferent
differentkinds
kinds
of trains
trains at different speeds
of
speeds when
when train
train tons
tons are
are the
the basis
basisof
ofcalcalculation.
culation.
The character and the load
The
load of
of the
the cars
cars have
have aa decided
decided ininfluence upon the
fluence
the resistance
resistance per
per ton
tonof
ofthe
thetrain.
train.Thus
Thusrecords
records
made
made on
on the Chicago. Burlington
Burlington &
& Quincy
Quincy by
by the
the aid
aid of
of the
thedyndynamometer
amometer car and
and indicator
indicator diagrams
diagrams taken
takenfrom
fromthe
thelocomotive
locomotive
showed that with a train of loaded
showed
loaded freight
freight cars
cars weighing
weighing 940
940 tons_
tons_
running
20 miles an hour,
hour, the
the average
average resistance
resistanceon
on
running at a speed of 20
straight, level
level track was 53 pounds to the ton.
aa straight,
ton. A
A train
train of
of
empty
empty freight cars weighing
weighing 340
340 tons
tons run
run at
at the
the same
same speed
speed
showed
showed an average resistance
resistance of
of about
about 12 pounds
pounds to
to the
the ton.
ton.
There
There is good
good reason
reason for
for believing
believingthat
thatthe
theheavier
heavierthe
thecars
cars
in
in aa train
train are
are loaded,
loaded, the
the smaller
smaller the
the ton
ton resistance
resistanceis,
is,just
justas
aswas
was
cited
cited in
in the
the case
case of
of the
the loaded
loadedand
andempty
emptycars.
cars.AAparticularly
particularly
heavy
heavy train
train of
of freight
freight cars,
cars,weighing,
weighing,with
withengine
engineand
andtinder,
tinder,3,428
3,428
tons,
tons, pulled
pulled over
over the
the New
New York
York Central,
Central, to
to test
test the
the power
power of
of aa
new
new type
type of
of locomotive,
locomotive, indicated
indicatedthat
thatthe
theresistance
resistanceatat 20
20 miles
miles
an
an hour
hour was
was about
about four
four pounds
poundsper
perton.
ton.
We
We have
have collected
collected aa great
great mass
massof
ofinformation
informationconcerning
concerning
the
the resistance
resistance of
of trains,
trains, and
and careful
carefulstudy
studyof
ofthe
thefacts
factsconvinces
convinces
us
us that
that to
to show
show an
an approximation
approximationof
ofthe
theresistance
resistanceof
ofdifferent
different
kinds
kinds of
of trains,
trains, itit is
isnecessary
necessaryto
totreat
treatevery
everyone
oneseparately.
separately.The
The
late
a
great
late A.
A. M.
M. Wellington,
Wellington, of
ofthe
the Engineering
EngineeringNews,
News, devoted
devoted a great
deal
deal of
of study
study to
to the
the subject
subjectof
oftrain
trainresistances,
resistances,and
andininhis
hisday
day
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was
thereon. In
In 1892
1892 Angus
Angus
was probably
probably the best living authority thereon.
'Sinclair
engine
'Sinclair took
took steam engine indicator diagrams from an engine
pulling the Empire State Express, and in
in publishing
publishing them
them made
made
some
resistance of
of the
the train.
train. Mr.
Mr. WellingWellingsome deductions
deductions about the resistance
ton took the figures presented and compared
compared them
them with
with records
records
made by William Stroudley with express trains on the
the London,
London,
Brighton & South Coast Railway. From that
that and
and other
other data,
data, he
he
worked up a diagram of train resistances, particulars
particulars of
of which
which have
have
been given on page 296.
While investigating the power
power of
of locomotives
locomotives required
requiredto
to pull
pull
certain heavy fast express
express trains,
trains, Mr.
Mr. S.
S. A.
A.Vauclain,
Vauclain,of
ofthe
the BaldBaldwin Locomotive Works, carried
carried on
on aa series
series of
of independent
independentexperiexperiments, and he found the train resistances
resistances aa little
little less
less than
than those
those
formulated by Wellington; but he expressed
expressed the
the belief
belief that
that WellWellington's figures were
were near
near enough
enough for
forall
allpractical
practicalpurposes.
purposes.
From the facts which we have obtained from
from dynamometer
dynamometer
car records and other sources, that
that may
may be
be relied
relied on
on to
to be
be nearly
nearly
correct, we have worked
worked out
out the
the two
twolines
linesadded
addedto
to the
Wellingthe Wellington and Vauclain formal given
given in
in the
the subjoined
subjoined table:
table:
RESISTANCE PER
PER TON
TON OF
OF 2,000
2,000 POUNDS.
POUNDS.
Miles per
per hour,
hour,
Miles
pounds per
per
Resistance in pounds
heavypa.senger
pa.senger
ton of
of heavy
(Wellington).
train (Wellington).
Vauciain
Vanelain
Loaded freight
freight cars
cars
Loaded
Empty
"
"
Empty
"
"

10
10

20
20

30
30

40
40

50
50

6o
6o

70
70

4.5.
4.5.

66

9. 5
9.5

12
12

14
14

17
17

19
19

5.8
5•8
7.5
7.5

11.3
1I.3

II
II

9.2
9.2

13
13

15
15

12.5
12.5

44
66

11
11

14
14

17
17

figures apply
apply to
to trains
trains running
runningon
onaastraight,
straight,level
leveltrack
track
These figures
With aa fresh
fresh side
side wind,
wind, aa train
train of
of loaded
loaded cars
cars of
of
on a calm day. With
same character
character as
as those
those which
whichgive
giveaaresistance
resistanceof
ofabout
aboutIIII
the same
pounds per
per ton
ton at
at 40 miles per hour, had the
the resistance
resistance increased
increased
pounds
to about
about 18 pounds
pounds per
per ton.
ton. The
The proportion
proportionof
ofincrease
increaseof
ofresistresistto
would he
be much
much greater
greaterwith
withaatrain
trainof
ofempty
emptycars.
cars.
ance would
RESISTANCEOF
OFCR
CRADES.
RESISTANCE
ADES.

The factors
factors of
of train
train resistance
resistance due
due to
to grades
gradesare
areexact.
exact.IfIf
The
the steepness of
of the
the grade
grade in
in feet
feetisismultiplied
multipliedby
by 0.38
0.38 the
the quotient
quotient
the
will be
be the
the resistance
resistance in
in pounds
poundsper
perton.
ton.Suppose
Supposethe
thegrade
gradeisisone
one
will
per cent.
cent. or
or 52.8
52.8 feet
feet to
to the
themile,
mile,we
wehave
havethe
theproblem
problem52.8
52.8XX0.38
0.38
per
= zo,
the number
of pounds
poundsper
perton
tonfor
forthat
that
grade. If
If the
the train
train
=
zo, the
number of
grade.

soo
soo
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with engine
engine and
and tender
tender weighs
weighs',ow
',owtons,
tons,20.000
20.000pounds
poundsof
oftractracwith
tive power
power will
will be
be required
required to
to overcome
overcomethe
theresistance
resistancedue
dueto
to
tive
gravity.
gravity.
Curves increase
increase the
the train
trainresistance
resistanceof
oftrains
trainstotoan
anextent
extentthat
that
Curves
depends very
very much
much upon
upon the
the physical
physical condition
conditionof
ofthe
thecurve
curveand
and
depends
upon the
the length
length of
of train
train that
that is
is upon
upon itit in
in getting
gettinground
roundit.
it.The
The
upon
pounds
allowance generally
curvesis is pounds
resistanceofofcurves
theresistance
forthe
madefor
generallymade
allowance
per ton
ton for
for each
each degree
degreeof
ofcurvature.
curvature.
per

COMPUTINGGRADES
GRADES—THE
DIFFERENTWAYS
WAYSOF
OFEXPRESSING.
EXPRESSING.
THE DIFFERENT
COMPUTING
—

computing grades,
grades, say,
say, so
so much
much in
in ioo,
ioo, or,
or,
Civil engineers, in computing
such a per cent. Thus,
Thus, aa grade
grade of
of three
three inches
inchesin
inloo
loofeet
feetwould
wouldbe
be
such
Too,
one
percent."
cent."By
Bythe
theEnglish
Englishmethod
method
stated
per
one
ofof
oror
Too,
as in in
statedas
it would
would be called "one in four hundred."
hundred." The
The American
American method
method
it
always
the grade
grade per
per mile,
mile, which
whichin
inthis
thiscase
casewould
wouldbe
be"13
"13 flo
always gives the
ft. per
per mile."
mile."
ft.
Where the engineer
engineer said
said three
three per
per cent.,
cent.,or
orthree
threein
inioo,
ioo,the
the
Where
practice, means
means
English
English would say, I in 33k, which, by American practice,
mile.
158T46
158T46 ft. per mile.
To
per cents,
cents, or
or the
the rise
rise in
in Too
Too ft.,
ft.,to
to
reduce grades stated in per
To reduce
.
Thus
a
three
per
cent.
8
cent.
feet
of
grade
mile,
multiply
by
521
per
three
a
This
18
52
by
multiply
mile,
per
feet of grade
grade
reduced to feet
feet per
per mile
mile is
is expressed
expressed33XX52h=
52h= 11 58
5 8 k.
grade reduced
To
reduce
grades
method
to feet
feet per
per mile,
mile,
to
method
English
the
in
stated
To reduce
divide
5,28,
the
in
a
mile,
by
the
number
stated;
thus
I
in
25
25
in
I
thus
stated;
number
the
by
mile,
a
in
feet
divide 5,28,
2
.0ft.
per
mile.
would
be
expressed,
5,280
±
25
=
2111
mile.
0
12.
211
=
25
±
would be expressed, 5,280

LARGE
CYLINDER CLEARANCE SPACES.
LARGE CYLINDER

For
of locomotives
locomotives have
have been
been
last few years our designers of
the last
For the
imitating
marine-engine practice
practice in
in the
the proporproporstationary-engine and marine-engine
imitating stationary-engine
tioning
came to
to be
be
steam ports and passages. Before cylinders came
of steam
tioning of
so
they generally are in modern locomotives, there was a
as they
large as
so large
recognized
ports II in.
in. smaller
smaller
rule among designers to make the steam ports
recognized rule
than
fairly efficient
efficient and
and economieconomidiameter of the cylinder, and a fairly
the diameter
than the
cal
that practice.
practice. But
But with
withthe
thelatterlatterwas produced under that
engine was
cal engine
day
engine dedeof following the lead of our best automatic engine
idea of
day idea
signers,
than the
the diameter
diameter of
of
ports are made as long or longer than
the ports
signers, the
the
modern locomotive
locomotive is
is far
farfrom
from
cylinder, with the result that the modern
the cylinder,
being
economical steam engine.
an economical
being an
It
that the
the adadregarded as engineering heresy to say that
be regarded
may be
It may
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vance
vance in
in forms
forms and
andproportions
proportionsthat
thathave
haveadmittedly
admittedlyimproved
improvedstastationary
tionary and
and marine
marine engines
engines to
to such
suchan
anextent
extentthat
thatititisisby
byno
nomeans
means
uncommon
uncommon to
to obtain
obtain work
work at
at the
the rate
rateof
ofone
onehorse
horsepower
powerper
perhour
hour
for
for ri
ri lbs.
lbs. of
of coal,
coal, is
is not
notthe
theproper
properline
lineof
ofprogress
progresstotopursue
pursueinin
locomotive
locomotive engineering;
engineering; but
butwe
weventure
ventureto
totake
takethat
thatheretical
hereticalposiposition.
tion. Practice
Practice which
which is
is unquestionably
unquestionably good
good for
forstationary
stationaryengines
engines
may be
be entirely
entirely wrong
wrong for
for locomotives
locomotivesbecause
becausethe
theconditions
conditionsof
of
operating
operating are
are essentially
essentially different
differentin
inmany
manyrespects.
respects.Experience
Experiencehas
has
demonstrated
demonstrated the
the truth
truth of
of this
thisat
atvarious
varioustimes.
times.
Builders of stationary
stationary engines
engines design
design their
their steam
steam ports
ports and
and
passages with
with the
the view
view of
of getting
getting the
the steam
steam into
into the
the cylinders
cylindersas
as
keep
to
care
good
take
they
but
possible;
as
pressure
near to boiler
boiler pressure as possible; but they take good care to keep
the piston clearances
clearances and
and spaces
spaces between
between the
the valve
valveand
andpiston
pistonas
as
direct
short
the
With
of.
admit
will
small as circumstances
circumstances will admit of. With the short directsteam
steam
passages practicable
practicable in
in stationary
stationary and
and marine
marineengines;
engines;the
thetotal
totalclearclearsmall
very
a
made
be
can
piston
ance space between valve and
and piston can be made a very small perpercentage of the total
total piston
piston displacement.
displacement.In
Inthis
thisrespect
respectbuilders
builders
of these engines have
have aa great
great advantage
advantage over
over locomotive
locomotivededesigners.
signers.
Those who do not make
make their
their clearance
clearancespaces
spacesvery
verysmall
smallfor
for
locomotive
which
advantage
important
one
have
engines
stationary
advantage which locomotive
designers do not enjoy. The losses incident
incident to
to large
large piston
piston clearance
clearance
steam
the
compressing
by
can be to some extent regained
regained by compressing the steamleft
leftin
inthe
the
steam
the
when
pressure
cylinder, so that it shall reach
reach initial
initial steam
steam pressure when the steam
port begins to open for admission. According to
to Rankin,
Rankin, the
the whole
whole
compression,
by
back
won
be
of the losses due to piston
piston clearance
clearance can
can be won back by compression,
and his theory has done much to lead many engineers into
into the
the belief
belief
of
that large clearance was not a practice likely
likely to
to cause
cause waste
waste of steam.
steam.
While it is difficult to refute the theories of Rankin
Rankin on
on this
this question,
question,
experience and experimental tests
tests have
have not
not corroborated
corroboratedhis
histeaching.
teaching.
In stationary-engine operating, compression
compression may
may be
be employed
employed
to the best advantage, because
because the
the exact
exact degree
degreeof
ofpressure
pressuremay
maybe
be
regulated with considerable exactness
exactness since
since the
the size
size of
of outlet
outlet for
for
the exhaust steam is always constant.
the
constant. This
This cannot
cannot be
be regulated
regulated
closely with locomotives, because the size of the exhaust
closely
exhaust nozzle
nozzle reguregulates, to a great extent, the amount
lates,
amount of
of back
back pressure
pressurein
inthe
thecylinders.
cylinders.
were possible to keep the exhaust nozzle of
If itit were
If
of uniform
uniform size,
size, the
the
variations in speed and work done would render
variations
render itit impracticable
impracticable
regulate the back pressure so that there would
to regulate
to
would be
be aa constant
constant
the valve
gas left in the cylinder when the
of gas
volume of
volume
valve closed
closed for
for comcompression. But it is not possible to keep the exhaust
pression.
exhaust nozzles
nozzles of
of aa
locomotive of constant size.
locomotive
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Gumming of the inside surface is constantly varying the size
of the nozzle, And bad coal often demands that smaller tips shall be
employed. When these changes are made, the reduced opening increases the hack cylinder pressure. 'Where attempts have been made
to regulate compression in locomotives, so that it should rise to
steam-chest pressure before port opening began, the causes referred
to have forced the compression line so high that the valve got lifted
off its seat, and the piston met with so much resistance before the
stroke was completed that the engine worked against itself.
This experience has been gone through repeatedly and the practical effect of the lesson received is that designers keep the compression as low as possible consistent with the cranks passing the centers without pounding. This practice produces a smooth working
engine, but with the large steam ports and passages in vogue the
waste of steam must be very great.
SMALL STEAM PORTS GIVE BETTER RESULTS THAN LARGE ONES.

Experiments made by Mr. Robert Quayle, superintendent of
motive power of the Chicago & Northwestern, on his experimental
plant, and experience on the road, have demonstrated that engines
with ports 16 ins. long did the work better than the same engines
with the ports 20 ins. long. The ports were reduced only at the seat,
leaving the piston clearance practically the same, so that it is reasonable to suppose that an engine having the clearance reduced in
the same proportion as the port, would produce much better results
in the way of steam economy.
The experiments were made with large eight-wheel passenger
engines having steam ports 20 ins. long. They all have false seats,
so there was no difficulty in substituting ports 16 ins. long, and valves
to fit them. To the surprise of the investigators, it was found that
the small valve gave a little better mean effective pressure than the
large one, which would probably be due to the reduced spring of
the valve gear. Several of the engines with the ports reduced to
16 ins, are now running the heavy express passenger trains between
Chicago and Clinton, which frequently consist of twelve cars, and
they are doing better work than they did when the ports were 20
ins. long.
This ought to be evidence sufficient to make the lovers of large
steam ports pause and wait further developments. The probable
saving in coal that would•result ought to induce some enterprising
railroad company to invest in a new pair of cylinders with reduced
steam ports to run against an engine of the same class having long
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ports. Expensive experiments have been made on investigations
of much smaller importance.
The practice of making the steam ports very large is bowing
the knee to theories which are all right when applied to certain engines, but probably all wrong for locomotives. This is not by any
means the first time that locomotive designers have been allured into
very expensive practices by adhering blindly to the gospel of the
automatic engine designer.
It is a highly seasonable time at present to point out to locomotive designers the dangers besetting the road they are traveling, because at a Railway Master Mechanics' Convention a report
was adopted which commits those following the recommendations
of committees to an increase in the proportions of steam ports beyond anything yet known in locomotive practice. The report in
question recommended that the ratio of steam-port length in inches
to cylinder area in square inches, for passenger locomotives, should
be preferably about ro per cent. This would require the ports of the
Chicago & Northwestern engines to be 28.3 ins. long, which is palpably absurd. The good sense of locomotive men prevents them
from being carried away into excesses of this character, but they
are liable to be influenced to some extent by the recommendations
of men who have, presumably, given the subject careful consideration and exhaustive investigation. We have no doubt but the compilers of the report referred to were conscientious and painstaking
in the work they did ; but they worked on a false basis; they concluded that they must be safe in recommending for locomotives the
proportions of ordinary steam engine practice.
There is another source of waste incident to the use of very
large steam passages. Owing to the exposed position of the cylinders and steam passages of a locomotive, the engine necessarily suffers much from cylinder condensation. That is, the steam passes
over cooling surfaces from the instant it emerges from the steam
pipe and all those cool surfaces act as steatn condensers. The huge
passages in the saddle begin the condensing process and send damp
steam to enter the cool cylinder. Only those who are familiar with
Tyndall's experiments, showing the amazing heat devouring capacity of aqueous vapor, can realize the pernicious effect that results
from condensing part of the steam before it reaches the cylinders.
That ordinary steam-engine practice was not always a safe
guide for locomotive engineering has been demonstrated in regard
to the throttling of steam. The theory has long been disseminated
that steam should be passed from the boiler to the piston with the
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!east possible restriction.
restriction. This
This is
is undoubtedly
undoubtedlyaawise
wiseprinciple
principleinin
the operating
operating of
of ordinary
ordinary engines,
engines, but
butits
itsutility
utilitywhen
whenapplied
appliedtoto
locomotives is
is very
very doubtful.
doubtful. With
Withrecent
recentprogress
progressof
ofsteam
steamengiengilocomotives
into railroad
railroad circles
circles comes
comes the
the demand
demand that
that locomotives
locomotives
neering into
times possible
possible with
with the
the throttle
throttle wide
wide open,
open,the
the
should be run at all times
to be
be regulated
regulated by
by the
the reverse
reverselever.
lever.Intelligent
Intelligentengineers
engineers
power to
that under
under certain
certain circumstances
circumstancesthe
thepractice
practiceof
oftinning
tinning
insisted that
throttle wide
wide open
open caused
causedwaste
wasteof
ofsteam,
steam,and
andmade
madeaahardhardwith the throttle
engine, but
but their
their views
views were
were treated
treatedas
asthe
theexpressions
expressionsof
of
riding engine,
and "keep
"keep the
the throttle
throttle wide
wide open"
open" became
becamethe
thewatchword
watchword
prejudice and
officers were
were rapidly
rapidly making
making that
that aa hard
hard
of progress. Motive power officers
Chas. T.
T. Porter,
Porter, the
the celebrated
celebratedmechanical
mechanicalenenand fast rule when Chas.
before the
the American
American Society
Society of
of Mechanical
Mechanical
gineer, read a paper before
particulars of
of experiments
experiments which
which demonstrated
demonstrated
Engineers giving particulars
certain circumstances
circumstances throttling
throttlingsaved
savedsteam.
steam.ExperiExperithat under certain
Professor Goss
Goss on
on the
the locomotive
locomotive Schenectady
Schenectadyat
at
ments made by Professor
University have
have sustained
sustained the
theposition
positiontaken
takenby
byMr.
Mr.Porter
Porter
Purdue University
and the more intelligent locomotive
locomotive engineers,
engineers, and
and itit now
nowseems
seemsin
in
order to modify the rules
rules as
as to
to the
the use
use of
of wide
wide open
openthrottle.
throttle.
that large
large ports
ports and
and clearance
clearancespaces
spacesproduce
produce
When the theory that
of locomotive
locomotive is
is reduced
reducedto
tothe
therigid
rigidtest
testof
ofaccurate
accurate
the best form of
experiment, we are persuaded
persuaded that
that our
our designers
designerswill
willlearn
learnthat
thatthey
they
have fallen into a fallacy which has
has been
been very
very costly
costly to
to railroad
railroad
companies.
companies.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
BETWEEN COMPRESSION
COMPRESSION AND
AND BACK
BACK PRESSURE.
PRESSURE.

It is perfectly plain from
from the
the arguments
arguments of
of aa good
goodmany
manymemechanical writers that
that compression
compression and
and back
backpressure
pressureare
aretoo
toooften
often
confounded, and that
that compression
compression isistoo
toooften
oftencalled
calledback
backpressure.
pressure.
Back pressure may be
be stated
stated as
as pressure
pressurewhich
whichopposes
opposesthe
the
movement of the piston by the live steam,
steam, therefore
therefore resulting
resulting in
in aa
loss of power that could, without
without this
this back
back pressure,
pressure, be
beused
usedin
indoing
doing
effective work.
work.
Compression gives back to the piston as much
much power,
power, on
on the
the rereturn stroke, as was used in producing it. So
So long
long as
as the
the exhaust
exhaust
port is in communication with the cylinder in a working
working engine,
engine, there
there
is back pressure on that
that side
side of
of the
the piston.
piston.
As soon as the port is closed, back
back pressure
pressure ceases
ceases and
and comprescompression
begins.
Compression
is
simply
the
confinement
of
steam
inthe
the
simply the confinement of steam in
sion
cylinder, and that steam compressed by the piston,
piston, driven
driven by
by aa greater
greater
steam
momentum of
of the
the movmovsteam pressure, on the other side, and by the momentum
ing parts.
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As all pressure
pressure on
on crank
crank pins
pins while
whilepiston
pistonisiswithin
withintbout
tbouttwo
two
inches of the
the end
end of
of the
the cylinder,
cylinder, only
only produces
producesexcessive
excessivefriction
friction
and does no work,
work, compression
compression is
is used
used to
to help
help equalize
equalizethis
thispressure
pressure
in arresting the
the moving
moving parts
parts ;; itit supplements
supplements the
thelead
leadby
byfilling
fillingthe
the
clearance
clearance with
with aa pressure
pressure nearly
nearlyas
ashigh
highas
asthe
thesteam
steamchest
chestpressure,
pressure,
and saves loss
loss in
in cylinder
cylinder condensation
condensationby
bykeeping
keepingthe
thewalls
wallsof
ofthe
the
cylinder
cylinder heated.
heated.
As action and reaction
reaction are
are equal,
equal, the
the compressed
compressed steam
steamwill
willgive
give
out, in effective
effective work,
work, asas- much
muchpower
poweras
asitittook
tooktotoproduce
produceit,it,less
less
the friction, which is probably
probably more
more than
than paid
paid for
for by
by the
the saving
saving in
in
heat before
before mentioned.
mentioned.
Unless the compression
compression causes
causes aa greater
greater pressure
pressurethan
thanthat
thatin
in
the chest, it is advantageous,
advantageous, and
and necessary,
necessary,especially
especiallyatathigh
highspeeds.
speeds.
The great trouble, with
with those
those who
who have
have tried
tried to
to improve
improve the
thelink
link
motion for locomotivhe
locomotivoe use, has
has been
been that
that they
they have
have confounded
confounded back
back
pressure and
and compression,
compression, and
and have
havetried
triedto
toproduce
produceaagear
gearthat
that
would do avray with both. The
The more
more back
back pressure
pressure is
is reduced,
reduced, the
the
better.
better.
When compression is taken away (and you
you can
can get
get aa card
card with
with
its
do
to
introduced
be
must
something
a square heel on it)
be introduced to do its work—
work—
in reducing the shock
shock and
and friction
friction at
at each
each end
end of
ofthe
thestroke—live
stroke—live
the
of
walls
steam will have to be used
used to
to reheat
reheat the
the walls of thecylinder,
cylinder,initial
initial
pressure will be
be reduced,
reduced, larger
larger water
watertanks
tanksbe
beneeded,
needed,and
andsteam
steam
shovels on the tenders
tenders to
to do
do the
thefiring.
firing.
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INJECTORS.

HOW TO USE AN INJECTOR TO SAVE FUEL.
FUEL.

Owing to the simplicity of the
the modern
modern injector
injector ititis
ispos
posisible
i sible
for any one with ordinary common sense to prime
prime it
it and
and to
to force
force
water into a steam boiler,
boiler, but
but to
to operate
operate aa locomotive
locomotiveinjector
injector
according to the most approved methods for economy of fuel
fuel and
and
efficient running of the
the engine
engine requires
requires aa knowledge
knowledgeof
ofunderunderlying principles and judgment as to
to the
the operating
operating conditions.
conditions.
The importance of the judicious
judicious use
use of
of the
the injector
injector is
is being.
being.
realized strongly by railroad men.
men. A
A report
report of
of the
the committee
committee
of the Traveling Engineers' Association
Association states
states that
that "It
"It would
would
hardly cut any figure how
how careful
careful an
an engineer
engineer might
mightbe
bein
inthe
the
handling of his train, with
with the
the skill
skill he
he uses
uses in
in regulating
regulating speed
speed
or in the adjustment of the throttle
throttle and
and the
the reverse
reverse lever,
lever, ifif the
the
water was not put into the boiler at
at the
the right
right time
time and
and the
the right
right
place. In our experience we
we have
have known
known almost
almost remarkable
remarkable
results to be brought
brought about
about in
in an
an engine's
engine's fuel
fuelperformance
performanceby
by
explaining this matter
matter to
to engineers
engineers who
who perhaps
perhapshad
hadnot
notgiven
givenitit
the thought that the
the subject
subject deserves."
deserves." It
It was
wasnot
notpossible
possiblefor
for
this committee to give
give detailed
detailed instructions,
instructions, nor
norwill
willthis
thisnow
nowbe
be
attempted, but it
it may
may be
be helpful
helpful to
tostate
statethe
thereasons
reasonswhy
whyjudgjudgment is required and
and to
to outline
outline some
some general
general suggestions.
suggestions.
When an injector is working
working the
the steam
steam is
is taken
taken directly
directly from
from
the boiler itself,
itself, causing
causing aa temporary
temporary fall
fallof
ofthe
thesteam
steamgauge,
gauge,
which varies with
with the
the volume
volume of
of the
the steam
steam space
spacein
inthe
theboiler
boiler
and other conditions. This is because
because each
each gallon
gallon of
of water
water fed
fed
takes out of the
the boiler
boiler about
about two
two cubic
cubicfeet
feetof
ofsteam,
steam,while,
while,owing
owing
to condensation,
is is
returned.
condensation,only
onlyone-sixth
one-sixthofofa acubic
cubicfoot
foot
returned. The
heat
heat of the steam is not
not lost;
lost; it
it is
is now
now stored
stored in
in the
thefeed
feedwater,
water,
but there
there has
has been
been taken
taken away
away from
fromititthe
thepower
powerto
toexert
exertprespressure on the pistons
pistons for
for pulling
pulling the
the train.
train. Therefore,
Therefore,in
inorder
orderto
to
maintain the
the same
same quantity
quantity of
of steam
steam in
in the
theboiler
boilerand
andat
atthe
thesame
same

3o7
3o7

pressure, it is necessary to strengthen
strengthen the
the fire
fire and
and burn
burnenough
enough
coal
steam to
to make
make about
about two
two
coal to change sufficient water into steam
cubic feet of steam for each gallon
gallon of
of water
water fed.
fed. This
This shows
showsthat
that
to run the injector takes a large amount
amount of
of available
available power
poweraway
away
from the cylinders, and this loss is most severely felt when the
boiler is pressed to its full capacity.
capacity. A
A No.
No. 99 injector
injector delivers
delivers
about 3,000 gallons per hour,
hour, and
and the
the steam
steam required
requiredto
torun
runititmay
may
vary from 65 to 120
120 h.p., or from 8 to 15 per cent, of the power
of the engine, depending
depending upon
upon the
the pattern
patternof
ofthe
theinjector
injectorininuse;
use;
yet it must be clearly understood that although this
this steam
steam goes
goes
back into the boiler as heat
heat in
in the
the feed
feed water,
water, the
theeffect
effectproduced
produced
is a temporary reduction
reduction of
of the
the pressure
pressure and
and of
ofthe
thepull
pullon
on
the draw bar, unless the cut off
off is
is lengthened;
lengthened; but
but this
this in
inturn
turn
takes more steam from the boiler and
and further
further lowers
lowers the
the gauge
gauge
pressure. It therefore can be
be easily
easily seen
seen that
that when
when and
and how
howto
to
use the injector has an important bearing
bearing upon
upon both
both the
the fuel
fuel conconsumption and the time card.
card.
As all the heat from
from the
the coal
coal and
and stored
stored in
inthe
thesteam
steamisisrereturned to the boiler, it becomes
becomes important
important to
to analyze
analyze the
the question
question
a little further. The loss
loss must
must be
be due
due to
to the
thevarying
varyingdemands
demands
for heat upon the fire;
fire; to
to the
the necessity
necessity for
for aaheavy
heavyfire
fireatatone
onetime,
time,
with the consequent heavy pall
pall of
of smoke
smoke and
and the
the losses
losses due
dueto
to
it, and the thin fire
fire and
and light
light draft
draft at
at other
othertimes.
times.To
Tosave
savefuel
fuel
the fire should be kept
kept as
as even
even as
as possible
possibleand
andthe
thedrain
drainupon
upon
the steam supply held
held as
as constant
constant as
as changes
changesof
ofgrade
gradewill
willallow,
allow,
using the injector to check the
the tendency
tendency of
of the
the boiler
boiler at
at times
times
to make steam
steam too
too fast.
fast.
It is easy to keep the fire even
even when
when feeding
feeding with
with some
some styles
styles
of injectors, while others are noted for
for pulling
pulling down
down the
the pressure
pressure
and making it hard for
for the
the fireman.
fireman. If
If an
an injector
injectorhas
hasaawide
wide
capacities—that is,
is, ifif the
the feed
feedcan
canbe
bethrottled
throttledvery
verylow
low
range of capacities—that
to "fly
"fly off"—it
off"—it can
can be
be used
used continuously,
continuously,
without causing the jet to
reasonably straight
straight and
andlevel,
level,with
withthe
thefeed
feedregulated
regulated
if the road is reasonably
to suit
hill is
is in
in sight
sight
suit the
the evaporation of the boiler. But when aa hill
shutting off the injector
injector adds
adds at
at least
least io
io per
percent.
cent.to
tothe
thepower
power
up the
the grade.
grade. When
When the
the summit
summit is
is reached
reached
available for the pull up
: starting the injector
injector at
at full
full capacity
capacity prevents
preventsthe
thepop
popvalve
valverising
rising
the boileer
boilek is filling with
with comparatively
comparatively
because the
on the down grade, because
cold water,
water, which
which temporarily
temporarily checks
checks the
the rapidity
rapidity with
with which
which
cold
made; the
the steam-making
steam-makingpower
powerof
ofthe
theboiler
boilermay
maythen
then
steam is made;
by the
the injector
injector alone,
alone,and
andan
anopportunity
opportunityisisgiven
giventoto preprei be used by
1 pare for the next heavy
heavy pull
pull without
without too
too strongly
stronglychecking
checkingthe
the
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fire. If a considerable amount of steam
steam is
is still
still needed
needed for
for the
the
cylinders the injector may he used at half its capacity, when the
cylinders
the
temperature of the delivery will
will be
be nearer
nearer that
that of
of the
thesteam
steamand
and
the steam-making power of the boiler
boiler will
will be
be less
less affected.
affected.At
At
the minimum capacity the temperature of the
the feed
feed should
should be
be anyanywhere from 250 to 280 degrees,
degrees, filling
filling the
the boiler
boiler with
withwater
watermuch
much
closer to the steam temperature,
temperature, so
so that
that by
by careful
carefulhandling
handlingatat
proper parts of the run and
and with
with judicious
judicious regulation
regulation of
ofthe
the
amount of feed and the temperature of the delivery
delivery the
the injector
injector
can be utilized not only to keep the boiler
boiler full—which
full—which is
is the
the priprimary use of the injector—but
injector—but to
to maintain
maintain the
thefull
fullgauge
gaugepressure
pressure
and to keep the pop valve from blowing off, giving a constant
temperature to the
the boiler
boiler sheets.
sheets.
The old prejudice against feeding when the engine
engine 'is
'is not
not
using steam is now almost entirely overcome, although
although still
still
partially retained from the time
time when
when the
the cold
cold delivery
delivery from
from the
the
pumps was apt to chill the
boiler,
due
to
the boiler, due to the
the water
waternot
notcirculating
circulating
freely; with the hot feed from the injector
injector there
there is
is no
no danger
danger of
of
this happening. When approaching a stop it is the practice
practice of
of
careful engineers to allow
allow the
the water
water to
to run
run low,
low,utilizing
utilizingthe
theheat
heat
stored in the water in the boiler to save
save fuel;
fuel; when
when the
the station
station is
is
reached both the water
water level
level and
and the
the fire
fire will
willneed
needreplenishing,
replenishing,
and the injector
injector can
can be
be --started
started either at full
full or
or half
half capacity,
capacity, dedepending upon the
length
of
time
the
train
the length of time the trainwaits
waitsat
atthe
thestation.
station.
The train can then
then be
be drawn
drawn out
out of
of the
the station
stationand
andfull
fullspeed
speed
reached and the
fire
the fire adjusted
adjusted to
to the
thenew
newconditions
conditionsbefore
beforewater
water
is needed, so that both
both steam
steam and
and coal
coal are
are saved.
saved.
The secret of economy in almost
almost all
all operations
operations consists
consists in
in
maintaining all conditions
constant.
With
conditions constant. With boiler
boilerfiring
firingititisisthe
the
frequent change from
from light
light to
to heavy
heavy firing,
firing, caused
causedby
byextreme
extreme
variations in the amount
of
steam
used,
that
amount of steam used, that is
is responsible
responsiblefor
for
much of the fuel loss. To obtain
obtain the
the greatest
greatest economy
economy and
and to
to
give the least work
work to
to the
the fireman,
fireman, keep
keep the
thefeed
feedas
ascool
cooland
andthe
the
fire as uniform
uniform as
as conditions
conditions will
will permit;
permit;when
whenchanges
changesmust
mustbe
be
made make them as
gradual
as
possible.
Also,
as gradual as possible. Also, keep
keep the
the steam
steam
pressure constant,
constant, as
as this
this reduces
reducesthe
thewear
wearand
andtear
tearon
onthe
theboiler
boiler
and lessens
lessens the
the cost
cost of
of repair.
repair.
The statement
statement in
in aa preceding
precedingparagraph
paragraphthat
thatthe
theloss
lossofofprespressure due to working the
the injector
injector is
is much
much more
more marked
markedwith
withsome
some
patterns than
than with
with others
others is
is corroborated
corroboratedby
bythe
theexperience
experienceof
of
careful enginemen.
enginemen. The
The amount
amount of
of steam
steam that
that an
an injector
injectorrequires
requires
depends not only upon
upon its
its size
size and
and capacity,
capacity, but
but also
alsoupon
uponthe
thepropro-
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portion of its tubes. Just as a locomotive
locomotive that
that is
is well
well designed
designed is
is
more economical than one whose valve ports
ports and
and exhaust
exhaust nozzles
nozzles
are
whose tubes
tubes are
are carefully
carefully
are not of proper size, so an injector whose
designed and manufactured will give the
the best
best results
results in
in service.
service.
The amount of steam that an injector
injector uses
uses depends
depends upon
upon the
thesize
size
of the steam nozzle. If this tube is larger
larger than
than itit should
should be
be both
both
the efficiency of the injector as a machine
machine and
and its
its range
range of
of cacapacities are reduced, and upon
upon these
these two
two things
things depend,
depend,to
toaalarge
large
extent, the opportunity for skill and
and economy
economy in
in handling
handling the
the
boiler feed.
HO\V AN INJECTOR WORKS.

"How
force large
large volumes
volumes of
of water
water
"How can an injector lift and force
into the boiler, against the
the same
same or
or even
even higher
higher pressure
pressurethan
than
that of the steam?"
steam?"
"An injector works because the steam imparts
imparts sufficient
sufficient
velocity to the water to overcome
overcome the
the pressure
pressure of
of the
the boiler."
boiler."
This is a statement of fact; to explain the
the action,
action, we
we will
will
take up the important
important parts
parts of
of the
the question
questionseparately.
separately.
Why should an injector work?
work? Let
Let us
us assume
assume that
that the
theboiler
boiler
pressure is 180 pounds—that
pounds—that is
is to
to say,
say, every
every square
squareinch
inchof
ofthe
the
sheets, top and bottom,
bottom, receives
receives an
an internal
internal pressure
pressureof
of18o
18o
pounds. If a thermometer is
is placed
placed inside,
inside, itit is
is found
found that
that both
both
the water and the steam
steam are
are at
at the
the same
same temperature,
temperature,379
379°° . But
the steam contains more
more heat
heat than
than the
the water,
water, because
becauseafter
afterwater
water
is heated, more coal must be burned
burned to
to break
break up
up the
the drops
drops of
of
water to change them into
into steam;
steam; this
this heat
heat is
is stored
stored in
in the
thesteam
steam
and represents work done by
by the
the burning
burning of
of the
the coal.
coal. Steam
Steam not
not
only exerts a pressure of 18o
18o pounds
pounds per
per square
square inch,
inch, but
but also
also
can expand eight
eight to
to twenty-six
twenty-six times
times its
itsoriginal
originalvolume,
volume,dependdependwhether itit exhausts
exhausts into
intothe
theair
airor
orinto
intoaapartial
partialvacuum;
vacuum;
ing upon whether
same pressure
pressure would
would be
be discharged
dischargedin
inaasolid
solid
water under the same
and without
without expansion.
expansion. Either
Eithersteam
steamor
orwater
watercan
canbe
beused
used
jet and
engine or
or to
to drive
drive the
the vanes
vanes of
of aa steam
steam or
or
in the cylinder of an engine
but one
one pound
pound of
of steam
steam is
is capable
capableof
ofmuch
muchmore
more
water turbine, but
one pound
pound weight
weight of
of water,
water,on
onaccount
accountof
ofthe
theheat
heatwhich
which
work than one
used to
to change
change it
it into
into steam.
steam. This
This is
is easily
easilyseen
seenby
by
has been used
comparing the
the velocities of discharge
discharge from
from aa steam
steam nozzle
nozzleand
andaa
comparing
under 18o
18o pounds
pounds pressure;
pressure; steam
steamwould
wouldexpand
expand
water nozzle under
reaching at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the nozzle
nozzleaavelocity
velocityof
ofabout
about
while issuing, reaching
second, while
while the
the water,
water,having
havingno
noexpansion,
expansion,would
would
3,600 feet per second,
ofthat
that of
second,
about
have aa velocity
velocityof
ofonly
only164
164feet
of
feetper
per
second,
about of
same weight
weight of
of steam
steam discharging
discharging per
per second
second
the steam. The same
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would therefore have vastly more power for doing work than the
water jet.
If a steam or water jet comes in contact with a body in front
of it, the tendency is to drive the body forward. The force which
tends to move the body is called "momentum," and is equal to the
weight of water or steam discharged by the jet in one second, multiplied by its velocity per second. If one pound of both the water
and the steam are discharged per second, the "momentum" of
the steam jet is 3,600; because one multiplied by 3,600 = 3,600;
the momentum of the water jet is 164. If the water jet discharged
about twenty-two pounds per second, its momentum would be the
same as that of the steam, because twenty-two multiplied by 164
is nearly 3,600. The two jets are discharged under the same pressure, but the steam has twenty-two times as much "momentum"
or force as the water jet; it could, therefore, easily enter a boiler
at r80 pounds pressure if we could reduce it to the size of the
hole of the water nozzle.
How ought an injector to work? Here a practical difficulty
is reached. A steam jet 6" from the nozzle is much larger than
at the opening, and it would appear almost impossible to make
it enter a smaller tube. Even at the narrowest part of the nozzle
it is more than T6 times larger in diameter than a water jet discharging the same weight per second; therefore, if the steam is
changed to water without reducing its velocity, it would pass
through a hole A- the diameter of the "steam nozzle" at a velocity
of 3,600 feet per second. The simplest and best way to reduce
its size is to condense it, and to use water for this purpose, especially as water is needed in the boiler. To condense the steam
and utilize its velocity, the water must be brought into close contact with it, without interfering with the direct line of discharge;
a funnel or "combining tube" suitably placed will compel water
to enter evenly all around the steam jet_ The mouth of this funnel
must not be too large, or too much water will enter and swamp
the jet; if too small, insufficient water will enter to condense the
steam. The effect of condensing the steam is to reduce the diameter of the jet; therefore the funnel or combining tube must be a
smooth, converging taper, to lead the combined jet of water and
condensed steam into the smaller hole of the delivery tube. The
effect of the impact of the steam is to give to the water its momentum, so that a solid stream shall issue from the lower end of the
tube. Each little drop of entering water is driven ahead faster and
faster by the vast number of little atoms of steam moving hundreds

of times as rapidly, until the steam and water thoroughly combine
into one swiftly moving jet of water and condensed steam, which
contracts sufficiently in diameter to enter the smaller delivery tube.
Why does the jet enter the boiler? The combined jet now
passes from the end of the combining tube into the delivery tube;
why does it enter the boiler?
If a pipe shaped like a fire-hose nozzle or a "delivery tube" is
connected to a tank or boiler carrying 18o pounds, the water will
issue in a solid jet with a velocity of about 164 feet per second;
or, if we could force water into the tube at a speed of 164 feet
per second at the same part of the tube, this water would
enter and fill up the boiler or tank against 18o pounds pressure.
Therefore to enter the boiler the combined jet of water and steam
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issuing from the combining tube must have a velocity of at least
164 feet per second.
Now what is the velocity of the combined jet at the lower
end of the combining tube? If the steam nozzle discharges one
pound per second at 3,600 feet velocity, the momentum of the
steam is I multiplied by 3.600, or 3,600. If the vacuum caused by
the condensation of the steam lifts and draws into the combining
tube 10 pounds of water per second at a velocity of 40 feet, its
momentum is goo; and that of the combined jet is 3,603 added to
400, or 4,000. The weight of the combined jet is 11 pounds, and
at the time of entering the delivery tube its velocity ought to be
■ This injector will operate with a feed-water temperature up to 154° fiahr.
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equal to 4,000 divided by II, or 366 feet per second ; but as the water
and the steam do not meet in precisely the line of discharge there
is a loss of momentum, and the velocity in the delivery tube is only
198 feet per second. But the jet only needs a velocity of 164 feet
to enter the boiler or tank carrying 'So pounds pressure, therefore the actual jet in the delivery tube is able to overcome a pressure of 206 pounds per square inch, or 26 pounds above that of the
steam, because the velocity of a let of water under a head or pressure of 206 pounds would be 198 feet per second. This excess is
more than sufficient to overcome the friction of the delivery piping
and the resistance of the main check valve. Therefore,
"The action of the injector is due to the high velocity with
which a jet of steam strikes the water entering the combining tube,
imparting to it its momentum and forming with it during condensation a continuous jet of smaller diameter, having sufficient
velocity to overcome the pressure of the boiler."

* SIZES OF INJECTORS

3 13

FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

"In determining the size of injector required for locomotives.
the size of the cylinder is usually taken as the standard, although
the diameter of the boiler and the kind of service for which the
locomotive is intended has a modifying influence."
TABLE.
Diata. of Cylinder
Inches.

Size

Diarn_ of Cylinder
Inches.

of Injector ,

IS
19
20
21
22
23
24

4Pei
41/a
511k

9
IO
II

12
13
14
15

i4r,

6%

6%

8 30
934
930
Io%

10
I34
I I y4

26

7%

17

Size of Injector.

SELLERS' INJECTORS.
•
CHARACTERISTICS AND CONVINCING REASONS.

It requires no adjustment for any variation in the steam pressure.
It works just as well with low pressure in the roundhouse as with
high pressure on the road.
It can be used to feed the boiler continuously, as it has a wide
range of capacities at all steam pressures.
It gives a minimum capacity: of 43 per cent. of the maximum at
18o pounds steam and 36 per cent. at 60 pounds.
It uses less steam per gallon of water forced into the boiler at high
pressure than any other injector, and renders engines that
steam badly more efficient.
It lifts promptly when the suction pipe is hot, and feeds steadily
with warm water in the tank.
It restarts instantly after a temporary interruption of the steam
or water supply.
Its capacity increases with the steam pressure up to 225 pounds.
It is easy to take apart and economical to keep in repair.
It does not lime up quickly,
AND

It does not require careful adjustment to obtain the best results.
It does not waste water at the overflow in starting.
It does not put the feed watery into the ash pan if the steam pressure falls.
It does not require any adjustment of the steam valve,
-

IMPROVED SELF - ACTING INJECTOR.
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM CAPACITIES. ALL CLASSES.
GALLONS PER HOUR-5 FEET LIFT.

6o Pounds Steam.

(7% GALLONS--t CUBIC FOOT.)

12o Pounds Steam.

180

Pounds Steam,

200

Pounds Steam.

Size.
Max

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

Miu,

345
395
568
757

500

350

is I6

42 7

158

562

208

SA
6%

667

217

5 17

907

340

1027

967

7%

12 90

358
477

489
650

91‘

6I3

1320
1 755

2227'

835

2550

2070

766
93 8
1 1 24

2820
345 0
4132

1044
1280
1530

3150
3909
4672

4136

8%

Io14
it%

1657
2 535

3037

1492
1987

/035
667
885

970

2010
2587

1738

1197
1482
1 775

3187
395 2
2 547

1402
1 740
20 79

45

THE .IMPROVED SELF-ACTING INJECTOR.

Description.—This injector is simply constructed and contains
few operating parts. The lever is used for starting only, and the
water valve for regulation of the delivery. It is self-adjusting,
with fixed nozzle, and restarts automatically. All the valve seats
that may need refacing can be removed, the body is not subject
to wear and will last a lifetime.
The action is as follows: Steam from the boiler is admitted to
the lifting nozzle by drawing the starting lever (33) about one
* Prom " Practice and Theory of the Injector," Wiley & Sons, New York.
.1. Use next size larger with specially large boiler.
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inch, without withdrawing the plug on the end of the spindle
spindle (7)
(7)
from the central part of the
the steam
steam nozzle
nozzle (3).
(3).Steam
Steamthen
thenpasses
passes
through the small diagonal-drilled holes and discharges
discharges by
by the
the
outside nozzle, through the upper
upper part
part of
of the
the combining
combiningtube
tube(2)
(2)
and into the overflow chamber,
chamber, lifts
lifts the
the overflow
overflow valve
valve(30),
(30),and
and
issues from the waste pipe (29). When water
water is
is lifted
lifted the
the startstart-

24

62

65

20 24
-

11

aws.40.566,

70

riLiwel6
.wee
W

14 16 13 38 10
1416133810
41

24
23
sEr,r,gRs• CLASS
BELLBRs'
CLASS P.
P.

ing lever (33) is
is drawn
drawn back,
back, opening
openingthe
theforcing
forcingsteam
steamnozzle
nozzle(3),
(3),
and the full supply of steam discharges
discharges into
into the
the combining
combining tube,
tube,
forcing the water
water through
through the
the delivery
deliverytube
tubeinto
intothe
theboiler
boilerpipe.
pipe.
At high steam
steam pressure
pressure there
there is
is aa tendency
tendencyin
inall
allinjectors
injectors
having an overflow to
to produce
produce aa vacuum
vacuum in
in the
the chamber
chamber(25).
(25).In
In
the Improved Self-Acting
Self-Acting Injector
Injector this
thisisisutilized
utilizedto
todraw
drawan
anadadditional supply of
of water
water into
into the
the combining
combining tube
tubeby
byopening
openingthe
the
inlet valve (42);
(42); the
the water
water is
is forced
forced by
by the
thejet
jetinto
intothe
theboiler,
boiler,inincreasing
creasing the
the capacity about
about 20
20 per
per cent.
cent.
The water-regulating
water-regulating valve
valve (4o)
(4o) is
is used
usedonly
onlyto
toadjust
adjustthe
the
capacity to suit
suit the
the needs
needs of
of the
the boiler.
boiler.The
Therange
rangeisisunusually
unusually
large.
large.
The cam lever
lever (34)
(34) is
is turned
turned toward
towardthe
thesteam
steampipe
pipeto
toprevent
prevent
the opening
opening of
of the
the overflow
overflow valve
valvewhen
whenititisisdesired
desiredtotouse
usethe
theininjector
jector as
as aa heater
heater or
or to
to clean
clean the
the strainer.
strainer. The
Thejoint
jointbetween
betweenthe
the
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body (25) and the waste pipe
pipe (29)
(29) is
is not
not subject
subject to
to other
otherpressure
pressure
than that due to the discharging
discharging steam
steam and
and water
water during
duringstarting;
starting;
the metal faces should be kept clean and the
the retaining
retaining nut
nut (32)
(32)
screwed
up
tight.
screwed
To tighten up the gland of the steam
steam spindle,
spindle, push
push in
in the
the
starting
of stroke,
stroke, remove
remove the
thelittle
littlenut
nut(5)
(5)and
and
starting lever (33) to end of
draw back the lever (33). This frees
frees the
the cross
cross head
head (8)
(8) and
andlinks
links
(15),
way, and
and the
the follower
follower (12)
(12)
(15), which can be swung out of the way,
tightened on the packing to
to make
make the
the gland
gland steam
steamtight.
tight.
The Improved Self-Acting Injector is specially adapted to
to
railroad service, as its efficient, positive action and wide range
range of
of
capacities at 200 pounds steam render its application
application to
to high-preshigh-pressure locomotive boilers very advantageous.
advantageous. It
It will
will work
workfrom
from
the highest steam pressures
pressures used
used on
on locomotives
locomotives down
downto
to35
35
pounds steam without adjustment
adjustment and
and without
without wasting
wasting at
at the
the overoverflow, and by regulating
regulating the
the water
water supply
supply valve on the injector it
can be operated at 15 pounds As it restarts
restarts instantly
instantly under
under allallconditions of service, it
it can
can always
always be
be depended
dependedupon
uponto
toforce
forceall
all
the water into the boiler, so that the engineer
engineer can
can give
give his
his whole
whole
attention to his
his other
other duties.
duties.
The injector is economical
economical to
to repair.
repair. Comparative
Comparative tests
testsshow
show
the marked superiority
superiority of
of the
the improved
improved form
formover
overall
allother
otherstyles
styles
of injectors, especially when the
the feed
feed water
water is
is impregnated
impregnated with
with
lime. The tubes of
of all
all classes
classes of
of the
the same
samesize
sizeare
areinterchangeinterchangeable. All parts made to
to gauge
gauge and
and all
all openings
openingsof
oftubes
tubesguaranguaranteed within nyt-0-0rd-0-0- inch.
DIRECTIONS FOR OPERATING.

Start.—Pull out
out the
the Lever.
Lever.
To Start.—Pull
Stop.—Push in
in the
the Lever.
Lever.
To Stop.—Push
for quantity
quantity with
with the
thewater-regulating
water-regulatingvalve.
valve.
Regulate for
BEFORE CONNECTING
CONNECTING THE
HINTS TO BE
BE READ
READ BEFORE
THE INJECTOR.
INJECTOR.

pipes carefully
carefully with
with steam
steam before
beforeattaching
attachingthe
theininBlow out all pipes
jector, tapping
tappingthe
thepipe
pipe with
with aa hammer
hammer in order to loosen
jector,
scale.
all the scale.
pipe is
is attached
attached close
close to
tooverflow
overflowof
ofinjector,
injector,ititmust
mustbe
be
When drip pipe
or larger
larger than
than feed-water
feed-waterpipe.
pipe.
same size or
dry pipe
pipe attachment
attachment to
to insure
insure perfectly
perfectlydry
drysteam.
steam.
Always use a dry
the strainer
strainer should
should be
be large
large enough
enough to
to give
givean
an
The diameter of the
supply of
of water
water even
even when
when some
someof
ofthe
theholes
holesare
are
ample supply
choked.
choked.
valves steam
steam tight;
tight; all
all leaks
leaks tend
tendto'
to'increase
increaserapidity
rapidityowowKeep all valves
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ing to the velocity with which steam passes through the
smallest opening.
A leak at the overflow valve (so) diminishes the capacity of the
injector and drawS air into the boiler; this valve can be
ground without removing the injector from the engine. In
the case of the Class N types, unscrew the coupling nut (24)
and the jam nut (32) at the delivery end; slide both parts
over the boiler feed pipes and follow with the overflow sleeve
(29); this uncovers the valve, which may then be ground to a
bearing, using only fine sand or powdered quartz, In Class
L and Class M this valve is even more accessible, .and no
special explanation is required.
EMERGENCY METHODS OF HAN' DUNG THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING
JECTOR.

The improved self-acting injector in good working order is
the most satisfactory boiler feeder that can be used, and fully
deserves the confidence placed in it by careful enginemen. But
there are times when even the best injector refuses to work. It
may not be the fault of the injector itself; in fact it seldom is to
blame. Sometimes the trouble is due to careless handling, to the
leaky condition of the steam valves, joints of the suction pipe
and hose coupling; to cinders and dirt in the tank; and.under such
conditions many an injector is strrig -gling, which not only reduce
the efficiency and length of service, but finally prevent it from delivering water to the boiler. It is, of course, difficult to do much in the way of repair to an
injector when out on the road; even the pipe-coupling wrench is
apt to be missing, and few tool boxes have wrenches for the
removal of the tubes. A special feature of the self-acting injector
is that the combining and delivery tubes can be removed with ordinary tools, but when it is necessary to take an injector apart the
leakage from the steam and main check valves make the work
very disagreeable; but when an injector does not work it is something more than aggravating, it is often serious, especially if the
left-hand injector has not been used for some time and also refuses to start. Then is the time for quick thinking and quick
acting.
Suppose That an Injector Suddenly Stops Working.—Prob 7
ablytheis,oucnpertaisodup.The
last two can probably be cleared out by closing the cam over the
overflow valve and drawing the starting lever quickly; if the hose
lining has become loose it will let the steam flow back and closQ
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up again as soon as the injector is started, disabling this injector
until a short nipple or coiled wire can be forced up the hose or
a new hbse obtained. If the next station cannot be reached before
water is needed the left-hand injector must be made to work, unless the train is stopped and the injector and pipes thoroughly
examined. Treat the left-hand injector exactly as the right. Open
the tank valve and draw the injector starting lever; if the water is
iifted, but will not enter the boiler, set the lazy cock at half capacity
and tap the main check valve on cap with hammer to loosen it in
its guide; at half capacity, because at that point the injector gives
higher back pressure than with the lazy cock wide open. This
will probably he effective.
To Remove Tubes.—The sectional views show very clearly
how the tubes are held in the body. Uncouple the feed pipe from
the injector and swing it out of the way; place a monkey wrench
on the guide (22) for the lime check (2o) and unscrew; in some
of the older patterns of injector it may be necessary to insert an
old file or flat piece of iron, or perhaps two pieces in opposite
openings; at any rate, it can be removed quite easily unless the
seats are heavily limed up. This draws out the combining (2) and
delivery (3) tubes, which can be separated and carefully examined
inside; here is where the trouble will usually be found, and the
impediment must be taken out without bruising the surface or
bending the tubes.
The cause of all this delay has been the absence of a strainer
in the tank or suction pipe, or due to the fact that the holes in
the straining plate are too large.
Suppose That Steam Nozzles (Pc. 3) Require Cleaning.—
Stoppage of the lifting tube is usually gradual and is shown by a
slow falling off in the working of the injector. These tubes are
more difficult to remove unless a wrench to fit the hexagon is at
hand. Sometimes a large iron chip or heavy piece of scale is
carried into the nozzle (piece 3) by the steam, due to carelessness
when cleaning the boiler, but this is of infrequent occurrence. If
this happens it is better to make running repairs to the other
injector and leave it for the men in special charge of injector
repairs.
At times the main check valve does not seat and all efforts
to close it prove unavailing; if the line check valve has been
omitted during repair the water from the boiler rushes back
into the injector. With injectors having no lazy cock, the only
method of preventing the burning of the crown sheet is to draw
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sired that the instrument be self-adjusting, and restarting. Its construction is such that the interior parts are readily accessible for inspection, repair and renewal, and as the steam valve does not seat on
the body but on the steam nozzle, the latter forming a removable
seat, the body is practically indestructible.
The injector is self-adjusting and does not require adjustment
for variations of steam pressure. Should the pressure drop from
200 lbs. down to 40 lbs. the injector would continue feeding without
lass of water from the overflow. It is also restarting, and if the
water supply should happen to be temporarily interrupted, the instrument will start feeding again without any manipulation, just as
soon as the water supply is again in reach. Owing to the wide range
of the injector it can be kept feeding continuously at all pressures.
The capacity increases with increased pressures at moderate feedwater temperature.
A peculiar feature of the injector is the inlet valve 19, which
not only admits an auxiliary supply of water into the overflow
chamber, which water, drawn in through the openings of the nozzles, increases the capacity, but its cooling effect prevents incrustation of the nozzles and renders these parts more durable and reduces the cost of maintenance.
If it is desired that the injector be placed outside of the engine
cab and operated by means of extension rods, a quick-motion screw
attachment can be readily substituted in the place of the lever
handle.
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CAPACITY AT 200 LBS. PRESSURE AND WITH ORDINARY LIFT AND FEEDWATER TEMPERATURE.
Size.

5

Gaiions

per hour.

114°

6

1440

7
1950

8

2550

9
3240

10

II

3800

4560

THE NATHAN MONITOR INJECTOR.

This type of injector, which is so well known, and most extensively used on locomotives, belongs to what are termed "fixed
nozzle, single-tube injectors." The construction is very simple and
durable, combined with pleasing design. The body of the injector
is made in two parts, which makes the interior parts readily accessible and removable for inspection and repairs, especially when as a
result of water containing a large percentage of scale forming matter the interior parts,particularly the nozzles,are liable to stick fast.

METHOD OF OPERATION.

To Start.—Pull out the lever.
To Stop.—Push in the lever.
Regulate for quantity by means of the water valve.
To use as heater for the feed water, close heater cock and draw
out the lever.
In starting on high lifts and in lifting hot water, pull the lever
out slowly.
In case a pipe is attached to the overflow, its inside diameter
must under no circumstances be less than the inside diameter of the
overflow nozzle.
N. E.—If the water inlet valve (part 19 of details) should leak
and prevent the prompt lifting of the feed water, it will only be
necessary to turn around key 35, so that the letter "S" (not shown
on cut) on the square spindle end will be "up." This will close passage "P," and permit the continued use of the instrument, until valve
19 can be repaired.

( Ordinarily the nozzles may be removed from the delivery end without the aid of any special tools, by simply unscrewing the casing
"L." The nozzles are so proportioned that with ordinary variations
of steam pressure, no regulation of either the steam or water supply
is necessary. For varying requirements the water supply may be
regulated by means of the water valve which also serves as a shutoff valve to prevent a back flow of the water into the tank in case
the boiler check or line check valve should be out of order.
A peculiar feature of the Monitor injector is the independent
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lifting jet which enables the injector to start promptly at all times
and under most adverse circumstances.
METHOD OF OPERATION.

To Start.—Open jet valve "J." This will lift the water. When
the water appears at overflow, open valve "S," then close jet
valve "3."
To Stop.—Close valve "S."
The steam valve need not be open more than necessary to stop
the overflow.
To warm the water in the tank, close valve "H" and open valve
"S" slightly ; but valve 'II" should never be closed except when the
injector is to be used for warming the water.
Regulate for quantity of water needed by valve "W."
The letter "P" in the cut indicates a place for a small lubricator.
The occasional use of oil prevents, to a great extent, corrosion,
particularly .3f the nozzles when water contains scale .forming matters.

so that the water will flow to it at all times by gravity. It does not
contain any movable parts whatever, and has no water valve, but
is supplied with water through a detached water valve or lazy cock
placed in any convenient position in the water pipe. It is operated
by simply opening or closing an ordinary globe steam valve in starting and stopping, and is virtually a one-motion injector of very effective kind. Usually a rod and handle extends from the overflow
into the cab which is used only when the injector is required to do
duty as a heater cock to warm the water in the tank. At all other
times the overflow must be kept open.
Other characteristics of the injector, its capacities, range, etc.,
are the same as those of the Monitor injector.
LITTLE GIANT LOCOMOTIVE INJECTOR.

These injectors have been on the market for the past thirty

CAPACITY AT 200 LBS, PRESSURE AND WITH ORDINARY LIFT AND FEEDWATER TEMPERATURE.
Size'
Gallons
per hour.

I

;

4

e.'-'
.,-,

9 30

6

7

8

9

1230

1930

2340

2940

10

II

12

I

1 3750

4150

4450

THE W-F NON-LIFTING INJECTOR.

This pattern is of the non-lifting type, that is, it will not lift the
water, but has to be placed below the lowest water level of the tank

years and are still a favorite with many railways. They are not
handicapped by "interior valves," are simple in construction and
operation, therefore not liable to get out of order. If tubes
corrode or wear from bad water they are easily replaced. They
are fitted with a movable combining tube, operated by a lever which
allows them to, be adjusted to work correctly at different pressures of steam and conditions.
TO OPERATE.

Have the combining tube in position to allow sufficient quantity of water to condense the steam when the starting valve is full
open, then open the starting valve slightly, when water shows at
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overflow, open full. Regulate the water by moving the combining tube. To use as a heater, close overflow by moving the combining tube up against the discharge, then open starting valve
enough to admit the quantity of steam required.
THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR.

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator is composed of a lifting

apparatus, which is the simplest form of ejector, and a forcing
apparatus, which is the simplest form of injector, each being corn-

ORDINARY HANCOCK INSPIRATOR-TYPES "A," "B" "D" AND COMPOSITE."

posed of a steam nozzle and a combining tube. The lifting apparatus acts as a governor, lifting and delivering to the forcing
apparatus the proper amount of water for the varying steam pressures, thus enabling the instrument to work from 35 to 300 pounds
steam pressure without any adjustment. Its operation under all
conditions and with all steam pressures is the same, and it is impossible for the water to escape at the overflow when the inspirator is
in operation, as the overflow valve is closed positively and is held
to its seat by the pressure in the delivery chamber. That an in-
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spirator or injector capable of filling the requirements of the modern
locomotive should have this range of steam pressure is apparent.
I. The capacity should increase as the steam pressure increases
up to the highest pressure carried, and to accomplish this the instrument must be capable of working at a steam pressure in excess of
the maximum pressure carried. The capacity of the Hancock Inspirator increases constantly up to 23o pounds steam pressure.
2. The constant increase in capacity with increasing steam
pressures, and the capability of working at steam pressures in excess
of the maximum pressure carried, enables the supply of water to be
easily regulated for light or heavy service. This regulation of
capacity is not possible if the instrument is working at its limit. The
minimum capacity of the Hancock Inspirator is less than 5o per
cent. of the maximum at steam pressures from Ioo to 230 pounds.
3. The ability to handle hot feed water is also dependent on
the steam range. As the steam pressure increases and approaches
the limit at which the injector is capable of working, the temperature of the feed water that can be used must be constantly lowered,
and when the instrument is working at its limit, it must be supplied
with cold feed water. The Hancock Inspirator will operate with
feed water at a temperature of 125' Fahr., at steam pressures of
from 60 to 230 pounds.
The construction of the Hancock Inspirator is very simple. It
is easily taken apart and repaired at a small expense. There is little
or no wear in the lifting apparatus and in the forcing steam nozzle.
Practically, the only tube which wears is the forcer-combining tube.
All parts are made of the best material, of special mixture, and the
experience of railroads has been that the cost of maintenance of the
Hancock Inspirator is less than that of any other instrument.
Types "A," "B" and "D" of the Hancock Inspirator differ only
in size of connections, pitch of threads, location of holding bolt, and
dimensions of body, to conform to the three recognized lifting injector connections known as the Monitor, Sellers and Mack. Each
of these has been made to interchange with the others, and all the
leading makes of locomotive injectors have been made to conform
to the three above-named styles of connections, so there are at present but few lifting locomotive injectors in use that do not conform,
in respect to connections, to those above enumerated.
"COMPOSITE."
The Hancock "Composite" Inspirator consists of two separate
and individual inspirators within one body or casing, which can be
operated separately or simultaneously, as desired.
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Where it may be desired to locate both injectors on one side
of the locomotive, convenient to either the engineer or fireman who
has charge of pumping the engine, or on the boiler butt available to
both, the advantages of the "Composite" are apparent. Owing to
the limited room in the cab, it is generally difficult to locate both
instruments so that they can both be operated by the engineer and
be equally convenient. Appreciating these facts, the Hancock
"Composite" Inspirator was designed to overcome these difficulties,
and they have produced an instrument which has been recognized by
prominent railroad men all over the country as a perfect boiler feeder.

pipe and one opening into the boiler are dispensed with, thus effecting a very considerable saving of material and labor which would be
required with two separate instruments.
The operation of The Hancock "Composite" Inspirator is the
same as The Hancock Inspirator, Types "A," "B" and "D." To
operate either instrument, draw the lever back until the water is
lifted, then draw it back as far as it will go. To put both instruments in operation, start one and then the other.
It is desirable to use a double-check valve in connection with
the "Composite" Inspirator.
The following table gives the capacities of the various sizes
of The Hancock Locomotive Inspirators, Types "A," B," "D" and
"Composite," with various steam pressures :

Size

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
9%
TO

II

It occupies but little more space than a single inspirator or
injector, and owing to its compactness it has been found that it can
be located in positions where in the past it has not been possible 10
locate two separate instruments.
It places both instruments directly under control of the engineer,
and both are equally convenient to operate, the result being that both
instruments are operated and kept in good order.
Each instrument has an independent suction pipe, delivery pipe
and line-check valve, thus enabling each to be operated independently
of the other.
In attaching the "Composite" Inspirator (either to back head
or side of boiler), one steam valve, one steam pipe, one overflow

125 Founds

140 Pounds

teo Pounds

765 gals.
1012 "

788 gals.
1042 ' 4
1 35
if
1 545
2017
2553
2845
3153
3814
4 100

8x8 gals.
1082 "

1102
1500

1958
2479
2762
3061
3698
4000

ef
if

if

ra

/So Pounds

831 gals.

1180
1605
2095
2651

"
"
"
'"

1100
1198
1630
2129
2695

2954
3 2 74
3961

"
44
'`
•`

3003
33 2 7
4026
4345

4215

200

Pounds

838 gals.

210

Pounds

840 gals.

"
"
"
"

1109
1208
1643

"
"
"

1112
1210
1647

"
"
"

210

"

2151

"

"

2716

"

2723

'•

I'
"
"
'`

3027
3354
4059
4410

4'
"
'`
"

3034
3362
4068
4450

'4
'4
s‘
‘‘

These capacities are guaranteed as listed with feed water at
75° Fahr. on a 3-foot lift. As the lift is increased the capacity is
decreased. The capacity is also decreased as the feed water is
heated. With feed water at So° Fahr. the capacities in the above
table will be decreased about 3 per cent.; with feed water at too'
Fahr., about to per cent., and with feed water 125° Fahr., about 20
per cent. These facts should be considered when selecting the size
of inspirator to be used.
DIRECTIONS FOR

REPAIRING AND MAINTAINING THE

TRAVEL

OF

VALVES.

Whenever it becomes necessary to reseat the forcer steam valve
seat, the auxiliary valve seat, or the overflow valve seat before regrinding, proper tools should be used and care taken to remove as
little metal as possible to secure a perfect seat.
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forcersteam
steamnozzle
nozzle( (to3)
to3)and
and
to the forcer
forcer combining
combining tube
tube (IN),
(IN), and
andcreating
creatingaapressure
pressurein
inthe
the
delivery chamber
chamber sufficient
sufficient to
to close
closethe
theintermediate
intermediateoverflow
overflowvalve
valve
(121)
(121) and open the intermediate
intermediate or
or line
line check
check valve
valve(III).
(III).
The final overflow valve (117)
(117) will
will be
be closed
closed and
and the
the inspirator
inspirator
stop.
the
to
in full operation
operation when
when the
the lever
lever isisdrawn
drawnhack
hack to the stop.
When the pin
pin in
in the
the wheel
wheel of
of the
theregulating
regulatingvalve
valveisisatatthe
thetop,
top,
the inspirator will deliver its
its maximum
maximum quantity
quantity of
of water;
water; to
to reduce
reduce
the feed, turn
turn the
the regulating
regulatingwheel
wheelto
tothe
theright.
right.
To use the Patent
Patent Heater
Heater Attachment,
Attachment,lift
liftthe
theconnecting
connectingrod
rod
until disengaged
disengaged from
from the
the stud
stud in
in the
the lever,
lever,then
thendraw
drawback
backthe
theconconnecting rod to close the
the overflow
overflow valve.
valve. Regulate
Regulate the
the quantity
quantityof
of
steam by the lever without throttling
throttling the
the main.
main. steam
steam valve
valveon
onthe
the
boiler.
If the inspirator breaks or
or will
will not
not start
start promptly,
promptly, see
see ifif there
there
connections. If the openings into the
suction connections.
is a leak in the suction
the tank
tank
are too small, or the hose
hose strainer
strainer clogged,
clogged,or
orthe
thehose
hosekinked
kinkedor
or
its lining collapsed, the inspirator will
will not
not get
get aa sufficient
sufficient supply
supply
of water.
If the inspirator will lift the water but will
will not
not deliver
deliver itit into
into
valve
check
line
or
intermediate
the
that
see
the boiler,
intermediate or line check valve and
and the
the main
main
boiler check valve are
are in
in proper
proper working
workingorder.
order.
If the opening in the main steam valve or its connections is
is not
not
supply
the
pipe,
dry
the
in
of the required size, or if there is a leak
pipe, the supply
of steam will be insufficient.
insufficient.
If the overflow pipe is smaller than the overflow nozzle
nozzle there
there
will be back pressure, which will
will interfere
interfere with
with the
the starting
startingof
ofthe
the
inspirator. Overflow nozzle and overflow pipes
pipes should
should be
be kept
kept free
free
from lime or other incrustations; this is
is important.
important.
WHY SOME INJECTORS OVERFLOW WHEN THE PRESSURE
WHY
PRESSURE DROPS.
DROPS.

and too
too
Because the tubes are designed
Because
designed for
for higher
higher pressures,
pressures, and
much water enters for the steam to force
much
force into
into the
the boiler.
boiler.
STEAM
LOW STEAM
AT LOW
WATER AT
MORE WATER
DELIVER MORE
INJECTORS DELIVER
SOME INJECTORS
WHY SOME
WHY
PRESSURES.
PRESSURES.

tubes are designed for the lower pressure and not
The tubes
The
not
water can enter the combining tube to condense
enough water
enough
condense the
the steam;
steam;
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the vacuum inside this tube is less strong, and not as much water
is lifted.
WHY SOME INJECTORS WILL NOT TAKE HOT WATER.

The opening of the combining tube is too small to permit
sufficient water to enter to condense the steam.
WHY SOME INJECTORS BREAK IF THE VALVE IS THROTTLED.

The steam is not condensed and the overflow is too small
to allow it to discharge freely, so that the steam is compelled to
blow back into the suction pipe.
WHY SOME INJECTORS WORK BETTER IF THE STEAM VALVE IS
THROTTLED.

The steam nozzle is too large; throttling the steam reduces
the amount to be condensed and strengthens the vacuum in the
combining tube, increases the capacity and enables the engine to
steam better.
WHY SOME INJECTORS GIVE A VERY HIGH BACK PRESSURE.

The steam nozzle is larger than necessary to do the work of
forcing the water into the boiler, and live steam is taken away
from the cylinder to heat the delivered water.
BOILER WASHING AND TESTING APPARATUS.

Your attention is called to the new Rue washing and testing
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apparatus, which will wash out, fill, and apply pressure to a boiler,
with hot water. It has a capacity of 5,000 gallons per hour.
When this apparatus is used, the boilers are washed much
more effectually than can be done with cold water, and their temperature is not materially reduced.
It enables one to blow out, wash and fill with hot water and
have engine ready for service within one hour, without injury to
the boiler.
When applying pressure this apparatus will produce and maintain from three to five times the amount of steam pressure used in
operating it.
DIRECTIONS FOR ATTACHING.

Connect steam pipe to swivel No. I; water supply to No.
and discharge to No. 3.

2;

TO WASH OUT BOILER.

Close overflow 0 by moving tube C over to the discharge_
Open water supply, then steam valve A, until the required force
is obtained.
TO APPLY PRESSURE.

When boiler is filled with hot water, the same as when washing, shut steam valve A; open overflow 0 by moving combining
tube C to about midway of its travel; when water shows at overflow 0, open steam valve B slowly until full open; then adjust combining tube so as to allow the least quantity of water possible to
show at . 0. Relief valve 1? can be adjusted as desired.
(By keeping cock to the pressure gauge partly closed will prevent the hand from unduly vibrating.)
ONE OF THE MANY WAYS IT MAY BE LOCATED.

Take cold water to the apparatus out of, and put hot water
back into, the pipe that supplies water for washing with cold water,
always putting in a stop valve or cock between the connections.
The hot water from the apparatus will pass with great force
through the same pipe, hose, nozzles, etc., as ,..re used with cold
water.
This apparatus has connection for 2411. pipes, and must be
located where the water will flow to it.
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SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

THE NATHAN SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATOR, CLASS

1899.

This lubricator is an improvement of the well-known Nathan
lubricator, consisting largely in casting the glass holders, or
brackets, in one with the body of the lubricator, thereby preventing
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proportions of which are such that the lubricator will feed the oil
into the steam chest regularly and continuously without any specific
attachment either at the lubricator or at the steam chest. It is only
necessary that the steam chest oil plug, which may be of any of the
usual standards, be provided at the outlet end with a bore of not
less than -A in. or more than in. The steam pipe of the lubricator
must not have less than / in. inside diameter when iron pipe is
used or not less than in. inside diameter when copper pipe is
used. Steam valves and their shanks must have openings fully in
accordance with these dimensions. The oil pipes must have a continuous fall toward the steam chest and should have no "pockets"
in them which are liable to retard the flow of oil.
The lubricator is provided with safety valves to shut off the
steam from the glasses if the latter should break, and with hand
oilers, by means of which the cylinders can be oiled on down grades,
if, for some reason, the sight feeds become inoperative.
The lubricator is made in capacities of from one and a half pint
to one-half gallon, and with two to four feeds.
METHOD OF OPERATION.

the possibility of leaky brackets or of the brackets getting out of
line, causing the glasses to break. The lubricator is of heavy pattern
and of compact and pleasing appearance. It is provided with the
usual steam admission, equalizing pipes, and choke plug, the relative

The lubricator is to be filled with clean, strained oil from filling
plug "A," and immediately after filling, the water valve "D" is to be
opened. After opening the steam valve "B" and after the sight-feed
glasses have filled with water, the feed should be started and regulated by opening the regulating valves "C," more or less, according
to the feed desired.
To Stop Either of the Feeds.—Close the respective regulating
valve "C."
To Renew the Supply of Oil.—Close valves marked "C" and
"D," draw off water at waste cock "W," then fill the cup as above
and open water valve "D" immediately after filling, whether the feed
is started again or not. A strict compliance with these directions
will prevent the bulging of the cup by expansion when the oil becomes heated, before the lubricator is put into operation.
The outlet valves "V" must be kept open at all times, excepting
when using the hand oiler.
To Oil By Hand.—Close the outlet valves. Fill the hand oilers
with oil, open the hand-oiler valves, and when all the oil has entered
the tallow pipe close the hand-oiler valve and open the outlet valve
wide.
The safety valves "F" must be always kept open, excepting
when one of the glasses breaks. In such case, valves "C" and "F"
belonging to the broken class, should be closed and the hand oiler
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of the glass used on down grades in accordance with the above directions. The breaking of one glass does not interfere with the
proper function of the others.
The steam valve of the lubricator should always be opened before the engine begins to do any work whatever, whether the feed
is started right away or not, and should be kept open as long as the
engine is doing service of any kind.
The water valve should always be kept open, except during the
period of filling the cup as per directions_
Once in two weeks, at least, the lubricator should be blown out
with steam with all valves wide open, with the exception of the
filling plug, which should remain closed.

DETROIT No.

20

TRIPLE—FEED LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATOR.

The illustrations accompanying this article give a good idea of
the latest type of locomotive lubricator put into service by the Detroit
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Lubricator Company, and the points of superiority over the old style
made by them.
The principal points of difference between it and the former
type are:
It has forty per cent, less parts.
Thirty-five per cent, less variety of parts.
Eighty-five per cent. less metal joints.
No arms to shake loose, causing leakage.
No valves either inside or outside not necessary in a perfect lubricator.
No tubular glasses, but a glass which will not break under any
conditions of service.
A glass and its packing so designed that the conditions are ideal
and the greater the pressure, the tighter the joint.
A packing which will neither burn nor blow out.
The amount of metal formerly used in arms, hand oilers, by-pass
valves, etc., is now in the metal line of the oil reservoir, giving additional strength and durability.
It will not chill.
The feed is absolutely regular.
Occupies 25 per cent, less space in cab.
Simple in construction and simple in operation.
The valve at top which controls the supply of steam from the
boiler, thus brings all valves used in operating the lubricator within
easy reach of the operator.
The cost of maintenance is practically eliminated.
All feeds are visible from two sides.
It saves oil.
F--Condenser. A—Oil reservoir. 0—Filler plug. G—Drain
valve. TTT—Sight--feed drain stems. D—Water-feed valve. B--Steam valve. EE—Feed regulating valves to right and Ieft-hand
cylinders. L—Feed regulating valve to air pump. WW—Coupiing
to right and left-hand cylinders. R—Coupling to air pump. M—
Automatic steam chest plug.
DIRECTIONS FOR OPERATING.

E

Front.

DETROIT.

Side.

When the lubricator is first applied, blow out thoroughly, then
close all the valves.
To Fill.—Remove filler plug 0 and fill the reservoir with clean
strained oil.
Note.—If there is not sufficient oil to do so, always use water
to make up the required quantity_ This will enable the feeds to start
promptly.
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Steam Valve.—The regular boiler valve should be left wide
open, and the steam valve B at top of condenser should be opened
and closed as occasion requires. This will be found a great convenience over old methods.
To Start Lubricator.—ist : Be sure that the regular boiler valve
is wide open. Then open steam valve B at top of condenser gradually until wide open and keep wide open while lubricator is in operation. Allow sufficient time for condenser and sight-feed glasses to
fill with water.
2d.—Open water valve D.
3d.—Regulate the flow of oil to right and left cylinders by valves
EE, and to air pump by valve L.
To Refill.—Always close valves EE and L in advance of valve
D. Open drain plug G, then filler plug O. Refill and proceed as
before.
Blowing Out.—Blow out lubricator at least once a week.
In getting a new or rebuilt locomotive ready for service, disconnect oil pipes at steam chest, and blow out thoroughly both oil pipes
and automatic steam-chest valves; also disconnect coupling to air
pump and see that choke is free.
Note.—In shutting off the pressure to the lubricator to refill or
for other reason, either at terminal point or while the engine is drifting or at rest, the water of condensation in the sight-feed glasses
will sometimes disappear. In such cases the boiler pressure is suddenly removed from the water in the sight-feed glasses and a partial vacuum is created in the tallow pipes, causing the water in the
sight-feed glasses to flash into steam.
How to Prevent.—Leave a slight steam pressure turned on the
condenser. It will pass down into the tallow pipes and prevent the
formation of a vacuum. It will also prevent too rapid contraction and
expension of the lubricator.
Care of Lubricator.—With a high steam pressure there is a tendency even with good valve oil, to deposit a gummy substance resembling vaseline around the feed steams and cones. This substance
can be removed and the glasses cleaned and filled by the following
method : After the oil is all fed from the lubricator, leave the pressure
turned on and close all feeds but one; open vent stem to this one
which will allow the condensation to circulate and thoroughly cleanse
the feed stem, cone and glass. Close vent stem. The glass immediately fills with condensation from lubricator. Close feed stem. Re•
peat same operation with other feeds. Close the water feed valve,
blow out body and fill with oil in the usual manner.

Never pound a lubricator. Such actions on the part of enginemen indicate unfamiliarity with the principles, construction and
care of a lubricator.
If the rules require lubricator to be filled on completion of trip,
don't fail to open both water feed valve and steam valve slightly in
order to prevent any excessive pressure due to expansion.
Steam for lubricator should be taken from turret if large enough,
or from dome through an independent dry pipe of one inch inside diameter.
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THE CHICAGO LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATOR.

The important features of this lubricator that commend it to
railways is the regularity of feed under all conditions of service or
steam pressures, with wide open throttle, and the positive delivery
of oiI to the steam chests and cylinders.
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It is simple in construction and operation, and the choke is
transferred from the upper feed arm to the steam chest end of the
tallow or oil delivery pipes.
The choke valve is made so that it adapts itself to the varied
pressures in the steam chest, and is designed so that it makes a perfect balance on the lubricator.
The oil cannot be siphoned out of the condenser steam pipe
connection (a very desirable feature).
The Chicago Lubricator is designed on the hydrostatic and
displacement principle, and depends on a body of water elevated
above the oil bowl which gives it head pressure to force a drop of
water into the bottom of the oil bowl, and force a drop of oil out of
the oil bowl into the sight feed glasses. When the drop of oil leaves
the feed nipple this head pressure ceases, and the oil is carried to
the upper feed arm through the water by the difference between the
specific gravity of the oil and water.
Thus it is plainly understood that for every drop of oil fed out
of the lubricator a drop of water has been forced in to displace
it. To supply this head of water and maintain a regular pressure
a source of supply must be furnished, which for the Chicago Lubricator is the dry steam space of the locomotive boiler. The steam
being turned into the water reservoir or condenser on the lubricator
comes in contact with the walls of same causing condensation and
the high temperature of this condensation helps to keep the oil in a
free liquid state.
When steam is supplied to the condenser it is also supplied to
the circulating pipes which in turn puts the steam pressure into the
upper feed arms, to supply condensation for filling the sight feed

filling the lubricator to see that no foreign substance is allowed to
enter into it. This is important, as any dirt or foreign substance is
Liable to so clog the openings that serious results would follow.
After the lubricator is filled if the engine is going into the house
do not open the water valve, and see that all other valves are closed.
If, however, the engine is on or going on to the road, first open the
steam-supply valve at boiler, then the condenser valve, and regulate
the feed valves for the amount of oil required. In no case should
the lubricator be filled with cold oil.
The Chicago Lubricator has a perfect feed free from variations.
If the requirement is known it can be set for same when engine is
standing or ready to start, and it will supply that feed regardless of
pressure, speed or train.
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glasses.

With these facts in mind we have the following conditions :
A boiler pressure supply of steam is present in the condenser
and a boiler pressure supply of steam is present in the upper feed
arms with the body of oil between the two. How is the feed of oil
started? Open the water valve between the condenser and oil bowl,
utilizing the reserve pressure there is in the weight of water stored
in condenser. This head pressure of water plus steam pressure in
condenser will overcome the steam pressure in upper feed arm, which
is minus the head pressure, causing the oil to be fed out of
oil bowl as fast as it is required.
FILLING THE LUBRICATOR.

First shut off the feed valves, then the condenser valve and the
boiler steam supply valve last. Great care should be exercised when
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LUBRICATOR AILMENTS AND REMEDIES FOR SAME, THAT CAN BE
APPLIED TO THE CHICAGO LUBRICATOR.

After the lubricator has been filled, the steam turned on, condenser valve opened and feed valve opened, if the oil does not start,
and the water drops in the glass, condensation has not filled into
condenser and boittom of oil bowl sufficiently to overcome the
pressure from the upper feed arm. Then shut feed valves and let
condensation take place_ If the water remains in the glass there is
either a water seal in the oil-supply pipe in oil bowl, or the feed
nipple is stopped up. Drop water out of glass through drain valve
in lower feed arm and open feed valve. The absence of pressure
in the glass will permit pressure in oil bowl to force the water out
of the tube, after which shut drain and feed valve and permit glass
to fill with water and regulate feed to suit.
A frequent blowing out of the glasses is a good plan to follow.
This should be done after completing a run, not every run, but
frequently enough to keep the passages open. If while on a run
one of the feeds should stop, shut feed valve, blow out glass thoroughly, permit it to fill with water and start feed. If this does not
give the desired result, at first opportunity disconnect tallow pipe
from steam-chest valve and blow out the tallow pipe. Put reverse lever
on center and give engine steam. This will clean out the chest
valves and oil plug. Examine small valve, then connect up oil pipe,
and feed can be regulated without any further delay. In case of
the air-pump feed, a good blowing out of the glass will always overcome any stopping of the feed.
Should there be any unusual variation in the level of the oil
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and water in index glass it indicates that there is dirt in the guideways of the'automatic valves. To overcome this the oil bowl should
be blown out when empty.

5. To blow glasses 28 out with steam after it had been drained
break joint on 39 and open 33.
6. To put condensed steam into glasses 28 after they are
drained, close 33 and open 39.
7. If lubricator should stop or feed irregularly, open 39 wide
to permit feed to regain its regularity, then set to one-eighth turn_
8. If glasses 28 should fill with oil when engine is running,
reduce feed with 31 and open 39 wide. After glass is clear, reduce
39 and regulate feed with 31.
9. To renew glasses loosen packing nuts 27, then detach glass
sleeve 26, after which place new gaskets in the packing nuts. Put
them on the glass with sleeve 26 on top. Put these in place and
screw down bottom nut first to hold glass in position. Then screw
sleeve 26 up tight, and set packing nuts to hold the pressure.
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HOW TO OPERATE THE CHICAGO LUBRICATOR.

1. To start the lubricator to feed first open steam-supply valve
at boiler; this admits steam into the connection at No. 9; next open
pressure valve 39, one-eighth turn on all upper feed arms. Note
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BROWNING GUN BARRELS

16 parts sweet spirits niter, 12 parts saturated solution of
sulphate of iron, 12 parts chloride of antimony. Bottle and cork
the mixture for a day, then add soo parts of water and thoroughly
mix. Clean the barrel to a uniform grain free from grease and
finger stains. Wipe with a staining mixture on a wad of cotton.
Let it stand for twenty-four hours, scratch brush the suffice and
repeat twice. Rub off the last time with leather moistened with
olive oil. Let dry a day, and rub down with a cloth moistened
with oil to polish.
Mix

Turpentine and black varnish, put with any good stove polish,
is the blackening used by hardware dealers for polishing heating
stoves. If properly put on, it will last throughout the season. It
makes a good polish for boiler head and smoke box.

glasses 28 to see if they are filled with water; if glasses 28 are filled
open water valve 44, and regulate feed with valve 31.
2. Valve 41 and plug 43 of auxiliary oil cup must be kept
closed when engine is supplied through feed glasses 28.
3. To use auxiliary cup 22, close valve 41, open plug 43, fill
cup, close 43, and open 41, one turn to allow oil to feed out.
4. To drain glasses 28 close valve 39, and open 33.

An "inch of rain" means a gallon of water spread over a surface of nearly two square feet, or a fall of about 'co tons on an
acre of ground.
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ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.
HEADLIGHT.
THE ELECTRIC

EDWARDS ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.
EDWARDS

Among the
the new
new devices
devices for
for safety and convenience with which
Among
which
locomotive is
is equipped
aa locomotive
equipped nowadays,
nowadays, one
one of
of the
the newest
newestand
andone
one
which is
is steadily
steadily and,
and, it
which
it seems,
seems, deservedly growing
growing in
in favor
favor is
is the
the
electric headlight.
headlight. Indeed,
electric
Indeed, its claim to rank next
next in
in importance
importance
among these
these devices
among
devices to
to the
the air
air brake
brake itself
itself appears
appears to
to be
bewell
well
grounded. Of
grounded.
Of course
course the
the air
air brake
brake comes
comes first,
first,from
fromthe
thestandstandpoint of
point
of both
both safety
safety and
and convenience,
convenience, for
for the
the reason,
reason, ifif none
none other,
other,
that it
it is
that
is serviceable
serviceable at
at all
all times,
times, while
while the
the electric
electricheadlight
headlightcomes
comes
into play
play only
into
only during
during the
the hours
hours of
of darkness.
darkness. But
But one
one of
of the
the most
most
convincing and
convincing
and no
no doubt
doubt one
one of
of the
the soundest
soundest ways
waysof
ofpresenting
presenting
the merits
the
merits of
of the
the electric
electric headlight
headlight is
is by
by calling
calling attention
attention to
to the
the
fact
fact that
that it
it is
is the
the only
only thing
thing which
which renders
renders available
availableduring
duringhalf,
half,on
on
an average,
an
average, of
of every
every 24
24 hours
hours the
the safety
safetyelement
elementof
ofthe
theair
airbrake.
brake.
To
To the
the man
man at
at the
the throttle
throttle aa good
good electric
electricheadlight
headlightmakes
makesvisible
visible
practicall)
practicall) as
as great
great aa stretch
stretch of
of his
his track
track as
as daylight
daylightdoes,
does,and
andthis
this
is
is of
of course
course the
the one
one necessary
necessary condition
condition of
of his
his being
beingable
ableto
toapply
apply
his
his "air"
"air" in
in time
time to
to avoid
avoid an
an impending
impendingdisaster.
disaster.
Following
Following is
is aa brief
brief description,
description, with
with some
some illustrations,
illustrations,of
of
the
the Edwards
Edwards Railroad
Railroad Electric
ElectricLight
LightCompany,
Company,of
ofCincinnati.
Cincinnati.
The
The apparatus
apparatus is
is complete
complete in
in itself,
itself, comprising
comprising the
the generating
generating
part,
part, the
the focusing
focusing arc
arc lamp,
lamp,and
andthe
thespecially
speciallydesigned
designedheadlight
headlight
case
and
reflector.
case and reflector.
The
The generating
generating set
set consists
consists of
ofaasmall
smalldynamo,
dynamo,about
aboutone
one
kilowatt
capacity,
driven
by
a
direct
kilowatt capacity, driven by a directconnected
connectedsteam
steamturbine.
turbine.
THE
THE STEAM
STEAM TURBINE.
TURBINE.

The
The motive
motive power
power for
for the
the Edwards
Edwardselectric
electricheadlight
headlightequipequipment
is
produced
by
a
steam
turbine.
The
steam
passes
through
ment is produced by a steam turbine. The steam passes through
the
the governor
governor balanced
balancedpiston
pistonvalve;
valve;after
afterpassing
passingthrough
throughthis
this
valve
the
steam
enters
the
nozzle;
valve the steam enters the nozzle;passing
passingthrough
throughthe
thenozzle
nozzleitit
enters
enters the
the wheel
wheel buckets,
buckets,and
andisisdischarged
dischargedon
onthe
theopposite
oppositeside
sideof
of
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the
the
the wheel,
wheel, passing
passing through
through the exhaust port,
port, then
then through
through the
balancing
from there
there dischargdischargbalancing ports
ports to the exhaust opening, and from
ing
varying from
from 15o
15o
ing into
into the
the smoke
smoke arch. For boiler pressures varying
pounds
boiler
pressures
pounds to
to 200
200 pounds
pounds use
use No.
No. i nozzle. For
For boiler pressures
varying
varying from
from ioo
ioo pounds to 150 pounds use
use No.
No. 22 nozzle.
nozzle. The
The
turbine
shaft and
and locked
locked thereon
thereon by
byaaleftleftturbine wheel is keyed to its shaft
hand
hardened steel
steel ball
ball bearings.
bearings.
hand nut, the shaft operating in hardened
These
and it
it is
is very
very important
important
These bearings are adjustable for wear, and
that
up. When
When aa slight
slight looseness
loosenessis
is
that these adjustments be kept up.
shown
up the
the adjusting
adjusting nuts,
nuts, but
but
shown by undue vibration at once set up
not so closely as to hind; simply take up
up the
the lost
lost motion.
motion. The
The
cones
to the
the shaft.
shaft. The
The cups
cups are
are
cones of these bearings are keyed to
threaded against shoulders in the engine housings,
housings, the
the one
one on
on
the governor end having aa right-hand
right-hand thread,
thread, and
andthe
theone
oneon
onthe
the
dynamo end having a left-hand
left-hand thread.
thread.
Two stuffing boxes are provided
provided for
for the
the engine
engine shaft;
shaft;the
theone
one
on the governor end having a left-hand thread,
thread, and
and the
the one
one on
on
the dynamo end having
having aa right-hand
right-hand thread.
thread.Quarter-inch
Quarter-inchsquare
square
steam packing should be used
used and
and the
the glands
glands adjusted
adjustedonly
onlytight
tight
enough to prevent leakage.
leakage. The
The exhaust
exhaust steam
steampressure
pressurein
inthis
this
chamber is very low, being
being only
only two
two or
or three
three pound's,
pound's,so
sothat
thatitit
is not necessary,
necessary, nor
nor advisable,
advisable, to
to adjust
adjustthese
theseglands
glandsvery
verytight.
tight.
wrench is
is furnished,
furnished, fitting
fittingboth
boththe
theball-bearing
ball-bearing
A special spanner wrench
stuffing-box caps.
caps.
cups and the stuffing-box
means of
of rings
rings and
and suspended
suspended from
from
The bearings are oiled by means
the ball-bearing
ball-bearing cones,
cones, the
the bottom
bottomof
ofthe
therings
rings
grooves and in the
these rings
rings must
must always
always hang
hang in
in
dipping into oil in the reservoirs; these
grooves. If
If they
they become
become displaced
displacedand
andhang
hangon
onthe
theshaft
shaftthe
the
the grooves.
any oil.
oil. The
The oil
oil wells
wells should
should occasionally
occasionally
bearings will not receive any
cleaned of
of sediment
sediment by
by removing
removing plugs
plugs and
andwashing
washingout
outwith
with
be cleaned
of an
an
kerosene. The
The turbine
turbine shaft
shaft should
should have
havenot
notless
lessthan
than if of
kerosene.
lateral motion,
motion, and
and itit should
should not
not exceed
exceed -1
-12-2- of
of an
an inch
inch when
when
inch lateral
turbine is
is cold.
cold. This
This is
is to
toprevent
preventbinding
bindingby
byexpansion,
expansion,when
when
the turbine
the turbine
turbine is
is in
in operation.
operation.
the
The speed
speed of
of the
the turbine
turbine and
anddynamo
dynamoisiskept
keptconstant
constantby
byaa
The
special governing
governing device
device which
whichautomatically
automaticallyregulates
regulatesthe
theflow
flow
special
of steam.
steam. Lubrication
Lubrication is
iseffected
effectedby
byloose
looserings
ringshanging
hangingfrom,
from,
of
and revolving
revolving with,
with, the
the shaft,
shaft, which
which dip
dip into
into oil
oilwells
wellscored
coredin
in
and
the housing.
housing.
the
if

THE DYNAMO.
DYNAMO.
THE

The dynamo
dynamo is
is of
ofthe
themultipolar
multipolartype,
type,the
thearmature
armaturebeing
being
The
chordal wound.
wound.The
Thefield
fieldand
andarmature
armatureconnections
connectionsmay
maybe
betraced
traced
chordal
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from the
the diagram
diagram furnished
furnished by makers, the direction of the flow of
from
the current
current in
in the
the several
several circuits being indicated
the
indicated by
by arrows;
arrows; the
the
heavy wire
wire coils
coils in the main or working
heavy
working circuit
circuit being
being the
the differendifferential, and
and the
the finer
finer coils
coils of wire being the shunt. It
tial,
It will
will be
be noticed
noticed
that around
around any
any one field core the
that
the current
current in
in these
these two
twocircuits
circuitscircirculates in
in opposite
opposite directions.
directions. The purpose of this combination
culates
combination of
of
circuits is
is to
to provide
provide automatic regulation,
circuits
regulation, maintaining
maintaining the
the amperamperage and
and voltage
voltage practically
age
practically constant,
constant, which
which ititwill
willalways
alwaysdo
doproproviding the
the lamp adjustments are
viding
are right.
right. This
This winding
winding also
alsohas
hasthe
the
great advantage
advantage of neutralizing all current
great
current should
should aa short
short circuit
circuit
occur anywhere
anywhere in the working circuit,
occur
circuit, thus
thus preventing
preventing the
the machine
machine
from being
being burned out. Should
from
Should aa short
short circuit
circuit occur
occur the
the machine
machine
will operate
operate properly as soon as
will
as it
it is
is removed.
removed. Should
Should these
thesesevseveral field
field coil
coil connections be opened, great care
eral
care must
must be
be exercised
exercised
to restore
restore them precisely as per diagram.
to
diagram. A
A very
very good
good plan
plan to
to
follow when
when opening these connections is to attach
follow
attach tags
tags to
to the
the
ends of
ends
of the
the wires, marking
marking them
them "I"
"I" "1,"
"1,""2"
"2""2,"
"2,"etc.
etc.After
Afterconconnecting carefully
necting
carefully bind
bind tape
tape around
around the
the joints.
joints.
TO REMOVE THE ARMATURE.

To remove
To
remove the armature,armature,- first
first take
take out
out the
thebrushes
brushesfrom
from
their
their holders,
holders, back of
of the
the set
set screw
screw on
on the
thebrush
brushholder
holderyoke;
yoke;then
then
remove
remove the
the four
four nuts
nuts and
and two
two cap
cap screws.
screws.The
Theend
endplate
platemay
maythen
then
be
be taken
taken off, after
after which
which the
the armature
armaturemay
maybe
bewithdrawn.
withdrawn.The
The
field
field coils
coils are held in place by i-inch
i-inch square
square keys.
keys. The
The coils
coils may
may
be
be removed
removed by driving
driving out
out the
the keys
keys and
andremoving
removingthe
thepole
polepieces.
pieces.
In
In reassembling
reassembling the
the dynamo,
dynamo, be
be sure
sure the
the oil
oil rings
ringsare
areraised
raisedto
toperpermit
mit the
the shaft
shaft to
to pass
pass through
through the
thebearings;
bearings;then
thenreplace
replacethe
theend
end
plate.
plate. The
The field
field coils
coils and
and armature
armature are
are protected
protectedby
byaacircular
circular
sheet
sheet steel
steel casing
casing fitting
fitting into
into grooves
groovesin
inthe
theend
endplates.
plates.The
Thearmaarmature
ture is
is mounted
mounted in
in self-adjusting
self-adjustingbronze
bronzebearings.
bearings.These
Thesebearings
bearings
are
are lubricated
lubricated by
by means
means of
of rings,
rings, the
the shaft
shafthaving
havingspiral
spiralgrooves
grooves
to
to carry
carry the
the oil
oil throughout
throughout the
the bearings.
bearings.Overflow
Overflowoil
oilholes
holesare
are
drilled
drilled in
in both oil
oil wells
wells to
to prevent
prevent too
too much
much oil
oil being
beingplaced
placedin
inthe
the
bearings.
bearings. These overflow
overflow holes
holes must
must be
be kept
kept open,
open, and
and the
the oil
oil
wells
wells occasionally
occasionally cleaned
cleaned of
of sediment
sediment by
by removing
removing the
the plugs,
plugs,and
and
cleaning
cleaning the reservoirs
reservoirs with
with kerosene.
kerosene. Care
Care must
must be
be taken
takento
tohave
have
the
the oil
oil rings
rings in
in the
the slots
slots in
inthe
thebronze
bronzebearings.
bearings.
THE
THE COMMUTATOR.
COMMUTATOR.

The
The copper
copper bars
bars of
of the
the commutator
commutatorare
areseparated
separatedby
bymica
micaininsulation.
sulation.
The
The copper
copper will
will wear
wear more
morethan
thanthe
themica,
mica,and
andififthe
themica
micaisisalal-
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lowed
even slightly,
slightly, itit
lowed to project above the surface of the copper, even
will
the copper
copper bars
bars and
and brushes,
brushes,
will prevent perfect contact between the
which must, at all times, be maintained. To prevent
prevent the
the mica
mica
from thus interfering with perfect
perfect contact
contact between
betweenthe
thebrushes
brushesand
and
the copper bars, the mica should always
always be
be aa little
little below
below the
the sursurface of the copper bars. This is accomplished
accomplished by
by filing
filing out
out the
the
mica to a depth of about istc of an inch by the use of a small file.
file.
This process will raise a slight
slight burr
burr on
on the
the edges
edges of
ofthe
thecopper
copper
bars which must be removed by
by using
using a strip of No. o sandpaper
(never use emery), as shown
shown by
by accompanying
accompanyingillustration.
illustration.In
Inthis
this
operation run the machine
machine slowly,
slowly, meantime
meantimeworking
workingthe
thesandsandpaper back and forth lengthwise of
of the
the communtator
communtator so
so as
as to
to
cover the whole surface, until it is perfectly
perfectly smooth,
smooth, then
then wipe
wipe the
the
commutator clean, working a clean cloth,
cloth, or
or waste
waste lengthwise
lengthwise to
clean out the shallow grooves
grooves between
between the
the copper
copper bars.
bars.
Use sandpaper as above described
described whenever
whenever the
thecommutator
commutator
becomes slightly rough, Should the commutator
commutator become
become too
too
rough, or out of round, the
the armature
armature should
should be
be removed,
removed,and
andthe
the
commutator dressed off in a lathe, using
using aa diamond-point
diamond-point tool,
tool,
and removing only enough
enough metal
metal to
to make
make aa perfectly
perfectly true
trueand
and
clean surface. After turning, polish
polish with
with sandpaper
sandpaper (never
(never use
use
emery), then file out the
the mica
mica as
as above
above directed.
directed.
AND BRUSH
BRUSH HOLDERS.
HOLDERS.
THE BRUSHES AND

brush holders
holders must
must be
be kept
kept perfectly
perfectly
The brushes and brush
always slide
slide freely
freely in
in the
the holders.
holders. The
The
clean, and the brushes must always
must always
always occupy
occupy the
the proper
proper position
positionon
onthe
thecomcombrushes must
mutator, and the
the screw
screw firmly
firmly set.
set. Unless
Unless they
they are
arekept
kept in
there will
will be
be sparking
sparking between
between the
thebrushes
brushesand
and
this position there
commutator, thus
thus reducing
reducing the
the light
light and
andburning
burningthe
thecomcomthe commutator,
The ends
ends of
of the
the brushes
brusheswhich
whichbear
bearupon
uponthe
thecommutacommutamutator. The
tor are slightly
slightly beveled,
beveled, and
and in
in replacing
replacingthem
themin
inthe
theholders
holderssee
see
full end
end surface
surface have
have complete
completecontact
contactwith
withthe
thesurface
surface
that their full
commutator. The
The brushes
brushes are
are self-lubricating,
self-lubricating,and
andno
nooil
oil
of the commutator.
other lubricant
lubricant must
must ever
everbe
beput
puton
onthe
thecommutator.
commutator.
or other
sufficient spring
spring tension
tension on
on the
the brushes
brushes to
to prevent
prevent
Use only sufficient
between the
the brushes
brushes and
and the
thecommutator.
commutator.
sparking between
THE ARC
ARC LAMP.
LAMP.
THE

flow of
of current
current through
throughthe
thearc
arclamp
lampisisregulated
regulatedby
by
The flow
and series
series coil,
coil, as
as can
can be
be seen
seen from
from the
thediagram
diagramsupsupshunt coil and
plied by
by makers.
makers. The
The shunt
shunt coil
coil is
is always
always in
in circuit
circuit with
with the
plied
the
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armature
The circuit
circuit through
through the
the
armature and
and field
field shunt
shunt of the dynamo. The
lamp
is held
held open
open at
at the
the carcarlamp series
series coil,
coil, and field differential coils, is
bon
bon point
point by
by spring,
spring, when
when the
the dynamo is
is not
not in
in operation.
operation. When
When
the
the shunt
shunt coil,
coil, and
and
the dynamo
dynamo is
is started, the current flows through the
draws
on the
the equalizer;
equalizer; this
this reredraws down
down the
the soft
soft iron core suspended on
leases
between the
the pawl
pawl and
and escapeescapeleases and
and breaks the engagement between
ment
column, or
or oil
oil cylinder,
cylinder, to
to
ment wheel,
wheel, thus permitting the brass column,
fall
with the
the copper
copper neganegafall until
until the
the carbon point comes into contact
contact with
tive.
is established
established through
through the
the
tive. The instant this occurs a circuit is
series
the equalizer,
equalizer, thus
thus estabestabseries coil,
coil, and
and its iron core draws down the
lishing
lishing the arc.
It
necessary that
that the
the leads
leads from
from
It is always absolutely necessary
the dynamo to the lamp be so connected
connected as
as that
that the
the current
currentshall
shall
flow from the carbon to the copper
copper negative.
negative. If
If the
the current
currentbe
be
reversed, or so as to flow from the copper
copper negative
negative to
to the
the carbon,
carbon,
the negative will
will be
be fused,
fused, giving
givingto
tothe
the light
light aa greenish
greenish color.
color.
.To
prevent this
this the
the wire
wire cable
cable leads
leads where
where they
they connect
connect to
to the
the
To prevent
lamp binding posts, and are provided
provided with
with brass
brass plugs
plugs of
of
different diameters, and the
the holes
holes in
in which
which they
they are
areinserted
insertedin
in
the binding posts are
are of
of suitable
suitable diameters
diametersso
sothat
thatthe
theconnection
connection
at this point cannot
cannot be
be reversed.
reversed.
THE LAMP.
LAMP.
TO ADJUST THE

lamp, first
first have
have the
the correct
correctspeed
speedon
onthe
thedynadynaTo adjust the lamp,
commutator and
and brushes
brushes working
working properly,
properly, then
then set
set
mo, and the commutator
screw on
on the
the shunt
shunt side
side of
of the
the lamp,
lamp,so
sothat
thatthe
the
the adjusting screw
of an
an inch
inch ;;
clear the
the escapement
escapement wheel
wheel about
about TTS-pawl will clear
S--ffff of
raise the
the brass
brass tube,
tube, or
oroil
oilcylinder,
cylinder,which
whichcarries
carriesthe
thecarcarthen raise
means of
of the
the carbon
carbon holder
holder support,
support, and
andpermit
permitititto
to
bon by means
then adjust
adjust the
the limit
limit screw
screwso
sothat
thatwhen
whenthe
thearc
arcisisestabestabfall; then
will hold
hold over
over without
without breaking
breaking the
the circuit.
circuit. If
If the
the arc
arc
lished it will
breaks when
when the
the light
light is
is started,
started, or
or if,
if, while
while the
thelight
lightisisin
inoperaoperabreaks
tion, the
the equalizer
equalizer sets
sets up
up aa pumping
pumping action,
action,giving
givingaavibrating
vibratingor
or
tion,
flickering light,
light, the
the limit
limit screw
screw is
is set
set too
too high.
high. On
Onthe
theother
other
flickering
hand, if
if this
this limit
limit screw
screw is
is set
set too
too low,
low, there
there will
will not
notbe
besufficient
sufficient
hand,
separation, when
when the
the light
light isisstarted,
started,and
andthere
therewill
willbe
beonly
onlyaasmall
small
separation,
red light.
light. This
This also
also may
may occur
occur when
whenthe
thelight
lightisisin
inoperation
operationand
and
red
the locomotive
locomotive in
in motion,
motion, which
which defect
defectmay
maybe
beeasily
easilyand
andquickly
quickly
the
corrected by
by slightly
slightlyraising
raisingthis
thisLimit
Limitscrew.
screw.When
Whenthe
thearc
arcisis
corrected
properly established
established the
the spring
spring should
should he
he adjusted
adjustedby
bymeans
meansof
of
properly
the nuts
nuts so
so that
thatthe
thecarbon
carbonwill
willfeed
feedas
asititburns
burnsaway
awaywithout
without
the
breaking the
thearc.
arc.IfIf"tack
"tackhead"
head"deposits
depositsform
formon
onthe
thetop
topofofthe
the
breaking
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negative, and, breaking off, interrupts the light occasionally it
is evidence that the spring is too weak, thus not allowing the
arc to be drawn out long enough. A slight increase of the spring
tension by adjusting the nuts will correct this faith.
It is necessary that the brass tube, or oil cylinder, guide
rod, and valve rod should be kept perfectly clean. For this
purpose a soft felt cloth should be used, never using sandpaper or emery paper or waste, as the sand and emery will roughen
these surfaces, and the lint from the waste may clog the rack,

its proper speed. To do this, remove the carbon and raise the
brass tube, or oil cylinder, to its upper limit, then press down the
equalizer and permit the column to fall. It should fall its full distance in not less than It minutes, and not more than 4 minutes.
The time of falling is governed by the flow of kerosene through
the valve, and if the time is longer or shorter than above mentioned, it is due to dirt in the hole or under the valve seat.
It is therefore essential that the valve should always be perfectly
clean. The oil cylinder is filled with kerosene oil, and there
may be slight evaporation which may reduce the quantity below
the proper amount. This may not occur for six months or a year,
but when it does occur it is shown by the oil cylinder suddenly
dropping a fraction of an inch when at the bottom of its stroke,
and when the carbon is nearly consumed. Should this happen,
remove the lamp from the case and fill the oil cylinder with the
best, clean kerosene oil.
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THE LAMP NEGATIVE.

The negative is made of the best rolled copper rod, and the
position of its point determines the focal point of the arc in the
reflector, hence it always is necessary to set the negative with the
aid of the gauge, which is chained to the lamp.
When the point of the negative becomes flattened, concave or
rough, it should be removed and dressed to a point. In replacing
the negative be sure to clamp it firmly.
To adjust the equalizer weight remove the lamp from the case
so as to be able to shake it violently; disconnect spring so that
it has no tension on the equalizer, insert about six inches of carbon in the holder, and permit its end to project through the guide,
but not to come into contact with the negative. Set the weight
so that the pawl will be just on the point of releasing the wheel,
but will not do so when the lamp is violently shaken and roughly
jarred in every direction.
LAAtr
thus preventing the carbon from feeding properly. The engagement between the rack and pinion should be as close as possible
to prevent any lost motion, and yet permit the brass tube, or oil
cylinder to fall freely; this adjustment is effected by means of
screws, the flat spring having oblong holes through which these
screws pass.
The descent of the brass tube, which carries the carbon
holder, should be occasionally tested to see if it is feeding at
EDWARDS ARC

THE ADJUSTMENT OF LAMP AN'D REFLECTOR.

The lamp and reflector are adjustable in all directions with
relation to each other. To properly focus the lamp in the reflector, place the locomotive on a straight track, facing a stretch at
least a mile long, and shift the lamp and reflector until a perfect
parallel beam is obtained. The equipments are supplied with
special reflectors which are formed to true parabolic curves, and
a perfect parallel beam can be drawn without any crossing of the
rays which produce dark spots. When the focus is properly lo-
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cated on the track, the engineer should be able to see at least a
mile ahead of his engine.
One feature which distinguishes the Edwards system of headlighting is the vertical beam of light, which is produced by arranging a plane reflector (mirror) outside the goggle in such a position
and at such an angle as to intercept about one-third of the whole
volume of light and throw it skyward in a perpendicular shaft.
Aside from its undoubted spectacular quality, this vertical beam
appears to have a real value of considerable importance, especially
on steep grades or in a hilly country where the track is winding.
Under such circumstances, where conditions are at all favorable,
this aerial shaft of light serves as a signal which can be seen for
a considerable distance, for many miles even when the atmosphere
is unfavorable.
The prime requisites in an apparatus of this kind are simplicity and stability, implying ease of operation and low cost of
maintenance.

PZT
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A FEW WORDS OF CAUTION.

cC
C

Keep all nuts, bolts and screws drawn tight.
Keep the light in proper focus.
See that brushes always slide freely in their holders.
Always keep the mica filed below commutator surface.
Keep the commutator smooth and clean.
Preserve all adjustments as directed.

z

P.1
tn

Ca

WATCHES NOT MAGNETIZED.

kT

The dynamo is of the enclosed type and is designed with magnetic circuits of generous proportions, in which there are no stray
lines of magnetism. It is therefore impossible to magnetize
watches from the dynamo, and engineers need have no anxiety
upon that point when using the apparatus.

TZE.

a■

ELECTRIC SHOCK NOT POSSIBLE.

The electro-motive force generated by the dynamo does not
exceed 35 volts when the light is in operation. This low voltage
cannot be perceived through the hands. Operators handling the
light need have no fear of shock, as it is not possible to receive a
dangerous shock from the apparatus.
THE PYLE NATIONAL HEADLIGHT.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLYING THE EQUIPMENT.

If equipment is to be located on front end forward of stack.
measure the depth of the headlight case you intend to use, add 18

11
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inches to this measurement, and have
have aa baseboard
baseboard made,
made,using
using
these measurements for the length of board, and make the
the breadth
breadth
your standard width for oil headlights. Bend
Bend aa piece
piece of
of by
by 33 in.
in.
iron flat ways, "U" shaped, making center of iron come
over
come over the
the
center of your brackets on your engine
engine and
and make
make the
the length
lengthabout
about
two inches shorter than your baseboard.
Place
baseboard. Place this
this iron
iron"U"
"U"on
on
the brackets within about two inches from
from the
the stack
stack and
and mark
mark
for bolts through brackets.
brackets.
Put baseboard on the iron "U" so the back edge will just
clear stack, and bolt to brace. Place the
the equipment
equipment on
on the
the board,
board,
with dynamo on the left side of locomotive and as
as near
near the
the back
back
edge of board as possible, and bolt
bolt to
to board.
board. Then
Then bolt
bolt headlight
headlight
case to board in front of equipment.
equipment. Put
Put aa Fin.
Fin. angle
angle valve
valvein
inthe
the
highest part of the boiler in the cab with
with dry
dry pipe,
pipe, and
and run
run aa fin.
fin.
pipe from this valve under the jacket
jacket on
on right
right side
side of
of boiler
boiler to
to the
the
equipment.Use
Use pipepipe
for the
exhaust,
running
for the
exhaust,
runningititthrough
through
equipment.
the arch and end of pipe about
about flush
flush with
with the
the top
top of
ofthe
thenozzle
nozzletips
tips
of the locomotive. We recommend
recommend the
the use
use of
of 2-in.
2-in. pipe
pipe inside
inside
the arch, as it reduces noise
noise and
and does
does not
not act
act on
on the
the fire.
fire.
If equipment is to he located
located on
on boiler
boiler just
just in
in front
front of
of cab,
cab,
take up back sheet
sheet of
of jacket
jacket and
and fasten
fastentwo
twobrackets
bracketstotoboiler
boilersuitsuitable for holding our equipment
equipment crosswise
crosswiseof
ofboiler.
boiler.Have
Haveaabasebaseboard (iron or wood)
wood) made
made and
and bolt
bolt to
to braces,
braces,then
thenplace
placeequipequipment with dynamo on
on left
left side
side of
of locomotive
locomotiveand
andbolt
boltto
tobase.
base.
If steel or iron baseboard is
is used,
used, equipment
equipment should
should be
be insuinsulated from base by wood or asbestos
asbestos sheet.
sheet. Place
Place aa fin,
fin, angle
angle
valve in the highest part of boiler
boiler in
in the
the cab
cab (with
(with dry
dry pipe)
pipe) and
and
run a fin. iron pipe
pipe to
to the
the equipment.
equipment. You
Youcan
canrun
runthe
the
exhaust pipe up above
above cab
cab or
or down
down to
to running
runningboard
boardand
andinto
into
arch. Run the lead wires
wires through
through an
an independent
independentpipe
pipeififpossible
possible
or through the hand railing,
railing, being
being sure
sure to
to insulate
insulate them
themcarefully
carefully
to prevent
prevent chafing,
chafing, etc.
etc.
To apply the lamp to the reflector
reflector and
and case,
case, remove
remove oil
oil tank
tank
and all supports and guides
guides from
from the
the reflector.
reflector. Cover
Cover the
the board
board
holding the reflector
reflector with
with tin,
tin, having
having the
the edges
edges turned
turnedup
upabout
about
one-half inch. This
This prevents
prevents sparks
sparks from
from the
the lamp
lampfrom
fromsetting
setting
fire to the oil-saturated
oil-saturated board.
board. Secure
Secure the
the support
support for
for the
the back
back
of the reflector to the lamp
lamp board
board on
on right-hand
right-hand side,
side, and
and adjust
adjust
the screw until
until the
the reflector
reflector stands
stands level.
level.Remove
Removeboth
bothcarbon
carbon
holders from the lamp
lamp and
and set
set the
the lamp
lamp on
on the
the board,
board, on
on side
side
nearest door of case,
case, then
then put
put bottom
bottom holder
holder in
in lamp
lamp and
and place
place
lamp on board with
with copper
copper electrode
electrode in
in center
center of
of hole
holein
inreflector,
reflector,
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being sure to have base of lamp square with reflector
reflector slide.
slide. Mark
Mark
for holes in center of-large square holes in
in base
base of
of lamp
lamp and
and bore
bore
for Fin. bolts.
Secure
the incandescent
incandescent lamps
lampsby
bythe
thesmall
small
Secure the small wires for the
screws
Run the
the incandescent
incandescent wires
wires
screws at the right of brush holders. Run
through the hand railing to the
the cab,
cab, in
in wood
wood strips.
strips. Run
Runwires
wiresfor
for
cab in wood strips. Wind all
all the
the joints
joints with
with tape.
tape.
THE ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT EQUIPM ENT COMPLETE CONSISTS OF
ENGINE, DYNAMO AND LAMP, AND MATERIAL FOR THREE
INCANDESCENT LIGHTS IN CAB.

4

1

The Engine.—Their engine is known as the Pyle compound
steam turbine. There are no wearing
wearing surfaces
surfaces inside
inside the
theengine
engine
requiring lubrication, hence
hence they
they do
do not
not use
useany
anysight
sightfeed
feedlubricalubricator in the cab. Before
Before starting
starting engine
engine be
besure
surethe
thecasing
casingisisthorthoroughly drained, and do
do not
not turn
turn on
on steam
steam too
toosuddenly
suddenlyin
instartstarting light, thus allowing time for the condensation
condensation to
to get
get out
out of
of
the engine. It must have
have dry
dry steam.
steam.
Remove plug in top of engine
engine once
once each
each week
week and
andpour
pourin
in
a little black oil. This will prevent corrosion
corrosion of
of parts.
parts. The
The inside
inside
bearing only needs enough oil in the well
well for
for the
the loose
loose ring
ring to
to
touch the oil and carry up
up on
on top
top of
of the
the shaft.
shaft. If
If you
you have
havetoo
too
much oil, it will be thrown out
out of
of the
the ends
ends of
of the
the cellar
cellar by
by the
the
motion of the locomotive,
locomotive, which
which may
may ruin
ruin the
thearmature.
armature.Oil
Oilwell
well
for the outside bearing should
should be
be filled
filled each
each trip.
trip. Use
Use valve
valveor
or
cylinder oil in these
these bearings.
bearings.
The Dynamo.—The dynamo
dynamo is
is constructed
constructed on
on the
the latest
latest scienscienthe electrical
electrical balance
balance is
is so
so perfect
perfectthat
thatno
no
tific principles, and the
sparks should be seen
seen at
at the
the brushes.
brushes. The
Thearmature
armatureisisheld
heldin
in
engine shaft
shaft by
by one
one screw
screw which
whichcan
canbe
beeasily
easilytaken
taken
place on the engine
out if occasion demands.
demands. The
The brush
brush holders
holders are
are fixed,
fixed, and
andthe
the
be taken
taken out
out and
and replaced
replacedwithout
withoutchanging
changingthe
thetentenbrushes can be
sion of the springs. They
They use
use aa graphite
graphite brush
brush for
forthe
thetop
topand
andaa
the bottom,
bottom, and
and ifif you
you will
willgive
givethem
themonly
onlyaafew
few
carbon brush for the
care each
each trip,
trip, you
you will
will have
have no
notrouble
troubleat
atall
allwhen
whenon
on
moments' care
road.
the road.
between the
the copper
copper strips
strips of
of the
thecommutator
commutatorshould
should
The mica between
trifle below
below the
the surface.
surface.If
Ifititgets
getstoo
toohigh,
high,file
fileitit
always be a trifle
file. Do
Do not
not get
get itit too
too low,
low, as
as itit will
will collect
collect
down with a small file.
and cause
cause aa short
short circuit.
circuit.The
Thecommutator
commutatorshould
shouldbe
be
dirt, etc., and
each trip
trip with
with aa damp
damppiece
pieceof
ofwaste
waste(not
(notwet),
wet),rubbing
rubbing
cleaned each
so as
as to
to keep
keep the
the creases
creasesclean
cleanwhere
wheremica
micaisisfiled
filedout.
out.
endwise so
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Be sure
sure and
and have your brushes fit perfectly
Be
perfectly on
on the
the commutacommutator.
if
you
have
poor
contact
your
brushes
will
spark.
tor. if
brushes will spark. If
If you
you
find
your
commutator
is
running
out
or
has
the
appearance
find your
appearance of
of
getting rough, clean it up. To do this nicely, remove your brushes
getting
and hold
hold aa strip
strip of No. o sandpaper
and
sandpaper (not
(not emery
emery paper)
paper) about
aboutthe
the
width of
of the
the brushes
brushes by the ends of the sandpaper
width
sandpaper on
on the
the comcommutator while
while running. Don't press the sandpaper
mutator
sandpaper on
on with
with your
your
fingers, for
for if
if there are any low
fingers,
low spots,
spots, they
they will
will increase
increasein
insize.
size.
If the
the brush
brush tension spring is too tight, it creates
If
creates friction,
friction,
heat
and
unnecessary
wear,
both
to
the
commutator
heat
the commutator and
and the
the
brushes. If too loose it will spark and commutator
brushes.
commutator will
will not
not run
run
clean. Have
Have it just tight enough
clean.
enough to
to prevent
prevent sparking.
sparking.In
Inthis
thiscase
caseaa
little judgment
judgment must be used,
little
used, for
for if
if your
your brushes
brushes are
are not
notin
inthe
the
proper condition,
condition, or your commutator smooth and true, you will
proper
will
have sparking
sparking at the brushes,
have
brushes, no
no matter
matter how
how much
much pressure
pressureisis
used.
Do
not
forget
that
the
commutator
is
the
vital
used.
commutator is the vital part
part of
of all
all
dynamos,
and
none
will
run
successfully
dynamos,
successfully without
without regular
regular care
care and
and
attention. The
The voltage of the dynamo is entirely
attention.
entirely too
too low
low to
to force
force
current through any portion
aa current
portion of
of your
your body,
body, so
so you
you can
can handle
handle
it freely
freely and without any
it
any possible
possible fear
fear of
of being
beinginjured
injuredby
byit.
it.ItIt
only requires
only
requires a few moments'
moments' attention
attention each
each day
dayto
tokeep
keepthe
theplant
plant
in perfect
in
perfect condition. If you fail to follow
follow the
the instructions,
instructions, your
your
light
light may
may fail.
fail.
If
If the commutator becomes
becomes rough
rough or
or out
out of
of round,
round, itit should
should
be
be trued
trued up in a lathe.
lathe. The
The tool
tool used
used must
must be
be very
verysharp
sharpand
and
light
light cuts
cuts must be taken, then polish
polish it
it with
with fine
fine sandpaper.
sandpaper. It
It
must
must be
be carefully
carefully examined
examined to
to see
seethat
thatno
notwo
twosections
sectionstouch,
touch,asas
the
the copper
copper is liable
liable to
to lag
lag or
or burr
burr from
from one
one section
section to
to the
theother,
other,
and
and before
before putting
putting it
it back,
back, itit would
would be
be better
better ififyou
youcut
cutor
orfile
filethe
the
mica
mica (between
(between each
each section)
section) aa little
little below
belowthe
thesurface,
surface,for
forititdoes
does
not
not wear
wear away
away as
as fast
fast as
as the
the copper,
copper, and
andififthe
themica
micaisisnot
notcut
cut
away,
away, it may
may lead
lead to
to sparking.
sparking. After
Afterdoing
doingthis,
this,be
besure
sureno
noragged
ragged
edges
edges of copper
copper stick
stick up,
up, for
for this
this will
will cut
cut away
awaythe
thebrushes
brushesrapidly.
rapidly.
The
The speed
speed of the
the armature
armature should
should be
be as
as near
near 1,800
1,800 revolutions
revolutionsper
per
minute
minute as
as possible,
possible, unless
unless the
the copper
copper electrode
electrode burns
burns off,
off, when
whenitit
should
should be
be reduced
reduced until
until the
thecopper
copperelectrode
electrodedoes
doesnot
notburn.
burn.
The
The Lamp.—Is
Lamp.—Is simple,
simple, durable
durableand
andreliable,
reliable,and
andafter
afteraafew
few
trials
you
will
find
it
an
easy
matter
to
trim
your
lamp
trials you will find it an easy matter to trim your lampin
inthe
thedark,
dark,
should
should occasion
occasion demand.
demand. In
In putting
putting in
in the
thetop
topcarbon,
carbon,you
youwill
will
find
find it
it much
much better
better to
to remove
removethe
thecarbon
carbonholder
holderfrom
fromthe
theslide.
slide.
After
After securing
securing the
the carbon
carbon in
in the
the holder,
holder, take
takeititbetween
betweenyour
your
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thumb
fingers resting
resting
thumb and forefinger and with your remaining fingers
on
on the
the guide
guide you can easily put it in place. If you desire to clean
the
thumb nut
nut
the reflector, remove only the top guide by loosening thumb
at
then you
you can
can easily
easily remove
removeguide,
guide,
at the
the end of the upper arm, then
carbon
holder.
carbon and carbon holder.
The tension spring in the lamp is for two purposes. It brings
brings
together the points of the carbons,
carbons, so
so as
as to
to establish
establish the
the arc
arcwhen
when
the dynamo is set in motion, for we must have a complete circuit
before we have any current.
current. If
If the
the carbons
carbons are
areseparated
separatedonly
onlyaa
small
will refuse
refuse to
to work,
work, because
because
small fraction of an inch, the lamp will
the current will not jump across
across the
the separation.
separation. Sometimes
Sometimesthere
there
will be a deposit of scale
scale on
on the
the point
point of
of the
the lower
lowercopper
copperelecelectrode which prevents the top carbon touching
touching the
the copper,
copper, and
and as
as
the current will not go through
through this
this scale
scale you
you will
will get
get no
no light
light
until this is removed. We suggest
suggest that
that engineers
engineers see
see that
that the
the
point .of copper is clean
clean before
before each
each trip.
trip. Suppose
Supposeall
allwires
wiresare
are
connected and the lamp properly trimmed,
trimmed, we
we turn
turn on
on steam
steam and
and
set the armature in motion. The
The current
current enters
enters the
the lamp
lamp and
and
passing through or around
around solenoid
solenoid magnet
magnet draws
drawsdown
downthe
theiron
iron
armature. This in turn separates
separates the
the carbons,
carbons, thus
thus forming
formingthe
the
arc or light. You will notice the spring is
is secured
secured to
to the
the end
end of
of
lever toward the carbons, or on the
the opposite
opposite end
end from
from the
the magnet
magnet
and pulls against it. This prevents
prevents solenoid
solenoid from
from pulling
pulling the
the carcarwill depend
depend largely
largely on
on
bons too far apart. The volume of light will
tension spring.
spring. You
You may
may have
have itit so
so
the way you regulate this tension
magnet will
will be
be unable
unable to
to separate
separate the
the carbons,
carbons,concontight that the magnet
sequently you will have no light.
light. If
If you
you run
run your
your dynamo
dynamo too
too
lamp in
in this
this condition,
condition, you
you will
will burn
burnout
outthe
thearmaarmalong with your lamp
the fields
fields for
for the
the current
currentbecome
becomevery
veryheavy.
heavy.
ture or the
If the tension
tension spring
spring is
is very
very loose,
loose, the
thelamp
lampwill
willflash
flashand
andgo
go
out, for the magnet will
will be
be drawn
drawn down
down too
too far.
far. When
When the
the light
light
goes out the
the current
current is
is broken,
broken, and
and there
therebeing
beingno
nostrength
strength in
in the
the
magnet,
the
spring
will
again
bring
the
carbons
together,
then
magnet, the spring will again bring the carbons together, then
the current
current is
is instantly
instantly re-established.
re-established.You
Youwant
wantto
toadjust
adjustthe
the
spring so the lamp
lamp will
will flicker
flicker just
just aa little,
little, when
when locomotive
locomotiveisisat
at
for then
then you
you are
are getting
getting all
all the
the light
light possible
possible at
ataagiven
givenspeed
speed
rest, for
armature, and
and your
your light
light will
will burn
burn steady
steady when
whenlocomotive
locomotive
of the armature,
is running.
running.
is
The wires
wires leading
leading back
back to
tothe
theincandescent
incandescentlamps
lampsmay
maycome
come
The
together, causing
causing aa short
short circuit.
circuit.This
Thiswill
willput
putyour
yourlight
lightout.
out.
together,
You can
can tell
tell when
when this
thisoccurs,
occurs,for
forthe
thedynamo
dynamowill
willbe
begenerating
generating
You
heavy current,
current, the
the speed
speed will
will be
be quite
quitelow,
low,and
andthere
therewill
willbe
beaa
a heavy
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small light
light in
in the
the lamp.
lamp. In
In this
this case just disconnect one of the
small
small wires
wires from
from connecting
connecting screw,
screw, then when you have time you
small
can look
look for
for the
the cause
cause of
can
of the
the trouble.
trouble.
Most of
of the
the troubles
troubles are
are traceable
traceable to the adjustment
Most
adjustment of
of the
the
lamp.
lamp.
Magnet yoke
yoke may
may travel
travel too far sometimes
Magnet
sometimes and
and strike
strike small
small
lug on
on frame
frame of
of lamp
lamp before
lug
before carbons
carbons are
are separated
separated sufficiently
sufficientlyto
to
make proper
proper arc.
arc. In
In this
this case
case wire
wire should be shortened so that
make
magnet yoke
yoke is
is about
about half
half way
magnet
way down before clutch
clutch grips
grips carbon.
carbon.
If the
the wire
wire is
is too
too short
short the
the lamp will jump or carbon will
If
will
stick in
in clutch.
clutch.
stick
If the
the carbon
carbon feeds
If
feeds too
too fast top
top clutch
clutch spring
spring is
is too
tooweak
weakand
and
should be
be given
given more
more tension.
tension. To do this remove
should
remove cotter
cotter pin
pin from
from
No. roo
roo A
A and
and you
you can
No.
can get
get top-clutch spring out
out of
of casing.
casing. Then
Then
pull it
it out
out aa little,
pull
little, thereby
thereby giving
giving itit more
more "set."
"set."
If your
your light
light burns
burns green
green your dynamo is running too fast
If
and the
the speed
and
speed should
should be
be reduced.
reduced.
This can
can he
he stopped
This
stopped on
on the road at once
once by
by throttling
throttling steam
steam
in the
the cab.
cab. There
in
There is
is another
another reason
reason for
for light
light burning
burning green.
green. The
The
main wires
main
wires from
from the
the dynamo
dynamo to
to lamp
lamp may
may be
be connected
connected wrong;
wrong;
therefore one
therefore
one wire
wire should
should have
have aa sleeve
sleeve on
on each
each end
end large
largeenough
enough
to prevent
to
prevent its
its going
going into
into the
the binding post
post with
with aa small
small hole.
hole. The
The
other wire
other
wire should
should have
have plain
plain ends.
ends.
The
The lamp
lamp can
can be
be moved
moved in
in all
all directions
directions for
for focusing.
focusing.To
Toget
get
the
the proper
proper vertical
vertical focus
focus on
on the
the track,
track,either
eitherto
tohave
havethe
thelight
light
close
close to
to you
you or
or to
to strike
strike the
the track
trackfar
farahead,
ahead,loosen
loosenthe
theset
setscrew
screw
on
on the
the side,
side, and
and by
by turning
turning the
the adjusting
adjustingscrew
screwthe
thelamp
lampcan
canbe
be
raised
raised or
or lowered
lowered as
as desired.
desired. To
To move
moveititsideways,
sideways,backward
backwardor
or
forward,
forward, loosen
loosen the
the hand
hand nuts
nuts and
and the
the lamp
lamp is
is free
freeto
tomove.
move.
When
When once
once in
in focus,
focus, there
thereis
isno
noneed
needof
ofchanging
changingititagain.
again.
Tighten
Tighten all
all screws.
screws.
The
The back
back of
of the
the reflector
reflector is
is supported
supported by
by an
an adjustable
adjustablestep,
step,••
with
with screw
screw to
to raise
raise or
or lower
lower it,
it, so
so the
the volume
volumeof
ofthe
thelight
lightwill.
will.
come
come out
out in
in parallel
parallel lines.
lines.

you
in
you get
get best
best results
results on
on track.
track. The light should
should be
be reflected
reflected in
parallel
possible.
parallel rays
rays and in as small a space as possible.
To
raise light
light on
on track,
track,
To lower
lower light
light on track, raise lamp. To raise
lower
lower lamp.
If
not focused
focused properly.
properly.
If your
your light
light throws any shadows it
it is
is not
If
not then
then strike
strike center
center
If light
light is focused properly and does not
of
but shift
shift entire
entire case
caseon
onbase
baseboard.
board.
of track
track do not change focus, but
Point
inch above
above top
top of
of holder.
holder.
Point of copper should be about one inch
If
much heat
heat on
on clutch.
clutch.
If itit is higher than this there will be too much

TO
TO FOCUS
FOCUS LAMP.
LAMP.

I.
I. Adjust
Adjust back
back of
of reflector
reflector so
so front
front edge
edge will
willbe
beparallel'
parallel'
with
with front
front edge
edge of
ofcase.
case.
2.
Adjust lamp
lamp to
to have
have point
point of
of copper
copperas
asnear
nearcenter
centerof
of
2. Adjust
reflector
reflector as
as possible.
possible.
3.
Have carbon
carbon as
as near
near center
centerof
ofchimney
chimneyhole
holein
inreflector
reflector
3. Have
as
as possible.
possible.
4.
Have locomotive
locomotiveon
onstraight
straighttrack
trackand
andmove
movelamp
lampuntiluntil4. Have
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A centrifugal brake is placed on back side
side of
of spoke
spoke of
of wheel
wheel
No. 21 and should be set so as to act at
at about
about too
too revolutions
revolutions per
per
minute more than where the governor acts,
acts, so
so that,
that, if
if for
for any
any reareason,
this brake
brake will
will check
check the
thespeed
speedand
and
son, the governor fails to act, this
hold it at any speed at which the brake
brake is
is set.
set. The
The application
application of
of
this brake commences with equipment
equipment No.
No. 2,600,
2,600, but
but cannot
cannotbe
be
applied to equipments with
with serial
serial number
number lower
lowerthan
thanthat.
that.
To adjust centrifugal
centrifugal brake,
brake, remove
remove armature
armatureand
andcap
capto
to
engine, pull out wheel and shaft when you
you can
can have
have free
free access
access to
to
brake. If you wish to adjust brake
brake so
so itit will
will act
act at
at aa higher
higher speed,
speed,
turn nuts to right, being sure to adjust both
both brakes
brakes the
the same,
same, then
then
nuts. One-half
One-half turn
turn of
of the
thenut
nutwill
willchange
changethe
the
tighten up jam nuts.
speed at which brake will act
act about
about 15o
15o revolutions.
revolutions.
once each
each month,
month, and
and if
if
The governor should be examined once
are found
found cut
cut they
they should
shouldbe
beground
groundin
inor
orfaced
facedoff
offasas
plungers are
requires. If
If plungers
plungers are
are cut,
cut, engine
enginemay
mayrun
runaway
awayand
and
the case requires.
centrifugal force.
force. If
If plungers
plungers are
arcfaced
facedoff,
off,the
theends
ends
be broken by centrifugal
yoke should
should be
be bent
bent further
further out
out from
fromface
faceof
ofwheel,
wheel,
of governor yoke
allowing plungers
plungers to
to again
again seat
seat firmly
firmly before
before governor
governor
thereby allowing
are thrown
thrown out
out further
further than
than at
atright
rightangles
anglesto
toface
faceof
of
weights are
the speed
speed is
is too
too high,
high, adjusting
adjusting screws
screws should
shouldbe
beturned
turned
wheel. If the
half aa turn
turn each,
each, being
being careful
careful to
to adjust
adjust all
all the
thescrews
screwsthe
the
back half
Half aa turn
turn of
of these
these screws
screws should
shouldchange
changespeed
speedabout
abouttoo
too
same. Half
revolutions per
per minute.
minute. If
If by
by turning
turning back
backgovernor
governorspring
springadadrevolutions
justing screw
screw the
the speed
speedisisnot
notreduced,
reduced,your
yourplungers
plungersdo
donot
notseat,
seat,
justing
and you
you should
should then
then proceed
proceedas
asabove.
above.
and
SUGGESTIONS.
SUGGESTIONS.

Have aa few
few strips
strips of
of No.
No. oo sandpaper
sandpaper about
about1i
1iin.
in.wide
wideto
to
Have
clean up
up the
the commutator.
commutator.The
ThePyle
PyleCo.
Co.are
arehaving
havingaaspecial
specialand
andsusuclean
perior carbon
carbonmade
madeexpressly
expresslyfor
forthe
theapparatus,
apparatus,which
whichwill
willbe
befurfurperior
nished by
by them
them at
ataavery
veryreasonable
reasonableprice,
price,
nished
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If your
your light
light fails to burn when turning on steam,
If
steam, see
see that
that
all screws
screws are
are tight,
tight, and that point of copper
all
copper electrode
electrode is
is clean.
clean.
Push down
down on
on lever
lever and see if carbon lifts up and falls freely. Put
Push
carbon across
across both binding posts, and if there is a flash when it
aa carbon
is removed,
removed, your
your dynamo is all right and the
is
the trouble
trouble is
is in
in your
your
lamp. If
If you
you do
do not
notsee
seea aflash
flashwhen
whencarbon
carbon isis removed,
removed, take out
lamp.
brushes and
and clean commutator
brushes
commutator with
with sandpaper
sandpaper(not
(notemery
emerypaper),
paper),
put the
the brushes
brushes back and try the carbon
put
carbon again.
again. If
If you
you do
do not
not then
then
get aa flash,
flash, you
you have a "short." This is probably caused by wires
get
touching each
each other
other and you must not run the
touching
the dynamo
dynamo until
until this
this
is remedied.
remedied.
is
Keep all
all screws tight.
Keep
tight.
After putting
putting in a new carbon, always push down
After
down on
on lever,
lever,
and notice
notice if
if carbon lifts and
and
and falls
falls freely.
freely. If
If itit does
does not
notlift,
lift,ititisis
not in
in the
the clutch. If it does not
not
not fall
fall down
down freely,
freely, turn
turn itit partly
partly
around and
and find the freest
around
freest place.
place.
The carbon
carbon should burn from eight
The
eight to
to nine
nine hours.
hours.
Engineers should be held responsible for the proper care
Engineers
care of
of
the equipment
equipment unless some one is appointed
the
appointed to
to examine
examine and
and care
care
for them
for
them at roundhouses.
roundhouses.
Before leaving on
Before
on your
your trips
trips the
the equipments
equipmentsshould
shouldbe
bestarted
started
and brushes
brushes examined, as to
and
to tension
tension of
of springs,
springs, and
and adjusted
adjustedifif
necessary
necessary before
before getting
getting out
out on
onthe
theroad.
road.
Their
Their equipments
equipments are
are not
not automatic,
automatic, and
and as
aswe
wehave
havequite
quiteaa
number
number of enemies to electricity
electricity on
on the
the locomotive,
locomotive, such
such as
as grease,
grease,
dirt,
dirt, jar,
jar, heat, etc.,
etc., it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
to give
give itit aafew
fewminutes'
minutes'attenattention
tion every
every day. If
If you
you do
do this
this you
you will
will never
never have
haveaafailure
failureon
on
the
the road.
road.
Don't
Don't attempt
attempt to
to remove
remove reflector
reflector from
fromthe
thecase
caseuntil
untilyou
youhave
have
removed
top
carbon
holder
by
loosening
thumb
nut.
removed
carbon holder by loosening thumb nut.
If
If the copper
copper electrode
electrode burns
burns off,
off, your
yourequipment
equipmentisisrunning
running
too
fast,
and
the
speed
should
too fast,
speed should be
be reduced
reduced by
by turning
turning governor
governor
spring
spring screws to the
the left
left until
until the
the trouble
trouble is
is stopped.
stopped. Be
Becareful
careful
and
adjust
all
screws
the
same
and adjust all screws the same as
as nearly
nearly as
as possible.
possible.One-half
One-half
turn
turn of
of screws
screws will
will change
change speed
speed about
about ioo
ioorevolutions
revolutionsper
perminute.
minute.
Be
sure
and
adjust
tension
Be
and adjust tension spring
spring as
as loose
loose as
as possible
possibleand
andnot
not
have
have your
your light
light go
go out
out while
while locomotive
locomotiveisisstanding
standingstill.
still.
If
If your
your light
light dies
dies down
down when
when locomotive
locomotiveisisrunning
runningfast,
fast,the
the
tension
tension spring
spring may
may be
be too
too tight,
tight, which
whichprevents
preventssolenoid
solenoidfrom
from
separating
separating carbons
carbons sufficiently
sufficientlyto
toform
formproper
properarc,
arc,or
ortop-clutch
top-clutch
spring
spring may
may be
be too
too loose,
loose,allowing
allowingback
backedge
edgeof
ofclutch
clutchtotobe
bejarred
jarred
up
up and
and release
releasecarbon,
carbon,
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If
If light
light goes
goes out
out when locomotive is standing still, tension
spring
carbon may
may not
not feed
feed freely.
freely.
spring may
may be too loose or carbon
If
road, throttle
throttle steam
steam at
at once,
once,
If your
your light burns green on the road,
If
in line
line with
with the
the carbon,
carbon, the
the
If your electrode does not come in
holder should he bent until electrode
electrode comes
comes in
in line
line with
with top
top carbon.
carbon.
Both
about one
one inch
inch
Both ends of one lead wire should he doubled about
so
small hole,
hole, and
and thereby
thereby
so itit cannot
cannot go into binding post with the small
prevent crossing of wires.
Special
used with
with the
the improved
improved
Special motor brushes should be used
brush holders, top and bottom brush being
being the
the same
same quality.
quality. The
The
graphite and carbon brushes used with
with the
the old-style
old-style brush
brush holders
holders
should not be used with the improved brush holders nor special
motor brushes in the old-style
old-style holder.
holder.

TABLE OF PRINCIPAL ALLOYS.

A combination of zinc and
and copper
copper makes
makes bell
bell metal.
metal.
A combination of copper
copper and
and tin
tin makes
makes bronze
bronzemetal.
metal.
A combination of antimony,
antimony, tin,
tin, copper
copper and
and bismuth
bismuthmakes
makes
britannia
metal.
britannia metal.
A combination of copper
copper and
and tin
tin makes
makes cannon
cannonmetal.
metal.
and zinc
zinc makes
makes Dutch
Dutch gold.
gold.
A combination of copper and
copper, nickel
nickel and
and zinc,
zinc, with
with sometimes
sometimesaa
A combination of copper,
and tin,
tin, makes
makes German
Germansilver.
silver.
little iron and
gold and
and copper
copper makes
makes standard
standard gold.
gold.
A combination of gold
silver makes
makes old
old standard
standard
A combination of gold, copper and silver
gold.
gold.
combination of
of tin
tin and
and copper
copper makes
makes gun
gunmetal.
metal.
A combination
combination of
of copper
copper and
and zinc
zinc makes
makes mosaic
mosaicgold.
gold.
A combination
combination of
of tin
tin and
and lead
leadmakes
makespewter.
pewter.
A combination
combination of
of lead
lead and
and aa little
little arsenic
arsenic makes
makessheet
sheetmetal.
metal.
A combination
combination of
of silver
silver and
andcopper
coppermakes
makesstandard
standardsilver.
silver.
A combination
combination of
of tin
tin and
and lead
leadmakes
makessolder.
solder.
A combination
combination of
of lead
lead and
andantimony
antimonymakes
makestype
typemetal.
metal.
A combination
combination of
of copper
copper and
and arsenic
arsenic makes
makeswhite
whitecopper.
copper.
A combination
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the
the grade
grade or-elevation,
or-elevation, readily
readily find
find the
the exact
exact height
height of
of any
any point
point on
on
the
the road.
road.
VACUUM
VACUUM LINE.
LINE.

THE STEAM
STEAM ENGINE
ENGINE INDICATOR.
INDICATOR.
THE

PURPOSE OF
PURPOSE
OF THE
THE INDICATOR.
INDICATOR.

As its
its name
name implies,
implies, the
the office
office of
As
of the steam engine indicator
is to
to determine
determine the
the action
action of
is
of steam,
steam, doing
doing work
work in
in the
the cylinder
cylinder of
of
steam engine,
engine, or,
aa steam
or, in
in other
other words,
words, to
to outline
outline on
on aa piece
pieceof
ofpaper,
paper,
called the
the "card"
"card" or
called
or "diagram,"
"diagram," aa map
map of
of the
the various
variouspressures
pressures
exerted against
against the
exerted
the piston
piston throughout
throughout the
the entire
entire revolution.
revolution.An
An
indicator card
indicator
card may
may be
be compared
compared to
to the
the surveyors'
surveyors' profile
profileor
ormap
map
STEAM LINE
STEAM
LINE

PISTON COMMENCE TO MOVE
PISTON
MOVE

CUT

CUT OFF
OFF
EXPANSION LINE
EXPANSION
LINE
RELEASE OR
EXHAUST
OR EXHAUST
RELEASE

ADMISSION OR
ADMISSION
OR LEAD
LEAD LINE
LINE

(

EXHAUST OR BACK PRESSURE LINE
EXHAUST
OR BACK PRESSURE LINE
ATMOSPHERIC LINE
ATMOSPHERIC LINE

(

VALVE COMMENCES
COMMENCES TO
TO OPEN
OPEN
COMPRESSION LINE
LINE
EXHAUST CLOSES
CLOSES
/ VACUUM LINE
LINE

INDICATOR
INDICATOR DIAGRAM.
DIAGRAM.

of
of aa railroad
railroad in
in its
its manner
mannerof
ofconveying
conveyinginformation;
information;each
eachhas
hasits
its
base
base line
line from
from which
which calculations
calculations are
aremade,
made,and
andin
ineach
eachcase
casethe
the
base
base line
line may
may be
becalled
calledzero.
zero.On
Onthe
thesurveyors'
surveyors'profile,
profile,the
thezero
zero
or
or base
base line
line is
is aa line
line representing
representingsea
sealevel,
level,or
orno
noaltitude,
altitude,and
andfrom
from
this
this line
line all
all grades
grades and
and elevations
elevationsare
areestimated.
estimated.This
Thismap
mapisisdrawn
drawn
to
to aa reduced
reduced scale,
scale, whereon
whereonan
aninch
inchrepresents
representsaamuch
muchgreater
greater
distance,
distance, perhaps
perhapsmiles,
miles,which
whichisismarked
markedon
onthe
thedrawing
drawingsosothat
thatone
one
can
can take
take an
an ordinary
ordinaryrule
ruleand
andby
bymeasuring
measuringfrom
fromthe
thebase
baseline
linetoto

The
The base
base line
line on
on an
an indicator
indicator card
card is
is called
called the
the vacuum
vacuum line,
line, or
or
line
sea
level,
is
14.7
below
the
average
line of
of no
no pressure,
pressure, which,
which, at
at sea level, is 14.7 below the average
pressure
At greater
greater elevations
elevations the
the
pressure or
or weight of the atmosphere. At
air
the
vacuum
line
is
a
trifle
higher,
air is
is lighter,
lighter, and
and consequently
consequently the vacuum line is a trifle higher,
but
analyzing an
an indicator
indicator card,
card, this
this
but 14.7
14.7 lbs.
lbs. is ordinarily used. In
In analyzing
line
considered,
especially
in
dealing
with
a
card
from
line must
must be
be considered,
in dealing with a card from aa
non-condensing
of the
the air
air is
is largely
largely
non-condensing engine, where the
the pressure
pressure of
reduced
reduced by the condenser.
ATMOSPHERIC
ATMOSPHERIC LINE.
LINE.
There
on the
the indicator
indicator card
card which
which may
may also
also
There is still another line on
be considered as a base line, and
and which
which is
is quite
quite as
as important
importantas
as
the vacuum line. This is called the
the air
air or
or atmospheric
atmospheric line,
line, and
and
represents no effective
effective pressure
pressure on
on aa card
cardfrom
fromaanon-condens
non-condensing
ing
engine. This line on the card is
is traced
traced by
by the
the indicator
indicator pencil,
pencil, when
when
air is on both sides of the indicator
indicator piston,
piston, and
and the
the spring
springin
inthe
the
indicator is under no tension.
tension.
SCALE.
SPRINGS
GRADUATED TO
TO SCALE.
SPRINGS GRADUATED

All the indicator
indicator springs
springs are
are made
made to
toaaknown
knownscale,
scale,that
thatis.
is.
they are made so as to allow
allow the
the pencil
pencil of
of the
the indicator
indicator to
torepresent
represent
a given number of pounds
pounds of
of steam
steam pressure
pressurefor
foreach
eachinch
inchof
ofvertical
vertical
the case
case of
of the
the surveyors'
surveyors' map,
map, one
one may
mayput
put
movement, and, as in the
and accurately
accurately measure
measure the
the pressure
pressureon
onthe
the
a scale on the card and
at any
any point
point in
in the
the stroke.
stroke. He
He may
mayalso
alsomeasure
measure
engine piston at
pressure or
or resistance
resistance due
due to
to the
the atmosphere.
atmosphere.The
Theair
airand
and
the back pressure
lines are
are independent
independent of
of any
anylines
linesmade
madeby
bythe
theindicator,
indicator,
vacuum lines
condition of
of the
the engine
engine or
orsteam
steampressure
pressurehas
hasno
noinfluence
influence
and the condition
on them.
them.
on
LINES OF
OF TIIE
TUE DIAGRAM.
DIAGRAM.
LINES

The lines
lines on
on the
the diagram
diagramwhich
whichare
aremade
madeby
bythe
thesteam
steamare:
are:
The
First: The
The admission
admission line
line(sometimes
(sometimescalled
calledthe
thelead
leadline,
line,
First:
because itit is
is the
the steam
steam which
which passes
passesthrough
throughvalve
valvelead
leadwhich
which
because
makes it)
it) which
which is
is made
madeby
bythe
theupward
upwardmovement
movementof
ofthe
thepencil
pencil
makes
when steam
steam is
is admitted
admitted to
to the
the cylinder
cylinder through
through the
theopening
openingof
of
when
the main
main valve
valveat
atthe
thebeginning
beginningof
ofthe
thestroke.
stroke.When
Whenthe
thevalve
valvehas
has
the
so much
much lead
lead that
thatititopens
opensthe
thepart
partbefore
beforethe
thepiston
pistonhas
hasreached
reached
so
the end
end of
of its
itsstroke,
stroke,the
theadmission
admissionline
linewill
willnot
nothe
hevertical,
vertical,but
butwill
will
the
Incline
slightly
outward.
If
the
valve
has
lap,
or
negative
lead
Incline slightly outward. If the valve has lap, or negative lead
when the
the piston
pistonis
ison
onthe
thecenter
centeror
oratatthe
theend
endof
ofits
itsstroke,
stroke,the
the
when
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admission line
line will
will incline
incline inward, but if the main valve opens just
admission
as the
the piston
piston begins
begins its movement, the admission line will be veras
tical.
tical.
Second :: The
The steam line is that line marked by
Second
by the
the pencil
pencil
after the
the piston
piston has
has commenced its stroke,
after
stroke, and
and the
the steam
steam is
is passing
passing
through the
the port.
port. This line leaves at nearly a right angle from the
through
admission line,
line, and
and continues along the card until
admission
until the
the cut-off
cut-off takes
takes
place; that
that is,
is, when the main valve
place;
valve has
has moved
moved across
across the
the port
portand
and
back again,
again, shutting
shutting off the steam from
back
from the
the cylinder
cylinder during
during the
the
remainder of
of the piston's stroke. This
remainder
This line
line is
is influenced
influenced largely
largely
by port
port opening,
opening, steam-pipe connections,
by
connections, and
and the
the velocity
velocityof
ofthe
the
piston. When
When the port and
piston.
and pipes
pipes are
are ample,
ample, and
and the
thepiston
pistonvelocity
velocity
not too
too great, the steam line
not
line is
is parallel
parallel to
to the
the air
air line
line;;but
butin
inthe
the
majority of
of cases these conditions do not
majority
not exist,
exist, and
and this
this line
line falls
falls
off perceptibly;
perceptibly; so much in some cases
off
cases that
that the
the point
point of
of cut-off
cut-off is
is
hardly discernible
hardly
discernible on the
the card.
card.

Fifth
return stroke,
stroke,
Fifth :: When the exhaust valve is closed on the return
the
cylinder cannot
cannot escape,
escape, and
andthe
themovemovethe steam remaining in the cylinder
ment
space, compressing
compressing itit to
to
ment of the piston forces it into a smaller space,
aa higher
higher pressure
pressure ; in some cases, where an engine is linked up, or
the
pressure in
in the
the
the clearance is very small, even higher than the pressure
boiler. This line runs into the admission line, and it is sometimes
sometimes
difficult
admission
difficult to tell where the compression line ends and the admission
begins.
Fig. I is an indicator card showing
showing very
very clearly
clearly all
all the
the lines
lines
on the diagram. In considering this it must be kept in mind that
the air and vacuum lines are not
not aa part
part of
of the
the diagram
diagram made
madeby
bythe
the
:team
:team pressure.
pressure.
To obtain well-defined diagrams with instruments
instruments of
of this
this
description, it has been found desirable
desirable to
to employ
employ aa spring
spring of
ofhigh
high
tension, so as to permit but
but aa small
small movement
movement of
of the
thepiston.
piston.That
That
a suitable height of the diagram may be obtained,
obtained, this
this plan
plan requires
requires
the multiplication of the
the movement
movement of
of the
the piston.
piston.In
Inthe
themeans
meansthat
that
are employed for accomplishing this result, still preserving aa straight
straight
line movement, the various forms
forms of
of indicators
indicators that
that have
have been
beenexextensively used find their
their essential
essential differences.
differences.
For an exhaustive and easily understood
understood treatise
treatise on
on the
the "Steam
"Steam
our readers
readers to
to Hemenway's
Hemenway's "Indicator
"Indicator
Engine Indicator," we refer our
Steam Engine
Engine Economy."
Economy."
Practice and Steam
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CURVE OF EXPANDING STEAM.

Third: The expansion line
Third:
line is
is what
what its
its name
name would
would suggest,
suggest,
viz.: that
viz.:
that line which
which is
is made
made by
by the
the indicator,
indicator,after
afterthe
thecut-off
cut-offhas
has
taken place,
taken
place, and the steam
steam is
is doing
doing work
work by
by its
itsexpansive
expansivepower.
power.
This line
This
line takes the form
form of
of aa hyperbolic
hyperbolic curve,
curve,and
andfalls
fallsto
toaalower
lower
pressure,
pressure, just in the ratio that
that the
the steam
steam is
is expanded.
expanded. There
There is
is
no
no line
line on the indicator
indicator card
card that
that possesses
possesses the
the interest
interest and
andimimportance
portance of the expansion
expansion curve.
curve. It
It is
is the
the index
index of
of steam
steam economy,
economy,
and represents
and
represents work done
done by
by the
the piston
piston after
after the
the steam
steamhas
hasbeen
been
shut off.
shut
off. When compared with
with an
an engine
engine that
that takes
takes steam
steam throughthroughout
out its
its entire
entire stroke,
stroke, it
it means
means work
work done
done without
without cost.
cost.ItItshould
should
be
be well
well studied,
studied, for
for itit indicates
indicates good
goodor
orbad
badperformance
performanceininaasteam
steam
engine.
engine.
Fourth:
Fourth: The
The release
release or
or exhaust
exhaustline
line(often
(oftencalled
calledthe
theback
back
pressure
pressure line)
line) follows
follows the
the expansion
expansion line;
line; in
in fact;
fact;the
theexpansion
expansion
line
line runs
runs into it
it the
the same
same as
as the
the steam
steam line
line runs
runs into
intothe
theexpansion
expansion
line.
line. It
It is
is formed
formed by
by the
the opening
opening of
of the
the exhaust
exhaust port
portand
andthe
theflow
flow
of
of steam
steam to
to the
the atmosphere
atmosphere in
in aa non-condensing
non-condensingengine,
engine,and
andtotothe
the
condenser
condenser in
in aa condensing
condensing engine.
engine. ItIt takes
takesaarounded
roundedform
formwhile
while
the
the engine
engine is
is passing
passing the
the center,
center,then
thenmakes
makesaaline
linenearly
nearlystraight
straight
and
and nearly
nearly parallel
parallel to
to the
the air
air line,
line, until
until itit is
is lost
lostin
inthe
thecompression
compression
line
line or
or curve.
curve. Its
Its proximity
proximity to
to the
the air
airline
linedepends
dependsupon
uponpipe
pipeand
and
port
port openings
openings and
and piston
piston velocity.
velocity.This
Thisisisalso
alsoan
animportant
importantline
line
showing
showing loss
loss of
of povjer.
povjer. It
It is
is always
always well
well to
to have
have this
this line
lineapproach
approach
the
air
line
as
nearly
as
possible.
as
the
greater
the
distance
the air line as nearly as possible. as the greater the distancebetween
between
the
the two
two makes
makesthe
theloss
lossgreater.
greater.
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THE IMPROVED
IMPROVED TABOR.
TABOR.

feature of
of this
this instrument
instrumentconsists
consistsin
inremoving
removingthe
the
The special feature
spring from within the steam cylinder
cylinder of
of the
the Indicator
Indicator and
and connectconnectof the
the cylinder,
cylinder, outside.
outside. This
Thisarrangement
arrangementovercomes
overcomes
ing it on top of
detrimental influences
influences on
onthe
thespring
springfrom
fromdirect
directcontact
contactwith
withthe
the
the detrimental
subjects the
the spring
spring to
tothe
thetemperature
temperatureof
ofthe
theatmosphere
atmosphere
steam, and subjects
only.
only.
important advantages
advantagesof
ofthis
thisarrangement,
arrangement,over
overthe
theprespresOther important
universal plan
plan of
of locating
locating the
the spring
spring in
inthe
thesteam
steamcylinder,
cylinder,are
are
ent universal
following:
the following:
spring is
is at
at all
all times
times in
in plain
plain view
viewof
ofthe
theoperator,
operator,and
and
I. The spring
momentary action
actioncan
canbe
beobserved
observedatataaglance.
glance.
its momentary
2. The spring
spring is
is accessible,
accessible, and
and can
can be
be readily
readily removed
removed from
from
2.
the Indicator
Indicator without
without disconnecting
disconnectingany
anyother
otherpart
partof
ofthe
theinstrument,
instrument,
the
eliminating the
the disagreeable
disagreeable necessity
necessityof
ofhandling
handlinghighly
highlyheated
heated
eliminating
parts, such
such as
as cylinder
cylinder cap,
cap, piston
piston rod,
rod, piston,
piston, etc.,
etc., in
in connecting
connectingor
or
parts,
disconnecting aa spring,
spring, as
as is
is required
requiredin
inall
allIndicators
Indicatorswhere
wherethe
the
disconnecting
the pencil
pencil
to the
is located
located in
in the
the steam
steam cylinder,
cylinder, and
and attached
spring is
attached to
mechanism.
mechanism.
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3. The
The deterioriating influences of the
3.
the steam
steam are
are entirely
entirely
eliminated where the spring is located
eliminated
located outside
outside of
of the
the steam
steamcylinder,
cylinder,
and as
as a result the life and accuracy
and
accuracy of
of the
the spring
springisisprolonged
prolongedinindefinitely.
4. With the spring located outside
outside of
of the
the steam
steam cylinder
cylinderand
and
4.
not subjected
subjected to the heat of
not
of the
the steam,
steam, no
no allowance
allowancefor
forexpansion
expansion
is required
required in its manufacture; and
is
and in
in consequence
consequence the
the spring
springcan
can

TABOR.
TABOR.

be made exactly
exactly correct
correct for
for any
any given
given pressure,
pressure, and
andcan
canbe
beemployed
employed
for indicating
indicating either
either steam,
steam, water,
water,air
airor
orgas
gaspressure.
pressure.
In the improved
improved construction
construction the
the spring
springisisrigidly
rigidlyheld
heldatatone
one
end
end by
by the
theknurled
knurledthumbscrew
thumbscrewDDininyoke
yokeA.
A.This
Thisyoke
yokeA
A swivels
swivels
in cylinder
cylinder cap
cap "C"
"C" which
which covers
covers the
the top
top of
of the
the cylinder.
cylinder.The
Thebody
body
thumbscrew
thumbscrew D
D contains
contains aa circular
circular groove
groove which
whichreceives
receivesthe
theend
endof
of
a small set screw,
screw, as
as shown
shown in
in the
the cut,
cut, for
for holding
holding itit in
in position,
position, and
and
prevents
prevents it
it becoming
becoming detached
detached when
when spring
spring is
isdisconnected.
disconnected.To
To
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disconnect
thumbscrew
disconnect the spring it is only necessary to loosen the thumbscrew
D, and unscrew the spring from the mounting
mounting on
on top
top of
of the
the piston
piston
rod.
The piston rod is simply a straight rod with aa threaded
threaded mountmounting secured to its top end, outside of the cylinder, to which one
one end
end
of the spring is secured. The horizontal
horizontal arm
arm is
is used
used to
to connect
connect the
the
piston rod to the pencil movement. This connection between the
the
piston rod and pencil movement can be instantly made or
or broken
broken by
by
simply moving arm to or from the grooved collar,
collar, allowing
allowing the
the
operator, at all times, to
to test
test the
the freedom
freedom of
ofvertical
verticaltravel
travelof
ofthe
the
pencil movement, by moving
moving the
the piston
piston rod
rod arm
arm out
out of
ofcontact.
contact.
In the construction of a Steam Engine
Engine Indicator,
Indicator, the
the pencil
pencil
movement and the spring are
are of
of foremost
foremost importance.
importance.Any
Anydefects
defects
or inaccuracies in either
either of
of these
these essential
essentialfeatures
featureswill
willbe
beso
somultimultiplied on the diagrams
diagrams taken
taken as
as to
to make
make the
the records
recordsunreliable
unreliableand
and
therefore comparatively
comparatively worthless.
worthless.
The desired results are
are obtained
obtained in
in the
the pencil
pencilmovement
movementof
ofthe
the
Tabor Indicator, by guiding
guiding the
the pencil
pencil bar
bar in
in aasteel
steelplate.
plate.This
This
slot of
of such
such shape
shape as
asto
toentirely
entirelycounteract
counteractthe
the
plate contains aa slot
tendency to a radial movement.
movement. The
The slot
slot in
in the
the plate
plateisiscarefully
carefully
ground to an irregular curve, deviating
deviating slightly
slightly from
from aa true
true circle,
circle,
its irregularity just
just compensating
compensating for
for the
theerror
errorthat
thatwould
wouldarise
ariseby
by
radial links
links as
as are
arecommon
commonto
toother
otherindicators.
indicators.
use of such radial
Indicator parallel
parallel motions,
motions, where
whereaaradial
radiallink
link
In the so-called Indicator
pivoted to
to aa stationary
stationary point
point on
on
is employed, one end of which is pivoted
opposite end
end to
to some
some part
partof
ofthe
the.pencil
pencil mechanism,
mechanism, the
theline
linemade
made
the opposite
vertical, neither
neither is
is the
the ratio
ratio between
between the
the pencil
pencil
by the pencil is not vertical,
and piston
piston constant.
constant.
movement and
with its
its free
free end
end always
always moving
moving in
in aa true
truecircle
circle
A radial link, with
therefore, an
an accurate
accurate or
or successful
successfulsubstitute
substitutefor
forthe
theirreguirreguis not, therefore,
which are
are employed
employed in
in the
the Tabor
Tabor Indicator,
Indicator,for
forguidguidlar slot plate which
the movement
movement of
of the
the pencil,
pencil, and
and permitting
permitting
ing and controlling the
results from
from every
every position
positionititmay
mayassume.
assume.
accurate results
Tabor Indicator
Indicator springs
springsare
arecomposed
composedof
oftwo
twoseparate
separatewires,
wires,
All Tabor
arranged in
in their
their mountings
mountings as
as to
to prevent
preventtheir
theirdistortion
distortionor
or
and so arranged
buckling when
when being
being compressed.
compressed.
buckling
accuracy of
of the
the Indicator
Indicator diagrams
diagrams also
alsodepends
dependsupon
upon
As the accuracy
Indicator springs,
springs, as
as well
well as
ason
onthe
themovement
movementof
ofthe
thepencil,
pencil,the
the
the Indicator
must be
be accurate
accurate for
for all
all conditions
conditionsof
ofuse.
use.AAspring,
spring,when
when
springs must
within the
the cylinder
cylinder of
of an
an Indicator,
Indicator, is
is necessarily
necessarilyinfluenced
influenced
confined within
..bythe
thechange
changein
inthe
thetemperature
temperaturetherein,
therein,totocounteract
counteractwhich
whicheach
each
..by
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spring must be made and calibrated for the temperature
spring
temperature under
under which
which
it is to be used.
it
For steam pressures, in order to provide for
for the
the expansive
expansive action
action
of the heat imparted to the coils,
springs
must
be
made
somewhat
coils, springs must be made somewhat
heavier than for water or air pressures;
pressures; but
but as
as all
all springs
springs have
have aa
range considerably above the
exact
pressure
for
the exact pressure for which
whichthey
theywere
were
made, it must follow that any increase
increase in
in temperature,
temperature, due
dueto
toaa
higher steam pressure, must affect
affect the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the spring.
spring.

main cool under all conditions
conditions of
of use.
use. Whatever
Whatever error
errorarises
arisesfrom
from
heat, therefore, as affecting the spring
spring in
in the
the ordinary
ordinary indicator,
indicator, is
is
not present in this instrument. The other and more
more important
important difdifference lies in the size and shape of
of the
the piston.
piston. This
This piston
pistonisisone
one
square
central zone
zone of
of aa sphere,
sphere,
square inch in area, and is in form the central
thus affording great active force with
with aa very
very light
light pencil
pencil mechanmechanism. It is attached by a rod directly to
to the
the upper
upper part
part of
of the
the
spring,
restraint notwithstanding
notwithstanding
spring, and moves freely and without restraint
there may be eccentricity in the action of the
the spring.
spring. In
In other
other
words, this piston serves as a universal
universal joint
joint to
to take
take care
care of
of the
the
torsional strains of the spring when it
it operates
operates the
the pencil
pencil mechanmechanism of the indicator. The pencil mechanism is connected
connected by
by aa rod
rod
to and directly over the piston
piston by
by aa ball
ball and
and socket
socketjoint.
joint.
This rod slides through a sleeve
sleeve attached
attached to
to the
the base
base of
ofthe
the
pencil mechanism, and, moving
moving in
in aa vertical
vertical line,
line, compels
compels the
the
pencil to move also in a vertical
vertical line.
line. Thus
Thus any
any motion
motion of
of the
the
piston due to the movements of
of the
the spring
spring which
which causes
causes the
the spring
spring
rod to deviate, will not affect the pencil
pencil mechanism
mechanism in
in its
its vertical
vertical
course. The contact of the piston
piston with
with the
the interior
interior side
side of
of the
the
cylinder is a line, and does not induce
induce friction.
friction. Ordinarily
Ordinarily the
the
piston of an indicator is a short
short cylinder
cylinder fitted
fitted to
to slide
slide easily
easily within
within
another cylinder. Such a piston
piston is
is usually
usually about
about II in.
in. long,
long, and
and
in use will develop friction throughout
throughout its
its circumference.
circumference. The
The
piston so made must resist
resist and
and overcome
overcome ifif possible
possiblethe
theeccentricieccentricities of the spring in action. Yet
Yet even
even then
then there
there is
is always
always aa want
want
of freedom, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the use
use of
of devices
devicesto
toaid
aidthe
thepiston
pistoninin
such case. This condition tending
tending to
to error
error is
is recognized
recognized by
by enengineers, and considered in the
the computations
computations made
made of
of the
the diagram
diagram
taken by the indicator. The
The freedom
freedom of
of the
the piston
piston movement
movement in
in
this indicator dispenses
dispenses with
with the
the necessity
necessity of
of this
this correction.
correction.
A novel feature
feature is
is the
the adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the pencil
pencilto
toany
anydedesired position on the drum by loosening
loosening the
the binding
binding nut
nut below
below the
the
spring and screwing
screwing the
the spring
spring upward
upwardor
ordownward,
downward,carrying
carryingwith
with
it the entire pencil mechanism.
mechanism. So
So located,
located, with
with the
the binding
binding nut
nut
again screwed firmly
firmly into
into place,
place, the
the pencil
pencil is
is held
heldin
inposition.
position.ItIt
convenient, and
and free
free from
from heat.
heat.
i3 simple, convenient,
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CROSBY INDICATOR.
INDICATOR.

By removing the spring from
from contact
contact with
with the
the steam,
steam, the
the spring
spring
remains accurate
accurate for
for all
all pressures
pressuresthroughout
throughoutits
itsentire
entirerange.
range.
THE CROSBY NEW
NEW INDICATOR.
INDICATOR.

This instrument
instrument is
is aa departure
departure from
from the
the ordinary
ordinarysteam
steamengine
engine
indicator. One
One difference
difference is
is in
in the
the location
locationof
ofthe
thespring.
spring.This
This
has been removed
removed from
from the
the cylindrical
cylindrical case
case near
nearthe
thepiston
pistonto
tothe
the
outside, and is affixed
affixed above
above the
the moving
moving parts,
parts, where
where itit will
willrere-
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IMPROVED INDICATOR.
INDICATOR.
STAR IMPROVED

The Star Brass
Brass Manufacturing
Manufacturing Company,
Company,of
ofBoston,
Boston,Mass.,
Mass.,
out an
an improved
improved form
form of
of indicator,
indicator,in
inwhich
whichthe
thespring
spring
have got out
the little
little steam
steam cylinder,
cylinder, the
the drum
drum and
and pencil
pencil
is placed outside of the
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motion remaining the same as in the former types made by
this concern. The area of the piston has been reduced to equal
one-quarter of a square inch, for the purpose of allowing much
smaller wire to be used in the spring, and this gives greater elasticity and freedom in operation.

1Ji
MACHINE TOOLS AND SHOP
APPLIANCES.
MACHINE TOOLS.
By ANGUS SINCLAIR AND JAMES K. CULLEN.

THE STAR

irif

pEOIMD INDICATOR.

Another feature is that the pressure of the steam pulls the
spring apart, and this, it is claimed, tends to move everything in
a straight line. This makes the atmospheric line come at the top
of the card when it is on the drum. The cylinder can readily
be removed for examination by unscrewing the cap at the bottom.
The steam cylinder is always surrounded by live steam when in
use. The connection to this indicator is made at the side and
the steam pressure is, therefore, exerted on the top side of the
indicator piston.

"Man is weak of himself and of small stature," says Carlyle;
he stands on a basis, at most for the flattest soled of half a square
foot insecurely enough ; nevertheless, he can use tools, can devise
tools. With these the granite mountain melts into light dust
before him; he kneads glowing iron as if it were soft paste ; seas
are his smooth highway ; winds and fire his unvarying steeds.
Nowhere do you find him without tools; without tools he is nothing; with tools he is all." When we look at a massive machine of
wondrous power, we seldom reflect that it is a triumph of the toolmaker's art, and that the capacity to create massive engines has
kept steady pace with the improvements in machine tools. The
tendency of many people to forget their benefactors is well illustrated in the works of many writers on engineering subjects. They
will fatigue language in descriptions of the products of tools and
never say a word about the tools themselves.
Tools have grown from humble beginnings and civilization has
grown with their growth. Take, for example, the hammer, which
was doubtless the first of tools. A history of this implement would
embrace the origin and progress of all the useful arts. In tracing
the various purposes to which it was applied we should become
acquainted with all the important transactions the world has ever
seen. How infinitely various we should find the materials, sizes
forms and uses of the hammer. At first a club, then a rude mallet
of wood ; next the head formed of stone and bound to the handle
by sinews of animals; afterwards the head formed of metal—copper
and even gold, then steel or iron. It is a pity that ancient historians had so little to say about the growth of the hammer and
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of other tools of which it was the parent. Their discourses would
make much more interesting and edifying reading than the records
of human butcheries which form the mass of ancient history.
The hammer produced modifications of the wedge, the knife,
chisel, shears and the axe, and with them the awl or gimlet. The
saw and the file represented ages of progress, and probably were
contemporaries of the first potters wheel, which was the forerunner
of the modern lathe. Applying power to the operation of those
tools is of modern enterprise scarcely older than the steam engine.
A student of the growth of the mechanic arts is surprised at the
small progress which tools had made at the beginning of the
eighteenth century. The blacksmiths' art had been developed in
fabricating armor for war, and a crude boring mill had been invented and improved for boring cannon, but the germs of modern
machine tools had not advanced perceptibly since the ancient
civilizations had been blotted out by the warfare which they fostered.
When James Watt began engine building a few ill-constructed
hand lathes with some drills and crude boring mills constituted
the principal furniture of his shop, and we find him writing to a
friend that workmanship was improving, for an eighteen-inch
cylinder recently finished was only three-eighth inch out of round.
The successful construction of all machinery depends on the
perfection of the tools employed; and whoever is a master in the
art of toolmaking possesses the key to the construction of all
machines. "The contrivance and construction of tools must therefore ever stand at the head of the industrial arts," said Babbage, of
calculating machine fame, at the opening of the 1851 Exhibition.
Accepting those ideas as true, we must accord high praise to the
men whose ingenious labors brought forth modern machine tools.
For years after the steam engine had been applied to driving
machinery, the principal machine toot in use was the lathe manipulated by hand. Its successful operation called for exertion of
great physical endurance and accurate skill by which the heaviest
work had to be finished. The slide rest introduced a revolution in
this tool.
There is great conflict of opinion as to who invented the slide
rest. In 1648 Maignan published at Rome engravings of two
curious lathes for turning the surfaces of metallic mirrors for
optical purposes, in which the tool is clamped to frames so arranged that when put in motion it is compelled to move so as to
form true hyperbolical, spherical, or plane surfaces, according to
the adjustment. So also in the screw-cutting lathes, fusee-engine
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and other machines introduced by clockmakers. In plates of the
French Encyclopedie published in 1772 there are complete drawings and details of an excellent slide rest, and lathes for amateurs
were made, according to these designs, more than a century ago
by Holtzapffel, a German toolmaker. English-speaking people,
however, attribute the invention of the slide rest to Henry
Maudsley, an English engineer. Whether he was an original inventor or not cannot now be proved; but it is certain that Maudsley
constructed slide rests that rapidly gained popularity in British
workshops, where such an attachment had never before been
used.
The work of machine toolmaking was greatly stimulated in
Great Britain during the first three decades of last century, through'
the great increase of manufacturers, and by the middle of the century the germs of nearly all modern machine tools had been
brought into use. Clock makers had long employed a crude sort
of milling machine for cutting the teeth of clocks. This machine
was so much improved by Joseph Brahma, the inventor of the
hydraulic press, that it gradually came into use in general machine
shops. The planing machine came gradually into favor, and no
one seems to know who was its inventor any more than they know
who first began cutting screw threads by stocks and dies, which
was a modern invention. Roberts of London made a big planing
machine early last century which is now in the South Kensington
Museum, but it was by no means the first of its kind.
The building of railway machinery gave the first great impetus
to machine toolmaking in the United States. British tools were
at first imported and became the patterns from which our machine
tools were made; but, like the builders of locomotives, American
machine toolmakers soon displayed original ideas, and they have so
perfected their products that they are now regarded as the best
machine toolmakers in the world, and other countries honor them
by imitation.
The existing trend of machine toolmaking for railroad work
is very well described in a paper presented to the Western Railway
Club by Mr. James K. Cullen, president of the Niles Tool Works,
from which we give the following extracts:
As the efficiency of any machine is determined by the quality
and quantity of its output, modified to an extent by the skill of
the workman, and the cost of operation, the designer must be
familiar with the details of the various lines of manufacture in
which it may be employed. He must also possess a theoretical
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knowledge of the properties of
of all
all materials,
materials, under
under all
allconditions,
conditions,
coupled with a very broad practical
practical experience,
experience,before
beforehe
hecan
canexexpect to solve the innumerable problems
problems which
which will
will be
be presented.
presented.
When the vast field to be
be covered
covered is
is considered,
considered,ititmust
mustbe
beadadmitted that no ordinary task is imposed
imposed upon
upon him,
him, and
and that
that his
his
mental equipment must be very complete.
complete. His
His labor
labor is
is somewhat
somewhat
lightened on account of the comparatively limited
limited number
number of
of
methods employed in removing surplus
surplus from,
from, or
or changing
changingthe
theform
form
of, materials of different kinds. Rolling,
Rolling, forging,
forging, pressing,
pressing, planplaning, turning, milling, grinding, drilling, tapping, punching, shearing
and sawing cover the most important, and all machines for
for effecting
effecting
these operations can virtually be classified
classified under
under one
one or
or the
the other
other
heading.
The existing designs are
are the
the result
result of
of aa gradual
gradualevolution,
evolution,the
the
changes developed being the
the outcome
outcome of
of the
the market's
market'sdemand.
demand.
combined with the intelligence
intelligence and
and versatility
versatility of
of the
thedesigner
designerand
and
manufacturer. It is needless to attempt to trace
trace the
the stages
stages of
of
progression from the ornate productions
productions of
of twenty-five
twenty-five years
yearsago
ago
to the severely plain constructions
constructions of
of to-day.
to-day.
The most noticeable feature in recent
recent years
years in
in machine
machine design
design
is the immense increase
increase in
in strength
strength and
and power,
power,and
andthe
theintroduction
introduction
of cutting steels, having
having lasting
lasting properties
properties under
underexcessive
excessivespeeds
speeds
and feeds that appear phenomenal,
phenomenal, will
will make
make itit still
still more
more propronounced. Radical innovations are now
now being
being made
made in
in the
the most
most
progressive concerns
concerns to
to meet
meet the
thelatest
latestrequirements.
requirements.Fifty
Fiftytotoone
one
hundred per cent. increase
increase in
in power
power with
with proportionate
proportionateadditional
additional
strength being not unusual to provide
provide for
for cutting
cutting speeds
speeds of
of from
from
forty to seventy-five
seventy-five feet—and
feet—and the
the limit
limitnot
notyet
yetin
insight.
sight.
The very first tool specially
specially designed
designed and
and built
builtto
tomeet
meetthe
thenew
new
conditions was a driving-wheel
driving-wheel lathe
lathe furnished
furnishedthe
theAltoona
Altoonashops
shopsof
of
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.
Company. Its
Its swing
swing was
was sufficient
sufficient to
to
turn tire from
from 52-inch
52-inch to
to 68-inch
68-inch on
onthe
thetread
treadatatspeeds
speedsranging
ranging
from io feet to 30 feet
feet per
per minute.
minute. It
It is
is driven
driven by
by aa 25
25 h.p.,
h.p.,
variable speed motor,
motor, connected
connected to
to gear
gear train
train by
by magnetic
magnetic
clutch. The clutch
clutch is
is so
so constructed
constructedthat
thatthe
thecurrent
currentcan
canbe
bepassed
passed
from the end giving
giving the
the speeds
speeds mentioned
mentioned to
to the
the opposite
oppositeend
end
where a reduction to 44 inches
inches is
is obtained,
obtained, this
this being
being used
used to
to cut
cut
out hard spots. The changes
changes are
are instantaneous
instantaneous and
and made
made by
bythe
the
operator simply
simply throwing
throwing aa switch.
switch. A
A small
small 33h.p.
h.p.motor
motor
is attached to the
the end
end of
of the
the bed
bed for
for adjusting
adjusting the
theright-hand
right-hand
headstock. The
The gearings
gearings are
are all
all cut
cut and
and 9f
9f gun
gun iron
iron and
andsteel.
steel.The
The
main spindle bearings, 13 inches diameter, 16
16 inches
inches long,
long, are
are of
of

high grade bronze, and the internal sliding spindles,
spindles, of
of steel
steel forgforgings, 45 carbon, 7 inches in diameter. The power and strength
strength is
is
sufficient
tool, which
which
sufficient to give a pressure of 18,000 pounds at each tool,
is as much as
as the
the steel
steel will
stand. Carriages
Carriages and
and tool
tool rests
rests are
are
will stand.
of the most substantial construction
construction and
and capable
capable of
ofresisting
resistingthe
the
enormous strains that are imposed
imposed upon
upon them.
them. The
The weight,
weight,
80.000
double that
that of
of the
the ordinary
ordinarylathe
latheof
ofthe
thesame
same
8o,coo pounds—about double
swing—indicates
regret that
that II have
have
swing—indicates its massiveness and rigidity. I regret
no record of its output, but as each
each rest
rest is
is carrying
carrying two
two cutting
cutting
tools, it may reasonably be presumed
presumed that
that the
the time
time of
of turning
turningisis
materially reduced. Other machines of a similar
similar character
character might
might
be described, but this example of
of what
what will
will be
be needed
needed under
underthe
the
conditions found in the latest practice will
will serve
serve our
our present
present purpurpose_ Designing this class
class of
of machinery
machinery demands
demands the
the highest
highest
order of engineering ability, as the revolution is complete
complete and
and
knowledge based on existing designs
designs of
of little
little or
or no
no avail.
avail.
Another, perhaps equally important
important change
change manifesting
manifesting itself
itself
within the last year or two, is the adoption of
of motor
motor drive.
drive. This
This
was received at first with some
some degree
degree of
of doubt,
doubt, but
but itithas
hascome
come
to stay, and the value
value of
of this
this method
method is
is no
no longer
longerquestioned.
questioned.
While there are instances
instances in
in which
which the
theapplication
applicationof
ofmotors
motorshas
has
been carried to extremes,
extremes, their
their use
use in
in connection
connectionwith
withthe
thelarger
larger
and most of the medium size tools has proven
proven eminently
eminently satisfacsatisfactory. The extremes referred
referred to
to are
are found
found where
where the
the attachment
attachment
has been made to very small tools, the cost,
cost, size
size and
and weight
weight of
of the
the
motors offsetting the economy in their use.
use. The
The experience
experience of
of
most carefully
carefully investigated
investigatedthe
thesubject
subjecthas
hasdemondemonthose who have most
strated that direct connection
connection is
is only
only serviceable
serviceable on
onthe
thelarger
larger
the smallest
smallest should
should be
be grouped
grouped and
andoperated
operated
machines, and that the
line shaft
shaft with
with motor
motor attached.
attached.
by short lengths of line
machines into
into two
two classes,
classes,
For convenience we may divide all machines
former contains
contains those
those employed
employed in
in doing
doing
general and special. The former
great variety
variety of
of pieces,
pieces,and
andthe
thelatter
latterfor
forsome
some
the work on aa great
specific duty only, or, at the
the most,
most, for
for aa very
very limited
limited number
numberof
of
parts.
parts.
been lately
lately toward
toward the
the specials.
specials. This
This is
is parparThe trend has been
noticeable in
in railway
railway machinery
machinery;;the
theaxle
axlelathe,
lathe,car-wheel
car-wheel
ticularly noticeable
borer, frog
frog and
and switch
switch planer,
planer, the
the rod
rod borer,
borer, the
the
borer, cylinder borer,
car-wheel lathe,
lathe, the
the frame
frame planer,
planer,the
theframe
frameslotter,
slotter, and numerous
car-wheel
numerous
superseded ordinary
ordinary tools,
tools, or
or very
veryimperfect
imperfectspespeothers, having superseded
for the
the work
work indicated
indicatedby
bytheir
theirnames.
names.
cials, for
competition making
making minimum
minimum cost
cost with
withmaximum
maximumoutoutSharp competition
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put of product a necessity, created the call for such tools, and
their use has fully demonstrated their efficiency.
One great advantage they possess lies in the requirement of
unskilled labor in their operation. Any man entirely lacking in
mechanical experience can soon be taught to manipulate them so
skilfully as to obtain the best results.
The most tangible economy, however, is in the shortening of
the period in which locomotives and cars are out of service. It
requires no detailed statement to impress you with the value of
this, long contact with the traffic department having made most of
you keenly aware of its importance.
The ancient practice of boring cylinders in lathes, with boring
heads filled with wooden blocks, days being consumed in the work,
has given way to simpler methods in cylinder borers, the main
opening and the end facing being accomplished simultaneously,
with a saving of time of nearly fifty per cent.
The latest double axle lathes have increased the output from
four to five axles per day to from fifteen to twenty.
Driving wheels are now finished at the rate of two pair per
day, instead of one pair in two days.
Car wheels, in modern wheel borers, are bored in from seven
to ten minutes, two cuts being taken, and steel-tired wheels are
turned in car-wheel lathes in two hours per pair.
Frames, in frame slotters, planers and drills, are completed in
twenty per cent. of the time formerly required, and in arch bars,
tie bars, side sheets, crown sheets, flue sheets, and a large variety
of boiler and car work, eight to ten holes can now be drilled in
the time heretofore needed for one, with arch bar and multiple
drills.
Power presses, with pressure gauge and safety attachments,
turn out four to five times the work the older machines could, and
do it so well that trouble from broken and loose wheels is now
rarely encountered.
Bending rolls shape up boiler shells of the heaviest material,
at one pass, at a speed of from Io to 12 feet per minute.
Hydraulic riveters and fiangers, punches with spacing tables,
shearing and plate planing tools, have worked a miracle in boiler
work.
Three-spindle bolt cutters and seven-spindle tappers have supplanted the single- and double-spindle tools, and automatic screw
machines now turn out more bolts in an hour than a lathe could
in a day.
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In tools and appliances more especially adapted for repair
work, portable cylinder borers, valve-seat planers, crank-pin
turners, flue welders and cleaners, stay-bolt cutters, portable crankpin presses, and numerous devices of similar character, great ingenuity combined with almost perfect adaptability is displayed.
The work done by them has effected a saving that in proportion
to their cost is far in excess of machines of more pretentious
appearance.
Air compressors, making the service of pneumatic hoists,
chisels, drills, flue expanders, cushion cleaners and paint sprayers
possible, are now very generally installed with excellent results,
and bulldozers, upsetting machines and steam hammers are indispensable adjuncts of the modern smith shop.
While so much thought was being expended on the special,
the general class has not been neglected, and nothing has been
overlooked that would assist in broadening their efficiency along
the lines described.
Boring, planing, shaping, slotting, turning, drilling, and other
machines, have been virtually redesigned, supplied with automatic
stops, wherever possible, and quick adjustments, by hand and
power, have replaced older and slower movements.
The range of feeds and speeds has been enlarged until, with
the additional power supplied, the only limit is the durability and
strength of the cutter.
Convenience in manipulation and minimizing cost of repairs
are points that have obtained more than casual investigation. The
reduction of frictional losses, a subject overlooked by the copyist,
has been diligently studied by the expert designer with the most
gratifying returns for his efforts. Correct shape of gear teeth,
momentum of pieces running at high velocities, torsional, longitudinal and transverse strains have each been investigated by careful and extended experiment and the information received used to
the betterment of previous designs.
Wood-working machinery has kept pace with the iron-working, and this line embraces machines much different from those of
even ten years ago. Old patterns have been greatly improved and
new ones added. By keeping the automatic feature constantly in
mind, mistakes due to carelessness can scarcely occur, the acts of
cutting, handling, starting, spacing and aligning being performed
almost independently of the operator.
The time has arrived when railroad managers must consider
the mechanical department from the same viewpoint as the manu-
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facturer, and
and treat
treat itit accordingly.
accordingly.Heretofore,
Heretofore,interest
intereston
onbonds,
bonds,
facturer,
roadway
and
rolling
stock
improvements
took
precedence
of
everyroadway and rolling stock improvements took precedence of everything else,
else, and
and shop
shop equipment
equipment was
wassadly
sadlyneglected.
neglected.Requisition
Requisition
thing
requisition was
was pigeon-holed,
pigeon-holed, but
but master
mastermechanics
mechanicswere
were
after requisition
nevertheless held
held strictly
strictlyto
toaccount
accountfor
forexpense
expenseand
anddisastrous
disastrous
nevertheless
delays. A broader
broader and
and more
more liberal
liberal policy
policy on
on some
some of
of the
the more
more
delays.
progressive
lines
demonstrated
conclusively
the
advantages
accruaccruadvantages
progressive lines demonstrated conclusively the
ing from
from the
the "weeding"
"weeding" out
out process,
process, and
and the
the others
othersbeing
beingquick
quick
ing
the valuable
valuable results
results have
have followed
followed the
theexample
exampleset,
set,
to perceive the
now imbued
imbued with
with the
the spirit
spirit due
due to
tomodern
modernmethods
methods
until all are now
ideas.
and ideas.
Before closing,
closing, it
it is
is proper
proper to
to pay
pay aa just
just tribute
tributeto
tothose
thosewho
who
Before
have
devoted
the
best
years
of
their
lives
to
the
advancement
of
have devoted the best years of their lives to the advancement of
mechanical
productions.
Master
mechanics,
not
in
name
only,
but
mechanical productions. Master mechanics, not in name only, but
their keen
keen conception
conception of
ofthe
thepossibilities
possibilitiesand
andtheir
their
by reason of their
devotion
processes needed
needed for
for the
the proper
properdevelopment
developmentof
of
devotion to the processes
questions, have
have contributed
contributedmore
moreto
tothe
thesuccess
successof
ofthe
the
mechanical questions,
manufacturer,
more for
for the
the cause
cause of
of humanity
humanity and
and
manufacturer, and have done more
civilization,
than
many
to
whom
the
mced
of
praise
has
been
more
more
been
whom the mced of praise has
civilization,
generously
credit cannot
cannot be
be given
given them
them for
for
generously accorded. Too much credit
thorough
investigations
made,
the
kindly
criticism
and
valuable
valuable
and
thorough investigations made, the kindly criticism
suggestions
machine tool
tool the
the model
model
suggestions offered, making the American machine
for
the
world.
for the world.
The
displayed much
much ingenuity
ingenuity in
in
The early American toolmakers displayed
designing
special
tools,
such
as
the
lathe,
invented
by
Ely
Whitney,
Whitney,
Ely
by
such as the lathe, invented
designing
for
irregular forms,
forms, but
but most
most of
of
turning gun stocks and other irregular
for turning
them
imitated
the
tools
brought
out
in
England
by
Maudsley,
Maudsley,
by
brought out in England
them
Whitworth
tools were
were very
very crude,
crude,
Whitworth and others. The home-made tools
stone
anti
wooden
beds
taking
the
place
of
cast
iron.
iron.
cast
of
place
beds taking the
stone and
New
New England shops were better provided with machine tools
than
185o crank
crank axles
axles for
for locomotives
locomotives
any others, yet as late as 185o
than any
were
turned
on
a
lathe
that
had
a
wooden
bed.
The
driving
driving
The
bed.
wooden
were
wheels
were
bored
on
another
lathe
of
similar
construction,
being
being
construction,
lathe of similar
wheels
fastened
to
the
face
plate
by
means
of
a
wooden
chuck
with
straps
straps
with
means of a wooden chuck
fastened
and
from the
the place
place where
where they
they were
were
bolts. Before being removed from
and bolts.
bored,
the
key
ways
were
spliced
with
a
tool
fixed
in
a
bar
attached
attached
bar
a
in
fixed
spliced with a tool
bored,
to
screw.
the foot-stock spindle forced forward by a screw.
to the
The
hydrostatic
wheel
press
had
into use, and the
come
not
The hydrostatic
wheels
were
forced
on
the
axle
by
long
bolts
and
nuts passing
passing
nuts
and
long bolts
wheels
through
heavy
straps
outside
the
wheels.
If
the
force
applied
was
was
applied
force
the
wheels. If
through
not
quite
sufficient,
a
few
blows
from
a
50-pound
sledge
hammer
hammer
a 50-pound sledge
not quite

helped
helped to
to finish
finish the
the job.
job. The
The crank
crank pins
pins were
wereforced
forcedinto
intothe
the
manner.
wheels
wheels in
in aa similar
similar manner.
All other
other mechanical
mechanical operations
operations were
were performed
performedwith
withtools
tools
handicraft.
skilful
to
aid
an
that
that were
were merely
merely an aid to skilful handicraft.
As the business of toolmaking
toolmaking became
became specialized
specialized all
all sorts
sorts of
of
in.
indulged
were
design
in
ornamentation
elaboration
elaboration and
and ornamentation in design were indulged in.ItItwas
was
a curious
curious circumstance
circumstance that
thatwhile
whilethe
theearly
earlyarchitecture
architectureofofthe
the
designers
the
plain,
severely
United States
States was
was severely plain, the designersof
ofsuch
suchmachinery
machinery
as machine tools and locomotives
locomotives imitated
imitated the
the worst
worst forms
forms of
of
ornament.
elaborate
ancient art
art for
for elaborate ornament.
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NILES
BEMENT-POND QUARTERING
NILES-BEMENT
QUARTERING MACHINE.
MACHINE.
-

-

The illustration shown is
is an
an 85-in.
85-in. quartering
quartering machine,
machine, driven
driven
Niles-Bement-Pond
the
by direct-connected motor, and
and made
made by
by the Niles-Bement-Pond
Company. It is arranged
arranged for
for quartering
quarteringand
andboring
boringcrank-pin
crank-pinholes
holes
right-hand
either
in locomotive-driving
locomotive-driving wheels
wheels having
having either right-handor
orleft-hand
left-hand

Co.
NILEs-REmE,NT-PONDCO.
MACHINE, NILES-BEMENT-POND
QUARTERING MACHINE,
QUARTERING

lead. The heads are adjustable for different
lead.
different lengths
lengths of
of axles
axles and
and
boring
of
adjustment
easy
for
graduated
are
slides
saddle
the
the
adjustment of boring spinspinthe desired length of the stroke. The spindles
to the
dles to
dles
spindles have
have power
power
direction.
either
in
and rapid hand movement
feed and
feed
direction. The
The axles
axles
centers and have adjustable V bearings to which
on centers
held on
are held
are
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the wheels are securely clamped. The motors are geared to
the spindles through RenoId silent chains. For changing from right
to left hand quartering, the heads are flopped over to the other side
of the machine, and the motor base is also turned over and put on
the other side cf the machine. This affords an exceedingly simple
and efficient method of driving.

diameter. The machine requires a range of speeds from about 18
to 75 per minute. This is easily secured by the use of this variable
speed motor of a horse power of 2.25, minimum speed of the motor
225, maximum 90o. The connection between the motor and the
machine is by a compressed raw-hide gear, so that the machine is
comparatively noiseless. By placing the motor on a detachable base,
it may be taken off in shipping; it also does not interfere in any
way with the machine; that is, it is not placed in such a way as to
hinder free access to all parts of the machine.
Really there is not very much to be said on this subject because
the half-tone makes it quite clear how the motor is applied. There
seems to have been a good deal of humbug put out on this subject;
we have had illustrations of machines that are driven by motors with
a chain gearing, belting and all sorts of contrivances. We presume they are all satisfactory enough, but none of them, we think,
are ingenious enough to call for any great amount of credit. We
are quite sure that the above-mentioned arrangement does not indicate any great mechanical genius ; it is the most obvious method
of applying the motor, and it has been found to be effective, durable
and satis factory.
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GETTING WORK OUT OF MACHINE TOOLS.

There is considerable agitation going on in some machine
shops, about how to get full work out of high-speed steel. We
think it would be more practical and profitable to agitate in favor
of getting maximum work out of ordinary tool steel, for then the
tools on hand could be used without change except that of speeding up when necessary. In the ordinary shop old tools and the
steel suitable for them have never been properly operated. Instead of complaining that their tools are too weak for high-speed
tools, the foremen ought to exert themselves a little more to instruct the men on the proper cutting speed of the tools they have.
Tables showing the speed in feet per minute at which metals can
be most economically worked are a great convenience and ought
to be more in evidence.
ACME TWO INCH BOLT CUTTER DRIVEN BY VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR.
-

This 2-in. bolt cutter is one of the most popular sizes made; it
threads both solid stock and tubing up to and including 2 ins.

ACME 2-INCH

BOLT CUTTER.

379

POND 36 INCH LATHE.
-

Annexed engraving illustrates the 36-inch lathe, made in the
Pond Shops of the Niles-Bement-Pond Company. It swings 37
ins. over the bed and 301 ins. over the carriage. With 12 ft. bed,

36-IN LATHE, NILES-BEMENT-POND CO.
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will turn
turn 55 ft.
ft. between
between centers. The spindles are
will
are of
of hammered
hammered
steel. The
The live
live spindle
spindle is mounted in bronze bearings.
steel.
bearings. The
The cone
cone
has five
five wide
wide belt
belt steps of large diameter.
has
diameter. It
It is
is mounted
mountedon
onthe
the
face-plate spindle,
spindle, is back geared and geared
face-plate
geared into
into an
an internal
internal gear
gear
on the
the face
face plate,
plate, giving fifteen changes
on
changes of
of speed.
speed. The
The sliding
slidinghead
head
has aa set
set over
over for taper turning
has
turning and
and is
is easily
easily moved
movedby
bygearing
gearingenengaging the
the steel
steel feed rack. The bed
gaging
bed is
is sufficiently
sufficiently wide
wideto
tosupport
support
the tool
tool slide
slide without the latter
the
latter overhanging
overhanging its
its front
frontwhen
whenturning
turning
the largest
largest diameters.
diameters. The carriage
the
carriage has
has long
long bearings
bearings upon
uponwide
wide
tracks, is
is gibbed
gibbed to outside edges
tracks,
edges of
of the
the bed,
bed, and
and can
canbe
beclamped
clamped
when cross
cross feeding.
feeding. It is provided
when
provided with
with aa tool
tool slide
slide having
having comcompound and
and swiveling movements
pound
movements ;; also
also with
with screw-cutting
screw-cuttingattachattachment and
and automatic friction,
ment
friction, longitudinal
longitudinal and
and cross
crossfeeds.
feeds.IfIfeither
either
of the
the feeds
feeds or
or screw-cutting attachment
of
attachment is
is in
in use
use itit locks
locks out
out all
all
others. The direction
others.
direction of
of the
the feeds
feeds can
can be
bechanged
changedat
atthe
thecarcarriage. Screw-cutting
riage.
Screw-cutting attachment
attachment and
andfeeds
feedsare
areconnected
connectedtotothe
the
live spindle
spindle by three gears and a sliding
live
sliding key,
key, giving
giving three
three changes
changes
without changing
changing gears. The carriage gearing is
without
is driven
driven by
by aa spline
spline
in the
the steel
steel lead screw. The thread
in
thread of
of the
the steel
steel lead
lead screw
screw is
is used
used
only
for
screw
cutting.
The
gear
engaging
feed
rack
can
be
only for
cutting. The gear engaging feed rack can bedisdisengaged
when
cutting screws, thus preventing
engaged
preventing uneven
uneven motion
motion
caused by revolution of the
caused
the feed
feed gearing.
gearing.

variable
for two-voltage,
two-voltage, three-wire
three-wire
variable speed motor. This is also for
system,
system, and the motor develops 22 and
and 44 h.p.
h.p. at
at 115 and 230
230 volts
volts
respectively.
to the
the shaper
shaper is
is through
through
respectively. The connection of the motor to
the
shown in
in the
the photograph.
photograph.
the Reynolds silent chain, and is clearly shown
On
is left
left off,
off, and
and the
the sprocket
sprocketwheel
wheel
On this machine the 4-step cone is
for
to the
the cone
cone shaft.
shaft. The
The machine
machineisis
for the silent chain attached to
their regular 24-in. B. G. Shaper, with automatic power down
down feed
feed
and
with
table
support
attached.
and
attached.

MACHINE FOR EXPANDING AND SWAGING FLUES.
FLUES.

The accompanying engraving shows
shows aa very
very satisfactory
satisfactory tool
tool
which is in use in the Pittsburgh shops of the American
American Locomotive
Locomotive
Company for expanding and
and swaging
swaging flues.
flues. ItIt is
is aa simple
simplemachine
machine

CINCINNATI SHAPER COMPANY'S CRANK SHAPER.

Our
Our engraving shows
shows one
one of
of the
the Cincinnati
CincinnatiShaper
ShaperCompany's
Company's
24-in.
24-in. B. G. Crank
Crank Shapers,
Shapers, driven
driven by
byaaWestinghouse
Westinghousetype
typeSS

RaUiVajt
RaUiVajt

levimmtnni,

EXPANDING AND
AND SWAGING
SWAGING MACHINE.
MACHINE.
vi..un. EXPANDING
vi..un.

CRANK
CRANK SHAPER,
SHAPER, CINCINNATI
CINCINNATISHAPER
SHAPERCO.
CO.

by belt
belt power,
power, and
and consists
consists of
of four
fourrolls,
rolls,one
oneof
ofwhich,
which,
operated by
marked B,
B, is
is used
used at
at all
all times;
times;the
theothers,
others,carried
carriedininaaguide,
guide,are
are
marked
raised and
and lowered
lowered by
by aa treadle.
treadle. When
When itit is
is desired
desired to
to expand
expandaa
raised
flue it
it is
is put
put on
on roller
roller B,
B, and
and roller
rollerA
Aisisbrought
broughtdown
downupon
uponititand
and
flue
few turns
turns of
of the
the tube
tubecomplete
completethe
theoperation.
operation.For
Forswaging,
swaging,rollers
rollers
a few
C are
are brought
brought in
in contact
contact with
withB,
B,which
whichhas
hasaashoulder
shoulderatatthe
theporporCC
tion
with
which
rollers
C
C
come
in
contact.
A
few
turns
of
the
tion with which rollers C C come in contact. A few turns of the
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On the under side, the circular path, which moves over the
four rollers when the table is turned, is chilled so as to reduce
wear to a minimum while it gives a hard. smooth surface. In
this chilled pathway for the wheels arc four notches or depressions. These are so spaced that when the table is in position the
small roller which can be seen in the engraving as standing by the
near margin of the frame close to the left hand rail, engages with
one of the depressions, thus making an effective lock which holds

TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.
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NILES CYLINDER BORING MACHINE.

Annexed engraving shows a Cylinder Boring Machine, made
by the Niles Tool Works, Hamilton, 0. It is driven by direct-connected motor through Renold silent chains. The machine will take
cylinders up to 37 ins. in diameter and 60 ins. long. The boring
bar which is 10 ins, in diameter is provided with various sizes of
interchangeable cutter heads traveling on the bar by hand and var-

SHOP TURNTABLE, B. F. STuRTEvANT CO.

the tracks in register. The small roller or lock wheel is held up
by a spring which acts automatically and stops the table at each
quarter. Exact centering is secured by a chilled conical bearing
at the center, upon which the table turns. The bottom frame is
let into the floor so that the top flange is flush.. The whole is
substantially made and well braced. The table is a good example
of a well designed and serviceable piece of shop furniture.
WHEN AN ELECTRIC SHOCK HAS BEEN RECEIVED.

The means for resuscitation in electric shock accidents are
the same as those for apparent death by drowning. That is a
most important fact. Accidental shocks seldom result in absolute
death unless the victim is left too long unaided, or efforts at resuscitation are stopped too early. It is well also to remember
that the victim seldom receives the full force of the current in the
circuit, but usually only a shunt current which may represent a,
very insignificant part of the whole. Well directed effort, persevered in faithfully, will in the great majority of cases restore
those who have been "struck by lightning" in any form. As so
many of our railroad companies have electric adjuncts to both
shop and road, the diffusion of this kind of knowledge is most
important.

NIL

ES

cYLINDER 1-10113NO MACH1NH.

iahlc power feeds. The bar may be traversed out of the work by
moving the tailstock by ratchet. Speed-change clutch levers are
conveniently located for the operator, and with a range of speeds
in the motor enables a very quick and close adjustment to the
desired speed. It is driven by a Bullock electric motor. The machine is provided with double-facing heads.

AN ENCLOSED ELECTRIC FAN_

The demands of manufacturing frequently make it necessary
that motors attached to fans should be thoroughly enclosed and
protected from dust or moisture. This is particularly true in the
case of the iron industries and in foundry' practice.
To meet this demand there has been designed, and is now
being built by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, Mass., a line of
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enclosed electric
electric motors with encased blowers
enclosed
blowers as
as shown
shown in
in the
the acaccompanying illustration.
illustration.
companying
The field
field ring
ring of the motor forms a part of the
The
the enclosing
enclosing shell,
shell,
which is
is complete
complete by the attachment
which
attachment to
to the
the hemispherical
hemisphericalends
endsas
as
clearly indicated.
indicated. The ring is attached to and centered by
clearly
by three
three
lugs projecting
projecting from the fan side. As both ends of the motor are
lugs
enclosed, there
there is no opportunity
enclosed,
opportunity for
for the
the drawing
drawing of
ofdust
dustacross
acrossits
its
moving parts.
parts.
moving
The door
door in
in the outer end renders
The
renders the
the interior
interior perfectly
perfectlyaccessaccess-
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attached
so. that
attached entirely closed, so.
that air
air and
and dust will not be drawn
across
across the motor.
The
wrought iron,
iron, and
and is
is bolted
bolted
The field ring of the motor is of wrought
directly
the side
side of
of the
the fan.
fan.
directly against lugs which projects from the
The
The poles
poles are two in number, also of wrought iron, and carry
the
the field windings as shown.
The
drum-wound type,
type, and
and the
the shaft
shaft carrycarryThe armature is of the drum-wound
ing the same is supported in ring oiler bearings suspended in yokes
yokes
projecting from either side of the field ring.
To avoid any trouble from oil, it is dripped directly into a tank
attached to the under side of the
the field
field ring.
ring.
The entire arrangement is extremely
extremely compact
compact and
andstable,
stable,and
and
is susceptible or support in any desired
desired position.
position. In
In very
very small
small
sizes it is sufficiently portable
portable to
to be
be used for temporary location,
-as for instance, in different parts
parts of
of the
the hold
hold of
of aa ship.
ship.
Plants of this type are usually
usually built
built to
to operate
operate at
at pressures
pressuresof
of
from I oz. to 5 oz.
oz. per sq. in.

SELLERS' HUNDRED-INCH LATHE.
LATHE.

The driving-wheel
driving-wheel turning
turning lathe
lathe here
here shown,
shown,made
madeby
by William
tool which
which has
has great
great capacity
capacity
Sellers & Co.,
Co., Philadelphia, is a tool

ible.
ible. In small sizes such
such aa fan
fan is
is readily
readily portable
portable and
and of
of great
great
utility
utility under
under many
many conditions,
conditions, for
for itit is
is particularly
particularlytrue
truein
infoundry
foundry
practice
practice that
that aa fan
fan might
might be
beplaced
placedmuch
muchnearer
nearerthe
thecupola
cupolaififititwere
were
not
not for
for the
the inconvenience
inconvenience in
in transmitting
transmitting power,
power, but
but with
withsuch
suchan
an
arrangement
arrangement itit is
is perfectly
perfectlyfeasible
feasibleto
toplace
placeititininclose
closeproximity.
proximity.
In
In the
the accompanying
accompanying illustration
illustrationisispresented
presentedone
oneof
ofthe
the
Sturtevant
Sturtevant Monogram
Monogram Type
Type Electric
Electric Fans.
Fans. The
The shell
shell of
of the
thefan
fan
is
is of
of cast
cast iron,
iron, exactly
exactly similar
similar in
in proportion
proportion and
andform
formto
tothat
thatused
used
in
in the
the regular
regular Monogram
Monogram blowers
blowersand
andexhausters.
exhausters.This
Tinsfan
fanisis
arranged
arranged as
as an
an exhauster,
exhauster, having
having the
the side
sideto
towhich
whichthe
themotor
motorisis

SELLERS' WHEEL
WHEEL LATHE.
LATHE.
SELLERS'
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for doing
doing work expeditiously. It has two powerfully geared
for
heads and two extra heavy compound
heads
compound rests,
rests, operated
operated by
by electric
electric
motor attached to the machine. Both heads have very
motor
very large
large steel
steel
sliding spindles, with steel extension bearings and clamps.
sliding
clamps. All
All
gears are cut from solids. When operated by
gears
by counter
counter shaft,
shaft, fast
fast
and loose
loose pulleys are 36 ins. diameter by 71- ins. face,
120
and
face, to
to make
make 120
revolutions per minute. A quartering
revolutions
quartering attachment
attachment is
is supplied
suppliedwhen
when
required.
required.

lever
to instantly
instantly stop
stop the
the shaper
shaperat
at
lever which enables the operator to
any
stopping the
the motor
motor and
and waiting
waitingfor
for
any point of the stroke without stopping
it to run down. It also saves time in starting up, in not having to
wait for the motor to get up speed
speed again.
again. All
All controlling
controllinghandles
handles
operate while standing in the working position at
at the
the front
front of
of the
the
machine. The shaper itself is of
of aa re-designed
re-designed pattern,
pattern, which
whichhas
has
been strengthened and made more
more powerful,
powerful, so
so as
as to
to obtain
obtain the
the
fullest benefits from the new "high-duty" cutting steels.
steels. The
The PennPennsylvania Railroad Company ordered fourteen of these
these machines
machines for
for
use in their new shops and
and subsequently
subsequently increased
increasedthe
theorder
orderto
to
eighteen. This shaper is very
very popular
popular in
in locomotive-building
locomotive-buildingshops
shops
and quite a number of them
them have
have been
been purchased
purchasedfor
forthe
thevarious
various
works.

EBERHARDT'S EXTENSION BASE
BASE SHAPER.
SHAPER.

The annexed engraving illustrates
The
illustrates the
the 24x26-inch
24x26-inchextension
extension
base shaper
shaper fitted with direct connected variable
base
variable speed
speed electric
electric motor
motor
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LARGE SIZE CAR RIPPING
RIPPING SAW
SAW TABLE.
TABLE.

The machine we illustrate here is made by the
the J.
J. A.
A. Fay
Fay &
&
Egan Company, of Cincinnati.
Cincinnati. It
It possesses
possesses great
great strength
strength and
and
durability and is designed for
for the
the heaviest
heaviest class
class of
of work
work in
incar
car

GOULD
GOULD &
& EBERHARDT
EBERHARDT SHAPER.
SHAPER.

drive, recently
recently put
put on
on the
the market
market by
byGould
Gould&
&Eberhardt,
Eberhardt,of
ofNewark,
Newark,
N. J. This
This tool
tool is
is one
one of
of the
the most
mostcomplete
completeequipments
equipmentsof
ofthe
thekind
kind
that has
has ever
ever been
been put
put on
on the
the market.
market. The
Thevariations
variationsin
inspeed
speedare
arc
instantly
instantly obtained
obtained by
by turning
turningthe
theround
roundrheostat
rheostatknob
knobshown
shownmountmounted on the
the panel
panel at
at the
the top
top of
of the
the shaper
shaper and
andititcan
canbe
beworked
workedfrom
from
5 to roo
roo strokes
strokes per
per minute.
minute. The
Themachine
machineisisalso
alsofitted
fittedwith
withaaparparticularly
ticularly efficient
efficient clutch
clutch and
andbrake
brakearrangement
arrangementcontrolled
controlledby
by a long
long

LARGE SIZE
SIZE CAR
CAR RIPPING
RIPPING SAW,
SAW, MOTOR
MOTOR DRIVEN.
DRIVEN.
LARGE

etc. The
The frame
frame which
which supports
supports the
the saw
sawand
andtable
table
shops, shipyards, etc.
consists of
of two
two solid
solid ends
ends bolted
boltedto
toaaheavy
heavyribbed
ribbedplate
plateconnection
connection
consists
upon which
which the
the saw
saw frame
frame is
is gibbed,
gibbed, giving
givingititgreat
greatsolidity
soliditywhile
while
upon
leaving all
all parts
parts easy
easyof
ofaccess.
access.
leaving
The top
top may
may be
be either
either iron
iron or
or wood
wood72x40
72x40ins.,
ins.,planed
planedtrue
true
The
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and low,
low, to allow all heavy lumber worked upon it to be handled
and
easily. The arbor is 11 ins. diameter where the saw is placed, with
heavy journals designed to carry saws
saws 36
36 ins.
ins. diameter.
diameter. ItIt has
has aa
patent-expanding device which
which allows
allows saws
saws with
with different-sized
different-sized
holes to be used without bushing.
bushing.
The arbor runs in self-oiling boxes,
boxes, attached
attached to
to arms
armspivoted
pivotedto
to
the frame and raised or lowered by means
means of
of aa hand
hand wheel
wheel at
at the
the
end of the machine. The saw can be quickly adjusted to different
different
thicknesses of lumber, while the table
table remains
remains at
at the
the same
same height.
height.
A belt tightener pulley maintains
maintains aa uniform
uniform tension
tensionon
onthe
thebelt
beltno
no
matter at what height the
the saw
saw may
may be
be working.
working.
The machine is provided with a patent
patent adjustable
adjustable saw
saw gauge,
gauge,
the side of which is graduated. It moves in a slot
slot in
in the
the end
end of
of the
the
table, leaving the face of the table without
without bolt
bolt holes.
holes. The
The saw
saw
gauge can be adjusted for sawing
sawing beveled
beveled work,
work, and
and can
canbe
beset
setat
ataa
right angle without squaring. The tight and loose
loose pulleys
pulleys are
are 14
14
ins. diameter with 8-in. face, and should be
be run
run at
at aa speed
speed of
of 55o
55o
revolutions per minute.
minute. A
A neat
neat electric
electric motor,
motor, geared
gearedto
tothe
thepulley
pulley
shaft, drives the machine

Can.,
equipped, the
the other
other being
beingaa
Can., being one of two machines thus equipped,
24-in.
and one
one of
of four
four placed
placed there,
there,the
theother
other
24-in. double-head machine, and
two being belt-driven shapers.
This machine is operated by two Westinghouse
Westinghouse motors,
motors, ararranged for a two-voltage, three-wire system,
system, rating
rating at
at 33 and
and 66 h.p.
h.p.
at 115 and 230 volts respectively. The
The variation
variation in
in speed
speed of
of mamachine is obtained through variations
variations in
in the
the motor
motor and
andalso
alsoby
byback
back
gear on the machine, which may be seen. through
through the
the large
large gear
gear
wheel on one of the two splined
splined shafts
shafts at
at back
backof
ofthe
themachine,
machine,this
this
large gear wheel being driven
driven by
by pinion
pinion mounted
mountedon
onthe
themotor
motorshaft.
shaft.
The two heads on the Traverse
Traverse Shapers
Shapers are
are driven
driven independindependently, one from each end of the machine, and as they
they are
are arranged
arranged
to work at any point along the bed, it is necessary
necessary that
that they
they travel
travel
past the center; but owing to the length
length of
of the
the splined
splined driving
driving
shaft, by which the heads are driven in
in aa machine
machine of
of this
this length,
length,
the makers have provided a support at the
the center
center of
of the
the bed
bed for
for
the splined shaft, which
which is
is clearly
clearly shown
shown and
andhave
havemade
madethis
thissupsupport to be depressed
depressed automatically
automatically when
when either
eitherhead
headisispassing
passingthe
the
center of the bed. The arrangement
arrangement is
is very
very clearly
clearly shown
shown in
inthe
the
cut. In The machine in question,
question, the
the travel
travel of
of each
each saddle
saddleisis118
118
ins., and the maximum distance
distance from
from the
the tools
tools 14.4
14.4 ins.,
ins., the
the minminimum distance 26 ins. The weight of the machine is about
about 14,000
14,000
lbs.
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THE CINCINNATI SHAPER CO.'S DOUBLE-HEADED TRAVERSE
SHAPER.

The anmxed cut shows the
the Cincinnati
Cincinnati Shaper
Shaper Company's
Company'selecelectrically driven double-head
Traverse
Shaper,
which
double-head Traverse Shaper, whichhas
hasbeen
beenininstalled in the shops of
of the
the Locomotive
Locomotive&
&Machine
MachineCo.,
Co.,of
ofMontreal.
Montreal.
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MACHINE TOOLS.

three very
very useful
useful and
and necessary
necessary tools
toolsfor
forthe
the
We illustrate here three
portable crank-pin
crank-pin press,
press, made
made by
by
repair shop. The double pump, portable
Company, is
is aa most
most powerful
powerful tool
tool adapted
adaptedto
toaa
the Watson, Stillman Company,

WATSON, STILLMAN
STILLMAN COMPANY
COMPANY TOOLS.
TOOLS.
WATSON,

DOUBLE-HEADED
DOUBLE-HEADED SHAPER
SHAPER

__s
__s

service and
and capable
capable of
of exerting
exerting aa power
powerof
of25o
25otons.
tons.The
The
variety of service
journal box
box jack
jack is
is an
an absolute
absolute necessity
necessitysince
sincethe
theadvent
advent
hydraulic journal
large capacity
capacity cars.
cars. The
The belt
beltpower
powerwheel
wheelpress,
press,made
madeinin
of the large
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various sizes to accommodate wheels from 38 ins. to 78 ins. and exerting from 6o to 30o tons pressure, has all the latest improved
attachments.

This machine, illustrated on page 393, is built from new designs and new patterns and is of very heavy construction. It is
designed for strength, rigidity and power, with special provisions
for ease of operation and the demands of modern milling machine
practice. It is built by the Becker-Brainard Milling Machine Company, of Hyde Park, Mass. The machine is 32x26 ins. by to ft.,
and is of the planer type of milling machine.
The spindle is made of hammered crucible steel, 5 ins. in
diameter, has a threaded nose and runs in self-centering bronze
boxes with a nut and check nut to compensate for wear. The
spindle carrier is heavy and is held firmly to the upright by long
gibs. It is elevated by a screw with adjustable dials graduated to
thousandths of an inch and has a counterbalance for ease of operation. There are 20 changes of speed for the cutter spindle .obtained
by gearing in the main driving cone, operated by clutch and lever,
so that all changes can be made instantly.
The table is very heavy and is regularly built with five T slots
lengthwise, and an oil channel the full length and at each end. It
travels on flat ways securely gibbed and has a quick return operated
by power from a separate countershaft. It can also be moved by
the usual hand wheel.
The feed of the table is directly operated through gearing from
the spindle at ratios of 131 and 27 to I by 5 in. belt on a 5-step
cone, the diameter of which is 23 ins. on the largest step and 13 ins.
on the smallest, giving a range of feed through eight changes from
fir to 4 in. These changes of feed can be made instantly by means
of a lever, without stopping the machine.
The head may be adjusted in either from either side of the
machine, so that it is not necessary to take the cutters off the arbor
in order to change their position in relation to the work.
The bed is extra deep, extending to the floor and making a solid
foundation. It is securely braced by heavy cross girders which are
evenly spaced throughout the entire length. The bed can be made
any length desired.
The specifications are as follows: Working surface of platen,
12o ins. by 26 ins.; length of bed size of platen inside oil pockets,
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NEW PLANER TYPE MILLING MACHINE.
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ins. by 26 ins.; longitudinal feed, automatic in both directions,
ins.
directions,
ins.; greatest distance from
120 ins.;
120
from center
center of
of spindle
spindleto
totable,
table,28
28ins.;
ins.;
least distance'
distance' from center of
least
of spindle
spindle to
to table,
table, 22 ins.; greatest distance from
from end of spindle to center of
tance
of table,
table, 161
161 ins.
ins. ;; least
least distance
distance
from end
end of spindle to center
from
center of
of table,
table, 61
61 ins.;
ins.; greatest
greatestdistance
distance
from end
end of spindle to tail stock pin, 37 ins.; least
from
least distance
distance from
from
end of
of spindle
spindle to tail of stock pin,
end
pin, 17
17 ins.;
ins.; net
net weight,
weight, 25,000
25,000
pounds.
pounds.

NORTON
NORTON GRINDING MACHINE.

3944
3944
120
120

LITTLE GIANT PISTON AIR DRILLS.

All Little Giant Drills and Reversible
Reversible Machines
Machines are
are made
made after
after
a standard design or pattern, varying only in size
size and
and construction
construction
necessary to adapt them
them to
to the
the particular
particular uses
uses for
forwhich
whichthey
theyare
are
intended.
intended.
These machines are of the "balanced"
"balanced" piston
piston type,
type, and
and consist
consist
of four single-acting cylinders,
cylinders, arranged
arranged in
in pairs,
pairs, each
eachpair
pairof
ofpistons
pistons
being connected to
to opposite
opposite wrists
wrists of
of aa double
doublecrank
crankshaft;
shaft;each
each
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The annexed engraving shows the 18x96 plain grinding
grinding machine
machine
manufactured by the Norton Grinding
Grinding Company,
Company, Worcester,
Worcester,Mass.
Mass.
This machine is particularly useful for
for railroad
railroad shops
shops and
and isis used
usedfor
for
grinding piston rods, valve stems,
stems, crank
crank pins,
pins, axle
axlejournals,
journals,etc.
etc.
The gap in the table allows the regrinding or repairing
repairing of
of piston
piston rods
rods
in use without entailing the necessity
necessity of.
of. removing
removing the
the head.
head.
As the increased efficiency over the old method
method of
of ground
ground cylincylindrical surfaces is becoming
becoming manifest
manifest to
to many
manyrailroad
railroadofficials,
officials,this
this
tool deserves special attention. The machines do the
the work
work very
very
rapidly, but there is sufficient
sufficient rigidity
rigidity to
to prevent
prevent spring,
spring, and
andthe
the
driving power is ample.
As an example : Piston rods
rods sent
sent for
for repair
repair are
are taken
taken directly
directly
to the grinding machine without any lathe
lathe work,
work, and
and the
the time
time of
of
grinding, including handling,
handling, is
is on
on the
the average
average 15 minutes each.
each.

NORTON GRINDING
GRINDING MACHINE.
MACHINE.
NORTON

LITTLE
AIR DRILL.
DRILL.
LITTLE GIANT
GIANT AIR

piston
piston of
of each
each pair
pair travels
travelsin
inopposite
oppositedirections
directionsatatall
allDarts
Dartsofofthe
the
stroke, thereby
thereby insuring
insuring aa smooth
smooth running
runningmachine.
machine.The
Thebalanced
balanced
piston
piston valves
valves are
are set
set to
to cut
cutat
atttof
ofthe
thefull
fullstroke,
stroke,thus
thusinsuring
insuringgreat
great
economy
economy in
in the
the use
use of
of air
airwithout
withoutsacrificing
sacrificingspeed
speedororpower.
power.
This useful
useful little
little tool,
tool, the
the invention
inventionof
ofthe
theChicago
ChicagoPneumatic
Pneumatic
Tool
Tool Co.,
Co., can
can be
be put
put to
to aa great
great many
manyuses,
uses,among
amongwhich
whichwith
withthe
the
proper
proper attachments
attachmentsare
arethe
theflue
fluecutter
cutterand
andsteam-ring
steam-ringgrinder.
grinder.

features, among
among which
which may
may be
be
The machines have entirely new features,
mentioned the
the extra
extra heavy
heavyswivel
swiveltables
tablesof
oftriangular
triangularsection.
section. formmentioned
forming a permanent water
water guard,
guard, and
and aa two-way
two-way front
front and
and back
backsupport
support
foot stocks,
stocks, one
one of
of these
these ways
ways being
being at
atthe
thebase
baseof
of
for the head and foot
The table
table is
is very
very rigid
rigid along
along its
its upper
upper
the table to give stability. The
to give
give support
support to
to steady
steady rests
rests when
when grinding
grinding
edge and front way to
cuts from
from long
long or
or heavy
heavy work.
work.The
Thecenter
centerof
ofgravity
gravityof
ofthe
the
heavy cuts
foot stocks
stocks is
is very
very low
low and
and they
they rest
reston
onaawide
widebase.
base.
head and foot
changes of
of speed
speed are
are conveniently
conveniently effected
effectedat
atthe
themachine,
machine,
All changes
being no
no overhead
overhead cones.
cones. This
This feature
featurewill
willbe
beappreciated
appreciatedby
by
there being
especially by
by those
those who
whohave
havehigh
highceilings.
ceilings.
all, and especially
are sixteen
sixteen changes
changes of
of table
table speed,
speed,six
sixchanges
changesof
ofwheel
wheel
There are
changes of
of work
work speed.
speed. All
All changes
changes can
can be
bemade
made
speed, and eight changes
stopping either
either the
the table,
table, work
work or
or wheel.
wheel. These
Thesemachines
machines
without stopping
arranged for
for electric
electric drive
drivewhen
whenso
soordered.
ordered.
are arranged
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22-INCH CRANK
CRANK SLOTTING MACHINE.
22-INCH

The very
very powerful
powerful crank slotting machine here
The
here shown
shown is
is made
made
by the
the Bement
Bement &
& Niles shops, belonging to the Niles-Bement-Pond
by
Company. The
The cutter
cutter bar is counterbalanced and has Whitworth
Company.
Whitworth
drive, with
with quick
quick return and adjustment
drive,
adjustment for
for any
any length
length or
orposition
position
of stroke.
stroke. It
It is
is provided
provided with spring relief tool
of
tool apron
apron ;; having
having both
both
vertical and
and horizontal
horizontal clamping
vertical
clamping surfaces.
surfaces. Directly
Directlybehind
behindthe
thecutcutter bar
bar is
is aa reinforcing
reinforcing slide which is adjustable vertically
ter
vertically by
by hand.
hand.
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is
the constantconstantis of
of the
the Hans Renold silent type. The advantages of the
speed
motor
are
apparent,
for
the
reason
that
the
full
efficiency
of
speed motor are
of
the
same
is
at
all
times
available.
the
available.
The
The gearing for obtaining the various spindle-speed changes
is
stand. The
The
is attached
attached to the apron shown at the bottom of the stand.
plate .on
the front
front of
of this
this apron
apron gives
gives the
the various
various speeds
speeds that
thatcan
can
on the
be obtained with the back gears in or out of position. The
The gearing
gearing
consists of a cone of gears similar
similar in
in construction
construction to
to that
that shown
shown

UNIVERSAI, MILLING MACHINE,
MACHINE, BROWN
BROWN &
& SHARPE.
SHARPE.
UNIVERSAL
22
22

IN.
IN. CRANK
CRANK SLOTTING
SLOTTING MACHINE,
MACHINE, NILES-BEMF,NT-POND
NILES-BEMF,NT-PONDCO.
CO.

Maximum
22 ins. The table is circular, 40
4.0inches
inchesdiameter.
diameter.
Maximum stroke,
stroke, 22
with
pan
on
circumference
for
collecting
lubricant.
with pan
circumference for collecting lubricant. ItIt is
is provided
provided
with
with hand
hand or
or power
power longitudinal
longitudinalfeed
feedof
of48
48ins.,
ins.,cross
crossfeed
feedofof411
411
ins.;
ins.; also
also circular
circular feed;
feed; all
all variable
variable and
and operated
operatedby
byaacam
camatatthe
the
upper
upper end
end of
of the
the stroke
stroke and
and controlled
controlledfrom
fromone
oneconvenient
convenientposiposition.
tion. Height
Height of
of frame
frame above
above surface
surface of
of table,
table,24
24ins.
ins.Distance
Distance
from
front
of
tool
apron
to
frame,
36
ins.
from front of tool apron to frame, 36 ins.

BROWN
BROWN &
& SHARPE'S
SHARPE'S NO.
NO. 33 UNIVERSAL
UNIVERSAL MILLING
MILLING MACHINE.
MACHINE.

Annexed
Annexed illustration
illustration shows
shows aamotor-driven
motor-drivenNo.
No.33Universal
Universal
Milling
Milling Machine,
Machine, made
made by
bythe
theBrown
Brown&
&Sharpe
SharpeManufacturing
ManufacturingCo..
Co..
Providence,
Providence, R.
R. I.I.
The
The drive
drive is
is by
by aa constant-speed
constant-speedmotor
motorconnected
connectedtotothe
thespinspindle-driving
dle-driving mechanism
mechanismby
byaachain
chainand
andsprocket
sprocketwheels;
wheels;the
thechain
chain

company's circular
circular marked
marked A.
A. The
Thespindle-driving
spindle-drivinggears
gears
by the company's
to different
different speeds,
speeds, varying
varying from
from17
17to
to416
416r.r.p.p.m.
m.
provide for to
slide over
over the
the plate
plate is
is brought
brought
To change the feed, the index slide
position over
over the
the column
column on
on the
the plate
platecontaining
containingthe
thedesired
desired
to a position
index slide
slide is
is moved,
moved, the
the lever
lever at
at the
the left
leftof
of
speed. Before this index
moved down
down as
as far
far as
as itit will
will go
go to
to throw
throwthe
thegears
gears
the plate is moved
mesh. After
After the
the index
index slide
slideisisset,
set,this
thislever
leverisisthen
thenthrown
thrown
out of mesh.
far as
as possible,
possible, when
when ititwill
willengage
engagethe
thecorrect
correcthole
holeand
andgears
gears
up as far
in proper
proper mesh.
mesh. The
The drive
drivefrom
fromthis
thismechanism
mechanismisisby
bythe
the
will be in
Renold chain
chain directly
directly to
to the
the spindle
spindle sleeve,
sleeve, which,
which,in
inthis
thiscase,
case,
Hans Renold
replaces the
the usual
usual cone
cone and
and head.
head.This
Thischain
chainisisalso
alsoof
ofthe
theHans
Hans
replaces
Renold silent
silent type.
type.
Renold
variable feeding
feeding mechanism
mechanism isisnew
newin
indesign,
design,and
andembodembodThe variable
many features
features not
not heretofore'
heretofore' incorporated
incorporatedin
inmechanism
mechanismememies many
ployed for
for this
this purpose.
purpose. The
The gearing
gearing of
of the
themechanism
mechanismitself
itselfbeing
being
ployed
gears, all
all with
with properly
properly arranged
arranged bearings,
bearings,and
andthe
thedrive
drive
spur gears,
through aa telescopic
telescopicshaft
shaftto
tothe
thefeed-clutch
feed-clutchgears
gearsininthe
theknee
kneebeing
being
through
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also by
by spur gears, the loss of power by friction is
also
is slight
slight and
and the
the
efficiency
unusually great.
wide range
range of
of feeds,
feeds, varying
efficiency unusually
great. It
It gives
gives aa wide
in geometrical
geometrical progression, that fully covers all the requirements
in
of
modern
of modern milling practice.

37-INCH BORING AND TURNING MILL.
37-INCH

The annexed
annexed engraving shows the 37-in. boring and
The
and turning
turning
mill made
made by
by The
The Bullard Machine Tool Company, Bridgeport,
mill
Conn. The
The capacity
capacity is 42 ins.
Conn.
ins. in
in diameter
diameter and
and 32-1
32-1ins.
ins.in
inheight.
height.
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are
range from
from --s1are positive,
positive, have ten changes, and range
s1-1-1- to
to 22 of an inch
inch
horizontally,
horizontally, and from - to 3- an inch in angular and vertical directions.
by power.
power. The
The cone
cone
tions. The cross rail is raised and lowered by
has
belt, the
the largest
largest being
being18
18ins,
ins,in
indiameter.
diameter.
has five sections for 21-in. belt,
A
counterA brake and belt shifter are both provided as shown. The countershaft
belt,and
and
shaft has
has two
two pulleys
pulleys 14
14 ins.
ins. in
in diameter,
diameter, for
for 4-1-in.
41-in. belt,
should
should run 40o revolutions per minute, forward.

BICKFORD MULTIPLE DRILL.
DRILL.

Our illustration here shows
shows aa Bickford
Bickford Multiple
MultipleDrill
Drillfor
forlocolocomotive frame work built for the Locomotive
Locomotive &
& Machine
Machine Co.
Co. of
of MonMontreal. It is one of the most advanced
advanced tools
tools made
made and
andhas
hasmany
manyexex-

•

BULLARD
BULLARD BORING
BORING AND
AND TURNING
TURNING 'MILL.
'MILL.

The
The table
table is
is 37-337-3- ins.
ins. in
in diameter,
diameter,isispowerfully
powerfullygeared,
geared,and
andhas
hasten
ten
changes
changes of
of speed.
speed. The
The teeth
teeth on
on both
both table
table and
and pinion
pinionare
areaccurately
accurately
planed.
planed. The
The heads
heads are
areentirely
entirelyindependent
independentinintheir
theirmovements,
movements,
both
both as
as to
to direction
direction and
andamount
amountof
offeed.
feed.They
Theycan
canbe
beset
setatatany
any
angle
angle and
and carry
carry the
the tool
toolbars,
bars,which
whichhave
haveaamovement
movementofof19
19ins.
ins.
Either
Either head
head can
can be
be brought
broughtto
tothe
thecenter
centerfor
forboring.
boring.The
Thefeeds
feeds

BICKFDRD
MULTIPLE DRILL
DRILL
,DRD MULTIPLE
BICKI

cellent features.
features. The
The back
backgears
gearsare
areso
soarranged
arrangedthat
thatthey
theymay
maybe
be
cellent
instantly engaged,
engaged, disengaged,
disengaged,or
orthe
thespindles
spindlesstopped
stoppedaltogether,
altogether,
instantly
by one
one stroke
stroke of
of the
the lever.
lever.Tt
Ttisisof
ofmuch
muchvalue
valuefor
forother
otherpurposes
purposes
by
and readily
readily adaptable
adaptable to
to aa wide
widefield
fieldof
ofusefulness.
usefulness.
and
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APPARATUS FOR DRILLING STAY
STAY BOLTS.
APPARATUS

The accompanying illustration shows a handy apparatus
apparatus for
for
drilling the small tell-tale holes in the ends of stay bolts, which
many railroads require to be done when buying
buying new
new equipment.
equipment.
It is used in the Pittsburgh shops of the American
American Locomotive
Locomotive
Company.
The apparatus consists of an upright
upright plank
plank ti
ti ins.
ins. thick,
thick,
hinged at the bottom upon a ti in. round iron rod which
which lies
lies just
just
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counter-weight
on aa pin
pin that
that fits
fits the
the socket
socket
counter-weight pulley which can swing on
of
a
dome
stud.
The
plank
also
carries
a
smaller
one,
made
out
of
carries a smaller one, made out
of
I
in.
stuff
and
perforated
so
as
to
hold
the
end
of
a
small
drill.
of
of a small drill.
The drill is also similarly counterbalanced
counterbalanced with
with cord
cord and
andpulley
pulleyso
so
that the workman is not fatigued by
by constantly
constantly supporting
supporting the
the
weight of his machine, and
and is
is thus
thus enabled
enabled to
to devote
devotehis
hisentire
entireatattention to the accurate performance
performance of
of the
the work
work in
in hand.
hand. The
The
plank can be drawn back,
back, or
or pushed
pushed toward
toward the
the fire
firebox
boxat
atthe
thetop
top
so
that
the
required
angle
for
the
drill
is
easily
got,
and
as
the
so
for the drill is easily got, and as the
weight of the board is practically
practically balanced,
balanced, very
verylittle
littleexertion
exertionon
on
the part of the workman is required to hold
hold it
it as
as he
he may
may require
require it.
it.
The whole rig is very simple and very ingenious,
ingenious, and
and is
is aa time
time and
and
labor saver in the shop.
SAUNDERS' PIPE THREADING MACHINE.
MACHINE.

The annexed illustration
illustration is
is of
of the
the Standard
Standard Pipe
PipeThreading
Threading
and Cutting Machine, made by D. Saunders' Sons,
Sons, Yonkers,
Yonkers, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,

Sregi.... ■ ;rog
Bab.' § Loconmata• Snirkwririf
APPARATUS
BOLTS.
APPARATUS FOR
FOR DRILLING
DRILLING STAY
STAY BOLTS.

above the floor
floor level,
level, and
and upon
upon this
thisrod
rodthe
theplank
plankcan
canslide
slideso
soasas
to stand opposite
opposite any
any portion
portion of
of the
the fire
fire box
box sides
sides or
or end.
end.The
The
long upright plank
plank is
is held
held at
at the
the top
top by
by aa cord
cord leading
leading to
toaasmall
small
weight. The cord
cord passes
passes over
over aa pulley
pulley which
which revolves
revolvesupon
uponaashaft
shaft
held at each
each end
end by
by temporary
temporary brackets.
brackets. The
The pulley
pulleyalso
alsoslides
slides
along this shaft as the
the board
board is
is moved
moved along
along the
the side
side of
of the
the fire
fire
box. The board
board for
for drilling
drilling stays
stays in
in the
the end
end of
of the
the fire
fire box
box has
has aa

S AUNDERS' PIPE
PI PE THREADING
THREADING AND
AND CUTTING
SAUNDERS'

mAckuNg.
mAckuNg.

favorably known
known in
in railway
railwayshops.
shops.The
Theengraving
engravingreprerepreand very favorably
and 66 machines,
machines, with
with direct
directconnected
connectedelectric
electricmotor.
motor.
sents Nos. $ and
equipment consists
consists of
of aa Standard
Standard round
roundtype
typeLundell
Lundell
The electrical equipment
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motor, Standard rotary controller for forward
motor,
forward and
and reverse
reverse speeds,
speeds,
armature and field resistance, circuit breaker and main
armature
main line
line switch.
switch.
Motor is compound wound operating
Motor
operating at
at standard
standard rate
rate of
ofspeeds.
speeds.
It is
is entirely
entirely enclosed, having suitable trap
It
trap doors
doors at
at commutator
commutator
end, to
to enable access to brushes and commutator.
end,
commutator. Upon
Upon the
the
motor shaft is mounted a suitable steel pinion which meshes into
motor
into
cast-iron cut gear wheel located
aa cast-iron
located upon
upon driving
driving shaft
shaftof
ofmachine.
machine.
The motor
motor is substantially mounted upon cast-iron brackets, which
The
are bolted
bolted fast to the bed of machine.
are
machine. Beneath
Beneath the
the brackets
bracketsis
is
fastened the necessary
fastened
necessary armature
armature and
and shunt
shuntfield
fieldresistance,
resistance,which
which
is used
used in connection with the controller for operating the motor
is
motor
at its
its various
various speeds. This resistance is
at
is self-contained,
self-contained, and
and is
is so
so
constructed that it is practically indestructible,
constructed
indestructible, the
the resistance
resistancewires
wires
being entirely enclosed
being
enclosed in
in special
special iron
iron box
box castings,
castings,making
makingsame
same
both oil and fire
both
fire proof.
proof.

end.
number of
of the
the same
same kind
kindof
ofbrasses
brasses
end. If the lathe hand has a number
to do, it is readily seen that time occupied
occupied in
in "setting"
"setting" his
hiswork
workhas
has
been reduced considerably. The officials at Elizabethport
Elizabethport speak
speak very
very
highly of the handiness of this appliance, and claim
claim it
it to
to be
be aa very
very
good cost-reducing device.
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A NEAT AIR-DRIVEN MACHINE.
The accompanying cut shows
shows aa neat
neat stand
stand (I)
(I) supporting
supportingaa
small air motor (2) which drives a shaft on which
which is
is arranged
arranged aa
cast-iron balance wheel, a small
small grindstone
grindstone (3),
(3), aa metal
metalcircular
circular
saw (4) ((t21xin.in.byby3 3ins.)
to
split
metallic
ins.)which
whichisisused
usedprincipally
principally to split
-

HANDY MANDREL FOR TURNING
TURNING DRIVING
DRIVING BRASSES.
BRASSES.

A handy rig for turning up driving brasses
brasses has
has lately
lately been
been put
put
in operation in the shops
shops of
of the
the Central
Central Railroad
Railroadof
ofNew
NewJersey,
Jersey,
situated at Elizabethport,
Elizabethport, N.
N. J.
J. Our
Our illustration
illustrationshows
showsaacast-iron
cast-iron
mandrel for use in a lathe with lugs at one end
end for
for driving.
driving. There
There
are two
two flanges cast on this mandrel,
are
mandrel, through
through each
each of
of which
which three
three
sw"

Railway
Railway Locomotive
Locomotive Erigicarcileg
Erigicarcileg

HANDY
HANDY MANDREL
MANDREL FOR
FOR TURNING
TURNING DRIVING
DRIVINGBRASSES.
BRASSES.
A VERY
VERY NEAT
NEAT AIR
AIR MOTOR
MOTOR AND
AND MACHINE.
MACHINE.
A

set screws pass,
pass, and
and these
these bear
bear against
againstthe
theedges
edgesof
ofthe
thebrass.
brass.The
The
two set
screws
in
the
body
of
the
mandrel
are
adjusted
set screws in the body of the mandrel are adjustedso
soasastoto
hold
hold up
up the
the crown
crown of
of the
the brass
brass inside,
inside,and
andthe
thetwo
twodowels
dowelsare
arefor
forthe
the
purpose
of
having
the
brass
rest
on
them
during
purpose of having the brass rest on them duringthe
theprocess
processof
ofadadjustment.
justment. A
A brass
brass held
held in
in place
place on
on this
this mandrel
mandrel can
can be
be quickly
quickly
by
turned
the
slackening
off
and
removed
turned off and removed by the slackening of
ofthree
threeset
setscrews
screwsatatone
one

piston rod
rod and
and valve
valve stem
stem packing
packing rings
ringsas
asshown.
shown.and
andon
onthe
the
piston
of the
the shaft
shaft is
is aa small
small chuck
chuckwhich
whichisisused
usedto
togrind
grindvalves
valves
end of
cocks as
as shown
shown at
at 5;
5; also
also air
air valves,
valves, etc.
etc. This
This is
is aa
in angle cocks
machine in
in the
the shops
shops of
of the
the New
New York,
York, Susquehanna
Susquehanna&
&Western
Western
machine
Ry. at
at Stroudsburg,
Stroudsburg, Pa.,
Pa., to
to whose
whose officials
officials we
weare
areindebted
indebtedfor
for
Ry.
this illustration.
illustration.
this
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A SCREW THREAD ROLLING MACHINE.

spaced apart just the diameter of the bolt, measured across the
base of the threads.
The stationary die is cut away the depth of the threads at the
entering end for about one inch, so that the machine may get a
grip on the bolt at the start and so force it to go in. When it is
desired to roIl a thread on, for example, a I-in. bolt, the dies are
set the proper distance apart and the operator takes the threadless
bolt and places it the proper depth, determined by a stop, in the
machine waiting for the moving die to draw hack to the end of its
return stroke. When the moving die begins its working stroke the
bolt is caught between the dies and is rolled between them, the
operator keeping his hand loosely on the revolving head. just
before the end of the stroke the bolt is rolled out and the operator
removing it at once prevents the possibility of the return stroke
drawing the bolt back into the machine.
The thread is, in this way, not cut on the bolt in the sense that
it is cut by a tool in a lathe or by the dies of a bolt threading
machine. The thread is formed by the upsetting of the metal and
as no stock is cut away the burr, so often left by a cutting tool, is
not formed. There is, however, a certain amount of scale from
rough stock, and the fuzz from the finished stock which drops
between the dies, as this would in time injure the lower slide, a
slot is made in the bed plate, with a stripper attached to the slide,
so that at each revolution the scale or fuzz drops into the slot and
is thrown out by the scraper, thus insuring a clean working surface of the slide, which is not cut or scored in any way.
The largest size of thread rolling machine shown in our illustration is adapted to the rolling of threads on railway track bolts
and all the heavier kinds of bolts and screws. The dies can be
made equally well for rolling the U. S. standard, the Whitworth
standard, Harvey grip, straight "V" and any other threads which
may be desired.
The machines are made by Messrs. Blake and Johnson, of
Waterbury, Conn., and are designed for all classes of machine
screws up to r ins. diameter by 31 ins, long.

A very ingeniously made machine for rolling the screw threads
on bolts is on the market. The operation which makes the thread
consists essentially of moving one thick, flat plate past another
similar stationary plate, but without either of them coming in con-

MOVING DIE FOR ROLLING THREADS.

tact. Both these plates or dies are made of ground tool steel and
have a series of grooves cut in them the exact shape of the screw
thread which it is desired to cut. These dies are placed horizontally
while the grooves which are quite straight are inclined and fall
slightly, but regularly, from one end to the other.

The screw thread on a bolt always descends or ascends exactly
half the pitch in the distance of half the circumference ; therefore,
the lowest point of a groove on one die is placed exactly opposite
the high point between grooves on the other die, and the dies are

405

TO CLEAN RUSTY STEEL.

Mix ten parts of tin putty, eight parts of prepared buck's horn,
and twenty-five parts of spirits of wine to a paste. Cleanse the steel
with this preparation and finally rub off with soft blotting paper.
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THE CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN JACK.
THE

PUNCHING
PUNCHING AND
AND SHEARING MACHINE.

The base of the jack being closed and filled
filled with
with oil
oil the
the screw
screw
is always lubricated and protected from rust and dirt, consequently
consequently
the jack is always ready for instant service.
service. In
In common
common jacks
jacks
with the open base, dirt and sand collect
collect upon
upon the
the screw,
screw, which
which
soon start it cutting, increasing the friction and
soon
and rapidly
rapidly destroydestroying the jack.
When common jacks have not been used for
for some
some time,
time, the
the
screws become set with rust and are
are frequently
frequently destroyed
destroyedin
inefforts
efforts

Annexed engraving illustrates a single punching and shearing
machine with 36-in. throat, driven by
by aa 74
74 h.p.
h.p. induction
induction motor.
motor.
The lower jaw is made with a removable block, increasing the
scope
so as
as to
to punch
punch the
the flanges
flangesand
andwebs
webs
scope of the machine's work so
of I-beams, channels, angles, etc. When
When this
this removable
removable block
blockisis
out the die block overhangs, providing
providing room
room for
for the
thelower
lowerflange,
flange,
while the upper flange rests on the
the die.
die. The
The web
web can
can be
be punched
punched
with the same tools.
When the removable block is in place all other tools for
for plates
plates
and bars—for splitting, cross cutting
cutting and
and punching—can
punching—can be
beused
used
the same as on a regular
regular machine.
machine.

to make them work quickly. This consideration
consideration alone
alone makes
makes the
the
Chapman jack the most economical one to
Chapman
to purchase.
purchase. The
The cap
cap of
of
the jack has an oil chamber,
chamber, and
and the
the top
top of
of the
the screw
screwbeing
beingcupcupshaped the oil is retained and
shaped
and not
not forced
forced out
out as
as soon
soon as
as the
theload
load
is applied, as in
in common
common jacks.
jacks. This
This feature
featuregreatly
greatlyadds
addsto
tothe
the
life and easy working
working of
of the
the jack,
jack, as
as itit entirely
entirelyprevents
preventsthe
thecutcutting between
between the
the surfaces
surfaces of
of the
the cap
capand
andthe
thescrew,
screw,which
whichisisone
one
of the greatest
greatest faults
faults of
of common
commonjacks.
jacks.
The screws of these jacks are made
made from
from aa special
special quality
quality of
of
machine steel,
steel, and
and are
are fitted
fitted up
upin
inthe
thebest
bestmanner,
manner,insuring
insuringgood
good
service and years
years of
of usefulness.
usefulness.
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PUNCHING AND
MACHINE.
AND SHEARING
PUNCHING
SHEARING MACHINE.

CAMEL'S-HAIR
CAMEL'S-HAIR BELTING.
BELTING.

Camel's-hair belting
belting has
has been
been the
the subject
subject of
of experiments
experimentsat
atthe
the
Polytechnic
Polytechnic school,
school, at
at Munich,
Munich, from
from which
which itit appears
appears that
that the
the
strength of
of camel's-hair
camel's-hair belting
beltingreaches
reaches6,315
6,315pounds
poundsper
persquare
square
inch, whilst
that
of
ordinary
belting
ranges
between
2,230
pounds
whilst that of ordinary belting ranges between 2,230 pounds
and 5,26o
5,26o pounds
pounds per
per square
square inch.
inch.A
Acontemporary
contemporarysays
saysthe
the
camel's-hair
belt
is
said
to
work
smoothly
and
well,
and
camel's-hair belt is said to work smoothly and well, andititisisununaffected
affected by
by acids.
acids.

machine has
has aa steel-forged
steel-forged cam
cam shaft—steel-faced
shaft—steel-facedclutch
clutch
This machine
jaws—and steel-forged
steel-forged stripper,
stripper,foot
footand
andhand
handlevels.
levels.The
Theslide
slideisis
jaws—and
spring-weight balanced.
balanced. An
An adjustable
adjustableautomatic
automaticstop
stopbrings
bringsthe
the
spring-weight
rest at
at any
any point
point of
ofthe
thestroke.
stroke.AAsafety
safetylever
leverprevents
preventsthe
the- slide to rest
being thrown
thrown in
in gear
gear except
except through
throughthe
theuse
useof
ofthe
thefoot
footor
or
clutch being
hand lever,
lever, thereby
therebypreventing
preventingaccident
accidentthrough
throughpremature
prematurestarting
starting
hand
cam shaft.
shaft. Provision
Provision is
is made
made for
for taking
takingup
upwear
wearin
inslide
slide
of the cam
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through tapering gibs and the face
through
face plate.
plate. An
An open-front
open-front punch
punch
holder provides for removal of the punch stock or adjustment of
holder
same.
same.
The machine is made by the Long & Allstatter
The
Allstatter Company,
Company, HamHamilton, Ohio.
Ohio.
ilton,

MACHINISTS'
MACHINISTS' TOOLS.

408
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The annexed engraving gives but a meager idea of
of the
the many
many
and
manufactured by
by the
the L.
L. S.
S. Starrett
Starrett
and thoroughly up-to-date tools manufactured

WHEEL-ROTATING APPARATUS.
-

Those who have had to wrestle with the various old-fashioned
Those
methods of revolving driving wheels when the operation of valve
methods
setting is going on. will appreciate the arrangement shown
setting
shown in
in the
the
annexed engraving in which
annexed
which the
the power
power from
from aapneumatic
pneumaticdrill
drillisis

WHEEL-ROTATING
WHEEL-ROTATING APPARATUS.
APPARATUS.

:43•16,
■on.e‘
li46-0

used to operate
operate the
the well-known
well-known Sherburne
Sherburne rotating
rotating mechanism.
mechanism.To
To
a shopman
shopman who
who is
is interested
interestedin
invalve
valvesetting
settingthe
thepicture
pictureneeds
needsno
no
description.
The
apparatus
is
sold
by
Sherbourne
&
Co.,
Boston,
description. The apparatus is sold by Sherbourne & Co., Boston,
Mass.
Mass.

J'117%)
104

‘414i0°
STARRETT MACHINISTS'
TOOLS.
STARRETT
MACHINISTS' TOOLS.

Athol, Mass.
Mass. Made
Made from
from the
the best
best material
material obtainable
obtainableand
and
Co., of Athol,
by specialists
specialists in
in this
this kind
kind of
of work,
work,superior
superiorto
toanything
anythingof
oftheir
their
by
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kind on the market; accurate in every particular, they naturally
appeal to any mechanic, where accuracy is the first and only consideration.
RAPID REDUCTION DOUBLE END AXLE LATHE.
-

Our engraving represents a Rapid Reduction Double-End Axle
Lathe, made by the Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, of
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The bed of this lathe is of entirely new design, massive in its
proportions. It is provided with separate ways for the carriage
and tail stock, the ways for the latter being in the form of a dovetail inclined at an angle to the horizontal in such a manner that

DOUBLE-END AXLE LATHE, LODGE &

SHIPLEY.

FRONT VIEW.

the base of the tail stock engages directly into the dovetail, and
the upthrust of the cutting tool is taken directly by the casting instead of on clamping bolts.
The driving mechanism consists of a three-step cone running
between self-oiling bearings and having diameters of 20, 25 and
30 ins. by 6i-in. face. The inner end of the cone shaft is connected through two changes of gearing directly to a short driving shaft
at the back of the lathe. This driving shaft is geared into a central driving gear 30 ins. in diameter by 4-in. face, mounted between
bearings at the center of the bed. An equalizing driving plate

liwtNTIETH
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transfers the power to the axle, and a 15-in, opening through the
center greatly facilitates the insertion and removal of axles.
The carriages are arranged to take one or more tools, which
can be placed anywhere along their length and varying distances
apart. The feed, instead of being obtained through a rack and
pinion, is provided by a bronze nut 14 ins. long which completely
encircles the stationary lead screw, which is cut double thread, oneinch lead. By revolving the nut on this screw a more powerful
feed is obtained.
A safety device in the apron prevents both the feed for turning and that for the quick movement being engaged at the same
time. The hand-wheel movement to the carriage is always at the
command of the operator. Automatic stops in both directions for
each carriage are provided, and calipering stops can be applied tc
each tool for duplicating diameters ; the combination doing away
with considerable measuring and calipering. Shear wipers keep
the way free from dirt and grit.
The tailstocks are shaped so as to allow the carriages to pass
them when starting a cut at the end of the axle. In using more
than one tool, this feature is of the greatest importance. A rack
and pinion movement facilitates the movement of both tailstocks
to accommodate different lengths of axles, and a pawl in the rear
of each engaging in this rack forms a positive lock against the
end movement.
The feeds obtainable on this lathe are six in number, as follows: 3, 5, 8, II, 16 and 32 to one inch, any one of which can be
obtained by a simple movement of a lever at the head of the lathe
while the machine is running.
The complete weight of the Axle Lathe, with regular countershaft, nil pump and pan, is about 19.000 lbs.

"IMPERIAL" DRILLS.

"Imperial" drills exhibit an advance over conventional designs.
The cylinders revolve on a fixed crank pin in which there are two
ports, one for admission and one for exhaust. Thus, the crank
itself, which is a steel forging case hardened and ground, serves as
a valve and there are no eccentrics. The motor consists of three
cylinders which are cast of steel in a single piece. The cylinders
are 12o ° apart and radiate from a central hub. The cylinders, however, are not truly radial, but are set off ¢ in. to in., according to
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the size
size of the drill. As a result
the
result of
of this
this set
set off
off the
theconnecting
connectingrods
rods
are practically
practically perpendicular to the
are
the piston
piston head
head throughout
throughoutthe
theoutout-

"IMPERIAL" DRILLS. FIG. 1.
"IMPERIAL"

ward or working stroke, thus minimizing
ward
minimizing the
the wear
wear of
of the
the cylinders
cylinders
and pistons.
and
pistons.
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the pins which rigidly connect
connect the
the upper
upper and
and lower
lower frames.
frames.These
These
frames are mounted on stationary
stationary disks
disks upon
upon which
whichthey
theyrevolve
revolve
on
referred to
to above,
above, is
is
on ball bearings. The stationary crank pin, referred
forged in a single piece with
with the
the upper
upper disk,
disk, the
the center
centerof
ofthe
the
crank pin being set off from the center of
of the
the disk
disk by
by aa distance
distance
equal to one-half of the piston
piston stroke.
stroke. The
The cylinder
cylinder hub
hubthrough
through
which the crank pin passes is bored with a taper
taper hole
hole and
and has
has aa
bronze bushing with corresponding taper, thus
thus permitting
permitting of
of adadwear. This
This tapered
tapered bushing
bushing has
hasthree
threeparts,
parts,
justment to take up wear.
registering with ports at the end of each
each cylinder,
cylinder, and
and air
air is
is adadmitted to and exhausted from the cylinders successively
successively through
through the
the
ports in the crank pin as the cylinders revolve,
revolve, the
the crank
crank pin
pin thus
thus
forming, a Corliss valve.
valve.
All parts are perfectly balanced
balanced and
and all
all rotation
rotation takes
takesplace
place
about fixed centers, resulting in absolute freedom
freedom from
from vibration
vibration
and consequent long life
life for
for the
the tool.
tool. ItIt will
will therefore
thereforebe
beseen
seenthat,
that,
as admission and exhaust
exhaust takes
takes place
place only
only at
atthis
thiscentral
centralcrank
crankpin,
pin,
there is no necessity for
for having
having the
the casing
casing air
airtight.
tight.This
Thispoint
point
is evidenced by Fig. 2, which shows the "Imperial" motor without
casing working at 3,000 revolutions
revolutions per
per minute.
minute. This
Thisisisan
anadvanadvantage over designs where
where the
the casing
casing must
must be
be kept
keptair
airtight
tightby
bypacking.
packing.
The power from the
the motor
motor is
is transferred
transferred to
tothe
thespindle
spindleby
byaa
triangular frame,
frame, gearing
gearing into
intoaapair
pairof
oftraveltravelpinion on the lower triangular
ing gears which
which are
are attached
attached to
to the
thehead
headcarrying
carryingthe
thedrill
drillspindle.
spindle.
An internal rack gear is cut
cut in
in the
the case
case into
into which
which the
the traveling
traveling
gears mesh, forming
forming the
the combination
combination known
knownas
as"planet"
"planet"gearing.
gearing.
The thrust of the drill spindle
spindle is
is taken
taken up
up by
by ball
ball bearings
bearingsof
oflarge
large
diameter. The case, in
in which
which the
the motor
motor and
and gears
gearsare
arecontained,
contained,
is made oil tight. If desired the motor can be run in a bath of
oil. All pins and bolts
bolts subjected
subjected to
to wear
wear and
andball
ballraces
racesare
areof
ofsteel,
steel,
working parts
parts are
are of
of phosphor
phosphor
case hardened and ground, and all working
machine is
is built
built by
by the
theRand
RandDrill
DrillCo.
Co.of
ofNew
NewYork.
York.
bronze. This machine

FLEXIBLE GLASS.
GLASS.
FLEXIBLE

"IMPERIAL"
"IMPERIAL" DRILLS.
DRILLS. FIG.
FIG. 2.
2.

The cylinders
cylinders are
are hung
hung between
betweentriangular-shaped
triangular-shapedframes
frameswhich
which
revolve with them,
the
connecting
rods
of
the
pistons
working
them, the connecting rods of the pistons working on
on

An article called
called flexible
flexible glass
glass is
is now
now made
made by
by soaking
soaking paper
paperof
of
thickness in
in copal
copal varnish,
varnish, thus
thus making
making itit transparent,
transparent,polishpolishproper thickness
and rubbing
rubbing itit with
with pumice
pumice stone.
stone. A
Alayer
layerof
ofsolusoluing it when dry, and
glass is
is then
then applied
applied and
and rubbed
rubbedwith
withsalt.
salt.The
Thesurface
surfacethus
thusproproble glass
said to
to be
be as
as perfect
perfect as
as ordinary
ordinaryglass.
glass.
duced is said
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PERCY'S WEDGE AND SHOE HOLDER.
PERCY'S

The two pieces of holder are separated to
to any
any required
required distance
distance
and
(as in
in skimming
skimming off
off shoe)
shoe)
and by placing parallels under guide (as
we then hold the guide in place with the four spurs.
spurs.

The shoe and wedge holder shown requires little description,
as any machinist will readily appreciate
appreciate its
its use.
use. John
JohnW.
W.Percy,
Percy,
of the South Tacoma shops of the Northern Pacific,
Pacific, its
its inventor,
inventor,
says: I have used various kinds of shoe and wedge holders,
says:
holders, but
but
this one meets more of the requirements
requirements of
of aa holder
holder than
thanany
any
other I have seen or used, inasmuch as itit does
does away
away with
with the
the small
small
wedges used to raise and lower
lower the
the corners.
corners. Then,
Then, beside,
beside,when
when
the wedges are in use a heavy cut will disturb them and a second
second
setting is necessary before taking finishing
finishing cut,
cut, but
but when
when shoe
shoe

415
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A
A HANDY RIG.

A handy rig for assisting the busy car repairer
repairer or
or roundhouse
roundhouse
man when jacking up an axle box to
to take
take out
out aa brass
brass is
is here
here dedescribed. It consists of nothing more than a piece of
of heavy
heavy flat
flat
iron, say ix4 in., cut to a convenient
convenient length
length and
and lipped
lippedup
upat
atone
one
end so as to rest on the rim
rim of
of aa wheel
wheel as
as shown
shownin
inthe
theillustraillustra-

4)-

4)SI. ScreiC
Soren.—
.s St.
—

3

__

11

Dotted
Represent
Linea Represent
Dotted Lilira
Shoe
Place
Shoe in Place

81.2f4Unelor
St. 2f4Undor
Mead
Mead
Countor Stint
Sunkinin
Counter
End
End

Tie

LAvokvtilrir
llailonay
Lin iinyinmrrino
.ilailnay

16'
16'

1
1
PERCY'S
Rexcv,s SHOE AND WEDGE
WEDGE HOLDER,
HOLDER,
or
terwedge
wedgeisisset
setup
upand
andfastened
fastenedin
inplace
placein
inthis
thisholder
holderthere
thereisis
no resetting, as the
the set
set screws
screws under
under the
the corners
cornershold
holdititup
upin
inplace
place
and the four spurs
spurs hold
hold itit down
down on
on the
the set
setscrews.
screws.
Then again, if a shoe or
or wedge
wedge has
has to
to be
be skimmed
skimmed off
off again
again
on account of
of engine
engine not
not tramming,
tramming,the
theoperator
operatorplaces
placestwo
twoparparallels between or outside of
of each
each holder,
holder, then
then turns
turns shoe
shoe or
or wedge
wedge
up-side-down
up-side-down on
on parallels
parallels and
and skims
skims flanges,
flanges,then
thenturns
turnsover
overand
and
takes off the
the required
required amount.
amount. This
Thislast
lastoperation
operationwith
withthe
the
parallels saves
saves the
the time
time of
of setting
setting again
again to
to pop
popmarks.
marks.
This holder can also
also be
be used
used to
to hold
hold guides
guides while
while being
being planed.
planed.

6 Leeeensier
to...two* 6i94.04.9,
114i4tuag 6
6i94.04.9,
HANDY SHOP APPLIANCE.
HANDYSOPLICE.

flat portion
portion of
of the
the iron
iron bar
bar is
islaid
laidupon
uponthe
theblockblocktion. The long flat
supports the
the jack.
jack.
ing and supports
is applied
applied to
to the
the underside
underside of
of the
the axle
axlebox
box
When pressure. is
jack the
the wheel
wheel is
is practically
practically clamped
clampeddown
downby
bythe
the
by working the jack
jack and
and the
the flat
flat iron
iron and
and the
the box
boxhas
hasonly
onlyto
tobe
beraised
raisedfar
farenough
enough
jack
wedge, and
and the
the brass
brass may
maybe
beeasily
easilyremoved.
removed.
to free the wedge,
where some
some such
such appliance
appliance is
is not
not used,
used, when
when
In every-day life, where
taken from
from the
the journal,
journal, the
the wheel
wheel rises
rises up
up off
offthe
the
the weight is taken
to the
the weight
weight of
of the
the car
car resting
resting on
onthe
thejournal
journalat
atthe
the
rail owing to
of the
the axle
axle and
and usually
usually the
thewheel
wheelhas
hasto
tobe
beheld
helddown
down
other end of
helper who
who often
often does
does aasort
sortof
offantastic
fantasticteeter-tauter
teeter-tauteract
act
by a helper
long wooden
wooden lever
lever or
or aa pit
pit plank
plank before
beforethe
thewedge
wedge
at the end of a long
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drops below
below the
the lugs
lugs in the box roof. Time and labor may be
drops
saved
by
the
use
of
this handy little jack attachment, and the helper
saved by the use of this
can
be
otherwise
employed
can be otherwise employed or at least
least can
can preserve
preserve his
hispersonal
personal
dignity
during
the
operation,
and
that
may
be
worth
dignity during the operation,
worth something
something
at aa crowded
crowded passenger
passenger station when working against time with
at
a
hot
box,
amid
highly interested
a hot box, amid highly
interested onlookers.
onlookers.

41
4 1 77

the
the form
form of
of solid
solid tools piled up by the slotter, which pile represents
expensive
made, neat
neat little
little tool
tool
expensive blacksmith work, they use an easily made,

MS

rg„
/4/71Al2

HANDY SHOP
SHOP APPLIANCES.
APPLIANCES.
HANDY

The sketch
sketch cf
barshown
hotter bar
shown here
here has
has proved to be the
The
cf aa hotter
the
best of
of any
any ever
best
ever used
used in the
the Santa
Santa Fe
Fe shops
shops at
at San
SanBernardino,
Bernardino,
Cal. They
They have
have made
Cal.
made aa number of different
different kinds
kinds of
of bars,
bars, but
butthey
they

734
734
Hp.

Hp.

Extended
center
Extended center
MANDREL
MANDREL FOR
FOR TURNING
TURNING

Faceplate
butt
Faceplate butt

LOCOMOTIVE
ECCENTRICS.
LOCOMOTIVE ECCENTRICS.

have
have all
all been
been sidetracked
sidetracked for
for this
this one.
one.You
Youwill
willnotice
noticethat
thatthe
the
position
of
the
tool
may
be
changed
without
stopping
position of the tool may be changed without stoppingthe
themachine,
machine,
and
and if
if you
you wish
wish to
to charge
charge tools,
tools, ititisisnot
notnecessary,
necessary,as
asin
inthe
thecase
case
of
a
solid
tool,
to
stop
the
machine
and
loosen
of a solid tool, to stop the machine and loosenup
upfour
fourlarge
largeclamp
clamp
nuts.
nuts. The
The small
small tools
tools in
in this
thisbar
bardo
donot
notrequire
requiredressing,
dressing,owing
owing
to
the
fact
that
they
are
small
enough
to
to the fact that they are small enough tobe
beeasily
easilyground
groundtotoshape.
shape.
This
This of
of itself
itself is
is quite
quite aa saving
savingboth
bothat
atthe
thetool
toolfire
fireand
andatatthe
thesteel
steel
having three
rack.
three or
or four hundred pounds
of having
rack. Instead
Instead of
pounds of
of steel
steelin
in

RaVw.g

RaVw.g

Lonmaitim_Engimering
_Engimering
Lonmatim

SLOTTER BAR,
BAR, SANTA
SANTAPE
PE SHOPS.
SHOPS.
SLOTTER

which gives
gives every
every satisfaction.
satisfaction.This
Thisbar
barisisnot
notpatented,
patented,and
andthose
those
which
who wish
wish to
to prove
prove its
its merits
meritsmay
maydo
doso
soby
bygiving
givingititaatrial.
trial.
who
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The sketch
sketch of the mandrel for turning up locomotive eccenThe
trics used
used in
in the
the San Bernardino shops shows a tool worthy of
trics
of
note as
as aa labor
labor and time saver. There are quite a number
note
number of
of styles
styles
in use
use throughout
throughout the country, but
in
but for
for simplicity
simplicity and
and accuracy
accuracythis
this
one is
is hard
hard to
to beat.
beat. You will notice that each block
one
block is
is large
large enough
enough
to give
give three diffeeent throws;
to
throws; the
the extended
extended center
centerin
inhead
headstock
stock
of
lathe
is
a
neat
fit
in
the
mandrel
block,
which
prevents
of lathe
prevents any
any varivariations in throw. The mandrel block is held firmly against spider
ations
spider of
of
lathe by
by suitable bolt which acts as a driver
lathe
driver and
and at
at the
the same
same time
time
makes the mandrel rigid.
makes
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NEW
NEW CUT-OFF
CUT-OFF SAW
SAW AND GAINER.

This
machine especially
especially
This cut represents a new and improved machine
built
Special attention
attention
built for car shops by the J. A. Fay & Egan Co. Special
is
It will
will carry
carry aa saw
saw 4o
is invited to some of its features. It
40 ins.
ins. in
in
diameter,
by II in.
in.
diameter, cut-off material 13 ins. square, or 26 ins. wide by
thick, and when proper gaining head
head is
is used,
used, will
will cut
cut aa gain
gain66ins.
ins.
wide and 14 ins. deep. The head expands
expands from
from 33 to
to 66 ins.
ins. The
The
column is securely bolted and has
has aa large
large base,
base, decreasing
decreasingvibration.
vibration.
The feed raising the arbor consists
consists of
of frictions
frictions operating
operatingon
on

HANDY TOOL HOLDERS.

The tool
tool holders
holders illustrated on this page
The
page are
are some
some of
of the
the
specialties manufactured
manufactured by the
specialties
the Armstrong
Armstrong Bros.
Bros. Tool
Tool Co.,
Co.,of
of
Chicago. Made
Made of drop forged
Chicago.
forged steel
steel they
they are
are able
able to
to withstand
withstand

AAIKIACI.; STRAENT SITE TO11.
AANSIAC.Z.
STRAENT SIDE TO11.
E411, IARDENING - sifFL CUT7k,
E411
,IARDENING
L

LEFT ELLE TC:L
LEFT
ELLE TC:L

RION, 1.2. TOR.

CUT-OFF SAW
SAW AND
AND GAINER.
GAINER.
CUT-OFF

two large screws
screws resting
resting on
on ball
ball bearings,
bearings, nuts
nutsbeing
beingfitted
fittedto
totake
take
up all wear.
wear. The
The arbor
arbor is
is easily
easilyadjusted,
adjusted,controlled
controlledby
bytreadle
treadle
convenient to
to operator,
operator, and
and the
the travel
travelregulated
regulatedby
byadjustable
adjustablestops.
stops.
convenient
table is
is mounted
mounted on
on aa stand,
stand, adjustable
adjustableto
toand
andfrom
fromthe
thearbor,
arbor,
The table
swung to
to an
an angle
angle of
of 3o
3o degrees.
degrees. ItIthas
hasfriction
frictionrolls
rolls
and can be swung
side, and
and provision
provision is
is made
made for
for securely
securelyholding
holdingthe
thework.
work.
on each side,
machine can
can be
be belted
beltedeither
eitheroverhead
overheador
orfrom
frombelow,
below,the
theswingswingThe machine
idler being
being reversible
reversible to
to bring
bring the
the weight
weight into
into action
actionfor
foreither
either
ing idler
position.
position.

the
the very
very severe
severe strains
strains to
to which
whichtools
toolsof
ofthe
thepresent
presenttime
timeare
aresubsubjected
jected to
to and
and make
makeititpossible
possibleto
toget
getlonger
longerand
andbetter
betterservice
serviceatat
aa minimum
minimum cost
cost where
where time
timeand
andcost
costof
ofmaterial
materialisistotobe
beconsidered.
considered.

BYRD'S FLUE
FLUE WELDER.
WELDER.
BYRD'S

There is
is aavery
veryefficient
efficienttube
tubewelder
welderto
tobe
be seen
seen in
in the
the WinWinThere
nipeg shops
shops of
of the
the Canadian
CanadianPacific
PacificRailway,
Railway,illustrated
illustratedherewith.
herewith.
nipeg
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It was
was invented
invented and
and patented
patented by
by Mr.
Mr. Walter Byrd, the
It
the general
general
foreman.
In
doing
work
with
this
tool,
the
scarfing
machine
foreman. In doing work with this tool,
scarfing machine has
has
been dispensed
dispensed with,
with, the
the tube
tube and
been
and the
the safe
safe end
end are
are taken
taken just
just as
as
they come
come from
from the
the cutter,
cutter, and
and the
they
the safe
safe end is expanded
expanded in
in an
an
air machine
machineso
sothat
thatititgoes
goes ofofananinch
inchon
onthe
theend
endof
ofthe
the tube
tube
air
and
is
ready
to
weld.
When
at
a
welding
heat
the
and is ready to weld. When at a welding heat the tube
tube is
is pushed
pushed
on to
to the
the stationary
stationary -- mandrel
mandrel of
of the
the machine and the rollers
on
rollers are
arc
brought
down.
The
pressure
which
brought down. The pressure which the
the rollers
rollers put
put upon
upon the
the hot
hot
tube is
is supplied
supplied by
by compressed
compressed air,
air, which
which is admitted to a cylinder
tube
by
a
very
ingenious
device,
which
by a very ingenious device, which is
is actuated by the
the foot
foot of
of the
the

m-10ftiguNi
atIMAND0
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upon
These shafts
shafts pass
pass at
at aa slight
slight
upon aa hollow
hollow water-cooled
water-cooled center..
center. These
angle
angle through
through openings
openings in
in the
the ring,
ring, M,
M, which
which latter
latter can
can be
be moved
moved
in
by the
the action
action of
of aa
in or
or out
out parallel
parallel to the axis of the mandrel by
lever
M, revolves
revolves with
with the
the
lever which
which is
is operated by air. The ring, M,
rollers,
center of
of the
the machine.
machine.
rollers, and
and turns
turns upon the water-cooled center
On
shafts, E,
E, E,
E, lie,
lie, aa
On account
account of
of the
the angle at which the
the roller shafts,
movement
rollers, causes
causes them
them to
to
movement of the ring, M, away from the rollers,
come
opposite motion
motion of
of the
the
come down
down on the mandrel, K, while an opposite
ring
The mandrel
mandrel is
is
ring forces
forces the rollers away from the mandrel. The
pinned
removed when
when required.
required.
pinned in place and can be easily removed
The
to the
the ring,
ring, M,
M, is
is very
very
The method of attaching the lever to
simple.
it all
all around,
around, and
and in
in
simple. The
The ring has a groove turned in it
this groove slide two studs, which latter 2 re
re secured
secured to
to the
the forked
forked
ends of the lever. The attachment resembles the
the gimbles,
gimbles, which
which
support
which is
is such
such aa conspicuous
conspicuous
support the familiar kerosene lamp, which
feature in torchlight processions
processions at
at election
electiontimes.
times.
A treadle is arranged near where the operator
operator stands,
stands, and
and
the pressure of the foot upon this treadle opens
opens an
an air
air valve
valve which
which
admits air behind the piston of a small
small cylinder,
cylinder, and
and this
this moves
moves
the lever, 0. Springs are
are arranged
arranged to
to produce
produce an
anopposite
oppositemotion
motioninin
the mechanism as soon as the pressure
pressure to
to the
the little
little cylinder
cylinder has
has
been cut off and
and the
the air
air exhausted.
exhausted.

TOOL HOLDER.
HOLDER.
UNIQUE TOOL
1

it

%If

it

Erg.
Erg. 11

Ram, g Lae.matiaw
Enfineering
Lae.rokatiaw
Enfineering

Fig.
Fig. 22

A unique tool holder is in use in the
the Missouri
Missouri Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway
shops at St. Louis.
Louis. It
It was
was invented
invented by
by Mr.
Mr. F.
F.W.
W.Roebbel,
Roebbel,who
who
is in charge
charge of
of the
the company's
company's tool
toolroom
roomatatthat
thatpoint.
point.

L

BYRD'S
BYRD'S FLUE
FLUE WELDER.
WELDER.

operator.
operator. Pressure
Pressure is
is applied
applieduntil
untilthe
thetube
tubeand
andsafe
safeend
endare
are
brought
brought down
down to
to the
the required
required thickness.
thickness. The
The work
work is
isdone
doneso
so
neatly
neatly that
that itit is
is necessary
necessaryto
toscrape
scrapeoff
offthe
thescale
scaleininorder
ordertotodisdiscover
cover the
the weld.
weld. Any
Any size
sizeof
oftube
tubemay
maybe
bewelded
weldedby
bysimply
simplychangchanging
the
ing the mandrel
mandrel and
and rollers.
rollers. For
For cutting
cuttingtubes
tubesthe
therollers
rollersare
are
taken
taken off
off and
and disk
diskcutters
cuttersput
puton
oninstead.
instead.
The
The machine
machine as
as shown
shownin
inour
ourillustration,
illustration,consists
consistsof
ofan
anupupright
right stand,
stand, J,J,carrying
carryingaapulley,
pulley,A,
A,and
andgear
gearnecessary
necessarytotorevolve
revolve
the
the four
four rollers,
rollers, F,
F, F,
F,around
aroundthe
themandrel.
mandrel,K.
K.The
Theshafts,
shafts,E,
E,E,
E,
carrying
carrying the
the rollers,
rollers, F,
F,are
arepivoted
pivotedto
toaahead,
head,D,
D,which
whichrevolves
revolves

;Ab

Rozsm's Toot,
HOLDER.
ROEBBEL'S
TOOL HOLDER.
The device
device which
whichwe
wehere
hereillustrate
illustratehas
hasgiven
givenevery
everysatisfaction
satisfaction
The
in service.
service. The
Thebody
bodyof
ofthe
theholder
holderisismade
madeofofsoft
softsteel,
steel,while
whilethe
the
in
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clamp, which fits into the body and secures the tool in position, is
made of tool steel. There are no set screws used to hold the actual
cutting tool; the whole device is held securely by the set screw in
the ordinary tool post. The tool holder resting on a parallel washer
the tool can be raised and lowered for the required height, and thus
retain the proper clearance and the proper rake. The tool itself
needs grinding only on the top. The holder has been used in the
Missouri Pacific shop on all kinds of work, including heavy cutting,
such as tire turning, and a saving in tool steel has been effected. Mr.
Roebbel has made application for a patent on the device.

THE BARRETT PATENT COMPOUND LEVER

423

lever jacks. The load is lowered in the same manner as it is raised,
by simply turning the eccentric at the side of the jack.
The jack is particularly adapted to railway car shops, and
would be an indispensable part of the equipment of a wrecking car.

PNEUMATIC RIVETER AND CHIPPER.

The accompanying engravings show a pneumatic riveter and
chipper made by the Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. They are laborsaving devices, reducing in some instances the cost of labor over so

JACK.

This jack has just been put on the market by the Duff Manufacturing Co., of Allegheny, Pa., and is an improved quick-acting
jack for the rapid handling of loaded freight cars, Pullman cars
and all heavy loads. It has patented features, and in its operation
two pawls operate on a gear, the gear on a pinion and the pinion

per cent. Simplicity of parts, durability and adaptability to all conditions existing in boiler and structural departments make them a
necessary addition to any well-regulated shop.

on the lifting bar. The leverage is especially compounded to permit ease of operation and quick action.
This jack is capable of lifting 30 tons easily, and it requires
no more energy to raise 30 tons than it does to raise ten tons with
the ordinary lever jack. This gear jack has the simplicity of an
ordinary lever jack having no complicated features, and cannot
get out of order like a hydraulic jack or a slow-working screw
jack. It is operated in the same manner as the regular Barrett

HOW TO ANNEAL SMALL TOOLS.

A very good way to anneal a small piece of tool steel is to heat it
up in a forge as slowly as possible, and then take two fireboards and
lay the hot steel between them and screw them in a vise. As the steel
is hot, it sinks into the pieces of wood, and is firmly imbedded in an
almost air-tight charcoal bed, and when taken out cold will be found
to be nice and soft. To repeat this will make it as soft as could be
wished.
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PUNCH FOR
FOR SMALL
SMALL ANGLES AND TENDER PLATES.
PUNCH

and
William Sellers
Sellers &
& Co.,
Co., PhilaPhilaand the most popular tool made by William
delphia.
delphia.
The most interesting feature about these planers
planers is
is the
the drive,
drive,
which is accomplished through friction clutches
clutches actuated
actuated by
by comcompressed air. The motor runs constantly
constantly in
in one
one direction,
direction, and
andthe
the
reverse movement of the table is made through
through gearing,
gearing, with
with aa
possibility of changing the
the rate
rate of
of cutting
cutting speed
speed for
foraagiven
givenspeed
speed
of return by changing the ratio
ratio of
of the
the reducing
reducing gears.
gears.ComCompressed air is admitted to either
either end
end of
of the
the clutch
clutch shaft
shaftas
asmay
may
be desired, and the admission
admission is
is controlled
controlled by
by aa valve
valveon
onthe
theside
side
of the planer bed, which is operated
operated by
by table
table stops.
stops. It
It is
is also
also
controlable by the hand lever shown.
shown. The
The action
action of
of the
the dogs
dogs
on the table at the end of the
the stroke,
stroke, is
is as
as follows:
follows:The
Thevalve
valveisis
brought into the central
central position
position so
so as
as to
to exhaust
exhaustthe
theclutch
clutch

Annexed engraving shows a 3o-in. throat style ''C"
''C" punch
punch with
with
automatic
spacing
table
made
by
the
Cleveland
Punch
automatic
Cleveland Punch &
& Shear
Shear
Works Co.. and recently installed
installed in
in the
the new
new shops
shops of
of the
theLake
Lake
Shore Railroad at Collinwood, Ohio. This machine is designed
to punch small angles and tender plates. Table is operated by
by means
means
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411
PI:.
CH FOR
PUNCH
FORSMALL
SMALLANGLES,
ANGLES,CLEVELAND
CLEVELANDPUNCH
PUNCH &
& SHEAR
SHEAR CO.
CO.

of a screw through bronze
bronze nut.
nut. Any
Any spacing
spacing from
from in.
in. to
to 44 ins.
ins.
by eighths can be obtained
obtained by
by adjusting
adjusting the
the crank
crankat
atthe
therear
rearend
end
of the machine. The
The adjustment
adjustment is
is by
by means
means of
ofscrew.
screw.Machine
Machine
carries two punches and
and dies
dies of
of different
different sizes,
sizes, operated
operatedby
bygags,
gags,so
so
that holes of different
sizes
can
be
punched
without
different sizes can be punched withoutremoving
removingthe
the
work from the table. This is a quick-acting
quick-acting machine,
machine, intended
intended only
only
for light
light work.
work.
SELLERS PLANER.
PLANER.

There are few machinists
machinists in
in railroad
railroad shops
shops who
who are
arenot
notacacquainted with
with the
the Sellers
Sellers planer,
planer, which
which is
is aa permanent
permanentfavorite
favorite

cylinder. It then admits
admits air
air to
same
to the
theopposite
opposite clutch
clutch at the same
which allows
allows the
the feed
feed motion
motion to
to
time tripping the escapement, which
act. The
The Westinghouse
WestinghouseElectric
ElectricCo.
Co.motors
motorsare
are 20
20 h. p. nomnomper minute,
minute, coupled
coupled directly
directly to
to the
thedriving
driving
inal size, boo revs. per
The pinion
pinion shaft
shaft which
which drives
drives the
thetable
tablecarries
carriesaa
mechanism. The
spur wheel, operated by aa spiral
spiral pinion,
pinion, which
which is
is mounted
mountedon
on
The clutch
clutch cylinder
cylinder has
has on
on its
its faces
faces cone
coneclutches,
clutches,
the clutch shaft. The
engage alternately
alternately with
with the
thewheels.
wheels.Keyed
Keyedfast
fasttotothe
the
which engage
which is
is aa piston
piston in
in the
the clutch
clutch cylinder.
cylinder.As
Asair
air
shaft is a disk, which
through one
one end
end or
or the
theother
otherof
ofthe
theshaft,
shaft,the
theclutch
clutch
is admitted through
in aa corresponding
corresponding direction,
direction, engaging
engagingeither
eitherthe
the
cylinder moves in
the return
return clutch
clutch as
as the
the case
casemay
maybe,
be,and
andthe
thepower
power
cutting or the
clutch is
is transmitted
transmitted to
to the
thepiston,
piston,and
andthence
thenceto
tothe
theshaft
shaft
of the clutch
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through projections or lugs; that is, when the cylinder turns
around in either direction it causes the piston to rotate in the
same direction, the wheel running continuously in one direction
and receiving power either by belt as in the diagram, or by gearing. The pinion shaft when the clutch is engaged, rotates at the
speed of the wheel to return the table, but the cutting clutches are
driven at a reduced speed through the gears and may be made
changeable when it is desired to employ a variety of cutting
speeds. Ey rotating the hand lever 9o° the feed can be cut out
so that the table may be reversed by hand without feeding the
tool, and it may be controlled in this way from either side of the
machine.
These planers cut at 13 ft. a minute, and the table returns at 90 ft. a minute. The action of the table is extremely
uniform—that is, it will always reverse at the same point,
and they can be worked on a very short stroke. The loss
of movement at each end of the work being very small. Another
novel point in these machines, is in the method of clamping the
crossrail, which is extended back between the uprights and bolted
to the inside faces, as well as to the outside flanges, thus securing
the crossrail in an extremely rigid manner and greatly increasing
its torsional strength.

NEWTON MACHINE TOOL CO.
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HOW TO REMOVE RUST FROM IRON.

A method of removing rust from iron consists in immersing the
articles in a bath consisting of a nearly saturated solution of chloride
of tin. The length of time during which the objects are allowed to
remain in the bath depends on the thickness of the coating of rust; but
in ordinary cases twelve to twenty-four hours is sufficient. The solution ought not to contain a great excess of acid if the iron itself is not
to be attacked. On taking them from the bath, the articles are rinsed in
water and afterward in ammonia. The iron, when thus treated, has
the appearance of dull silver ; but a simple polishing will give it its
normal appearance.
TO PERFORATE GLASS.

In drilling glass, stick a piece of stiff clay or putty on the part
where you wish to make the hole. Make a hole in the putty the size
you want the hole, reaching to the glass, of course. Into this hole
pour a little molten lead, when, unless it is very thick glass, the piece
will immediately drop out.

427

ROTARY PLANER.

This machine is of the rotary type and has a cutter head 48 ins.
in diameter, which is internally geared, driven by a 15-h.p. motor.
The feed motion to carriage, which is 7 ft., is by means of a spiral
rack and pinion. The machine has four changes of positive gear
feed and quick traverse in either direction. Mounted on opposite

side of carriage and not shown in the illustration is a motor from
which the power is obtained. All the operating levers are placed on
one side and can be operated from platform. The spiral pinion
and rack feed are a decided advantage over the old screw feed. The
machines, which are intended to take the heaviest cuts with highspeed steel, are made in three styles, round base, portable and fixed
base.
THE HIGLEY COLD METAL SAW.

The principal thing which strikes an observer as he looks at
a Higley Cold Saw at work is the way it is driven. You have
seen a man take hold of the spokes of a cart wheel when his vehicle is well nigh stuck fast, and help the tugging team. He catches
the spokes near the rim and pushes on them with might and main.
Weil, that is pretty much the way a Higley Saw is driven. Motion
is given to the saw blade by a sheer steel sprocket wheel meshing
in radial slots placed as near the periphery as possible. The slots,
however, leave sufficient depth beyond to permit of the frequent
regrinding of the saw.

42 8
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On machine Size No. 21,
21, which you can see in the P.
P. &
& R.
R.
On
shops
at
Reading
and
in
other
railroad
shops
railroad repair
repair plants,
plants,the
thesaw
sawblade
blade
is carried in a carriage having
having aa horizontal
horizontal travel
travelof
of45
45ins.
ins.
This makes it possible to make very long straight
straight or
or angle
angle
cuts. The blade is held firmly in place by four adjustable
adjustable
wearing plates, which keep it rigidly in line. The sprocket
sprocket method
method
of driving has stood the test of time,
time, as
as it
it has
has been
been in
in satisfactory
satisfactory
use for ten or twelve years on Higley
Higley saws.
saws. By
By drawing
drawing the
thesaw
saw
through the work, so to speak,
speak, as
as is
is done
done here,
here, where
wherethe
thepower
power
is applied close to the teeth, it is possible to cut very much
much faster
faster
than it is with a saw driven by the rotation of
of its
its arbor.
arbor. The
The
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would
the whole
whole thing
thing you
you ought
ought
would imagine. To get a good idea of the
to see the saw. The J. R. Vandyck
Vandyck Company,
Company, 88 Dev
Dev street,
street,New
New
York City, handle the machine.
machine.

HANDY FLUE TESTER.

This machine is mounted
mounted on
on aa trough
trough to
to carry
carry away
awaythe
the
waste water and at each end
end of
of it,
it, firmly
firmly secured,
secured, are
arecylinders
cylinders
of various dimensions. The cylinder to
to the
the left,
left, whose
whose diameter
diameter
is 6 ins., has a piston with detachable rods
rods of
of various
various lengths
lengths
to accommodate tubes of various lengths and
and the
the caps
caps on
on these
these
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TESTING APPARATUS.
APPARATUS.
FLUE TESTING
HIGLEY COLD METAL SAW.
SAW.

sprocket-driven blade is not liable
liable to
to buckle
buckle when
when the
the machine
machine
is forced.
forced.
This cold metal
metal saw
saw has
has proved
proved to
to be
be aavery
verypopular
populartool
toolin
in
railroad shops,
shops, not
not only
only on
on account
account of
of its
itsability
abilityto
todo
dolots
lotsof
ofhard
hard
work and stay at
at it,
it, and
and on
on account
account of
ofits
itsstrong,
strong,positive
positivedrive,
drive,but
but
because of the
the conveniences
conveniences provided.
provided. Work
Workcan,
can,ififdesired,
desired,be
be
clamped on both
both sides
sides of
of the
the blade.
blade. The
The Higley
Higleysaw
sawtakes
takeshold
hold
of all sorts of operations
operations where
where the
the dividing
dividing of
ofmetal
metalisisthe
thework
workin
in
hand, and it does it quickly and
and well.
well. In
In the
the matter
matter of
of economy
economy itit
makes a good
good showing
showing in
in running
running some
some more
morepretentious
pretentiousmachine
machine
tools hard
hard for
for first
first place.
place. There
There are
areaagood
goodmany
manymore
morethings
things
that can be done
done with
with aa good
good cold
cold saw
saw than
than aa casual
casualobserver
observer

supplied with
with bleeder
bleeder cocks,
cocks,to
torelieve
relievethe
thepressure
pressureafter
after
rods are supplied
been made.
made. A
A I-in.
I-in. pipe
pipewith
withaacut-out
cut-outcock
cockconconthe test has been
right- and
and left-hand
left-hand cylinder
cylinderand
andaaIf-in.
If-in.water
waterpipe
pipewith
with
nects the rightsmall cylinder
cylinder with
with the
the water-service
water-service
a globe valve, connects the small
gauge is
is also
also attached
attached to
to this
this cylinder
cylinderto
toindicate
indicatethe
the
line. A gauge
applied. After
After the
the cut-out
cut-out cock
cock has
has been
beenopened
openedand
and
pressure applied.
piston rod
rod of
of the
the left
left cylinder
cylinder snugly
snugly
air admitted to force the piston
prevent leakage,
leakage, sufficient
sufficient water
water is
is turned
turnedon
on
against the tube to prevent
small cylinder
cylinder to
to the
the right.
right. An
An old
old style
style
to fill both tube and small
cock is
is then
then operated
operated and
and the
theair
airpressure
pressureforced
forced
threeway cock
piston of
of greater
greater area.
area. This
This then
thenmoves
movesthe
thesmaller
smaller
against the piston
are connected
connected by
by aa rod.
rod. The
Thesmaller
smallerone
onemoves
moves
one, as both are
the imprisoned
imprisoned water
water and
andforces
forcesup
upthe
thepressure
pressureininthe
the
against the
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tube. The sizes of the various cylinders which should be used
to get the best results are respectively : Left-hand cylinder,
6 ins.; small right, 5 ins., and large right, io ins. This device,
which is not patented, has saved many an engine failure by
revealing defective or poorly welded tubes before application to
the boiler.

EDUCATIONAL.

FOR CUTTING RUBBER GASKETS.

A handy cutter for various sizes of gaskets, invented by Mr. E.
L. Miller, M.M. of the Nickel Plate at Conneaut, 0., is shown here.
The device is secured to an air cylinder in his machine room

DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE KNOWLEDGE.

By ANGLTS SINCLAIR.

Ballwity

LoGiAPPNY. Engmeerimy

and all the condemned air hose are cut up into different sizes of
gaskets. It has proved to be a money saver to the Nickel Plate.
This device is not patented. Mr Mille_ r will gladly give further
information.

Herbert Spencer says that "Science may he described as
definite knowledge in contradistinction to that indefinite knowledge
possessed by the uncultured." In railway life and, in fact, in every
department of industry that "definite" knowledge is constantly in
demand, and those having indefinite knowledge vainly apply in
crowds in every place where occupation may be expected. While
men with accurate knowledge and developed skill are constantly
in demand, the labor market is glutted with men seeking work
who have never learned to do anything in particular property. Mr.
F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie Railroad, made a public
statement that he would hire a thousand men if he could obtain
them with the proper training, and that he had no end of applications for work by men who were willing to do anything but could
not do anything in particular. This is a national trouble. There
is a multitude of people who think they ought to be able to earn a
living without acquiring accurate knowledge about any occupation. They are a mob as compared with an army. They may
have acquired a mass of general information, which is a good thing
in its way. but it is like the water running in a stream that might
be made to drive power wheels or turbines if the proper appliances
were put in its way and its movement was properly regulated. General information is useless when it is not applied to a specific purpose. When a person learns to do any useful work well, he is likely
to obtain employment doing it; then he may have the means of
applying general information to expand processes connected with
his work.
A good hand at any occupation. no matter how humble it
may be, recommends himself for advancement. The good me-
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chanic,-the
the good
good car
car repairer, the skillful fireman,
fireman, the
the first-class
first-class
chanic,
engineer,
the
quick,
accurate telegraph
engineer,
telegraph operator,
operator, the
the pushing,
pushing,clearclearheaded track
track workman, the flagman
headed
flagman who
who protects
protects his
his train,
train,and
andthe
the
machinist who does
does his work well, are the men
machinist
men who
who will
will be
be officials
officials
generation hence.
hence. We hear a great deal
aa generation
deal about
about what
what education
education is
is
going
to do for
for the
the people who have to earn their living, but
going to
but educaeducation is
is useless
useless unless
unless its possessor can
tion
can apply
apply itit to
to aa specific
specific purpose
purpose
and
pushes with
with all
all his might the work he
and pushes
he is
is engaged
engaged on.
on.

gineer;
mechanic; division
division superintendent;
superintendent;
gineer; shop foreman; master mechanic;
general
manager ;; president."
president."Imagination
Imagination
general superintendent ; general manager
can
between these
these positions
positionswith
withperpercan readily fill up the hiatuses between
sonal
aspiring ambiambisonal efforts
efforts and steady endeavor kept active by aspiring
tion.
tion.
Another representative notice which
which we
we expand
expand aa little
little is
is to
to
this effect: "Returned from the
the war
war in
in 1865
1865 and
and began
began work
workas
as
night watchman (on a Western
Western railroad)
railroad) ;; truckman;
truckman;baggagebaggagemaster; bill clerk; cashier;
cashier; claim
claim clerk;
clerk; chief
chiefclerk;
clerk;general
generalfreight
freight
agent; superintendent
freight
traffic;
general
freight
agent;
freight
superintendent freight traffic ; general freight agent; freight
traffic manager; general
general traffic
traffic manager;"
manager;"and
andhis
hislast
lastmove
moveisistoto
the position of general traffic
traffic manager
manager of
of one
one of
of the
the greatest
greatestrailrailway systems on this continent.
continent. This
This success
success was
was achieved
achievedwithout
without
any outside influence whatever. The influence
influence for
for steady
steady advanceadvancement was all in the man's
man's determination
determination to
to learn
learneverything
everythingrelating
relating
to his work and to do it
it with
with all
all his
his might.
might.
railway as clerk; brakeman,
brakeman,
Still another is: Entered
Entered
foreman of elevators; Conductor
Conductor of
of working
working train;
train;freight
freightand
andpaspassenger trains; yardmaster; assistant
assistant division
division superintendent
superintendentand
and
superintendent; general
general superintendent
superintendent ;; general
generalmanager;
manager;vicevicepresident. This
This was
was aa case
case where
where the
thegenteel
genteeloccupaoccupapresident ; president.
strenuous position
position of
of brakeman
brakeman
tion of clerk was given up for the strenuous
on a Northwestern railway. But it was a good illustration of
of
"he stoops to conquer."
conquer."
majority of
of the
the mighty
mighty men
menof
ofthe
theearth
earthnever
neverhave
have
The great majority
names printed
printed among
among the
thelist
listof
ofheroes
heroesor
orstand
standout
outconspicuconspicutheir names
heads of
of the
the madding
madding crowd.
crowd. They
They do
dotheir
theirwork
work
ously above the heads
humility and
and permit
permit their
their achievements
achievementsto
tobear
bear
quietly with pride's humility
they have
have gone
gone hence.
hence. The
The sublime
sublime lives
lives leave
leave
testimony after they
footprints, but
but no
no tumult
tumult or
or noise
noise is
is heard
heardwhile
whilethey
theypursue
pursue
their footprints,
path through
through life.
life.
their path
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LOOKING FOR EASY JOBS.

The men
men who
who start out in life looking for
The
for easy
easy jobs
jobs are
are never
never
likely
to
have
heavy
responsibilities
placed
upon
their
shoulders.
likely to
responsibilities placed upon their shoulders.
Since the
the United States became rich,
Since
rich, the
the proportion
proportion of
of its
itspopulapopulation
who
are
willing
to
earn
their
living
by
the
sweat
of
their
tion who
of their brows
brows
appears to have steadily decreased.
appears
decreased. The
The Chicago
Chicago &
&Alton
AltonRailRailroad Company
Company have in operation an employment
road
employment bureau
bureau which
which rereceives applications
applications from people desiring to
ceives
to enter
enter the
the service
service of
of the
the
company. During one year
company.
year there
there were
were applications
applications from
from495
495perpersons
wishing
to
secure
positions
as
clerks
and
telegraph
sons wishing
positions as clerks and telegraphoperators,
operators,
while there
position of
of fireman
fireman
while
there were
were only
only 103 applications for the position
and
140
from
men
who
wanted
work
as
brakemen.
and 140
wanted work as brakemen. The
Thegenteel
genteel
job
job is
is the
the popular one,
one, and
and it
it opens
opens the
the door
door to
to aa life
life of
of semisemipenury.
penury.
INDUSTRIAL HEROES.
HEROES.

America
America is naturally
naturally proud
proud of
of her
her many
manysons
sonswho
whohave
havedisdistinguished
tinguished themselves
themselves in
in every
every department
departmentof
ofindustry,
industry,the
themen
men
who
who made
made themselves
themselves leaders
leaders in
in the
the great
great achievements
achievementsfor
forwhich
which
the
country
has
been
celebrated.
Most
of
these
men
have
the country
celebrated. Most of these men have sprung
sprung
from
from the
the lowly
lowly ranks
ranks of
of life;
life; but
hutititmay
maybe
beaccepted
acceptedas
asaacertainty
certainty
that
those
who
became
distinguished
leaders
did
not
that those
distinguished leaders did not begin
begin their
their
working
working life by
by looking
looking for
for the
the softest
softest jobs
jobs they
they could
couldcommand.
command.
There
There is
is a book called
called the
the Biographical
Biographical Dictionary
Dictionary of
of Railway
Railway
Officials
which
is
used
mostly
Officials which is used mostly as
asaawork
workof
ofreference;
reference;but
butititconcontains
tains hidden
hidden within
within its
its prosaic
prosaic notices
noticesthe
thegerms
germsof
ofmore
moreromances
romances
of
of real
real life
life than
than any
any other
other book
book of
of its
itssize
sizewithin
withinour
ourken.
ken.ItItisis
the
most
eloquent
record
of
self-help
the most eloquent record of self-helpthat
thatever
everhas
hasbeen
beencollected.
collected.
It
It briefly
briefly outlines
outlines the
the careers
careers of
of thousands
thousands of
of railway
railway officials
officialsmost
most
of
whom
have
forced
their
way
upwards
through
of whom have forced their way upwards throughsheer
sheerforce
forceof
of
merit
merit and
and devoted
devoted attention
attentionto
totheir
theirbusiness.
business.Opening
Openingthe
thebook
book
at
at random,
random, we
we find
find aa railroad
railroadpresident
presidentwhose
whosecareer
careercondensed
condensedis:
is:
"Entered
service
of
R.R.
as
office
boy;
apprentice
R.R. as office boy;
apprenticemama"Entered service of
chinist
chinist ;; worked
worked in
indrawing
drawingoffice;
office;chief
chiefdraftsman;
draftsman;mechanical
mechanicalenen-
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VICTORIES OF
OF DEFINITE
DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE.
KNOWLEDGE.
VICTORIES

the multitude
multitude of
of men
men whose
whose heads
heads and
andhands
handshave
have
Among the
directed the
the building
building and
andoperating
operatingof
ofour
ourvast
vastsystem
systemofofrailroads,
railroads,
directed
to say
say that
that few
few of
of them
them were
were uncultured,
uncultured,possessing
possessingonly
only
it is safe to
indefinite knowledge.
knowledge. Every
Every man
man in
inhis
hisplace,
place,from
fromthe
thetrack
trackforeforeindefinite
man to
to the
the general
general manager,
manager,earned
earnedhis
hispay
payby
byputting
puttinginto
intopractice
practice
man
operations regulated
regulated by
by definite
definiteknowledge.
knowledge.This
Thisdefinite
definiteknowlknowloperations
edge is
is nearly
nearly all
all begotten
begottenof
ofexperience.
experience.Education
Educationmay
mayshorten
shorten
edge
the road
road to
to the
the acquirement
acquirement of
of definite
definiteknowledge
knowledgeconcerning
concerningrailrailthe
road business,
business, but
butititmust
mustalways
alwaysbe
bean
anaid
aidrather
ratherthan
thanaasubstitute.
substitute.
road
The old
old royal
royal road
road to
to learning
learning which
whichhas
hasalways
alwaysbeen
beendiligently
diligently
The
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sought after, is still pursued by many people, and would-be railway
officials are numerous among the seekers for the easy way, which
when found proves a delusion and a snare.
The work of railroad building and operating has been managed
by men who acquired the necessary skill and knowledge by performing the operations they were afterwards required to direct.
Those men were perfectly efficient, as their performances testified,
but a sentiment has arisen among owners of railroads and their
representatives, that college training would be a great aid to railway
officials, and that the knowledge acquired in a college course would
greatly enhance their efficiency. This has proved true when the
college-bred man was willing to begin at the bottom of the railroad
ladder and work through the different grades, acquiring skill and
familiarity of details by experience; but if he is floated upwards
by the influence backing his college training, without learning the
things which are the strength of the purely practical man, he will
always be weak in lines where strength is of much importance to
his employers. He will always be weak on details which make him
depend on subordinates for information he ought himself to possess.
PRACTICAL AND COLLEGE EDUCATION.

The working of this is particularly conspicuous in the mechanical department of railroads. The railroad world employs two
classes of mechanical engineers as heads of the mechanical department. One, the oldest and most numerous class, is composed of
men who, with an apprenticeship training and common-school education as a foundation, have acquired by personal effort the scientific
knowledge that entitles them to rank as mechanical engineers and
to perform satisfactorily the duties of superintendent of motive
power and machinery. The other is the technical college graduate
who has acquired sufficient mechanical knowledge and has obtained
sufficient experience of workshop operations to enable him to manage satisfactorily as head of the mechanical department. When the
question arises, which of these two classes of engineers is likely to
perform his duties most satisfactorily and prove the most useful official to a railroad company, we incline to the side of the self-educated,
practical man. The habits and characteristics which move a young
mechanic to acquire scientific knowledge by burning the midnight
oil, are likely to promote his usefulness and advance his efficiency
as a railroad official.
EXECUTIVE ABILITY.
Probably the most valuable characteristic of a successful railway manager to-dayis that subtile personal quality known as execu-
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tive ability. Some people think that a college training cultivates
executive ability better than practical work, but observation and resuits contradict this. Our experience is that executive ability is a
natural product that is very little strengthened by cultivation, and
that the hard knocks of practical work prove the better fertilizer.
MANAGING MEN.

That part of executive ability relating to the handling of men
must be possessed by every man in charge of railway departments
and manufacturing establishments or his management will be a
failure. Personal skill of manufacturing or business operations is
not essential to this qualification ; but he must have been sufficiently
in touch with the men under his charge to understand their good
and bad qualities, their virtues and their vices, their enthusiasms
and their prejudices. The man who has gone through the workshop,
the office or train service from the bottom up, understands the
strength and weakness of the toilers therein. Their inner lives are
to him as an open book which enables him to guide them to promote
their own and their employers' interests. The man who comes in
from the top mixes with an uncongenial element outside of his
sympathies, which is never properly understood. This want of fellow feeling is a source of weakness in the management of men, and
is equally hurtful to success in business as want of human sympathy. It does not pay, apart from higher considerations, to have
a man in charge who regards workmen as mere machines, and the
man who has shared their difficulties, enjoyed their triumphs and
pleasures, is likely to manage them better than the man who has
never been in real touch with their lives. When complaints and
grievances threaten trouble in the shop or on the road, he can discriminate readily on what action will most easily produce harmony
and keep the working force satisfied and in good humor. That
capability has a high money value in these days when the relations

between capital and labor are almost constantly in tension.
We consider that the present is a good time to discuss the
relative value of the purely practical mechanic and the scientifically
trained engineer, because there is a tendency in some quarters to
undervalue the former and magnify the latter. Both of the classes
have their good characteristics, and the personal equation exercises
a powerful influence on the success or failure of each. College
education has become in some quarters a shibboleth which will pass
a man to a higher position over those having greater fitness, a
condition of affairs which is not conducive to the welfare of railroad
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companies. Before
Before being
being influenced
influenced by such a consideration, it is
companies.
well for
for railroad
railroad managers
managers about to appoint
well
appoint aa new
new head
head to
to their
their
mechanical department,
department, to find out which
mechanical
which of
of the
the two
two men
men possesses
possesses
in the
the higher
higher degree
degree the
the "definite knowledge"
in
knowledge" which
which must
must be
beapplied
applied
to the
the business
business he
he will
to
will be
be engaged
engaged upon.
upon.
TRAINING AN
AN ARTIST
ARTIST IN
IN THE
THE FORCES OF NATURE.*
TRAINING
BY
BY

E. H.

MULLIN.
MULLIN.

If we
we go
go back
back in
in the
the history of our language
If
language to
to the
the first-known
first-known
use of
of the
the word
word "education,"
use
"education," we
we find
find that
that in
in 1540
1540 itithad
hadas
asits
its
meaning "the
"the process
process of nourishing or rearing
meaning
rearing aa child
child or
or young
young
person." It
person."
It will
will be
be noticed
noticed that
that in
in this
this case,
case, as
as in
in so
so many
manyothers,
others,
term which
which may
may now
now be
be regarded as meaning something abstract
aa term
abstract
and psychological
psychological is
is derived
derived by metaphorical extension from an
and
an
earlier concrete
earlier
concrete and
and physical
physical concept.
concept.Yet
Yetififthe
theword
word"education"
"education"
has gained
gained in
has
in breadth
breadth since
since its
its first
first use
use four
four and
andaahalf
halfcenturies
centuries
ago, it
it has
has also
also lost
ago,
lost much
much in depth—at
depth—at least
least as
as commonly
commonly used.
used.
The essence
The
essence of
of the
the word
word "nourishing"
"nourishing" is
is assimilation;
assimilation;ititconveys
conveys
the idea
the
idea of
of the
the food
food which
which is most
most easily
easily converted
converted into
into life-giving
life-giving
blood,
and
thence,
with
hardly
a
pause,
into
nerves,
blood, and thence, with hardly a pause, into nerves, bones
bonesand
and
muscles,
muscles, to
to become
become an
an inseparable
inseparable part
part of
of our
ourbodies.
bodies.For
Forone
one
reason
reason or
or another,
another, we
we seem
seem to
to have
have passed
passed beyond
beyond the
thestage
stageof
ofaa
simple
educational
diet
which
can
be
thoroughly
assimilated;
simple educational diet
thoroughly assimilated; we
we
present
present either
either the
the jaded
jaded palates
palates of
of aa worn-out
worn-out race,
race,or
orthe
the
capricious
capricious appetites
appetites of
of spoiled
spoiled children.
children.Instead
Insteadof
ofthe
theeducational
educational
toast
and
boiled
joints
of
our
forefathers,
toast and boiled joints of our forefathers,we
wetoy
toywith
withhighly
highlyseaseasoned
which blunt
blunt our
our appetites
appetites for
for the
the time
time being,
being, but
butdo
do
entrées which
soned entrées
not
not give
give us
us the
the strength
strength for
for long
long fasts,
fasts, the
the energy
energy for
forgreat
greatwork,
work,or
or
the
the physical
physical repose
repose necessary
necessary for
for deep
deep thought.
thought.
We
We shall
shall find,
find, if
if we
we keep
keep the
the idea
idea of
of assimilation
assimilationas
asthe
theprimary
primary
attribute
attribute of
of all
all education,
education, that
that the
the physical
physicaland
andmental
mentalanalogies
analogies
are
are reasonably
reasonably close
close and
and hardly,
hardly,ififat
atall,
all,misleading.
misleading.Mental
Mentalinindigestion
digestion from
from overstuffing,
overstuffing, no
no less
less than
than physical
physical indigestion,
indigestion,proproduces
duces cloudiness
cloudiness of
of the
the brain.
brain. Mental
Mental dyspepsia
dyspepsia may
may follow
follow aa diet
diet
of
of too
too large
large aa variety
variety of
of elective
electivecourses,
courses,just
justas
asphysical
physicaldyspepsia
dyspepsia
may
may follow
follow over
over indulgence
indulgencein
inhighly
highlyspiced
spicedbut
butnon-assimilative
non-assimilative
foods.
foods. In
In both
both cases
cases time
timeis
isan
anindispensable
indispensablefactor
factortotoassimilaassimilation;
; maximum
tion; plain
plain food
food will
willbe
bemost
mostenduring
enduringininresults
results;
maximumeffiefficiency
ciency will
will be
be found
found in
in maximum
maximum assimilation
assimilation and
and minimum
minimumwaste.
waste.
*Read
*Read at
at aa meeting
meetingof
ofthe
theInstitute
InstitutecfcfEleettical
EleetticalEngiaecrp.
Engiaecrp.
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Fixed
valuable gift
gift we
we can
can receive,
receive,
Fixed habits
habits are perhaps the most valuable
whether
college training,
training, or
or from
from that
that
whether from home rearing, from college
first
world of
of men.
men. Yet
Yet granted
granted
first part
part of our lives passed in the world
that
essentials, we
we may
may pursue
pursuecognate
cognate
that we
we have taken a firm hold of essentials,
non-essentials
means of
of recreation.
recreation. Every
Every auaunon-essentials as an enlightening means
thor
science has
has its
its borderland;
borderland;
thor has his historical background; every science
every
the result
result of
of
every art has its path of development. Knowledge is the
profound study; culture is the reward
reward of
of diligent
diligent exploration.
exploration. With
With
knowledge alone we are as flatlanders,
flatlanders, realizing
realizing our
our neighbors
neighborsonly
only
when we touch them; by the aid of culture we can rise above
above our
our
surroundings,
to each
each
surroundings, and, by viewing the relation of our neighbors to
other, form a juster estimate of
of our
our relation
relation to
to them.
them.
For in our realization of our true
true relationship
relationship to
to the
the whole
wholeof
of
the outer world lies the benefit of
of our
our education.
education. The
The pure
pure spespecialist, without sympathy and without
without comprehension,
comprehension, is
is simply
simply aa
machine tool in the hands of a higher order of
of intelligence.
intelligence. When
When
Mr. Carnegie claimed for himself
himself only
only the
the power
power of
of acting
actingas
asaa
magnet for much abler
abler men,
men, he
he either
either meant
meantmuch
muchmore
morethan
thanhe
he
said, or said much more than he
he meant.
meant. To
To utilize
utilize ability,
ability, to
toturn
turn
it into its proper channels,
channels, to
to mark
mark the
the time
timeand
andplace
placewhen
whenand
and
where one kind of specialized mind should
should begin
begin and
and where
where itit should
should
stop to allow the next specialized
specialized mind
mind to
totake
takeup
upthe
therunning,
running,isisthe
the
true greatness.
greatness. The
The general
generalin
incommand
commandof
ofarmies,
armies,
function of true
statesman responsible
responsible for
for aa party,
party,the
thecaptain
captainof
ofindustry
industrywith
with
the statesman
success or failure hanging
hanging upon
upon his
his decision,
decision,asks
asksno
nomore
morethan
than
whom he
he chooses
chooses can
can convert
convert his
his ideas
ideas into
into
that the subordinate whom
bold, be
be not
not too
too bold,"
bold," said
said the
the ancient
ancientsage.
sage.
action. "Be bold, be bold,
"Specialize, specialize, but don't
don't specialize
specialize too
too much,"
much," says
says his
his
modern analogue.
analogue.
modern
modern economists
economists are
are agreed,
agreed,isisthe
thecrystallized
crystallizedsavsavCapital, modern
be lent
lent out
out to
to reproduce
reproduce itself
itself in
in useful
useful work.
work. ItIt
ings which can be
stored energy.
energy. In
In its
its baldest
baldest form,
form, capital
capitalrepresents
represents
is, in fact, stored
wheat saved
saved from
from last
last year's
year'scrop
cropto
toenable
enablethe
thelaborer
laborertotogarner
garner
the wheat
year's crop
crop without
without dying
dying of
of starvation
starvationwhile
whilenext
nextyear's
year'scrop
crop
next year's
growing. In
In its
its broadest
broadest sense,
sense, education
educationis
isnot
notcapital,
capital,but
but
is growing.
tools. It
It is
is not
not the
the knowledge
knowledgeof
offacts
factswhich
whichmakes
makesaaman
maneducated,
educated,
tools.
but the
the possession
possession of
of method.
method.To
Toteach
teachaaman
mantotolearn
learnhow
howtoto
but
learn is
is the
the true
true function
function of
of education,
education,and
andto
tostuff
stuffhis
hismind
mindwith
with
learn
facts beyond
beyond this
this point
point is
is merely
merelyto
toencumber
encumberhim
himin
inpursuing
pursuinghis
his
facts
means of
truethat
thatthe
themethod
methodof
ofeducation
education
means
oflivelihood.
livelihood. ititisistrue
adopted may,
may, and
and perhaps
perhaps should,
should,bear
bearsome
somerelation
relationtotoultimate
ultimate
adopted
ends. The
The future
future classical
classical scholar
scholar will
will save
savehimself
himselfmuch
muchannoyannoyends.
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ance by a diligent study of Greek irregular verbs. The future
mechanical or electrical engineer will enjoy an ease, not otherwise
procurable, by a thorough mastery of elementary mathematics. But,
still, education is not so much intended for the elucidation of old
problems as for the tackling of those that are new. And, as a
knowledge of fads without the power of ratiocination is worthless
for new ventures, and as every problem which meets us in life is a
new venture, therefore, method by itself is everything, and facts by
themselves are nothing.
The faults of technical education of the present day are that they
tend to reproduce a microcosm of real life. Every one has heard
of, or has seen, a typical specimen of the "tank drama," in which
there is real water, real horses, a real fire engine, or what not, to
heighten the verisimilitude. The technical colleges which attempt
to make a blacksmith or a mechanic out of a student, fail, just as
the "tank dramas" do. by endeavoring to make their courses a
miniature copy of future work instead of making them typical of
crises and illustrative of principles. Let us glance for a moment at
the two great professions where education, as commonly understood.
utterly fails to supply a man with the power of commanding success.
It will be acknowledged that painting is an art which requires initiation and instruction. Yet, without genius, without inspiration, even
the most skilful painters have been unable to rise above the ranks
of mediocrity. The Italians call Andrea del Sari* "the faultless
painter." But, as Symonds says, he lacked inspiration, depth of
emotion, energy of thdught, and cannot therefore take rank among
the great Renaissance painters. Or take again the two typical cases
of the Archduke Charles and Major-General Halleek, for both of
whom it may be claimed they were bright and shining examples of
profound technical education in the military art. The genius of
Napoleon, not a particularly distinguished student, overthrew with
ease the strategy of the Archduke Charles, white all that HaHeck's
technical knowledge seemed to be able to do for him was to point
out every possibility of defeat without inspiring him to a single
means of victory. More recently we have seen Sir John French.
the only really successful cavalry general of the South African war,
overthrow in the field the reputation which the pedants of Aldershot
gave him of not being able to handle a cavalry brigade.
We may gather from these examples, and from others which
will occur to the minds of every one, that all that technical education
can do is to give each man his chance of success or failure. Genius
may be able to dispense altogether with technical education ; inherent

stupidity will ultimately sink to its true level, in spite of the most
careful collegiate training. In considering educational matters,
therefore, we are concerned not with geniuses or with muddle
heads, but with average men. How the average man may be
trained for a profession far which he feels within himself some
aptitude is the question which it behooves us to answer. And the
answer which we should give is to teach methods, to instil principles, to lay deep and sure the foundation of elementary knowledge,
and trust the future to take care of itself. We have, therefore, two
co-related branches of education to consider—education as an art
and education as a science.
Education as an art involves perfect familiarity with a larger or
smaller number of facts, according to the purpose to which these
are to be devoted. In this age of universal reading and writing we
are apt somewhat too hastily to assume that a categorical knowledge
of the alphabet and the arithmetical tables is necessary to success in
life. Those who have lived in countries where a considerable portion of the population is wholly illiterate must have often been struck
by hearing men who could not read use language all but grammatically correct, or by observing intricate accounts made up by
mental arithmetic without the aid of either multiplication or division.
It must also be remembered that in the Dark Ages kings and bards
were usually illiterate, though they were none the less the rulers
and inspirers of their times. Education as an art, therefore, must
be separated from personality on the one hand and from mere
pedantry on the other. We may compare education as an art to a
knowledge of the names and functions of the pieces on a chessboard
divorced from any knowledge of the game of chess itself. If we
can then imagine a series of chessboards, each having more pieces
than the one preceding it, and each set of pieces having more complex moves than the set preceding it, we shall have a fair analogy
of the gamut of education as an art, from simple elementary education to the highest classical or mathematical standard. Throughout
this series there are things to be known by name—what may be
called primary concepts—and these mere names have to be clothed
with ideas or attributes or functions, by means of which we may
see how far we can utilize them. In other words, in education as
an art we have to exercise the faculty of memory, and this memory
must be clear and accurate if our minds are always to have their
tools at hand ready for instant use. But this in turn implies
familiarity, and familiarity implies constant practice for a banger
or shorter time. Here again our average education for the average
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man comes in. If we have in mind only the first 25 per cent. of our
pupils—the geniuses and the hard-reading men—we shall pass along
to the next stage before our 50 per cent. of average men have had
time to become perfectly familiar with the facts and their connotations which are being studied. If, on the other hand, we attempt
to wait until the last 25 per cent. of our pupils—the incorrigibly
idle and muddle heads—we shall waste the time of our 5o per cent.
of average men. In every stage of education as an art we have therefore two things to consider, namely, the accumulation of a sufficient
number of names and their connotations to give us an ample nomenclature or set of tools, and also enough familiarity with this nomenclature or set of tools to enable us instinctively to select the right
tool and to use it efficiently.
Let us now pass to education as a science. A man might know
the dictionary from end to end and yet not be able to use more than
one thousand words of it for any particular purpose. Having obtained our tools through education as an art, the problem in education as a science is not to use them as we have been taught, but to
apply them to new problems. To go back to our former illustration, we must be able to play the game of chess after having learned
the names of the pieces and their functions. It took the world 2,000
years to find out that deductive logic could state nothing new beyond
what was contained in the premises. Science, we are told, is organized and classified knowledge, and the first thing a truly educated
man will do with a new fact is to place it under its proper classification—that is, he will refer it to the principle which governs facts of
a similar kind. Not only, therefore, is memory needed here, but
imagination. A man's whole education goes for nothing if in dealing with a new fact he cannot see resemblances in it to other facts
where none Outwardly exist, or cannot see profound differences between a new fact and an old one where the outward resemblance is
strong. And the highest function of education as a science is to
make a man of average ability see resemblances and differences in
eases where he would otherwise be blind. Indeed, genius itself, as
we see it in the great inventors, is usually nothing more than the
power of classifying a fact under its proper generalization and then
restating it in terms of some other fact classed under the same head.
Rising stage by stage, therefore, according to the future for
which our educational requirements are to fit us is our elementary
knowledge plus perfect familiarity in dealing with and handling it.
Better, .far better, that we should know little but be on terms of
perfect familiarity with that little, than we should know much and

have to grope for what should spring to our minds as quick as
thought itself. The time spent, the labor involved, in obtaining an
absolute mastery over our primary concepts or elementary knowledge marks the difference in our future work between having strange
tools to handle and having tools which so fit into our hands as to
become an insepai.able part of ourselves.
Let us turn now to the education of an engineer. The definition of an engineer, according to Telford, is one who applies the
forces of nature to the service of man. Mr. Mansergh, recently
president of the Institution of Civil Engineers, quoted with approval an American definition of an engineer as "a man who could
do for one dollar what any fool could do for two dollars." Perhaps
the best definition will lie somewhere between these extremes. If
a man does not know how to apply at least one form of the forces
of nature to the service of man he is not an engineer ; and if he cannot do this more economically than an outsider, no capitalist with
common sense will employ him. An engineer differs from a physician or a lawyer in that patients die and cases are lost without
damaging the reputation of a member of either of these professions,
while, on the other hand, an engineer's work must speak for itself.
The motto over Sir Christopher Wren's tomb in St. Paul's might be
adopted as that of the engineering profession as a whole, "Si nonumentum requiris ciroonspice." Posterity camps on the trail of the
engineer, and its conclusions, like the judgments of the Lord, are
true and righteous altogether. Whether it be the aqueduct of Rome
or the Brooklyn Bridge, whether it be a generator at Niagara Falls
or the switchboard of a New York power station, it will either form
a model from which other generations of engineers will expand into
new conceptions to meet new needs, or it will become a beacon post
to point out the way which is to be avoided. Verily, it is no light
thing to train up an artist in the forces of Nature!
Let us begin with the prime essential. Without reverence for
great works and for the great men by whose agency they were
brought forth, there will be no great engineers. Granted that, a
sound knowledge of one's native tongue is the best substructure. The
great engineers who have been deprived of this aid have borne eloquent testimony by their efforts at self-improvement in later life to
what they considered would have been its usefulness at an earlier
period of their careers. An elementary knowledge of Latin is most
indispensable to the clarification and consolidation of the knowledge
of nearly every European tongue. Next to these my vote would
go to a good working knowledge of French because, besides its
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obvious advantage as a language to be spoken,
obvious
spoken, itit imparts
imparts lucidity
lucidity
and precision to writing—a thing,
and
thing, by
by the
the way,
way, which
whichmathematics
mathematics
often fails to do. Early practice in mechanical
often
mechanical drawing
drawing should
should also
also
be given to every boy who feels
within
himself
the
stirrings
to
feels within himself the stirrings tobebecome an engineer, because familiarity with the pencil is
is easily
easily acacquired early in life, but is often one o_f
thegreatest
greatest stumbling
stumbling
of the
blocks when taken up
up too
too late.
late.
Then as to mathematics. As the profession
profession of
of an
an engineer
engineer
always involves constant dealing
dealing with
with quantities
quantities and
andvalues,
values,he
heought
ought
to know mathematics as he knows the currency
currency of
of his
his native
native country.
country.
In other words, he ought to
to be
be able
able to
to make
makechange
changewith
withease,
ease,quickquickness and accuracy--not as if one were in a foreign
foreign country
country in
in aa
constant state of painful reckoning. A thorough knowledge
knowledge of
of
ordinary mathematics is here prescribed, not
not any
any vain
vain ascents
ascents with
with
crippled wings into the empyrean.
empyrean. What
What is
is meant
meantby
by"ordinary
"ordinary
mathematics" may perhaps
perhaps be
be more
more clearly
clearly indicated
indicatedby
byaaremark
remark
and an anecdote. One may
may make
make accurate
accurate change
changewithout
withoutany
any
knowledge of the science of
of numbers.
numbers. Lord
Lord Salisbury,
Salisbury,when
whenpresipresident of the British Association,
Association, told
told the
the story
story of
of the
the old
old Oxford
Oxford
professor who said to
to him,
him, fiercely,
fiercely, "What
"What IIlike
likeabout
aboutquaternions,
quaternions,
sir, is that they cannot be used
used for
for any
any base
base utilitarian
utilitarian purpose."
purpose."
This makes our substructure
substructure complete.
complete. The
The first
first part
part of
ofour
our
superstructure should consist
consist in
in learning
learning the
the principles
principlesof
ofthe
theapplied
applied
sciences. These should be
be studied
studied in
in books,
books, assisted
assistedby
byoral
oralteachteaching, and enforced and re-enforced
re-enforced by
by the
the practice
practice of
of dozens
dozens or
or
hundreds of examples. If one
one wants
wants to
to know
know how
how each
each principle
principle
should be learned, he should
should watch
watch aa great
great singing
singingteacher
teachertrain
train
a pupil. A false note.in
a
scale
demands
a
hundred
perfect
repetinote.in a scale demands a hundred perfect repetitions. A false note in
the scale
scale for
for aa hundred
hundred
in an
an aria means back to the
more repetitions before
attacking
a
second
the
time.
aria
Why
before attacking the aria
should the future artist in Nature
be
less
carefully
prepared
for
Nature be less carefully prepared forhis
his
work
?
Is
that
work
likely
work? Is that work likely to be less important? Or
Or is
is it
it merely
merely
because his future
future audience
audience is
is less
lesslikely
likelyto
todetect
detectaafalse
falsenote?
note?
With this, the education
education of
of our
our engineer
engineer ends
endsor
orrather
ratherbegins.
begins.
He may be fifteen,
fifteen, sixteen
sixteen or
or any
any age.
age.He
Hemay
mayhave
havestudied
studiedinin
school, or in . college,
college, or
or at
at home.
home.He
Heis,
is,however,
however,aatrained
trainedenengineering soul, according
according to
to the
the measure
measure of
of his
his talents.
talents. He
Heisisable
able
to learn the
the art
art of
of engineering,
engineering,or
orany
anyother
otherart,
art,for
forwhich
whichhe
hehas
has
an aptitude, in months,
months, where
where another
another man
manof
ofequal
equalability
abilitymight
might
take years and not
not know
know it
it half
half so
so thoroughly.
thoroughly. All
All he
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needsto
to
ensure his
master who
who can utilize
his success
success in
in life
life is
isto
tofind
find a master
utilize his
his
powers.
powers.

PROGRESS.
BY B. D. CALDWELL.
It has been well said that progress is based upon principle,
principle,
not policy; it moves forward, never
never backward,
backward, always
always toward
towardthe
the
right and against the wrong; it
it does
does not
not necessarily
necessarily mean
meanpeace,
peace,
but will involve conflict when only
only that
that will
will answer.
answer. ItIt is
is the
thesursurvival of the fittest, not so much in man's power over nature,
nature, but
but
through the power of principle in his
his control
control of
of self
self and
and his
hisinfluence
influence
over his fellows. Ignorance or selfishness will
will antagonize
antagonize and
and may
may
temporarily impede the triumph of this fundamental
fundamental truth,
truth, but
but ultiultimately it must be recognized that true
true progress
progress means
means aa broad
broad unity
unity
of all great interests and activities and that
that purely
purely individual
individual or
or selfish
selfish
aggrandizement has no part in
in the
the plan
plan of
of human
human progress.
progress.
A proper recognition of this, in identification
identification with
with and
and in
in judgjudging as to the merits of all great activities,
activities, makes
makes their
their real
real interest,
interest,
as well as that of society at large, the
the same,
same, simply
simply because
because prinprinciple must ever be the underlying foundation
foundation of
of all
all real
real advanceadvancement, and therefore,
therefore, no
no activity,
activity, individual
individual or
orcollective,
collective,can
canever
ever
attain distinction in the world's progress
progress unless
unless in
in harmony
harmony with
with
this law.
law.
Progress means quicker
quicker movement.
movement. Great
Greatundertakings
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preparation and
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not only
onlyin
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promptlyapapply them. Large equipment and great
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opportunity bring
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increased
Where one
one life
life was
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centuryago,
ago,aathouthouresponsibility. Where
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affectedto-day.
to-day.Never
Nevertruer
truerwere
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the words of Carlyle: "The
"The race
race of
of life
life has
has become
become intense.
intense.The
The
each other's
other's heels.
heels. Woe
Woe be
be to
to him
him who
who
runners are treading upon each
stops to tie his shoe-strings."
shoe-strings." As
As Wendell
Wendell Phillips
Phillips put
put it:
it:"To
"To
as our
our fathers
fathers we
we must
must be
be better."
better."And
Andthere
thereisisno
no
be as good as
responsibility, which
which necessarily
necessarily increases
increases
escape from individual responsibility,
in proportion to that of the whole.
whole. As
As Disraeli
Disraeli said:
said: "We
"We put
put
too much faith in systems
systems and
and look
look too
too little
little to
to men."
men." Individual
Individual
cannot be
be hidden
hidden behind
behind machinery,
machinery,toward
towardwhich
which
responsibility cannot
tendency in
in our
our times.
times. Machinery
Machinery is
is essential.
essential.Its
Its
there is some tendency
revolutionized the
the world's
world's methods,
methods,but
butwhen
whenititgets
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so
use has revolutionized
up individuality
individuality and
and become
become an
an end,
end, instead
instead
ponderous as to cover up
means, it
it is
is an
an obstacle
obstacle rather
rather than
thanaahelp.
help.There
Thereisisan
anold
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of a means,
which says:
says: "The
"The work
work proves
proves the
the workman."
workman."
Italian proverb which
has been
been true
true in
in all
all the
the ages
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of the
the world
worldand
andisis
This principle has
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by which
which all
all work,
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be judged.
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VALUE OF KNOWING COMMON THINGS.
VALUE

How
up before
before and
and aa cow
cow gets
gets
How many know that a horse gets up
up behind and the cow eats grass from
from her
her and
and the
the horse
horse eats
eats to
to
him? How many know that a surveyor's mark upon a tree
tree never
never
gets any higher from the ground, or what tree
tree bears
bears fruit
fruit without
without
bloom? There is power of comfort
comfort in
in knowledge,
knowledge, but
but aa boy
boyis
is
not going to get it unless he wants
wants it
it and
and wants
wants itit badly,
badly, and
and that
that
is the trouble with most college boys, they don't want it.
it. They
They
are too busy enjoying themselves and haven't got time. There
is more hope of a dull boy who wants
wants knowledge,
knowledge, than
than of
of aa genius,
genius,
for a genius generally knows it all without
without study.
study. The
The close
close obobservers are the world's benefactors.
benefactors.

Many people nowadays turn up their noses
noses on
on hearing
hearing the
the
homely saying, "Where there's a will there's a way," because
because so
so
many of them are waiting to be coddled into the way, without displaying the least trace of a will for well doing, or
or for
for self
self help.
help.
So much has been preached of what a college education will
So
will
do for people, that crowds of youths drag
drag through
through aa college
college course
course
and then expect that their fortune is
is made;
made; whereas
whereas they
they are
are at
at
the real commencement, as the graduating proceedings
are
rightly
proceedings are rightly
called. The man or woman who has the energy to make a way
will always leave behind all others devoid
devoid of
of active
active ambition,
ambition, no
no
matter how well favored their
start
has
been
by
their start has been by circumstances.
circumstances.
The ordinary graduate depends
depends too
too much
much upon
upon the
the knowledge
knowledge
acquired in a college course, whose real value is in
in training
training the
the
mind how to acquire and digest useful knowledge. There
There is
is too
too
much generalizing and too little digesting of details.
details. It
It is
is not
not easy
easy
descending from the genteel
genteel speculative
speculative to
to the
the prosaic
prosaicworking
working
out of details. Observation of common
common things
things is
is good
good training
training
to help in collecting professional knowledge.
knowledge. City
City life
life and
and training
training
have a tendency to develop a certain species
species of
of sharpness,
sharpness, but
but
for most people it blunts
blunts the
the observing
observing faculties.
faculties.
The writer was riding through the parks of
of aa great
great city
city with
with
a town-bred lawyer, who acknowledged that he did not
not know
know one
one
tree from another. That man
man knows
knows something
something of
of books,
books,horses
horses
and law, but he is an
an ignorant
ignorant creature,
creature,nevertheless.
nevertheless.But
Buthis
his
ignorance is only equal to that
that of
of many
many others
others whose
whose daily
daily labors
labors
are made less profitable for want of
of knowledge
knowledge of
of common
common things.
things.
How many of our
our engineering
engineering graduates
graduatesknow
knowhow
howaasteel
steeltire
tire
is made and how it is held on a wheel center? How many of
them can tell the proper
proper cutting
cutting speed
speed of
of machine
machine tools
toolsfor
forvarious
various
metals? How many of
of them
them can
can tell
tell when
when aa machinist
machinistat
atthe
thevise
vise
is doing a fair day's
day's work?
work? Very
Very few,
few, which
whichisisaaweakness
weaknessbegotbegotten of beginning business
business at
at the
the wrong
wrong end.
end.
Civil engineers succeed
succeed in
in life
life by
by utilizing
utilizing and
and controlling
controllingnatnatural forces, and
and by
by making
making the
the best
best possible
possibleuse
useof
ofmaterial
materialthat
that
can be obtained
obtained convenient
convenientto
totheir
theiroperations
operations;; yet
yet many
many men
menwho
who
try the business
business are
are constantly
constantly handicapped
handicapped through
throughignorance
ignoranceof
of
common things.
things. How
How many
many of
of them
them know
knowwhat
whatprocurable
procurabletimtimber will stand
stand the
the heaviest
heaviest strains.
strains. or
orwhy
whywhite
whiteoak
oakisisproper
proper
for one purpose
purpose and
and not
not for
for another,
another, and
and what
what timber
timberwill
willlast
last
best under
water
and
what
out
of
the
water?
How
many
know
under water and what out of the water? How many know
sandstone from
from limestone,
limestone, or
or trap
trap from
fromgranite?
granite?
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UNTIDINESS AND WASTE.

Whether it is that untidiness leads to
to ruin,
ruin, or
or that
that aa manumanufacturer who is losing money has not
not the
the moral
moral stamina
stamina to
to keep
keep
things in trim, thrifty shape, is a hard matter to
to determine,
determine, but
but
true it is that untidiness in the shop and
and office
office and
and ruin
ruin are
are such
such
close friends that they
they are
are ordinarily
ordinarily seen
seentogether,
together,and
andthe
thesight
sight
of one suggests
suggests the
the other.
other.
We have often seen men of rare industry,
industry, judged
judged by
by their
their
bustling manner, who would spend
spend much
much time
time each
each day
day looking
looking
for tools; forgetting where they
they had
had left
left them
them last
last ;; stumbling
stumblingover
over
castings under
under the
the lathe
lathe or
or piled
piled under
underthe
thebench,
bench,
piles of stray castings
or pawing those castings over for aa piece
piece somewhere
somewhere in
in this
this pile
pile
or that, when it ought
ought to
to be
be in
in aa place
place by
byitself;
itself;going
goingfrom
fromtool
tool
bench, to
to find
find or
or borrow
borrow aa drill,
drill,or
orwrench,
wrench,or
or
to tool, bench to bench,
block, when
when there
there should
should be
be just
justone
oneplace
placeto
tofind
findthe
the
hammer, or block,
desired article. When
When the
the articles
articles are
are found
found the
the man
mannever
neverthinks
thinks
of returning them
them to
to their
their proper
proper place.
place.In
Infact,
fact,there
therewill
willbe
beno
no
"proper place" for tools in such a shop,
shop, and
and the
the next
next man
man who
who
go on
on the
the same
same hunting
hunting expedition
expeditionabout
aboutthe
theshop.
shop.
wants them will go
Such a shop will always
always have
have black
black and
and dirty
dirty walls
wallsand
andceiling,
ceiling,
spattered with
with dirt
dirt and
and decorated
decoratedwith
withcobwebs.
cobwebs.
with windows spattered
that the
the light
light is
is so
so bad
bad that
that careful
careful work
workis
isrenrennotwithstanding that
impossible or
or tedious
tedious of
of accomplishment,
accomplishment,when
whenaafew
fewcents'
cents'
dered impossible
lime and
and aa brush
brush would
would whiten
whitenthe
thewalls
wallsand
andthe
theceiling
ceiling
worth of lime
improve the
the light
light and
and so
so expedite
expedite and
andimprove
improvethe
the
and greatly improve
and time
time are
are lost
lost and
and ruin
ruin invited
invited by
byaaneglect
neglectof
of
work. Money and
have all
all found
found railroad
railroad shops
shops that
that this
this descripdescripthese things. We have
applies to.
to.
tion applies
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But the greatest loss experienced by this deplorable and needless state of things is in the morals of the shop. Workmen compelled to work in a dingy, ill-kept and ill-lighted shop will suffer
loss of self-respect and of respect to their employer and his interests, If they are forced to work at disadvantage, the stimulus to
activity and ingenuity suffers a gradual decay and no one will pretend to deny that this decadence on the part of the workman is a
direct money loss to the proprietor. Tidy workshops stimulate
manliness and ingenuity on the part of workmen, and right there
may he found the profit on the year's business, or, if neglected, on
the year's losses. There are plenty of establishments in which by a
careful attention to these matters—too often regarded as non-essential—the efficiency of their workmen could easily be increased
To per cent., and that per cent. would determine the difference
between a profit and a loss.

COMBINING THEORY WITH PRACTICE.

The practical man must know by experience- how a thing is,
rather than by theory how it should be ; but the nearer any machine
approaches in practice to what it would be in theory the nearer perfect it will be; hence the necessity for the practical man to understand
enough of theory to make the necessary comparisons. The theory,
no matter how simple it may appear, is not so easily kept in the mind.
Like geometry, it is easily understood because it is true and simple;
but it is quite as easily forgotten, unless it is fixed in the mind by
some illustration.
The moving of one pound one foot high in one minute is called
a foot pound. The pound itself, in this case, is nothing; but when
lifted one loot high it is a unit of work. The pound and the foot
must be combined when they represent work. The pound is called
force when driving, and weight when driven. Many pounds acting
together will do more work than a few pounds thus acting, and a
few pounds moving many feet will do as much work as many pounds
moving a few feet. Thus, 5o pounds moving 200 feet in one minute
is exactly the same as 200 pounds moving 50 feet in the same time;
that is, 5o X 200 = 200 X 50. If 250 pounds move the distance of
Soo feet in five minutes of time, we have Soo ± 5 = IC0 feet in
one minute, and 25o X Ioo= 25,000 foot pounds in one minute,
which would be five times as much in five minutes.
The trouble is, in such calculations, the duration, which must
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be taken into consideration in the work done by animals, and in the
strength of material doing work. For instance: A horse pulling
over a roller and hoisting 550 pounds 6o feet high in one minute,
exerts 550 X 60 = 33.0oa foot pounds, or 33,000 pounds one foot
high in one minute of time; but this does not demonstrate that the
horse can raise 33,000 pounds instantly. It does demonstrate that
he can do it in a definite time ; that is, as in the example, raising 550
pounds 60 feet in one minute, which is equal to raising 33,000 pounds
one foot high in one minute. Thus, doing work which is equivalent
to raising 33,000 pounds one foot high in one minute, is termed a
horse power.
Take the example of a hoisting engine —all dimensions given.
In what time will it hoist a given weight? Let the dimensions be:
Bore of cylinder, 6 ins.; stroke 8 ins.: steam pressure, So lbs.; revolutions, 240 per minute. Let it be geared 6 to I, and let the hoisting
drum be 18 ins. in diameter. Then 6 X 6 X 0.7854 X80= 2,262
pounds, which is the total pressure on the piston, and
240 x (8 x 2)
= 320,
12

which is the number of feet the piston travels in one minute. Then
2,262 X 320 = 723,840 foot pounds, or pounds moved one foot in
one minute of time; 240 6 = 40, the number of revolutions made
by the drums in one minute, and 3.14 X 1.5 = 4.7z, the circumference of drum; 4.71 X 40 = 188.40 the number of feet the circumference of the drum travels per minute; 320 ± 188.40 = 1.6985, the
number of times the speed of the piston exceeds that of the drum.
hence 2,262 X 1.6985 = 3,842.23 pounds, which is what would be
sustained by the drum when the pressure against the piston is as
stated. The engine then can, theoretically, hoist 3,8421 pounds ISM
feet high in one minute of time.
To change the conditions: Let it be required to raise a weight
So feet high in one minute; how much more can be elevated by the
same engine, and what must be the diameter of drum ? 18,8.408o=
2.36 times less distance for the weight to travel, therefore 2.36 more
weight can be raised ; hence 3,842.23 X 2.36 = 9,067 pounds that can
be hoisted 80 feet per minute. To find the diameter of the drum,
divide the diameter of drum, as in the previous example, by the
number of times less distance the weight has to travel, 18 -:-- 2.36 =
7.62 ins., or the diameter of drum. The correctness of this can be
proved as follows: 7.62 ins. X 3.14 = 2 ft., the number of feet in
circumference of the drum, and 2 X 40 = So, the number of feet
hoist in one minute.
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As a further example, take the
2,000
the hoisting
hoisting with
with aa belt:
belt: as,
as, 2,000
pounds hoisted coo feet high in one minute.
minute. What
What should
should lie
lie the
the
dimensions of gears and drums? Assume a driving
dimensions
driving pulley,
pulley, 3o
3o ins.
ins.
in diameter,
diameter, making roo revolutions per minute, and on the same
in
shaft with
with this pulley let there be a pinion of 55 ins, diameter,
shaft
which drives a gear 6 times its own
which
own diameter,
diameter, or
or 55 X
X 66 =
=
30 ins.,
ins., the
the diameter
diameterof
ofthe
thegear.
gear.This
Thisgear
gearwill
willmake
makeioo
ioo÷66:=-30
:=-16.6o revolutions
revolutions per minute. Let
16.6o
Let the
the drum
drum be
be on
on the
thesame
sameshaft
shaft
as this
this gear,
gear, when it will also make 16.6o revolutions
as
revolutions per
per minute.
minute.
Assume the diameter of drum
Assume
drum to
to be
be 10
10 ins.
ins. and
andthe
thecircumference
circumference

Of
'buttheoretical
theoreticalcalcalOf course,
course, these calculations are theoretical, but
culations
altogether different
different
culations do not, as some assert, give results so altogether
from practice. It is the duty
duty of
of the
the practical
practical engineer
engineerto
tolearn
learnfrom
from
observation
calculations
observation what the difference will be, and modify his calculations
thereby. For instance, in the last example, if we allow 25
25 per
per cent.
of the effect to be absorbed by friction,
friction, we
we must
must either
either get
get 25
25 per
per
cent. greater adhesion of belt, or lift
lift 25
25 per
per cent.
cent. less
less weight.
weight. This
This
and other contingencies must be provided for by the individual
individual judgjudgment of the engineer.
engineer.
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will be 10 X 3.14 = 31.40 ins., and
and

16.6oX31.4o
16.6oX31.4o

= 43.43 ft. of
12
12
rope per
per minute, which will
will be
be wound
wound on
on the
the drum.
drum.We
Wewant
wantto
to
wind loo
wo feet per
per minute,
minute, so
so the
the drum
drum is
is Ivo
Ivo 43.43
43.43==2.3o
2.3otimes
times
too small; or it should be
be 10
10 ins.
ins. X
X 2.3o
2.3o == 23
23 ins.
ins.in
indiameter,
diameter,as
as
23X3. 14X
1 4X 16
16
2
I2
I2
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60
60 — too ft. per
per minute.
minute.

Now we have all the diameters,
diameters, but
but how
how about
about the
the power
power to
to
drive it? The weight to be hoisted is 2,000 pounds, and the velocity
velocity
is Too feet per minute; so we
we have
have 2,000 X ICO = 200,000 foot
pounds, or 200,000 33,000 = 6 h.p.
h.p. If
If we
we have
have 2,000
2,000 pounds
pounds to
to
lift ioo feet high in one minute of time, we must apply a power
power or
or
force equal to this
this to
to lift
lift it.
it.
The driving pinion is 5 X 3.14
3.14 =
= 15.70
15.70 ins.
ins. in
in circumference,
circumference,
15.70 X too = 131
and running at Too revolutions has a velocity
131
and
velocity of
of 15.70
I

ft. per minute
minute at
at the
the pitch
pitch line,
line, and
andaastrain
straindue
dueto
to 200,000
200,000 foot
pounds resistance.
resistance. The
The strain
strain on
on the
the teeth
teeth will
willbe
be 200,000
200,000 131
131
1,534 pounds.
pounds. Allowing i,000
1,534
i,000 pounds
pounds per
per square
square inch
inchof
ofsection
sectionfor
for
the strain on the teeth, we
we shall
shall require
require to
to stand
stand thus
thus::1,534
1,534--:1,000
inches.IfIfthe
thetooth
toothisisj in.
I,000== 1.53
1.53 square inches.
in. in
in depth
depthand
andin.
in.
wide, there being two teeth
teeth in
in contact,
contact, we
we shall
shall have
have 0.5
0.5 X
X 1.5
1.5 X
X 22
= I.5o square
square inches
inches of
of section,
section, which
whichisisvery
verynear
nearwhat
whatwe
werequire.
require.
The foregoing
foregoing dimensions
dimensions are
are for
for aa good,
good, tight
tightbelt,
belt,and
andare
are
calculated
calculated from
from practical
practical experience,
experience,but
butmay
maybe
bemore
moreororless
lessaccordaccording to circumstances.
circumstances. It
It has
has been
been my
my practice
practice to
to subject
subjectaabelt
belt lag
in. thick to a strain of no more than 25 pounds per inch of width. in.thckoasrfmethn25poudsricfwth.
In practice,
practice, the
the dimensions
dimensions will
willnot
notoften
oftencome
comeas
asgiven
givenininthese
these
examples,
examples, for
for various
various reasons,
reasons, such
such as
as lack
lackof
ofroom,
room,different
different
velocities,
velocities, etc.,
etc., etc.,
etc., and
and the
the apprentice
apprentice who
who would
would make
make himself
himself
proficient
proficient in
in these
these calculations
calculationsshould
shouldvary
varythe
theproportions
proportionsand
and work
work
up
up the
the results.
results.

USEFUL PHASES OF SELF
SELF HELP.
HELP.

The time was when the
the majority
majority of
of railway
railway enginemen
enginemenand
and
trainmen despised information concerning
concerning their
their business,
business, which
which was
was
taken from books. The book-studying
book-studying engineer
engineer was
waslooked
lookedupon
uponwith
with
pitying contempt by those who boasted they
they knew
knew nothing,
nothing, and
and did
did
not wish to know anything, which
which was
was not
not acquired
acquired by
by observation
observation
and practical experience.
experience. This
This class
class of
of men
mennever
neverlearned
learnedmore
morethan
than
the simplest and most rudimentary
rudimentary knowledge
knowledge of
oftheir
theirbusiness,
business,but
but
their views or prejudices were popular,
popular, and
and for
for long
long obstructed
obstructed the
the
growth of sentiment in
in favor
favor of
of enlightenment.
enlightenment.A
Alocomotive
locomotiveengiengiprominent road
road foreman
foremanof
ofengines,
engines,and
andaastrong
strong
neer who is now aa prominent
advocate of book instruction,
instruction, recently
recently told
told the
the writer
writer an
an incident
incidentof
of
to learn
learn all
all he
he could
could about
about the
thelocomotive.
locomotive.He
He
his early ambition to
instruction book
book on
on the
the locomotive,
locomotive, and
and he
he
bought a well-known instruction
pleased with
with itit that
that he
he told
toldan
anengineer
engineerhe
hewas
wasfiring
firingfor
for
was so much pleased
engineer asked
asked him
him to
to bring
bring itit along
alongnext
nexttrip
tripand
andhe
he
about it. The engineer
when the
the engineer
engineer looked
looked itit
would look at it. This was done, and when
the book
book into
into the
the fire
fire box,
box,at
atthe
thesame
sametime
timeusing
using
over he pitched the
language about
about books
booksand
andpeople
peoplewho
whoread
readthem.
them.
some profane language
the period
period came
came round
round that
thatrequired
requiredengineers
engineerstotopass
passan
anexexWhen the
concerning air
air brakes,
brakes, this
this engineer
engineerwas
wastaken
takenoff
offpassenpassenamination concerning
owing to
to his
his ignorance
ignorance of
of air-brake
air-brake mechanism
mechanismand
andfor
for
ger service, owing
notoriously rough
rough way
way in
in which
which he
he braked
braked trains.
trains. This
Thisisisonly
only
the notoriously
numerous cases
cases where
where the
thecultivation
cultivationof
ofignorance
ignoranceproved
proved
one of the numerous
expensive practice.
practice.
an expensive
in regard
regard to
to acquiring
acquiring knowledge
knowledge is
is very
very much
much
The sentiment in
changed to-day,
to-day, especially
especiallyamong
amongyounger
youngermen.
men.The
Theprevailing
prevailingfeelfeelchanged
not against
against book-learning,
book-learning, but
butthousands
thousandsof
ofmen
menare
arestriving
striving
ing is not
great obstacles
obstacles to
to acquire
acquire knowledge
knowledgeabout
abouttheir
theirbusiness
business
against great
Railbooks, from
from periodicals
periodicals of
of an
an educational
educationalcharacter
characterlike
like Railfrom books,
from technical-school
technical-school instrucinstrucway and
and Locomotive
LocomotiveEngineering
Engineering and from
way
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tion papers.
papers. The desire for education
tion
education is
is very
very active;
active;but
butaalarge
largeproproportion of those who are willing to purchase
portion
purchase educational
educational facilities
facilities
find that
that they are unable to make
find
make use
use of
of what
what they
they have
havepurchased
purchased
for want
want of training in study. However ambitious a person may be
for
to acquire
acquire knowledge, he will find it difficult to learn things
to
things by
by priprivate effort
effort unless influences are around him which tend
vate
tend to
to stimulate
stimulate
him to
to persevere in study. We
him
We have
have often
often heard
heard ititasserted
assertedthat
thatthe
the
most valuable
valuable influence of a college course is that it trains a person
most
person
to study.
study. This training is remarkably hard to acquire by one
to
one who
who
has been
been in active work for eight or ten years
has
years since
since leaving
leaving school
school
and has
has given no thought to learning things.
and
things. This
This is
is why
why so
so many
many
persons fail to persevere in the study of subjects
relating
to
subjects relating to their
their
business, after they have
purchased
papers,
have purchased papers, books,
books,or
oraaschool
school
course with the intention of acquiring
acquiring knowledge.
knowledge.
People who have been for years engaged on
on active
active physical
physical work
work
nearly always become mentally
indolent,
mentally indolent, and
and itit takes
takes aa wonderful
wonderful
amount of self-denying perseverance
perseverance to
to overcome
overcome this
this indolence.
indolence.
Unless this indolence is conquered
a
person
conquered a person will
will make
make very
veryunsatisunsatisfactory progress in studying
studying any
any subject.
subject. A
A common
common spectacle
spectacleisisto
to
see a man go home after the day's work is
is over
over with
with his
his mind
mind made
made
up to begin studying,
studying, say,
say, his
his air-brake
air-brake catechism.
catechism.After
Aftersupper
supperhe
he
goes out to take
part
in
some
take part in some active
activeamusement,
amusement,or
orperhaps
perhapshe
hededevotes himself to working
working in
in the
the garden
garden or
or doing
doing some
some household
household
work which is cheerfully undertaken,
undertaken, and
and bedtime
bedtime comes
comeswithout
withoutthe
the
catechism being reached.
reached. And
And so
so the
the distasteful
distasteful studies
studiesare
areput
putoff
off
from day to day, and good
good intentions
intentions bring
bring forth
forth nothing
nothing but
but proprocrastination, that
that thief
thief of
of time.
time.
The writer in his youth belonged
belonged for
for years
years to
to mutual
mutual improveimprovement societies, and
he
has
the
best
of
reasons
and he has the best of reasonsfor
forbelieving
believingthat
thattheir
their
influence kept alive a love
love of
of study,
study, and
and did
did much
much to
to direct
direct his
hisstudies
studies
in useful channels.
channels. Every
Every town
town where
where ten
tenlocomotives
locomotiveslie
lieup
upover
over
night has now
enough
railway
men
interested
now enough railway men interestedin
inlearning
learningtheir
theirbusibusiness to make the material
material for
for forming
forming aa mutual
mutual improvement
improvementsociety
society
or a class for
study.
We
advise
for study. We advisethe
themen
menin
insuch
suchplaces,
places,who
whoare
areanxanxious to study
study the
the science
science of
of their
theirbusiness,
business,to
toassociate
associatethemselves
themselves
together and
and form
form aa class
class of
of the
the kind
kind mentioned.
mentioned.The
Thesaying
sayingthat
that
"in union there is strength,"
strength," applies
applies very
very forcibly
forciblyto
tothe
theinfluence
influence
which union exerts
exerts in
in stimulating
stimulating men
men to
to study,
study, or
or to
to any
anyother
otherselfselfdenying labor.
A
solitary
labor. A solitary student
student early
earlyin
inhis
hissearch
searchafter
afterknowlknowledge, encounters
encounters something
something that
that he
he does
does not
notunderstand,
understand,becomes
becomes
discouraged
discouraged and
and very
very often
often throws
throwsup
upthe
thework
workas
asbeing
beingbeyond
beyondhis
his
capacity.
capacity. When
When two
two or
or three
three work
work together
togetherthe
thedifficulty
difficultywhich
which
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floors
solved by
by one
one of
of the
the others,
others,and
andthis
this
floors one person is likely to be solved
process goes on with every hour of study.
study. Helping
Helping each
each other
other over
over
difficulties
mutual help;
help; but
but even
even of
of
difficulties is a very valuable feature of mutual
greater
interest in
in
greater value is the influence it has in keeping up the interest
study.
study.
The cheapening of literature, which has progressed so rapidly
in the last quarter of a century, and
and has
has brought
brought the
the best
best of
of books
books
and the most valuable periodicals
periodicals within
within the
the reach
reach of
ofwage-earners,
wage-earners,
has done much to spread the
the taste
taste for
for reading.
reading. The
The person
personwho
who
cannot spend an evening pleasantly
pleasantly reading
reading aa book
book is
is now
now an
an excepexception. The majority of books read by young people are neither of an
instructive nor an edifying
edifying character;
character; but
but itit often
oftenhappens
happensthat
thatby
by
reading trashy sensational
sensational stories,
stories, aaperson
personacquires
acquiresaataste
tastefor
forreadreading of a more valuable character.
character. The
The writer
writer is
isaacase
casein
inpoint.
point.He
He
was reared in a reading household
household and
and acquired
acquired aa passion
passionfor
forreading
reading
stories before he was two years in his
his teens.
teens. For
For five
five years
years he
he dedevoured every novel or book of travel he could beg
beg or
or borrow,
borrow, and
and
often walked ten miles to aa library
library to
to obtain
obtain aa book
book after
afteraahard
hard
day's work. One day a school fellow
fellow asked
asked him
him if
if he
he had
had read
read
"Dick's Christian Philosopher,"
Philosopher," aa book
book then
then having
havingaapopular
popularrun.
run.
He had not, but no time was lost in
in borrowing
borrowing it.
it. Its
Its contents
contents turned
turned
more useful
useful reading,
reading, and
and he
hedid
didnot
notread
readanother
anothernovel
novel
his mind to more
for years.
years.
periodicals that
that treat
treat of
of the
the science
scienceof
ofaaman's
man's
Reading books or periodicals
useful and
and instructive
instructive pastime
pastimeand
andbrings
bringsmuch
muchinciincibusiness is a useful
information; but
but careful
careful study
study is
is required
requiredto
tomaster
masterprinciples
principles
dental information;
and details. Reading
Reading engineering
engineering literature
literaturegives
givesaaperson
persongood
good
ideas about
about the
the subjects
subjectstreated,
treated,but
butreading
readingwill
willnot
notimimgeneral ideas
knowledge necessary
necessary to
to pass
pass an
an examination.
examination.An
Anininpress the exact knowledge
learns that
that steam
steam is
is made
made by
by the
the boiling
boiling of
ofwater
waterand
and
telligent reader learns
steam is
is employed
employed to
to drive
drive pistons
pistonswhich
whichtransmit
transmitpower
powertoto
that the steam
driving wheels,
wheels, but
but study
study is
is required
required to
to find
findout
outhow
howthe
the
turn the driving
operations are
are performed.
performed. ItIt is
isthe
thesame
samethroughout
throughoutall
all
different operations
knowledge. Reading
Reading will
will impart
impart information
information about
about outoutlines of knowledge.
but study
study must
must be
be exerted
exertedto
tomaster
masterparticulars.
particulars.
lines, but
and popular
popular medium
medium for
for imparting
imparting exact
exact informainformaA common and
tion concerning
concerning railway
railway mechanism
mechanismand
andengineering
engineeringprinciples
principlesor
or
particulars, is
is catechisms
catechisms of
of various
variouskinds.
kinds.ItItisisnot
notenough
enoughthat
thataa
particulars,
should read
read those
those to
to acquire
acquire the
theinformation
informationimparted.
imparted.IfIf
student should
merely reads
reads them
them they
they will
will pass
passaway
awayfrom
fromhis
hismemory
memorywithin
withinaa
he merely
weeks. If
If he
he wishes
wishes to
to acquire
acquire the
the knowledge
knowledgeembraced
embracedin
inthe
the
few weeks.
he ought
ought to
to have
have someone
someone to
to catechise
catechisehim
himperiodically.
periodically.ItItisis
answers he
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not necessary that he should answer in the exact words given in the
paper. It is sufficient if he gives the correct answer in his own language. Trying to learn the exact words of answers is not a good practice. Any mutual union of persons to help each other in this sort
of study will bring excellent results.

POWER OF HABIT.

We are acquainted with a gentlemen who carries an umbrella
until it is worn out. His explanation for doing so is, that he
never ventures out without it, rain or shine. Sheer force of habit
prevents him from leaving it where he stops, a common fate of
most umbrellas. If the apprentice who is learning a trade or a
fireman engaged to keep up steam on a locomotive would adopt
a similar plan at the beginning of his career of doing his work
in first-class shape he will form a habit that will stick to him like
the gentleman's umbrella and which in later years will bring him
large returns. Few people realize the enormous power of habit.
The young man engaged in mechanical pursuits who is going to
do the next job right never amounts to anything. The young man
who is determined to do this job right cannot be kept down.

TO SOLDER SMALL CASTINGS.

Clean the surfaces of the fracture with a file, then take a piece
of wrought iron and clean it also by filing. Place the wrought
iron in the fracture, wire the parts _together and braze with spelter
solder, using borax as a flux in the usual way. This process, if
properly- carried out, will secure a joint which will not rust, and
will be so strong that the casting will be likely to break at some
other place rather than at the former fracture.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TO DETECT CRACKS IN AXLES.

The Canadian Pecific Railway people in Montreal have a good
way of finding flaws in iron or steel. It is simply this: Whenever
a pair of wheels is sent to the lathe for tire turning, the axle is
first carefully cleaned with naphtha; this removes all the grease;
then a thin coat of white paint, in which only turpentine is used,
is applied, and the mixture allowed to dry. As soon as the wheels
are put into the lathe, the stress in the axle, due to the process
of turning, develops any flaw or crack if there is one, and it shows
at once, as the grease in the crack comes to the surface. Piston
rods and side rods undergo similar treatment, and the result has
been that many dangerous defects have been found that would
have escaped even a careful examination by the eye alone. When
the wheels are in, is a good time to watch for cracks in the axle,
as there is good reason for believing that many axles are cracked
through the excessive strains put upon them in the wheel lathe.

In 1890 the railroads in the United States carried 8o,000,000
tons of freight one mile and were paid a fraction over nine-tenths
of a cent for carrying each ton one mile; in 19oo they carried 40,oco,000 tons of freight one mile at a rate of seven and a half tenths
of one cent per mile. That rate is pretty near cost.

ASKS FAIR PLAY FOR TEE COMPOUND.

I do not think the compound should be blamed for the ignorance of the men who is placed there to run her. Ignorance is a
very poor excuse, owing to the means that every one has to get
a knowledge of the work he has to perform nowadays.
There is a good old saying, "Where there's a will there's a
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way," and
and II think
think that
that if
if our
our brother
brother is very anxious to learn anyway,"
thing
about the
the compound
compound he
he has got as good an opportunity
thing about
opportunity as
as
firemen or
or engineers.
engineers.
firemen
How many
many traveling
traveling engineers
engineers or others know
How
know anything
anything about
about
the simple
simple engine
engine by
by aa knowledge
knowledge gained
the
gained by
by running
running one
one ;; show
show
me aa first-class
first-class engineer
engineer and
and II will
will show you a man that has taken
me
advantage of
of it
it by
by study
study and
advantage
and in this way
way has
has gained
gained the
the point
pointdedesired.
sired.
Let us
us take,
take, for
for example,
Let
example, the doctor
doctor coming
coming into
into the
the sick
sick
room; he
he goes
goes to
to the
room;
the patient's
patient's side
side and
and by
by feeling
feeling the
the pulse
pulsegains
gains
knowledge of
of the
the organs
organs inside. He knows
aa knowledge
knows what
what is
is going
going on
on
and what
what is
is being
being done
done by
and
by them. The
The.. time that that man or
doctor has
has spent
spent in
doctor
in study
study has
has given
given him
himaann insight
insight into
into the
thewhole
whole
subject.
subject.
The engineer,
engineer, if
if he
he is
is aa good one, listens to the exhaust of
The
his engine;
engine; he
he can,
can, by
by running
his
running the engine slowly, tell what is going
on inside
inside and
and on
on
on which
which side
side the trouble
trouble is;
is; he
he then
then goes
goes on
on and
and
makes his
makes
his tests
tests and
and reports
reports the
the same.
same.
Why cannot
Why
cannot this
this be
be done
done with
with the
the compound?
compound?ItItrequires
requires
study with
with her
her as
as well
study
well as
as with
with the simple engine.
engine. But
But remember,
remember,
when you
when
you are
are running
running aa compound
compound she
she is
is not
not aa simple
simple engine.
engine.

23
force. Rigid
Rigid inspection
inspection of
23 hours
hours aa day,
day, with
with a day and a night force.
of
work
maintained,
and
damage
for
spoiled
work
is
charged
to the
the
work is
is maintained, and damage
work is charged to
workman
cause. A
A man
man acceptacceptworkman unless
unless occurring from a reasonable cause.
ing
of
work
from
a
fellow
employee
in
order
to
finish
it, is
is
ing aa piece
piece
employee in order to finish it,
held
for
any
errors
in
the
work
of
his
predecessor.
A
held responsible
responsible
work of his predecessor. A
workman
through no
no fault
fault of
of his
his own
own
workman whose machine breaks down through
receives
proportionate to
to his
his piecework
pieceworkrate,
rate,atatthe
the
receives a per-hour rate proportionate
discretion
foreman.
discretion of the foreman.
In
proper, where
where the
the
In the
the Baldwin Works there is piecework proper,
workman
is
paid
according
to
the
quantity
produced,
and
there
workman
quantity produced, and there
is
sub-foremen, called
called contractors,
contractors,
is also the contract system, where sub-foremen,
execute a portion of the work on aa locomotive.
locomotive. The
The contractor
contractor
is paid for the job, but the firm pays directly each
each workman
workman for
for
his labor on the job. The contractor cannot,
cannot, therefore,
therefore, get
get more
more
than the amount due him on any one job by curtailing
curtailing the
the wages
wages
of his labor. Being paid by the
the job,
job, he
he has
has an
an incentive
incentive to
tosee
see
that his men do their
their best.
best.
The accurate knowledge which this firm obtains
obtains of
of the
the actual
actual
cost of every piece of work
work done
done by
by the
the unit
unit system
systemenables
enablesthose
those
in authority to make
make stable
stable piecework
piecework prices.
prices.
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LINING OF SHOES AND
AND WEDGES.
WEDGES.

THE
THE BALDWIN
BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS'
WORKS' UNIT SYSTEM OF PRODUCTION.

BY W.
W. D.
D. CHAMBERLIN.
CHAMBERLIN.
BY

The
The Baldwin
Baldwin Locomotive
Locomotive Works people
people have
have an
an excellent
excellent way
way
of
of getting
getting the
the actual
actual cost
cost of
of each
each engine
engine they
they build,
build,which
whichthey
they
speak
speak of
of as
as "unit
"unit system
system of
of production."
production."Two
Twosets
setsof
ofbooks
booksare
are
kept—a
kept—a financial
financial and
and aa manufacturing.
manufacturing.In
Inthe
thefinancial
financialdepartdepartment
ment accounts
accounts of
of sales,
sales, purchases
purchasesand
andexpenditures
expendituresappear.
appear.In
In
the
account is
is opened
opened for
foreach
each
the manufacturing
manufacturing books
books aa separate account
locomotive,
locomotive, and
and material
material and
and labor
labor are
are charged
chargedagainst
againstthe
theengine
engine
they
they belong
belong to.
to. At
At the
the end
end of
of the
the year
year these
these two
two sets
setsof
ofbooks
books
must
must balance
balance each
each other.
other.ItItisisupon
uponthis
thisunit
unitsystem,
system,which
whichprepreserves
serves the
the identity
identity of
of each
each engine,
engine, that
that the
the organization
organizationof
ofthe
the
labor
labor and
and the
the management
managementof
ofthe
thework
workisisbased.
based.
In
In the
the Baldwin
Baldwin Works
Works wages
wages are
are reckoned
reckonedby
bythe
thehour.
hour.PiecePiecework
work wages
wages for
for convenience
convenience of
of accounting
accountingare
areequated
equatedto
toaaper-hour
per-hour
rate.
rate. A
A pieceworker
pieceworkercan
canearn
earnthe
theequivalent
equivalentofoffrom
from18
18totososocents
cents
an
an hour,
hour, the
the average
averagebeing
being3o
3ocents.
cents.The
Theunskilled
unskilledworker
workeraverages
averages
16
16 cents
cents per
per hour,
hour, and
and all
allhands
handsare
arepaid
paidevery
everyFriday.
Friday.Payment
Paymentisis
made
in
coin
so
as
to
insure
accuracy.
The
shops
run
continuously
The
shops
run
continuously
made in coin so as to insure accuracy.

lining up
up shoes
shoes and
and wedges
wedges is,
is, II
The following method of lining
and practical
practical if
if properly
properly carried
carried out.
out.ItIthas
hasbeen
beenused
used
think, safe and
one of
of our
our railroad
railroad repair
repair shops,
shops,and
andgives
givessatisfacsatisfacfor years in one
having been
been much
much used
used on
on repair
repairwork
workwhere
wherethe
theold
oldcenter
center
tion, having
are worn
worn off
off or
or cannot
cannot be
be depended
depended upon,
upon, so
so that
that
lines and marks are
and reliable
reliable lines
lines have
have to
to be
be laid
laidout.
out.
new and
lining up
up shoes
shoes and
and wedges
wedges the
the utmost
utmostcare
careshould
shouldbe
beobobIn lining
when laying
laying off
off distances
distances or
ortaking
takingmeasurements,
measurements,as
asthe
the
served when
accuracy of
of the
the finished
finished work
work depends,
depends,of
ofcourse,
course,upon
uponthe
thecare
care
accuracy
which has
has been
been taken
taken in
in doing
doing it.
it. This
Thisis
istrue
trueof
ofmost
mostmachine
machine
which
work, but
but particularly
particularly so
sowith
withshoes
shoesand
andwedges,
wedges,the
thework
work
shop work,
being simply
simply aa matter
matter of
oftaking
takingand
andlaying
layingoff
offcertain
certainmeasuremeasurebeing
ments. The
The main
main object
object in
in view
view is
is to
to place
placethe
theaxis
axisof
ofthe
thedriving
driving
ments.
wheels and
and axles
axles at
atright
rightangles
anglesto
tothe
theframes
framesand
andparallel
paralleltotoeach
each
wheels
other, the
the distance
distancefrom
fromthe
theaxis
axisof
ofone
onepair
pairofofwheels
wheelstotothe
theaxis
axis
other,
of the
the next
next pair
pairbeing
beingthe
thesame
sameas
asthe
thelength
lengthofofthe
therod
rodwhich
whichconconof
nects them.
them.There
Thereare
areother
otherpoints
pointswhich
whichmust
mustbe
betaken
takeninto
intoconconnects
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sideration, but this is the principal one. In the first place, the
frames, cylinders, boiler, etc., are supposed to be set up and firmly
bolted into place. The pedestal braces should also be bolted into
place. We will suppose the engine to have six drivers, the shoes
and wedges being ready to set up, having been planed and fitted to
the pedestal jaws, all planer work on them being finished except
the face or surface, which bears against the driving box. This is
left rough until properly laid out.
On the side of the frames over each jaw lay off short lines F F,
Fig. r, parallel to and equally distant from the top of frames.
When this is done, a point A, Fig. 2, on back of cylinder saddle
equally distant from each frame and down a convenient distance
from the boiler, must be located as follows: Lay off a point C, Fig.
I, on the inside of each frame near the cylinder, the distance from
the finished surface D of the front jaw being the same on both
frames, and the distance down from the top of frame also being
the same on both frames. Mark this point lightly with a prick
punch. Now get a piece of
in. wire and bend it as shown in
Fig. 7, the end bent being about r in. long, Cut the wire off long
enough so that it will reach from the point C to where point A
will come, then sharpen both ends. Place the point of straight end
at C and with bent end scribe a line on cylinder saddle about where
A will come, then do the same on the other frame. Where the
two lines cross will be the point A, midway between the frames.
&fore locating A it is best to chip off the rough casting at that
point and make a smooth surface to work on. Mark the point A
with a prick punch. Now go to the right main jaw and lay off its
center line E E, intersecting F F at B, Fig. I.
It is best to use the main jaws to work from, but if they are
unhandy to get at, use the front jaws. Take a long "fish" tram
with one movable point ; place the pointed end at the point A on
cylinder saddle and set the movable point at B on the frame (right
main jaw), the intersection of E E and F F. Take the trains to the
left side of the engine, leaving it set at this distance, place the
pointed end at A as before, and with the movable point scribe a
line on side of frame over left main jaw, intersecting F F, thus
locating at this point of intersection a point corresponding to B of
the right side. Through this point scribe a line at right angles to
the top of frame. This line is the center line of that jaw and corresponds to E E of right side.
In some cases the guide yoke or other parts interfere so that
the movable point of the trams cannot be set at B. In such cases
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continue the center line E E across top of frame by means of a
square set to B E, the brade extending across top of frame. On
taa

-i•
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this line locate a point a certain distance from edge of frame, say
midway between edges, and set the tram point to this point. Take
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the trams to the left side of the engine, place
place the
the point
point at
at A as
as before, and with movable point scribe a line
line on
on top
top of
of frame.
frame. Now
Now
lay off the line N N,
N, shown
shown on plan view of Fig. 1, midway
midway between
between
edges of frame and intersecting
intersecting the
the line
line scribed
scribed with
withtrams
tramsat
at X.
X.
Scribe the line P P
P through X,
Scribe
X, across
across the top of frame, and continue it down the outside by means of a square. This
This latter
latter line
line
then is the center line of that jaw (the left
left main),
main), and
and corresponds
corresponds
E E of the right side. Of the two methods just
to E
just described
described for
for
locating this center line, the first is the
the best
best and
and safest,
safest, and
and should
should
be used whenever possible.
possible.
The "fish" trams mentioned may perhaps
perhaps be
be strange
strange to
to some
some
machinists. It consists of a long
long rod
rod (1
(1 in.
in. iron
iron pipe
pipe is
is suitable)
suitable)
about 12 ft. long, one end being drawn out to aa rather
rather blunt
blunt point.
point.
One ordinary tram point is used, it being
being provided
provided with
with usual
usual set
set
screw so as to set it at any
any position
position on
on the
therod.
rod.
To continue with our work: We now have the
the center
center lines
lines
of the right and left main jaws. Now take an
an ordinary
ordinary double
double
pointed tram and carefully set
set it
it to
to the
the length
length of
of the
the side
side rods
rods
which connect the main drivers
to
the
drivers to the front
front drivers
drivers (it
(it will
willbe
bereremembered that our engine
engine has
has three
three pair
pair of
of drivers,
drivers, the
themiddle
middlepair
pair
being the main), place one point
point at
at B
B on the right main jaw of
engine, and with the other point
point scribe
scribe aa line
line on
on the
the side
side of
offrame
frame
over the right front jaw, intersecting
intersecting F F. This point corresponds
to B
Through this
this point
point scribe
scribe aa line
line at
at right
right
B on the main jaw. Through
angles to the top of frame. This is the center
center line
line of
of that
that jaw.
jaw. With
With
the tram set at same distance,
distance, go
go on
on the
the other
other side
side of
of engine
engine and
and
repeat the operation
operation for
for the
the left
left front
front jaw.
jaw. Now
Nowset
setthe
thetram
tram
to the length of the
the side
side rods
rods which
which connect
connectthe
themain
maindrivers
driversto
to
the third pair of drivers,
drivers, and
and repeat
repeat the
the same
same operation
operation for
for the
the
third pair of jaws.
jaws. We
We now
now have
have the
the center
centerlines
lines E E of all the
jaws.
jaws. The
The utmost
utmost care
care and
and caution
cautionshould
shouldbe
betaken
takenin
inthis
thiswork,
work,
as a large pair of trams
trams can
can very
very easily
easily play
playtricks
trickson
onthe
theman
manwho
who
handles it. The work should
should be
be gone
gone over
over with
with again
again in
in order
order to
to
prove its
its accuracy.
accuracy.
This next thing to do
do is
is to
to consider
consider each
each driving
driving box,
box,which
which
should by this time be ready to set
set up,
up, the
the machine
machine work
work on
on them
them
being finished.
finished. The
The boxes
boxes are
are supposed
supposedto
tobe
bebored
boredout
outcentral;
central;
i.i. e., G= H, Fig. 3. They are, however,
however, not
not always
always bored
bored central,
central,
owing to faults of workmanship
workmanship and
and other
other causes,
causes, so
so itit is
is best
best to
to
take this
this into
into consideration.
consideration.
Take a box,
box, say
say the
the right
right main
main one,
one,get
getthe
thedistance
distance H from
the center of
of the
the brass
brass to
to the
the front
front bearing
bearingsurface,
surface,and
andlay
layitit off
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on
on F
FF
F of
of the right main jaw, measuring to the front from the
center line E E, thus locating point H1.
H1. Do
Do the same with G,
G,
measuring back from E E and
and locating G1 on F F.
F. Take each box
and
its corresponding
corresponding jaw.
jaw. These
Thesepoints
points
and repeat the operation for its
H and
and G show
show the exact position which the box should occupy in
its jaw. By doing this the center line of the box will be kept
kept at
at
the center line E E of its jaw, no matter if the box is not bored
bored out
out
central. To get G and H take a piece of lead or a piece of wood
with a tin strip set in its surface and place
place it
it between
between the
the sides
sides of
of
brass bearing, then take "maphrodite" calipers
calipers and
and locate
locate the
the cencenplate
ter
this
lead
or or
wood
piece.
A A plate
ter of
of the
thebrass
brassbearing
bearingonon
this
lead
wood
piece.
planed on one side and cut out to the shape
shape shown
shown at
at Fig.
Fig. 44 should
should
now be made. This can then
then be
be set
set on
on the
the bearing
bearingsurface
surfaceof
ofthe
the
box, the plate projecting over the side of the
the box
box as
as shown
shown in
in the
the
plan view of Fig. 3. The
The distance
distance H or G can then be obtained
by measuring from this plate to
to the
the center
center of
of the
the brass
brass previously
previously
located on the strip of lead. The plate
plate should
should be
be made
made so
so that
that itit
can be used on any ordinary
ordinary box.
box. It
It can
can then
then be
be used
usedon
onany
anyjob
job
of shoes and wedges.
To return to the frame: We have now
now located
located on
on each
each jaw
jaw
the position which its box
box will
will occupy.
occupy. Now
Now take
take each
eachshoe
shoeand
and
set it up in its place on
on the
the jaw,
jaw, the
the set
set bolt
boltbeing
beingset
setup
uptight,
tight,
K, passing
thus holding the shoe firmly
firmly in
in position.
position. The
The line
line K K,
scribed on
on the
the outoutthrough H and parallel with E E, must now be scribed
side of the shoe. In order to
to do
do this,
this, place
place two
two parallel
parallel strips
strips
across the top of frame,
frame, the
the ends
ends projecting
projectingover
overthe
theedge
edgeof
ofthe
the
frame. Take aa large
large square
square and
and set
setititon
onthese
theseprojecting
projectingends,
ends,
with the blade hanging
hanging down
down at
at the
the side
side of
ofthe
theshoe;
shoe;then
thentake
takeaa
small square, place
place it
it on
on the
the side
side of
of frame
framewith
withblade
bladeatat H, and
move the large
large square
square until
until its
its blade
blade touches
touchesthe
theblade
bladeof
ofsmall
small
square. While doing this hold the small
small square
square firmly
firmly in
in place
place
and keep the blade
blade of
of large
large square
square pressed
pressedagainst
againstthe
theside
sideof
ofshoe,
shoe,
cramp it
it so
so that
that it
it will
will not
not rest
rest evenly
evenly on
on
but be careful and not cramp
the parallel
parallel strips.
strips. When
When the
the large
large square
squareis
isproperly
properlylocated,
located,
and scribe
scribe aa line
line along
along its
its edge
edge upon
uponthe
theside
sideof
of
take your scriber and
prevent the
the parallel
parallel
K K.
K. In order to prevent
shoe, thus locating
locating line
line K
strips from tipping off
off the
the frame
frame on
on account
account of
of the
the weight
weightof
ofthe
the
of iron
iron of
of sufficient
sufficient weight
weight upon
uponthem
themas
asthey
they
square, place a piece of
rest on the frame.
frame. Fig.
Fig. 55 shows
shows the
the arrangement
arrangement of
of the
thesquares
squares
and shoe. This
This operation
operation should
shouldbe
berepeated
repeatedon
onall
allthe
theshoes.
shoes.
The next thing
thing to
to do
do is
is to
to locate
locate on
on the
the inside
insideof
ofthe
theshoe
shoeaa
E E.
E.
and
at
the
same
distance
from
corresponding to
to K
KK
K
the same distance from E
line corresponding
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Take a long straight edge and pass it between the jaws and across
the engine from frame to frame. Select two points L L on K K,
near the top and bottom of the shoe. Cut two small wooden blocks
long enough so that when placed on the pedestal brace (one on
each brace), with the straight edge resting on them, it will come
opposite the lower point L. Two blocks should also be cut so as
to reach the upper point Lin the same manner. With the straight
edge resting on these smaller blocks, place it so that it is the same
distance from L on each shoe. The plan of Fig. I shows one block
and the end of the straight edge as it rests against the shoe.
Now take your "maphrodites" and set them to this distance,
i. e., from the straight edge to L, which is equal on both sides of engine, then lay that distance off on the side of the shoe with the leg
of the "maphrodites" placed against the straight edge. Do this on
the other shoe on the other side of the engine, then place the
straight edge on the long blocks in the same manner and repeat
the operation for the upper point L. Scribe a line through these
two points just located on the inside of shoes. This line then corresponds to K K on the outside of shoe. Repeat this operation
on all the shoes.
If the distance H is not the same on the opposite jaws it will
be seen that the above operation is not theoretically correct, but
unless the distance H varies greatly it is considered close enough
for practice the error being very small..
After all the shoes are thus laid out, they are taken down and
planed to these lines. Before taking them to the planer locate
with your dividers a point M, Fig. 6, a certain distance from L on
the side of shoe—I in. is a convenient distance. It should be laid
off from each point L, and a small circle described about it so as to
make its position plain. After the shoe is planed, by measuring the
distance from the planed surface to this point, it can be seen
whether the shoe was planed to the lines laid out. This is called a
"proof" mark, because it is a means of proving whether the shoe
was planed as laid out. If this mark is left off the planer hand can
swear that he planed to the lines, and his word will have to be
taken.
After the shoes are all planed, set them up in place again ; also
set the wedges in place on their respective jaws, the wedges being
set at their lowest position. Now take a large pair of calipers and
caliper the distance between the hearing surfaces of the right
main driving box, i. e., H+G, Fig. 3. A line K K parallel to the
planed surface of the shoe must now be scribed on the wedge, both
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inside and outside. The handiest and most accurate way to do this
is by means of the tool shown at Fig, 8. This consists of a piece R,
shaped as shown, the inside surfaces T and R being at right angles
to each other. In this piece is screwed a h--in. steel rod, with an
offset and a movable point S. The side T has a slot cut in it for convenience in setting the point S to its proper position. Set the point
S a distance from the surface T equal to the distance obtained by
calipering the box.
Place the squared surfaces R and T against the corner of shoe,
the surface T bearing against the bearing surface of the shoe, and
the surface R bearing against the outside of shoe as shown. Now
slide the tool down the shoe, holding it firmly with the point S
against the side of the wedge. This scribes a line K K on the side of
the wedge parallel to the planed surface of the shoe and at a distance
from it equal to the distance between the bearing surface of the box.
Do this on all wedges both inside and outside,. being careful to set
the point S for each box, then take the wedges down, put on the
proof marks and get them planed.
After the wedges are planed set them up in place again, then
place the long straight edge across from frame to frame as before,
first rubbing its edge with damp lampblack. Place this edge against
opposite shoes or wedges and rub it back and forth a few times, then
notice how it bears on the surfaces. By this means it can be seen
whether the bearing surfaces of opposite shoes or wedges are parallel
to each other or not. To test the work in another way, caliper the
boxes again and set the inside calipers and caliper the corresponding shoes and wedges. As a final test after the wheels are placed
under the engine and wedges set up in place, the side rods not being
up, go to each wheel and plug up the center holes made at the lathe,
by hammering lead into them, then with dividers carefully locate the
center of wheel, a circle for this purpose being usually cut in the hub
of wheel when it is in the lathe; then lightly prick the center. Do
this on all the wheels. Now set the large trams to the length of the
side rod as before, place one point in center of main driving wheel,
and try the center of the next pair of drivers with the other point.
It can then be seen whether the work is right or wrong. Try all
the wheels this way with the trams set to the proper length. If the
work has been carefully done, the wheels will undoubtedly come all
right.

It will be noticed that the point G, Fig. I was not used in locating K K on the wedge. It is not necessary to lay in G, but it will do
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no harm
harm to do so, as the position of
of K
K K on
on the
the wedge
wedge may be comno
pared
to
it
as
a
proof.
pared to
This method of lining up shoes and wedges, of course,
This
course, cannot
cannot be
be
used
in all details on some makes of locomotives,
used in
locomotives, owing
owing to
to their
their
peculiar construction, but it will be found that it can be used
peculiar
used on
on orordinary engines. For instance, in getting
dinary
getting the
the line
line K K on
on the shoes
by means
means of the squares and parallel strips, as described,
by
described, itit will
will be
be
found
that this cannot be done
found that
done on
on the
the rear
rear pair
pair of
of jaws
jawswith
withthose
those
locomotives where the fire box sits on top of the frame. Instead of
locomotives
getting K K in the manner described, itit may
getting
may be
be located
located by
bysetting
setting
the
large trams to the length of side
the large
side rods,
rods, as
as before,
before, and
and tramming
tramming
from K K of the main shoe, then K K of the wedge can be obtained
from
obtained
as usual.
usual.
as
CALCULATING TRAIN SPEED.

Sherlock Holmes was, on one occasion, able
Sherlock
able to
to astonish
astonish Dr.
Dr.
Watson
with
a
remarkably
close
estimate
of
the
speed
Watson
close estimate of the speed of
of aarailway
railway
train in
in which both were traveling. Holmes
train
Holmes and
and his
his friend
friend were
were
journeying
from
London
to
Tavistock,
the
famous
English
journeying from London to Tavistock, the famous Englishdedetective having been engaged
tective
engaged on
on the
the "Silver
"Silver Blaze"
Blaze"case,
case,which
which
involved the mysterious disappearance
involved
disappearance of
of the
the favorite
favorite for
for the
the WesWessex
Cup
and
the
death
of
the
trainer.
Dr.
sex Cup
of the trainer. Dr. Watson,
Watson,in
indescribing
describing
the
the trip;
trip; says: "We had
had left
left Reading
Reading far
far behind
behind when
whenHolmes
Holmes
thrust
the
last
of
the
daily
thrust
of the daily papers
papers under
underthe
theseat
seatand
andoffered
offeredme
me
his
his cigar
cigar case. 'We
'We are
are going
going well,'
well,' he
he said
saidlooking
lookingout
outof
ofthe
the
window
window and glancing at his watch,
watch, 'our
'our present
present rate
rate is
is 531
531 miles
miles
an
an hour.'
hour.' I have
have not
not observed
observed the
the quarter-mile
quarter-mileposts,'
posts,'IIsaid.
said.
Nor
Nor have
have I, but the
the telegraph
telegraph poles
poles on
on this
this line
line are
are sixty
sixtyyards
yards
apart,
apart, and
and the
the calculation
calculation is
is aasimple
simpleone.'"
one.'"
In
In the United States
States and
and Canada
Canada the
the telegraph
telegraph poles
poles are
are
usually
usually spaced 55 yards apart,
apart, and
and on
on the
the average
average the
the number
number of
of
rail
rail lengths
lengths passed
passed over
over in
in zo
zo seconds
seconds gives
givesvery
verynearly
nearlythe
thetrain
train
speed
speed in
in miles
miles per
per hour.
hour. The
The mental
mental calculation
calculationmade
madeby
byHolmes
Holmes
would
would have
have been
been unnecessary
unnecessary if
if he
he had
had carried
carriedone
oneof
of Railway
Railway
and Locomotive
speed cards.
cards.
Locomotive Engineering
Engineering speed
INTERNAL
INTERNAL COMBUSTION
COMBUSTION MOTOR
MOTORFOR
FORRAILWAYS.
RAILWAYS.

In
In a small
small way
way the
the oil
oil motor
motor is
is invading
invading the
the domain
domainof
ofsteam,
steam,aa
car
car for
for track
track inspection
inspection purposes
purposeshaving
havingbeen
beenconstructed
constructedby
byMr.
Mr.F.F.
R.
R. Simms,
Simms, principal
principal of
of the
the Simms
Simms Manufacturing
ManufacturingCo.,
Co.,Ltd.,
Ltd.,London.
London.
The
The motor
motor is
is of
of 7
7 h.p.
h.p. and is capable
capable of
of propelling
propelling the
thecar
carat
ataaspeed
speed
up
up to
to 3o
3o miles
miles an
an hour,
hour, its
itsstock
stockof
offuel,
fuel,which
whichmay
maybe
beeither
eithergasoline
gasoline
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or
beingsufficient
sufficientfor
for zoo
zoo miles.
miles. The
The motor
motor is fitted with
or kerosene,
kerosene, being
the
means of
of which,
which,
the Simms-Bosch
Simms-Bosch magneto electric ignition gear by means
and
action is
is entirely
entirely automatic.
automatic.The
The
and constant
constant level fuel feed, the action
transmission
giving three
three speeds
speeds up
up to
to
transmission is by gear of Panhard type, giving
the
the maximum, either backward or forward. This form of vehicle
will
usefulness soon.
soon.
will probably find a sphere of usefulness
A smaller vehicle for the same purpose
purpose is
is doing
doing good
good service
servicein
in
South
Lawry's Pass
Pass and
and Caledon
Caledonline.
line.ItItwas
was
South Africa on the Sir Lawry's
built by De Dion-Bouton, Ltd., of London, and is fitted with one of
their 31 h.p. water cooled motors,
motors, which
which is
is capable
capable of
of maintaining
maintainingaa
speed
hour.
speed of 20 miles an hour.
The makers of American hand cars might find a useful suggessuggestion in this one.
one.

FITTING UP DRIVING ROD BRASSES.
BRASSES.

IRA A. MOORE.
The first step after receiving
receiving the
the brasses
brassesfrom
fromthe
thefoundry
foundryisis
only
to plane the flanges
flanges a a, Fig. 1,
1, of each half brass, taking off only
enough to clean them up, when
when the
the opposite
opposite face
face b, Fig.
is flat
2, is
Fig. 2,
down on the planer bed
bed or
or table
table of
of the
the shaper,
shaper, as
asthe
thecase
casemay
maybe.
be.
be put
put on
on the
the planer
planer bed
bed and
and aa
The flanges
flanges a a, Fig. I, should now be
the
cut taken off the
the face
face b, Fig. 2.
Thetwo
twoplaned
2. The
planed parts
parts of the
perfectly parallel,
parallel, which
which will
will be
be of
of assistance
assistancelater.
later.
brass are now perfectly
brasses have
have been
been subjected
subjected to
to the
theoperaoperaWhen all the half brasses
described, they
they are
are ready
readyfor
forthe
thetinner
tinnerto
to"sweat"
"sweat" the
tion described,
the
together. From
From the
the tinshop
tinshop they
they should
shouldgo
goback
back
faces b,
b, Fig. 2, together.
faces
c, Fig. 2
be placed
placed on
on the
the bed
bed with
with the
the side
side c,
to the planer and be
side), down.
down. Take
Take just
just enough
enough off
off the
the other
other
(no difference which side),
clean itit up.
up.
side to clean
is shown
shown aa special
special chuck
chuck for
for holding
holding the
the
In Figs. 3 and 44 is
brasses while
while planing
planing them
themto
tofit
fitthe
thestraps.
straps.
brasses
forged on
on it,
it, near
near thz
thz
b, forged
stud with
with aa collar
collar b,
Fig. 3,
a a, is a stud
3, a
In Fig.
Fig. 4.
4.
edge of
of which
which are
are four
four in.
in.holes,
holes,shown
shownalso
alsoatat a in Fig.
outer edge
These holes
holes are
are exactly
exactly 90
90 degrees
degreesapart.
apart.
These
which
c', Fig. 3, which
one end
end of
of this
this stud
studare
aretwo
twosteel
steelcollars
collars c c',
On one
sliding fit
fit on
on the
the stud.
stud. The
The other
other end
endof
ofthe
thestud
studfits
fitsthe
the
are a sliding
Fig. 4,
4, just
just loose
loose enough
enough to
to turn
turnwithout
withoutthe
the
b, Fig.
hole in
in the
the bracket
bracket b,
hole
aid of
of aa wrench.
wrench.
aid
Holes are
are provided
provided for
forholding
holdingthe
thebracket
brackettotothe
theplaner
planerbed,
bed,
Holes
or to
to the
the table
table of
of aa shaper,
shaper, and
andititshould
shouldbe
bebolted
boltedon
onwith
with the
the stud
stud
or
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at right
right angles
angles to
to the
the direction
direction of the cutting
at
cutting tool,
tool, and
and also
also parallel
parallel
with
the
bed
or
table.
with the bed or table.
Having fastened
fastened the
the chuck to the machine
Having
machine properly,
properly, remove
remove
the nut
and collar
nut f,f, and
collar c,c, and
and put
put the
the brass
brass on the stud with the faced
the
side next
next to
to the
the collar
collar cc and
and the flanges aa a,
a, Fig.
Fig. 1, perpendicular
side
to the
the planer
planer bed.
to
bed.
Now plane
plane half
half enough
enough off the top to fit it to the strap, and
Now
enough off
off the
the insides
insides of
of the
the flanges to make it fit the
enough
the strap,
strap, taking
taking
an equal
equal amount
amount off
an
off each
each flange.
flange.
Having finished
finished this
this part
part of the work, loosen the
and
Having
the nut
nut ee and
remove the
the open
open washer
washer d, which
which will permit the stud a to move
remove
endwise far
far enough
enough to
endwise
to let the collar b clear the stud g, when the
brass can
can be
be turned
brass
turned bottom
bottom side
side up
up without
without disturbing
disturbing the
thenut
nut f,
which will
which
will bring
bring the
the hole
hole h opposite the stud g. Replace the
washer and
and tighten
tighten the
washer
the nut e. Proceed with this side
side of
of the
the brass
brass
the same
same as
the
as before,
before, and
and if
if the
the holes
holes in
in collar
collar b are exactly go
degrees apart,
apart, the
degrees
the two
two sides of the brass
brass now
now planed
planed will
will be
be
parallel, as
parallel,
as they
they should
should be. Loosen the
the nut
nut e again and turn the
stud aa one-quarter
one-quarter turn
stud
turn either
either way,
way, and
andplane
planeone
oneend
endof
ofthe
thebrass,
brass,
then turn
then
turn the
the stud
stud one-half
one-half revolution
revolutionand
andplane
planethe
theother
otherend.
end.
Thus the
Thus
the brass
brass is
is planed
planed on
on aE
aE four
four sides
sides without
withoutloosening
loosening
the nut
After the
the
nut f.f. After
the brasses
brasses have
have been
been planed
planed to
to fit
fit the-strap
the-strapand
and
the
the oil
oil holes
holes drilled,
drilled, heat
heat them
them enough
enough to
tomelt
meltthe
thesolder
solderthat
thatholds
holds
the
the halves
halves together,
together, to
to separate
separate them.
them. Remove
Remove what
what solder
solder adheres
adheres
to
to them,
them, then
then put
put them
them in
in the
the strap,
strap, and
andput
putthe
thestraps
strapsin
inplace
placeon
on
the
the rods.
rods. Put
Put aa center
center in
in each
each brass
brassto
tobe
beused
usedin
inlaying
layingout
outthe
the
brasses
brasses for
for boring.
boring. Set
Set aa tram
tram to
to the
the length
length of
of the
the rod,
rod, then
then with
with
one
one point
point in
in the
the center
center of,
of, say
say the
the back
back brass,
brass,draw
drawaaline
lineacross
across
the
the center
center in
in the
the other
other brass.
brass. Suppose
Suppose this
this line
lineto
tobe
bekkin.
in.back
back
of
ahead
of the
the center
center of
of the
the brass,
brass, then
thenmove
movethe
theback
backcenter
center Tle in. ahead
and
and draw
draw another
another line
line with
with the
thetram
tramacross
acrossthe
thecenter
centerininthe
thefront
front
brass.
in. instead
insteadofof in.
brass. This
This line
line will
will now
now be
be -r14-r14- in.
in.back
backof
ofthe
the
center
center of
of the
the front
front brass,
brass, but
but the
thedifference
differencebetween
betweenthe
theright
right
length
length of
of the
the rod
rod and
and the
the distance
distancebetween
betweenthe
thecenters
centersof
ofthe
the
brasses
brasses has
has been
been divided
divided between
between bath
bathends
endsof
ofthe
therod.
rod.
With
With aa pair
pair of
of dividers
dividers scribe
scribeaacircle
circlesomewhat
somewhatlarger
largerthan
than
the
the pin
pin around
around the
the centers,
centers, for
for use
use when
whensetting
settingthe
thebrasses
brassesup
upin
in
the
the lathe
lathe or
or boring
boringmill.
mill.
Main-rod
341T in.
Main-rod brasses
brasses should
should be
bebored
bored 341T
in. larger
larger than
than the
the pin
pin
and
and given
given /13-/13-44-- in.
in. lateral
lateral or
or side
side motion,
motion,being
beingcareful
carefultotohave
havethe
the
flanges
flanges the
the same
same thickness
thicknesson
oneach
eachside
sideof
ofthe
thestrap.
strap.To
Toprevent
prevent
the
the brasses
brasses wearing
wearing themselves
themselves loose
loose in
in the
the strap,
strap,they
theyshould
shouldfit
fit

itit tight
hammer
tight enough
enough to require three or four blows of a hand hammer
to
hard wood
wood
to drive
drive it
it to its place in the strap, using a block of hard
between
strap should
should not
not
between hammer and brass. But the ends of the strap
be
12-- in.
be sprung
sprung open more than 1112
when
the
brass
is
home.
in. when
When
should be
be
When strap rods are used for side rods, the brasses should
111212- in.
in.
side
motion.
After
in. larger
larger than the pins, and have ziaziaAfter
boring
the brasses
brasses out
out of
of the
the straps
straps
boring out and facing the sides, take the
and
bearing on
on the
the
and fit
fit them to the pins, being careful to have no bearing
fillets.
fillets.
Solid
than the
the
Solid side-rod brasses should be turned enough larger than
hole in the rod to require
require ti
I tons
diameter
tons per inch of the outside diameter
of the brass to press it into the rod. When the
the brasses
brasses are
are bored
bored
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FITTING UP
UP DRIVING
DRIVING ROD
ROD BRASSES.
BRASSES.
FITTING

putting them
them in
in the
the rod,
rod, allowance
allowanceshould
shouldbe
bemade
madefor
for
out before putting
compression due
due to
toforcing
forcingthe
thebrass
brassinto
intothe
therod.
rod.
the compression
When the
the engine
engine frames
frames are
arein
inaaposition
positionto
tobecome
becomeheated
heated
When
4
or TT,12the boiler
boiler or
or ash
ash pan,
pan, the
the side
siderods
rodsshould
shouldbe
be 111from the
111-4- or
longer (according
(according to
to the
the temperature
temperatureof
ofthe
theframe)
frame)between
between
in. longer
centers than
than the
the distance
distancebetween
betweencenters
centersofofaxles,
axles,when
whenthe
theframe
frame
centers
have the
the same
same temperature.
temperature. All
All strap
straprod
rodbrasses
brassesshould
should
and rod have
be brass
brass to
to brass,
brass, and
and the
the keys
keys driven
driven down
down enough
enoughto
tohold
holdthem
them
be
that way,
way, but
but not
not enough
enough to
tospring
springthe
thebrass
brassout
outof
ofshape.
shape.
that
To find
find the
the length
length between
betweencenters
centersof
ofbrasses,
brasses,of
ofthe
themain
mainrod,
rod,
To
place the
the cross
cross head
head midway
midway between
betweenstriking
strikingpoints.
points.Then
Thenthe
the
place
distance between
betweenthe
thecenter
centerofofcross-head
cross-headpin
pin and
and center
center of
of main
main
distance
axle is
is the
the length
lengthofof-main
main rod.
rod.
axle
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IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE
LOCOMOTIVE FIRE
FIRE-BOX
DOOR FLANGE.
FLANGE.
BOX DOOR
AN IMPROVED

The structure
structure by
by which
which these
theseobjects
objectsare
areobtained
obtainedisissimple
simpleand
and
is not more
more expensive
expensive than
than that
that heretofore
heretoforeemployed.
employed.Instead
Insteadof
of
the usual sharp
sharp bend
bend or
or knuckle
knuckle between
between the
the flange
flange and
andthe
theinner
inner
sheet, the portion
portion of
of the
the metal
metalconnecting
connectingthe
theflange
flangeand
andsheet
sheetisis
inwardly swelled,
swelled, thus
thus forming
forming aa circular
circularand
andinwardly
inwardlyconvexed
convexed
boss about the door
door opening.
opening. As
As aa result,
result, an
an enlarged
enlarged water
waterchamber
chamber
is provided which
which entirely
entirely surrounds
surrounds the
the opening.
opening.

-

By M.
O'CONNOR.
M. O'CONNOR.
BY
Foreman Boilermaker,
Boilermaker, Chicago
Chicago &
& Northwestern
Northwestern Railway
Railway Shops,
Shops,Missouri
MissouriValley,
Valley,Iowa
Iowa
Foreman

construction of
of steam
steamboilers,
boilers,and
andparticularly
particularlythose
those
In the construction
locomotives, difficulty
difficulty has
has often
often been
beenexperienced
experiencedin
in
employed in locomotives,
preventing cracking
cracking and
andleakage
leakageabout
aboutthe
thedoor
doorofofthe
thefire
firebox.
box.
preventing
outstanding flange
flange carried
carried by
by the
the inner
inner sheet
sheetisisdisposed
disposedsubsubThe outstanding
right angles
angles thereto,
thereto,and
andthe
theconnection
connectionofofthe
theflange
flange
stantially at right
sheet is
is in
in the
the form
form of
of aasharp
sharpbend
bendin
inthe
themetal.
metal.ItItisis
with the sheet
portion of
of the
the structure
structurethat
thatthe
thedifficulty
difficultyisisexperienced,
experienced,asas
with this portion
the cracks
cracks occur
occur along
along the
the inner
innerbend
bendor
orknuckle.
knuckle.
There are several
several reasons
reasons which
which cooperate
cooperate to
to cause
causethis
this
damage. In the
the first
first place,
place, the
the inner-door
inner-doorsheet
sheetand
andflange
flangeare
are
highly heated by the
the fire,
fire, but
but as
as soon
soon as
as the
the door
door is
is opened
openedby
bythe
the
fireman a great
great volume
volume of
of cold
cold air
airrushes
rushesin
inthrough
throughthe
thedoorway.
doorway.
flange and
and knuckle
knuckle are
are suddenly
suddenly cooled,
cooled,causing
causing
As a result the flange
instantaneous contraction
contraction of
ofthe
themetal,
metal,thus
thussetting
settingup
up
unequal and instantaneous
strains which tear the
the flange
flange away
away from
from the
thesheet.
sheet.This
Thisunequal
unequal
expansion and contraction is furthered
furthered by
by the
the fastening
fastening of
of the
the short
short
flanges together, these
these flanges
flanges thus
thusbeing
beingmore
morerigid
rigidthan
thanthe
theremainremainder of the sheets and
and being
being of
of smaller
smallerarea,
area,they
theyare
areincapable
incapableofofasas
Another objectionable
objectionable feature
feature lies
lies in
in the
the
relatively great movement. Another
very limited body of water which
which has
has heretofore
heretofore surrounded
surroundedthe
thedoordoorway. This space is so contracted
contracted by
by the
the overlapping
overlappingflanges
flangesand
andthe
the
heads of the rivets fastening them that
that very
very little
little water
water can
can come
come into
into
direct contact with the
the flange
flange extending
extendingoutward.
outward.Moreover,
Moreover,ininthis
this
small space incrustation and
and deposits
deposits of
of foreign
foreignmatter
mattersoon
sooncollect,
collect,
thus separating the
the water
water entirely
entirely from
fromthe
thesheet
sheetand
andpermitting
permittingthe
the
metal to become overheated,
overheated, thereby
thereby assisting
assisting in
in doing
doingthe
theinjury
injury
above described.
described.
Information that I lately
lately received
received from
fromforeman
foremanboiler
boilermakers
makers
who have charge of boiler
boiler shops
shops in
in the
the western
westernand
andnorthwestern
northwestern
portions of the country indicates that they are having a great
great deal
deal of
of
trouble with the door flanges by
by cracking,
cracking, and
and they
they describe
describe ititas
as
"the
meanest
leak
and
the
hardest
to
keep
tight
of
any
leak
about
aa
about
leak
of any
the meanest
fire box."
It is the object of my improvement
improvement to
to entirely
entirely eliminate
eliminate this
this
objectionable feature by providing an improved
improved structure
structure which
which will
will
freely expand and contract
contract without
without causing
causingundue
unduestrain,
strain,and
andatatthe
the
same
chamber about
about
same time obtaining a sufficiently enlarged water chamber
the doorway to prevent
prevent to
to aa very
very great
great degree
degreeaccumulations
accumulationstherein.
therein.
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P,XPANSION
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While it will be apparent that this change does not
not involve
involve any
any
radical departure from the usual
usual construction
construction and
and that
thatititcan
canbe
be
easily made without additional expense,
expense, the
the advantages
advantages which
whichare
are
obtained are very important. In
In the
the first
first place,
place, there
there is
isno
nocomcomparatively sharp bend in the metal, while additional area
area is
is obtained.
obtained.
As a result, when the flange is cooled during the inrush of cold
cold air
air
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in the manner above described,
described, the
the swelled
swelled portion
portioncan
canfreely
freelyconcontract without any danger of cracking, as the pronounced
pronounced curve
curve in
in
the inner sheet gives freely to the strain.
strain. A
A number
number of
of benefits
benefitsare
are
derived from the enlarged water space. The comparatively
comparatively large
large
body of heated water tends to maintain a more
more even
even temperature
temperature of
of
the metal, preventing to a great
great extent
extent its
its being
beingoverheated
overheatedand
andalso
also
tending to preclude the too rapid
rapid cooling
cooling of
of the
the flanges.
flanges.FurtherFurthermore it provides more room
room about
about the
the inner
inner heads
headsof
ofthe
therivets,
rivets, and
in this enlarged chamber there is
is not
not so
so much
much danger
dangerof
ofthe
thesediment
sediment
accumulating and separating
separating the
the water
water from
fromthe
theflanges.
flanges.
This feature is, therefore, of special importance in locomotives
locomotives
running in bad water districts. Actual
Actual experience
experience on
on aa Fremont,
Fremont,
Elkhorn & Missouri Valley locomotive
locomotive has
has proved
provedthat
thatthe
thestructure
structure
is entirely practicable
practicable and
and satisfactory.
satisfactory.
While the invention as
as described
described isis particularly
particularlyuseful
usefulininlocolocomotive boilers, it will be readily understood
understood by
by those
those skilled
skilled in
in the
the
different types and hence is
art that it is applicable
applicable to
to boilers
boilers of different
is not
not
limited to any one class.
class.
In forming the improved door flange to position
position II would
would recomrecommend that in the large
large shops
shops where
where power
power can
canbe
beapplied
appliedthat
thatititbe
be
pressed to position by using mate and female blocks,
blocks, but
but in
in the
the
absence of these facilities it can
can be
be easily
easily made
made by
by using
usingthe
theswelled
swelled
cast iron former and wooden
wooden mauls.
mauls. Steel
Steel hammers
hammers or
or sledges
sledges
should never be used on
on aa door-sheet
door-sheet flange.
flange.

TEMPERING STEEL
STEEL PUNCHES.
PUNCHES.

The following method of tempering steel punches
punches gives
gives excellent
excellent
results, especially
when
used
for
especially when used for cold
coldpunching
punchingof
ofmachine
machinehorsehorseshoes.
shoes.
Heat your steel to cherry
cherry red,
red, dress
dress out
out the
the punch,
punch, cut
cutoff
offthe
the
point the size
size of
of aa horseshoe
horseshoe nail,
nail,then
thenheat
heattotoaacherry
cherryred,
red,immerse
immerse
it a half inch perpendicularly
perpendicularly in
in the
the water,
water, then
then take
takeititout
outand
andstand
stand
it up perpendicular,
clean
the
end
with
a
piece
perpendicular, clean the end with a piece of
ofgrinding
grindingstone.
stone.
When you see the first blue
blue pass
pass over
over the
the point,
point, dip
dip itit in
in the
the water
water
the same depth
depth as
as before.
before. Clean
Clean ititagain
againwith
withthe
thestone,
stone,and
andon
onthe
the
appearance of the
the blue
blue again,
again, cool
cool itit off.
off.The
Thesecond
secondblue
blueisistotomake
make
the punch tough.
tough. The
The reason
reason for
forkeeping
keepingthe
thepunch
punchperpendicular
perpendicularisis
to allow the
the atmosphere
atmosphere and
and the
the water
waterto
tocool
coolall
allsides
sidesequally,
equally,and
andtoto
have itit cool
cool straight
straight and
andtrue.
true.
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HOW
HOW TO TELL IF A CROWN SHEET HAS BEEN HOT.

"Low
excessive heatheat"Low water,
water, however caused, always produces excessive
ing; and if the temperature rises sufficiently
sufficiently to
to weaken
weaken the
the material,
material,
failure may occur by stripping of the stay
stay bolts
bolts or
or rupture
rupture of
of the
the
sheets
or otherwise.
otherwise. If
If the
the temperature
temperature
sheets by bulging between them, or
has raised the material to a low or bright-red
bright-red color,
color, this
this can
can be
be
readily determined by superficial inspection.
inspection. While
While the
the fire
fire side
side
will show red rust or a black color,
color, the
the water
water or
or steam
steam side
sidewill
will
invariably show a typical steel-blue scale, which
which will
will not
not disappear
disappear
even after years, as it is
is aa so-called
so-called rustless
rustlesscoating.
coating.IfIfthis
thisbe
be
once oiled it will always be distinguishable,
distinguishable, even
even ifif the
the plates
plates had
had
been exposed to moisture
moisture and
and gases
gases for
for years.
years.The
Thecolor
colorof
ofthis
this
scale will depend somewhat upon
upon the
the temperature
temperature at
at which
whichititwas
was
produced, being brightest
brightest at
at those
those points
points where
where temperature
temperaturewas
was
the highest. Carefully made tests, with autographic
autographic diagrams,
diagrams, of
of
such material will again demonstrate
demonstrate changes
changes of
of properties
propertieswhich
which
are very characteristic. The
The yield
yield point
point will
will be
be found
foundvery
verylow,
low,
while the diagram will show
show aa material
material drop
drop of
of curve
curvejust
justafter
after
the yield point. The elongation
elongation will,
will, however,
however, as
as aa rule,
rule, be
be
materially increased, with a diminution
diminution of
of tenacity.
tenacity. Nicked
Nicked and
and
quenched bending tests will again
again show
show marked
marked difference
differencebetween
between
strips cut from the sheet
sheet at
at points
points which
which in
in one
onecase
casewere
wereoveroverheated or were above the low-water
low-water line,
line, and
and in
in others
others were
weretaken
taken
from a part below this line. The fracture will
will also
also be
be materially
materially
different. To demonstrate the
the temperature
temperature at
at which
which the
the plates
plates
the instant
instant of
of explosion,
explosion, itit isisnecessary
necessaryto
tocut
cut
happened to be at the
strips from points of the overheated
overheated plate
plate below
below the
the water
water line.
line.
on the
the edges
edges are
are then
then held
held in
in aaclear
clearfire
fireso
so
These strips polished on
cold while
while the
the other
other isis heated
heated to
toaadull
dullyellow
yellow
that one end remains cold
or a very bright red.
red. This
This temperature
temperaturebeing
beingreached,
reached,the
thebars
barsare
are
one is
is rapidly
rapidly plunged
plunged with
with one
one end
endinto
intoaa
withdrawn, and while one
water, the
the other
other is
is allowed
allowed to
tocool
coolin
inair,
air,but
butnot
notinin
pot of boiling water,
metal or
or stone.
stone. When
When the
the piece
piece which
whichhad
hadbeen
been
contact with wet metal
boiling water
water about
about one
one inch
inch deep
deephas
hasbecome
becomenearly
nearly
immersed in boiling
blue heat,
heat, itit is
is plunged
plunged into
intocold
coldwater.
water.
cold, below blue
"On the polished edges of
of both
both bars
bars will
will be
be found
found scale
scaleand
and
temperatures producing
producing them
thembeing
beingwell
wellestablished.
established.
heat colors, the temperatures
then carefully
carefully nicked
nicked at
at points
pointsopposite
oppositeevery
everychange
change
These bars are then
and then
then broken
broken off
off at
atthese
thesenicks.
nicks.By
Bycomparing
comparingthese
these
of color and
their scale
scale and
and color
color with
with those
those obtained
obtainedfrom
frompieces
pieces
fractures and their
the overheated
overheated plates,
plates, the
thetemperature
temperatureatatwhich
whichthey
theywere
were
cut from the
of explosion
explosion can
can be
be determined
determinedwith
withgreat
greataccuracy.
accuracy.
at the instant of
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Having thus determined the temperature
Having
temperature at
at which
which the
the sheets
sheetswere
were
during operation, it is also known whether the metal was sufficiently
during
soft to bulge off or strip
soft
strip from
from the
thestay
staybolts
bolts;; examination
examinationof
ofplates
plates
and bolts will verify the conclusion."
and
conclusion."

WORKSHOP RECIPES.

KEEPING TOOLS.

Keep your tools handy and in good condition. This applies
applies
everywhere and in every place, from the smallest
smallest shop
shop to
to the
the greatest
greatest
mechanical establishment in the world. Every
Every tool
tool should
should have
have its
its
exact place, and should always be
be kept
kept there
there when
when not
not in
inuse.
use.
Having a chest or any receptacle
receptacle with
with aa lot
lot of
of tools
toolsthrown
throwninto
into
it promiscuously, is just as bad as putting the notes into an organ
without regard to their proper
proper place.
place. If
If aa man
man wants
wantsaawrench,
wrench,
chisel or hammer, it's somewhere in the box or chest,
chest, or
or somewhere
somewhere
else, and the search begins. Sometimes is found—perhaps
found—perhaps sharp,
sharp,
perhaps dull, maybe broken;
broken; and
and by
by the
the time
time itit isis found
foundhe
hehas
hasspent
spent
time enough to pay for
for several
several tools
tools of
of the
thekind
kindwanted.
wanted.
The habit of throwing every tool
tool down,
down, anyhow,
anyhow, and
and in
in any
any
way, or any place, is one
one of
of the
the most
most detestable
detestablehabits
habitsaaman
mancan
canpospossibly get into. It is only
only aa matter
matter of
of habit
habit to
tocorrect
correctthis.
this.Make
Makean
an
inflexible rule of your life to "have a place
place for
for everything
everything and
and
everything in its
its place."
place."
TO MAKE A WIPED JOINT.

Melt the solder in a ladle
ladle and
and pour
pour itit on
on the
the joint
jointquite
quiteplentiplentifully, so as to heat
heat it.
it. As
As the
the solder
solder accumulates,
accumulates,wipe
wipeititinto
intoshape
shape
with a piece of cloth (bed ticking
ticking is
is good
good for
for the
the purpose),
purpose), folded
folded
several times and greased
greased with
with tallow.
tallow. The
The cloth
clothisisalso
alsoused
usedto
to
hold the solder
solder as
as itit is
is poured
poured on
onthe
thepipe.
pipe.
TO PUT COPPER CQATING
CQATING ON
ON STEEL.
STEEL.

Dissolve bluestone in water and apply
apply it
it to
to the
the steel,
steel, or
or take
take aa
piece of the bluestone
bluestone (which
(which can
can be
be obtained
obtained at
atany
anydrug
drugstore),
store),
wet it in water,
water, and
and rub
rub itit over
over the
thesteel.
steel.
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TO TIN BRASSES.

To tin railroad-car brasses
brasses so
so that
that they
they can
cantake
takethe
thelead
leadlining,
lining,
the bearings are first bored;
bored; they
they are
are then
then placed
placedon
onaacoke
cokefire
fireand
and
allowed to become well heated;
heated; then
then they
they are
arecleaned
cleanedwith
withmuriatic
muriatic
acid and tinned. They must
must be
be warmed
warmed again,
again, so
sothat
thatthe
thetin
tinwill
will
be in a condition for the lead
lead to
to adhere
adhere to
to it. They are then placed
on a mandrel to receive the lining
lining of
of lead.
lead. The
The device
device for
for holding
holding
the bearing during the lining can be
be of
of very
very simple
simple construction.
construction. ItIt
should be so designed that the
the bearing
bearing can
can be
be clamped
clampedonly
onlycentral
central
thickness
with the mandrel, which will
will make
make the
the lining
lining of uniform thickness
over the bearing. The radius
radius of
of the
the mandrel
mandrel should
should be
be -2-2-22- to TB
of an inch greater than
than the
the radius
radius of
of the
the journal
journalwhich
whichthe
thebearing
bearing
aninch
inch
is to
more
than
to fit.
fit. The
Thelead
leadlining
liningshould
shouldnot
notbebe
more
than ofofan
thick.
thick.
TO MAKE BRAZING SOLDER.
SOLDER.

There are two methods in
in general
general use
use for
for making
making brazing
brazingsolder.
solder.
By the first, rods or blocks
blocks of
of the
the desired
desired alloy
alloy are
are pulverized
pulverizedand
and
graded—coarse, medium
medium and
and fine—and
fine—and as
as we
wehave
havegot
gotquite
quitebeyond
beyond
"mortar and
and pestel,"
pestel," special
specialplant
plantand
andmachinery
machineryare
arererethe age of "mortar
simpler: the
the molten
molten
this. The
The-second
quired to accomplish this.
-second method is simpler:
alloy is poured in a thin
thin stream
stream direct
direct from
from the
the crucible
crucibleinto
intoaatank
tank
placed in
in position
position to
to receive
receivethe
thedropping
droppingmetal,
metal,
or barrel of water placed
course, there
there are
are other
other styles
stylesof
of
about io ft. or 12
12 ft. below. Of course,
solder;; in
through aa screen
screenor
orstrainer
strainer
casting solder
in some cases it is passed through
falling into
into the
the water;
water; in
in others,
others,ititfalls
fallson
onto
toaastream
streamof
of
before falling
which is
is forced
forced through
throughaanozzle;
nozzle;but
butas
asthere
thereisisno
nomaterial
material
water, which
either way,
way, the
the direct
direct pouring
pouringisiscommonly
commonlyemployed.
employed.
advantage either
into the
the water
water the
the metal
metalisissplit
splitup
upinto
intolittle
littleglobules
globules
On falling into
to- the
the bottom.
bottom. Then
Then the
the tank
tankisisemptied,
emptied,and
andthe
thesolder,
solder,
which sink tofor use,
use, gets
gets aa thorough
thorough good
good washing
washing to
to free
free itit
before it is ready for
oxide.
from oxide.
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TO SOLDER ALUMINUM.

TO MAKE RUST JOINTS.

A solder for aluminum consists of aluminum 5 parts, antimony
5 parts, and zinc 90 parts. To make it harder a little more antimony
and a little less zinc is used. The aluminum is first melted, the zinc
is then added and when this is melted the antimony is added. Sal
ammoniac is used as a flux. When the surface is quite clear and
white, it should be poured into sticks ready for use, the cinder being
first removed.

Rust joints are usually made with sifted cast-iron turnings, salammoniac and a little sulphur mixed to a rather stiff paste with
water and packed into the joint with a chisel or calking iron. One
part sal ammoniac, 2 flowers of sulphur and 80 of iron turnings, by
weight, is given for quick setting, and I sal ammoniac, I sulphur
and loo of iron for slow setting. It is better to omit the sulphur
entirely.

TO GALVANIZE CASTINGS.

CASE HARDENING.

Cleanse the castings in an ordinary tumbler or rattler. When
the sand is all removed, take them out and heat one by one, plunging,
white hot, into a liquid composed as follows: Ten pounds hydrochloric acid and sufficient sheet zinc to make a saturated solution.
In making this solution, when the evolution of gas has ceased, add
muriate, or, preferably, sulphate of ammonia, I pound, and let it
stand until dissolved. The castings should be so hot that, when
dipped into this solution and instantly removed, they will immediately dry, leaving the surface crystallized, like frostwork on a
window pane. Next, plunge them while hot, but perfectly dry, into
a bath of melted zinc, previously skimming away the oxide on the
surface, and throwing thereon a small amount of powdered salammoniac. If the articles are very small, enclose them in a wroughtiron basket on a pole and lower them into the metal. When this is
done, shake off the superfluous metal, and cast into a vessel of water
to prevent them from adhering when the zinc solidifies.

Case hardening in general consists of introducing sufficient carbon into the outer surface of wrought iron. The carbon is communicated by certain animal matters such as hoofs, horns, bones, leather,
etc. The articles to be case-hardened are usually placed in an iron
box and packed with bone dust. A better way is to use leather and
animal hoofs cut up into pieces one inch square and adding common
salt in a proportion of about 4 pounds salt, 20 pounds leather and 15
pounds hoofs. Care should be taken in packing the articles so that
when the surrounding Material burns away the articles will not press
upon one another sufficiently to bend them out of shape. The iron
box is covered with a lid, and all seams cemented with fire clay. The
box is then heated to redness in a charcoal or coke fire and kept there
from ten to twelve hours, after which it is allowed to coot in the air.
The case-hardening penetrates about - fig of an inch.
A very good formula for making case-hardening mixture out of
Chemicals is King's formula. It consists of 16 parts lamp black, IS
parts sal soda, 4 parts muriate of soda, and I part oxide of manganese.
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TO MAKE BLUE PRINT PAPER.

The following proportions give as good results as any which
we have seen : First solution, oz. red prussiate of potash, 3* oz.
water; second solution, I oz. citrate of iron and ammonium, 3* oz.
water. For the coating solution, mix in equal parts. Apply with
a camel's-hair brush similar to those used with press copy books.
Apply freely, but not so freely as to have the solution stand in
puddles. The paper should dry hanging by its edge, in order to
drain off superfluous solution, and should be so far as possible nonabsorbent. The chemicals should be bought in original packages
to insure their being fresh, and the citrate should be kept in a tin
box, or otherwise in absolute darkness. Especially and particularly
absolute cleanliness must be observed. A brush on which the solution has been allowed to dry exposed to the sun is ruined for all
time. Immediately after use, the brush should be rinsed repeatedly,
until there is no show of solution in the water.
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POTASHING.

The process of case-hardening, often called potashing, is very
much quicker than ordinary case-hardening with bone dust, etc. It
consists in heating the article to be treated to a bright red, taking care
not to let it scale, and applying the pulverized chemical. This is the
prussiate of potash which is a yellow, tough, crystalline salt
(K i FeCy.), called by chemists potassium ferrocyanid. As the
potash fuses it can be spread over the entire surface, after which
the. article is again heated and dipped in cold water. In dipping,
care must be taken not to cause the article to warp by uneven
coolini. Sometimes a mixture of prussiate of potash 3 parts and
sal ammoniac I part is used. Another formula is I part prussiate
of potash, 2 parts bone dust, and 2 parts sal ammoniac. But prussiate of potash used alone is satisfactory.
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TO STAIN IRON OR STEEL BLACK.

The following solution for producing a dark color on iron and
steel has been recommended : Ferric chloride, ro parts; water, 200
parts; potassium sulphide, I part. The articles may be immersed
in the solution or painted with it, then allowed to dry by exposure
to the air, and finally brushed with a waxed brush. A fairly good
black bronze may be obtained in this way. This solution, with the
omission of the potassium chloride may be used for bronzing iron
or steel. The color is brown after two immersions, with subsequent
air drying, and uniformly distributed over the surface. A dense
and fairly uniform grayish-black color can be produced on iron by
digesting flowers of sulphur with turpentine, painting the work
with the liquid, allowing to dry, and then heating over a clear fire
or on a hot stove.
TO SWEAT BRASSES.

To sweat brasses together, the surfaces of the castings which
are to be united are first scraped or filed; they are then tinned or
covered with solder. After this the surfaces are placed against each
other, and the castings are heated until the tin or solder melts; the
surfaces are then pressed together, and thereby become united. The
pressure, sufficient to hold the pieces together, must be maintained
until the tin sets.
BABBITT METAL.

Babbitt metal consists of 3.7 parts of copper, 7.4 parts antimony,'
88.9 parts of tin. Imitations of babbitt metal have different mixtures, but they are inferior to the true babbitt. One which has been
greatly used contains 8 parts of lead to I of antimony and 91 parts
of tin.
RATIO OF ADHESION.

There are two expressions used very often in engineering
publications and elsewhere which it is well to clearly understand.
One is, ratio of adhesion, and the other is, co-efficient of adhesion,
as applied to locomotives. The ratio of adhesion for a locomotive
engine, is found by dividing the weight on the driving wheels by
the tractive force developed in the cylinders. The co-efficient of
adhesion is found by dividing the tractive power, by the weight
on the driving wheels.
TO TAKE IRON STAINS OUT OF LINEN.

Dissolve a level teaspoonful of oxalic acid in half a tumbler of
water and wet the spots with the solution, renewing the application
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until the spots disappear, and then rinse in clear water. Finally,
sponge with dilute ammonia—a teaspoonful of "household" ammonia to half a tumbler of water—and allow it to dry. The oxalic
acid is poison.
BRAZING STEEL.

Sheet steel or thin pieces, such as band saws, are generally
brazed with silver solder, which is sold in strips. For brazing a
band saw, the ends are to be tapered off so as to form a common
scarfed joint. The ends are to be securely held in position, leaving
a space all about the joint. A piece of silver solder, wet with soldering fluid, is to be placed between the joint ; then with a pair of
blacksmith's tongs, previously heated to a white heat, grasp the joint.
Sufficient heat will be transmitted to the steel to melt the solder and
firmly unite the ends. The tongs should be held in contact with the
saw until the solder has set, otherwise the parts will be imperfectly
united.
COATING FOR BELTS.

For leather belts, take of common glue and American isinglass
equal parts; place them in a glue pot and add water sufficient to
cover the whole. Let it soak ten hours, then bring the whole to a
boiling heat, and add pure tannin until the whole appears like the
white of an agg. Apply warm. Buff the grain of the leather where
it is to be cemented, rub the joint surfaces solidly together, let it
dry for a few hours, and the belt will be ready for use. For rubber
belts, take 16 parts gutta percha, 4 parts india rubber, 2 parts common caulker's pitch, r part linseed oil; melt together and use hot.
This cement can also be used for leather.
CORRODING ACID.

The threads should be thoroughly cleaned and the parts which
are not to be touched by the acid should be protected by wax. This
may be done by warming the dies sufficiently to melt the wax, and
then pressing the points of the teeth into a cake of wax; or the teeth
may be entirely covered by dipping into melted wax, and the wax
may then be scraped away from the surfaces to which the acid is to
be applied. Use a mixture of equal parts nitric acid and muriatic
acid, applying with a feather, and when the steel is supposed to be
sufficiently eaten, wash in water, which stops the process. It would
be well to experiment with some unimportant piece of similar steel
first.
ENAMELING.

Enamel is a vitreous substance or glass, opaque or transparent,
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LACQUERS.

and variously colored, applied as a coating on a surface of metal
or porcelain for purposes of decoration. It consists of easily fusible
salts, such as the silicates and borates of sodium, potassium, lead,
etc., to which various earths and metallic oxides are added to give
the desired colors. These enamels are now prepared in the form of
sticks, like sealing wax, and for use are pulverized and applied to
the surface either dry or moistened to form a paste. The object to.
be enameled is then exposed to a moderate temperature in a muffle,
and the vitreous substance becomes sufficiently fluid to form a
brilliant and adhesive coating. The exact temperature to which
the object is to be exposed depends on the class of work to be
enameled. These are various operations of enameling, and they
require skilful manipulations, a knowledge of which can only be
obtained by long practice.

Lacquers have various ingredients, according to the depths and
shades of color required. The following is for a gold lacquer
of brass: Mix -I pound shellac, picked clean, and clear of all
pieces, with pint rectified spirits of wine; keep them in a warm
place, and shake them repeatedly. When the shellac is quite dis
solved, it is fit for use. If the brass work is old, clean it first in
the following manner: Make a strong lye of good ashes, which
may be strengthened by soap lees; put in brass work, and the
lacquer will soon come off; then have ready a mixture of aquafortis
and water, sufficiently strong to take off the dirt; wash it afterwards
in clean water, and lacquer it with the above mixture. If the brass
work is new, it merely requires to be free from dust, and rubbed with
a piece of wash leather to make it as bright as possible. Put the
work on a hot iron plate (or upon the top of a stove) till it is
moderately heated, but not too hot, or it will blister the lacquer;
then make the above mixture warm, lay hold of the work with a
pair of pincers or pliers, and with a soft brush apply the lacquer.
Care must be taken not to rub it on, but stroke the brush lightly
one way, and place the work on the hot plate again until the varnish
is hard; but the work should not remain on plate too long. Experience will indicate when it should be removed. Some, indeed, do
not place it on the stove or plate a second time. If it should not
be quite covered, repeat the lacquering carefully. If pains be taken
with the lacquer, the work will look like metal gilt.

FOR COPPER PLATING.

The articles must first be well cleaned, and then painted over
with a solution of protochloride of tin, and immediately afterward
with an ammoniacal solution of sulphate of copper. The layer of
copper thus produced adheres so firmly to the iron or steel that the
different objects can be rubbed and polished with fine chalk without
injuring the deposit. The tin solution is prepared with I part
crystallized chloride of tin, 2 parts water, and 2 parts hydrochloric
acid. The copper solution is prepared with I part sulphate of copper, 16 parts water, adding ammonia sufficient to precipitate and
redissolve.
JAPANNING.

METAL THAT EXPANDS IN COOLING.

Japanning is done in clear transparent varnishes, in black and
in body colors; but black japan is the most characteristic and common style of work. The varnish for black japan consists essentially
of pure natural asphaltum with a proportion of gum anime dissolved
in linseed oil and thinned with turpentine; but there are numerous
receipts given for the varnish, and manufacturers generally conceal
the composition of their own preparations. In thin layers such a
japan has a rich, dark-brown color, and only shows a brilliant black
in thicker coatings. For fine work, which has to be smoothed and
polished, several coats of black are applied in succession, each being
separately dried in the stove at a heat which may rise to near 300 °

Receipt for making a metal that will expand instead of contracting when cooling; to be used in filling small holes in castings,
etc., is made of lead, 9 parts; antimony, 2 parts; bismuth, I part.
NICKEL PLATING.

Fahr.Bodyclsnitfaborspenvihmxd
with special mineral paints of the desired colors or with bronze
powders. The transparent varnish used by japanners is a copal
varnish which contains Tess drying oil and more turpentine than is
contained in ordinary painters' oil varnish.
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Light nickel plating can be made by heating a bath of pure
granulated tin, argol and water to boiling and adding a small quantity of red-hot nickel oxide. A brass or copper article immersed in
this solution is instantly covered with pure nickel.
It has been noticed that copper when melted with salt and
subsequently cooled is much tougher than ordinary copper, this being
due in all probability to the removal of cupreous oxide, which is
present in greater or less quantities and has a breaking effect.
SOLDERING FLUID.

A teaspoonful of chloride of zinc in two ounces of alcohol will
make a soldering fluid that will not tarnish or rust the work.
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TO BLACKEN BRASS.

TO DARKEN COPPER.

Into 6 gallons muriatic acid put 2 pounds yellow arsenic and
pound black oxide of iron. Have the pieces thoroughly clean and
dry and dip them until the desired shade is produced; then rinse
them in clear water and dry in fine sawdust. A much smaller quantity of the chemicals may of course be used if the approximate proportions are secured.
Another recipe is : Make a strong solution of nitrate of silver
in one vessel and nitrate of copper in another. Mix the two together
and plunge in the brass. The brass after being removed from the
bath should be heated evenly until the required degree of dead
blackness is obtained. This method is of French origin and was
kept a secret for years, being used for the ornamenting of optical
and other scientific instruments.
Another recipe is the following solution, recommended for
obtaining a deep black color on brass : Dissolve zoo parts of copper
nitrate in ioo parts of water. If the article is large, then paint it
with this solution; if small, immerse it in the solution. After draining off or shaking off the excess of the solution, heat the article
until the copper salt is decomposed into a black copper oxide. The
work may be heated over a clear coal fire, but better results may be
obtained by heating the articles in a closed muffle furnace. For
some kind of work you may obtain more uniform results by using a
weaker solution than given above, namely, ioo parts of copper
nitrate to Soo parts of water.
Another recipe is the following solution recommended for obtaining a deep black color on copper and its alloys: Copper nitrate,
loo parts; water, Sop parts. The article, if large, is painted with
it; if small, the article may be immersed in the solution. It is then
heated over a clear coal fire and lightly rubbed. The article is next
placed in or painted with a solution of the following composition:
Potassium sulphide, Iv parts; water, ioo parts ; hydrochloric acid,
5 parts. This composition need not be used in all cases. Small
work can be much more conveniently treated by immersion in the
solution first given, and after straining off or shaking off the excess
of the solution, to heat the work on a hot plate until the copper salt
is decomposed into a black copper oxide. It would be- difficult to
heat large articles upon a hot plate; a closed muffle furnace should
give better results than an open fire. In any case, the heating
process should not be continued longer than is necessary to produce the change mentioned above.

Copper may be darkened by washing its surface with sulphuret
of ammonia. The solution should be dilute, and after its application
the metal should be dried at a gentle heat, and may then be polished
with a hard hair brush; or dissolve 5 drachms nitrate of iron in I
pint of water and immerse the copper, or 5 drachms perchloride of
iron in / pint of water will answer the same purpose.
TO WRITE ON GLASS.
It is said that a solution of fluoride of ammonium may be used
with a quill pen, or you can cover the glass with wax, trace through,
and eat with fluoric acid.
As a substitute for oil upon oil stones, which often thickens
and makes the stones dirty, a mixture of glycerine and alcohol can
be used with good results.
TO DRILL GLASS.

Put a piece of brass tubing in the drill spindle, the outside of
the tube being equal to the size of the hole you desire to make.
Revolve rapidly, and feed with emery and water. For making holes
in thin glass, put a piece of stiff clay or putty on the part where
you wish to make a hole. Make a hole in the putty or clay equal
in diameter to that of the hole you wish to make, letting the hole
reach the glass, of course; into this hole pour a little molten lead
and the piece will drop out.
TO ETCH ON STEEL.

For etching on steel, the etching ground is composed of equal
parts of beeswax, Burgundy pitch and asphaltum; these are melted
together and should be thoroughly incorporated. Warm the steel
to a degree which will readily melt the wax by contact. Spread a
small quantity of the etching ground evenly over the surface with a
dabber or a ball of cotton covered with silk. When cold, remove
the ground where the metal is to be etched and apply the etching
fluid, which consists of nitric acid I part and water 4 to 6 parts.
After the biting is done, which will take a few minutes only, dip in
hot water and wash off the acid. After this the surface can be
cleaned by wiping with benzine. Sometimes the following method
is adopted: Make a varnish of asphalt and turpentine mixed with
a few drops of linseed oil to make it tacky. Procure a rubber stamp
on which the required design is depressed, and having a border
around the design. Apply the varnish with the stamp in the same
manner as in stamping goods; on border put a small rim of beeswax;
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then apply the acid within the border. After it has etched deep
enough, which may take a few minutes only, pour off the acid, rinse
the surface with clean water, take off the putty, and clean off the
varnish with turpentine.
Another composition is recommended for this purpose: Pyroligneous acid 4 oz., alcohol 1 oz., nitric acid i oz., by measure.
Before applying this fluid to the object to be etched it is important
to have the iron or steel clean; after which the surface of the metal
on which the etching is to be done should be evenly covered with a
thin film of wax, the object of which is to protect that part of the
surface not to be etched from the action of the mordant. The lines
are then cut through the wax and the fluid poured on. As soon as
the metal is sufficiently etched the fluid may be washed off.

STRENGTH OF VARIOUS METALS.

The breaking strain on various metals is shown in the following table, the size of the rod tested being in each case one inch
square, and the number of pounds the actual breaking strain:
Pounds.
Hard steel.
Soft steel.
Best Swedish iron.
Ordinary bar iron
Silver .
Copper
Gold
Tin
Zinc
Lead

150,000
120,000
8 4r000

moon
41,000
35,000
22,000
51500

2,600
86o

To harden copper, melt together, and stir till thoroughly incorporated, copper and from one to six per cent, of manganese
oxide. The other igredients for bronze and other alloys may then
be added. The copper becomes homogeneous, harder and
tougher.
A workman in the Carson mint has discovered that drill points,
heated to a cherry-red and tempered by being driven into a bar of
lead, will bore through the hardest steel or plate glass without perceptibly blunting. •

DEFINITIONS OF ENGINEERING
EXPRESSIONS.

Readers of engineering literature are constantly meeting with
expressions that rman much when properly understood. The following selection of such expressions will be found useful :
Absolute : Complete in itself.
Absolute pressure of steam is its pressure reckoned from
vacuum; the pressure as shown by an ordinary steam gauge, plus the
pressure of the atmosphere.
Acceleration: Advance in the velocity of a body. Decrease of
velocity is called negative acceleration.
Accumulator: A secondary or storage battery—a Leyden jar.
Acoustics : That branch of natural law which treats of sound.
Actinism: The property or power possessed by the sun's rays
to produce a chemical effect or decomposition (as shown in photography).
Adhesion : The force by which particles of different and unlike
•
bodies stick together.
Affinity (chemical) : The force which combines together chemical elements to form compounds, sometimes termed "chemical attraction."
Alloy: A mixture or combination of two or more metallic
substances.
Alternating : A motion up and down, or backward and forward, instead of revolving.
Amalgam: The combination of a metal with mercury.
Amorphous: Without definite crystalline form.
Ampere: The rink of electric current. Such a current as would
pass with electromotive force of one volt through a circuit whose
resistance is equal to one ohm.
Analysis: The process of determining the composition of a
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compound substance by dividing it into the simple elements of which
it is composed.
Anode: The positive pole or electrode of a battery.
Armature: That part of a dynamo-electric machine in which
the useful currents are generated.
Axis: An imaginary line passing through a body, which may
be supposed to revolve around it.
Atmosphere: The mass of air that envelopes the earth. A
pressure of a gas or fluid equal to 15 pounds per square inch.
Atom: The smallest quantity of simple matter which exists.
Back pressure is the loss, expressed in pounds per square inch,
due to getting the steam out of the cylinder after it has done its work.
On the diagram from a non-condensing engine it is indicated by the
distance apart of the atmospheric line and the line of counterpressure; on the diagram from a condensing engine, it is indicated
by the distance apart of the line of counterpressure and the line
representing the pressure in the condenser.
Boiler pressure, or gauge pressure, is the pressure above atmosphere; the pressure as shown by a correct steam gauge.
Caliber : The inner diameter ; bore.
Caloric: A term applied to that something supposed to be the
cause of heat.
Calorimeter : A device for measuring the quantity of heat.
Cam : An irregular eccentric.
Cell: A jar containing the elements and liquid of a battery.
The combination of two metals (elements) and a liquid or liquids in
such a manner as to produce a current of electricity.
Centrifugal force: The force which tends to urge a rotating or
whirling body directly away from the center of rotation.
Circuit: The path of an electric current.
Clearance is the space between the piston at the end of its stroke
and the valve face. It is usually reckoned in per cent. of the piston
displacement, or in its equivalent in length added to the cylinder.
Closure: Completing an electrical current.
Coil : The arrangement of an insulated wire in symmetrical
convolutions through which an electric current can pass.
Commutator : That part of a dynamo-electric machine which
collects the currents generated, and the changes of the direction of
these currents.
Compression: The action of the piston in compressing the steam
remaining in the cylinder at exhaust closure, into the clearance
space.

Condenser: The vessel used for condensing steam in a con-
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densing engine. A device for condensing a large amount of electricity on a small surface.
Conductivity: The ability to convey electricity, opposite of
resistance.
Conductors: Anything which will convey an electric current.
Core: The heart of certain fruit. Part used to make a casting
hollow. The iron of an electro magnet.
Coulomb : The unit of electrical quantity.
Current: The flow of electricity in a conductor. Alternating:
A current which periodically reverses. Continuous: A current
which does not change its direction.
Dash pot: A mechanical device for checking a sudden motion
by means of a plunger working against a cushion of air, water or
spring.
Diaphragm : Plate used to regulate flow of gases in smoke box.
A thin plate or partition placed across a tube or other hollow body;
a disk ; a flat circular piece.
Dynamo: A machine which furnishes electricity.
Dynamometer : A device for measuring the power of an engine
or motor.
Eccentric: Out of center ; a modification of a crank : a circular
plate attached to a revolving shaft, but not having the same center,
for producing an alternating motion.
Electricity : That which is the cause of electric phenomenon.
Electrodes: The poles of a battery.
Electrolyte: A liquid which permits an electric current to pass
through it, only by means of the decomposition of the liquid. Electrolysis : Chemical decomposition effected by means of an electric
current.
Electro-Magnet : A magnet produced by passing a current of
electricity around a soft iron core.
E. M. F.: Electro-motive force.
Element : Matter which cannot be further decomposed.
Energy: The power of doing work.
Erg: The unit of electrical work.
Expansion, initial: The fall of pressure in the cylinder of an
engine as the piston advances and before the steam is cut off. Ratio
of expansion : The proportion of total volume of steam in the cylinder—the exhaust not being opened till the end of the stroke—bears
to the volume at cut off.
Farad : The unit of electrical capacity.
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Field, magnetic: That space surrounding the poles of a magnet
which is within the magnetic influence.
Foot pound: A unit of work. To raise one pound one foot.
Force: That which produces a change in the condition of rest
or motion of the body.
Formulae: Mathematical expressions for some general rule or
principle.
Friction: The resistance occasioned to the motion of bodies by
the pressure of their surfaces against each other.
Fulcrum : Anything which supports a lever, or against which
a lever presses in exerting its force.
Galvanism: A term to express the effects of voltaic electricity.
Galvanometer : A device for measuring the strength of an
electric current.
Gravity : The force which causes masses of matter to tend to
move toward each other.
Heat, latent of steam: The quantity of heat, expressed in heat
units required to vaporize or evaporate water already heated to the
temperature as shown by a thermometer. Sensible heat of steam is
its temperature as shown by thermometer.
Heat unit: The quantity of heat required to raise a given
weight of water one degree.
(I) The Thermal Unit, or the amount of heat required to raise
one pound of water at its great density, t° Fahr. This unit
represents work equal to 778 foot pounds.
(2) The Greater Calorie, or the amount of heat required to
raise the temperature of r,000 grams of water 1° C.
(3) The Smaller Calorie. or the amount of heat required to
raise the temperature of i gram of water t° C.
Helices: Spirals. Coils of wire which acquire all the properties
of a magnet when traversed by an electrical current.
Horse power: 33,000 pounds lifted to a height of one foot in
one minute of time, or equivalent motion against resistance. Indicated horse power : The horse power as shown by the indicator.
It is the product of the mean net area of the piston, its speed in feet
per minute, and the mean effective pressure, divided by 33,000. Net
horse power is the indicated horse power less the friction of the
engine.
Hydrodynamics: That branch of genera! mechanics which
treats of the equilibrium and motion of fluids.
Hydrostatics: Same as hydrodynamics.

Impact : The effect of a blow or stroke from one source to another, whether in motion or at rest.
Impetus : Effect produced by the velocity of a moving body.
Incandescense, electrical: The electric heating of a solid to
luminosity. Glowing white heat.
Inertia: That property of matter which tends to cause matter
when at rest to remain so, or when in motion to keep going.
Jackscrew : A lifting instrument which acts by the rotation of
a screw in a threaded socket.
Journal: That part of an axle or shaft which rests on the
hearings.
Joule: The unit of electric energy or work. One joule equals
.73732 foot pounds. One joule per second equals I watt.
Kathode: The negative pole or electrode of a battery.
Key : A wedge piece of iron or steel for holding pulleys in
place.
Keyway: A slot in the center of pulleys or on a shaft, for the
reception of a key, which holds the pulley or wheel in place.
Kilowatt : i,cpoo watts.
Kinematics: The mechanics of motion.
Kinetic energy : The work a body can do in virtue of its motion.
Lap: The part of a valve that extends over steam ports when
valve is on center of seat.
Lead: Extent of valve opening at beginning of stroke.
Lever : A bar or other rigid device having a fixed point, or
fulcrum, in the use of which an increase of power, speed or facility
is gained or other exercise of power. When the fulcrum is between
the weight and power, the lever is of the first class ; when the fulcrum
is opposite the power, the lever is of the second class; when the
fulcrum is opposite the weight, the lever is of the third class.
Link motion: A form of reversing valve gear.
Live steam: Steam direct from the boiler at full pressure.
Magnet : A body possessing the power of attracting iron, steel,
etc. .Electro : A magnet produced by the passage of a current of
electricity around a core of soft iron.
Malleable : Capable of being hammered into different shapes.
Castings high in carbon with slight malleability.
Mass : The quantity of matter contained in a body.
Matter : That which occupies space and prevents other matter
from occupying the same space at the same time. Matter is composed of atoms, which unite to form molecules.
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Molecule: The smallest portion of matter capable of being
divided.
Momentum: The rate of change of velocity—and may be either
positive or negative.
Mover, prime: The initial motor, or that which drives secondary movers.
Negative: Opposite to positive. One of the phases (not kinds)
or states of electrical excitement.
Non-conductors: Insulators of heat. Substances which offer
considerable resistance to the passage of electricity.
Ohm: The unit of electrical resistance.
Piston displacement: The space, usually reckoned in cubic
inches, swept through by the piston in a single stroke. It is found
by multiplying the area of the piston in inches by the stroke in
inches.
Potention : The power of doing electric work.
Power : A measure of doing work. Mechanical power is generally calculated in horse power which is equal to the work of raising
33,000 pounds one foot per minute or 550 foot pounds per second.
Pressure, initial : The pressure in the cylinder of an engine as
or near the beginning of the forward stroke.
Pressure, mean effective: The average pressure urging the piston forward during its entire stroke in one direction, less the pressure
that resists its progress.
Pressure, terminal : The pressure that would be in the cylinder
at the end of the stroke of the piston if the exhaust valve did not
open until the stroke was completed. It may be found by extending
the expansion curve to the end of the diagram. The theoretical terminal pressure is found by dividing the pressure at cut off by the
ratio of expansion.
Radiation : The transference of energy by means of ether
waves.
Reciprocals: The quotient arising from dividing units by any
number.
Resultant : A farce which represents the effect of two or more
forces acting in different directions.
Shunt: A branch or additional current provided at any part of
a circuit; a short circuit.
Superheated steam: Steam which has an excess of heat; this
excess may be parted with, without condensation.
Tenacity : The quality of holding together.

Tension : Strain caused by pulling. Act or degree of stretching. Elastic power.
Tortion: Act of twisting; state of twist.
Unit of work : Foot pound—is one pound lifted to a height of
one foot. One unit of heat is equal to 778 units of work.
Vacuum: A space from which all air or gas has been removed.
Velocity: The rate of motion.
Vibration: A to-and-fro motion.
Volt: The unit of electromotive force. Electromotive force
that would cause a current of one ampere to flow against the resistance of one ohm.
Watt : The unit of electric power. The power developed when
44.25 foot pounds of work are done per minute. The TIT of a
horse power.
Wire drawing: The operation, accidental or intentional, of reducing the pressure of steam between boiler and cylinder. Wire
drawing generally, but not always, brings about initial expansion.
Work : That which is done by force. It is the product of the
force and the distance through which it acts.
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HOW TO MEND PATTERNS.

For mending patterns needing temporary repairs, or for making
additions where but one or two molds are to be made, the following
material will be found very useful. Melt together I lb. beeswax,
lb. rosin and I lb. paraffine wax. It is well to note here that the
beeswax intended is the wax made by the bees, and not the
wax made by the wholesale dealers. The cheap wax sold
to the shipping houses contains but a small portion of the
article made by the bees, and a large proportion of soft paraffine wax.
The result of using this compound wax instead of the genuine article,
in any mixture, is to introduce too much paraffine and only a little
beeswax.
HOW TO SET YOUR LUBRICATOR FEED.

By counting in the way here given no mistake can be made.
_i ( 0 \
drop 1, and 2, and 3, and 4, and 5, and 6 7 artu orop
This count will give you ten drops feed per minute. Count in
the same way up to twelve, and this gives you five drops feed per
minute. Always use an "and" between every count up to twenty.
( 0 )
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MELTING POINTS OF METAL.
MELTING
Metals.
Metals.

Aluminum
Aluminum
Antimony
Antimony
Arsenic
Arsenic
Bismuth
Bismuth
Cadmium
Cadmium
Cobalt
Cobalt
Copper
Copper
Gold
Gold
Indium
Iron, wrought
Iron,
" cast
"
" steel
steel
"
Lead
Magnesium
Mercury
Nickel
Potassium
Platinum
Silver
Sodium
Tin
Zinc

Centigrade.
Centigrade.

..

degrees

degrees

46
46

44
44

Fahrenheit.
Fahrenheit.

degrees0,292
70e degues1,292
700
797
797
x85
x85
365
365
5.2
07
507.2
264
264
6o8
6o8
320
329
2,192
2,192
1,200
1,200
1,091
1,091
,995. 8
01 ,995.8
2.485.6
2.48.6
1,580
1,381
348 88
34
176
176
2.786
1,530
630
1,
2,192
1,200
1,200
2,552
1,400
1,400
617
334
235
455
40
40
40
1,600
2,912
1,600
3,912
143.6
143.6
6z
2,600
1,040
1.904.
1,040
1.904.
172 8
172
96
235
455
4 12
773- 8
412
773.6

WEIGHT AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY METAL.
Metals.

Wt. pr. Wt. pr. Specific
gray.
cubic ft. cubic ft.

Aluminum
Antimony, cast ...
Bismuth
Brass, cast
Bronze
Copper, cast
Copper,
wire
Gold,, 24
Gold
24 carat
carat
standard
Gun-metal
Gun-metal
Iron, cast
wrought
Lead, cast
rolled
rolled
Mercury
Mercury
Platinum
Platinum
sheet
Silver,
pure ..
Silver, pure
standard
standard
Steel
Steel
Tin, cast
cast
Zinc

Lbs.
166
/66
409
613
524
534
537

Lbs.
.096
.242
.353
.3
.3o8
.308
.31
.3/
.32

1208
1106
I xo6
528
450
485
708
711
849
1344
1436
6
654
644
490
490
455
437

638
.304
.394
.26
.28
.408
.038
.41
.469
.489
.775
.7
.828
28
.8
.377
.371
.371
.284
•284
.262
.262
.252
.252

2.67
6.72

9 822
5.4
8.4
8.560
8.56/
8.607
8.9
19 381
351
07
/7 724
5
8 459
7,20
7.75
7.78
00.36
11 .41
11
13.596
1 3.596
21.531
21.531
23.
23.
10 .474
10
to 312
00
312
7.
85
7.85
7.290
7.290
7.
7.

A WARNING
WARNING TO
TO ENGINEERS.
ENGINEERS.

Never take the
the cap
cap off
off aa bearing
bearing and
and remove
removethe
theupper
upperbrass
brasstoto
see
working well,
well, for
for you
you never
nevercan
canreplace
replacethe
thebrass
brass
see if things are working

exactly in its former
former position,
position, and
and you
youwill
willfind
findthat
thatthe
thebearing
bearingwill
will
heat
soonafterward,
afterward,
unnecessary
interference.
of your
unnecessary
interference.IfIf
heat soon
onon of your
there is any
any trouble
trouble you
you will
willfind
findititout
outsoon
soonenough.
enough.

DIMENSIONS AND APPEARANCE
OF MODERN LOCOMOTIVES.
LOCOMOTIVES.

DEVELOPMENT OF LOCOMOTIVES.
LOCOMOTIVES.

The Twentieth Century Locomotive
Locomotive represents
represents the
the steady
steady
progress of evolution during
during seventy
seventy years.
years. When
Whenthe
theprimitive
primitive
locomotives of the decade extending
extending from
from 1830
1830 to
to 1840
1840 were
werebuilt
built
their designers were experimenting to find the fittest
fittest form
form for
for the
the
work to be done. When John
John B.
B. Jervis
Jervis in
in 1832
1832placed
placedaafour
fourwheel
wheel
guiding truck in the front of an
an engine
engine and
and aa pair
pair of
of driving
drivingwheels
wheels
behind he gave to the railway
railway world
world the
the type
type that
thatin
inaadirect
directline
line
produced the variety of types that constitute the railway
railway motive
motive
power of to-day.
to-day.
The first locomotive to do practical work
work on
on aa railroad
railroad in
in the
the
United States was Peter Cooper's Tom Thumb, which
which demondemonstrated that the crooked track of
of the
the Baltimore
Baltimore &
& Ohio
Ohio could
couldbe
be
about one
one and
and aa
operated by locomotives.
locomotives. That engine developed about
chief objection
objection raised
raised was
was that
that itit was
was
half horse power, and the chief
enough. That
That objection
objectionhas
hasbeen
beenrepeated
repeatedyear
yearafter
after
not powerful enough.
by the
the officials
officials responsible
responsiblefor
formoving
movingtraffic
trafficatatlow
low
year ever since by
cost, and the men in charge
charge of
of the
the motive
motive power
power have
have gone
goneon
on
power of
of the
the locomotive
locomotive until
until we
we have
have
increasing the weight and power
ton mark
mark for
for engine
engine alone
alone with
with drawbar
drawbarpull
pull
passed the hundred ton
6o,o0o pounds.
pounds.
of about 6o,o0o
been periods
periods of
of railroad
railroadhistory
historywhen
whenthe
theincreasincreasThere have been
locomotive advanced
advanced very
very slowly;
slowly; at
at
ing weight and power of the locomotive
demand for
for more
more powerful
powerfulengines
engineshas
hasbeen
beenstrenustrenuother times the demand
this demand
demand so
so urgent
urgent as
as itit was
wasduring
duringthe
thelast
last
ous. Never was this
the igth
igth century,
century, and
and the
the stimulus
stimulusbrought
broughtforth
forththe
the
five years of the
powerful engines
engines that
that seem
seem to
to have
havereached
reachedthe
thefull
full
speedy and powerful
ins.
track having
having aa gauge
gaugeof
of44ft.
ft. 84 ins.
capacity for aa track
improvement effected
effected on
on the
thelocomotive
locomotivesince
since
The principal improvement
form given
given by
by Jervit
Jervit has
has mostly
mostly been
beendone
doneby
byininit assumed the form
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PROPORTIONS
PROPORTIONS OF
OF LEADING
LEADING TWENTIETH
TWENTIETH CENTURY
CENTURYLOCOMOTIVES.
LOCOMOTIVES.
Abridged
Abridged from
from paper
paper by
by Mr.
Mr. Lawford
LawfordH.
H.Fry,
Fry,
for New
New York
York Railroad
Railroad Club.
Club.

Weight
Weight on
on drivers
drivers to
..
to tractive
tractive effort
effort ..
Tractive
Tractive effort
effort to
to heating
heating surface,
surface, factor
factor of
of boiler
boilercapacity
capacity
..
..
..
..
Heating
Heating surface
surface to
to grate
grate area
area ..
..
..
..
..
Factor B
Bx
x driving
driving wheel
wheel dia
dia meter
meter
..
Total
Total weight
weight ÷
÷ heating
heating surface
surface

A
A

. B
B
C
C
BD
BD
E
E

CLASS-SING.
CLASS-SING. EXP.
EXP.

Typo-PRAIRIE,
Typo-PRAIRIE, (2-6-2).
(2-6-2).

4' 2

0

0
a

;

a
Ill. Cent
E. P. & N. E
C. B. & Q
L.S.&H.S
L.S.&H.S
C. B. & Q
CB &Q
CB
&Q

U

0
0

a

a

Hea t ing Surface

A D.
RO
ROAD.

ee,ee,

linder Tractive Effort.
Cylinder
Cy

A
AB
B

4.;

org i41
i41
I,t

02
of2 .4 1.1
1.1Ito
Ito

C

a a'

t

7.21 69.2
5.65 7.21
5,65
7.78 65.8
65.8
4.57 7.78
4.77 9.24 72.8
7.43 69.1
5.20 7.43
69.1
8.86 68.7
5.06 8.86
4.38 20
10.55
49.5
.55 49.5

:20

a.

28x
28
2s x28

044,600 28 xx 28
209,000 144,600
209,000

28

C

541
541
537
637
594
568
676

57. 6
57.6
52.252.

59,6
59.6
51.8
58.3
67.3
67.5

E
BD I E
BD

69
69

220 34,600
639
220
34,600 3,738 53.5 4.06
4. 06 9.25
9. 25 70.0 639

t ing Surface.
Hea
Heating

tE:
b A
.ri"g

Cylinder
Cylinde r Tractive Effort.

0.;
ct.st

4f,
f,

A. T. & S. F

2

.

.2.3
,,4

iler Pressure.
Bo
Boiler

111

140,300
209,900
209,900 140,300

C. B. & Q
C.B.&

t if;
tg

CLASS-4-CYL. COMP.
CLASS-4-CYL.

P
A. T. & S. F

C. G. W
C.

-

Diameter of Drivers.

ROAD.

d

75 200 25,500
25,500 3,534 51.0
53-5
180 27,400 3,520 53-5
69
6
9 180
42.
69 200 28,200 3,055
3,055 42.
80 200
3,362 48.6
25.000 3,362
20025,000
80
25,6002,888
168,50oI129,5002020 xx 24
200 2c,600
168,500:129,500
2,888 42.0
24 64 200
140.000, 96.000 19
64 190
19 XX24
140.000,
24 64
19020,900
21,9002,076
2,076 42.0

(2-6-2).
TYPE-PRAIRIE
TYPE
-PRAIRIE (2-6-2).

C BD
BD
-

a4:1

20 2128
203,600 144,00020
203,600.144,000
21 28
21 3:
183,900125,200 21
183,900125,200
3:28
28
21 2126
181,900134,60021
181,900'134,600
x 26
0,000
25
JE
20%
20
}
x28
174,50.2130,000
174,50013

Weight on Drivers.

creasing weight and
and dimensions,
dimensions, adding
adding driving
driving wheels
wheels and
and putting
putting
on conveniences
conveniences for
for operating.
operating. Great
Greatefforts
effortswere
weremade
madetotogive
givethe
the
pioneer locomotives
locomotives an
an ornate
ornate appearance,
appearance,but
butthey
theynever
neverhad
hadthe
the
pioneer
finish possessed
possessed by
by the
thevital
vitalparts
partsof
ofthe
thezoth
zothcentury
centurysomber
somber
real finish
line of
of progress
progress has
has been
been in
in the
the improvement
improvementof
of
decapod. The line
quality and
and finish
finish of
of material.
material. Among
Amongthe
thebeneficial
beneficialchanges
changes
the quality
were: The
The putting
putting of
of iron
iron and
andsteel
steelinto
intoframes
framesand
anddrivdriveffected were:
that formerly
formerly were
were partly
partly of
of wood;
wood;counterbalancing
counterbalancing
ing wheels that
wheels; making
making the
the fire
fire box
box and
and boiler
boiler suitable
suitablefor
for
the driving wheels;
kind of
of fuel
fuel that
that could
could be
be purchased
purchasedat
atthe
thelowest
lowest
burning any kind
using equalizer
equalizerlevers
leversbetween
betweenthe
thedriving
drivingwheels
wheels;
placing
; placing
price; using
instead of
of vertically
vertically or
or inclined;
inclined; using
using
the cylinders horizontally instead
steel tires instead of
of iron;
iron; using
using steel
steel for
for fire
fireboxes
boxesand
andboilers
boilersininstead of copper or iron;
iron; using
using iron
iron or
or steel
steel for
for tubes
tubesinstead
insteadof
of
introducing reliable
reliable boiler-feeding
boiler-feeding appliances;
appliances;and
and
brass or copper; introducing
engines with
with reliable
reliable cylinder
cylinderlubricating
lubricatingapparatus.
apparatus.
equipping the engines
improvements helped to increase
increase the
the efficiency
efficiency and
All these improvements
durability of the engine and therefore
therefore enabled
enabled itit to
to reduce
reduce the
the cost
cost
of hauling
haulingpassengers
passengers and
and freight. The
The demands
demands for
for increased
increased
efficiency and economy which have
have been
been rampant
rampant in
in the
the last
last five
five
years
many compound
compound
brought forth many
have brought
century have
19thcentury
years of the 19th
locomotives, increase
increase of
of size,
size, higher
higher steam
steam pressure,
pressure,piston
piston
valves, longer boiler
boiler tubes,
tubes, larger
largerproportion
proportionof
ofgrate
gratearea
areatotoheatheating surfaces. The utility
utility of
of some
some of
of the
the "improvements"
"improvements"may
maybe
be
in doubt but the changes are in
in evidence.
evidence.
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Total Weight,

TWENTIETH CENTURY
CENTURY
TWENTIETH

Total Weight.

490
490

a
a
:4"
:4"
tS

8
!!
0

fa!

0

b, H U

CS
56.3

79

200 27,500
5.25 7.36 70.0 581
200
27,500 3,738 53.5
53,5 5.25
581 55.9

28
x 28
(T)) 191,700
28 x
191,700 133,200
63
63
133,200 28
(T

200 32,500
59.0
630 59.o
32,500 3,25048.5 4.09
200
4.0910.0o
20.00 667.
7.11 630

24
16 x 24
16
;176,200
27
132,800 27
1176,200 132,800
64
64

26,400 . 2,888 42,0 5.03
200 26,400
200
5. 03 9.15 68.868. 58560.9
585 16o.9

16
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S

TYPE-TEN-WHEEL (4-6-.0).

ROAD.

Irogganoass x.lapu liSD

r
I
6.10 41aRO ;Ija pe

1.1.

234ar0011101 j,

• 34.300 x03, too

27.°°2121,0°°

0 0 CI

-(0-441 gaami-NR.I.-3.LAI.

491

St

CLASS-SING. HXP

22

22

68,00o 124,000 .33

224

20..) 30,700

Cr-Ass-2 CYL. COMP.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.

Tvps-ZONSOLIDATION 12-8-0).

CLASS-4-CYL. COMP-

U. P

288,600 162,800 27

B. & 0

286,5‘20 167,000

No. Pac

73
t

ss_o

225

48,100 3,080 35.0 3.5315.61

200

43.000 2,769 46.8 3. 80 /5-5 1 59.4 839

67.9

So. Pac

200,000

200

38,500 2 569 33.8

04.2514.9 76.2 820

73.4

So. Pac

193,000

54

200

36,50e. 2,334 76.0 4.57 15.64 30 -7 845

So.2

N. Y. C. & H. R.

192,000

U. P

5%x 3o
185,300 I6L000 12,6
57

200

34,500 2,475 33.8 4.67 13 ,95. 73.2 795

74.9

N. Y. C. & H. R... ..., 290,000

0. A. & P. S

200

35, 1002.455 35- 0 4. 69 14.28 70 . 2 800

74.9

No. Pac

B &O

283,900 164,600 ,r4 „ 30 56
25 6
162.300 266,3o0 2'6 x 3o 54

E.

280.400 255,630 21 x 3o 60

200

38,700 2,62635.0 4-D2: 14.75

1 75. 885 68.6

Colo. Mid

280,000 257,500 pg x30 60

200

38,700 2,62635.0 4. 07 14-75

75•/ 885 68.6

C. G. W

178,400 160,200

200 42,100 2 .434

16

& R. L .....

x 3o 55

le4w 30

a 30

162,000 2 ,%. 28

C. O. & G

161.900 142,500

G. T. R.

as

56

200 32 .700 2,096

32 .7 4-43 15.60 64./ 674

x 26 56

200 28,2002,192

/290

1 536
161.300 143.4 00 26 K 2° 56
IT

0.0oo

31 .5 3- 61 17.31 77.3 953

28

50

200
200

32,700

2,055

70 . 0 5. 05

3 1 .3 723

73.2
77.4
73.9

2 .7 3 4.37 1 5.95 63,0 894 78.4

36.700 2 .43732 -7 3. 81 25.08 74.5 754

64.9

55.6

3,599

12.87

57

220

3,028

15.30

63.7

63

220

3,480

11.30

55.2

63

2E0

3,217

21.7o
1 545

64.6

59.1

289,20o

55

225

3,080

Mich. Ceht

189,000

63

2ro

3,250

11.56

58.2

N. &W

286,0oo

56

200

2,789

/4.45

66.7

164,000

56

zoo

2 ,673

/3-75

64.3

1 77,500

55

210

2 ,522

/5-35

70.5

M. St. P. & Ste. M._ 177,000

55

2/o

2,633

R. G. W
M. St. P. & Ste. M

14.71

67.3

L. E

167,400

57

200

2.008

15.78

83.4

S. C. & Ga

250,000

56

200

2,281

14.36

65.7

144,000

56

200

1 ,944

26.91

74.0

W. &

So. Ry

!=

Va. S. W

25

cNt

220

57

5

B. & 0. S. W

55

1

t, 10
lit W
Z +!1
g .1

86o 63.4

36,502483.7 4.48 15.52 69. 8 839 77.6

200

io
l

•

D. R. G

T.
T
25
195,000 170.000 28 X34 55
27
188,100 263 500 zs s 30 54

ROAD.

g

0

A

x
Ii
to

''

P:

0

B

0

St

52
A1.6

Hea ting Surface.

V

Cy linder Tractive Effort.

Weight on Driv

v.

CLAss-2 - CYL COMP.

TYPE-CONSOLIDATION (2-8,-o)

0.1

Total Weig ht.

E

ROAD.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.

TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES

TYPE-TEN

Typn-MOGUI. (2-6-0)4

Mich Cent

162,066 41,000

P. R. R

052,500 140.,300

Z&A

166,606 136,300

P. R. R

265,006 139,100

3. T.

155„20o 1355506

152.900 127.700

ti'. Y. O. & W

151.000 134,000

4.74 11 -50

74.7 736

4.47 12 .70 50 .5 788
4 , 43 11 .80 54.4 731
4.43

12.945 80.5 805

4. 28 21.85

54. 2 735

4.26 1245

82,8

721

9.47 1 4.20 60,3 880
x235

5.21

26.5

853

4.48 1 3.05 70 . 0 823

141,I00 I20,000

4.33

Pere Marq ..... ..

138 500 122,000

126,000106,06

7 .5 Sob

4.28 15.12 61,3 846
4. 27 14-813 63 ,0

4.59. 15. 15 57-8

924
8

II. Cent

133.400 1/6,300

12.61

69

L. & W

61 si

242,600 123,700

H. & St.L

; ;

80. Pac

C. St.

I,. V

492,800 x35 5300 124; x 26 72

200 28,000 2,703

No. Pac

190,100 144,800 2 34X 30 63

200

St. L. & S. F

1
189,000 141,800 25

17. P

185,200 140,100

U. P.

1 62 28 69
184,20o 143,400 1

U. P

182,900 T41,300 .21 5 4 2 28

75

200 23,600

C. G. W

182,100132,700 12 -Vi X 30

63

200

L. V

182,000 135,000 12 1X

C. & A

180,800 131,200 -V4X 28 68

1

C. R. & P

179,300 1344,600 a6

D. & R. G....

175.5600

63
X

2 ,4. 26

C. M. & St. P

176,200 126,500 25 X

C. R. I. & 1'

T M4
173,000 130,200 ,6 X

B. & 0

156,100
153,200

Fitchburg

149,300

Paulista

26 72

,14,800 25
T4

111,900 24

15

7 1 .3 4.94 10.35 3 8 . 0 745 70.8

31,200 3,059 93.9

4.620 o 64-2 62.2

200 29,100 2,880 43.6

4,57 10..10 66.o 636 65.6

200 29,600

2,993 47.5 4.74 9.90 63. 0 614 6/.6

200 26,600 3,011 32.0 5,35

8 .8 5

94.1 610 61.2

3,02E 32.0 5,98 7.85 94. 1 610 6o 7

31,200 2,360 33.0 4.26 13.22 72.6 833

200 28.000 2,708 71.3 4 ,82 10.34 38.0
200 2 71. 000 3,480 34.9 4. 86

28 78% 200 23,300

r5

Iowa Cent

28 62

E

Grate Area,

Heating Surface.

Cy linder Tractive Effort.

Boiler Pressur

Diame ter of Dri

Weight on Drivers.

I Tota l Weight
-Rega in.

RO A D.

r

m

4.45 13-68 75.8

;

R.

§

8 8.58 88Gu £1 p d 8
n ar 61 1.1 la g w a M k k I.1

N. Y. C & H R

157,100 132,000

4,57 1x.60 79,1 652

;

A. T. & S. P

45,000

4E

6
.
ca 0) .e 14 ax
0 ...5; 7 i b i 1 g t / c. i 4. E.

r 1:1-et F.", 8' E:g

169,160149,800

8 b
.6
,.5, al•• T 32,'

1 01:i rr 7i.
42 =
'd

; ;

III. Cent

5

t5

I

170,000

4 fi

i IA E
7Fx E'll' M

Ikkk gA4k

N. Y. C. &H. R

§§i gH§g 0 _

I'.

d

I
EP

Boiler Pressure.

Diameter o f Drivers.

g.

p
a
o
V-

Ei
•Q I

•ua.tvJ1us

ROAD.

5.9
'4
3

BD

A

A
B
C
BD
- -

wolni

1.5
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CLASS-4-CYL. COMP.

WHEEL (44-0).

Class-SING. EXP.

Total Weight.

498

63 210 25,400

2, 750 3 2 . 8

77.2

744

67.2

7.76 99.7 528

51.9

5.79 8,48 83.8 666 65.2

2,624 34.4 4. 6 5 20.87 76.0 685

68-4

28 62 200 27,600 2,903 46 .5 4.59 9.50 62.5 589 60.7
64X zoo 28,400 2,750 32,8

10,31 4.58 83.9 668 62.9

AIN
X 28

78 200 21,900 2 , 199

X 26

62 zoo 25,100 2,326 30.0 4- 84 10.37 74. 2 644

34.4 5- 24 9.86 63.9 776

71 . 1
494
68.8

/10,6a0 25 X 26 78 200 20,200 2,748 34.5
8 7.35 79.8 5.4 590 54.3
aim
14 x 26 68 200 22,000 1,968
103,coo
2
3-9
4.90
10.69 82 .3 726 70-5
2 3 8;7°°
24

500

rn

0

0

no

Ft

o

M

4

A B

Exp.

C BD E

CLASS--SING.

C.

ROAD.

203,000 102,200

192,300 109,600

C

BD

Cr.2.88-4-CYL. COMP.

A
B
-

1
12
-tool
V., .r.: 0 o .,14 Z.:.,?, ,ii

4 A tin :1:k

t

'' t V 7/174 ;
.e 111g
ec 7. g Z fl, 0

0 .7

Pl1. 1.317. 11

44.7 4.63 6.90 68.0

46.8 3.92 8 .o7 So.,

o

M

36.9

76.o 4.94 6.67 35.1

C7

80.0 5.26 5.91

46 .7 4.55 6.38 68.3

33. 6 5. 25 7 ,04 69.5

r.?Y

32 -3 4.9 6 6 . 87 74.5

74.8

76.0 5.06 7,83

24 0

42.5 365 8.6o

62.8

64. 0 4.90 7. 01 35.5

gn r2

30.2 4,62 6.91

73.9

30 -4 4.07 7- 60 72.7

501

0

a

n

65.7

61.o

65.9

62.3

....

• • - 4.74 7•21

46.7 4.95 6 -36 68 .3

47.4 5.40 6.37 67.4

•Apaxpo/pirlama.

183, xpa 95,900

783,070 88,300

181,500 100,300

92.500

(79.600 91,90o

177,500

.68,900 86,o00

Cylinder Tractive Effort.

TWENTIETH CENTURY
CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.
LOCOMOTIVES.
TWENTIETH

TYPE-ATLANTIC (4-4-2).

So. Pac

So. Pac.... .....„
C. B. & Q
brie

C. M. & St. P
P. & It

C. M. & St. P

no

5

aA't.

65.8
69.2
67.4
54.1
3
62.o
63

220 616003.805 36.8 3.35 16.75 130.5 905
205 54,600 3,322 33.5 3.81 16.41 99.3 887
210 49,7063,203 38.5:3.96 15.35 53.1 876
220 42,8°0 8,828 54.2:4.27 11.05 70.6 6
210 49,700 8. 208 38 .51 3.71 15.48 63-3
200 39, 200 3,264 50. 6 ,
12,40 65.3 781

55-5
60.2

40.6 639

65.6 690
37.7 7 29

U

a

sa

Cylinde r Tractive effort.

O

Heating Surface.
Total Weight
Heating Surface,

TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.

a

zd.
a_
tpu

TvrE-CONSOLIDATION (241-0).

ROAD.

a
J

250,300 225,200 24 X 32 54
230,004 208,000 23 x 32 54
216,000 1;6,000 23 X 30
57
267,000
1,000 22 10 28 57
203,000184,000 22 X 30 57
202,500 182,000 22 X 30 63
178.900

170,200

176,000
174,44co

Can. AU

.••

ct

.

cA

P. B. &
Union
Ill. Cent
C. B. & Q

198.400
198,104
196000
196,00o

90./ 807
58.0 826 68.1

163,50o 87,944

•

Heating Surface.

33.6 5,25 6.54

GO

CA

al

c, a. m --. a,
W m .t a, f

6o.°

63./

65.5

56,2

82.4

63,8

67-5

61.2

72.4

55.8

6o.o

56.8

t

..4

al

0,

CA

4,

'.4

-P•

Boiler Pressure.

22 3E 28 57
215 43,306 3, 573 5,4.514,13 12.10
21 x 32 55 200 43,600 3. 2 9 87.41 3.90 1 3-25
22 a 36 54
290 43:4 06 3661 90 - 2 4-66 1138
21 X 32 55
200 43 600 2,973 33.0 3 99 14.67
x 28 56 265 42,000 2,843 49.1 4.14 14.76

1 93,5°0 1 73.900 22

C. R R. N. J.

C. P. R

762,000 82,000

160,000 F6,000

150.400 724900

1 48, 300 77,900

wrn 2 '8 =.1 r:

tri

C

n

Heating Surface
Grate Area.

& 8' & ...a,' :

-.1 "4-t.' bt 6
. . t
.
00 c... . cn r...1 ,•:k

co 0

C. B. & Q
AU. City

140,700 71,600

149,600 83,400
Erie

732,700 68,407

b Cr,

W

O.

% 4E' t
-1.-. i. 0 C.+ o
... a a c.. (...
..° .?: '8 e; 8,

F

1

Tractive Effort.
Tractive Effort
Heating Surface.

:1, t W O V. I

g

...t
.

b

V

y,

L. 4. 4. c.,. .14
`8,
C",.' `ol

.4 0. .4 o. --.1
t S. 2 8' &''
7..1 Z.1.''
. .. .P.," V-

-4 .0 c., ,

B. & 0

C. M. & St_ P

./..

6

v.

b. .4 :0.

-t,, r

w.

e.

P:7

Bavarian St.....

g'

Driv
Weight on
on Drivers.
Weight

1

Grate Area.
Weight on Drivers

t. t, 1.-• 4.1 :

c'.. P S' S' '-".
T."1 wE w°

g c --q

6, .... ..P. .,
P
ri I §' g a
c l #.

v .1 v P

Boiler Pressure.

8g g Ol g g
P P .gY .0tg -§,
12,
4

g g g g g
' F, tr i g ag g
..8 t_P :-.11
°, co s.7"
P ;
, '2.5, ;1:, .g,
co .5ro

Diameter of Drivers.

5f1'
2' " r

-g'''.,

w -l-:0
'

'°
r

m

H

P,[NH

Cylinder Diameter
and Stroke.

4C:=2,,IW.,42,:". 4..'.,:1,2t.:.'.i247t',1Z.1C,',1t

ggggg

2

":1 -4'
' 1" -4

§ggii,,,§

.Z1=-18,F72

gggggg

6q,.....c.7..aGatv161
-

Weight on Drivers.

88 1 $i

0

68.3
169,0o 22 x 28 51 220 49,600 2,786 46.7 3 47 17.80 59.6
190,3
204 33, 000 2, 39) 75.0 3•28 13.93 31 .9 r;3.
18 79 2
189,4410 165,900 21 x 28 65
62.
97.7 ig
189,150 168,150 21 x 3o yr
200 44,000 3,041 33 , 4 3.82 1466.3
205 42.000 2,845 49.1 4. 00 14.76 58,0
IM,600 168,000 22 x 28 56
186,50 167,500 12 x 28 56 200 11,100 2,835 36.1 4.08 14.60 77.8 826 66.4
186,500 162,000 21 X 3) 57
3.475 50 .3 4.31 oa.81 69.1 6,6 53.6
190 37,660
185,000 168,42e 22 x 28 56 185 37,906 2 , 873 34-7 4 -44 13.20 82.8 738 64.3
185,000 166,4.00 21 X 32 57 i 200 42,000 2, 699 35 ,0 3.96 15 ,55 77.2 88o 68.4
185,000 165.024 22 30 56 203 44,100 2,81,1 34.0 .3.74 15.70 82.7 azo 65-9
185,000 165,000 21 X 26 51 200 38.200 2.881 48.0 4.31 13.50 59.0 689 65-4
x 28 57 210 38,5002 878 54.4 4.27 13.39 52.8 761 64.0
184,600 164,600
/83,0w 166,466 22 X 28 56 i 199 38,90012,673 34.7 4. a81 3 , 551 82.7 759 63.7

g •g `g §' 's

M5,1141414

H H A A 5
ggg .d, g

g

`g11§'

E

Total Weight.

.,.- a J5. , ri
(§ 5 g 1

,-7(
g • R, e:
§ 5 `g 'i `g 5'
pp
C7..(1-,:i'4'`2
§§1§`g1
'. :ti -E iig
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,

.0
.-C'

PwAW ww

0

* :

2:

,4'
''

X

r

t P'
W.

III. C,E111
C. R. I. &

C. & A
N. Y. O. & W
E. & W. V
0. S.
P. R. R.
C. T. T
Erie
P. & L.
P. R. R
C. & 0
B. &
R. G. W
A. T. & S. 1/
C. C. C. & St. I.
C. IT. T
B. R. & P
R_ G. W

a.reau'Rmnaes
:0 4. 4,,

g 4. m ,,, ,,,
FA g g
X

.

''l
P2
c

c. '
-.2

V&WW,t1t

t,Wb;VEt-..F08.°M

: ' 1„'" 1.' V 6'

5, x 20
a R!' P
....

:r .'

! '

! ,

..
-1:

F

CC

Total Weight
Heating Surface,

,Te4.Tse

0

Su rface.
Heating Surface.

icitumgWIrrl Meg
6)pc..vv

2R8'

tet
!'d
44 Cob:,

6? f4 7,

5d !":1

g PC PP r"

ri

;•

r

88g§1.

I88§1§1§§§§188

Diameter of Drivers.
csoluttnc..(6.4Wg0, 0(AUC•TO,

,mst,..tpp

i'81§graqgcnragg

tt5%,
tt

wa

Heating Sux ace

[71'
0:1

'44 ww wFf 2 '4't.4"4::

(7s:cr0 4'1%

t=1

Cylinder Diameter
and Stroke.
MOIMMMH

HOINHMOIMOIHMIAMIAMIAM

Grate Area.
Weight ort Drivers
Tractive Effort,
Tractive Effort
Heating Surface.
Heating Surface
Grate Area.
Tract. Effort x Driv. Dia. I b5

4;;;IP41;;PY'7;
OgN:Trdt?K*-T6*,5
tW.V::

tit

Total Weight,

1§§§§1
.14010.0AOWn5 .NM,
Inni§l§g1§1§§11 §g§§n

§§1§§§Man§g§t

n5p51!".1
?4' o'r,V00
1%1

?qdr)2?-7d0P:11
12
p p5Ppo.P?opt!-;r5o pp .ew
ppe0
.-”er,.
ro PTA
zt
4

F,

TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.

TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.

502

5 03

FAST PASSENGER 4-4-2 FOR THE BIG FOUR.

CLASS-SING.

TYPE-CONSOLIDATION (2-8-9).

E. P. & N. E.
P. D. C. & St. L
D. & H
N. & W
B. R. & P
14. S. & M. S
C. F. &
......

274,60o 161, 0 00 22 X 28
x 28
.700 /6/,2oo
176,0o 1 57,500 22x 28
175,100 1 57,905 2x x so

B. R. & P
N. & W
L. S. & M. S
W. V. C & p
N. & W

2,600 151,900 22 X 28
I 400 150,200 21 X 3o

Pere Marq
B. & M
St. L. & S. F

/74.500 I55,200 22 X 28
174.0 154,000 21 X 30
/70,coo 155,200 22 X 28

168,oco 249,030 22 x 30
167,000 134,20o 22 X 28
165,800 047,500 21X 30
163,000 148,000 20 x 26
162.000 142,000 20 X 30
160,300 143,20) 21 1 28

57 200 40,400 5.027 49.5
56 200 41,210 2,501 29.4
6°
180 41 . 100
93 . 2
56 200 40.100 2 .478
.0
2041, 79
56
.7
62 200 35 ,300 2,8 74 33-5
50 170 39,000 2,630 37.0
56
56
62
51
56
56
6o
56

159,000 147,700 22 X

C. 0. & G
Simpson Log. C
C. N. 0.&T.P

142,990 124,200 21 X 26
131,000 173,400 20 X 24
121,700 105,000 22 X 24

RD

eo
140

am

1-4

3.99 15.32 61.2
3.92 2 6,45 85.2
3. 83 12.28 37.2
3.94 16.20 55.1
3.78 14.72 59.9
4.24 12.63 85.9
3.98 14.82 71.o

200 0,100 2,585 33,0 3.70 15.85
203; 40.100 2.424 47 , 3 3.73 16.25
200'36,200 2,482 33.5 4.13 13.45

192 42,900 2,630 37.0
16.31
26.72
200 40,100 2 ,409 52 . 8
200 31,450 2,470 55.0 4.70 12 .75
203 34,0oo 2,860 46,5
4.17 11.90
200 37,600 2,343 30-2 3.81 /6.05

28 56 180137,000 2,285 33.6
x5.8.o0o 140,000 19 x 28 62
200; 27,800 2,514 45.2
156.900 140.700 21 X 28 6o 200;35,003 2,220 30.0
156,900 140,700 21 x 28 55M 180' 34,000 2,265 46.6
156.000 139.000 21 X 26 52
1 75'3 2,800 2,022 28.4
155,000 135,020 21 X 28 51
18037, 1,952 69.0
200 41,900 2,281 52.3
154,500 139,020 22 x26 52

West Md
N. Y. C. & St. L
So. Ry.. ....
N, C. & St. L
&
L. I
B. &

Exp.

C

Grate Ares.

I-

RI

r
Heating Surf

0

0

Cylinder Tractive E ffort.

ROAD.

Diameter of Dr

A

3.83 16.20
5.4 11.05
4.02 15.74
4. 14 15,00

760
92r
614
907
825
785

59-3

71 ,4
525
70 .7

74/

62.4
60.5
64. 6

78.5 888

65.5

Z.4

g35ro 21
72. 831

74,0 936
44,9 714

6x.s 7 24
9
77- '6 88
68.o gob
55.7 685
74.0 946
4%7

820
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The Dunkirk shops of the American Locomotive Company
supplied the Peoria & Eastern, which is now part of the Big Four
system, with some fast passenger power of the 4-4-2 type, shown
on page 505. The engine is simple, with cylinders 20,1x26 ins. and
driving wheels 78 ins. in diameter. The weight resting on the
drivers is about foo,Ipoo lbs., and the total weight in working order
is 184,000 lbs. There is therefore 84,000 lbs. borne by the engine
truck and by the carrying wheels at the rear. The weight of the
engine and tender is 213,00o lbs.
The valves are of the piston type and the valve gear is direct
acting, having transmission bar passing, with an easy curve, over the
axle of the leading driver. The rocker has both arms of equal length
hanging down from the rocker box. The eccentrics are placed, as is
necessary with direct motion, so that the center of each of them is on
the side of the vertical center line of the axle, remote from that of
the crank pin. The springs are overhung with cast-steel equalizers
between drivers, and between main drivers and carrying wheels.
The boiler is an extension wagon-top one, and is 681 ins. at
the smoke-box end. The staying of the crown sheet is radial and
the dome is well forward on the third-barrel course, with its center
about 6o ins. away from the flue sheet. The heating surface is 3,196
sq. ft. in all, about 3,015 sq. ft., being in the flues, which are 362 in
number and 16 ft. long. The grate area is 44.8 sq. ft.
The running board is raised in its central section to accommodate
the main reservoir, and a cast-iron step at the front end of it enables
a man to pass on to the foot rest over the cylinders.
The tank has a water bottom and will hold 6,0oc ■ U. S. gallons.
and 12 tons of fuel can be carried. A few of the principal
dimensions are appended for reference:
General dimensions-Wheel base, driving, 7 ft. 6 ins. ; wheel base,
total, 28 ft. 5 ins.; wheel base, total, engine and tender, 54 ft.
Cylinders-204x26 ins.
Valves-Greatest travel of valves, 5-h ins.; outside lap of valves,
ins.; lead of valves in full gear, -Ili in.
Wheels, etc.-Dia. and length of driving journals, 9+ ins, dia. x 12
ins.; dia. and length of main crank-pin journals, 61 ins. dia.
x 7 ins. ; dia. and length of side-rod crank-pin journals, 7
ins. dia. x 4f ins.
Boiler-Working pressure, Zoo lbs.; thickness of plates in barrel
and outside of fire box, 14o
ins.; fire box,
4,
H,
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length, 97 ins.; fire box, width, 68 ins.; fire box, depth, front,
So ins.; back, 71 ins.; fire-boar plates, thickness, sides, in.;
back I in.; crown, in.; tube sheet, in.; water space, front.
4 ins.; sides, 3-i ins.; back, 34 ins.; smoke stack, inside dia.,
15 ins.; length. 19 ins.

W. Gars tang-,Supt. Mot ive Po

The 4-4-2 engine, shown on page 507 is interesting in several
particulars. The cylinders are 15 and 25 ins., and the stroke is 28
ins. The driving wheels measure 79 ins, outside tires, and the
main driver is forward. The total weight of the engine is about
200,000 lbs., of which about 102,190 lbs. are borne by the drivers.
The pressure carried is 200 lbs., and this with other data gives a
calculated tractive effort of about 21.7oo lbs. The piston-valve
gear is driven by indirect motion in the usual way. The diameter
of the carrying wheels is 541 ins., and they and the driving wheels
are equalized together.
The boiler is of the extended wagon-top type, 66 ins. at the
smoke-box end. The dome course is 82 ins., and the circular back
head is 76 ins. The boiler is supplied with a Vanderbilt corrugated
fire box arranged for burning oil. There are 346 tubes, each 16 ft.
long. The total heating surface is 3,038 sq. ft. The furnace is
63 ins, diameter by 1171 ins. long, and has an ordinary fire door.
Below the fire door is small circular opening for the oil injector.
The tender is of the semi-circular section adopted for oil
burners by the Southern Pacific, and it is carried on a steel-channel
frame. The tank contains two compartments; the one next the
engine holds 3,300 gallons of oil, and the one at the rear can contain
7,3 00 gallons of water. There is a running board and hand rail
along the side of the novel tank. The tender is standard and is
used with passenger or freight engines with equal facility.
The engine has a driving-wheel base of 6 ft. io ins. and a
rigid-wheel base of 15 ft., and the wheel base of the whole engine
is 31 ft. 3 ins., and the total of engine and tender amounts to 65
ft. 5 ins. The weight of the entire machine, engine and tender,
taken together is about 340,000 lbs. The absence of any grate or
ash pan gives this engine a clear-cut appearance at the back, and
the genera! design suggests a "high stepper." The cab is made of
steel plate and the window arrangement looks as if the comfort of
the engineer had been taken into consideration.
A few of the principal dimensions are appended for reference:

FAST 4-4-2 ENGINE WITH DAVISCOUN THRIIAL ANCE, PDFTHE DI GFO U R.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC OIL BURNER.
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Boiler—Type, extended
Boiler—Type,
extended wagon-top
wagon-top;; dia., 66 ins.; thickness
thickness of
of
sheets, 1+
1+ in. and in. : working pressure, 200
lbs.; fuel, oil.
200 lbs.;
sheets,
Fire box—Vanderbilt
box—Vanderbiltcorrugated;
corrugated;thickness
thicknessofof
tube
sheet, in.;
in.;
Fire
tube
sheet,
tubes, material,
material, steel; wire gauge, .125
.125 M.
M. M.; No. 346; dia.,
tubes,
ins. ;; length,
length, 16 ft.
22 ins.
Heating surface—Fire
surface—Fire box, 155.o sq. ft.; tubes, 2,883 sq. ft.;
Heating
ft.; total,
total,
3,038 sq.
sq. ft.
3,038
Driving wheels—Dia.,
wheels—Dia., outside, 79 ins.;
9X I2 ins.; engine
Driving
ins.; journals,
journals, 9X
truck wheels
wheels (front), dia., 36k
truck
36k ins.
ins.
Journals 6xio
6xio ins.
ins. ;; carrying
carrying wheels,
wheels, dia.,
dia., Scli
54i ins.
Journals
Journals 8x12
8x12 ins.; wheel base, driving, 6 ft. ro
Journals
ro ins.;
ins.; rigid,
rigid, 15
15
ft.; total
total engine,
engine, 31 ft. 3i
ft.;
34ins.
ins.;; total
total engine
engine and
and tender,
tender,65
65ft.
ft.
ins.
5
5 ins.
Weight—On driving wheels, 102,190
102,190 lbs.; total engine, 200,030
Weight—On
200,03o
lbs.; total
total engine
lbs.;
engine and
and tender,
tender, about
about340,000
340p00 lbs.
lbs.
Tank capacity,
capacity, water, 7,30o gals.;
Tank
gals.; oil,
oil, 3,300
3,300 gals.
gals.
Tender wheels—Dia.,
Tender
wheels—Dia.,3838j•• ins. ; journals,
journals, 5ixto
sixto ins.
ins.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has been
The
been buying
buying very
very heavy
heavy
freight power from the Baldwin
freight
Baldwin Locomotive
Locomotive Works
Works of
of Philadelphia
Philadelphia
in
in the
the shape of some
some tandem
tandem compound
compound 2-10-2 engines, each of
which
which weighs 287,240 lbs.,
lbs., one
one of
of which
which is
is shown
shown on
on pages
pages509,
509,510,
510,
561,
561, 563
563 and 565. The
The cylinders
cylinders are
are 19
19 and
and 32x32
32x32ins.,
ins.,and
andthe
thedrivdriving
ing wheels,
wheels, of which
which there
there are
are five
five pairs,
pairs, measure
measure 57
57ins.
ins.With
With225
225
lbs.
lbs. steam
steam pressure the
the calculated
calculated tractive
tractive force
force which
which can
canbe
beexerted
exerted
on
on the
the level, at slow
slow speed,
speed, is
is about
about 62,730
62,730 lbs.
lbs.
In
In this engine
engine the
the main
main drivers
drivers are
are the
the only
only wheels
wheelswithout
without
flanges.
flanges. In
In the
the matter
matter of
of equalizing,
equalizing,the
themain
maindrivers,
drivers,the
theback
back
intermediate,
intermediate, and
and the
the trailer
trailer are,
are, with
withthe
therear-carrying
rear-carryingwheel,
wheel,all
all
equalized
equalized together,
together, and
and the
the forward
forward intermediate,
intermediate,the
theleader
leaderand
and
the
the pony
pony truck
truck are
are equalized
equalizedtogether.
together.The
Thesprings
springsare
areall
alloveroverhung.
hung. The
The valves
valves are
are actuated
actuated by
by indirect
indirect motion
motionin
inthe
theusual
usual
way.
way.
A
A noticeable
noticeable feature
feature is
is the
thesmall
smallpermanent
permanentcrane
craneplaced
placedon
on
the
smoke
box
on
each
side.
It
is
intended
for
use
in
removing
the smoke box on each side. It is intended for use in removing
the
the forward
forward or
or high-pressure
high-pressure cylinder.
cylinder.There
Thereisisaatapped
tappedhole
holein
in
the
cylinder
which
is
so
placed
that
when
the
threaded
eye-bolt
the cylinder which is so placed that when the threaded eye-boltof
of
the
the crane
crane is
is screwed
screwed into
into it,
it, the
thecylinder
cylinderwill
willbalance
balancewhen
whenswung
swung
by
the
crane.
by the crane.
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BALDWIN 2-10-2 FOR THE SANTA FE.
FE.

the
the total
total wheel
wheel base
base of
of both
both taken
takentogether
togetherisis66
66ft.
ft.

Works, Bu
Builders.
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The arrangement of the cylinder heads and the
The
the connection
connection bebetween
the
high
and
low-pressure
cylinders
tween
cylinders are
are such
such that
that they
theyare
are
securely held
held in
in position without the
securely
the use
use of
of interior
interior bolts.
bolts.By
Byreremoving the
the external
external bolts, which hold the cylinders
moving
cylinders together,
together, the
the
high-pressure cylinder
cylinder and the front head
high-pressure
head of
of the
the low-pressure
low-pressure cylcylinder can
can be
be easily
easily taken down,
inder
down, giving
giving free
free access
accessto
tothe
thepiston
pistonand
and
interior of
of the
the low-pressure cylinder,
interior
cylinder, without
without removing
removingthe
theguides,
guides,
breaking the
the joints
joints of the back head,
breaking
head, or
or interfering
interfering with
with the
the steamsteamchest valve.
valve.
chest
A piston rod packing between the
A
the two
two cylinders,
cylinders, shown
shown on
on
page
51o,
is
so
conveniently
arranged
that
the
parts
page
arranged that the partsare
areconfined
confinedbebetween the two heads and held in place without internal bolts.
tween
bolts. This
This is
is
accomplished by means of a casing
accomplished
casing or
or packing
packing box
boxin
inwhich
whichthe
thesegsegmental sections of the
mental
the packing
packing .are
.are held
held and
andkept
keptin
incontact
contactwith
withthe
the
piston
rod
by
means
of
suitable springs. The whole
piston
whole packing
packing box
box
has aa steam-tight
steam-tight bearing in the recess between
has
between the
the two
two cylinder
cylinder
heads,
heads, but is free to move on this
this bearing
bearing without
without breaking
breaking the
the joint,
joint,
thus accommodating
accommodating itself to any slight variation in the position of
thus
the rod.
the
rod. A piston valve is
is used
used and
and so
so arranged
arranged as
as to
to avoid
avoidall
all
necessity of crossed
necessity
crossed ports.
ports.
The steam-pipe joint
The
joint between
between the
the steam
steam chest
chestand
andthe
thecylinder
cylinder
saddle is made with a stuffing
saddle
stuffing box
box and
and gland
gland in
in order
orderto
togive
giveaa
certain amount of flexibility, and
certain
and by
by its
its use
use aa tight
tight joint
joint is
is secured
secured
after the
after
the cylinder
cylinder has
has been
been bolted
boltedpermanently
permanentlytotothe
thesaddle.
saddle.
There
There is a relief valve inserted
inserted in
in the
the dry
dry pipe,
pipe, the
the stem
stem of
of
which
which valve comes
comes out
out through
through the
the top
top of
ofthe
thesmoke
smokebox
boxabout
about
midway
midway between the
the sand
sand box
box and
and the
the smoke
smoke stack.
stack. This
Thisvalve
valveisis
for
the
purpose
of
admitting
air
into
the
steam
pipes
in
the
for the
admitting air into the steam pipes in the smoke
smoke
box,
when
the
engine
box, when
engine is
is drifting.
drifting. The
The boiler
boiler is
is of
of the
the wagon-top
wagon-top
type,
type, and
and measures
measures 781
781 ins.
ins. at
at the
the smoke-box
smoke-boxend.
end.There
Thereare
are391
391
tubes
21
ins.
diameter,
ft.
long,
20
and
these
give
a
heating
surface
tubes 21 ins. diameter, 20 ft. long, and these give a heating surface
of
of 4,586
4,586 sq. ft. When
When the
the amount
amount in
in the
the fire
fire box
box is
is added
addedto
tothis
this
it
brings
the
total
heating
surface
up
to
4,796
it brings
heating surface up to 4,796 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. An
An idea
idea of
of
this
this area
area may
may be
be had
had by
by saying
saying that
that ifif the
thewidth
widthof
ofthe
theregular
regular
right
right of
of way
way of
of aa single-track
single-trackrailroad
railroadbetween
betweenfences
fencesisis66
66ft.,
ft.,then
then
itit would
would require
require aa strip
strip of
of that
that width
width 72i
72ift.
ft.long
longto
toequal
equalthe
theheatheating
ing surface
surface which
which is
is stowed
stowedaway
awayin
inthis
thisboiler.
boiler.
The
The tender
tender has
has aa steel
steel frame,
frame, and
and the
thetank,
tank,with
withits
itsdeep-water
deep-water
bottom,
coal capacity.
capacity.
bottom, can
can contain
contain 8,5oo
8,5oogallons,
gallons,with
withcorresponding
corresponding coal
The
total
weight
of
and
engine
tender
is
about
450,000
lbs.,
4.50,000 lbs.,and
and
The total weight of engine and
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A few of the principal dimensions are as follows:
Cylinders-1g and 32 x 32 ins.
Boiler—Type, wagon top; dia., 78.1 ins.; thickness of sheets, /
and 14 ins.; working pressure, 225 lbs.
Fire box—Length, io8 ins.; width, 78 ins.; depth, front, Sof ins.;
in.;
back, 781 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides, -1 in.; back,
crown, in.; tube, 46- in.; water space, front, 4 ins.; sides,
5 ins.; back, 4 ins.
Heating surface—Fire box, 210 sq. ft.; tubes, 4,586 sq. ft.; total,
4,796 sq. ft.; grate area, 58.5 sq. ft.
Driving wheels—Dia., outside, 57 ins.; journals. main, 11x12 ins.;
others, iox12 ins.
Wheel base—Rigid, 19 ft. 9 ins.: total engine, 35 ft. I I ins.; total
engine and tender, 66 ft.
Weight—On driving wheels, 234,58o lbs.; on truck, front, 2342o
lbs.; on truck, back, 29,240 lbs.; total engine, 287,24o lbs.: total
engine and tender, about 450,000 lbs.

e Co., Build
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ERIE.

The consolidation locomotive illustrated on page 511 was built
by the Rogers Locomotive Works for the Erie. The fire box is
one of "high Wootten," as they are sometimes called, the grate being
8 ft. wide and 9-i ft. long, giving 76 sq. ft. of grate area.
It has a clean-cut look for an engine of this class and weight,
some of which lack this characteristic. It will be noted that it is
well supplied with sanding apparatus and that the main reservoirs
are over the fire-box end of the boiler. Piston valves are used. The
leading dimensions are as follows :
Cylinder, 22x30 ins.
Drivers, diameter, 56 ins.
Driving axle journals, main, 9ix12 ins.; others, 93(12 ins.
Driving-wheel base, 17 ft. o
Total wheel base of engine, 25 ft. 4 ins.
Weight on drivers, 130,000 lbs.
Weight on truck, 20,000 lbs.
Weight, total, 200,000 lbs.
Engine truck, wheels, 30 ins.
Tender, capacity, 12-ton coal; 6,000 gals.
Tender, wheels, diameter, 33 ins.
Heating surface, tubes, 3,288 sq. it.
Heating surface, fire box, 235 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total, 3,523 sq. ft.
Tubes, 2 ins.; length, 15 ft. 41 ins.; number, 410.
Boger, diameter, outside front, 761 ins. Working pressure, 200 lbs.

MELLIN COMPOUND, BUILT IN SWEDEN.

The handsome heavy 2-8-0 engine shown on page 513 is a cross
compound, built according to the Mellin patents in Sweden for the
Swedish State railways. The reducing and intercepting valves are
contained in a box over the front deck ahead of the low-pressure
cylinder, as shown. Heusinger von Waldegg's valve gear is employed, which is entirely outside of the driving wheels, and the cut
off is regulated by a screw-reversing gear.
Contrary to the usual Swedish practice, these engines are
equipped with headlights. This innovation is a useful one, as the
railway line is not enclosed with fences for a long way north of
the arctic circle, where nearly the whole winter is one continuous

night.

Great care has been taken with the boiler-head fittings. There
are two gauge glasses with automatic cut off and protectors of heavy
glass. Two double de Simons sight-feed lubricators oil the piston
and valve rods, cylinders and valves using the 11. Ialmros oiling device.
The boiler is fed by two Gresham and Craven No. Do injectors.
Some of the principal dimensions are as follows: Cylinders,
21i and 32x25+ ins. : diameter of driving wheels, 51 A ins.; wheel
base, engine and tender, 45 ft. ILL ins. Total weight in service, 75.6
metric tons; adhesive weight, 64.3 tons. Total weight, engine and
tender, 114.3 tons. The inside diameter of the boiler is 68 ins.
There are 304 tubes, 2 ins. outside diameter. The fire-box sheets are
copper, ins. thick, and the tube sheet is also copper, Il i ins. thick.
The steam pressure, 205 lbs.

SIMPLE 4-6-0 FOR THE CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.

The Schenectady shops of the American Locomotive Company
have built for the Chicago & Northwestern some fast freight engines
of the io-wheel type, shown on page 315, Mr. Robert Quayle is
superintendent of motive power and machinery of the Northwestern.
The cylinders are 21x26 and the drivers are 63 ins, in diameter.
Our illustration on page 515 shows clearly the direct-motion feature
of the valve gear. The center wheels are the main drivers and the
eccentrics are placed upon the main axle, a cast-steel transmission
bar passes over the forward driving axle and is attached to the Iower
end of a rocker of the same length as the one which moves the valve
rod. The valves are of the piston type. The running board is extended the full length of the engine from cab to smoke-box front.
The boiler is a wide fire box, wagon-top one, and measures 66&
ins. in the first course. The heating surface is 2,959.19 sq. ft. made
up as follows : Tubes, 2,808.4; fire box, 150.79. The grate area is
46.27 sq. ft. The tubes are 337 in number and are 16 ft. long. The
pressure carried is 200 lbs.
The tender has io-in. steel channels and the trucks are 4-wheel
Player cast-steel arch bar trucks with coil springs. The tank has a
water bottom and holds 5,400 U. S. gallons. The coal capacity is
Jo tons. The wheel base of the tender is 16 ft. '0 ins. A few of
the leading dimensions are as follows :
GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Weight in working order, 164,000 lbs.; weight on drivers, 129,000
lbs.; weight engine and tender in working order, 274,000 lbs. ;

[atr ium. Locomo tive Co.
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wheel base, driving, 14 ft. ro ins.; wheel base, total, 25 ft. 10
ins.; wheel base, total, engine and tender, 54 ft. 21 ins.
Valves—Piston type; greatest travel, 53 ins.; outside lap, r in.; inin.; line and line full gear, F. and B.
side clearance,
Wheels, etc.—Dia. of driving wheels outside of tire, 63 ins.; drivingbox material, main, cast steel; others, steeled cast iron; dia. and
length of driving journals, Si and 9 ins, dia. x 114 ins.
Boiler—Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box, It,
and in.; fire box, length, 102 ins. ; width, 651 ins.;
gg
depth, front, 724 ins.; back, 564 ins.; material, carbon; plates,
thickness, sides, in.; back, in.; crown, in.; tube sheet,
in.; water space, 4-in, front, 4-in, sides, 4 and 5-in. back.
Wheel base—Driving, 11 ft. io ins.; total engine. 30 ft. 9 ins.; total
engine and tender, 6o ft.
ins.
Weight—On driving wheels, 132,500 lbs.; on truck, front, 36,800
Ibs. ; back, 40,200 Ibs.; total engine, 209,500 lbs.; total engine
and tender, about 340,00o lbs.

GLASGOW & SOUTH WESTERN 4 6 0 ENGINE.
-

-

-

The influence of American practice on British locomotive
designing is well illustrated by the engine shown on poge 517, designed by Mr. Munson, locomotive superintendent of the Glasgow
& South-Western. These engines have been built for working the
Scotch traffic in connection with the Midland Railway from London
and most of the provincial towns, and previous to their introduction the trains have been worked by two ordinary bogie locomotives
haying 81-in, coupled drivers and 181x26-in. cylinders. The new
type have six coupled wheels 78 ins, in diameter, outside cylinders
20x26-in. balanced valves placed on top worked by a rocking shaft.
a large boiler and a Belpaire fire box. The heating surface obtained is 1,852 sq. ft. and the grate area is 24.5 sq. ft. The engine
weighs 150,080 lbs. in working order and with the tender, which
is of a new design running on four-wheeled bogies and carrying
4,100 gallons of water, the total weight is 262,080 lbs. Ten of
these fine locomotives have been delivered by the North British
Locomotive Company from their Atlas Works, Glasgow. Several
novel features have been introduced, among them steam-reversing
gear and steam-sanding apparatus.

GL ASGOW AND SO U TH-WESTERN .1 -64,.

,
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The engine illustrated by elevation on page 519 was built by the
Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Norfolk & Western Railroad,
and was designed by \V. H. Lewis, superintendent of motive power
of the road. The engines are simple, with cylinders 19x28 ins.,
driving wheels 79 ins, diameter. With an estimated adhesive weight
of 84,00a lbs. and a boiler pressure of 200 lbs. to the square inch, the.
tractive force is about 21,700 lbs.
The frame of this engine is continuous, and the carrying wheels
at the rear have inside journals and are equalized with the drivers.
Semi-elliptic springs are used all through, and the equalization of
the weight on the drivers and the carrying wheels is continuous.
The rear spring hanger of the driver and the forward hanger of
the carrying wheels on each side are attached to the ends of a troughlike steel casting. This casting is between the bars forming the
frame, and contains a spring, the buckle of which, bearing up against
the lower side of the top frame member, acts as the pivot point of
the system. By shifting of the position of this spring the weight on
drivers may be altered as desired.
The motion in this engine is indirect, with transmission bar
curved below the axle of the leading driver and the valves are of
the piston type. The crosshead is the usual two guide-bar type
keyed through the rod. The boiler is of the radial stayed wagontop type and measures 6a ins. at the smoke-box end. The total
heating surface is 2,883.9 sq. ft. and the grate area is 45.9 sq. ft.
The ash-pan hopper doors are operated by air. The tender carries
JO tons of coal and 6,0oo gallons of water, and the frame is made
out of ro-in. steel channels.
The leading dimensions of the engine are :
Driving-wheel base, 6 ft. so ins.
Rigid wheel base, 14 ft. ro ins.
Total wheel base of engine, 28 ft. 8 ins.
Total wheel base of engine and tender, 53 ft. 9 ilif ins.
Weight on leading wheels, estimated, 38,000 lbs.
Weight on driving wheels, estimated, 84,000 lbs.
Weight on trailing wheels, estimated, 41,000 lbs.
Total weight of engine in working order, 163,000 lbs.
Total weight of engine and tender, 273,000 lbs.
Diameter of driving wheels, 79 ins.
Diameter of carrying wheels, 5o ins.
Diameter of truck, 36 ins.

PAST PASSENG ER LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE NORFOLK & WES TERN.

NORFOLK & WESTERN 4-4-2 ENGINE.

52o
52o

BOILER.
BOILER.

Thickness of
of sheets, and fi
Thickness
fi in.
in.
Fire box,
box, width,
width, 644 ins.; length, 8 ft.
Fire
ft. 311311- ins.;
ins.; depth,
depth, 733,
733,ins.
ins.front;
front;
crown sheet
sheet thickness, in.;
crown
in.; tube
tube sheet,
sheet, in.;
in.;side
sidesheet,
sheet,in.;
in.;
back
sheet,
3
in.
back
Water space, width,
Water
width, 44 ins.
ins. front
frontand
andback
back;; 33
33 ins.
ins. sides.
sides.
Tubes,
number,
326;
dia.,
2
ins.
outside
dia.
length,
Tubes,
ins. outside dia. length,16
16ft.
ft.
Heating
surface,
tubes,
2,718.9
sq.
ft.
Heating
2,718.9 sq. ft.
Heating surface, fire box,
Heating
box, 165
165 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
Heating
surface,
total,
2,883.9
Heating
2,883.9 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.

C , B.
B. & Q. PRAIRIE ENGINE.
C.,

The photograph from
The
from which
which the
the engraving
engravingof
ofthe
thePrairie
Prairietype
type
locomotive, shown on
Chicago, BurlingBurlinglocomotive,
on page
page 521, belonging to the Chicago,
ton
ton &
& Quincy Railroad was
was made,
made, was
was sent
sent in
in by
by an
an admirer
admirerof
of
the
the engine
engine who was ambitious
ambitious to
to see
see itit adorning
adorning the
the pages
pagesof
of
Railway
and
Locomotive
Engineering.
Railway and Locomotive Engineering.
Mr.
Mr. F. H. Clark, superintendent
superintendent of
of motive
motive power
powerof
ofthe
theChiChicago,
Burlington
&
Quincy-,
writing
of
this
engine,
says
:
cago,
Quincy-, writing of this engine, says :
This
This engine is one of the first lot
lot of
of Prairie
Prairie type
type engines
engines built
built
by
this
company.
We
have
only
used
these
engines
by this company. We have only used these enginesin
infreight
freightserservice
vice and find them
them very
very satisfactory,
satisfactory, indeed.
indeed. We
We subsequently
subsequently
built
built about 6o engines of
of the
the same
same type,
type, but
but somewhat
somewhat heavier,
heavier, and
and
last
year
5o
additional
engines
last year
additional engines of
of the
the design.
design.The
Theprincipal
principaldidimensions
mensions are:
are:
Boiler
Boiler crown
crown stay—Fire
stay—Fire box,
box, 77 ft.
ft.long,
long,66ft.
ft.wide
widexx623
623and
and56
56ft.;
ft.;
tubes,
tubes, 194,
194, 21
21 outside
outside dia.,
dia., 16
16 ft.
ft.iiin.
in.long;
long;heating
heatingsurface,
surface,
fire
fire box,
box, 130.6
130.6 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; tubes,
tubes, 1,826.7
1,826.7 sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;total,
total,1,957.3
1,957.3sq.
sq.ft.:
ft.:
grate
grate area,
area, 42
42 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; steam
steam ports,
ports, 231xI3
231xI3ins.;
ins.;exhaust
exhaustports,
ports,
2340(3
2340(3 ins.;
ins.; piston
piston valves,
valves, max.
max.travel,
travel,66ins.;
ins.;lead,
lead,full
fullgear
gear; ;
inside
inside clearance,
clearance, 116116- in.; lap,
lap, ii ;; weight
weight on
on front
front drivers,
drivers, 29,150
29,150
lbs.;
lbs.; on
on main
main drivers,
drivers,43,260
43,260lbs.;
lbs.;on
onrear
reardrivers,
drivers,37,860
37,860lbs.;
lbs.;
total
total weight
weight on
on drivers,
drivers,110,270
110,270lbs.;
lbs.;weight
weighton
onfront
fronttruck,
truck,
14,100
14,100 lbs.; on
on trailing
trailing truck,
truck, 26,850
26,850lbs.;
lbs.;total
totalweight
weightof
ofenen-

B & Q. PRAIRIE TYPE. EN G INE.

2*

F. H. Clark, Supt. Motive Power.

Height of center of boiler above rail,
Height
rail, 99 ft.
ft.
Cylinders,
Cylinders, 19 ins. x 28 ins.; steam port, width, i ins.; exhaust port,
width; 2* ins.; bridge, width, 1 ins.
width;
Valves,
Valves, diameter, 93 ins.; steam lap,
lap, 1-3
1-3 ins.
ins.

Chicago. Burlivglu u & Qu incy Railroad, Bu ilde
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The Schenectady Works of
of the
the American
American Locomotive
LocomotiveComCompany supplied the Delaware & Hudson with
with some
some culm-burning
culm-burning
engines of the to-wheel type, shown on page
page 523.
523. These
These engines
engines
are simple, with 21x26-in. cylinders and 72-in. driving wheels. All
the wheels are flanged. The
The cab
cab is
is placed
placed over
over the
thecenter
centerof
ofthe
the
boiler. The valve gear is indirect,
indirect, the
the eccentrics
eccentricsbeing
beingon
onthe
themain
main
driving axle and an extension
extension bar
bar carved
carved slightly
slightlyover
overthe
theforward
forward
axle reaches the rocker in the usual way.
way. The
The pedestal
pedestal braces
braces are
arc
bolts with thimbles between the jaws with crass-brace
crass brace joining
joining
frames forward of
of the
the leading
leading axle,
axle, and
andwith
withcross-frame
cross-framebraces
braces
behind the main and trailing wheels.
wheels. The
The valves
valves are
are American
American
balance-slide valves,
balance-slide
valves,and
andare
areused
usedon
onall
all the
the engines
engines of
of this
this order
order
except two, upon which
which the
the Richardson
Richardson balance
balancevalves
valvesare
aretried.
tried.
The boiler is a straight-top one, with a Wootten fire
fire box.
box. It
It
is 63 ins, in diameter at the smoke-box
smoke-box end.
end. The
The total
total heating
heating
surface 2,663.72 sq. ft., of
of which
which the
the 308
308 fifteen-foot
fifteen-foottubes
tubescontribute
contribute
2,405.5 sq.
The grate
grate area
area is 84.85 sq. ft. The
2,405.5
sq.ft.ft. The
The fire
fire box
box has
has
one wide door, and the staying between
between the
the crown
crown and
and roof
roof sheets
sheets
is radial. There is a cab roof overhanging
overhanging the
the deck
deck of
of the
the tender,
tender,
which protects the fireman
fireman when
when at
at work,
work, and
and the
the grate
grate slopes
slopes
lightly forward.
forward.
The total weight of this engine is
is about
about 175,000
175,000 lbs.,
lbs., of
of which
which
131,50o lbs. rest upon the drivers.
drivers. The
The tender
tender is
is carried
carriedon
onaa
steel-channel frame. It has
has aa water
water capacity
capacity of
of 6,50o
6,50oU.
U.S.
S.gallons,
gallons,
and is designed to carry 8 tons of coal.
coal. The
The engine
engine is
is an
an example
example
of good serviceable medium passenger
passenger power
power in
in which
which excessive
excessive
weight has not
not been
been desired.
desired. A
A few
fewof
ofthe
theleading
leadingdimensions
dimensionsare
are
appended
appended for
for reference:
reference:
General dimensions—Weight
dimensions—Weight in
in working
working order,
order,175,000
175,000lbs.;
lbs.;
weight on drivers, 131,500
131,500 lbs.;
lbs.; weight
weight of
of engine
engine and
and tender
tender
in working order,
order, 292,25o
292,25o lbs.;
lbs.; wheel
wheelbase,
base,driving,
driving,16
16ft.;
ft.;
wheel base, total.
total. 26
26 ft.
ft. 44 ins.;
ins.; wheel
wheel base,
base, total,
total, engine
engineand
and
tender,
tender, 53
53 ft.
ft. 7i
7i ins.
ins.
Fuel—Fine
anthracite
Fuel—Fine anthracitecoal.
coal.
-

6

TEN-WHEELER FOR THE D. & H.
TEN

DELAWARE
WARE &
FORDELA
& HUDSON.
HUDSON.
4-6-0
4- -0 POR

gine, 151,220
151,220 lbs.
lbs. ; weight of tender, empty,
35,000 lbs.;
lbs.; weight
gine,
empty, 35,000
of water
water 5,000
5,000 gals.,
gals., 41,70o
41,70o lbs.;
lbs.; weight
weight of coal, 17,500
of
17,500 lbs.
lbs. ::
total weight of tender, 94,200 lbs.; of engine, 151,200
151,200 lbs.;
lbs.; in
in
working order, 245,000 lbs.

American
Locomotive
Am
erican Locom
Co., 1Rui!dem
1Rui!dem
ot ive Co.,
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Power.
R. Slack,
Slack, Supt.
Motive
J. R.
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Cylinders—Dia., 21x26 ins.; size
Cylinders—Dia.,
size of
of steam
steam ports,
ports, i8x1f
i8x1fins.;
ins.;size
size
of exhaust ports, 18x3 ins.; size of bridges,
bridges, 11 ins.
ins.
Valves—Greatest travel of slide valves,
valves, 51
51 ins.;
ins.; outside
outsidelap
lapof
ofslide
slide
valves, 1 in.; lead of valves in
in full
full gear,
gear, IIff in.
Wheels—Dia. of driving wheels outside of tires, 72 ins.; dia. of enengine truck wheels, 33
33 ins.
ins.
lbs.; thickness
200 lbs.;
Boiler—Style, Wootten type;
type; working
working pressure,
pressure, 200
of plates
platesinin
barrel
outside
ofbox,
fire1,box, 1, in.;
of
barrel
andand
outside
of fire
in.;fire
fire
102 ins.;
ins.; fire box, depth,
box, length, 119/ ins.; fire box, width,
width, 102
front, 64 ins.; back, 42 ins.; fire-box
fire-box plates,
plates, thickness,
thickness, sides,
sides,
tt;; in.; back, in.; crown, -:?;
-:?; in.;
in.; tube
tube sheet,
sheet, -I-Iin.;
in.;fire
firebox,
box,water
water
space, 31 ins. front; 3 ins.
ins. sides;
sides; 31
31 ins.
ins. back
back;; fire box, crown
crown
staying, radial; tubes, number, 3o8;
3o8; heating
heating surface,
surface, tubes,
tubes,
2,405.5 sq. ft.; heating surface,
surface, water
water tubes,
tubes, 78.54
78.54 sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;heatheating surface, fire box, 179.68 sq. ft.; heating
heating surface,
surface, total,
total,
2,663.72 sq. ft.; grate
grate surface,
surface, 84.85
84.85sq.
sq.ft.
ft.;; grate, style,
style, water
water
grate.
grate.
Tender—Weight, empty,
empty, 47,10o
47,10o lbs.;
lbs.; wheel
wheelbase,
base,18
18ft.
ft. 5 ins.;
tender frame, to
to ins.
ins. steel
steel chanhels.
chanhels.

A good example of ten-wheel
ten-wheel passenger
passenger power
power built
built by
by the
the
Grand Trunk Railway
Railway of
of Canada
Canada at
at their
their Point
PointSt.
St.Charles
Charlesshops,
shops,
Montreal, is shown on page 525. The engine is simple
simple and
and has
has
cylinders 2ox26 ins.
ins. The
The outside
outside diameter
diameter of
ofthe
thedriving
drivingwheels
wheels
is 73 ins., and the weight carried
carried by
by them
them is
is 132,608
132,608 lbs.
lbs. The
The
,weight of the engine itself in working order is 177,772
177,772 lbs.,
lbs., which
which
leaves 45,164 lbs. on the
the engine
engine truck.
truck. The
The tires
tires of
of the
the main
main
driving wheels are without
flanges
and
the
side
rods
without flanges and the side rodsare
aresolid-end
solid-end
With Zoo
rods of I-section.
Zoo lbs. boiler pressure these engines
I-section. With
engines would
would
be capable of
exerting
a
calculated
tractive
effort
of
of exerting a calculated tractive effort ofabout
about24,20o
24,20o
lbs.
lbs.
The boiler is of the
the extended
extended wagon-top
wagon-top type,
type,62
62ins.
ins.outside
outside
diameter at the
the smoke-box
smoke-box end.
end. The
Thegrate
gratearea
areaisis33.43
33.43sq.
sq.ft.,
ft.,and
and
the total heating
heating surface
surface is
is 2,460.1
2,460.1sq.
sq.ft.,
ft.,of
ofwhich
which188.1
188.1isisininthe
the
fire box
box and
and 2,272,0
2,272,0isisininthe
thetubes.
tubes.The
Theheight
heightof
ofthe
thecenter
centerline
lineof
of
the boiler is
is 88 ft.
ft. 10
10 ins,
ins, above
above rail
rail level.
level.The
Thesmoke
smokestack
stackfor
forthis
this
class of engine
engine measures
measures 16+
16+ ins.
ins. outside
outsidediameter
diameterand
andisis38-2
38-2
ins. high. It rests
rests on
on aa flanged
flanged steel
steel base,
base,which
whichisisGrand
GrandTrunk
Trunk
standard.
standard.

..D.
ive Power.
D. Robb.
Robb. Supt.
Supt. Mot
Motive
Power.

GRAND TRUNK TEN-WHEEL
TEN-WHEEL PASSENGER
PASSENGER ENGINE.
ENGINE.

TEN-WHEEL
NGER
POWER FOR
PASSENGE
TE
N-WHE EL PASSE
RPOWER
FOR THE
THE GRAND
GRAND TRUN
K SYSTEM,
TRUN K
SYSTE M,
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The valve gear is indirect and the valves are of the piston type.
Cylinder and valve chamber are placed close together and are neatly
enclosed in one casing. The cross head is of the alligator pattern,
and carries an oil cup on the side in addition to the usual guide-bat'
cup. All the drivers are braked and so is the engine truck, the
wheels of which are 38 ins. in diameter. The driving tires arc held
in position by shrinkage and a retaining ring is also used en the
inside of each wheel.
The tender frame is made of steel channels; the outside sills
have the flanges turned inward. The water capacity of the tank
is 5,000 U. S. gallons and 20,000 lbs. of coal is carried. The tender
wheels are 42 ins. in diameter, and the weight of the tender is
130,856 lbs. The total weight of engine and tender in working
order is 308,628 lbs.
We are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. W. D. Robb, superintendent of motive power of the Grand Trunk system, for the photograph and data which we reproduce. The engine presents the neat
and trim appearance which is the result of careful designing and
compact grouping of parts.

∎j ive Works, Bu
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. B. Barnes, Supt.

The Wabash Railroad have received 32 fast freight moguls of
the two-cylinder or cross-compound type from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia, a cut of which is shown on page 527.
The cylinders are 204 ins, and 324x28 ins., and the driving wheels
are 63 ins, in diameter. The pressure carried is 200 lbs., and the
calculated tractive effort is about 24,900 lbs. The main driving
wheels are the only ones not flanged.
The weight of the engine in working order is 148,88o lbs., of
which 139,660 lbs, rest on the drivers, while the total weight of
engine and tender are about 269,000 lbs. The cross head is of the
two-guide bar type, and the piston rod is secured to it by nut and
shoulder.
The motion is of the usual indirect kind, and the valves are
balanced slide valves. The yoke or what may be called the spectacle plate is secured across the frames in the usual way, but as it
does not entirely surround the guide-bar blocks, it is supported from
a bracket on the boiler by means of a bar with pin connections top
and bottom. The leading drivers and the pony truck wheels are
equalized together, and the main and rear drivers are also equalized
together.

otive Power.

BALDWIN ENGINES FOR THE WABASH.

The boiler is an extension wagon top, the gussett sheet sloping
to the smoke box. The smallest diameter of the boiler is 631 ins.
and the largest diameter is 7I+ ins. The roof sheet slopes 3i- ins.
toward the back sheet, and the crown sheet has also the same slope
toward the back.
The tender has arch-bar trucks, and the tank, which holds
6,000 gallons, is supported on a steel-channel frame. The tenderaxle boxes are provided with rubber-hose tubes so that cold water
may be used in the event of a hot box showing-itself.
The whole machine presents a neat appearance and reflects
credit upon designer and builder alike. The engineer has been provided with a very ample window and has all the light which can
be obtained in that way. A few of the leading dimensions of these
engines are as follows:
Cylinder-2c4 ins. and 321x28 ins.
Boiler—Thickness of sheets, # and II in.; working pressure, 200
lbs.; fuel, soft coal ; staying, radial.
Fire box—Length, 114 ins.; width, 42 ins.; depth, front, 77-4 ins. ;
back, 63 -h-ins.; thickness of sheets, sides, i in.; back,
in.:
crown, g in.; tube, 11,- in.; water space, front, 4 ins.; sides, 3i
ins.; back, 4 ins.
Tubes—Material, iron; wire gauge, I2; number, 29o; dia., 2 ins.;
length, II ft. 4i ins.
Heating surface----Fire box, 169 sq: ft.; tubes, 1,712.7 sq. ft. ; total,
1,881.7 sq. ft.; grate area, 33.2 sq. ft.
Driving wheels—Dia., outside, 63 ins.; journals, 9xII ins.
Engine truck wheels—Dia., 36 ins.; journals, 6xio ins.
Wheel base—Driving, 14 ft. o in.; total engine, 22 ft. 7 ins.; total
engine and tender, 51 ft. 21 ins.
Weight—On driving wheels, 129,660 lbs.; on truck, front, 19,22olbs.; total engine, 148,88o lbs.; total engine and tender, about
269,000 lbs.
Tank—Capacity, 6,000 gals.

Genera lElectric Company, Bu ilde rs
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ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE B. & 0. TUNNEL.

Probably the most powerful electric locomotive in the world
is illustrated on page 529, built by the General Electric Company
at Schenectady, for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad for use in its
tunnel underneath the city of Baltimore. This locomotive marks a
very distinct advance in electric locomotive design. It will handle

,40
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all the
the freight
freight traffic of
0. which
which passes through Baltimore,
3. & 0.
all
of the
the 3.
and will
will operate over the same section as the
and
the present
present electric
electric locolocomotives built by the General Electric Company
motives
Company and
and which
which have
havebeen
been
in successful
successful operation for the past eight
in
eight years.
years.
In designing this locomotive the specifications called for an
In
electric locomotive capable of handling
electric
handling aa i,5oo-ton
i,5oo-ton train,
train, including
including
the steam
steam locomotive, but excluding the electric locomotive, on aa
the
maximum grade of Is per cent, at io miles per
maximum
per hour,
hour, with
with corcorresponding higher speed on lighter grades. This
responding
This required
required aa locolocomotive weighing approximately i6o
motive
i6o tons
tons on
on the
the drivers
drivers for
for purpurposes of adhesion, and the
engineers
of
the
General
Electric
Comthe engineers of the General Electric Company decided that the most
most practicable
practicable scheme
scheme was
was to
to build
buildan
an
articulated locomotive consisting of
two
complete
8o-ton
of two complete 8o-ton units
units
operated together as one locomotive by means
means of
of the
the Sprague
Sprague GenGeneral Electric Multiple Unit
Control.
Unit Control.
The section of the road to be
be operated
operated runs
runs from
from Camden
Camden
Street Station through
the
tunnel
to
the
summit
of
the
through the tunnel to the summit of thegrade
gradeoutoutside the tunnel, a distance of
of 34
34 miles.
miles. Under
Under practical
practicaloperating
operating
conditions the motors have sufficient capacity
capacity to
to maintain
maintain this
this serservice hourly running loaded up the grade
and
returning
light.
grade and returning light.

k incrimp
crimp Locomo
k
Locomotive
Co. Builders.
Builders.
tive Co.
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The locomotive illustrated
illustrated on
on page
page 531
531 was
wasbuilt
builtfor
forthe
theVanVandalia Line by the Schenectady
Schenectady Works
Works of
of the
the American
AmericanLocomotive
Locomotive
Company. As will be seen by
by our
our illustration,
illustration, the
the engines
engines are
are of
of
the 4-4-2 type, simple, with
with 204x26-in.
204x26-in. cylinders,
cylinders, and
and driving
driving wheels
wheels
78 ins. in diameter. The
The total
total weight
weight is
is 164,500
164,500 lbs.,
lbs., of
of which
which
91,5oo lbs. rest upon
upon the
the drivers.
drivers. The
The machine
machineisiscapable
capableof
ofexertexerting a pull of about 23.800
23.800 lbs.,
lbs., and
and the
the ratio
ratio of
of adhesive
adhesive weight
weight to
to
tractive power is 3.84. The
The slide
slide valves
valves are
are American
American balance
balance and
and
are actuated
actuated by
by an
an extension
extension rod
rod passing
passingover
overthe
theforward
forwarddriving
driving
axle, and the motion
motion is
is direct.
direct. The
The rocker
rockerisisplaced
placedin
infront
frontof
ofthe
the
yoke and
and makes
makes therefore
thereforewhat
whatmay
maybe
becalled
calledaacross-head
cross-headconnecconnection with
with the
the valve
valve rod.
rod.
The driving-wheel
driving-wheel tires
tires are
are held
held on
on the
the wheel
wheel centers
centersby
byshrinkshrinkage, and as an
an extra
extra precaution,
precaution, by
by retaining
retaining rings.
rings.The
Theengine
engine
frames
frames are
are cross
cross braced
braced by
by aa flat
flatbar
barwhich
whichisisheld
heldin
inplace
placeby
bythe
the
pedestal
pedestal binder
binder bolt
bolt at
at the
the back
backof
ofeach
eachof
ofthe
themain
mainpedestals.
pedestals.
The
The arrangements
arrangements in
in the
thecab
cabhave
havebeen
beenmade
madewith
withan
aneye
eyetoto
the
the convenience
convenience and
and comfort
comfort of
of the
theenginemen,
enginemen,and
andamong
amongother
other

SSENGER,
TICTYPE
FA
TYPEENGINE
FAST
ST PA
PASSENGE
R, ATLAN
ATLANTIC
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things the injectors have been placed on the boiler head, the delivery
things
pipes running
inside the boiler, to the front, with downpipes
running through,
through, inside
wardly
pointing
openings.
The boiler
wardly
boiler is
is of
of the
the radial
radial stayed
stayed
straight-top
type,
with
wide
fire
box.
The
heating
surface
straight-top
box. The heating surfaceisisample,
ample,
being in all 2.9861 sq. ft., of which about
being
about 2,816
2,816 ft.
ft. are
are in
in the
the tubes.
tubes.
The tank is made with a water bottom, and the fuel space is of
The
the
gravity
12 tens, and
the gravity hopper type. The coal
coal capacity
capacity is
is about
about 12
the
water
carried
amounts
to
7,000
the water
7,000 gallons.
gallons.
Some of
of the
the principal dimensions
Some
dimensions are
are subjoined
subjoinedfor
forreference
reference: :
Cylinders, 2oix26 ins.
Cylinders,

ldwinLocomotive
Works,Builders.
Baldwin
Locomot iveWorks,
Builders.
Ba
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VALVES.

Greatest travel
travel of slide valves, 6 ins.
Greatest
ins.
Outside lap,
lap, i ins.; inside, line and
Outside
and line.
line.
Lead of
of valves in full gear,
Lead
gear, line
line and
and line,
line, full
full forward
forwardmotion,
motion,IIin.
in.
lead at 6 ins. cut
lead
cut off.
off.

FIRE BOX.
BOX.

Length,
Length, 102
102 ins.;
ins.; width,
width, 65I
65I ins.;
ins.;depth,
depth,75I
75Iins.
ins.F,
F,66
66ins.
ins.B.
B.
Plates,
thickness,
sides,
T6
iin.
;
back,
I
in.;
crown,
in.;
Plates, thickness, sides, iin.; crown, in.; tube
tube sheet,
sheet,
in. Stay bolts, 11 in.
in. dia.
dia.
Tubes,
Tubes, number,
number, 338;
338; dia.,
dia., 22 ins.; length over
over tube
tube sheets,
sheets, 16
16ft.
ft.
Heating
surface,
tubes,
2,816.87
sq.
ft.;
fire
box,
Heating
tubes, 2,816.87 sq. ft.; fire box, 169.8
169.8sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;total',
total',
2,986.67;
2,986.67; grate
grate area,
area, 46.36
46.36sq.
sq.ft.
ft.

E NGINE FOR
BALDWI
- 4 - 2ENGINE
BALDWIN
N44-4-2
FORTHE
THE

BOILER.

Outside dia. of first ring,
Outside
ring, 68
68 ins.
ins. Work.
Work. pres.,
pres., 200 lbs.
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside fire
Thickness
fire box,
box, ik,
ik,
and I in.
Horizontal seams, butt-joint sextuple
Horizontal
sextuple riveted
riveted with
with welt
welt strips
strips inside
inside
and
outside.
and outside.
Circumferential seams,
Circumferential
seams, double
double riveted.
riveted.

The
The Norfolk
Norfolk &
& Western
Western Railway
Railway have
have bought
boughtsome
somesimple
simple
engines from
from the
the Baldwin
Baldwin Locomotive
LocomotiveWorks
Worksof
ofPhiladelphia,
Philadelphia,
4-4
-2 engines
4-4-2

which
which are
are illustrated
illustrated on
on page
page 533.
533. The
Thecylinders
cylindersof
ofthese
these
engines
engines are
are 19x28
19x28 ins.
ins. and
andthe
thedriving
drivingwheels
wheelsare
are79
79ins,
ins,diameter.
diameter.
The
The total
total weight
weight of
of the
the machine
machine isis I68,65o
I68,65olbs.
lbs.and
andthere
thereare
are85,790
85,790
lbs.
carried
by
the
drivers.
The
valve
motion
is
indirect
with
lbs. carried by the drivers. The valve motion is indirect withtranstransmission
mission bar
bar curved
curved below
below the
the forward
forward driving
driving axle.
axle.The
Therocker
rocker
arm
arm works
works the
the valve
valve rod
rod by
by means
meansof
ofaasmall
smallcross-head
cross-headarrangearrangement
as
the
rod
passes
through
a
guide
ment as the rod passes through a guide in
inthe
theyoke.
yoke.The
Thevalve
valve
is
is of
of the
the balanced
balanced piston
piston type
type and
andplaced
placedimmediately
immediatelyover
over the
the
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cylinder whose steam distribution it governs. The
cylinder
The diameter
diameter of
of the
the
carrying wheels is 50 ins, and they
they are
are equalized
equalized with
withthe
therear
rear
drivers by means of what may be called aa box
box equalizer
equalizer in
in which
which
semi-elliptic spring is placed, the upper side of the spring buckle
a semi-elliptic
acting as the fulcrum for the equalizer. With this arrangement
arrangement
it is possible
possible to readjust the weight on the drivers
drivers by
by temporarily
temporarily
lifting the engine and moving the spring forward or back in the
"box," within certain restricted limits. The drivers
"box,"
drivers are,
are, of
of course,
course,
equalized together. Every wheel under the engine
equalized
engine is
is braked.
braked.
The boiler is of the ordinary wagon-top
The
wagon-top type
type with
with wide
wide fire
fire
box. The
The smallest ring measures 62 ins. in diameter.
box.
diameter. There
There are
are
326 tubes,
tubes, 16 ft. long, which
326
which give
give aa heating
heating surface
surfaceof
of2,716}
2,716}sq.
sq.ft.
ft.
When the 162 sq. ft. in the
When
the fire
fire box
box are
are added
added to
to this,
this,ititgives
givesaa
total of
of 2,878k sq. ft. The roof sheet is level,
total
level, while
while the
the crown
crown
sheet slopes slightly to the back, and
sheet
and there
there is
is ample
ample steam
steam space.
space.
Thereisisaa hand hand
hole hole
in the
of the
first
barrel
in bottom
the bottom
of the
first
barrelcourse
course
There
nearly straight below the point of entrance
nearly
entrance of
of the
the injector
injector delivery
delivery
pipe, through which, when washing out, the deposit
pipe,
deposit which
which necesnecessarily forms in this region may be easily
sarily
easily removed.
removed.
The tender has a 6,000-gallon
The
6,000-gallon tank
tank which
which is
is carried
carriedon
onaa
steel-channel frame, the whole carried
steel-channel
carried on
on two
two arch-bar
arch-bar trucks.
trucks. The
The
total weight of engine and tender
tender is
is about
about 289,000
289,000 lbs.,
lbs., and the
total wheel
wheelbase
baseofofboth
bothtogether
togetheris is5353
ft.ft. ins.
ins.An
Anelectric
electricheadheadlight illuminates the track at night
night ahead
ahead of
of this
this modern
modern high-spend
high-spend
machine.
machine.
A few of the principal
principal dimensions
dimensions are
are as
asfollows:
follows:
Cylinders—I9x28
Cylinders—I9x28
Boiler—Dia., 62 ins.;
ins.; working
ins.; thickness
thickness of
of sheets,
sheets, 11 and
and
pressure,
lbs.;
staying,
radial.
pressure, Zoo
staying,
radial.
Zoo
Fire box—Length,
box—Length, ioo
ioo ins.;
ins.; width,
width, 641
641ins.;
ins.;depth,
depth,front,
front,72i
72iins.;
ins.;
back, 611 ins.;
ins.; thickness
thicknessof
ofsheets,
sheets,sides,
sides,/ /in.;
in.;back,
back, in.;
in.;
crown,
crown, a in.; tube, 4, in.; water
water space,
space, front,
front, 44 ins.;
ins.; sides,
sides,3i3iins.; back,
back, 44 ins.
ins.
Heating surface—Fire
surface—Fire box,
box, 162
162 sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;total,
total,2,878.75
2,878.75sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;grate
grate
area, 45.1
sq.
ft.
45.1 sq. ft.
Driving wheels—Dia.
wheels—Dia. outside,
outside, 79
79 ins.
ins.;;journals,
journals,8-ixio/
8-ixio/ins.
ins.
Wheel base—Driving,
base—Driving, 66 ft.
ft. 10
10 ins.;
ins.; rigid,
rigid,14
14ft.
ft.10
10ins.;
ins.;total
totalenengine,
gine, 26
26 ft.
ft. 81
81 ins.; total
total engine
engine and
and tender,
tender,53
53ft.
ft.91
91ins.
ins.
Weight—On
Weight—On driving
driving wheels,
wheels, 85,790
85,790lbs;
lbs;on
ontruck,
truck,front,
front,39,480
39,480
lbs,; on
on carrying
carrying wheels,
wheels, 43,38o
43,38olbs,
lbs,
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GRAND TRUNK
TRUNK RAILWAY
RAILWAY CROSS
CROSS COMPOUND.
GRAND

Through the courtesy of Mr. W. D. Robb, superintendent of
motive power of the Grand Trunk Railway, we
we are
are enabled
enabled to
to
present to our readers on page 535
535 aa very
very good
good example
exampleof
offreight
freight
power which has been built in the Point St. Charles shops
shops of
of the
the
Grand Trunk system.
The engine is a mogul, or 2-6-0 engine, as will be seen from
the illustration, and is a cross
cross compound
compound of
of the
the "Richmond"
"Richmond"type.
type.
The cylinders are 221 and 35x26 ins. and the driving wheels are
63 ins. in diameter. The valves are piston
piston on
on some
some of
of this
this class
class
and slide on others, and the usual
usual indirect
indirect motion
motion is
is used.
used.The
The
springs are all underhung and the main driver
driver is
is the
the only
only pair
pair of
of
wheels without flanges. The adhesive
adhesive weight
weight is
is about
about 140,744
140,744lbs.,
lbs.,
while the total weight of the machine
machine is
is 163,704
163,704 lbs.
lbs. The
The weight
weight
of the tender is about 130,856 lbs., thus giving aa total
total weight
weight in
in
working order of 294,56o lbs.
lbs.

American Locomo
Locomotive
Co., Bu
Builders.
American
tive Co.,
ilders.
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The Schenectady shops
shops of
of the
the American
American Locomotive
LocomotiveCompany
Company
have recently supplied
supplied the
the Delaware,
Delaware, Lackawanna
Lackawanna&
&Western
Westernwith
with
fast freight power in the shape of some
some 2-6-o
2-6-o engines.
engines. They
They weigh
weigh
each about 140,000 lbs., and are classified by the
the builders
builders as
as 260-140
260-140
type, as are shown on page
page 537.
537.
The cylinders are 2oix26 and
and the
the diameter
diameter of
of the
the driving
driving
wheels amounts to 63 ins.
ins. All
All wheels
wheels are
are flanged.
flanged.The
Thepony
ponytruck
truck
and the leading driver are equalized
equalized together,
together, and
and the
the two
two rear
rear
drivers are also equalized together.
together. The
The calculated
calculated tractive
tractive effort
effort
of this engine with
the boiler
boiler is
is about
about
with 200 lbs. steam pressure in the
29,500 lbs. The engine is simple, with Allen-Richardson
balanced
Allen-Richardson balanced
valves, actuated by indirect
indirect motion.
motion. The
The cross
cross head
head is
isof
ofthe
thetwotwoguide bar type and has aa lip
cut
on
each
side
lip cut on each side of
of the
the upper
upperguide,
guide,so
so
that outside of
of guide
guide and
and cross-head
cross-head side
sideare
areflush.
flush.The
Thepiston
piston
rod is not secured
secured to
to the
the cross
cross head
head by
by key,
key,but
buthas
hasaashoulder
shoulderon
on
the rod drawn up tightly
tightly with
with aa couple
couple of
of nuts.
nuts.
The boiler is of the
the straight-top
straight-top variety,
variety, with
with wide
widefire
firebox.
box.
The diameter
of
the
diameter of the first
first ring
ring is
is 66i
66iins.
ins.The
Thefire
firebox
boxhas
hasaagrate
grate
area of 53.43 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. The
The heating
heating surface
surface isis2,342.2
2,342.2sq.
sq.ft.
ft.in
inall,
all,the
the
fire box giving 166.2
166.2 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. The
The tubes,
tubes, which
which are
are 310
310 in
innumber,
number,
are 13 ft. 6 ins, long
long and
and contain
contain 2,176
2,176 sq.
sq. ftft of
of heating
heatingsurface.
surface.
The crown
crown and
and roof
roof sheets
sheetsare
arelevel
leveland
andthe
theback
backsheet
sheetisisperpenperpen-
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MOGUL FOR THE LACKAWANNA.

0

PASSENGER MOGUL ENGINE.

The illustration on page 539 is a Mogul passenger engine recently turned out of the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Quebec
& Lake St. John Railway. The cylinders are 14 and 24 by 26 ins.,

Baldwin Loco
MO GUL PASSENGER ENGINEFO R Q. & L. ST. J. R V.

dicular, and the staying is radial. The fire door has curved and
flat lines in its contour. The sides are made each with 6 ins. radius,
and the bottom upon which the scoop rests when delivering coal is
flat, while the upper edge of the door is arched, with a 221-in.
radius.
The tender has an ordinary U-shaped tank, which holds 6,000
U. S. gallons of water. The tender weighs, empty, 49,400 lbs., and
is carried on two diamond arch-bar trucks. There are two main
reservoirs for air. Ten tons of coal is carried.
A few of the principal dimensions are here given for reference:
General dimensions—Weight in working order, 16i,000 lbs.; weight
on drivers, 140,000 lbs.; weight engine and tender in working
order, 280,400 lbs.; wheel base, driving, is ft.; wheel base,
total, 23 ft. to ins.; wheel base, total, engine and tender, 52 ft.
54 ins.
Cylinders-2ox26 ins.; size of steam ports, 183(11 ins.; size of
exhaust ports, 18x3 ins.; size of bridges, II ins.
—Valves—Allen-Richardson; greatest travel, 53 ins.; outside lap,
in.; inside clearance, A in.; lead of valves in full gear, itt in.;
lead, in. at 6-in, cut off.
Wheels—Dia. of driving wheels outside of tire, 63 ins.; engine truck
wheels, steel-tired spoke, tire 2i ins.
Boiler—Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box, f, j.
14 ins.; fire box, length, to2t ins.; fire box, width, 75+ ins.;
fire box, depth, front, 631 ins.; back, 563 ins.; fire-box plates,
thickness, sides, in.; back, 4 in.; crown, in.; tube sheet, A
in.; fire box, water space, 4 ins. front ; 3;- ins. sides; 33 ins.
back ; fire box, crown staying, radial; tubes, gauge, No. 12
B. W. G.; tubes, number, 310; tubes, dia., 2 ins.; heating surface, tubes, 2,176.00 sq. ft.; heating surface, fire box, 166.2
sq. ft.; heating surface, total, 2,342.2 sq. ft.; grate surface,
53.43 sq. ft.
Tender—Weight, empty, 49,40o lbs.; wheel base; 16 ft. 93 ins.;
'S
000'9 "dE3 n.reM I slaturella pa4s
`3LIIEJJ
gals.; coal cap., to tons.

vc Wt.rks, Bu ilders.
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and the driving wheels are 57 ins. outside diameter. The boiler is
64 ins. diameter at the smallest ring and is made to carry working
pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch. There are 1876.4 square
feet of heating surface and 3E6 square feet of grate area. The total
weight of the engine is 145,230 lbs., of which 120,010 Ibs. are on the
driving wheels.
R17 TLAND 4-6-0 ENGINE.

The engine illustrated on page 541 was built at the Manchester
shops of the American Locomotive Company for the Rutland Railroad.
The cylinders are 2ox26 ins., the diameter of the drivers are
69 ins., they carry 118,030 lbs. and the working pressure is 200 lbs.
The theoretical tractive effort which this machine can exert is about
25,600 lbs. The ratio of adhesive weight to tractive power is 4.6.
The valve motion here is direct, as the rocker arms are both turned
down and the transmission bar passes up over the axle of the leading driver. The springs are all underhung, carried by hangers,
which are hooked over and rest on top of the boxes. Safety hangers
surround both equalizers.
The boiler is one of the extension wagon-top style and carries
the dome on the first circular sheet, which is 72 ins. in diameter;
the gusset sheet reduces the diameter of the boiler to 61 ins. at the
front end. The total heating surface is 2,446 sq. ft., and there are
30 sq. ft. of grate surface. The "Perfection" smoke consumers are
used on these engines.
Some of the more important dimensions are subjoined:

1

VALVES.

Valves, piston type, inside admission.
Greatest travel, 6 ins.; outside lap, I in.
Inside lap, in. clearance. Lead in full gear, o in.
WHEELS, ETC.

Dia. and length of driving journals, 9 ins. x II ins.
Engine truck, journals, 6 ins. dia. x II ins.

C. E. Cleaver, Supt. Motive Power.

DIMENSIONS.

Weight in working order, 155,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers, 118,0oo lbs.
Weight engine and tender in working order, 271,400 lbs.
Wheel base, driving, 14 ft. Io ins.
Wheel base, total, 25 ft. To ins.
Wheel base, total, engine and tender, 56 ft. 3 ins.

TEN-wHae r, PA SSENG ER ENGI NE FOR TH E RUTL AN D RAIL ROAD,
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American Locontotive Co., Builders

540

Bort.pt.
and
Thickness of plates-in barrel and outside of fire box, f ,
ins.
Fire box, length, io8 ins.; width, 41 ins.; depth, front, 761 ins.;
back, 64-1 ins.; plates, thickness, sides, 1 in.; back, is in.;
crown in.; tube sheet, 1 in.; water space, 41 and 5 in. front,
31 and 4 in. sides, 31 and 41 in. back.
Tubes, iron, No. i i gauge; number, 3T2 ; dia., 2 ins. Length over
tube sheets, 168 ins.
Heating surface, tubes, 2,273.47 sq. ft.
Heating surface, fire box, 172.85 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total, 2,446.32 sq. in.

READING SUBURBAN ENGINE.

The illustration on page 543 shows a heavy suburban locomotive built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, of which road Mr. S. F. Prince, Jr., is
the superintendent of motive power and rolling equipment.
The engine has 20x24 ins. cylinders and the driving wheels
measure 6I,t ins. outside tires. The tank and coal box are carried
on a rear projection of the main frame, and the wheel arrangement
therefore makes it a type. The reverse lever, unlike those in
general use, is one which in text books on elementary mechanics
would be called a lever of the first class. That is, the fulcrum is
situated at some point between where the power is applied and
where the resistance acts. This gives a backward motion to the
reach rod when the lever is thrown forward. The reach rod, however, passes beneath the level of the lower frame bar and operates
a tumbling-shaft arm which hangs down from above. This arrangement compensates for the backward motion of the reach rod
in this ease and lowers the links so that, when the reverse lever is
thrown forward, the engine moves ahead in conformity with usual
practice. When the reverse lever is thrown back, the links are
raised and the valve gear is operated by the back-up eccentrics.
The main drivers are the only wheels not flanged. The springs
are on top of the boxes and the pony truck and leading driver are
equalized together, and the main and trailing drivers are also
equalized together.
The boiler is 66 ins. diameter at the smoke-box end and is of
the wagon-top type. There are in it altogether 1,981.8 sq. ft. of

PH ILADEL PHIA & READING 2- 6 4 FOR SUB URBAN TRA FFIC.
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heating surface, of which the tubes give 1,825.5 sq. ft. The grate
area is 68.5 sq. ft. and the fuel is anthracite buckwheat. There are
447 tubes 9 ft. long, diameter ag ins. The auxiliary dome carrying
the pop safety valves is so placed as to require the whistle, which
has a long top, to be set at an agle in order not to stand above the
level of the top of the smoke stack.
The tank has a capacity of 3,000 U. S. gallons, and the fuel
space will hold 7,500 lbs. of the kind of coal used. The total weight
of the machine is 201,700 lbs., the drivers carrying 120,860 lbs
There are 19,120 lbs. on the pony truck in front and 61,72o lbs. on
the rear truck. The steam pressure carried is 200 lbs., and th
calculated tractive effort is about 26,500 lbs.
A few of the principal dimensions are appended for reference:
Cylinder-2ox24
Boiler—Dia., 66 ins.; thickness of sheets, pO- in. and in.; working pressure, 200 lbs.
Fire box—Length, 94 ins.; width, 105 ins.; depth, front, 591 ins.
back, 46 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides,
in.; back,
in.
crown, I in.; tube,
in.; water space, front, 3 ins.; sides,
31 ins.; back, 3i ins.
Tubes—Number, 447; dia., 1 ins.; length, 9 ft. o in.
Heating surface—Fire box, 156.3 sq. ft.; tubes, 1,825.5 sq. ft.; tota 1,
1,981.8 sq. ft. ; grate area, 68.5 sq. ft.
Driving wheels—Dia. outside, 611 ins.; journals, main, 81x12 ins.
Engine truck wheels, front—Dia., 30 ins.; journals, 6x12 ins.; back,
dia., 33 ins.; journals, 6x12 ins.
Wheel base—Rigid, 12 ft. 6 ins.; total, engine, 30 ft. 9 ins.
Weight—On driving wheels, 120,860 lbs.; on truck, front, 19,120
lbs.; on truck, back, 61,720 lbs.; total engine, 201,70o lbs.

FAST PASSENGER

4 -6- 2

FOR THE C., ST. P., M. & 0.

The Chicago, St. Paul Minneapolis & Omaha Railway, of
which Mr. J. J. Ellis is superintendent of motive power, has recently
received from the Schenectady shops of the American Locomotive
Company some 4-6-2 passenger engines. Our illustration shows
No. 372 as she stands, with steam up, ready to take out her train.
The photograph which is reproduced on page 545 was obtained
through the courtesy of T. W. Teasdale, the general passenger
agent of the road.

CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINN EAPOLIS14O MAHA4,6- 2EXPRESS ENGINH,
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The engine is simple, with cylinders 21x26
The
21x26 ins.,
ins., and
and the
the driving
driving
wheels are 75 ins. in diameter.
Weight of the engine is 192,000 lbs., of which 130,000 lbs. are
on the drivers, 32,000 on carrying wheels, and 30,000
30,000 on
on truck.
truck.
The boiler is 64 ins. in diameter and has 275 flues
2i
flues ;; each
each flue
flue is
is 2i
ins. in diameter and 20
20 ft. long. The fire box is go ins. long by
by
75 ins. wide and has a total heating surface of
of 3,425
3,425 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. The
The
wheel base of this engine is 32 ft.
ft. 44 ins.
ins. ;; of
of engine
engine and
and tender,
tender,
59 ft. 6 ins.; the total length
of
engine
and
length of engine and tender,
tender,65
65ft.
ft.The
Thetender
tender
carries 13 tons of coal and 6,200 gallons of water.
water. Total
Total weight
weight
of engine and tender is 242,000 lbs., and including coal
coal and
and water
water
320,000 lbs. These engines are of the
the new
new 4-6-2
4-6-2 type
type and
and are
are
capable of maintaining a high
high rate
rate of
of speed.
speed. They
They were
wereespecially
especially
designed for getting up speed quickly in
in leaving
leaving stations.
stations. The
The
total weight of the Northwestern Limited
Limited Chicago
Chicago train,
train, pulled
pulled by
by
these engines, not including engine, is 410 tons.
tons.
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The engine illustrated on page 547 was built by the
The
the Baldwin
Baldwin
Locomotive Works for
for the
the Long
Long Island
Island Railroad,
Railroad, and
andreflects
reflectsthe
the
ideas of Philip Wallis, superintendent of motive
ideas
motive power
power of
of the
the
road.
road.
The engine is simple, with
with cylinders
cylinders 21x28
21x28 ins.
ins. The
The driving
driving
wheels measure 51 ins. outside
outside tires.
tires. The
The weight
weight of
of the
the whole
whole
machine is 165,o8o
165,o8o lbs.,
lbs., and
and itit is
is capable
capable of
ofexerting
exertingaatractive
tractive
effort of 41,I60 lbs. The ratio
ratio of
of tractive
tractive force
force to
to adhesive
adhesive weight
weight
is as I is to 3.47, the weight on the drivers
drivers being
being 143.080
143.080 lbs.
lbs. The
The
driving-wheel base of this engine is 14 ft.
ft. 66 ins.,
ins., and
and only
only the
the front
front
and rear drivers are flanged.
flanged. The
The total
total wheel
wheel base
base of
of the
the engine
engineisis
22
22 ft. 9 ins. The pistons drive on the t-hird
•t.hirdpair
pairof
ofwheels
wheelsand
andthe
the
eccentrics
eccentrics are
are placed
placed on
on the
theaxle
axleof
ofthe
thepair
pairahead.
ahead.In
Inorder
ordertoto
make the eccentric
eccentric rods
rods of
of sufficient
sufficient length,
length, the
thelinks
linksare
arecarried
carried
beyond the
rocker
and
a
short-transmission
bar
runs
from
the rocker and a short-transmission bar runs fromlink
link
block
back
block back to
to rocker.
rocker. The
The valve
valvegear
gearisisthe
theusual
usualindirect
indirecttype
type
and the valves
valves are
are the
the ordinary
ordinary balanced
balancedslide.
slide.
The boiler
is
of
the
straight-top
boiler is of the straight-top variety
variety with
withwide
widefire
firebox.
box.
The outside
diameter
of
the
first
course
is
72
ins.
The
back
outside diameter of the first course is 72 ins. The backsheet
sheet
is
is 84,3c
84,3c ins.
ins. high,
high, and
and the
the hood
hood for
forthe
theprotection
protectionof
ofthe
thefireman
fireman
is bated
flat
down
upon
the
roof
sheet.
The
bated flat down upon the roof sheet. Theheight
heightof
ofthe
thecrown
crown
sheet
ar©
sheet is
is such
such as
as to
toleave
leaveplenty
plentyofofsteam
steamroom
roomabove
aboveit.it.There
There
aro
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CALEDONIAN EXPRESS ENGINE.

The engraving on page 549
549 shows
shows the
the latest
latest style
style of
ofexpress
express
locomotive designed by Mr.
Mr. John
John F.
F. McIntosh,
McIntosh, locomotive
locomotivesupersuperintendent of the Caledonian
Caledonian Railway
Railway of
of Scotland.
Scotland.This
Thisisisan
an
enlargement of the
the "Dunalistair"
"Dunalistair" class
class of
of express
expressengine,
engine,which
which
proved one of the most efficient locomotives
locomotives ever
ever put
put in
in service
service in
in
the British Isles,
Isles, and
and which
which brought
broughtthe
thedesigner
designerinternational
international
celebrity. This engine is called the "Bredalbane"
"Bredalbane" class,
class, and
and has
has been
been
making an excellent
excellent record
record in
in pulling
pullingheavy
heavyexpress
expresstrains.
trains.
The new engines
directors to cope single
the directors
engines are
are intended
intended by
by the
single
handed with the increasing
increasing loads
loads of
of the
the West
West Coast
Coast expresses
expressesover
over
the heavy mountain
mountain grades
grades of
of their
theirmain
mainline.
line.They
Theyhave
havebeen
beengiven
given
very powerful
powerful dimensions,
dimensions, as
as will
will be
be seen
seenfrom
fromthe
thefigures
figuresgiven
given
below. The new engines,
engines, which
which are
are of
of the
the four-coupled
four-coupled with
with leadleading bogie
; the
bogie type,
type, have
have driving
drivingwheels
wheels66ft.
ft.66ins.
ins.inindiameter
diameter;
the
cylinders are 19x26
19x26 ins.,
ins., and
and are
are supplied
suppliedwith
withsteam
steamby
byaaboiler
boiler
having 1,600
1,600 square
square feet
feet of
of heating
heatingsurface,
surface,and
andsteam
steampressure
pressureofof
200
to the
the inch,
inch, the
the boiler
boiler tubes
tubes being
being269
269in
innumber
numberand
and
200 pounds to

EXPREI SS ENGINE
E NGINE
CCALEIDONLA.N
AL EDONLA.N EXPREISS

33o tubes II ft. 71 ins, long, giving 1,993.2
33o
1,993.2 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. of
of heating
heating sursurface; the fire box gives 192
192 sq.
sq. ft., making a total of 2,185.2
2,185.2 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
The grate area amounts to 70.6 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
The tender has steel frame and trucks having
having boxes
boxes working
working
in jaws with equalizers. The tank holds 5,00o
5,00o gallons
gallons of
of water.
water.
The weight of the engine and tender in
in working
working order
order is
is about
about
265,000 lbs. Some few of the principal dimensions are
are as
as follows
follows ::
Cylinder-2 I x28 ins.
Boiler—Dia.,72
72 ins.;
ins.; thickness
thickness of sheets,
Boiler--Dia.,
sheets,
in.; working pressure,
200 lbs.; fuel, anthracite
anthracite or
orbituminous
bituminous;; staying,
staying,radial.
radial.
Fire box—Length, 1195
1195 ins.;
ins.; width,
width, 851
851 ins.;
ins.;depth,
depth,front,
front,62
62ins.:
ins.:
back, 6o4 ins.; thickness of sheets,
sheets, sides,
sides, in.; back, in.;
crown, in.; tube, in.; water space, front,
front, 44 ins.;
ins.; sides,
sides, 31
31
ins.; back, 3-k ins.
Heating surface—Fire box,
box, 192 sq. ft.; tubes, 1,993.2
1,993.2 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; total,
total,
2,185.2 sq. ft.
ft.
Driving wheels—Dia., outside,
outside, 51
51 ins.;
ins.; journals,
journals, 8xxo
8xxoins.;
ins.;engine
engine
truck wheels, dia., 3o ins.; journals,
journals, 54xio
54xio ins.
ins.
Wheel base—Total engine and
and tender,
tender, 48
48 ft.
ft. iii
iii ins.
ins.
Weight—On driving wheels,
wheels, 143,080
143,080 lbs.;
lbs.; on
on truck,
truck,front,
front,22,000
22,000
lbs. ; total engine, 165,08o
165,08o lbs.
lbs.

Caledonian Railway,
Railway,Builders.
Builders.
Caledonian
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John
tosh, Supt.
John F.
F. McIn
McIntosh,
Supt.Motive
Motive Power.
Power.
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The illustration of the locomotive shown on page 551 is a Vanclain 4-cylinder compound, built at the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for the D. & R. G. R. R.
The idea in ordering these Vauclain engines, was that the compound feature with its economical use of steam would enable the operating department to dispense with the use of pushing engines,
which, considering the character of the road operated, practically
amounted to double heading each train half way over the division,
and then returning a light engine to one of the division termini.
The passenger engine here illustrated has cylinders 15 and
26x26 ins, 63-in. drivers, 68-in. boiler, and a total weight of 29o,coo
lbs. The air pump, though placed on the right side, is well forward
and the air cylinder is slightly below the level of the running board.
The blow-off cock is placed in the bottom of the boiler barrel as close
to the smoke box as it can be, and its discharge pipe comes out
beside the yoke plate. The arrangement of the driving springs
is interesting. The leading wheel carries its spring on a saddle
in the usual way. The second spring is placed between the main
and rear drivers, and bears upward against the lower frame bar.
the hangers from this spring terminate in a pair of levers, independently pivoted on the pin used to suspend the driver brake. The
rear spring, which is semi-elliptical like the others, is placed below
the top frame bar, behind the trailing wheel. All the driving wheels
of this engine are flanged. A few of the principal dimensions are
here given:

N. Mertshe inier, Supt Mot

BALDWIN TEN-WHEEL ENGINE FOR THE DENVER & RIO GRANDE.

BAL DWIN TEN- WHE E I, LOCOMOTIVEVOR THEDENVER &RIOGRANDE.

ft. 7 ins. in length. The engines weigh 125,800 pounds, of which
8o,000 are on the driving wheels. The tender runs on a pair of
four-wheeled bogies, and carried 5 tons of coal and 4,125 gallons
of water, the weight being 45 long tons, or the total weight of
engine and tender 226,600 pounds. The special fitments include
McIntosh's patent gauge protectors, steam-saving devices, steam
train-heating and Westinghouse brakes, while special arrangements
include the concealment of all pipes, brake rods, etc., so as to make
the engine look as symmetrical as possible; and this, combined with
the Caledonian well-known blue, black and white colors, and the
company's coat-of-arms on the tenders and splashers, gives the new
engines a fine appearance.

Loroma tiv
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flEIldwin
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Cylinders, 15i
15i and
and 26x26
26x26 ins.
ins. Valve,
Valve, balanced
balancedpiston.
piston.
Cylinders,
BOILER.
BOILER.

Type, wagon
wagon top.
top. Dia.,
Dia., 68
68ins.
ins.Staying,
Staying,radial.
radial.
Type,
ins.
Thickness
of
sheets,
I
and
ins.
and
I
sheets,
of
Thickness
it
it
Working pressure,
pressure, 210
210 lbs.
lbs. Fuel,
Fuel, soft
softcoal.
coal.
Working
FIRE BOX.
BOX.
FIRE
7.7. Cd

Cd

Width, 41
41 ins.
ins.
Material, steel.
steel. Length,
Length, 121
121 ins. Width,
Material,
front, 8o
8o ins.;
ins.; back,
back, 681
681 ins.
ins.
Depth, front,
space, front,
front, 4-.1
4-.1 ins.
ins. ;; sides,
sides,44ins.;
ins.;back,
back,44ins.
ins.
Water space,
TUBES.
TUBES.

Dia., 2 ins. Length,
Length, 13
13 ft.
ft. 88 ins.
ins.

Total
Grate area,
area, 34.4
34.4 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.

ft.
2,614 sq. ft.
DRIVING
WHEELS.
DRIVING WHEELS.

Dia., outside, 63 ins.
ins. Journals,
Journals, 91x12
91x12 ins.
ins.
ENGINE
TRUCK WHEELS.
WHEELS.
ENGINE TRUCK

Dia., 3o ins. Journals, 6x12
6x12 ins.
ins.
WHEEL
BASE.
WHEEL BASE.

Driving, 13 ft. 6 ins.
ins.
Total engine, 24 ft. 10 ins.
ins.
Total engine and tender,
tender, 53
53 ft.
ft. Li
Li ins.
ins.

WEIGHT.
WEIGHT.

On driving wheels
On truck, front

131,500 lbs.
47,140 lbs.

Total engine
Total engine and tender,
tender, 290.000
290.000 lbs.
lbs.

178,640 lbs.

C.
ATLANTIC TYPE ENGINE.
0. ATLANTIC
& 0.
C. &

The
The illustration of the Atlantic type shown on page 553 is of
very recent date, and was built by the American
American Locomotive
Locomotive ComCompany, at their Schenectady shops, for the
the Chesapeake
Chesapeake &
& Ohio
OhioRailRailroad.
cylinders, 72-in.
72-in.
road. This engine is simple, with 21x26-in. cylinders,
drivers,
and weighs 173,000 lbs. There are 93,000 lbs. on the drivers
drivers, and
under
the traction
traction increaser,
increaser,which
whichisissimsimunder ordinary circumstances ; the
ilar
about 12,000
12,000 tbs.
tbs.
that used on the New York Central, will put about
to that
ilar to

.1V%
Supt. Motive
Power.
Walsh, Supt.
Motive Power.
.1 V% Walsh,

sq. ft.
ft.
196 sq.
sq.ft.
2,418 sq.ft.

ENGINE.
C.
TYPE EXPR
ESS E
EXPRESS
N GINE.
A TL ANTIC TYPE
TE S T ATLANTIC
LATEST
&U.
C. &
U. LA

HEATING SURFACE.
SURFACE.
HEATING

Fire box
Tubes

TWENTIETH CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.

additional on the driving wheels. The engine has piston valves, and
the cast-steel valve rod extension bar passes up over the forward
driving axle in an easy curve and terminates in a rocker, with arms
hanging down, so that the engine has therefore direct-connected
valve motion. The cross head is of the two-guide bar type and is
secured to the piston rod by a nut. The fire box is, of course, of
the wide type for bituminous coal, and the total heating surface is
3,505 sq. ft.
A few of the principal dimensions are as follows :

win Locomotive Works, Builders.
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CYLINDERS.

of cylinders, 21x26 ins.
Dia, of piston rod, 31 ins:
Size

VALVES.

Greatest travel of piston valves, 6 ins.
Outside lap of piston valves, 1 in.
Inside clearance,
Lead of valves in full gear, line and line, 1-2- in. lead at 6-in. cut off.
WHEELS, ETC.

Dia. of driving wheels outside of tire, 72 ins.
Dia. and length of driving journals, 94- ins. dia. x 12 ins.
BOILER.

Working pressure, 200 lbs.
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box, 4, /, and x in.
Fire box, length, 96-1 ins. Fire box, width, 754 ins.
Fire box, depth, 8oi ins. F.; 69 ins. B.
Fire box, plates, thickness, sides, A in.; back, g in.; crown, g in.;
tube sheet, 1 in.
Fire box, water space, 4x5 ins. front, 3-4-x51 ins. sides, 31x41 ins.
hack.
Tubes, number, 396. Tubes, dia., 2 ins.
Tubes, length over tube sheets, 16 ft.
Heating surface, tubes, 3,298.08 sq. ft.
Heating surface, water tubes, 27.09 sq. ft.
•

aters, Mechan icalSuperin ien de

Gauge, 4 ft. 9 ins. Fuel, bituminous coal.
Weight in working order, 173,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers, 93,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving, 7 ft.
Wheel base, rigid, 16 ft. 6 ins.
Wheel base, total, 27 ft. 6 ins.

BAL DWI N 2-8-o BOB THE INTER NACIO N&LMEXICANO.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

BALDWIN 2-8-0 FOR THE INTERNACIONAL MEXICANO.

The Mexican International received some simple consolidation
engines from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, at Philadelphia,
shown on page 555. The cylinders are 22X28 ins., the valves are
balanced slide, and the diameter of the driving wheels is 57 ins.
The boiler is a straight-top one and is 74 ins. at the smoke-box
end. The pressure carried is 200 lbs. The tubes are 365 in number,
and are 15 ft. I in. long. The heating surface is made up as follows:
Fire box, 163 sq. ft.; tubes. 2,864.5 sq. ft.; fire-brick tubes, 25.3 sq.
ft., making a total of 3,052.8 sq. ft. The grate area is 54.3 sq. ft.
The weight on the drivers is 169,500 lbs.; the weight of the
engine is 185,750 lbs.; that of the engine and tender is about 336,000
lbs. The tender is of the Vanderbilt type and the cylindrical tank
holds 8,000 gallons. The calculated tractive effort of this machine
is about 40,400 lbs., and the ratio of tractive effort to adhesive weight
is as 1 is to 4.19.

CONSOLIDATION ENGINE FOR NORWEGIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

The 8-wheel connected locomotive illustrated on page 557 is
one of a number constructed at the Swiss works of Winterthur for
the Norwegian State railroads and to the general conditions laid
down by Henri Paul Hoff, the chief engineer of motive power.
They are the largest and heaviest freight engines yet constructed
for Norway, and embody several original features in their construction. There are two compound cylinders, working in single expansion at the will of the engineer by means of a connection between the reversing gear and a special live-steam valve, and in
such manner that with all cut offs beyond 70 per cent. of the piston
stroke this valve is opened automatically, whereas at lesser cut offs
it is closed by the reversing gear, and the machine then works compound. This device is an adaptation upon a well-known system, by
the works of Winterthur, and appears to be very efficient in service.
The slide valves are Von Borries', balanced; the valve gear,
Walschaerts'; the pistons are prolonged through the front covers

NORWEG IAN CONSOLIDATION E N GINE.

Heating surface, fire box, 180.7 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total, 3,505.87 sq. ft.
Grate surface, 50.32 sq. ft.

Swiss Works, Win ter hu r, Builders.
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Henri Paul Hoff, Chief o f Mot ive Power.
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ti
ti

Loco motive
America n Locomotive
American

to mitigate
mitigate grooving
grooving of
of the
the cylinder;
cylinder;all
allthe
thecylinder
cylindercovers
covershave
have
to
valves ;; both
both the
the steam
steamchests
chestsare
arefitted
fittedwith
withair
airvalves,
valves,and
and
safety valves
receiver has
has aa combined
combined air
air and
and relief
reliefvalve;
valve;oiling
oilingof
ofthe
thevalves
valves
the receiver
pistons is
is done
done by
by aa force
forcepump.
pump.
and pistons
The whole of
of the
the motion
motion and
and valve
valve gear
gear is
is designed
designed with
with the
the
end
of
obtaining
great
lightness
with
a
maximum
of
strength.
All
All
strength.
of
maximum
a
with
lightness
great
end of obtaining
the bearings
bearings are
are ample
ample and
and well
well proportioned
proportionedand
andthe
thevalve
valvemovemovethe
ment
is
specially
devised
to
avoid
torsional
strains.
The
blast
pipe
pipe
blast
The
strains.
torsional
avoid
to
ment specially devised
has
a
'fixed
nozzle
and
the
smoke
arch
has
the
American
form
ofof
form
American
the
has
arch
has 'fixed nozzle and the smoke
spark
arrester.
The
wheel
springs
have
equalizers
connecting
them
them
connecting
equalizers
have
springs
The wheel
spark
—the balance
balance levers
levers or
or yokes
yokes being
being hung
hung upon
uponthe
theaxle-box
axle-boxcrowns
crowns
—the
in
the
American
way.
The
lateral
play
of
the
second
and
fourth
fourth
and
second
way. The lateral play of the
in the
axles
is
gin.
on
each
side
and
the
driving
pins
of
the
latter
allow,
allow,
latter
the
of
side and the driving pins
axles
of
course,
for
this
movement
in
the
bushes
of
the
connecting
side
side
connecting
the
of
this movement in the bushes
of course,
rods.
The
front
Bissel
truck
allows
a
radial
movement
of
ins.,
2
of
allows a radial movement
rods.
the
recoil
of
the
axle
being
effected
by
means
of
springs
and
of
ininof
and
axle being effected by means of springs
the recoil
clined
planes
on
the
axle
boxes.
the axle boxes.
clined
The inside fire box is rectangular,
rectangular, spreading
spreading outward
outward to
to the
the
foundation
The smoke
smoke box
box is
is not
not circular,
circular,but
butof
ofhorseshoe
horseshoe
foundation ring. The
form,
of room
room for
for cinders.
cinders. ItIt has
has aa clean-out
clean-outpipe
pipe
form, allowing plenty of
below.
below.
The engine is built and finished
finished in
in admirable
admirable style
style and
and with
withaa
first-class
Among these
these are
are two
two automatic
automaticoilers,
oilers,one
one
first-class equipment. Among
speed
safety valves,
valves, three
three Freedman
Freedmaninjectors,
injectors,United
United
speed indicator, two safety
States
pneumatic sanders,
sanders, and
and Westinghouse
Westinghouseair
air
States gland packing, pneumatic
brake.
brake.
The tender is carried upon two 4-wheel trucks
trucks with
with frames
frames of
of
the
pattern.
Norwegian diamond pattern.
the Norwegian

WHEEL
TION..
CONSOLIDATION
E:CONSOLIDA
RIE:
LAKEEERI
& LAKE
NG&
WHEELII NG
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Cylinders,
Cylinders, high pressure, 2I- ins.
Low pressure, 32+ ins.
ins. Stroke,
Stroke, 25i
ins.
2 5 ins.
Wheels,
Wheels, driving, dia., 49-1 ins. Truck, 381 ins.
Driving-wheel
Driving-wheel base, 13 ft. 8 ins.
Weight
Weight on drivers, 68 tons.
Weight
tons.
Weight on pony truck, II tons.
Total
Total weight, 79 tons.
Tender,
Tender, loaded, 38.5 tons.
Boiler
Boiler pressure, 175 lbs.
Tractive
lbs.
25,300 lbs.
Tractive effort, maximum, 25,300

J.
Power.
ive Power.
Mo tive
Suptt Mot
O 'Hear ne, stin
J. F,P.. O'Hearne,

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS, ETC.
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The locomotive illustrated on page 559
559 is
is aa compound
compound conconsolidation engine built by the Pittsburgh shops of
solidation
of the
the American
American
Locomotive Co. The boiler is
is of
of the
the extended
extended wagon-top
wagon-toptype,
type,
having a diameter of 6o ins. at the
front
sheet.
The
the front sheet. The gusset
gussetsheet
sheet
is placed forward of the dome and
and the
the diameter
diameter of
of the
theboiler
boileratatthe
the
throat sheet is 70k ins., which gives
ample
steam
space.
gives ample steam space. A
A noticenoticeable feature about the spring rigging is that
that aa half-elliptic
half-elliptic spring
spring
at the rear of the whole system replaces
the
usual
replaces the usual helical
helical spring
springatat
that point. All the driving wheels are flanged,
flanged, and
and are
are 57
57 ins.
ins. in
in
diameter. The tractive power of these engines is 35,000
35,000 lbs.
lbs. The
The
total weight is 251,700 lbs. Some
Some of
of the
the principal
principal dimensions
dimensionsare
are
as follows:
follows:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
DESCRIPTION.

Type, compound consolidation.
consolidation.
Weight on drivers,
drivers, 146,300
146,300 lbs.
lbs.
Weight on truck wheels,
wheels, 21,100 lbs.
Weight on total,
total, 167,400
167,400 lbs.
lbs.
Weight of tender, loaded, 84,300
84,300 lbs.
lbs.
Weight total of engine
engine and
and tender,
tender, 251,700
251,700 lbs.
lbs.
Tractive power,
power, 35,000
35,000 lbs.
lbs.
DIMENSIONS.
DIMENSIONS.

Wheel base, total
total of
of engine,
engine, 23
23 ft.
ft. To
To ins.
ins.
Wheel base, driving
driving 15
15 ft.
ft. 88 ins.
ins.
Wheel base, total
total of
of engine
engine and
and tender,
tender,52
52ft.
ft. 33 ins.
ins.
Length over all,
all, engine,
engine, 38
38 ft.
ft. 6i
6i ins.
ins.
Length over all,
all, total,
total, engine
engine and
and tender,
tender,62
62ft.
ft.66ins.
ins.
Heating surface,
surface, fire
fire box,
box, 159
159 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
Heating surface,
surface, tubes,
tubes, 1,849
1,849 sq.
sq.ft.
ft.
Heating surface,
surface, total,
total, 2,008
2,008 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
Grate area,
area, 30
30 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
WHEELS
WHEELS AND
AND JOURNALS.
JOURNALS.

Drivers, diameter,
diameter, 57
57 ins.
ins.
Truck wheels,
wheels, diameter,
diameter, 3o
3o ins.
ins.
Journals,
Journals, driving,
driving, 8x1
8x1 II ins.
ins.
Journals,
Journals, engine
engine truck,
truck, skxlo
skxloins.
ins.
Main crank
crank pin,
pin, size,
size, 61)(7
61)(7 ins.
ins.
CYLINDERS.
CYLINDERS.

Cylinders,
Cylinders, diameter,
diameter, 22
22 and
and 33
33 ins.
ins.
Pistons,
Pistons, stroke,
stroke, 28
28 ins.
ins.

THESA
TANDEM
SANTA
DE MFOR
OUTLINE
F BAL
OUTLINES'S'O
OF
BALDWI
DWI N
NTAN
FORTHE
NTA VU

WHEELING & LAKE ERIE.
WHEELING
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Piston, rods, diameter, 4 ins.
Main rod, length, center to center, 123 ins.
Steam ports, length, 18 ins. H. P.; 21 ins. L. P. Width, it ins.
H. P.; 2 ins. L. P.
Exhaust ports, length, 18 ins. H. P.; 21 ins, L. P. Width, 3 ins.
H. P.; 31 L. P.
Bridge, width, 14 ins. L. P.
VALVES.

Type, Richardson balanced.
Greatest travel, 5 ins. H. P. ; 6 ins. L. P.
Outside lap, 1 in. H. P.; in_ L. P.
Inside clearance, in. H. P.; 4. in. L. P.
in. H. P.; -1, in. L. P.
Lead in full gear,
BOILER.

Type, extended wagon top.
Steam test, 220 lbs.
Working pressure, 200 lbs.
Material in barrel, steel, thickness, H- in.
Diameter of barrel at front sheet, 6o ins.
Diameter of barrel at throat sheet, 714 ins.
Diameter at back head, 704 ins.
Seams; horizontal, butt joint, double welted, sextuple riveted.
Seams; circumferential, double riveted.
Thickness of tube sheet, 4. in.
Dome, diameter, 30 ins.
Crown sheet supported by radial stays 14. ins. diameter.
TUBES.

Number, 26o; outside diameter, 2 ins. ; length over tube sheet. 13 ft.
8 ins.
FIRE BOX.
Length, 108 ins.; width. 40+ ins.; depth at front end, 671 ins. ; depth
at back end, 644. ins,
Thickness of sheets, crown,
in.; sides and back, 4. in.; tube, 4. in.
Water space, width, front, sides and back, 4 ins.
-

SMOKE BOX.

Diameter, 611 ins.
Length from tube sheet to end, 64i ins.
OTHER PARTS,

Exhaust nozzle, diameter, 54
Exhaust nozzle, 14. ins. below center line.
Power brakes, Westinghouse American.
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SANTA FE DECAPOD.

The illustrations shown on pages 561, 563 and 565 are those of a
large number df locomotives built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
for the A., T. & S. F. Railway.
Among the noticeable details are the cranes (one on each side )
for handling the high-pressure cylinders should it be necessary to
remove them for repairs or to handle cylinder heads and valves.
These are handy appliances and with the main and side rods now
in use, a similar device for this purpose would be welcomed by
many. It will also be noticed that the cylinders have a slight incline (1 in. in 24), and that the whistle is on its side to save head
room.
The tractive power figures up to 62,593 lbs. The leading
dimensions are as follows :
High-pressure cylinders, 19x32
Low-pressure cylinders, 32x32 ins.
Boiler diameter, 781 ins., staying, radial.
Fire box, length, 108 ins.; width, 78 ins.
Tubes, iron; number, 463; diameter, 21 ins.; length, 190 ins.
Heating surface, fire box, 210.3 sq. ft.
Tubes, 5,155.8 sq. ft.
Fire-brick tubes, 23.9 sq. ft.
Total, 5,390 sq. ft.
Grate area, 58.5 sq. ft.
Driving wheel, diameter, 57 ins.
Journals, 11x12 ins., others 10x12 ins.
Engine truck wheels, diameter, 291 ins.
Journals, 6ixTol ins.
Wheel base, driving, zo ft. 4 ins.
Total engine, 29 ft. 10 ins..
Total engine and tender, 59 ft. 6 ins.
Weight on driving wheels, 237,800 lbs.
On truck, 30,000 lbs.
Total engine, 267,800 lbs.
Tank, capacity, 7,000 gals.
Tender wheels, diameter, 341 ins.
Journals, 5x9 ins.
ATLANTIC TYPE EXPRESS ENGINE, BIG FOUR.

The illustration of a locomotive on page 567 represents one of
a class of heavy express locomotives built for the Big Four by the

)L1
cc

1

CYLINDE RS AND VALVE S OFBALDWINTANDEM FOR THESAN TA FE.
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GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Weight in working order, 186,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers, ioo,Dx ■ Ibs.
Weight engine and tender in working order, 310,000 lbs. Wheel
base, engine, 28 ft. 5 ins.
Wheel base, total, engine and tender, 55 ft. 31 ins.
CYLINDERS.

Size, 200(26 ins. Size of steam ports, iix2o ins.
Size of exhaugt ports, 6.5 ins. Size of bridges, 3 ins.

A TLA NTICT YP E K NGINB FOR BI GPO UR ROAD.

American Locomotive Co. at the Brooks Works, that possess several
interesting features.
The cylinders are 2oix26 ins., the drivers are 78 ins, in diameter, and ioo,000 lbs. rest upon them. The total weight of the engine
itself is 186,000 lbs. The diameter of the boiler at the first ring is
70i ins. and the tender capacity is Jo tons of coal and 6,000 gallons
of water.
A feature of the design which at once strikes the eye, is the modified Davis counterbalance in the driving wheels.
The valves are of the piston type, and the motion is direct. The
cross heads are of the two-guide bar type, keyed to the piston rod.
The upper guide has a projecting rib running centrally along its
under side, which engages with a corresponding groove in the upper
side of the cross head.
The spring hangers on the carrying wheel springs are of cast
steel, hook shaped in section, with side plates. These grip the ends
of the springs, as a man might grip a bar above his head with his
fingers, but without using his thumbs. The hangers on the other
springs are U-shaped steel castings, which pass up the sides and
over the top of the spring ends, having each a transverse rib which
takes the place of the gib usually employed, and fitting into a corresponding depression in the spring. All these hangers have the property of giving free motion, without the spring ends being cut or
slotted in any way.
The boiler, which carries 200 lbs. pressure, tapers gradually
toward the front end. The carrying truck presents a neat appearance, as the axle box is inside the frame, and the wheels are 51 ins, in
diameter. The truck is radial, and has a spring self-centering device, which allows for easy adjustment on curves, and positive return on tangents. The proportioning of the whole machine is good,
and its appearance is pleasing. The tractive effort is about 23,800 lbs.
Some of principal dimensions are as follows:

Ame rican Locomotive Co., Bui lders.
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W. Garstang. „Supt. Motive Power,
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Valves, piston. Outside lap, Ii ins.
Lead in full gear,* in.

Total
Grate surface, 51.66 sq. ft.

3.340

CHICAGO& L ALTON"PA CIFIC "TYPE EX PR ESSENGINE.

BOILER.

Style, radial stayed, wagon top.
Outside dia. of first rings, lot ins.
Working pressure, 200 lbs. Fire box, length, 97 ins.; width, 76 ins.;
depth, front, 78.1 ins.; back, 691 ins.
Fire box plates, thickness, sides, in.; back, in.; crown, in.;
tube sheet, in. Fire box, water space, front, 4 ins.; sides, 3.
ins.; back, 3-i ills.
Tubes, gauge, No. II, B. W. G.; number, 380; dia., 2 ins.; length
over tube sheets, 16 ft. in.
3,164.96 sq. ft.
Heating surface, tubes
175.1 sq. ft
Heating surface, fire box

Ba ldwin Locomottve Works,

1311

WHEELS, ETC.

Dia. of driving wheels outside of tire, 78 ins.
Material of driving wheel centers, cast steel.
Tire held by shrinkage and retaining rings.
Dia. and length of driving journals, 91x12 ins.
Dia. and length of main crank pin journals, 647(7 ins.
Dia. and length of side rod crank pin journals, 7x41 ins.

sq ft.

CHICAGO & ALTON 4 6 2 PASSENGER ENGINE.

The engine shown on page 569, which is one of the most powerful passenger engines ever built, was turned out of the Baldwin
Works for the Chicago & Alton Railroad. The engine has cylinders
22x28 ins. and driving wheels 73 ins. diameter. A pressure of 220
lbs. per square inch is carried on the boiler, and the tractive power
is 34,700 lbs., with a ratio of 4.08 of adhesion.
The motion of the engine is indirect, the transmission bar
being arched over the leading driving axle, with bolt and filler
underneath. Piston valves are used. The cab is lighted in the
ordinary way with ample window for the engineer, and above in
the sloping roof there is what may be called a dormer window on
each side. The tender carries 9 tons of coal and 8,400 gallons of
water, and is built up high after the manner of many of the Alton
passenger tenders. This locomotive furnishes a good example of

otive Pow er.

-

A. L. Humphrey, Supt.

-

ROGERS CONSOLIDATION FOR THE T. & 0. C. RAILWAY.

The heavy 2-8-0 engine
engine shown
shown on
on page
page 571
571isisone
oneof
oftwenty
twenty
received by the Toledo & Ohio
Ohio Central
Central Railway
Railway from
from the
the Rogers
Rogers
Locomotive Works at Paterson, N. J. These
These engines
engines are
are simple
simple
with
cylinders
2ox26
ins.
The
driving
wheels
are
54
ins, in
in
ins,
54
are
with cylinders 2ox26 ins. The driving wheels
diameter and there is 133,000 pounds
pounds resting
resting upon
upon them.
them. The
The total
total
weight of the machine is 15o,000
15o,000 pounds.
pounds. With
With 180
180 pounds
poundssteam
steam
pressure, the calculated tractive
tractive force
force which
which can
can be
be exerted
exertedisisabout
about
29,500 pounds, and the ratio of adhesive
adhesive weight
weight to
to tractive
tractive force
force
is 4.5. The leading pair of drivers are equalized with
with the
the pony
pony
truck, and the three rear drivers
drivers are
are equalized
equalized together
togetherwith
withcoil
coil
springs in front and rear and semi-elliptic
semi-elliptic springs
springs placed
placedbetween
between
the wheels and between the frame bars. The second
second driver
driver is
is the
the
only one not flanged. The valve motion
motion is
is indirect,
indirect, the
the transmission
transmission
bar here takes the form of an arched steel casting, with
with bolt
bolt and
and
filler below the axle of the second
second driver.
driver.
The boiler has a Belpaire fire
fire box
box and
and tapers
tapers from
fromdome
dometo
to
smoke
The pop
pop valves
valves are
are
smoke box, the smallest diameter being 6o ins. The

CENTR
A TION
OGURSCONSOLID
ENTRAL.
OHIO C
& OHIO
TOLEDO&
FOR TOLEDO
TI ON FOR
R
CO NSOLI DA
ROGURS

a modern high-speed
high-speed passenger
passengerengine,
engine,and
andincludes
includesmany
manyinterestinteresting features.
features. To
To use
use the
the ordinary
ordinary language
languageof
ofthe
theroad,
road,these
theseenengines will "pull
"pull passenger"
passenger" between
betweenChicago
Chicagoand
andSt.
St.Louis.
Louis.
principal dimensions
dimensions are
are given
givenbelow:
below:
Some of the principal
Cylinder, 22X28
22X28 ins.
ins.
Cylinder,
70 ins.;
ins.; thick.
thick. of
of sheets,
sheets, +1
+1 in.,
in., g in. and
and in.;
in.; workworkBoiler—Dia., 70
pres., 220
220 lbs.; staying, crown
crown bar,
bar, 51x6
51x6 ins.
ins.
ing pres.,
box—Length, 1o8
1o8 ins.;
ins.; width,
width, 721
721 ins.;
ins.;depth,
depth,front,
front,75-i
75-iins.;
ins.;
Fire box—Length,
ins.; thick.
thick. of
of sheets,
sheets, sides,
sides, I-I-in.;
in.;back,
back,in.;
in.;crown,
crown,
back, 641 ins.;
in.; water
water space,
space, front,
front, 4-i
4-i ins.;
ins.;sides,
sides,31
31ins.;
ins.;
in.; tube, I in.;
back, 31
31 ins.
back,
ins.
Tubes—Material, iron,
iron, gauge
gauge No.
No. IIII;;Number
Number328;
328;dia,
dia,21
21ins.;
ins.;
Tubes—Material,
length, 20
20 ft.
ft.
length,
box, 202
202 sq.
sq. ft.,
ft., tubes,
tubes, 3,848
3,848 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. ;; fire
firebrick,
brick,
Heating surface—Fire box,
sq. ft.;
ft.; total,
total, 4,078
4,078 sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;grate
gratearea,
area,54
54sq.
sq.ft.ft.
tubes, 27 sq.
wheels, 73
73 ins.
ins.
Dia. driving wheels,
8x12 ins.
ins.
Trailing wheels—Dia., 42 ins.; jour., 8x12
ft. 99 ins.;
ins.; total
total eng.,
eng., 32
32 ft. 8 ins.; total
total eng.
eng.
Wheel base—Rigid, 13 ft.
and tender,
tender, 62
62 ft.
ft.
wheels, 141,700
141,700 lbs.;
lbs.; on
on truck,
truck, front,
front,36,300
36,300
Weight—On driving wheels,
lbs.; on truck, back,
back, 41,500
41,500 lbs.;
lbs.; total
total engine,
engine,219,50o
219,50olbs.
lbs.
Tank—Capacity,
coal, 99 tons
tons ;; water.
water.8,400
8,400gals.
gals.
Tank—Capacity, coal,

ilders,
Builders,
Rogers Locomotive Co., Bu
Rogers
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Our illustration of the D. &
& R.
R. G.
G. on
on page
page 573
573 is
is one
one of
of aa large
large
number built by
the
Baldwin
Locomotive
Co.,
and
is
of
the
Vauclain
by the Baldwin Locomotive Co., and is of the Vauclain
4-cylinder compound
compound type.
type. The
The cylinders
cylindersof
ofthese
theseconsolidations
consolidationsare
are
17 and 28 in. by 3o-in. stroke
with
low-pressure
cylinder
stroke with low-pressure cylinderon
ontop.
top.The
The
driving wheels
wheels are
are 54
54 ins.
ins. in
in dia.,
dia.,and
andthe
thetotal
totalweight
weightisis188,o95
188,o95lbs.
lbs.
The work cut
out
for
these
heavy
cut out for these heavymachines
machinesisisbetween
betweenDenver,
Denver,
Pueblo and
and Salida.
Salida. The
The first
first district
district of
ofthis
thisdivision,
division,between
betweenDenDenver and Pueblo,
120 miles long and
Pueblo, is
is about
about 120
and is
is over
over the
the "divide"
"divide"

... .....

COMPOUND CONSOLIDATION ENGINES FOR
FOR THE
THE DENVER
DENVER &
& RIO
RIO
GRANDE.
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BOILER.

Dia., outside front, 6o ins.;
ins.; working
working press.,
press., 18o
18olbs.
lbs.
Thickness of barrel,
barrel,
in.; dome course, in.; crown,
crown, II in.;
in.; tube,
tube,
in.; side, 11--56- in.
Tender, capacity, 5,000 gals.;
gals.; frame,
frame, white
white oak
oak ;; trucks,
trucks, diamond
diamond
arch bars.
bars.

DENVER

1,925.78 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
Total
Grate area, 30.34 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
Tubes, dia., 2 ins. o. d.; length,
length, 13
13 ft.
ft. to
to ins.;
ins.; thickness,
thickness,No.
No.iitt
gauge; total number,
number, 243.
243.

14
6

15o,000 lbs.
1,760.04 sq. ft.
165.74 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.

amtomoaolrtim piug

Total
Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, fire box
box

appuff

placed in the top of the dome and
and the
the whistle
whistle occupies
occupiesaasomewhat'
somewhat'
protected position behind the
the dome.
dome. The
The frame
frame cross
crossbracing
bracinghas
has
been well looked after, there being a large steel
steel casting
casting back
back of
of
the cylinders, and the arrangement
arrangement below
below the
the cab
cab is
isvery
verysubsubstantial. The tender frame is made
stantial.
made of
of white
white oak,
oak, and
andthe
thetank.
tank.
which holds 5,000 gallons of water, is finished very neatly with a
deep coping which helps to hold coal, and which does not enclose
the manhole. A low railing around the rim serves as a sort of
guard around the edge of the tank. A few of the
the principal
principal dimendimensions are as follows :
Cylinders, 2ox26 ins. Drivers,
Drivers, dia.,
dia., 54
54 ins.
ins.
Driv. journals, 8xio ins. Driv.
Driv. wheel
wheel base,
base, 15
15 ft.
ft.
Total wheel base of engine,
engine, 23
23 ft.
ft.
Weight on drivers
133,00o
Weight on truck
17,000 lbs.

r

572
572
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574

BISMARCK, WASHBURN& GREAT PALLS

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builder s.

separating the South Platte and the Arkansas rivers. From Pueblo
toPalmer Lake there is a continuous rise of 2,569 ft. in a distance of
67 miles, and from Palmer Lake to Denver, the remaining 53 miles,
a descent of 2,039 ft. is made. The maximum grades between stations vary from less than 1 per cent. to 1.42 per cent., and the curves
encountered in the steepest climbs are 6 degrees. From Toluca to
Rusted, a distance of 40 miles, there is no compensation in the grading to allow for the presence of curves, which adds to the work the
engines' are called on to perform. On the second district, from
Pueblo to Salida, there is a continuous rise of 2,378 ft., the minimum
grade being o.66 per cent., and the maximum 1.42 per cent., with
curves ranging from 3 deg. to 12 deg. 30 min.
The engines in question have wide fire boxes, which is an innovation on the D. & R. G. The balanced piston valves are driven by
direct connection gear, and the engine truck center castings have
3-point suspension links. The main and intermediate drivers are not
flanged, and the stroke being 30 ins. brings the center of the crank
pin within t2 ins. of the outside of the tire. The theoretical tractive
power of these mountain climbers on level track at slow speed is
about 43,18o lbs.
A few of the principal dimensions are given below:
BOILER.

Type, straight. Diameter, 74 ins.
Thickness of sheets, in.
Working pressure, 200 lbs. Fuel, soft coal.
Staying, radial.

-a

FIRE BOX.

Material, steel. Length, Io2i ins.; width, 651 ins,
Depth, front, 70 ins. ; back, 64 ins.
Thickness of sheets, sides, P c in.; back, a in.; crown,
in.
Water space, front, 5 ins.; sides, 5 ins.; back, 5 ins.

in. ; tube,

-

TUBES.

Material, iron. Wire gauge, No. II.
Number, 344. Diameter, 2 ins. Length, 14 ft. 6 ins.
HEATING SURFACE.

Fire box, 172.5 sq. ft. Tubes, 2,596 sq. ft.
Total, 2,768.5 sq. ft. Grate area, 46.75 sq. ft.
DRIVING WHEELS

Diameter outside, 54 ins. Journals, all 9ix12 ins.

4,

576
576
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ENGINE TRUCK
TRUCK WHEELS.
WHEELS.
ENGINE

Diameter, 30
30 ins.
ins. Journals,
Journals, 6x12
6x12 ins.
Diameter,
ins.
WHEEL BASE.
BASE.
WHEEL

caca

Driving, 15
15 ft.
ft. Total
Total engine,
engine, 23
23 ft.
ft. to
to ins.
Driving,
Total engine
engine and
and tender,
tender, 53
Total
53 ft.
ft. 61
61 ins.
ins.
WEIGHT.
WEIGHT.

On driving
driving wheels,
wheels, 163.445
163.445 lbs.
lbs.
On
On
truck,
front, 24,650
24,650 lbs.
lbs. Total
Total engine,
On truck, front,
engine, 188,o95
188,o95 lbs.
lbs.
Capacity, 6,000
6,000 gals.
Capacity,
gals.

TANK.
TANK.
TENDER.
TENDER.

Wheels, diameter,
diameter, 33
Wheels,
33 ins.
ins. Journals,
Journals, 5x84
5x84 ins.
ins.
:71:71
xx
4.)

B., W.
W. &
& GT.
GT. F.
F. 2-8-2
2-8-2 COMPOUND
B.,
COMPOUND (ST.
(ST. PAUL
PAUL SYSTEM).
SYSTEM).

CANADIAN
CANADIAN PACIFIC
PACIFICTEN-WHEEL
TEN-WHEELENGINE.
ENGINE.

The
The illustration
illustration of
ofaalocomotive
locomotiveon
onpage
page577
577isisone
oneof
ofaanumber
number
built
by
the
Schenectady
built by the Schenectadyshops
shopsof
ofthe
theAmerican
AmericanLocomotive
LocomotiveCo.
Co.

zz

t)
t)t
t
O

az
al

at
at

xxO
R.
f Rolling
Williams.Supt.
R.A.A.Williams.
Supt.oof
RollingStock.
Stock.

The engine
engine shown
shown on
The
on page
page 575
575 is a compound,
compound, eight-coupled.
eight-coupled.
double-truck
locomotive
built
by
the
Baldwin
double-truck locomotive built by the Baldwin Works
Works for
for the
the BisBismarck, Washburn
marck,
Washburn &
& Great
Great Falls
Falls Railway.
Railway.
The cylinders
cylinders are
The
are 14
14 and
and 26
26 ins.
ins. diameter
diameter by
by 26
26 ins.
ins. stroke.
stroke.
Balanced
piston
valves
are
used.
The
engine
has a total weight of
Balanced piston valves are used. The
166,910 lbs.,
lbs., of
of which
which 128,010
166,910
128,010 lbs.
lbs. rest
rest on the driving
driving wheels,
wheels, 16,9o0
16,9o0
pounds
on
the
front
truck
22,000 pounds on the
and
the back
back truck.
truck.
pounds on the front truck and 22,000
The
The outside
outside diameter
diameter of
of the
the driving
driving wheels
wheelsisis5o
5oins.;
ins.;the
thedrivingdrivingwheel
wheel journals
journals are
are 8x9
8x9 ins.
ins. The
The driving-wheel
driving-wheel base
base is
is 13
13 ft.
ft. 33 ins..
ins..
and
the
total
engine-wheel
and the total engine-wheel base
base 26
26 ft.
ft. 11
11 ins.
ins. The
The boiler
boilerisis681
681ins.
ins.
diameter
diameter at
at the
the front
front course,
course, and
and carries
carries aa working
working pressure
pressure of
of
200
200 lbs
lbs to
to the
the square
square inch.
inch.
This
This engine
engine has
has been
been designed
designed to
toburn
burnlignite
lignitecoal,
coal,and
andthe
the
fire
fire box
box is
is made
made to
to burn
burn this
thiskind
kindof
offuel
fuelto
tothe
thebest
bestadvantage.
advantage.
It
It is
is 961
961 ins,
ins, long
long and
and 84
84 ins.
ins. wide.
wide. In
In the
the front
front itit is
is 67+
67+ ins.
ins. deep
deep
and
2-in. tubes,
tubes, 16
16 ft.
ft. 66ins.
ins.long.
long.
270 2-in.
and in
in the
the back
back 641
641 ins.
ins. There
Thereare
are 270
The
2,322
The fire
fire box
box has
has 174
174 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. of
of heating
heatingsurface,
surface,and
andthe
thetubes
tubes 2,322
sq.
sq. ft.,
ft., making
making aa total
total of
of 2,496
2,496 sq.
sq.ft.
ft.of
ofheating
heatingsurface.
surface.The
Thegrate
grate
area
area is
is 56
56 sq.
sq. ft.,
ft., which
which will
will provide
provideaaliberal
liberalsurface
surfacefor
forthe
the
combustion
combustion of
of inferior
inferior fuel.
fuel. The
The tank
tankcapacity
capacityisis5,000
5,000gallons.
gallons.

■
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Locomorivii.
rivii.

for the
the Canadian
Canadian Pacific
Pacific Railway,
Railway, and
and to be used in passenger serfor
vice.
These
engines
are
cross
compounds
vice. These engines are cross compounds of the Schenectady type,
with cylinders
cylinders 22
and 35x26
22 and
35x26 ins.,
ins., and
and driving
driving wheels
wheels 69 ins, in
with
diameter.
The
tractive
power
of
these
machines
is about 25,530
diameter. The tractive power of these
lbs.
They
weigh
168,000
pounds,
of
which
124,000
lbs. rests on
lbs. They weigh 168,000 pounds, of which
the
drivers.
These
engines
represent
the
latest
practice
the drivers. These engines represent
practice in
in the
the
design of
of heavy
heavy io-wheel
io-wheel power.
power.
design
The valve
valve motion
motion is
is indirect
indirect ;; the
the valve-rod
valve-rod extension bar passes
The
passes
over
the
leading
axle.
The
valve itself
itself is of the piston type,
over the leading axle. The valve
type, with
with
outside admission.
admission. The
The cross
cross head
head is
is of
of the four-guide bar type,
outside
with wrist
wrist pin
pin cast
cast solid,
solid, and
and the
the piston
piston rod is extended through
with
the
front
cylinder
cover. The
The springs
the front cylinder cover.
springs are all underhung,
underhung, and
and the
the
driving-box hangers
hangers rest
driving-box
rest on
on top
top of
of the
the boxes
boxes with
withbroad
broadflat
flatfeet,
feet,
which insure
insure an
an even
which
even bearing.
bearing.
The boiler
boiler is
is of
of the
the extended
extended wagon-top
The
wagon-top type, the
the gusset
gusset sheet
sheet
sloping forward
forward to
to the
the smoke
smoke box,
sloping
box, gives plenty of steam
steam room.
room.
The injectors
injectors are
The
are placed
placed one
one on
on each
each side,
side, the
the delivery
deliverypipe
pipeentering
entering
the boiler
boiler on
the
on the
the center
center line,
line, IN
IN ins,
ins, back
back of
of the
thefront
frontflue
fluesheet.
sheet.
About 24
24 ins.
About
ins. below
below each
each top
top check
check aa hand
hand hole
hole is
isplaced,
placed,which
which
facilitates the
the removal
facilitates
removal of
of sediment
sediment which
which is
is usually
usually deposited
deposited below
below
the checks.
checks. The
the
The steam
steam dome
dome has
has no
no mountings;
mountings; the
the safety
safety valves
valves
are carried
carried on
are
on aa separate
separate mounting
mounting placed
placed behind
behind the
the dome.
dome. The
The
whistle
grows
straight
out
of
the
boiler
just
behind
the
pop
valves.
whistle grows straight out of the boiler just behind the pop valves.

Ba ldw in Locomot ive Works, Bu ild
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GENERAL
GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
DIMENSIONS.

Fuel,
Fuel, bituminous
bituminous coal.
coal.
Weight
Weight in
in working
working order,
order, i68,000
i68,000 lbs.
lbs.
Weight
on
drivers,
124,000
Weight on drivers, 124,000 lbs.
lbs.
Wheel
Wheel base,
base, driving,
driving,14
14it.
it.It)
io ins.
ins.
Wheel
base,
rigid,
14
ft.
10
Wheel base, rigid, 14 ft. 10 ins.
ins.
Wheel
Wheel base,
base, total,
total,25
25ft.
ft.IIIIins.
ins.
CYLINDERS.
CYLINDERS.
Dia.
Dia. and
and stroke
stroke of
of cylinders,
cylinders, 22x35x26
22x35x26ins.
ins.
Dia.
Dia. of
of piston
piston rod,
rod, 3/
3/ ins.
ins.

WHEELS,
WHEELS,ETC.
ETC.

Dia.
Dia. of
ofdriving
drivingwheels
wheelsoutside
outsideofoftire,
tire,69
69ins.
ins.
Driving
journals,
9X
1
2
ins.
Driving journals, 9X 1 2 ins.

a.

Jno.
J no.McGie,
McCie,Su
Su

VALVES.
VALVES.

Slide
Slide valves,
valves, piston
pistontype,
type,6-in.
6-in.travel.
travel.
Outside
lap
of
valves,
H.
Outside lap of valves, H. P.
P. riri ins.,
ins., L.
L.P.
P.iiin.
in.
Inside
lap,
clearance,
H.
P.
I
in.,
L.
P.
in.
Inside lap, clearance, H. P. I in., L. P. in.

58o
58o
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TWENTIETH

Main crank
crank pin,
pin,77ins.
ins.dia.
dia.xx611
6- ins.
Side-rod crank pin,
ins.
Side-rod
pin, main,
main,7-ix4t
7-ix4tins.;
ins.;F.F.&&B.,
B.,5 5ins.
ins.dia.
dia.x x4
4 ins.
BOILER.
BOILER.

Style, extension wagon
Style,
wagon top.
top.
Outside dia. of first ring, 62/
62/ ins.
ins.
Working pressure, 210 lbs.
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire
fire box,
box, -.I
-.I and
and ins.
ins.
Horizontal seams, butt joint, sextuple riveted,
riveted, with
with welt
welt strips
strips ininside and outside.
Circumferential seams, double
double riveted.
riveted.
Fire box, length, io8 ins.; width, 41 ins.;
ins.; depth,
depth, F.
F. 761
761 ins.,
ins., B
B
64 ins.
Fire box, crown staying, radial, i# ins.
ins. dia.
dia.
Fire box, stay bolts, iron, 1 in. dia.
dia.
Tubes, 2 ins. dia., No. II, B. W. G.; 312 in number.
number.
Tubes, length over tube
tube sheets,
sheets, 14
14 ft.
ft.
Heating surface, 2,273.3
2,273.3 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; fire
fire box,
box, 171.96
171.96sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;total,
total,
2,445.26 sq. ft.
ft.
Grate surface, 30.71
30.71 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.

TWENTIETH
TWENTIETH CENTURY
CENTURY LOCOMOTIVES.
LOCOMOTIVES.

581
581

Fire box, material, steel; length,
length, 1o5y
1o5y44 ins.;
ins. ;width,
width, 96
96 ins.;
ins.; depth.
front, 611; back, 48-1; thickness of
of sheets,
sheets, sides,
sides, ## in.;
in.; back,
back,
ins.
in.; crown, in.; tube, j in.; water space, front, 4 ins.
sides,
sides, 31 ins.; back, 31 ins.
Tubes, number, 241; diameter, 21
21 ins.; length, 14 ft. 31 ins.
Heating surface, fire box, 174.6
174.6 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; tubes,
tubes,2,016.8
2,016.8sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;total,
total,
2,191.4 sq. ft. ; grate, area,
area, 70
70 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
Driving wheels, diameter outside, 56
56 ins.;
ins.; diameter
diameter of
of center,
center, 5o
5o
ins.; journals,
journals, main,
ins.
main, 9x81
9x81 ins.;
ins.; others,
others, 8x818x8,-} ins.
Engine truck wheels, diameter 291 ins.;
ins.; journals,
journals, 5x8
5x8 ins.
ins.
Wheel base, driving, 15 ft.
ft. oo in.;
in.; rigid,
rigid, 15
15 ft.
ft. oo in.;
in.;total
totalengine,
engine,
23 ft. I in.; total engine and
and tender,
tender, to
to turn
turn on
on6o-ft.
6o-ft.table.
table.
Weight, on driving wheels, 142,490 lbs.
lbs. ;; on
on truck,
truck, 19,38o
19,38o lbs.;
lbs.; total
total
engine, 161,870 lbs.
Tank, capacity 5,000 gals.
INSPECTION ENGINE ON THE L. S. & M. S.

The Lake Shore & Michigan
Michigan Southern
Southern Railway
Railway are
are using
usingaa
very handy inspection engine.
engine. We
We are
are indebted
indebted to
to Mr.
Mr.H.
H.F.
F.Ball,
Ball,
superintendent of motive power, for the photograph from
from which
which

VAUCLAIN COMPOUND FOR THE CHOCTAW, OKLAHOMA & GULF.

The illustration of the locomotive on
on page
page 579
579 is
is one
one of
of aa numnumber built by the Baldwin
Baldwin Locomotive
Locomotive Co.
Co.for
forthe
theChoctaw,
Choctaw,OklaOklahoma & Gulf Railway. The fuel
fuel which
which these
these engines
engines have
have to
to burn
burn
is of very inferior quality,
quality, and
and this
this fact
fact accounts
accounts for
forthe
theWootten
Wootten
fire box and the centrally placed
placed cab.
cab. They
They have
have given
given excellent
excellent
results in service. The cylinders are
are 15
15 and
and 25x26
25x26 ins.,
ins., and
and the
the
driving wheels are 56 ins. in
in diameter.
diameter. As
As can
can easily
easily be
be seen
seen from
from
the half-tone, the general
general design
design of
of the
the engine
engine is
is neat
neat and
andsymsymmetrical, and the disposition
of
injectors,
reservoirs,
etc.,
appears
disposition of injectors, reservoirs, etc., appears
to be very satisfactory.
satisfactory. The
The tank
tank is
is carried
carriedon
onaasteel
steelunderframe
underframe
and has a capacity of 5,000 gallons. The principal
principal dimensions
dimensions are
are
as follows
follows ::
Gauge, 4 ft.
ft. 81
81 ins.
ins.
Cylinders, 15
15 and
and 25x26
25x26 ins.
ins.
Valve, type,
piston.
type, piston.
Boiler, type, Wootten,
Wootten, straight;
straight; diameter,
diameter, 66
66ins.;
ins.;thickness
thicknessof
of
sheets, -13
-13 in.;
in.; staying,
staying, radial
radial;; working
working pressure,
pressure, 200
200lbs.;
lbs.;fuel,
fuel,
slack coal.
coal.

LAKE SHORE
SHORE INSPECTION
INSPECTION ENGINE.
LAKE
ENGINE.

The machine
machine consists
consists of
of an
an ordinary
ordinary
our illustration was made. The
8-wheel locomotive which is housed
housed over
over with
with aa car-like
car-like cab.
cab. The
The
17x24 ins.
ins. and
and the
the drivers
drivers 62
62 ins.
ins. The
The weight
weightisis
cylinders are 17x24
of which
which 53,000
53,000 are
are on
on the
the drivers.
drivers.The
Thesteam
steam
about 8o,000 lbs., of
pressure is
is 15o
15o lbs.
lbs.
pressure

On page
page 583 we illustrate an example of heavy freight
On
freight
power
bought
by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.
power
It is
is aa consolidation,
consolidation, or-2-8-o engine, built at the Brooks works of
It
the American
American Locomotive
Locomotive Company, and
the
and itit weighs,
weighs, in
in working
workingororder, 235,400
235,400 lbs.
lbs. This makes engine No. moo a good second to
der,
the 2-10-2
Vauclain compound belonging to the Santa Fe. That
2-10-2 Vauclain
the
engine weighs
weighs about 143 tons, and this Lake Shore engine is a
engine
little more
more than
than 117 tons.
little
The cylinders
cylinders are 23X30
23x30 ins.,
The
ins., simple,
simple, the
thedrivers
driversare
are57
57ins.
ins.in
in
diameter,
the
steam
pressure
calculated
is
200
tractive
lbs.,
and
the
tractive
diameter,
200
effort is
is 47,300 lbs. The weight on the driving wheels
effort
wheels is
is 207,000
207,000
lbs.,
and
the
ratio
of
tractive
power
to
adhesive
weight
lbs., and
power to adhesive weight is
is as
as II is
is
to 4.37.
4.37. All the wheels are
to
are flanged,
flanged, and
and the
the main
maindrivers
driversare
arethe
the
third pair.
pair. The valve motion
third
motion is
is direct,
direct, with
with almost
almoststraight
straighttranstransmission
bar
passing
over
the
second
driving
mission
second driving axle.
axle. The
The valve
valveisisof
of
the piston
piston type, 12 ins.
76176the
ins. in
in diameter,
diameter, with
with maximum
maximumtravel
travelof
of551
ins.
ins.
The weight
weight of the engine is carried
The
carried on
on springs
springs placed
placed between
between
the frame
the
frame bars and between
between the
the wheels
wheels with
with the
theexception
exceptionof
ofthe
the
leading pair, which is equalized
leading
equalized with
with the
the pony
pony truck,
truck,and
andhas
hasits
its
springs over the driving box.
springs
box. The
The brackets
brackets which
which support
supportthe
the
yoke
yoke and
and rocker boxes
boxes also
also take
take the
the back
back ends
ends of
of the
theleading
leadingdriving
driving
springs. There is a bracket
springs.
bracket carried
carried on
on the
the frame
frameon
oneach
eachside
side
placed
placed just below the
the cross-equalizer
cross-equalizer bar
bar for
for front
front truck.
truck.Jn
Jncase
case
the
the leading
leading spring
spring becomes
becomes weak
weakor
orififaaback
backhanger
hangerbreaks,
breaks,the
the
cross-equalizer
cross-equalizer bar
bar would
would then
then rest
rest upon
uponthese
thesebrackets,
brackets,and
andso
so
prevent
prevent the back
back end
end of
of the
the truck
truck equalizer
equalizer dropping
droppingdown.
down.
The
The smoke-box
smoke-box arrangement
arrangement is
is such
such that
that more
more than
thanhalf
halfthe
the
smoke
smoke stack is inside.
inside. The
The visible
visible stack
stack is
is 22
22 ins. high, while the
the
portion
out
of
sight
is
241,ins.
long;
it
is
flared
out
to
about
28
ins.
portion out of sight is 241;
flared out to about 28 ins.
and
and rests
rests upon
upon the
the netting.
netting. The
Thestack
stackisisreally
reallyaataper
taperstack,
stack,but
but
the
choke
is
about
8
ins.
below
the
level
of
smoke-box
top
the choke is about 8 ins. below the level of smoke-box topand
andisis
20
20 ins.
ins. in
in diameter.
diameter. The
The top
topof
ofthe
thestack,
stack,which
whichisis24
24ins.
ins.diameter,
diameter,
stands
15
ft.
2
ins.
from
the
rail.
The
dome
stands
ft. 2 ins. from the rail. The domeand
andsand
sandbox
boxare
are
-flattened
and
the
cab
roof
is
close
to
the
boiler,
so
that
the
•flattened
cab roof is close to the boiler, so that thewhole
whole
engine
engine is
is evidently
evidently near
near what
what our
our friends
friends in
in England
England would
wouldcall
callthe
the
loading-gauge
limit
for
bridges
and
tunnels.
loading-gauge limit for bridges and tunnels.
The
8o ins.
ins.
The boiler
boiler is
is of
of the
the straight-top
straight-toptype
typeand
andmeasures
measures 8o
diameter
diameter at
at the
the smoke-box
smoke-boxend.
end.The
Thecenter
centerofofthe
theboiler
boilerisis 99 ft.
ft.
II
II ins.
ins. from
from top
top to
to rail.
rail. The
The fire
fire box
box has
has aa heating
heatingsurface
surfaceof
of
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582
582

203 sq. ft. with a grate area of 55 sq. ft. The tubes, which
203
which are
are 460
460
in number, give 3,725 sq. ft. of heating surface, and the
the total
total is
is
3,957 sq. ft. The water tubes give 29
sq. ft.
ft. The blow-off cock is
29 sq.
3,957
placed in the bottom of the first boiler
boiler course
course close
close to
to the
the smoke
smoke
box, and just back of the blow-off cock is placed
placed the
the injector
injector conconnection through which the boiler is fed. This casting
casting receives
receives the
the
delivery pipes from both injectors
injectors and
and inside
insidethe
theboiler
boileraaflat-spreadflat-spreading elbow directs the flow
flow of
of water
water toward
toward the
thefire
firebox.
box.In
Inthis
this
way, while the injector is working, there is a constant movement of
cooler water along the bottom of the
the boiler
boiler towards
towards the
the most
mosteffeceffective heating surface.
surface.
There are several interesting features
features about
about this
this engine;
engine; the
the
main reservoirs are carried under the running board and
and the
the driver
driver
brake cylinder is between the
the frames
frames and
and close
close to
to the
the smoke
smokearch.
arch.
The pedestal binders are steel,
steel, made
made with
with aa lug
lug which
whichcomes
comesdown
down
far enough to just hold a nut
nut on
on the
the wedge-bolt
wedge-bolt stem
stembetween
betweenbinder
binder
and lug. Two check nuts hold the
the wedge
wedge in
in place,
place, and
and when
when
these are slacked off the nut
mit between
between lug
lug and
and binder
binder when
whenturned,
turned,
moves the wedge up or down. There are, of
of course,
course, many
many Brooks
Brooks
details about the engine. The whole
whole design
design is
is pleasing,
pleasing, and,
and, though
though
the machine is heavy, itit is
is not
not clumsy
clumsy in
in appearance.
appearance.

win Locomo
Locomott ive
will
ive Works,
Works, Builders.
Builders.
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EXPRESS
ATLANTIC
PRESSENGINES.
NEW
NEWJJERSEY
ERSEY C
EN TRAL—ATL
CENTRAL—
A NTIC EX
ENGINES.

5 84
584

Weight in working order, 235.400
235.400 lbs.;
lbs.; weight
weight on
on drivers,
drivers, 207,000
207,000
lbs.; weight engine
engine and
and tender
tender in
in working
workingorder,
order,386,400
386,400lbs.;
lbs.;
wheel base, driving, 17 ft. 33 ins.;
ins.; wheel
wheel base,
base, total,
total, 26
26 ft.
ft. 55ins.;
ins.;
wheel base, total, engine and
and tender,
tender, 57
57 ft.
ft. to
to ins.
ins.
Wheels, etc., dia. of driving
driving wheels,
wheels, outside
outside of
oftire,
tire,57
57ins.;
ins.;dia.
dia.and
and
ins.;
length of driving journals, 91 and to ins. in dia. xx 12 ins.;
dia. and length of main
main crank-pin
crank-pin journals,
journals, 7ix7
7ix7ins.;
ins.;dia.
dia.and
and
length of side-rod crank-pin journals,
journals, 8.18.1- ins.
ins. in
in dia.
dia. xx 5 ins.;
ins.;
dia. of engine truck
truck wheels,
wheels, 33-i
33-i ins.
ins.
Boiler, working pressure,
pressure, 200
200 lbs.; fire box, length,
length, to9
to9 ins.;
ins.; width,
width,
74 ins.; depth, front, 831
831 ins.;
ins.; back,
back, 691691- ins.;
ins.; water
water space,
space,
front,
ins.;sides,
sides, 44 ins.;
ins.; back, 44ins.;
ins.;tubes,
tubes,length
front, 4
4 ins.;
length over
over
tube sheets, 15 ft.
ft. 6i
6i ins.;
ins.; fire
fire brick,
brick, supported
supported on
on four
four3-in.
3-in.
tubes.
tubes.
Heating surface,
surface, tubes,
tubes, 3,725
3,725sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;water
watertubes,
tubes, 29
29 sq. ft.; fire
fire
box, 203 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; total,
total, 3,957
3,957 sq.
sq.ft.
ft.
Tender,
Tender, weight,
weight,empty,
empty, 56,58o
56,58o lbs.;
lbs.; wheels,
wheels,dia.,
dia.,33
33ins.;
ins.;journals,
journals,
dia. and length, 51
51 ins.
ins. dia.
dia. xx 10
10 ins.;
ins.; wheel
wheel base,
base, 18
18ft.
ft.ooin.
in.

W.
W. McIntosh,
McIntosh, Supt.
Supt. Motive
Mo tive Power.
Power.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

56
56
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FAST ENGINES
ENGINES OF
OF THE
THE ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC TYPE
TYPE FOR
FOR THE
THE CENTRAL
FAST

The illustrations
illustrations of
of line
line cut
cut and
and detail drawings on
The
on pages
pages 585,
585,
587, 588,
588, 589,
589, 590
590 are
are those
those of a fast passenger
587,
passenger engine
engine built
builtfor
forthe
the
Central Railroad
Railroad of
of New
New Jersey
Central
Jersey by the Baldwin
Baldwin Locomotive
LocomotiveWorks,
Works,
for limited
limited fast
fast service
service between
for
between Atlantic
Atlantic City
City and
and New
New York.
York.
The cylinders
cylinders are
are 18x26
18x26 ins.,
ins., driving wheels measure
The
measure 84i
84i ins.
ins.
outside of
of tires
tires and
and the
the weight
weight of the whole machine in working
outside
working
order is
is 151,000
151,000 pounds.
pounds.
order
The engines
engines are
are simple,
simple, with
with ordinary balanced slide valves
The
actuated by
by indirect
indirect motion.
actuated
motion. The extension
extension rod
rod from
from link
linkblock
blockto
to
rocker is
is aa U-shaped
U-shaped cast
rocker
cast steel
steel bar
bar which
which passes
passesover
overthe
theforward
forward
driving axle,
axle, and
and is
is stiffened
driving
stiffened across the gap
gap by
by two
two bolts,
bolts, placed
placed one
one
above
the
other,
with
pipe
filling
pieces
around
them.
The
above the other, with pipe filling pieces around them. The rocker
rocker
box is
is between
between the
box
the two
two bars
bars of
of which
which the
the frame
frame front
frontisiscomposed
composed
and acts
acts as
as aa very
and
very substantial
substantial filler.
filler. The
The frame
frame splicing
splicingpresents
presentsininteresting
features
as
will
be
seen
in
our
illustration,
and
the
main
teresting features as will be seen in our illustration, and the main
frame has
has all
frame
all the
the usual
usual brake
brake hanger
hanger brackets
brackets replaced
replaced by
byvertical
vertical
bars
forged
solid,
being
in
fact
parts
of
the
frame
itself.
bars forged solid, being in
the frame itself. The
The pin
pin
hole in
hole
in the
the forward
forward one
one is
is bushed,
bushed, as
as from
from the
the position
position of
of the
the drivdriving tire,
tire, it
ing
it is
is only
only possible
possible to
to get
get the
the hanger
hanger pin
pin in
in from
from behind,
behind, and
and
the
point,
carrying
the
brake
hanger,
is
cross
pinned
the point, carrying the brake hanger, is cross pinnedthrough,
through,so
sothat
that
motion
motion takes
takes place
place in
in the
the hushed
hushed hole.
hole. The
The pedestal
pedestal binders
bindersare
arecut
cut
out 1,
out
1, ins.
ins. for
for the
the jaws
jaws and
and in
in the
the forward
forward end
end of
of the
the front
frontpedestal
pedestal
binder
binder two
two bolts
bolts are
are used,
used, one
one a long
long collar
collar bolt
bolt doing
doing duty
duty in
in the
the
frame
splice
and
the
frame splice and the other
other with
with upper
uppernut
nutand
andkey
keyplaced
placedininaarecess
recess
in
in the
the frame
frame where
where metal
metal can
can be
be cut
cutout
outwithout
withoutweakening
weakeningthe
thebar.
bar.
The
The frame
frame is
is further
further provided
providedwith
withrubbing
rubbingpieces
pieceswhich
whichare
aresesecured
cured with
with -k-inch
-k-inch studs
studs and
and are
are lipped
lipped over
over the
the sides
sidesso
sothat
thatthe
the
spring
spring hangers
hangers cannot
cannot rub
rub or
or cut
cutinto
intothe
theframe
frameatatany
anypoint.
point.
The
The equalizing
equalizing of
of weight
weight on
on the
the drivers
drivers and
and carrying
carrying wheel
wheelisis
continuous,
continuous, and
and the
the details
details connected
connectedwith
withthe
thelatter
latterare
arevery
veryiningenious.
genious. The
The carrying
carrying wheel
wheel axle
axlebox
boxhas
hasan
anequalizer
equalizeron
ontop
topwhich
which
gives
gives plenty
plenty of
of clearance
clearance and
and renders
rendersthe
thetop
topof
ofthe
thebox
boxeasy
easyof
ofacaccess,
notwithstanding
that
the
frame
above
it
is
pierced
with
an
oil
cess, notwithstanding that the frame above it is pierced with an oil
hole,
hole, and
and lubrication
lubrication isis effected
effectedby
bymeans
meansof
ofan
anoil
oilcup
cupon
onthe
theframe.
frame.
The
equalizer
terminates
at
the
back
end
in
two
coil
springs,
The equalizer terminates at the back end in two coil springs,and
andatat
the
front
end
it
engages
by
means
of
a
hanger
with
a
steel
casting
the front end it engages by means of a hanger with a steel casting
of
of trough-like
trough-like section,
section,with
withthe
thecentral
centralportion
portionofofthe
thebottom
bottomtaken
taken
out.
Upon
the
two
remaining
pieces
of
the
trough
out. Upon the two remaining pieces of the troughbottom
bottomrest
restthe
the
ends
ends of
of an
an ordinary
ordinarysemi-ellipitc
semi-ellipitcspring,
spring,and
andthe
thetop
topofofits
itsstrap
strapforms
forms
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the fulcrum for this novel equalizer. Very
Very satisfactory
satisfactory adjustment
adjustmentof
of
weight can be had by sliding the spring
spring forward
forward or
or back
backas
asrequired.
required.
The spring strap is fitted with a dowel pin which goes into one of
three shallow holes drilled in the
the lower
lower bar
bar of
of the
the frame,
frame,immediately
immediately
under the solid "pillar" which carries the
the middle
middle brake
brake hanger.
hanger. The
The
advantages of this design are economy
economy of
of space,
space, better
better adjustment
adjustment
and a freer movement of the spring
spring than
than if
if its
its back
back ends
endshad
hadbeen
been
connected direct to the frame.
frame.
A neat arrangement for oiling the top guide bar
bar may
may be
be obobserved on these engines. There are two
two oil
oil cups
cups on
on each
each top
topguide.
guide.
One feeds through a hole directly
directly to
to the
the wide
wide bearing
bearingof
ofthe
thecross
cross
head in the usual way. the other has a shallow '1,-in. hole, from
from which
which
two h-in. holes run at an angle down to the
the top
top edge
edge of
of the
the recess
recess
cut along the guide for the
the upper
upper lips
lips of
of the
the cross
crosshead.
head.The
Theoutside
outside
upper edge of cross head and
and guide
guide are
are flush,
flush, the
the guide
guideoverhang
overhang
being in., just sufficient to cover
cover the
the lip
lip of
of the
the cross
cross head.
head.
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BOILER.
BOILER.

Type, Wootten, straight top. Diameter,
Diameter, 584
584 ins.
ins.
Thickness of sheets, jl in. Pressure,
Pressure, 200
200 lbs.
lbs.
Fuel, hard coal.
FIRE
FIRE BOX.
BOX.

Material, steel. Length,
Length, 1o9
tog ins. Width,
Width, 97
97 ins.
ins.
Depth, front, 541 ins.; back,
back, pi
pi ins.
ins.
TUBES.

233.
233. Dia.,
Dia., 22 ins.
ins. Length,
Length, 16
16 ft.
ft.66ins.
ins.No_
No

12
12

B. W. G.

HEATING SURFACE.

Fire box, 170.7 sq. ft. Tubes,
Tubes, 2,002.8
2,002.8 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
Total, 2,173.5 sq. ft. Grate
Grate area,
area, 73
73 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
WHEELS.

Wheels, driving, dia., 84-184-1- ins.
ins.
Wheels, trailing, dia., 541
541 ins.
ins.
WHEEL BASE.
BASE.

Driving, 7 ft. 3 ins. Rigid,
Rigid, 14
14 ft.
ft. 66 ins.
ins.
Total engine, 26 ft. 55 ins.
ins.
Total engine and tender, 53 ft. 2 ins.
ins.
WEIGHT.

On driving wheels, 84,
too lbs.
lbs.
84,I00
On truck, front, 32,300
32,300 lbs.
lbs.
On carrying wheels,
wheels, 34,600
34,600 lbs.
lbs.
Total engine, 151,000
151,000 lbs.
lbs.
Total engine and tender, about
about 250,00o
250,00o lbs.
lbs.
TANK.

Capacity, 5,000 gallons.
gallons.
NATIONAL TEN-WHEEL
TEN-WHEEL ENGINE.
ENGINE.
MEXICAN NATIONAL

LOCOMOTIVE:

FIRE
FIRE BOX
BOX OF JERSEY CENTRALS
CENTRALSATLANTIC
ATLANTICLOCOMOTIVE:

These engines
engines are
are fitted
fitted with
with what
whatisisknown
knownas
asthe
theAcme
Acmeselfselfadjusting cellar on the
the engine
engine truck
truck boxes,
boxes, and
and the
theReflex
Reflexwater
water
gauge is used.
used. Automatic
Automatic spring
spring adjusters
adjusterskeep
keepthe
thebrake
brakeshoes
shoes
from tipping forward
forward and
and wearing
wearing away
awayon
onthe
thetop.
top.The
Thefire
firebox
box
is radially stayed, and
and in
in addition
addition to
to the
the regular
regular washout
washoutplugs
plugsthere
there
are two washout plugs in
in the
the bottom
bottom of
of the
the shell,
shell, one
one in
in each
eachcourse.
course.
Some of the dimensio::3
dimensio::3 are
are as
as follows
follows::

to-wheel passenger
passenger engine
engine illustrated
illustrated on
on page
page 593
593was
was
The io-wheel
Works of
of the
the American
American Locomotive
LocomotiveCompany
Company
built at the Brooks Works
for the Nacional de
de Mexico,
Mexico, and
and is
is one
one of
of an
an order
order of
often.
ten.The
The
20x28-in. cylinders
cylinders and
and 68-in.
68-in. driving
driving wheels.
wheels.
engine is simple, with 2ox28-in.
interest it
it may
may be
be mentioned
mentioned that
that the
the starting
starting
Among the points of interest
adhesive weight
weight is
is 4.75
4.75 times
times the
the maximum
maximum
power is 28,000 lbs. The adhesive
power. This
This value
value insures
insures the
the maximum
maximumdraw-bar
draw-barpull
pull
tractive power.
conditions of
of rail,
rail, without
without the
the use
use of
of sand.
sand. The
Thetotal
total
under average conditions
the engine
engine is
is 172,000
172,000 lbs.
lbs.
weight of the
been used
used very
very freely
freely in
in the
the construction
constructionof
ofthis
this
Cast steel has been
and it
it may
may be
be mentioned
mentionedthat
thatthe
thelifting-shaft
lifting-shaftarms,
arms,guide
guide
engine, and
yoke, engine-truck
engine-truck frame,
frame, center
center plate
plate and
and suspension
suspensionlinks
linksare
areof
of
yoke,
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this material. A clever oiling arrangement is to be found in the
cast-steel suspension links. Small projections
cast-steel
projections are
are cast
cast on,
on, just
just
above the eccentric rod-pin holes. These
above
These projections
projections are
are each
each drilled
drilled
almost through, transversely, thus forming
almost
forming aa fin.
fin. hole.
hole. This
Thiscavity
cavity
is intended to be filled with curled hair, kept in
in place
place by
by aa small
small
plug. An oil hole 1
is
drilled
from
the
top,
through
in.
in
diameter
top,
through
1
to the eccentric rod pins. These
These are
are inclosed
inclosed in
incase-hardened
case-hardenedsteel
steel
bushings. The inner faces
of
the
link
are
faces of the link are also
also case
casehardened.
hardened.
The cross head is of the two-guide
two-guide bar
bar type
type and
and is
is made
made of
ofcast
cast
steel, as are also the driving wheel
centers,
wheel centers, pistons,
pistons,driving
drivingboxes,
boxes,
motion-rod hangers, and spring saddles.
saddles.
The boiler contains 348 iron
iron tubes,
tubes, and
and the
the total
total heating
heatingsurface
surface
2,753 sq.
is 2,753
sq. ft.
ft. The
The staying
staying is
is radial,
radial, and
and the
the position
position of
of the
the crown
crown
sheet, which is level, insures large steam room. The
The diameter
diameter of
of
the barrel outside the first course is
is 67i
67i ins.
ins.

OLD BELGIAN ENGINE. WIDE FIRE BOX. PROTOTYPE OF
OF A
A POPULAR
MODERN CLASS.

The appearance of
of the
the engine
engine is
is that
that of
ofaawell-proportioned
well-proportioned
machine, in which the
the clear-cut
clear-cut lines
lines of
of the
the various
variousmechanical
mechanical
details help to make up a harmonious whole. The headlight
headlight has
has an
an
acetylene gas burner,
burner, and
and the
the . gas generator may be seen
seen as
as an
an
upright cylinder
cylinder on
on the
the running
running board
boardjust
justin
infront
frontof
ofthe
thefireman's
fireman's
cab window. The 7,000-gallon
7,000-gallon tender,
tender, with
with 12-ton
12-tonfuel
fuelcapacity,
capacity,
indicates that this engine
engine has
has about
about reached
reached the
the limit
limit for
for passenger
passenger
service in this
this respect.
respect.
A few of the leading
leading dimensions
dimensions are
are as
asfollows
follows::
Fuel, bituminous coal.
coal. Cylinders,
Cylinders, 20x28
20x28 ins.
ins.
Weight, leading
leading truck,
truck, 30,000
30,000lbs.
lbs.
Weight, driving
driving wheels,
wheels, 133,000
133,000
Weight, total,
total, 172,000
172,000 lbs.
lbs.

TUN-WHIM,
TUNN PACIPIC
PACIPIC RAILWAY.
RAIL WAY.
WHIM, COMPOUND
COMPOUNDI.I.000OMOTIVE0OMO TIVE-CANA
CANADIA
DIA N
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PASSENGER POWER
POWER FOR
FOR THE
THE EL
EL PASO
PASO &
&SOUTHWESTERN.
SOUTHWESTERN.
PASSENGER

The El
El Paso
Paso &
& Southwestern
Southwesternpurchased
purchasedfour
foursimple
simpleengines
engines
The
passenger service
service from
from the
the Baldwin
BaldwinLocomotive
LocomotiveWorks,
Works,of
ofPhilaPhilafor passenger
shown on
on page
page 609.
609. The
The .engines,
.engines, as
as will
will be
be seen
seen from
from our
our
delphia, shown
illustration, belong
belong to
to the
the 4-6-2,
4-6-2,or
orPacific
Pacifictype,
type,and
andhave
havecylinders
cylinders
illustration,
wheels 63
63 ins.
ins. in
in diameter.
diameter. The
The adhesive
adhesive
22)(26 ins. and driving wheels
22)(26
132.500 lbs.,
lbs., and
and with
with 200
200 lbs. boiler
boiler pressure
pressure the
thecalculated
calculated
weight is 132.500
effort of
of the
the engine
engine is
is about
about33,95o
33,95olbs.
lbs.The
Thevalves
valvesare
areofof
tractive effort
balanced D-slide
D-slide type,
type, and
and the
the motion
motion is
is indirect.
indirect.All
All
the ordinary balanced
on the
the engine
engine are
are flanged.
flanged. and
andthey
theyand
andthe
thecarrying
carrying
the wheels on
the back
back are
are all
all equalized
equalizedtogether.
together.
wheels at the
The boiler is
is of
of the
the straight-top
straight-top type,
type,with
withwide
widefire
firebox,
box,and
andisis
designed
to
burn
soft
coal,
with
grate
area
of
521
sq.
ft.
The
The
ft.
sq.
521
of
area
grate
with
designed burn soft coal,
diameter
of
the
boiler
at
smoke-box
end
is
74
ins.
The
total
total
The
ins.
74
is
end
smoke-box
the
diameter
heating surface
surface is
is 3,818.5
3,818.5 sq.
sq. ft..
ft.. of
of which
which 3,624
3,624isiscontributed
contributedby
by
heating
the
tubes.
These
are
24
ins.
in
diameter
and
194
ft.
long.
There
is
is
There
long.
ft.
194
and
diameter
in
These are 24 ins.
the
aa mud
drum
placed
in
the
boiler
barrel
just
back
of
the
smoke
box,
box,
smoke
the
of
back
just
boiler barrel
mud
and
are placed
placed one
one on
on each
eachside.
side.
and the injectors are
The tender is carried on a channel
channel iron
iron frame.
frame. The
The tank
tank with
with
its
water
bottom
will
hold
7,000
U.
S.
gallons.
will hold 7,000 U. S. gallons.
its water

SCHMIDT. STEAM SUPERHEATER.
SUPERHEATER.

Varied attempts have been made
made at
at different
different times
times to
toestablish
establish
Locomotive
the
steam on
on locomotives,
locomotives, says
saysthe
the Locomotive
use of superheated steam
the use
Magazine, from which we reproduce illustrations and
and description,
description,
but
have resulted
resulted in
in failure
failure due
due
but hitherto the majority of the efforts have
to
and trouble
trouble of
of the
the superheating
superheating
the difficulties of construction and
to the
devices.
ThePrussian
PrussianState
StateRailway
RailwayAdministration,
Administration,however,
however,
devices. The
claims
favorable arrangement
arrangement of
of apparatus,
apparatus,
claims to have secured a more favorable
and
or 70
70 locomotives.
locomotives. The
The device
deviceisis
and has applied it to some 6o or
known
drawing of
of the
the
known as the Schmidt superheater, and we give a drawing
apparatus
box of
of aa locomotive.
locomotive. Applied
Applied
apparatus as installed in the smoke box
originally
considerable doubt
doubt existed
existed for
foraa
originally to stationary engines, considerable
time
among
German
locomotive
engineers
as
to
the
advisability
of
time
adopting
it
on
locomotives,
apparently
in
service
it
has
conconhas
it
service
in
apparently
but
adopting
vinced
vinced critics of its economy.
Superheated
advantages, and
and among
among
Superheated steam must possess certain advantages,
them
are
the
increase
in
the
boiler
efficiency
(25
per
cent.
is
claimed)
efficiency (25 per cent. is claimed)
them are
and
element
absence of condensation in the cylinders, a serious element
the absence
and the
of
loss
on
ordinary
locomotives.
of loss on
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612
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As this
this superheater
superheater is placed in the smoke box it necessitates
As
necessitates
the
latter
being
made much larger both in diameter
the latter being made
diameter and
and length,
length, but
but
the additional
additional expense
expense in construction
the
construction is
is not
not excessive,
excessive, the
theextra
extra
cost being
being comparatively
comparatively slight.
cost
It
is
stated
that aa locomotive using
It is stated that
using superheated
superheated steam
steam at
ataa
pressure
of
85
pounds
per square
square inch will give as economical results
pressure of 85 pounds per
results
as an
an ordinary
ordinary "saturated"
"saturated" steam
steam engine will at 170
as
170 pounds
pounds per
per
square
inch,
and
square inch, and with
with steam at
at aa temperature
temperature of
of572°
572°Fahr.
Fahr.ititisis
possible to
to run
run without
possible
without any cylinder
cylinder condensation
condensation with
with pressures
pressuresas
as
low
as
70
pounds per
low as 70 pounds
per square
square inch.
The Prussian
Prussian State
State railways have four
The
four different
different types
types of
of supersuperheated steam
steam locomotives,
locomotives, which are intended to deal
heated
deal with
with all
all classes
classes
of traffic,
traffic, thus
thus reducing
reducing the
the variety in engines, as it is claimed
of
claimed for
for
superheating that
that the
the power
superheating
power of individual
individual engines
engines can
can be
be considerconsiderably increased.
increased.
ably
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TEN-WHEEL PASSENGER
TEN-WHEEL
PASSENGER ENGINE
ENGINE FOR
FOR THE
THE SEABOARD
SEABOARD AIR
AIR LINE.
LINE.

The Seaboard
Seaboard Air
The
Air Line Railway,
Railway, of
of which
which Mr.
Mr. R.
R. P.
P. C.
C. SanderSanderson is
is superintendent
superintendent of
son
of motive
motive power,
power, bought
bought from
fromthe
theBaldwin
BaldwinLoLocomotive Works
comotive
Works some
some ten-wheel
ten-wheel engines
enginesfor
forpassenger
passengerservice;
service;aarereproduction
production of
of one
one of
of them
them is
is given
given on
on page
page 613.
613. The
The cylinders,
cylinders,which
which
are simple,
simple, are
are
are 20x28
20x28 ins.,
ins., and the driving wheels
wheels have
have aa diameter
diameter of
of
67
ins.
All
the
wheels
are
flanged.
The
pistons
drive
on
the
center
67 ins. All the wheels are flanged. The pistons drive on the center
pair,
pair, which
which gives
gives aa good
good length
length of
of connecting
connectingrod.
rod.The
Thevalves
valvesare
areof
of
the
piston
type,
outside
admission,
and
the
motion
is
direct
acting.
the piston type, outside admission, and the motion is direct acting.
A
A transmission
transmission bar
bar passes
passes from
from the
the link
linkblock
blockover
overthe
theforward
forward
driving
axle
to
a
rocker,
the
upper
end
of
which
is
only
driving axle to a rocker,
upper end of which is only just
just below
below
the
the level
level of
of the
the valve
valve rod,
rod, and
and whose
whose center
center line
linecorresponds
correspondswith
with
the
the center
center of
of the
the valve-stem
valve-stemrocker.
rocker.
This
This arrangement
arrangement causes
causes the
the valve
valve to
to have
have aa slightly
slightly longer
longer
travel
than
the
eccentrics
have
throw,
and
the
travel than the eccentrics have throw, and theeccentrics
eccentricsare
areset
seton
on
the
the axle
axle with
with their
their centers
centers on
on the
the side,
side, remote
remote from
from the
the axle.
axle.To
Toput
put
itit another
another way,
way, if
if the
the figure
figure IX
IX on
on the
thedial
dialof
ofaawatch
watchrepresent
representthe
the
crank
pin,
the
lines
through
the
centers
of
crank pin, the lines through the centers ofthe
theeccentrics
eccentricswould
wouldmark
mark
55 minutes
minutes past
past 5,
5, and
and the
the forward
forwardeccentric
eccentricwould
wouldbe
berepresented
representedby
by
the
minute
hand.
The
springs
the minute hand. The springsof
ofthis
thisengine
engineare
areunderhung
underhungexcept
except
over
over the
the leading
leading driver.
driver. The
The piston
piston rod
rod isissecured
securedto
tothe
thecross
crosshead
head
with
collar
and
nut,
and
the
side
rods
with collar and nut, and the side rodsare
arefluted.
fluted.
The
The boiler
boiler measures
measures 631
631ins.
ins.atatthe
thesmoke-box
smoke-boxend
endand
andthe
thegusgusset
sheet
slopes
up
to
connect
set sheet slopes up to connectwith
withthe
thethird
thirdcourse
coursewhich
whichisis 70i
70i ins.
ins.
in
in diameter.
diameter. The
The fire
firebox
boxhas
hasaagrate
gratearea
areaof
of311
311sq.
sq.ft.ft.The
Thetotal
total
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heating surface is 2,613.87 sq. ft.
ins.
heating
ft. There
There are
are 332
332 tubes
tubes14
14ft.
ft.
ins.
long,
and these contain 2,446.35 sq. ft. of heating surface. The crown
long, and
and roof
roof sheets
sheets are level and the hack
and
hack sheet
sheet is
is perpendicular.
perpendicular.
The windows
windows in the cab are arranged with an eye to the comfort
The
of the
the men.
men. The
The even spacing of the driving
of
driving wheels
wheels gives
gives the
theengine
engine
symmetrical and
and solid appearance,
aa symmetrical
appearance, which
which effect
effectisisheightened
heightenedby
bythe
the
long, unbroken
unbroken line of running
long,
running board.
board. A
A few
few of
of the
the principal
principaldidimensions are as follows:
mensions
follows:
Cylinder, 2ox28
2ox28 ins.; valve, balanced piston.
Cylinder,
piston.
Boiler—Type, wagon top; dia. 63+
Boiler—Type,
63+ ins.;
ins.; thickness
thickness of
of sheets,
sheets,aaand
andfifi
ins.; working
working press., 200 lbs.
ins.;
Fire box—Length,
box—Length, rob ins.; width, 42 ins.;
Fire
ins.; depth,
depth, front,
front, 751
751 ins.;
ins.;
depth, back,
back, 631 ins.
depth,
Water space—Front, 44 ins.;
Water
ins.; sides,
sides, 3-.13-.1-ins.;
ins.;back,
back,3131-ins.
ins.
Driving wheels, dia. of outside,
Driving
outside, 67
67 ins.
ins.
Wheel base—Driving,
base—Driving, 13 ft. 6 ins. : total engine,
Wheel
engine, 24
24 ft.
ft. 44 ins.
ins. ;; total
total
engine and tender, 51
engine
51 ft.
ft. 66 ins.
ins.
Weight—On driving wheels,
Weight—On
wheels, 132,6I0
132,6I0 lbs.;
lbs.; on
on truck,
truck, 32,48o
32,48o lbs.;
lbs.;
total engine, r65,o90 lbs.; total
total
total engine
engine and
and tender,
tender, about
about
265,000 lbs.
265,000
Tender--:-Wheels, dia., 33
Tender--:-Wheels,
33 ins.;
ins.; journals,
journals, 55 ft.x9
ft.x9 ins.;
ins.; tank
tankcapacity,
capacity,
5,000 gals.
5,000
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PASSENGER
PASSENGER POWER FOR
FOR THE
THE ATLANTIC
ATLANTIC COAST
COAST LINE.
LINE.

The
The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad,
Railroad, of
of which
which Mr.
Mr. J.J. S.
S. Chambers
Chambers
is
superintendent
of
motive
power,
has
had
seven
passenger
is superintendent of motive power, has had seven passengerengines
engines
of
of the
the 4-6-0 type built at the Baldwin Locomotive
Locomotive Works,
Works, one
one of
of
which
are practically
practically duplidupliwhich is
is illustrated
illustrated on
onpage
page61
61-- 5. The engines are
cates
cates of
of some engines
engines which
which were
were supplied
supplied on
on aa previous
previousorder.
order.
The
engines
are
simple,
The
are simple, with
with Allen-Richardson
Allen-Richardsonbalance
balancevalves.
valves.
The
The cylinders
cylinders ars 19x26
19x26 ins.
ins. and
and the
the driving
driving wheels
wheels are
are 68
68 ins.
ins. in
in
diameter.
diameter. All
All the
the wheels
wheels are
areflanged
flangedand
andthe
thedriving
drivingsprings
springsare
arebebetween
tween and
and under
under the
the frame
frame bars
barswith
withthe
theexception
exceptionof
ofthe
theleading
leading
drivers
which
drivers which have
have their
their springs
springson
ontop
topof
ofthe
thebox
boxininthe
theusual
usualway.
way.
The
The drivers
drivers are
are equally
equally spaced,
spaced,which
whichacids
acidsto
tothe
theappearance
appearanceofofthe
the
machine.
machine. The
The motion
motion is
is indirect,
indirect,the
thetransmission
transmissionbar
barpassing
passingbelow
below
the
the first
first driving
driving axle
axleto
toaarocker
rockerarm.
arm.
The
The boiler
boiler is
is aa straight-top
straight-top one,
one, and
and is
is 62
62 ins,
ins, in
in diameter
diameterat
atthe
the
front.
and there
there is
is in
in all
all 2,336
2,336sq.
sq.ft.
ft.of
of
28 sq. ft., and
front. The
The grate
gratearea
areaisis 28
heating
heating surface
surface made
made up
up of
of 162
162 in
inthe
thefire
firebox
boxand
and2,174
2,174sq.
sq.ft.
ft.ininthe
the
tubes.
tubes. There
There are
are 290
290 tubes,
tubes,each
each14
14ft.
ft.55ins.
ins.long.
long.The
Thecrown
crown
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The Prairie
Prairie type
type of
of engine
engine shown
shownon
onpages
pages618,
618,619
619was
wasbuilt
builtby
by
the Rogers
Rogers Locomotive
Locomotive Works
Works for
forthe
theIllinois
IllinoisCentral,
Central,and
andhas
has75-in.
75-in.
drivers,
drivers, with
with cylinders
cylinders 20x28
20x28 ins.
ins.
As will
will be
be seen,
seen, both
both injectors
injectors are
are on
on the
the engineer's
engineer'sside
sideand
and

. .

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL.
CENTRAL.

.IIR

FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND.
COMPOUND.

The engine we illustrate on page
page 617
617 was
was built
built by
by the
the BaldBaldwin Locomotive Works for the Santa
Fe.
It
is
a
four-cylinder
Santa Fe. It is a four-cylinder comcompound in which the four pistons
pistons drive
drive on
on the
the forward
forward wheels
wheels which
which
are mounted on a cranked
cranked axle.
axle. The
The cylinders
cylindersare
are15
15and
and25x26
25x26ins.,
ins.,
the low-pressure ones
being
on
the
outside
and
the
ones being on the outside and thevalves
valvesare
areof
ofthe
the
balanced-piston
balanced-piston type.
type. The
The driving
drivingwheels
wheelsare
are73
73ins.
ins.inindiameter.
diameter.
The pressure carried
carried is
is zzo
zzo lbs.
lbs. and
andthe
thetotal
totalheating
heatingsurface
surfaceisis3,083
3,083
sq. ft. The boiler measures 66
ins.
diameter
66 ins. diameter at
at the
the smoke-box
smoke-box end.
end.
The weight carried
carried on
on the
the drivers
drivers isis101,42o
101,42olbs.,
lbs.,and
andthe
thetotal
totalweight
weight
of the machine
machine is
is 193,760
193,760 lbs.
lbs. The
The tank
tankcapacity
capacityisis8,400
8,400gals.
gals.The
The
cranks and crank
crank pins
pins are
are so
so placed
placed in
in this
this machine
machineas
asto
topractically
practically
form a self-balanced
self-balanced engine.
engine. Her
Her performance
performanceon
onthe
theroad
roadwill
willbe
be
watched with
with considerable
considerable interest.
interest.

,
..

.. ,

'

sheet slopes
slopes slightly down toward the back. A few
sheet
few of
of the
the principal
principal
dimensions are as follows
:
follows :
Cylinders-19x26 ins.
Cylinders-19x26
Valve—Allen-Richardson, balance.
Boiler—Thickness of sheets, in.; working pressure, 200
200 lbs.; fuel
soft
coal;
staying,
radial.
soft
radial.
Fire box—Length, 961 ins.; width, 42
42 ins.
ins. ;; depth,
depth, front
front 6969- ins.;
ins.;
back, 671 ins.; thickness
of
sheets,
sides,
in.;back,
back, in.;
in.;
thickness of sheets, sides, a in.;
crown, in. ; tube, in.; water space, front,
front, 44 ins.;
ins.; sides,
sides, 33 ins.;
ins.;
back 3 ins.
Heating surface—Fire
surface—Fire box,
box,162
162sq.
sq.ft.
ft.;; tubes,
tubes, 2,174
2,174sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;total,
total,
21,336 sq. ft.; grate
area,
grate area, 28 sq. ft.
Driving wheels—Diameter outside, 68 ins.; journals,
journals, Sixtoi
Sixtoi ins.
ins.
Engine truck wheels—Diameter,
wheels—Diameter, 361
361 ins.;
ins.; journals,
journals, 5x10i
5x10iins.
ins.
Wheel base—Driving, 13 ft. 6 ins.; total engine,
engine, 24
24 ft.
ft. 44 ins.;
ins.; total
total
engine and tender, 51 ft. 6 ins.
engine
Weight—On driving wheels, about, io6,000
io6,000 lbs.;
lbs.; on
on truck,
truck, about,
about,
39,000 lbs.; total engine,
engine, 145,000
145,000 lbs.;
lbs.; total
total engine
engineand
andtender,
tender,
about 245,000 lbs.
about

ilders.
Works, Bu
Works,
Bu ilders.
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DETAILS OF /I,I,INOIS
ILLINOISCENTRAL
CENTRAL PRAIRIE
PRAIRIE TYPE.
TYPE.

Rogers Locomotive
Locomotive Co.,
Co., Builders.
Rogers

W. Ren
Reusihaw,
shaw, Supt. Motive Power.
; W.
CEN TR AL„
FOR
ILLI NOIS
RoGERg
ILLINOIS
CENTRAL,.
LocomoTivgFOR
RO
GER S PRAIRIE
PRA IRIELocomoTivg
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the sanding device is double pneumatic. The details are shown in
the line engraving as well as those of the hangers of the trailing
wheels. These need little explanation, being modifications of the
regular swing truck.
The main dimensions are given below
Fuel, bituminous coal.
Driving-axle journals, 94x121 ins,
Driving-wheel base, 13 ft. 6 ins.
Total wheel base of engine, 30 ft. g ins.
Weight on drivers, 130,000 lbs.
Weight on truck, 21,500 lbs.
Weight on trailers, 23,50o lbs.
Total weight, 175,000 lbs.
Heating surface, tubes, 3.333.25 sq. ft.
Heating surface, fire box, 201.26 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total, 3,534.51 sq. ft.
Grate area, 51.08 sq. ft.
Tubes, diameter, 2 ins.; length, t9 ft. o
Tubes, number, 335.
Grate, length, 102 ins.; width, 72 ins.
Boiler, diameter, outside front, 68 ins.; working pressure, 200 lbs.
Tender capacity, 15 tons coal; 7,000 gals.
Tender wheels, diameter, 38 ins.

Ca le donian Ra ilway Company, Bu ilders.

62o

M'INTOSH'S TEN WHEELERS_
-

Mr. John McIntosh, the locomotive superintendent of the Caledonian Railway, designed and completed at the St. Roilox works of
the company two locomotives intended for the West Coast express
traffic between Carlisle, Glasgow and Perth, one of which is illustrated on pages 621, 622, 623.
These engines are of a type absolutely unique and new to the
railway world, being the first To-wheeled locomotives for express
work which combine inside cylinders, inside framing, a leading bogie
and 6-coupled wheels of so large a diameter as 6 ft. 6 ins. As such,
they mark a step or epoch in locomotive design, and are worthy of
special notice.
The cylinders, 21X26 ins., are placed between the frames with
the valves (ordinary slide) above and actuated by ordinary shiftinglink motion through a rocking shaft. The boiler barrel is 17 ft., and
the fire box 8 ft. 6 ins. in length. The total heating surface being
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AUSTRIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

The Austrian State Railways have recently been supplied with a
new class of passenger locomotive of Herr R. von Golsdorf's design,
shown herewith. These engines are two-cylinder compounds and
have four coupled drivers 2.14 meters.diamcter, cylinders H. P. 0.50
meters and L. P. 0.76 meters diameter, with a stroke of 0.68 meters.
In general details the engines conform to recent practice of Herr
Golsdorf and reference to the illustration herewith will show the
Walschaert valve gear with the valves above, piston tail rods, extended smoke box,etc,,etc. These engines, which are shown on page
623, weigh in running order 54,000 kilograms = 120,000 lbs.
An engine of this design was built at Altoona several years ago.
Its performance did not warrant the building of more.

FAST PASSENGER ENGINE FOR THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL.

The Rogers Locomotive Company, of Paterson, N. J., have recently supplied the Illinois Central Railroad with some good examples of the now popular 4-4-2 type of locomotive for passenger
service, one of them being shown on page 625, built to suit the ideas
of W. Renshaw, Superintendent of Machinery.
The cylinders are 20x28 ins. and the driving wheels are 79 ins.
in diameter. The engine is simple, with ordinary slide valves, actuated by indirect motion. The rocker arm is between the driving
wheels, and as the eccentric rods pass beyond the rocker the transmission bar works back from link to rocker. The crosshead is of the
alligator type with top guide recessed so that outer edge of bar and
guide are flush. The weight of the engine in working order is
188,000 lbs., of which 102,000 lbs. rest on the drivers. The engine
truck carries-45,00o lbs., while the wheels at the rear bear 41,000 lbs.
The boiler is of the extended wagon-top type and measures 66
ins. at the smoke-box ring. The pressure carried is 200 lbs., and
flexible or expansion stays are used in the critical rows in fire-box
side sheets and in throat sheet. Water is supplied by two injectors

A TLA NTIC li N GINE FOR ILL INOISCEN TRAL.,

goods engine and tender combined. The tender, which runs on two
four-wheeled trucks, carries 6 tons (2,240 lbs. per ton) of coal and
5000 imp. gallons of water. At present these are the largest locomotives working in the British Isles, and their performances are
giving the greatest satisfaction, handling with ease the heavies'
trains put behind them.

Rogera- Locomo t ive Works, Bu ilders.
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W. Rens haw, Supt. Motive Power.
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The Vanderbilt tank contains 7,000 gallons of water and is provided with a running board on each side at the back end for the use
of the fireman when taking water. The total weight of engine and
tender in working order is 319,210 lbs. A few of the principal dimensions are as follows :
Cylinders, 151 and 26x28 ins. Valve balance piston.
in.; working
Boiler, diameter, 66 ins.; thickness of sheets, , 56
pressure, 200 lbs.; staying radial.
Fire box, length, milt ins.; width, 66f ins.; depth, front, 71i ins.
back 584 ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,
in.; hack, #f in. ;
crown, in.; tube, -.12- in.; water space, front, 4 ins.; sides, 4 ins.;
back, 4 ins.
Tubes, number 350; diameter, 2 ins. ; length, 15 ft. 6 ins.
Heating surface, fire box, 168.2 sq. ft. ; tubes, 2,825; total, 2,993.2 sq.
ft.; grate area. 47.5 sq. ft.
Driving wheels, diameter outside, 62 ins.; journals, main, 9x12 ins.;
others, 9x12 ins.
Engine truck wheels, diameter, 30 ins.; journals, 6ixii ins.;
wheel base, driving. 14 ft. 6 ins.; total engine, 26 ft. 9 ins.
Weight, on driving wheels, 140,070 lbs.; on truck, 45,140 lbs.;
total engine, 185,210 lbs.; total engine and tender, 319,210 lbs.
Tank, capacity, 7,000 gallons.
Tender, journals, 5-ix10 ins.

Company, Dui'dem
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A very good example of heavy freight power in the shape of a
consolidation engine is shown on page 629. It was built at the Brooks
shops of the American Locomotive Company for the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway, and embraces the ideas of C. E. Turner,
superintendent of motive power. The engines are simple, with 21x
28 in. cylinders. The diameter of the driving wheels is 57 ins. and
the adhesive weight is 164,600 lbs. With a steam pressure of 210
lbs. the calculated tractive force of this engine is about 38,500 lbs.
The valves are of the piston type and the old familiar square
steam chest is replaced by the sloping of the valve chamber, on the
outside of which a step has been placed for the convenience of those
who may have to get from front foot plate to running board. The
pistons drive on the third wheel, while the eccentrics are placed on
the second axle, and a short and nearly straight transmission bar
passing over the forward axle gives direct connection gear.

E. Turner, Supt, Mot ive

CONSOLIDATION FOR THE B., R. & P. RAILWAY.

The Vanderbilt tank contains 7,000 gallons of water and is provided with a running board on each side at the back end for the use
of the fireman when taking water. The total weight of engine and
tender in working order is 319,210 lbs. A few of the principal dimensions are as follows :
Cylinders, 151 and 26x28 ins. Valve balance piston.
in.; working
Boiler, diameter, 66 ins.; thickness of sheets, , 56
pressure, 200 lbs.; staying radial.
Fire box, length, milt ins.; width, 66f ins.; depth, front, 71i ins.
back 584 ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,
in.; hack, #f in. ;
crown, in.; tube, -.12- in.; water space, front, 4 ins.; sides, 4 ins.;
back, 4 ins.
Tubes, number 350; diameter, 2 ins. ; length, 15 ft. 6 ins.
Heating surface, fire box, 168.2 sq. ft. ; tubes, 2,825; total, 2,993.2 sq.
ft.; grate area. 47.5 sq. ft.
Driving wheels, diameter outside, 62 ins.; journals, main, 9x12 ins.;
others, 9x12 ins.
Engine truck wheels, diameter, 30 ins.; journals, 6ixii ins.;
wheel base, driving. 14 ft. 6 ins.; total engine, 26 ft. 9 ins.
Weight, on driving wheels, 140,070 lbs.; on truck, 45,140 lbs.;
total engine, 185,210 lbs.; total engine and tender, 319,210 lbs.
Tank, capacity, 7,000 gallons.
Tender, journals, 5-ix10 ins.

Company, Dui'dem
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A very good example of heavy freight power in the shape of a
consolidation engine is shown on page 629. It was built at the Brooks
shops of the American Locomotive Company for the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway, and embraces the ideas of C. E. Turner,
superintendent of motive power. The engines are simple, with 21x
28 in. cylinders. The diameter of the driving wheels is 57 ins. and
the adhesive weight is 164,600 lbs. With a steam pressure of 210
lbs. the calculated tractive force of this engine is about 38,500 lbs.
The valves are of the piston type and the old familiar square
steam chest is replaced by the sloping of the valve chamber, on the
outside of which a step has been placed for the convenience of those
who may have to get from front foot plate to running board. The
pistons drive on the third wheel, while the eccentrics are placed on
the second axle, and a short and nearly straight transmission bar
passing over the forward axle gives direct connection gear.

E. Turner, Supt, Mot ive

CONSOLIDATION FOR THE B., R. & P. RAILWAY.

The spring gear is very compact. The semi-elliptic springs are
placed in the space between top and bottom frame bars. Two flat
equalizer bars rest on each axle box, inside and outside the frame.
their ends terminating in the Brooks webbed hook hanger which
carry the spring ends. The forward driving spring is, however, carried above this frame in the usual way. All the driving wheels are
flanged. The tumbling-shaft casting is also utilized as a bracket for
.the spectacle plate, and the reach rod is a piece of 2-in. pipe screwed
into pin-connection castings at each end_
The boiler is of the wide fire-box type, radial stayed and measures 77 ins, in the waist and tapers to 70 ins. at the smoke-box end.
There is ample steam space and the boiler contains 2,877 sq. ft. of
heating surface. The grate area is about 54 sq. ft. The tender has
a coal capacity of 12 tons and the tank hold's 6,000 gallons of water.
Altogether the machine presents a neat and clear-cut appearance.
A few of the principal dimensions are appended for reference:
Weight in working order, 184,600 lbs.
Weight on drivers, 164,600 lbs.
Weight engine and tender in work'g order, 308,60o lbs.
Wheel base, driving, 15 ft. 9 ins.; total, 24 ft. 6 ins.
Wheel base, total engine and tender, 54 ft. 7 ins.
Valves, kind of, piston; greatest travel, 5;.-r ins.
Outside lap, 1 in.; inside lap, 0 in.
WHEELS, ET C.
Dia. and lgth. of driving journals, 81 and 94xii ins.
Dia. and Igth. of main crank pin jour., 64.x61 ins.
Dia. and lgth. of side rod pin jour., 74x44 ins.

Amer ican Loc omo tive Co., Builder s.
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E, D. Branner, Supt. Mot ive Power.

BOl LER.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box, 32,
Fire box, length, 108 ins.; width 74 ins.
Fire box, depth, front, 72 ins.; back, 58-.1ins.
Fire box plates, thickness, sides, in.; back, j in.; crown, in; tube
sheet, in.
Fire box, water space, 4 ins. front ; 4 ins. sides ; 4 ins. back.
Tubes, number, 354 ; dia., 2 ins.
Tubes, length over tube sheets, 14 ft. 6- ins.
Fire brick, supported on tubes,
Heating surface, tubes
2,672.7 sq. ft.
Heating surface, water tubes
28.5 sq. ft.
Heating surface, fire box
175.8 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total
2,877 sq. ft
Grate surface
54 sq. ft.
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MICHIGAN CENTRAL FAST EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE.

HEAVY CONSOLIDATIO NFrORTHE PI TTSBU RGH & LAKEERIE.

The locomotive illustrated on page 6,31 is one of a number of
this class that are giving exceptionally good service on the Michigan Central. A 4-4-2 type engine similar to the one shown in our
illustration hauled sixteen passenger coaches from Bridgeburg to
St. Thomas, Ont., a distance of 118.22 miles, in 127 minutes. The
weight behind the tender was 6o54 tons, while the engine and
tender together weighed 1251- tons. A total load of 731 tons
was, therefore, moved from one terminal to the other against eight
slowdowns at a steady average rate of 55.8 miles an hour. The
machine was built at the Schenectady shops of the American Locomotive Company, and has 21x26 in cylinders, 79 in. drivers,
502r, sq. ft. of grate area and 3,521 sq. ft. of heating surface. This
exceptional performance was, no doubt, rendered possible by the
liberal heating surface provided.

The Pittsburgh shops of the American Loct:motive Company
built the heavy 2-8-0 engines for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad, shown on page 633. These engines are simple, with cylinders
2I X30 ins., driving wheels 51 ins. in diameter, and represent the ideas
of L. H. Turner, Superintendent of Motive Power. These wheels
carry a weight of 168,150 lbs. The steam pressure is 200 lbs. The
maximum calculated tractive effort is about 44,100 lbs. The motion
of these engines is indirect, with transmission bar curved below the
second axle. The three rear driving wheels are equalized together,
while the pony truck equalizes with the leading drivers. The two
leading drivers have overhung springs, and the main driver and the
trailer have springs placed between the frame bars to economize
space. All the wheels are flanged.
The boiler is of the straight-top type, the smallest ring being 76
ins, outside diameter. The crown sheet is level, while the roof sheet
slopes toward the back about 6 ins. This insures plenty of steam
room. There are 370 tubes, which give 2$58.82 sq. ft. of heating
surface. The total being 3,040.6 sq. ft.
The tender is of the hopper variety and carries 14 tons of coal,
the tank contains 7.000 gallons of -water. The tender frames are
steel channels, and the whole is carried on Fox pressed steel trucks.
The tender weighs, with fuel and water, about 139,700 lbs.
A few of the important dimensions are appended for reference:

L. ifTurner, Supt, Motive Power.

HEAVY CONSOLIDATION FOR THE PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE.
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Total weight
weight of
of engine
engine in
in working
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Total
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lbs.; on
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168.150 lbs.;
lbs.; driving
driving wheel
wheel base of engine, 16 ft.; total
168.150
total 24
24 ft.
ft.
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Crown
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dia.
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1
in.
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ins. centers.
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tubesheets,
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ft.10
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length of fire box,
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of fire
fire box,
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40i
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Boiler
pressure,
Boiler pressure, 200
200 lbs.;
lbs.; grate area,
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sq. ft.
ft.
Heating
surface
in
tubes,
2,858.82
sq. ft.; in fire
Heating surface in tubes,
fire box,
box, 181.78
181.78 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.;
total, 3,040.6
3,040.6 sq.
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sq. ft.
Dia. of
of driving
driving wheels
wheels outside of tires, 51 ins.; dia. and length of
Dia.
journals,
9-ix12
journals, 9-ix12 ins.;
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of engine
engine truck
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ins.;dia.
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and length of journals, 6x to
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Company,
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their machines
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of the
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thecity
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ofPittsburgh,
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countryfor
forthe
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thatgoes
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&Company
Companyto
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selltheir
their
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product at
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orcompany
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NOVEL SUBURBAN
SUBURBAN ENGINE
ENGINE ON THE GREAT EASTERN OF ENGLAND.
NOVEL

Mr. James Holden, locomotive superintendent
superintendent of
of the
the Great
Great
Eastern Railway, of England, has designed a powerful
powerful suburban
suburban enengine, shown on page 637, which is intended to haul trains of
about 370 long tons and carrying each about
1,200 passengers. The
about 1,200
traffic is such as to require about 15 stops and starts
starts in
in aa distance
distance of
of
ten and three-quarter miles,. between
between London
London and
and Enfield,
Enfield,and
andititisis
proposed to cover the distance
distance in
in 3o
3o minutes.
minutes.
The engine is built. up very close
close to
to the
the loading
loading line
lineof
ofthe
theroad
road
and weighs about 156,800 lbs. All the
the weight
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the five
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and water.
water. The
The cylinders
cylinders are
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outside ones
ones drive
drive
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center cylinder,
cylinder, placed
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directly
beloW the smoke box, drives upon a crank axle
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pair.
All the cylinders are horizontal, and the eccentrics
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secured to
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third axle. There are only two steam
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middle. A
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connecting rod for the center
center cylinder.
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rod,and
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pressure. There
Thereare
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gallons of water
water carried,
carried, and
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twotons
tonsof
ofcoal.
coal.
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SIDE ElfEVATION OP PENNSYLVANIA

Through the courtesy of Mr. Theodore N. Ely, chief of motive
power of the Pennsylvania system, we have received a photograph
and some data about an E.3.a class simple passenger engine of the
4-4-2 type lately built at the Altoona shops of the company, and
show it in two views, one half-tone and one line elevation.
The cylinders are 22x26 ins. and have 8o-in, driving wheels. The
weight of this machine in working order is 183,130 lbs. The adhesive
weight amounts to 118,350 lbs., while the carrying wheels at the rear
hear about 31,130 lbs., and the engine truck 33,65 ❑ lbs. The driving
and carrying wheels are all equalized. The driving springs being
carried upon saddles on top of the boxes in the usual way. The rear
spring of the engine is placed behind the 50-in, carrying wheel, and
an axle box equalized rests upon the carrying wheels' journal boxes.
Between this and the rear driver the equalization is brought about by
a series of three, pivoted equalizers and hangers. The half-tone,
however, shows a modification of this arrangement whereby the rear
spring is placed upon the lower frame bar and is equalized both ways
to the rear driver and the carrying wheel. The main valves are of the
balanced D-slide type, having 7 in. travel and in, lap. The steam
ports are 11X20 ins, and the exhaust ports are 3x20 ins.
The boiler has a Belpaire wide fire box and the minimum internal
diameter of the boiler 65R ins. There are 315 tubes, measuring each
180 ins. in length which gives a heating surface of 2,474 sq. ft. The
fire box is 72x111 ins. with a grate area of 55 sq. ft. The fire box
has 166 sq, ft. of heating surface, which added to that of the flues,
gives a total heating surface of 2,640 sq. ft. The steam pressure
carried is 205 lbs.
Among the ratios worked out by the builders for this engine
may be mentioned the ratio of heating surface to grate area which is
47.56. This means that for every square foot of grate area there are
over 47 sq. ft. of heating surface provided. The ratio of external flue
heating surface to fire box heating surface is 14.9. That means that
for every square foot of fire-box heating surface there are nearly 15
sq. ft. of heating surface in the flues. The calculated tractive power
of this engine, assuming the mean effective pressure in the cylinders
to be t of the boiler pressure, is 25,800 lbs. and the ratio of calculated
tractive power to adhesive weight is as I is to 4.5. The driving-wheel
base is 7 ft. 5 ins. The total wheel base of the engine is 3o ft. 9 1 ins.,
while the wheel base of the engine and tender is 6o ft. I ; s ins. The
whole design is well proportioned and the engine presents a neat and

E NGEM.
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trim appearance.
appearance. The
The absence
absence of
of piping
piping and
and other attachments
trim
attachments
along
the
boiler
is
very
marked and
and contributes
contributes largely
largely to the pleasing
along the boiler is very marked
pleasing
effect produced.
produced.
effect
DEGREES OF
OF CURVES.
CURVES.
DEGREES

theUnited
In the
UnitedStates
States railway
railway curves
curves are nearly always
In
always dedescribed
as
so
many
degrees.
In
foreign
countries
E
o
many
feet rascribed as so many degrees. In foreign countries E o many feet
dius describes
describes the
the curve.
curve. American
American railway
dius
railway surveyors
surveyors measure
measure
curves
as
part
of
a
circle
whose
radius
is
established
curves as part of a circle whose radius is established by
by the
the angle
angle
of deflection.
deflection. If
If the
the angle
angle of
of
of deflection
deflection is
is I°
I° the
the radius
radiusof
ofthe
thec:rrve
c:rrve
will be
be 5,730
5,730 feet
feet ;; 2°
2° is
is half
half of
will
of that
that and
and so
so on. A
A BD°
BD° curve
curve is
is part
part
of
a
circle
having
573
feet
radius.
By
memorizing
of a circle having 573 feet radius. By memorizing the radius of a
10° curve
curve any
any person
person can
can readily
10°
readily make
make aa mental
mental calculation
calculationof
ofthe
the
sharpness
of
all
curves.
sharpness of all curves.
ATLANTIC TYPE
TYPE LOCOMOTIVES
LOCOMOTIVES IN GERMANY.
ATLANTIC

The two
two photos
photos reproduced
The
reproduced here
here show
show Atlantic
Atlantictype
typeexpress
express
engines
running
on
the
Palatinate
Railways
engines running on the Palatinate Railways and
and having
havingaanumber
number
of interesting
interesting features.
of
features.
' No.
No. ii is
is the
the first
first Atlantic
Atlantic (4-4-2)
(4-4-2) engine
engineintroduced
introducedin
inGerGermany;
it
was
built
in
many; it was built in 1898
1898 by
by Krauss,
Krauss, Munich.
Munich. There
There are
are now
now
about twelve
about
twelve of
of this
this kind
kind on
on the
the railway.
railway. It
It has
has inside
inside simple
simple
cylinders, driving
cylinders,
driving the
the first
first pair
pair of
of wheels
wheels ;; the
the valve
valvegear
gearisisaa
combinatio
n
of
Joy's
's. The
combination of Joy's and
and Walschaert
Walschaert's.
The boiler
boiler is
is of
of the
the
wagon-top
wagon-top type,
type, with
with broad
broad fire
fire box,
box, which
whichisissupported
supportedby
byan
an
outside
outside frame
frame surrounding
surrounding the
the driving
driving wheels,
wheels, which,
which,however,
however,
have
have only
only inside
inside bearings.
bearings. The
The trailing
trailing axle
axle is
is entirely
entirelyfree
free
geared,
and,
having
no
pin
nor
radial
axle
boxes,
it
geared, and, having no pin nor radial axle boxes, itisiscontrolled
controlled
only
only by
by the
the spring
spring pressure.
pressure. This
This engine
engine is
isthe
thefirst
first"air
"aircutter"
cutter"
of
Germany,
with
conical
smoke-box
cover
and
prow-shaped
of Germany, with conical smoke-box cover and prow-shaped front
front
sheet
sheet of
of cab.
cab.
No.
No. 22 was
was built
built by
by Krauss,
Krauss,Munich,
Munich,for
forthe
theParis
ParisEx7osition.
Ex7osition.
190o,
and
received
there
the
"Grand
Prix"
for
190o, and received there the "Grand Prix" forits
itsnovel
novelfeatures,
features,
which
which were
were good
good in
in theory
theory but
but bad
badin
inpractice.
practice.The
Theengine
engine
turned
turned out
out to
to be
be aa complete
completefailure,
failure,for
forititnever
neverleft
leftthe
theshops
shops
after
after it
it had
had been
been bought
boughtby
bythe
thePalatinate
PalatinateRailways
Railwaysand
andmade
made
several
several trials.
trials. Finally
Finally ititwas
wasrebuilt.
rebuilt.ItItisisnow
nowan
anordinary
ordinarycomcompound
pound inside
inside cylinder
cylinder Atlantic
Atlantictype
typeengine.
engine.The
Thecylinders
cylindersare
are
inside
Iow
inside and
and much
much inclined,
inclined,high
highpressure
pressurewith
withflat
flatvalve,
valve, Iow
pressure
wagon-top with
is wagon-top
pressure with
with piston
piston valve.
valve. The
The boiler
boiler is
with broad
broad
box
and
fire
verylong
longsmoke
smokebox.
box.
fire box andvery

GERMAN COMPOUND
ENGINE.
COMPOUND INSIDE
INSIDE CYLINDER
CYLINDER 4.4-2
4.4-2 ENGINE.
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PRUSSIAN ARTICULATED TANK ENGINE.

Henschel & John, Cassel, built for the Prussian State Railways the heavy tank-articulated engine here illustrated. It was
built after what is known as the Hagans system, and is a curiosity
in some respects. The cylinders. which are 203x241 ins.. transmit

•

LOCO. Er FN EERTNG

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY o ENGLAND HEAVY EXPRESS P:Ni;INI -:

ARTICULATED TANK ENGINE.

power direct to the front 6-coupled wheels and through a vibrating
lever to two pairs of driving wheels behind. Locomotives not
unlike this one have been built in the. United States, but they were
not popular. This engine was built to operate a very crooked road
having many steep gradients, and is reported to be a success.

ATLANTIC TYPE PASSENGER POWER FOR THE ERIE.

W1BB FouR-evt,INDEft.

COMPOUND GOODS ENGINE.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have supplied the Erie with
Some very substantial Vauclain compound 4-4-2 passenger engines,
shown on page 649. The sizes of the cylinders are 15 and 25x28 ins..
and the high-pressure cylinders are placed on top. The driving
wheels measure 76 ins. outside the tires, and the weight carried by
them amounts to about 88,000 lbs. The total weight of the engine
is about 180,000 lbs. The drivers and carrying truck wheels are
equalized together, and the valve motion is indirect, with transmission bar passing below the leading driving axle. The valves are of
the piston type. The guide bars are very securely fastened to the

ATLANTIC TYPE VAU CLAIN CO MPOUNDFO RTHE ERIE

spectacle plate by a heavy steel casting which passes completely
around the ends of the guides.
The boiler is of the straight-top variety, with wide fire box for
bituminous coal, this, however, is not quite as wide as the ordinary
Wootten type, thus allowing the cab to be placed at the rear of the
engine. The boiler is 64 ins. in diameter at the smoke-box end. The
total heating surface is 2,811 sq. ft. The tender has a hood over the
front of the fuel space for the protection of the fireman, and the tank
has a water bottom. The water capacity of the tank is 7,000 gallons,
and there is a back step, hand rail and ladder for the fireman, so
that the tank manhole may be conveniently reached.
These engines altogether are very similar to those built last year
at the Baldwin Works for the Erie, except that the one here illustrated is arranged to burn soft coal. Though the position , of the
cab differs from that of the hard-coal burners, these engines have
been made with parts interchangeable as far as possible, to suit the
former design.
Some of the principal dimensions are as follows :
Cylinder, 15 and 25x28 ins.
Boiler, diameter, 64 ins.; thickness of sheets, 1,-1 in.; working pressure, 200 lbs.
Fire box, length, 102 ins.; width, 66 ins.; depth, front, 661 ins. ; back,
574- ins.; thickness of sheets, side, I in.; back, -1 in.; crown,
in.; tube, in.; water space, front, 4 ins.; sides, 4 ins.; back,
4 ins.
Tubes, wire gauge No. 12 ; number, 305; diameter, 2 ins.; length, 16
ft. 6 ins.
Heating surface, fire box, 172 sq. ft. ; tubes, 2,639 sq. ft.; total, 2,811
sq. ft, ; grate area, 46.75 sq. ft.
Driving wheels, diameter outside, 76 ins.; journals, 9X12 iris.
Engine truck wheels, diameter, 33 ins.; journals, 6x12
Trailing wheels, diameter, 50 ins.; journals, 84X12
Wheel base, driving, 6 ft. 7 ins.; rigid, 13 ft. ro ins.; total engine, 26
ft. 3 ins.; total engine and tender, 52 ft. 2 ins.
Weight, on driving wheels, 88,00o lbs.; on truck, 48,000 lbs.; on
trailer, 44,000 lbs.; total engine, 180,000 lbs.; total engine and
tender, about 310,000 lbs.
Tank, capacity, 7,00o gals.
Tender, wheels, 334 ins.; journals, 5x9 ins.

Ba ldw in Locomotive Works, Builders.
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In sending us particulars of the German compound reproduced
reproduced
on page 65r, Mr. M. Richter, the designer
designer of
of the
the engine
engine ,says:
,says:
The Atlantic, or 4-4-2 type of engine,
engine, was
was introduced
introducedinto
intoGerGermany in 1898, and for the same reason that it became popular
popular here,
here,
viz. :The
Thenecessary
necessary enlargement
enlargement of
of the boiler and the increase of
viz.:
of
grate area. In the continental type,
type, however,
however, the
the pistons
pistonsdrive
drivethe
the
forward axle, and for that
that practice
practice itit is
is claimed
claimedthat
thatthe
thereciprocating
reciprocating
parts are less heavy than they are in
in America,
America, where
where the
the main
main drivers
drivers
are usually the rear pair, and consequently
consequently the
the German
German engine
engine has
hasaa
longer wheel base and is better
better balanced.
balanced.
These engines were built
built for
for the
the Baden
Baden State
Staterailways.
railways.They
They
were designed to haul
haul-- express trains of 20o tons
tons behind
behind the
the tender
tender
at a speed of from 75 miles
miles per
per hour
hour on
on the
the level,
level,and
andatat62
62miles
milesper
per
hour on grades of I in 300. The cylinders are arranged with
with the
the
13.2 and
high pressure inside and the low outside.
outside. The
The cylinders
cylinders are
are 13.2
22.4x24.4 ins. The ratio of cylinder volumes
volumes is
is about
about 2.9. The
180 degrees, but are at 90 degrees
degrees with
with
cranks on a side are placed at 180
reference to the corresponding
corresponding ones
ones on
on the
the other
otherside,
side,so
sothat
thatthe
thebalbalancing is perfect, and the
the counterweights
counterweights used
usedare
arefor
forthe
therotating
rotating
parts.
parts.
The wheels are 82.7 ins. in diameter. Each
Each side
side of
of the
the engine
engine
has only one valve gear placed outside
outside the
the wheels
wheels and
and that
that is
is of
of the
the
Walshaert type. A rocking
rocking shaft
shaft moves
moves both
both valves,
valves,that
thatof
ofthe
thehigh
high
pressure, being piston with inside admission, that of the
the low,
low, is
is aa
balanced side valve. In consequence
consequence of
of the
the joint
joint arrangement
arrangement of
of
both valves, the
the cut
cut off
off is
is the
the same
samefor
forall
allfour
fourcylinders,
cylinders,and
andusually
usually
amounts to 40 per
per cent,
cent, of
of the
the stroke.
stroke. The
Thecarrying
carryingwheels
wheelshave
have
radial axle
axle boxes.
boxes.
For diminishing resistance,
resistance, or
or in
in order
order to
to throw
throw the
thesmoke
smokeand
and
steam high in air, the smoke
box
is
fitted
with
a
sharp
conical
smoke box is fitted with a sharp conicalcover.
cover.
The cab front sheet is composed.
composed. of
of two
two pieces,
pieces, running
running together
together at
at
an angle of 90 degrees,
thus
forming
a
kind
degrees, thus forming a kind of
of prow.
prow.
The boiler is straight
straight and
and contains
contains 279
279 tubes,
tubes, 15
15 ft.
ft.99ins.
ins.long
long
and 22 ins, outside diameter. The
228 lbs. per sq.
sq.
The working
working pressure
pressure is
is 228
in. The smoke box is
is of
of the
the very
very extended
extended type,
type, being
being88ft.
ft. 22 ins.
ins.
long. The fire box
box is
is of
of the
the wide
wide type,
type, made
madeof
ofcopper
copperwith
with42
42sq.
sq.
ft. of grate
grate surface;
surface; the
the total
total heating
heatingsurface
surfaceisis2,55o
2,55osq.
sq.ft.
ft.The
The
safety valves are
are pops,
pops, which
which isisaanovelty
noveltyfor
forEurope.
Europe.
The tender is carried
carried on
on two
two trucks,
trucks, and
and has
has aa tank
tankcapacity
capacityof
of
5,300 U. S. gallons,
gallons, and
and itit carries
carries from
from 66 to
toII
IItons
tonsof
ofcoal.
coal.All'
All'
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the engine
engine and
and tender
tender are
are braked,
braked, and
andthe
thetotal
totalweight
weightof
of
wheels on the
engine in
in working
working order
order isis74
74tons
tonswith
withadhesive
adhesiveweight
weightofof31.9
31.9
the engine
tons.
tons.
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Locomotive Company
Company have
havesupplied
suppliedthe
theChicago,
Chicago,
The American Locomotive
powerful 2-8-0
2-8-0 engines,
engines, built
built at
at
Rock Island & Pacific with some powerful
shown on
on page
page 653.
653. The
The enentheir Dunkirk shops, one of which is shown
heaviest now
now on
on the
the C.,
C., R.
R. I.I. &
& P.,
P., the
the mamagines are probably the heaviest
chine weighing in all 202,50o lbs. The engine
engine is
is simple
simple and
and has
has
cylinders 22x30 ins. The driving wheels are
are 63
63 ins.
ins. in
in diameter
diameter and
and
carry a weight of 182p00
182p00 lbs.
lbs. With
With 85
85 per
per cent.
cent. of
ofthe
theboiler
boilerprespressure, which is
is 200
mean effective
effective pressure
pressure at
at
200 lbs., assumed to be the mean
slow speed the maximum tractive
tractive effort
effort is
is 39,200 lbs., and the ratio
ratio
of tractive effort to
to adhesive
adhesive weight
weightisistherefore
therefore4.6.
4.6.
The engine has a large boiler
boiler which
which is
is 721
721 ins.
ins. at
at the
the smoke-box
smoke-box
end and a total of 3,264 sq. ft. of heating
heating surface
surface has
has been
been provided.
provided.
This, with the ample fire box, guarantees good
good steaming
steaming qualities.
qualities.
The boiler is of the extended wagon-top type, with plenty of
of steam
steam
room.
The valve gear is direct, and operates
operates aa piston
piston valve
valve having
having ininside admission. This arrangement
arrangement reduces
reduces the
thewear
wearand
andtear
tearon
onvalve
valve
stem packing at both ends, as it
it is
is only
only required
required to
to stand
standthe
thecomcomparatively light and intermittent
intermittent pressure
pressure of
of the
the exhaust
exhauststeam.
steam.
That prolific steam waster, the clearance,
clearance, has
has been
been very
very materially
materially
reduced in this deSign. The valve chamber is placed in the direct
line of steam passage,
passage, and
and as
as close
the cylinder as possible, so that
to the
close to
the steam spaces to be filled and emptied at each stroke
stroke are
are as
as small
small
as
can
be
made.
The
valve-rod
transmission
bar
is
slightly
curved,
valve-rod transmission bar is slightly curved,
as
in order to work freely over the leading
leading axle,
axle, and
and being
beingaasteel
steelcastcasting,
ing, is stiffened latterly with webs.
There
Brooks details
details about
about this
thisengine,
engine,
There are many familiar Brooks
among
2among others, the hand-like spring hanger and the reach rod of 2in.
The pilot
pilot stays
stays are
are riveted
rivetedto
tothe
the
in. extra
extra heavy wrought iron pipe. The
smoke
and pinned to the front foot plate. The headlight frame
box and
smoke box
is
the
below the level of the top of the smoke box. The diameter of the
is below
engine-truck
radial swing
swing truck.
truck.
engine-truck wheels is 36 ins., running in a radial
Some
follows:
of the leading dimensions are as follows:
Some of

.

CONSOLIDATION ENGINE FOR THE ROCK ISLAND.
ISLAND.
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GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Weight in working order, 202,50o lbs.
Weight on drivers, 182poo lbs.; weight engine and tender in working order, 347,500 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 17 ft.; total 26 ft.
Wheel base, total, engine and tender. 57 ft. 6 ins.
Cylinders, 22x30 ins. ; size of stca:u ports, 2x29 ins.; exhaust ports.
65 sq. ins.; bridges, 34 ills.
v.V.VES.

Ia

Kind, improved piston ; greatest travel, 514 ins.: outside lap, T in.:
lead in full gear,
in.
130ILER.

Style, radial stayed extended wagon top.
Outside dia. first 'ring, 72 i ins.; work, press, 200 lbs.
Fire box, length, To8 ins.; width, 68 ins.: depth, front, 75% ins.;
back, 613- ins.; plates, thickness, sides, g in.; back, in.; crown.
in.; water space, 4 in. front, 4 in. sides,
;1- in. ; tube sheet,
4 in. back.
Tubes, number, 383 ; dia,, 2 ins.; length over tube sheet. 15 ft. 6 ins.
Heating surface, tubes, 3.087 sq. ft.; fire box, 177 sq. ft.; total, 3,264
sq. ft.; grate surface, 50 sq. ft.

a

PARIS. LYONS & MEDITERRANEAN LOCOMOTIVES.

The two French locomotives illustrated on pages 655 to 658 are
latest engines designed for the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, by the
chief mechanical engineer of the system, M. C. W. Baudrv. Both of
these engines are compounds, with four cylinders, two inside and two
outside the frames. Particulars of the 'designs can be obta:ned from
the line cuts.
The 8-wheel type of engine has proportions adapted to high
speed, while the ten wheeler is designed to combine moderate spee.l
with much power.
Common characteristics of all the engines are steel boilers with
Serve tubes, Belpaire•fire boxes, the inside part being of copper, and
extended smoke boxes, with pointed fronts to reduce atmospheric
resistance.
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SOUTHER N PACIFIC
PACI FICCOMPOUND
COMPOUND OIL-BURNER
SOUTHERN
OIL-BURNERWITH
WITH VANDERBILT
VANDERBILT TENDER.
TENDER.

S

very interesting
interesting example
example of
ofan
anoil-burning
oil-burningcompound
compoundconsoliconsoliA very
dation
engine
is
presented
on
page
659.
It
was
built
by
the
Baldwin
Baldwin
the
by
built
was
It
659.
page
on
dation engine is presented
Locomotive Works
Works for
for the
theSouthern
SouthernPacific.
Pacific.The
Thecylinders
cylindersare
are17
17
Locomotive
28x30 ins.,
ins., the
the high
high pressure
pressure being
beingunderneath.
underneath.The
Thedriving
driving
and 28x30
are 57
57 ins.
ins. diameter
diameter and
and all
all are
are flanged.
flanged.The
Thetwo
twoleading
leading
wheels are
equalized with
with the
the front
front truck,
truck, and
andthe
thetwo
tworear
reardrivers
drivers
wheels are equalized
are
equalized
by
themselves.
are equalized by themselves.
The boiler is
is of
of the
the straight-top
straight-top variety
variety and
and radial
radialstayed.
stayed.ItItisis
at the
the smoke-box
smoke-box end.
end. The
The heating
heating surface
surfaceisisin
in
76 ins. in diameter at
which 3,390
3,390 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. are
are in
in the
the tubes.
tubes. There
There
all about 3,604 sq. ft., of which
grate area
area is
is 541
541 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. The
The weight
weight of
ofengine
engine
are 442 tubes, and the grate
and
tender
is
210,130
lbs.,
and
185,240
lbs.
rest
on
the
drivers.
drivers.
the
on
rest
lbs.
and 185,240
and tender
The striking feature about
about this
this machine
machine is
is the
the Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt tender,
tender,
The
and contains
contains 3,300
3,300 gallons
gallons of
of fuel
fuel
which is, semi-circular in sections and
oil
The tender
tender has
has aa running
running board
board and
and
oil and 7,300 gallons of water. The
length, with
with ladder
ladder and
andsteps
stepsat
atthe
theback.
back.The
Thetank
tank
hand rail the full length,
is
channel frame.
frame. The
The tender
tenderisislonger
longerthan
thanusual,
usual,
carried on a steel channel
is carried
being
in
the
neighborhood
of
24
ft.,
which
is
no
doubt
the
result
of
result of
being
the
design which
which the
the Southern
SouthernPacific
Pacifichave
haveadopted.
adopted.
the special design
Some
dimensions are
are subjoined
subjoined::
Some of the principal dimensions
Cylinder,
ins.
Cylinder, 17 ins. and 28x30 ins.
Valve,
balanced
piston.
Valve, balanced piston.
Boiler,
s''srr and ft; working pressure,
pressure, 200
20o lbs.;
Boiler, thickness of sheets,
fuel
oil
;
staving,
radial.
staying, radial.
fuel
Fire
width, 721
721 ins.;
ins.; front,
front, 751
751 ins.;
ins.; back,
back,661
661
box, length, io8 ins.; width,
Fire box,
ins.;
thickness
of
sheets,
sides,
sheets, sides, k in.; back, # in.; crown, # in.;
ins.;
tube,
ins. to
to 41
41 ins.;
ins.; sides,
sides, 3 ins. to 6
tube, # in.; water space, front, 4 ins.
ins.
ins.
ins. ; back, 31 ins. to 44 ins.
Tubes,
diameter, 22 ins. ; length, 14 ft. 9/ ins.;
ins.; heating
heating
Tubes, number, 449; diameter,
surface,
fire brick
brick
182.2 sq.
sq. ft.; tubes, 3,390.7 sq. ft.; fire
surface, fire box, 182.2
tubes,
3,603.8 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; grate
gratearea,
area,54.5
54.5sq.
sq.ft.
ft.
tubes, 30.9 sq. ft.; total, 3,603.8
Driving
57 ins.;
ins.; journals,
journals, main,
main, m][12
m][12ins.;
ins.;
Driving wheels, diameter outside, 57
others,
truck wheels,
wheels, diameter,
diameter, 301
301ins.;
ins.;
others, 9x12 ins.; engine truck
journals,
base, driving,
driving, 15
15 ft.
ft. 88 ins.;
ins.;total
totalenenjournals, 6x to ins.; wheel base,
gine,
gine, 24 ft. 4 ins.
Weight,
truck, 24,890
24,890 lbs.;
lbs.;
Weight, on driving wheels, 185,240 lbs.; on truck,
total
total engine, 210,I30
lbs.
210,I30 lbs.
Tank,
water, 7,30o
7,30o gals.
gals.
Tank, capacity, oil, 3,30o gals.; water,
Tender,
ins.
wheels, diameter, 331 ins.; journals, 5jxio ins.
Tender, wheels,
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The engine shown on page 66i is one of a lot built by the Rogers
Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. 3., for the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. They haul the famous "Burlington No. 1" and other trains
of that class, so that work is already cut out for these machines. The
engines are simple, with 2ox26 in. cylinders, 84-&-in. drivers, the adhesive weight is 92,000 pounds and the pressure carried is 210
pounds. The total weight of the engine is 174,000 pounds.
The trailing wheels, which are 541 ins. in diameter, have outside journals which are 123:8 ins., and are enclosed in a journal box
with dust-guard brass and wedge on the same general lines, though
larger, as the regular M. C. B. axle box. The use of this box necessitated a spec'al frame arrangement. The main engine frames terminate in a steel casting which acts as a very solid filling piece between
the frames, and the casting extends out far enough to spread the
frames for the rear truck so as to pass them over the center of the
axle box when in normal position. The box slides in frame jaws
similar to those of the driving wheels, but considerable side play has
been allowed for. The equalizer for the rear wheels rests upon the
top of the box and terminates in a pair of spiral springs at the back
and connects with a pivoted equalizer bar which connects with the
rear driving-spring hanger. The driving wheels are equalized in the
usual way with overhung springs.
The valves are of the piston type and are placed directly between
the top and bottom bar of the frame front, thus giving short direct
steam passages to the cylinders. The valves are 12 ins. in diameter,
and the packing rings are put in what may be called spoked bull
rings, which are held in place at each end by the valve stem with
shoulder and nut. The transmission bar passes over the axle of the
leading driver and is attached to a rocker with both arms on the
same side of the center, thus securing direct action for the valve. The
cross head is of the two-guide bar type and is secured to the piston
rod by a nut.
The boiler is of the wide fire-box type, with extension-wagon
top. The inside diameter at the smoke-box end is 64 ins. The heating surface amounts to 2,990 sq. ft., and the grate area is 44.2 sq. ft.
A few of the principal dimensions are as follows:
Cylinders, 20x26 ins.
Driving wheel base, 7 ft. 3 ins. ; total wheel base of engine, 27 ft. 7 ins.
Weight on drivers. 92,000 lbs.; weight on truck, 42,000 lbs. ; weight
on trailers, 40,000 lbs.; total, 174,000 lbs.
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Heating surface—Tubes,
surface—Tubes, 2,834
2,834 sq-,
sq: it.;
total,
Heating
ft.;fire
firebox,
box,156
156sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.; total,
2,990 sq.
sq. ft.
2,990
ft.
Grate area,
area, 44.25.
44.25.
Grate
Tubes, diameter,
diameter, 22 ins.;
ins.; length,
length, t6 ft. 6 ins. ; thickness, No. it; numTubes,
number, 33o.
33o.
ber,
Grate, length,
length, 96
96 ins.
ins. ;; width,
width, 66 ins.
Grate,
Wheels—Engine truck,
truck, diameter, 371
Wheels—Engine
371 ins.
ins.
'Fender—Capacity, 6,000
6,000 gals.
gals. ;; frame,
frame, wood
wood wth
with steel
'Fender—Capacity,
steel center
center beams;
beams;
trucks, with
with cast-steel
cast-steel bolster
trucks,
bolster ;; wheels,
wheels, diameter,
diameter,371
371ins.
ins.

end,
drum placed
placed near
near the
the throat
throat
end, and
and there
there is a fifteen-inch mud drum
sheet.
sheet.
The
are
The engines
engines present
present aa compact
compact and powerful appearance,
appearance, and
and are
designed
few of
of the
the dimensions
dimensionsare
aregiven
given
designed for fast heavy freight. A few
below
below :

NEW YORK
YORK CENTRAL
CENTRAL TANDEM
TANDEM COMPOUND
COMPOUND CONSOLIDATION
CONSOLIDATION
NEW
ENGINE.

The New
New York
York Central
The
Central & Hudson River
River Railroad
Railroad have
have received
received
some
heavy
tandem
some heavy tandem compound
compound freight
freight locomotives,
locomotives,shown
shownon
onpage
page
663. They
They were
663.
were built
built at
at the Schenectady
Schenectady shops
shops of
of the
the American
AmericanLoLocomotive Company.
Company. The
comotive
The cylinders are 15
15 and
and 28x34
28x34 ins.,
ins., and
and the
the
driving wheels,
wheels, which
driving
which are
are all flanged, are 63 ins. in diameter.
diameter. The
The calcalculated maximum
culated
maximum tractive
tractive effort
effort of
of this
this machine
machine when
whenworking
workingcomcompound
is
about
38,000
pound is about 38,000 lbs.,
lbs., and
and the
the ratio
ratio of
of tractive
tractiveeffort
effortto
toadhesive
adhesive
weight is
weight
is 4.5.
4.5.
The
The tandem
tandem principle
principle has advantages
advantages and
and disadvantages
disadvantages like
like
many
many other
other things.
things. The
The most
most obvious
obvious advantages,
advantages,however,
however,are
arethat
that
the
the thrust
thrust upon
upon the
the cross
cross head
head is
is delivered
delivered by
by one
onerod,
rod,and
andthat
thatthe
the
variation
variation of
of pressures
pressures upon
upon both
both pistons
pistons does
does not
not produce
produce any
any ininjurious
jurious strain
strain on
on cross-head
cross-head guides
guides or
or rods.
rods. One
One very
very easily
easilyperperceived
ceived disadvantage
disadvantage is
is that
that economy
economy of
of space
spacedemands
demandsthat
thatboth
bothcylcylinders
inders be
be bolted
bolted close
close together.
together.which
whichrenders
rendersthe
thepiston
pistonrod
rodpacking
packing
between
; however,
between cylinders
cylindershard
hardto
toget
getatatororrepair
repair;
however,this
thisdefect
defectisisinin
part
placing the
the packing
packing in
in aa sleeve
sleeve which
whichisiscapable
capableof
ofaa
by placing
part remedied
remedied by
certain
certain amount
amount of
of self-adjustment
self-adjustment up
up and
and down
down as
as well
wellas
assideways.
sideways.
The
The valves
valves are
are of
of the
the balanced-piston
balanced-pistontype
typeand
andare
aredriven
drivenby
byinindirect
direct connected
connected valve
valve gear.
gear. All
All the
the driving
drivingwheels
wheelsare
areflanged,
flanged,and
and
the
the two
two forward
forward ones
ones are
are equalized
equalized with
withthe
thepony
ponytruck,
truck,while
whilethe
the
two
two rear
rear wheels
wheels are
are equalized
equalizedtogether.
together.The
Thecross
crosshead
headisisofofthe
the
two-guide
two-guide type,
type, with
with upper
upper guide
guidecut
cutout
outto
toreceive
receivethe
thelip
lipon
onthe
the
upper
upper portion
portion of
of the
thecross
crosshead.
head.
The
The boiler
boiler is
is of
of the
the straight-top
straight-top variety,
variety,with
withwide
widefire
firebox,
box,and
and
measures
72 ins.
ins.outside
outsidediameter
diameteratatthe
thefirst
firstring.
ring.There
Thereisis aa
measures 72
four-inch
four-inch hand
hand hole
hole in
inthe
thebottom
bottomof
ofthe
theboiler,
boiler,at
atthe
thesmoke-box
smoke-box
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GENERAL
GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
DIMENSIONS.

Weight
Weight in working order,
order, 200,000
200,000 lbs.
lbs.
Weight
weight engine
engine and
and tender
tenderin
inworkworkWeight on drivers, 172,500 lbs.; weight
ing
ing order, 306,400 lbs.
Wheel base, rigid, 17 ft. ; total, 26 ft. 3 ins.
Wheel base, total, engine and tender, 54 ft. 3 ins.
Cylinders, 15 and 28x34 ins.
VALVES.
VALVES.

Greatest travel of valves, 66 ins.
ins.
Outside lap of slide
slide valves,
valves, IIin.;
in.;inside
insidelap,
lap,none
none;
H. P.
P. clearance,
clearance,
; H.
o in.; L. P. clearance, i in.
Lead of valves in full
full gear
gear L.
L. P.
P. line
line and
andline
line;; F. & B., H.
H. P.,
P.,
1 in. lead.
WHEELS,
ETC.
WHEELS, ETC.

Dia. of driving wheels
wheels outside
outside of
oftire,
tire,63
63ins.
ins.
journals,main,
main, 9% ins., 1,
F. &
& B.
B. 9x12
of driving
drivingjournals,
Dia. .and
length of
and length
1, F.
9)(12
ins.
main crank
crank pin journals, 7ix51 ins.
ins.; dia.
dia. and length of main
F. &
&
of side
side rod
rod crank
crank pin
pinjournals,
journals,main,
main,6ix6
6ix6ins.,
ins., F.
Dia. and length of
B. 51x41 ins.
ins.
BOILER.
BOILER.

thickness of
of plates
plates in
in barrel
barreland
andoutside
outside
210 lbs.; thickness
Working pressure,
pressure, 210
Working
in.
+1, + in.
fire box,
box, /4,
/4, I, +1,
of fire
in. ;crown,
crown,itit in.
in. ;; tube
tube
box plates,
plates, thickness,
thickness,sides,
sides,
Fire box
in.; back, *, in.;
in.
sheet, in.
sheet,
51 in. sides, 31
31 and
and
water space,
space, 44 and
and 55 in.
in. front,
front, 31
31 and
and 51
Fire box water
41 in. back.
back.
41
overtube
tubesheets,
sheets,16
16ft.
ft.
ins. 0.
0. D.;
D.;length
lengthover
number, 396;
396; dia.,
dia., 22 ins.
Tubes, number,
sq.ft.
ft.; ;
3,298.08 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; water
water tubes,
tubes, 27.09
27.09sq.
Heating surface, tubes,
tubes, 3,298.08
fire box,
box, 155.40
155.40 sq.
sq. ft.;
ft.; total,
total, 3,480.57
3,480.57sq.
sq.ft.;
ft.;grate
gratesurface
surface
fire
50.32 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
50.32
TENDER.
TENDER.

Weight, empty,
empty, 44,750
44,750lbs.
lbs.;;wheel
wheelbase,
base,16
16ft.
ft.7474-ins.
ins.
Weight,
gals.; coal,
coal,Io
Iotons.
tons.
Water capacity,
capacity, 5,000 U. S. gals.;
Water
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The Central
Central of Georgia received
The
received some
some simple
simple 4-6-0
4-6-0engines
engines
from the
the Rogers
Rogers Locomotive Works, of Paterson, N.
from
N. J.,
J., one
one of
of which
which
is illustrated
illustrated on
on page 667. These engines have cylinders 19x20
is
19x20 ins.,
ins.,
and the
the driving
driving wheels are 69 ins. With a pressure of 200
200 lbs. to the
and
square inch,
inch, the
the calculated tractive force of
square
of these
these engines
engines is
is about
about
23,100
lbs.,
and
as
the
weight
on
drivers
is
116,00o
lbs.,
it
follows
23,100
116,00o lbs., it follows
that the
the ratio of adhesive weight to tractive power
that
power is
is about
about 5.
5. The
The
total
weight
of
the
machine
is
148,000
lbs.
The
symmetrical
total weight
148,000 lbs. The symmetrical apappearance which these engines
pearance
engines have
have is
is no
no doubt
doubt in
in part
partdue
dueto
tothe
the
fact that
that the drivers are all equally spaced and the center line
fact
line of
of
the boiler
boiler is so placed as to add to the
the
the general
general effect.
effect. The
The drivers
drivers
are equalized
equalized together on underhung
are
underhung springs.
springs.
The
valve
motion
is
indirect
connected and the valves are of
The
the ordinary
ordinary balanced slide-valve type.
the
type. The
The cross
cross heads
heads are
are the
the two
two
guide-bar
guide-bar style, with the
the upper
upper part
part of
of the
the top
topguide
guideslightly
slightlyoveroverhanging the cross head, which is lipped up
hanging
up into
into the
the recess,
recess, thus
thus
avoiding
avoiding collecting
collecting dirt
dirt and
and grit.
grit.
The boiler is 621 ins.
The
ins. in
in diameter
diameter at
at the
the smoke-box
smoke-boxend,
end,and
andisis
of
the
of the extension
extension wagon-top type.
type. There
There are
are about
about 2,123
2,123 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.of
of
heating surface in the
heating
the boiler
boiler and
and the
the length
length of
of the
thetubes
tubesisis13
13ft.
ft.
7 ins.
7
ins. The
The whistle is placed
placed in
in aa somewhat
somewhat protected
protected position
positionbehind
behind
the
the dome,
dome, and the
the pop
pop valves
valves are
are below
below the
thelevel
levelof
ofthe
thedome
domecasing,
casing,
which
which adds to the
the general
general appearance
appearance of
ofthe
themachine.
machine.The
Theheadheadlight,
light, as
as will be seen in the illustration,
illustration, is
is electric,
electric, and
and the
the beam
beam of
of
light
light is
is thrown from
from aa 17-in.
17-in. reflector.
reflector.
A
A few of the
the leading
leading dimensions
dimensionsare
areappended
appendedfor
forreference:
reference:
Cylinders,
Cylinders, 19x26
19x26 ins.
ins.
Drivers.—Diameter,
Drivers.—Diameter, 69
69 ins.;
ins.; driving
driving journals,
journals, 9x12
9x12 ins.;
ins.; driving
driving
wheel
;
wheel base,
base, 13
13 ft.;
ft.; total
totalwheel
wheelbase
baseof
ofengine,
engine,23
23ft.ft.5 5ins.
ins.;
weight
lbs.;
32,000 lbs.;
weight on
on drivers,
drivers, 116,000
116,000 lbs.;
lbs.;weight
weighton
ontruck,
truck, 32,000
total,
total, 148,000
148,000 lbs.
lbs.
Heating
Heating surface.—Tubes,
surface.—Tubes, 1,955.80
1,955.80sq.
sq.ft.
ft.; ;fire
firebox,
box,167.57
167.57sq.
sq.ft.:
ft.:
total,
total, 2,123.37
2,123.37 sq.
sq. ft.
ft. ;; grate
gratearea,
area,30.59
30.59sq.
sq.ft.
ft.
Tubes.—Diameter,
length, 13
13 ft.
ft. 77 ins.;
ins.; thickness,
thickness, No.
No.
Tubes.—Diameter, 22 ins. 0. D.; length,
gauge;
total
12
number,
275.
12 gauge; total number, 275.
Boiler.—Working
-14. in.
thickness of
of barrel,
barrel, -14.
in.::
200 lbs.; thickness
Boiler.—Working pressure,
pressure, 200
thickness
of
dome
course,
in.;
in.;
thickness
of
crown,
in.;
in.;
thickness
of
crown,
thickness of dome course,
in.;
thickness
thickness
of
side,
of
I
in.
tube,
,A3
in.;
thickness
of
side,
I
in.
thickness of tube, ,A3
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Nearly every intelligent man connected with locomotive
maintenance or operation desires to understand how to set valves ;
but very few people have an opportunity to learn how the work
is done. By the aid of the valve motion here shown, now handled
by the Angus Sinclair Company, any person can learn to set
valves just as easily as if he had a real locomotive to experiment
with. All the parts that are adjustable in the valve motion or a
real engine are adjustable in this model. The eccentrics can be
rotated on the shaft to any position, the eccentric rods and the
valve stem can be changed in length and the hanger stud of the
link being secured to a sliding block, the point of suspension
can be changed to adjust the cut-off. That feature and the
moveable eccentrics give good opportunity to experiment as to
how the valve motion is often out of square. A piston valve
can be put in to replace the slide valve when that is desired. It
is the best valve-motion model ever offered, at a price within
the reach of an ordinary engineman or shopman.

HOW BOILER PLATES ARE TESTED.

This is done by placing a piece of Bessemer steel ten inches long
in a testing machine. Gradually the surface scales off in the middle,
to become smaller in area, and somewhat elongated, till, at last, it
breaks with a sharp snap at a breaking strain of about twenty-eight
tons to the square inch, the reduction of area being sr per cent., and
the elongation 23 per cent.
HOW TO MAKE TRACING PAPER.

Take some good thin printing paper, and brush it over on one
side with a solution consisting of one part, by measure, of castor oil
in two parts of meth. spirit; blot off and hang up to dry. You can
trace by pencil or ink on this. I have tried it and done it.

The degrees of a. curve, so frequently heard spoken of among
railroad men, is found by the angle subtended at its center by a chord
of mo feet.

1

ANGUS SINCL AIR. CO M PA NY'SVAI,VR MOTION MOD

LEARN TO SET VALVES.
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HARDNESS OF WATER.

The hardness of water is usually expressed in degrees, one
degree being equivalent to a solution of one part by weight of sulphate, carbonate, or other hardening salt, in one hundred thousand
parts of water. Some well waters contain as much as 30 deg. of
hardness. With such a water an ordinary mill boiler burning, say,
25 tons of coal and evaporating 8 tbs. of water per pound of coal,
would deposit about 14 cwt. of scale per week.

REVOLUTIONS OF DRIVING WHEELS.

The main wheel in an ordinary American watch makes 4 revolutions a day of 24 hours, or 1,460 in a year. Next; the center
wheel, 24 revolutions in a day, or 8,76o in a year. The third
wheel 192 in a day, or 5g,o8o in a year. The fourth wheel, 2,440 in
a day, or 545,600 in a year. The fifth, or 'scape wheel, 12,96o in a
day, or 4,728,200 in a year. The ticks or beats are 388,800 in a
day, or 141,882,000 in a year.

WHEEL RESISTANCE_

If one horse can draw a certain load over a level road on iron
rails, it will take one and two-thirds horses to draw the same toad
on asphalt, three and one-third horses to draw it on the best Belgian
block, five on the ordinary Belgian pavement, seven on good cobblestones, thirteen on bad cobblestones, twenty on an ordinary
earth road, and forty on a sandy road.

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.

There is a remarkable tendency observable in tissues and cotton, when moistened with oil, to become heated when oxidation
sets in, and sad results often follow when this is neglected. A
wad of cotton used for rubbing a painting has been known to take
fire when thrown through the air. The waste from vulcanized
rubber, when thrown in a damp condition into a pile, takes fire
spontaneously. Masses of coal stored in a yard have been known
to take fire without a spark being applied, and one cannot be too
careful in storing any substance in which oxidation is liable to
take place.
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Cullen, Jas. K., on Machine Tools...... 369
Cylinder, Back Pressure in ....... ....30, 31
37 300
Clearance
N. 36, 174
Condensation in
33
Increasing Size of
19
Steam Jacketed
23
Terminal Pressure in
Cylinder Condensation............17, 36, 174
53
Cylinder Head, Laying Out Back
Cylinders. Acting as Condenser, and
174
Boiler
Compression and Back Pressure in 304
Distribution of Steam in
35
34
Large
Proportions of Grate Area and Heat109
ing Surface to
16
Dalton, Discoveries of
431-487
Definitions, Engineering....
Dixon. W. F.. on Locomotive Boller
103
Construction
49, 93
Driving Boxes, Fitting
Driving Rod, Fitting up, Brasses, by
463
Ira A. Moore
Driving - Wheels, How to Counterbal90
ance
222
Leverage of
99
Quartering
271
Eccentric Rod, Length of
273-275
Eccentrics, Adjusting
Template for Laying Out........ ...... 84
Educational. Benefits of Education.....437
Combining Theory with PractIce....446
Definite and Indefinite Knowledge...431
439
Education as an Art
Education as a Seience..... ......... ..440
Faults of Technical Education ........4n
435
Managing Meu
452
Power of Habit
4011
Select Reading
Training an Artist In the Forces of
Nature
....... ....... 436
445
Untidiness and Waste
449
Useful Phases of Self-Help
Value of Knowing Common Things.A44

Elder, Sohn, Improver of Compound
Engines
171
Electric Headlight
.842
Armature
344
Commutator
344
Dynamo for
343
Edward's
842
Equipment for
353
Pyle National
351
Steam Turbine for
342
Enameling, Process of
475
Engine. Allis-Chalmers' Corpse
382
170
Neweomen
36
Ordinary Working of Steam
37
Engneer, Help Given by Science
15
Wrongly Blamed for Low Water in
Boiler
166
Engineers, Indicator Diagram used by 21
Engineering Expression a, Definitions
of
481-487
Evans, Oliver, Work of
28
Fairbairn, Discoveries of
16
Fire Box, Back Head Cracked
146
Cause of Cracked Sheets—
134
Cracks in Sheets
130
Crown Bars
111
Flanging Door Hole
135
Laying Out Back Head
144, 150
Laying out Stay Bolt Holes... - 144, 151
Mud Burned Sheets ....................131
Patching
132
Radial Stays
130
Removing Craven Sheets
142
Renewing
143
Stay Bolts .
131
Warped Crown Sheets
132
Fire Box Door. Improved Flange for,
by M. O'Connor
466
First Principles, Elementary Lessons
on
1
Flues. Removing
124
Setting
109
Frame. Forging a Locomotive
1.00
Glass, To Write on.
479
To Drill
479
Goss, Prof., Experiments by
304
Grades, Method of Computing Resistance on
300
Resistance of
299, 200
Grate Area, Proportion of, to Cylinder
109
Guides, Lining
58
Guy-Lussac. Discoveries of
16
Halsey, F. A., on Valve Motion
241
Headlight. Dynamo for Electric
343
342
Edward's Eiectrio
Electric
342
Equipment for Electric
353
351
Pyle National Electric
Steam Turbine for Electric,
...... 342
Heat, Converted into Work .....
18
Latent
9
Mechanical Equivalents
Of Vaporization
10
Work Represented by
12, 29
147
Heater, Feed Water
Heating Surface. Proportions of, to
Cylinders
109
Hemenway, Indicator Practice by..23, 363
On Initial Expansion... .........
24
Heron, Jas., on Laying Out Bailers
198
Hitchcock, L. C., on Locomotive Run49
ning Repairs
Hodgins, Geo. S., on Setting Piston
261
Valves
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Ifornblower, Jonathan, Invents Com170
pound Engine
366, 367
Indicator, Crosby's New
I I einen way on........ ............... 23, 363
368
Star
360
Steam Engine..........
364
Taborn Improved
14, 22. 360
Indicator Diagram
..-...... 21
Steam Accounted for in
317
Injector, Causes of Failure
312
Characteristics of Sellers'_
316
Emergency Methods of Handling
324
•
Hancock Inspirator
:409
now. Works ...,»
313
Improved Self Acting
321
Monitor
319
Nathan
32.3
Non-Lifting
32n
Operation of Simplex ..... ._......
-336
Proper Handling of
323
Rue's "Little. Giant"
311
Sellers'
319
Simplex
31.2
Sizes of
Temperature of Water Delivered by 309
326
Inspirator. Capacity of
324
Composite
324
Hancock
327
Ordinary Hancock
17, 38
Isherwood, Investigations of
476
Japanning, Process of
Jervis. John B., Invents Truck for Lo489
comotive
440
Knowledge. Acquiring Elemen'ary
As Drawn from Practical and College
421
Education
431
Definite and Indefinite
From Training Regarding the Forces
436
of Nature
424
Underwood. F. D., on Definite,.
4-19
Useful Phases of Self-Help..,....
Value of Knowing Common Things- 444
932
Victories of Definite
177
Lacquers, Ingredients of
Lead. Changing........... ............... 268
270
Effect of Valve
272
Explanation of Increased
267
Why Valve, Increases
6
Link. Slip of Block
4-7
Suspension of
239
Link Motion, Laying Out
276
Pennsylvaula
24
Work of a. Locomotive
Locomotive, Peter Cooper Demonstrates
489
Utility of
Cutting off at Quarter Stroke..
17
Familiar Features of
1
'100
Forging a. Frame
489
Improvements on
Jervis, John B., Invents Truck for 48*
Lack of Facilities for. Repairs ...... 236
3
Practice
13
Steam Diagram Made by
47
Valve Motion..
Locomotives. Blows and Pounds of .214-217
Break Downs of
206-214
Compound. Article on
170-204
Horse Power of
289
Hnw to Calculate Power of........289,2112
More Powerful Demanded..... ......... 33
Operating ............... .... ............2116
Overloaded, are Expensive
232
Pooling
235
Proportion of Leading
491-502
49, 57
Running Reeairs of
Tractive Power of
289
underhung Springs of
217-222
Why Large , Fail
235

xV

Locomotives Illustrated.
Atchison, Topeka & Shunts Fe, 2-10-0 564
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 2-10-0-591
Atchison, Topeka * Santa Fe, 4-4-2 616
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 2-10-0-506
Atlantic Coast Line, 4-6-0........... _614
Austrian State, 4-4-0
624
Baltimore & Ohio, Electric.. ...... . - 528
Belgian
592
Bismarck. Washburn & Great Falls
2-8-2
576
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh,
2-8-0
626
Caledonian, 4-4-0
548
Caledoulan 4-6-0
620
Canadian Pacific, 4-6-0-,......
576
Central of Georgia, 4-6-0
6e6
Central of New Jersey, 4-4-2. ...... 586
Central of New Jersey. 2-6-2
604
Chesapeake & Ohio, 4-4-2- -..,.,.... _552
Chicago & Alton. 4-6-2
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 2-6-2..520
Chicago, Burling on & Quincy. 4-4-2..662
Chicago & Northwestern, 4-6-0..._....514
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 2-8-0..652
Chicago, Milwaukee & SL Paul.
4-6-0
598
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha, 4-6-2
544
Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, 2-8-0
580
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St
Louis, 4-4-2
503
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St
Louis. 4-4-2
560
Delaware & Hudson, 4-6-0
522
De.aware, Lackawanna & Western,
2-6-0
.5.36
Denver & Rio Grande. 4-6-0..........550
Denver & Rio Grande, 9-8-0
572
El Paso & Southwestern. 4-6-2
610
Erie. 2-8-0
512
Erie, 4-4-9
647
European, 4-6-0.......... ............. 64a
European, 0-8-0
645
European. 4 4-0 . ..... ........... ......, ,646
European. 4-6-0
641
German, 4-4-9
655h
Glasgow & Southwestern, 4-6-0
516
Grand Trunk, 4-6-0
529
Grand Trunk. 2-6-0.„.. ...... ...
536
Great Eastern of England. 0-10-0
638
Illinois Central. 2-6-2
616
Illinois Central. 4-4-2
624
Internacional 51 ex Ica no. 2-8- 0... .... .. _556
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Inspection
581
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
-2 8-0
582
Long Island, 2-8-0
544
Mexican National. 4-6-9
591
Michigan Central. 4.4-2
632
Michigan Central Front Ends
644
New 'I ork Central & Hudson River,
2 8-0
6ft4
Norfolk & Western, 4-4-*
513
Norfolk & Western. 4-4-2
53E
Northern Pacific, 1-6-2...... .......
601
Norwegian. 2-8-0
556
Palatinate. 4-4-2
642
Perla. Lyons & Mediterranean. 2-6-0 6.54
Paris, Lyons & Mealterrenean. 4-4-n 651
Pennsylvania. 2-8 0.. ...........
601
Pennsylvania, 4-4-2
640
Philadelphia & Reading, 2-0-4
542
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 2-8-0
639
Porter
621
Prussian, 9-6-4
647
Quebec & Lake St. John, 2-6-0
536
Rutland, 4-3-0
545
Seaboa rd Air L'ne. 4-6-0..,., ........ 612
Southern Pacific, 4-4-2.. ........
504
Southern Pacific 2-8-0
660
Swedish State, 2-8-0
Mt
Toledo & Ohio Central. 9-8-0
575
U111013 Pacific, 4-6.0
626

xvi
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Locomotives Illustrated.
530
Vandalia, 4-4-2
526
Wabash, 2-6-0
MO
Wabash, 4-4-2
560
WheePng & Lake Erie, 2-8-0
239
Lubricators, Aliments of Sight Feed
332
Nathan
332
Sight Feed
378
Afarbine Tools, Acme Bolt Cutter
403
Air Driven Grinding
369-428
Article on
392
Bee ker-Bra inard Milling
399
Bickford Multiple Drill
Brown and Sharpe Universal 51111106 396
398
Bullard Boring and Turning
Cincinnati Double Header SbaPer.•• 390
380
Cincinnati Shaper
424
Cleveland Punch and Shear
419
Fay and Egan Saw and Gainer
389
Fay and Egan Table Saw
378
Getting Work Out of ..... .......
Gould and Eberhardt's Shaper ...... 388
History of, by Sinclair, Angus. and
369
Cullen, Jas. H............ ........
394
Little Giant Drilling..
410
Lodge and Shipley Axle Lathe
Long and Anstatter'a Punching and.
407
Shearing
427
Newton Rotary Planer
377
Niles-Bement-Pond Quartering
396
Niles-Bement-Pond Slotting....
385
Niles Cylinder Boring
395
Norton Grinding
379
Pond 36-Inch Lathe
41I
Rand Drill Co.'s Imperial Dr1113
401
Saunders'
404
Screw Thread Rolling ......
424
Sellers' Planer
387
Sellers' Wheel Lathe
385
Sturtevant's Electric Fan
391
Watson-Stillman's
Mallet, Anatole, Inventor of Compound
172
Locomotive
16, 17
Marione, Law of
Mason, Wra,. Locomotive Builder,...... 4
McCarron W. .7. Handling of Com193
pound Locomotives
McDuff, Allan, on Crank Pin Test
97
Gauge
8
Mechanical Equivalent 01 Heat
167
Mechanism, Unexplained Failures of
488
metal, Melting Temperature of
488
Specific Gravity of
480
Metals, Strength of Various.....
Moore, Ira A., Fitting up Driving rod
463
Brasses
Fitting up Driving Shoes and Wedges 70
Fit ing Pedestals. Binders and Setting
45
.........
Frames
How to Put on a New Boiler, Fit up
Spring Hangers, Driving Saddles,
76
Etc.
How to Set Locomotive Slide, Valves 241
53
Laying Out Back Cylinder Head
58
Lining Guides
259
Setting Piston Valves
Motive Power, Steam and
462
Motor, Internal Combustion
477
Nickel Plating, Process of
84
Packing Rings, Chuck for Turning
487
Patterns, Mending
228
Pedestal Jaws, Str^sses on
Piston, Travel of
3
102
Piston Rod Remover
Piston Valves. American
258
250
Article on
231, 212
Pounding of

Piston Valves, Setting, by Haden*, (leo. 8 203
Setting, by Moore, Ira A.. ........
259
Porter, Chas. T., Paper by
304
Power and Energy
287
Pressure, Advantage of High, Steam
28
Atmospheric
9,
Back, in Cylinder
30. 31
24, 25
Boller
Boiler, Material Increase of
33
Cylinder
24, 25, 26
High, and Small Cylinders
....... 32
Steam Gauge.. ........ ........ ......... 31
Terminal, in Cylinders
23
Principles, First
1
Progress, Defined by C;idwell. B. D
443
Quayle, Robt., Experiments by. .....,.,302
Rankin, Prof., Work of
17
Raps, Henry J., on Loc---notive Boilers 110
Recipes, Workshop
471-484
Regnaull. Discoveries of
17
Repairs, Fitting Pedestals, Binders and
65
Setting Frames
Fitting up Driving Shoes and Wedges 70
How to Put on a New Boiler, Fit up
Spring Hangers, Driving Saddles,
Etc.
76
Locomotive Running
, ....... ...49, 57
Of a Cracked Wheel Hub.....
85
12.1
To Make Light Boller
Reynolds, 0. 13., on Laying out Valve
Motion ........ ........
271
Rod, Eccentric
222
Keying Main
Roesch, F. P., Testing Tandem Com128
pound
16
Rumford, Count, Discoveries of
Science, Apostles of Engineering....., 16
15
Help of
Screw Threads. Cutting on a Lathe.89, 91
449
Self-Help. 'Useful Phases of..
Sheets, Bulging of
119
121
Care of Crown.... ................
134
Cause of Cracked Boiler
130
Cracks in Boiler
118
Cracks in Fire Box
129
Grooving of Boiler
168
Injecting Water Upon Hot Boiler
Laying out Boiler...... ......
156
168
Laying out Dome
131
Mud Burned Boiler .......... ....,
129
Pitting of Boiler
Taper Connection Boller........
154
123
Warped Crown Boller
Shoes and Wedges, Lining of. by Chamberlin, W. D..,... ........ ......
455
454
Shop. Baldwin Locomotive Works
448
Operations
448
Theory and Practice in
Untidiness and Waste In
445
Shop Appliances and Machine Tools.
so-4n
418
Armstrong Tool Holders
422
Barrett's Jack
419
Bvrd's Flue Welder
416
Chapman Jack
423
Cleveland Pneumatic Riveter...
400
Device for Drilling Stay Botts—
381
Flue Expanding Apparatus
Mandrel for Driving Brasses... .... MK
Mandrel for Tura ins Eccentrics , _416
428
Miller's Rubber Gasket Cutter
414
Percy's Wedge and Shoe Holder
421
Roebbel's Tool Holder
Sherburnes' Wheel Rotating Appar408
atus
417
Stetter Bar
38,4
Sttirtevarit's Handy Turn Table
410
Wheel Jack
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Sight Feed Lubricators, Ailments of 239
382
Article on
337
Chicago
334
Detroit
.333, 335, 340
Method of Operating .
Nathan .. ..................... ...,:
332
869
Sinclair. Angus, on Machine Tools
On Resistance of Train.
294
On Steam and Motive Power
S
471
Solder, To Make Brazing
To Make Fluid
..
477
Speed, Calculating Train
462
Springs, Underhung
217-222
Staybolts, Breakage of...... . .... at
Breaker
137
Inspection of
128
Leaky
117
Renewing
131
Steam, Advantages of Using High Pressure
28. 60
and Motive Power
8
Converting Water Into.9
Curve of Expanding.. .......... —18, 362
Cutting Off..
17
Disadvantages of Using High Pressure ............ . . ... ... .... .
30
Economy of Using ....... ivery ..... - 19
Effect of Throttling . . .... .........
25
High Pressure and Small Cylinders., 32
Latent Heat of
9
Limit of Working, Expansively...— 31
Mean Pressure of Expanding
19
Properties of Saturated
44-48
Rarely Expanded too Far ... . ... ....... 32
Relative Value of Water and ...... . . 11
1.0, 21
Saturated
11
Superheated
That Passes Through Exhaust
20
Thompson's Method of Measuring
Used
21
Under Heavy Pressure
12
Used Without Exp-asion
14
Velocity of
27
Work by Expansion of
13
Steam Engine Indicator. Article on
360
366, 867
Crosby's New
360
Diagram From
ssa
Hemenway on
Purpose of
360
364
Tabor's Improved
Steel, Brazing
475
Tetrinerin, Punches
468
To Etch on
479
Strength of Various
480
Tables, 1. Area of Circles..
39-43
Proportions of Leading Locomotives,
491-502
2. Properties of Saturated Steam..44-48
Thompson's Computation
23
Tate, Discoveries of
16
Thompson, E. W., Computation Table
of
23
Method of Estimatng Steam
21
88
Torii. For Holding Rod Keys
For Removing Piston Rod
102
For Turning Crank Pins......
loa
For Turning Tumbling Shaft.
87

xvii

Tool, Handy Threading— .....
KI
Holder for Slotting Machine
88
376
Tool Makers, Early AmeriCan....,
Maudaley, Henry
376
Whitney, Ell
276
Whitworth
376
Tools, Machine, Article on
369-428
Machine, History of ....................369
Starrett's Machine
409
Train, Empire State Express
291
293
Resistance
296
Resistance, Diagram of
=62
Trains, Calculating Speed of
Forces Involved in Moving
257
Resistance of
293
295
Sinclair on Resistance of..
Vaucinin on Resistance of
299
Wellington on Resistance of......
295
Tubes. Removing
124
ey
g on
s
aeatitsin
109
Tumbling Shaft, Tool for Turning
87
37
Tyndall, Prof., on Aqueous Vapor
Valve Motion, Articles on
238-273
Direct
s
241
Irregularities of. Cut Off
238
239
Laying Out Link.... ..............
241
Moore. Ira A., on
238
Reynolds on
Slip of the Link Block
6
4
Suspension of the Link........
Valves, American Piston. .......
258
Balanced
277
Changing Lead of
268
Combined Pressure and Vacuum Relief.. ............ .............. .........
Effect of. Lead
270
Explanation of Increased, Lead ,
272
Intercepting
178-160
Piston
250
Pounding of Piston
23/, 232
Richardson Balanced
277
Setting Locomotive Slide, by Moore,
Ira A.
-.241
Wilson's High Pressure Slide
281
Why Lead of. Increases
287
Vauclain, S. A., on Resistance of
Trarns
299
Water, Converting into Steam
8
Relative Volume of, and Steam
11
Watt, Jas., Work of
28, 38
Webb, F. W., Compound Locomotives
of
.... ............... ..........173
Wedges, Lining of Shoes and, by
Chamberlin, W. D
455
Wellington, A. M., on Resistance of
Trains
295
Wheel Hub. Repairing a Cracked...— 85
Work, by Expansion of Steam
1.1
Conversion of Heat Into
12
12, 29
Represented by Here
Workshop Operations .... ......... ...... 41
Recipes
471-484
Worsdell, T. W., Compound Locomotives of
173

xviii
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To Keep Up with the Times
YOV MVST LOOK INTO

BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Broad and Narrow Gauge

AUTOMOBILING
THE EASIEST, THE BEST
AND THE SUREST WAY TO DO THIS IS TO

READ THE
AUTOMOBILE
MAGAZINE
'THIS publication contains the best of illustra±
tions, fiction, poetry and facts concerning
the motor vehicle, and since it is owned by
those who have made RAILWAY AND LocomoTIVE ENGINEERING the foremost publication in
its field, it has no competitors and none other
can be "just as good."
A Sample

Copy for

Locomotives
Single Expansion and Compound
Mine, Furnace and Industrial Locomotives. Electric Locomotives with Westinghouse Motors and Electric Trucks

Burnham, Williams & Co.

the Asking of
Cede Word:

The Automobile Magazine

I Maiden Lane
New York City

•`Baldwin," Philadelphia

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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L OCOMOTI V EA NDMA CH INECOMPANY, MONTREAL, CANADA

ca
X

BUILDERSOF LOCOMOTIV ESFO R ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE

xx

Paterson, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 33 WALL STREET
ESTABLISHED 1831

Makers of Locornotkies for All
Classes of Ser'Oice

11
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Equip Your Engirles
for Steam Heat !
Compressed Air

Light Locomotives
4 TO 50 TONS ALL GAUGES
STEAM AND COMPRESSED AIR

Consolidated
Locomotive
Equipment

Special Parts
Locomotive
Equipment

Economically and effectively supplies steam to the
heating system. All parts
are of extra heavy pattern.

Reducing Valve, Throttle
Valve, Steam Gauge, Automatic Relief Valve. All
apparatus guaranteed.

SPECIAL STEAM GAUGE No. 23.

Illustrated Catalogue mailed free to intending purchaser
mentioning this advertisement — or to others on receipt of so
cents in stamps. Address

H. K. PORTER COMPANY
Dept. C

541 Wood Street
PITTSBURGH, PA.

WENTECh century Bearing metal
for Cwentieth Century Eocomotives
With the increased weight and speed of
locomotives. size of journals, etc.. and the
consequent tendency toward heating, has
arisen the demand for an improved bearing
metal. "Necessity is the mother of invention." This demand has been met by

AJAX
Plastic Bronze
Ajax Plastic Bronze is in use by the
best railroad systems in the country on the
heaviest and fastest locomotives in service.
Patentees and sole manufacturers

THE AJAX METAL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA

and

BIRMINGHAM

CONSOLIDATED CAR - HEATING CO.
ALBANY, N. Y.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
42 Broadway

CHICAGO, ILL.
1207 Fisher Building

DENVER. COL.
846 Equitable Bldg.

Stories of the Railroad
By JOHN A. HILL
A collection of the best RAILROAD STORFES in print.
The author has had considerable experience in railroading and knows what he is writing about. Cloth, $1.50

JIM REVIEWS OBJECT LESSONS
By- JOHN A. HILL
A collection of OBJECT LESSONS which show how, by
using common sense, many of the difficulties that beset
a railroad man may be overcome. They are as humorous as David Harum, but at the same time full of solid
facts and truths.
Cloth, $1.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR_ COMPANY
174 Broadway

NEW YORK

xxiv
xxiv
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the Safety Car Heating
the
and Lighting Company

Baker Car Heaters
Heaters
The
Jointless Steel
The Jointless
SteelFireproof
Fireproof
Heaters,
Heaters, Double and Single Coils
The
The Perfected Heaters, Double
and Single Coils

General Office, 160 Broadway, New York
General
York
BRANCH OFFICES
BRANCH
OFFICES::

1017 Monadnock
Monadnock Building, Chicago, 111.
1017
1015 Missouri
Missouri Trust Building. St. Louis,
1015
Louis, Mo.
Mo.
501 Arcade Building. Philadelphia,
501
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pa.
1204 Mutual
Mutual Savings Bank Building,
1204
Building, San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Cal.
Cal.

The Double Coil
Coil Riveted
Riveted Steel
Steel
Heater
The i. Mighty Midget " Heater

Pintsch System Car and Buoy
Buoy Lighting
Lighting

Only 19 inch diameter. GreatcRt power
power in
in
smallest
made,
smallest apace of
of icy Car Hearer made,
Will thorougzhly
thorougzhlyheat
heataa1:5-foot
t5-foot Car.
Car.

controls
in in
thethe
United
States
and
Canada
THIS COMPANY
THIS
COMPANY
controls
United
States
and
Canadathe
thecelebrated
celebratedPintsch
Pintsch
System of
of Car and Buoy Lighting.
System
Lighting. It
It is
is economical,
economical, safe,
safe, efficient
efficient and
andapproved
approved
by railway
railway managers and
by
and the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Board
Board of
of the
the United
UnitedStates,
States,and
andhas
has
received the highest awards
received
awards for
for excellence
excellence at
at the
the World's
World'sExpositions
Expositionsat
atMosMoscow, Vienna,
Vienna, St. Petersburg,
cow,
Petersburg, London.
London. Berlin,
Berlin, Paris,
Paris, Chicago,
Chicago,Atlanta
Atlantaand
andBuffalo.
Buffalo.
130.000 cars, 6.000 locomotives and
130.000
and 1.700
1.700 buoys
buoys are
are equipped
equippedwith
withthis
thislight.
light.
170 railroads
railroads in the United States. Canada and Mexico
170
Mexico have
have adopted
adopted this
this system
system
of
lighting—applied
on
over
'13,000
cars.
of lighting—applied
'13,000 cars.

Car

Station and Tower Heaters
Best
for
Best Steam
Steam Attachment
Attachment for
Baker Heaters

Heating
Heating

""mimitry
Mi,ht;:lidget
ch:1
_Midget "

By Steam
Steam Jacket System
Direct
By
System of
of Hot
Hot Water
Water Circulation
Circulation and Regulating Direct
Steam Systems.
Systems. 130 Railroads
Steam
Railroads in
in the
the United
United States
States are
are using
usingthese
thesesystems
systems
of
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WILLIAM C. BAKER, 143 Liberty St., New York
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Locomotive Engine Running
and Management

"UTICA GAUGE"
Reliability. Durability. Popularity
Ease of Repair. Half Century Reputation.
Modern Construction to Meet Modern Requirements.

BY ANGUS SINCLAIR

"UTICA"
Trade QUICK-SIGHT
GAUGE

It tells about breakdowns, firing, running, repairs, air brake,
and gives the traveling engineers' examination, together with
the answers. This book has probably helped more men to
better positions than any other.

..9t

4.4

sat

Mark

adjustable for vertical
reading of running pressure.
Interchangeable for various
types of locomotives.

NOW IN list EDITION

CLOTH

xxvii

$2.00

60

Correspondence solicited.

Examination for Promotion

UTICA STEAM GAUGE CO.,
New York City.

123 Liberty Street,

BY THOMPSON

∎ Factory at Frankfort. N.

This is a catechism of the locomotive by the Secretary
of the Traveling Engineers Association, who is now
division superintendent of the New York Central Railroad. It comprises the questions and answers that are
best adapted for the examination of men for promotion.
Very few things that an engineer ought to know are
omitted. Nothing better can be found for a man preparing to pass an examination.

ROUND IN LEATHER, 75c.

Firing Locomotives

Tabor Molding
Machines
MOLD

IN CLOTH, 50c.

all the small parts

4 4

for most of the
locomotives built

BY ANGUS SINCLAIR

Treats in an elementary way the principles of combustion,
Is easily understood by every intelligent fireman, and is a
convenient. reference.

PRICE 50 CENTS

RAILWAY AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
174 Broadway, New York

Y.F

in this country.
31-inch Diameter Machine
Molding Wheel Centres
at Pullman.

The Tabor Mfg. Co.
18th and Hamilton Sts.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
30-32 South Canal St.
FENWICH FRERE S,
49,DEANSGATE,

Manchester, England.

Paris, Fr ance.

Philada., Pa.
SCHUCEARDT & SCHUTTE,
Berlin.
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H. B. UNDERWOOD & CO.

DRILLING
MACHINERY

1025 Hamilton Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Multiple Drills
Radial Drills
Trepanning
Machines

FOR RAILROAD SHOPS

Arch Bar Drills

Gang Drills

Locomotive Frame Drills

Manufacturer.' of

THE BICKFORD DRILL
AND
TOOL COMP'Y

Send for Cotafolue

SPECIAL PORTABLE TOOLS

For Railway
Repair Shops

PORTABLE CYLINDER BORING BARS OF ALL SIZES IN STOCK

Pittsburgh Spring & Steel Co.

r

This is the Day of Graphite

Incorporated under laws of Pennsylvania, 1902. Capital $50e,00e,00

High

steam pressures, great
weights, heavy duty, long trains
and ever-increasing speeds bring

'AK" ' SPRINGS
OF

lubrication troubles that only

FOR ALL
PU

For Locomotives and all kinds of Cars. Also
Governor, Valve, Machinery and Agricultural
Implement Springs. .•.

Pure G
Flake

Dixon' s

I,. c. NoBLE„ Vice President

D. C. NOBLE. President

urraphite
raphite

can satisfactorily cure
None but the Best Material used. All Springs Oil Tempered. Quality
and Workmanship Guaranteed. Correspondence and Orders Solicited.

Graphite cools hot pins, bearings and eccentrics and
keeps them cool.
It will cure laboring valves and
groaning cylinders and is indispensable for record runs.

GENERAL OFFICE

1416, 1416a & 1417 Farmers' Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

It Keeps Locomotives Out of the Repair Shops
WRITE FOR A FREE SAMPLR AND BOORLRT

NEW YORK: 12

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

John

Street

1,OUIS: 516 N, 3d Street

,,,

Branch Offices
CHICAGO: 10i-z" Fisher Building
ST. PAUL: 5i6 Pioneer Press Building

xxx
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Mechanics of All Kinds at Times
Have to Make Calculations

Machine Shop Arithmetic

NATHAN MFG. CO.
92 & 94 Liberty Street

NEW YORK

By COL VIN & CHENEY
WESTERN OFFICE

Shows how any shop problem is solved, and shows the "Why."
Flexible Cloth, 50 Cents

180 O!d Colony Building

ri

CHICAGO

MAKERS OF

Shop Talks
By ICIIABOD POD LINK

MONITOR
AND NATHAN t
INJECTORS

INJECTORS AND LUBRICATORS SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED FOR HICH
PRESSURES—'CRADINC FROM 25 -TO
300 LBS.
" Nathan's " Sight Fond Lubricators Tor .cylinders
and air brakes. Steam Vire Exti nnishers for switchlag and yard engines. Boiler Washers. Rod an.d.
SESD E'OR CATA LOOL*E.
Guide Oil Cup?, Etc.

Is another book which any mechanic needs. It tells in a
humorous way the experience of a machinist with different
foremen, and is valuable to any one in charge of men.
Cloth, 50 Cents

FINEST VALVE MOTION MODEL EVER MADE

Care and Management of Locomotive Boilers
By HENRY J. RAPS

The best book on this subject that we know of. Also contains
several chapters on oil burning locomotives and gives actual
practice in the Southwest.
Price, 50 Cents
Valve Setting can be learned as readily
on this model as on a locomotive. Every
part capable of adjustment. Price $15.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.
174 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.,
Broadway and Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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A TYPICAL

VeffeZatX/ er CtitCW00/ 10/1/W

"American” Enginc

CURTIS STEAM TURBINES

_,„,_.- .-,_

.......-...--- ._,..

•,=.

i:, ..-•-;___.,----.,.--,—

W

_ .

STANDARD AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE CHART.

_ ..
-

A

1I
"TRANSPARENT" engraving like the above, printed on
heavy plate paper, 30 x

12

- -

r

ins., with every part numbered

•

_.

and correct mechanical name given in margin, suitable for framing.
/ •-•

An object lesson and a reference chart in one Mailed in tube,

‘,...,,,_

.

._

5000

Kw

NO.

NIEt

free, on receipt of 2$ cents in coin or stamps, to any part of the

.• ..g.

..:-

United States, Canada or Mexico.

TESTING DEPARTMENT FOR TURBO-GENERATORS
SCHENECTADY WORKS

RAILWAY AND LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEERING
174 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Showing

Turbine

Units

of Capacities

from

500

Kw.

to

IPRINCIPAL OFFICES ji SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
S ALES OFFICES IN ALL
New York Office, 44 Broad St.
LARGE CITIES

1.

London Office, 83 Cannon St.
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A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF
RAILWAY MOTIVE POWER
AND ROLLING STOCK , ,

174Broadtvaj,
Broadtvaj, :
00 174
vV
0
*
*
0

0
0
0

Netv
Netv York
York
0
0

An Illustrated Monthly,
Monthly, devoted
devoted to
to the
the Mechanical
Mechanical 0
0
boo reading
reading pages
pages A
Departments of
of Railroads,
Railroads, giving
giving boo
V
0 a year.
year.
0
Best Illustrated
Illustrated and
and Most
Most Interesting
Interesting Railroad
Railroad00
published.
Paper
Paper published.
0
Contains Good Educational
Educational Matter
Matter for
for every
every class
class
of railroad
railroad men.
men.
0
Over 22,000 readers.
readers. No
No shopman,
shopman, engineer
engineer or
or
000 fireman
can
can keep
keep thoroughly
thoroughly posted
posted without
withoutit.
it.
0
Air-Brake Department
Department alone
alone is
is worth
worth the
theyearly
yearly00
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subscription every
every month.
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